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Preface to “Development of Unconventional
Reservoirs”
Unconventional energy resources will retain their importance for many years to come
since conventional hydrocarbons will soon come to an end. From a technical viewpoint, the
more expensive clean and sustainable energy sources cannot currently compete with the
relatively cheap non-renewable fossil fuels. Unconventional resources, such as shale gas/oil,
tight gas sand, coalbed methane, oil shale, and gas hydrate, have played important roles as
leveraging resources that have led the oil and gas prices to soar in recent years. At this stage,
many countries, including major oil and gas producing countries, are seriously trying to assess
unconventional resources as their future commodities.
Assessment criteria for unconventional resources are different from those used to
evaluate conventional hydrocarbon reservoirs. To be successful in the exploration and
development of unconventional sources, many important factors have to be considered.
Although the subject of this Special Issue is broad, we tried to collect some studies that
provide guidance on some of the major factors involved in evaluating and developing
unconventional plays. The topics covered by the articles submitted to this Special Issue are
diverse. However, they can be classified into several groups based on the type of
unconventional plays covered by each paper.
The first group of the papers covers some aspects of shale gas plays and includes the
following works:
x

Comparative Porosity and Pore Structure Assessment in Shales: Measurement
Techniques, Influencing Factors and Implications for Reservoir Characterization by Yujie
and Rezaee;

x

Total Organic Carbon Enrichment and Its Impact on Pore Characteristics: A Case Study
from the Niutitang Formation Shales in Northern Guizhou by Liu et al.;

x

Accumulation Conditions and an Analysis of the Origins of Natural Gas in the Lower
Silurian Shiniulan Formation from Well Anye 1, Northern Guizhou Province by Guo et
al.;

x

Volumetric Measurements of Methane-Coal Adsorption and Desorption Isotherms—
Effects of Equations of State and Implication for Initial Gas Reserves by Ekundayo and
Rezaee;

x

A Prediction Model for Methane Adsorption Capacity in Shale Gas Reservoirs by Zou
and Rezaee;

x

Investigation of Analysis Methods for Pulse Decay Tests Considering Gas Adsorption by
Han et al.;

x

Numerical Simulation of Gas Production from Gas Shale Reservoirs—Influence of Gas
Sorption Hysteresis by Ekundayo and Rezaee;

x

Numerical Analysis of Transient Pressure Behaviors with Shale Gas MFHWs Interference
by Gao et al.; and

x

Performance Evaluation of CO2 Huff-n-Puff Gas Injection in Shale Gas Condensate
Reservoirs by Meng et al.
The second group of papers deals with some aspects of coalbeds, including the following

works:
•

Experimental and Simulation Studies on Adsorption and Diffusion Characteristics of

•

Variation of Petrophysical Properties and Adsorption Capacity in Different Rank Coals:

Coalbed Methane by Kim et al.;
An Experimental Study of Coals from the Junggar, Ordos, and Qinshui Basins in China by
Wang et al.; and
•

Design and Evaluation of a Surfactant–Mixed Metal Hydroxide-Based Drilling Fluid for
Maintaining Wellbore Stability in Coal Measure Strata by Chen et al.
The third group of papers focuses on tight gas/oil sands and includes the following

works:
•

Insight into the Pore Characteristics of a Saudi Arabian Tight Gas Sand Reservoir by

•

The Characteristics of Oil Migration due to Water Imbibition in Tight Oil Reservoirs by

Adebayo et al.;
Yang et al.;
•

Stress-Dependent Permeability of Fractures in Tight Reservoirs by Cao et al.;

•

Applicability Analysis of Klinkenberg Slip Theory in the Measurement of Tight Core

•

Pressure Transient Performance for a Horizontal Well Intercepted by Multiple

•

Catalytic Effect of Cobalt Additive on the Low Temperature Oxidation Characteristics of

Permeability by Zou et al.;
Reorientation Fractures in a Tight Reservoir by Xing et al.; and
Changqing Tight Oil and its SARA Fractions by Wang and Wang.
The last group are classified as miscellaneous, covering a variety of works dealing with
some technical aspects of different unconventional plays:
•

Experimental Investigation on Injection and Production Pattern in Fractured-Vuggy

•

Visual Experimental Study on Gradation Optimization of Two-Stage Gravel Packing

•

Study of Downhole Shock Loads for Ultra-Deep Well Perforation and Optimization

•

An Automatic Classification Method of Well Testing Plot Based on Convolutional Neural

•

Study on the Impacts of Capillary Number and Initial Water Saturation on the Residual

Carbonate Reservoirs by He et al.;
Operation in Unconventional Reservoirs by Meng et al.;
Measures by Deng et al.;
Network (CNN) by Chu et al.;
Gas Distribution by NMR by Li et al.;

•

Numerical Investigation of Downhole Perforation Pressure for a Deepwater Well by Deng

•

The Effect of Supercritical CO2 on Shaly Caprocks by Hadian and Rezaee.

et al.; and

Keywords: unconventional reservoirs; shale gas; shale oil; tight gas sand; coalbed methane
Reza Rezaee
Special Issue Editor
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Abstract: Porosity and pore size distribution (PSD) are essential petrophysical parameters controlling
permeability and storage capacity in shale gas reservoirs. Various techniques to assess pore structure
have been introduced; nevertheless, discrepancies and inconsistencies exist between each of them.
This study compares the porosity and PSD in two diﬀerent shale formations, i.e., the clay-rich Permian
Carynginia Formation in the Perth Basin, Western Australia, and the clay-poor Monterey Formation in
San Joaquin Basin, USA. Porosity and PSD have been interpreted based on nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), low-pressure N2 gas adsorption (LP-N2 -GA), mercury intrusion capillary pressure (MICP)
and helium expansion porosimetry. The results highlight NMR with the advantage of detecting the
full-scaled size of pores that are not accessible by MICP, and the ineﬀective/closed pores occupied
by clay bound water (CBW) that are not approachable by other penetration techniques (e.g., helium
expansion, low-pressure gas adsorption and MICP). The NMR porosity is largely discrepant with
the helium porosity and the MICP porosity in clay-rich Carynginia shales, but a high consistency is
displayed in clay-poor Monterey shales, implying the impact of clay contents on the distinction of
shale pore structure interpretations between diﬀerent measurements. Further, the CBW, which is
calculated by subtracting the measured eﬀective porosity from total porosity, presents a good linear
correlation with the clay content (R2 = 0.76), implying that our correlated equation is adaptable to
estimate the CBW in shale formations with the dominant clay type of illite.
Keywords: gas shale; NMR; helium porosimetry; clay bound water; porosity; pore size distribution;
low-pressure gas adsorption; MICP

1. Introduction
The increasing demand of unconventional energy resources raises the signiﬁcance of shale
reservoir investigation [1,2]. Shales are deﬁned as the laminated ﬁne-grained argillaceous sedimentary
rock, which are essentially constituted by minerals involving silt-sized particles (4–62.5 μm) and clays
(<4 μm) in couple with organic matter (OM) [3–6]. The porosity and pore size distribution (PSD),
performing as the most fundamental pore structure parameters to estimate gas storage capacity and
ﬂuid transporting behaviour in shale complex pore structures [4,7–9], are signiﬁcantly associated with
clay minerals and the promising OM that signiﬁcantly varies between diﬀerent shale formations [10–14].
The clay mineral or OM develops the micropore (i.e., pores smaller than 2 nm per International Union
of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) classiﬁcation [15]) and mesopore (i.e., pores ranging from
2 nm to 50 nm per IUPAC classiﬁcation [15]) system, complicating shale pore structures and resulting
in the extremely low permeability, low porosity and the large distinction of PSD in shales.
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To date, three types of laboratory techniques are applied for pore characterization or quantiﬁcation.
Microscopy techniques, e.g., transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), perform as the helpful petrographic-imaging approaches for porosity estimation [16], however,
provide objective results and are not adaptable to cover the full range of PSD in shales [12]. Radiation
Scatterings, such as small angle neutron scattering (SANS) and ultra-small angle scattering (USANS)
techniques, are capable to quantify the continuous PSD in tight sandstones [17] and coals [18,19].
However, the applications in shale systems are still under debate due to the limitation of neutron
sources [2,20–22]. Fluid penetration methods, i.e., low-pressure (<18.4 psi) CO2 gas adsorption
(LP-CO2 -GA), low-pressure N2 gas adsorption (LP-N2 -GA), mercury intrusion capillary pressure
(MICP) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), enable a wide range of pore structure detection and
have been universally utilized in shale research studies [23–31]. However, MICP displays destructive
disadvantages and is not approachable to the pore throat sizes smaller than 3.6 nm [3,11,32,33],
merely inter-communicated pores are available for detection [34]. Helium expansion is attainable
to the connected pore space corresponding to eﬀective porosity, while the acquisition of PSD is not
available [7]. LP-CO2 -GA coupled with LP-N2 -GA is approachable to the pore sizes ranging from
0.35 nm to 200 nm [35]. However, only interconnected pores are accessible [34], and the results are
sensitive to measurement procedures and highly dependent on the sample pre-treatment such as the
dewatering/ outgassing temperatures and the size of the smashed shale fragments [36–38]. NMR,
which is acknowledged as a non-destructive technique, is adaptable for measuring the total porosity
and PSD in shales [4,27,39–41].
Unlike the conventional rocks displaying consistent results in porosity and PSD among diﬀerent
ﬂuid-penetration measurements [42], shales, however, tend to reveal signiﬁcant discrepancies.
For example, MICP porosity in Barnett shales exhibit ~25–50% lower when compared to helium
porosity values [43]. Similar porosity inconsistencies up to 50% have also been found in previous
studies [32,44,45]. To fully understand the variations of shale pore structure interpretation between
diﬀerent measurements, the comprehensive techniques are highly required to be combined and
compared in parallel.
This paper discusses the discrepant results of diﬀerent measurements for the two shales in typical
composition (i.e., the Carynginia shales of the Perth Basin in Western Australia and the Monterey shales
of San Joaquin Basin in the U.S). Porosity is compared based on MICP, NMR and helium expansion.
PSD is interpreted based on MICP, NMR, and low-pressure gas adsorption. The inﬂuencing factors are
discussed for result discrepancies. Implications are provided for shale gas reservoir characterization.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Shale Samples
Shale samples from two formations were analyzed and compared between diﬀerent measuring
techniques. Carynginia samples, by the name of “AC1-AC8”, were collected from Arrowsmith well in
the Perth Basin, Western Australia. Monterey shales, by the name of “M1-B-M10-B” and “M1-M6”,
came from well-1B and well-1, respectively, in the San Joaquin Basin, USA. Geological settings of
Carynginia and Monterey shale formation were displayed in other studies [27,46].
Table 1 shows the mineralogical composition in Carynginia and Monterey shales. Carynginia
shales are characterized by abundant clay minerals, constituting 31.1–50.8 wt % of the total mineral
contents (e.g., the average value of Carynginia clay content is 36.6 wt %). The quartz contents occupy
35.6–53.2 wt % (e.g., quartz averages in 45.17 wt %), while the minorities are shown in K-feldspar,
plagioclase and other minerals. Monterey shales present a low-clay content (e.g., the mean value of the
clay content is around 9.0 wt %) but a relatively high proportion in quartz content. The clay type in
both of Carynginia and Monterey shales have been identiﬁed as illite [27,47].
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Table 1. XRD mineralogical composition for shales from Carynginia and Monterey formation. Some
data were collected from the other studies.
Name

Formation

Depth
(m)

Total Clay
(wt %)

Quartz
(wt %)

K-Feldspar
(wt %)

Plagioclase
(wt %)

Other Minerals
(wt %)

AC1
AC2
AC3
AC4
AC5
AC8
M1-B [47]
M2-B [47]
M3-B [47]
M4-B [47]
M5-B [47]
M6-B [47]
M7-B [47]
M8-B [47]
M9-B [47]
M10-B [47]
M1 [47]
M2 [47]
M3 [47]
M4 [47]
M5 [47]
M6 [47]

Carynginia
Carynginia
Carynginia
Carynginia
Carynginia
Carynginia
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey

2780.2
2781.7
2789.9
2794.4
2806.4
2825.3
1633.7
1658.1
2409.7
2539.9
2602.7
2631.0
2723.4
2772.8
2802.0
2879.4
1669.5
2200.9
2203.2
2362.4
2362.7
2485.3

50.8
43.2
32.3
31.1
40.7
32.3
7.3
4.9
11.1
6.8
N/A
24.2
8.4
8.5
14.7
5.6
N/A
10.0
N/A
N/A
N/A
7.0

35.6
40.3
47.6
53.0
41.3
53.2
83.6
55.2
59.2
77.5
N/A
50.4
77.0
71.0
72.6
10.6
N/A
69.0
N/A
N/A
N/A
68.0

2.6
3.6
5.4
3.3
3.6
1.4
1.6
0.0
4.1
2.2
N/A
3.3
2.5
1.4
2.2
0.0
N/A
4.0
N/A
N/A
N/A
5.0

5.0
7.6
9.4
8.1
7.6
10.6
0.7
0.5
1.8
1.3
N/A
5.2
1.8
3.3
3.6
0.0
N/A
6.0
N/A
N/A
N/A
6.0

6.0
5.3
5.3
4.5
6.8
2.5
6.8
39.4
23.8
12.2
N/A
16.9
10.3
15.8
6.9
83.8
N/A
11.0
N/A
N/A
N/A
14.0

2.2. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
Prior to NMR experiments, Carynginia shale plugs of 1.5 diameter were cleaned with
toluene/methanol mixture, and fully saturated with 30,000 ppm brine that are matched with the
average formation salinity. The low-ﬁeld NMR measurements were performed on saturated samples
by using 2 MHz Magritek Rock Core Analyzer, which was set under 30◦ C with P54 probe and
conducted under the constant magnetic resonance frequency. NMR T2 spectrum was acquired by
using the experimental parameters, i.e., 100 μs inter-echo spacing (TE), 10,000 ms inter-experiment
delay, 10,000 number of echoes and the minimum 200 signal to noise ratio (SNR), coupled with the
Carr-Purcell-Meilboom-Gill sequence [48–50].
Applying NMR T2 spectrum to study shales pore structure is fundamentally established on the
transverse relaxation dominated by surface relaxation mechanism [39]:
 
S
1
= ρ2
T2
V

(1)

where T2 is the transverse relaxation time; ρ2 is surface relaxivity, which is considered as a constant
value representing the strength of surface relaxation; VS is the surface volume ratio that is closely
intimated with pore sizes. Pore size distribution could be interpreted via T2 spectrum, with smaller
pore sizes corresponding to shorter relaxation times.
2.3. Low-Pressure Gas Adsorption (LP-GA)
Low-pressure N2 gas adsorption (LP-N2 -GA) was applied to measure the pore size distribution
(PSD) and the pore volume. Prior to the measurements, shale samples were crushed into fragments
of 60 mesh sizes and degassed over 8h for pore surface cleaning. LP-N2 -GA was performed on
Micromeritics® TriStar 3020 instrument at the bathing temperature of 77.4 K. N2 was penetrated into
the degassed samples under the constant temperature for the acquisition of adsorption isotherm. PSD
is obtained by using the Barrett, Joyner and Halenda (BJH) theory based on N2 adsorption isotherm [35].
The interpretations were carried out on the embedded TriStar II 3020 standard software.
3
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2.4. Mercury Injection Capillary Pressure (MICP)
MICP measurements were performed on Micromeritics Autopore IV 9500 V1.09 porosimeter on
chip samples weighing around 10 g. Prior to the test, shale chips were evacuated under the pressure
of 70 μmHg for 10 min. The non-wetting mercury, as the working probe for pore access, follows the
parameters applied as: Hg density of 13.53 g/mL; adv. and rec. contact angle of 130◦ ; Hg surface tension
of 485 dynes/cm. The mercury ﬁlling pressure was performed of 0.51 psia under 10 s for equilibration,
followed by injection under high pressure, ranging from 0.1 MPa (14.5 psi) to the maximum 413.7 MPa
(60,000 psi), which corresponds to the pore throat size from 3.6 nm to 1100 μm.
The pore throat size distribution of tested samples is obtained using Washburn equation assuming
cylindrical pores (Equation (2)) [51]:
−2σ cos θ
ri =
(2)
Pc
where ri is the pore throat radius calculated under mercury pressure of Pc (psi), μm; σ is the mercury
surface tension (485 dynes/cm applied in the test); θ is mercury contact angle (130◦ applied in the test);
pc is the injection pressure ranging from 14.5 psi to the maximum 60,000 psi.
3. Results
3.1. Porosity
The porosity values obtained from three measuring techniques (i.e., MICP, Helium, and NMR)
are shown for two diﬀerent shale formations (i.e., Carynginia and Monterey) (Figure 1). An obvious
porosity distinction is displayed in NMR between the clay-rich samples (i.e., Carynginia) and the
clay-poor samples (i.e., Monterey). An overall higher NMR porosities are exhibited in Carynginia
compared to Monterey. In addition, the porosity discrepancies are apparently exhibited between NMR
and the other two measurements in Carynginia samples. Carynginia presents the highest porosity
value in NMR, which is more than two times as MICP porosity, and about three times as helium
porosity (i.e., the porosity measured by NMR, helium, and MICP ranges in 8.02–12.87%, 3.03–3.78%,
and 1.93–4.15%, respectively). However, the Monterey exhibits a high porosity consistency in NMR,
helium and MICP (Figure 1). The porosity measured from MICP and helium demonstrates high
consistencies in both Carynginia and Monterey. As shown in Figure 2, the cross-plot of helium porosity
versus MICP porosity generates a very good positive linear relationship, with the correlation coeﬃcient
(R2 ) of 0.93. The porosity values for each sample are shown in Appendix A (Table A1).

Figure 1. The porosity values obtained from mercury intrusion capillary pressure (MICP), Helium, and
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) for two diﬀerent shale formations.
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Figure 2. The cross-plot of Helium porosity (%) versus MICP porosity (%) for the studied samples.

3.2. The Pore Size Distribution from NMR
Figure 3 presents the NMR T2 spectrum in Carynginia shales, with the majority of pores identiﬁed
in small pore sizes. The peak values of T2 curves correspond to the T2 relaxation time around 0.3–1 ms.
The samples of higher clay contents, e.g., AC1 and AC2 (i.e., 50.8% and 43.2%), exhibit larger amplitude
and narrower spectrum with the peak value locating in smaller pore sizes. The samples of relatively
lower clay contents, e.g., AC8 and AC4 (i.e., 32.3% and 31.1%), display smaller amplitude and wider
distributions, presenting a general larger pore sizes. A uniform pore size distribution is commonly
indicated in Carynginia shales.

Figure 3. NMR T2 spectrum for Carynginia shales (i.e., AC1-AC8).

NMR T2 spectra of Monterey shales, i.e., M1-M6 and M1-B-M10-B, are displayed in Figures 4
and 5, respectively. Signiﬁcant variations are demonstrated in Monterey shales compared to Carynginia
shales. As shown in Figure 4, Monterey shales from Well 1 (except for M5) exhibit the major pores in
larger pore size ranges. The peak locations of the spectrum correspond to T2 relaxation time ~1–100 ms,
coupled with an overall wider spectrum range, indicating a general uneven pore size distributions.
The peak values (except for M5) correspond to the incremental porosity between 0.1% and 0.13%,
displaying overall lower values than that in Carynginia shales. M5 shows the trimodal spectrum
5
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associated with three typical pore types. The spectrum peak of M5 occurs at T2 relaxation time in
300–500 ms, representing the majority of larger pores or fractures.

Figure 4. NMR T2 spectrum for Monterey shales (i.e., M1–M6) collected from Well 1. Modiﬁed from
Rivera [46].

Figure 5. NMR T2 spectrum for Monterey shales (i.e., M1-B–M6-B) collected from Well 1B. Modiﬁed
from Rivera [46].

Figure 5 shows the T2 spectrum of Monterey shales from Well 1B with multiple modal types.
M4-B, M10-B, M7-B, M9-B exhibit a majority of small pore sizes, corresponding to the T2 relaxation
times of ~0.3–1 ms. M1-B and M2-B with semi-modal distributions present the PSD peaks at larger
T2 relaxation time (i.e., 14 ms and 40 ms respectively) and higher incremental porosity (i.e., 0.27%
and 0.36% respectively). M3-B exhibits trimodal spectrum with the main pore size locates at ~20 ms.
When compared to T2 spectrum in clay-rich Carynginia, the pore sizes in Monterey are rather unevenly
distributed and universally locating in larger pore sizes. Moreover, unlike Carynginia, no obvious
correlations are observed between the clay contents and the NMR PSD amplitudes in Monterey shales.
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3.3. The Pore Size Distribution from Gas Adsorption
Figure 6 displays Caryngina PSD obtained from LP-N2 -GA experiments. As can be seen, the
PSD peak in Carynginia appears around 20 nm, implying the pore majority locating in ﬁne mesopore
sizes that dominantly controls the total pore volume. Monterey shales, by contrast, present a diﬀerent
scenario (Figure 7), showing PSD peak at ~50–100 nm with the pore majority in ﬁne macropore ranges,
which is intimately related to the high quartz content.

Figure 6. Carynginia pore size distribution (PSD) derived from low-pressure N2 gas adsorption based
on BJH theory.

Figure 7. Monterey pore size distribution (PSD) derived from low-pressure N2 gas adsorption. Modiﬁed
from Saidian, Kuila [44].

3.4. The Pore Throat Size Distribution from MICP
Carynginia and Monterey pore throat size distributions (PTDs) measured by MICP are plotted in
Figures 8 and 9. The peaks of MICP- derived PTD in Carynginia are commonly located in pore sizes
~4–5 nm, which are smaller compared to that interpreted by LP-N2 -GA. A wider range of the detectable
7
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large pores (i.e., pore sizes larger than 100 nm) is revealed by MICP technique compared to LP-N2 -GA.
Consistent with the NMR and LP-N2 -GA interpretations for Carynginia samples, larger PTD amplitude
is shown in the samples of higher clay (e.g., AC1, AC2), while the lowest PTD amplitude is found
in samples of the lowest clay samples (i.e., AC8). The Monterey PTD, however, presents a weak
interrelationship between the clay content and the amplitude of curve (Figure 9), which agrees with
the behaviours of Monterey PSD (e.g., Figures 4, 5 and 7) that is most likely under the large inﬂuences
of low-clay contents [44].

Figure 8. MICP pore throat size distribution (PTD) for Permian Carynginia shales.

Figure 9. MICP pore throat size distribution (PTD) for Monterey shales. Modiﬁed from Saidian, Kuila [44].

4. Discussion
Carynginia samples are characterized by abundant clay contents, while Monterey shales are
clay-poor (Table 1). NMR technique, which is highlighted by non-destructive measurement of total
porosity, involves the detection of eﬀective porosity and clay bound water (CBW), which is tightly
bound on the surface area of clay minerals and universally quantiﬁed by cutting the eﬀective porosity
oﬀ total porosity [52,53]. Other penetration approaches, e.g., helium, MICP, and low-pressure gas
8
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adsorption, nevertheless, are merely approachable to the inter-connected pores, missing out the
closed-pores or the ineﬀective porosity occupied by CBW. Under extreme circumstances, for shales
containing very high clay contents and thus high CBW, the most of pore spaces could be nearly
fully-occupied by the volume of CBW [8,54] that would inﬂuence the petrophysical properties in
shales [27,55–57]. As helium porosimetry is able to obtain eﬀective porosity by covering a wider
pore size range (i.e., 0.1 nm–100 μm) than MICP (i.e., 3.6 nm–100 μm) (Figure 10) [34], the CBW is
calculated by subtracting the helium porosity (i.e., eﬀective eﬀective) from NMR porosity (i.e., total
porosity). Figure 11 cross-plots the calculated CBW versus the clay content in both Carynginia and
Monterey shales. The CBW, which accounts for the porosity discrepancy between NMR and helium
measurement, displays higher values in clay-rich Caryngnia shales, but lower values are found in
Monterey shales. The correlation presents a good linear relationship (R2 = 0.76), indicating that the
correlation equation (Equation (3)) is adaptable for the estimation of CBW in the shale, whose clay
type is dominantly contributed by illite:
CBW (%) = 0.19 × Vsh (%) − 0.7

(3)

where CBW is the volume of clay bound water (%), Vsh (%) is the clay contents (%). Moreover, the
equation is most likely to ﬁt into the formation with the brine salinity of 20,000–30,000 ppm that
matches with our studied formations.

Figure 10. The multi-scaled methods for pore characterization in shales Modiﬁed from other studies [32,34,58,59].
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Figure 11. The cross-plot of clay bound water (CBW) (%) versus clay content (%) for studied shale samples.

Apart from the inﬂuencing factors associated with clays, the compatibility of the penetrated
working ﬂuid molecules with shale nanopore structure also causes the interpretation inconsistencies.
Unlike NMR using H2 O as working ﬂuid to access pore body, the working molecule involved in MICP
is merely attainable to the limited pore throat size. The mineral-controlled geometrical pore shapes,
which are highly intimated with the mineral compositions and assemblages, pose a large impact on
the porosity discrepancies between NMR and MICP in Carynginia shales [60]. To summarize, the
possible reasons for the higher NMR porosity over MICP are: (1) the volume of clay bound water; (2)
the porosity contributed by pores smaller than 3.6 nm; (3) the diﬀerent mechanisms involved in NMR
pore body detection versus MICP pore throat detection (e.g., MICP assumes the pores are cylindrical in
shape with a smooth surface, but the real pores are complicated with rough surfaces bound with water
layers) [34]; (4) the pore shape combination that intimately related to shale compositions. When the
comparisons are carried out between helium and MICP, theoretically, for shales containing high
proportion of micropores, helium porosity is supposed to be higher than MICP due to its wider
detection of pore size range [58]. However, the higher MICP porosity values are observed in some of
the studied samples in both Carynginia and Monterey (e.g., AC1, AC3, M5-B, M4) (Figure 1). As the
samples from both formations show a small proportion of micropores, the possible reasons could be
explained by the increased mercury uptake induced by the high-pressure application (i.e., 60,000 psi)
in MICP measurement [61]. Similar phenomenons have also been found in coals [62], which possess
similar characteristics as shales [63,64].
5. Conclusions
The discrepancies in porosity or pore size distribution between MICP, NMR, and LP-GA
porosimetry are largely controlled by shale compositions, particularly, the clay minerals. The clay-rich
shales generate NMR porosity signiﬁcantly higher than MICP and helium porosity, while the clay-poor
shales exhibit a high porosity consistency between NMR, MICP and helium porosimetry.
The higher porosity values unveiled by NMR over MICP/helium technique are fundamentally
attributed to CBW, meanwhile, the clay mineral compositions and assemblages, coupled with pore
geometry also contribute to the discrepancies. The MICP and helium both detect intercommunicated
pores and display consistent porosity for shales deﬁcient in pores smaller than 3.6 nm. The shales of
deﬁcient micropores may possibly show higher helium porosity over MICP porosity, which essentially
result from the high pressure application involved in MICP technique.
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Appendix A
Table A1. The porosity values obtained from MICP, Helium and NMR techniques for the studied
samples in Carynginia and Monterey. Some data are collected from other studies [26,27,46].
Name

Formation

Depth (m)

MICP Φ, %

Helium Φ, %

NMR Φ, %

AC1
AC2
AC3
AC4
AC5
AC8
M1-B
M2-B
M3-B
M4-B
M5-B
M6-B
M7-B
M8-B
M9-B
M10-B
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5

Carynginia
Carynginia
Carynginia
Carynginia
Carynginia
Carynginia
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey

2780.2
2781.7
2789.9
2794.4
2806.4
2825.3
1633.7
1658.1
2409.7
2539.9
2602.7
2631.0
2723.4
2772.8
2802.0
2879.4
1669.5
2200.9
2203.2
2362.4
2362.7

3.78
3.05
3.17
3.54
3.56
3.03
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
3.4
2.8
1.1
N/A
0.7
N/A
4.7
N/A
3.8
8.4
21.9

2.78
4.15
1.93
3.11
3.22
2.92
11.0
13.0
6.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
5.0
20.0

10.06
10.04
11.05
10.66
12.87
8.02
11.0
14.0
6.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
2.0
7.0
6.0
6.0
8.0
16.0
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Abstract: This study analyzes samples from the Lower Cambrian Niutitang Formation in northern
Guizhou Province to enable a better understanding of total organic carbon (TOC) enrichment and its
impact on the pore characteristics of over-mature marine shale. Organic geochemical analysis, X-ray
diﬀraction, scanning electron microscopy, helium porosity, and low-temperature nitrogen adsorption
experiments were conducted on shale samples. Their original TOC (TOCo ) content and organic
porosity were estimated by theoretical calculation, and fractal dimension D was computed with the
fractal Frenkel–Halsey–Hill model. The results were then used to consider which factors control TOC
enrichment and pore characteristics. The samples are shown to be dominated by type-I kerogen with
a TOC content of 0.29–9.36% and an equivalent vitrinite reﬂectance value of 1.72–2.72%. The TOCo
content varies between 0.64% and 18.17%, and the overall recovery coeﬃcient for the Niutitang
Formation was 2.16. Total porosity of the samples ranged between 0.36% and 6.93%. TOC content
directly controls porosity when TOC content lies in the range 1.0% to 6.0%. For samples with TOC
< 1.0% and TOC > 6.0%, inorganic pores are the main contributors to porosity. Additionally, pore
structure parameters show no obvious trends with TOC, quartz, and clay mineral content. The fractal
dimension D1 is between 2.619 and 2.716, and D2 is between 2.680 and 2.854, illustrating signiﬁcant
pore surface roughness and structural heterogeneity. No single constituent had a dominant eﬀect on
the fractal characteristics.
Keywords: Niutitang formation; TOC recovery; organic pores; porosity; pore structure

1. Introduction
Organic matter (OM) in shale refers to material abundant in organic carbon generated or retained
in the shale through deep burial and increasing thermal maturity, including kerogen, bitumen, solid
bitumen, residual OM, pyrobitumen, and char [1,2]. OM receives considerable attention in shale gas
exploration and exploitation because of its essential role in hydrocarbon generation and in organic
pore formation and development [3,4].
Total organic carbon (TOC) content is a key parameter for characterizing a shale reservoir and is
an indicator of shale gas potential. However, previous studies adopted various values for the lower
limit for TOC in a viable resource. For example, the principal gas-productive section of the Ohio Shale
had at least 2.0% TOC, which enabled the shale gas system to become the ﬁrst source of commercial
gas production in North America [5]. The minimum TOC of an exploration target shale pay should be
2.5–3.0% [6]. The source rock in the core producing area of the Barnett Shale system had a present-day
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TOC of over 1.0% [7]. In south China, shale gas “sweet spots” are characterized by high TOC
content, usually higher than 3.0% [8]. However, TOC content decreases gradually during hydrocarbon
generation and expulsion, and the TOC values mentioned above are present-day TOC or residual TOC
and, thus, are lower than the original TOC (TOCo ) values [3,9,10]. Conclusions based on the present-day
TOC cannot accurately reﬂect the original geochemical characteristics of thermally over-mature organic
matter and may underestimate hydrocarbon generation potential [7,11]. Investigations were, therefore,
undertaken into using TOC recovery to evaluate the eﬀective shale gas layer [7,12,13]. Furthermore,
previous studies did not investigate type-I kerogen in detail. Consequently, the original TOC value
and distribution in marine shale with type-I kerogen and the factors controlling both still need to
be clariﬁed.
Organic matter starts to generate nanopores once it reaches a threshold thermal maturity. These
nanopores are indispensable for shale gas adsorption [2,4]. Diﬀerent methods are employed to
calculate and analyze organic porosity and its contributions to total porosity. One category is the
examination of images through processes such as two-dimensional (2D) image processing [14–16]
and three-dimensional (3D) image reconstruction [17]. The other category is theoretical calculation,
including low-ﬁeld NMR [18,19], rock physics models [20,21], and calculations based on the mass
balance principle [3,7,12,13,22]. However, the contributions of organic pores to total porosity vary
signiﬁcantly, and there is, thus, much discussion of the controlling factors of organic porosity and
total porosity [14,23–25]. Although the results are not consistent, it is clear that there are complex
relationships between the evolution of porosity and geological parameters. Moreover, pore structure
parameters (speciﬁc surface area, pore volume, pore size distribution, and fractal dimension) and
an understanding of their relationships with porosity are indispensable for fully characterizing
pores [16,26,27].
The Lower Cambrian Niutitang Formation shale in north Guizhou Province, southwest China
was identiﬁed as a promising shale gas target zone due to its remarkable TOC content and uniform
distribution [28]. However, previous studies focused on the composition, pore structure, and gas
adsorption of the shale [16,19,28–30] in the study area, and a limited number examined the characteristics
of the original organic matter, its porosity evolution, its pore structure, and the relationships between
them. Consequently, the objectives of this paper are (1) to conduct original TOC content recovery and
organic porosity estimation, and (2) to characterize the pore structure and clarify how organic matter
inﬂuences the pore characteristics. The understanding obtained with this study may be conducive to
the evaluation of marine shale in the over-mature stage.
2. Geological Setting
The study area is in northern Guizhou, and well YX1 is located in northwestern Fenggang County
(Figure 1). Tectonically, the northern Guizhou area evolved along with the Yangtze Platform, which
experienced multiple periods of tectonic movement (from the Xuefeng movement to the Himalayan
movement), resulting in complex geology [31]. These tectonic movements resulted in northeast (NE)and north-northeast (NNE)-orientated folds and faults. The study area mainly features trough-like
folds striking NE and NNE. The formation of S-shaped or Z-shaped single folds is attributed to tectonic
deformation dominated by compression and facilitated by strike-slip. Their presence indicates that the
geological conditions under which the area developed are complicated [31,32]. Diﬀerently trending
faults intersect each other. The dip angles of faults are relatively steep, including some well-preserved
upright fault planes [33].
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Figure 1. (a) Location of Guizhou Province; (b) location of Northern Guizhou area; (c) location of the
study area and well location (Modiﬁed from Reference [34]).

The Lower Cambrian succession in the Upper Yangtze Platform was deposited during a major
marine transgression from southeast to northwest. It is mainly composed of carbonaceous shale,
and calcareous shale, carbonate, and siltstone. The black shale thickens southeastward; the present
thick black shale in Sichuan, western Hunan and Hubei, Chongqing, and Guizhou province can be
interpreted as being deposited in an open marine platform to marine shelf environment, while the
deposits at the western margin of the Upper Yangtze Platform, which are dominated by terrestrial
clastics and carbonates, are indicative of a littoral environment [28,35].
Occurrences of the Niutitang Formation in the study area can be subdivided into two members:
(1) the lower member (LM), mainly consisting of carbonaceous shale, siliceous shale, and black shale
with relatively high TOC content. It lies at depths of 1996–2031 m and is 35 m thick; (2) the upper
member (UM), mainly consisting of organic-poor argillaceous mudstone and silty mudstone. It lies at
depths of 1921–1996 m and is 75 m thick (Figure 2).
3. Samples and Methods
3.1. Samples and Experiments
Sixty-two samples were collected from the Lower Cambrian Niutitang Formation in YX1 well
(Figure 1) with the depth from 1921 m to 2031 m (Figure 2), including 31 samples from the lower
member (LM) and 31 samples from the upper member (UM). The core samples of the LM are dominated
by black siliceous shale and carbonaceous shale, while the UM is mainly gray to dark-gray argillaceous
shale and silty shale [34]. Measurements including organic geochemistry, optical microscopy, X-ray
diﬀraction, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), nitrogen adsorption, and helium pycnometry were
performed on samples. The methods used in this study were described thoroughly in Reference [36];
thus, they are not fully presented in this paper. Table 1 lists experiments and measurements conducted
on each sample.
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Figure 2. Lithological proﬁle and total organic carbon (TOC) content of well YX1 section.
Table 1. Experiments and measurements conducted on samples.
Sample No.

Depth(m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1921.65
1924.32
1927.22
1930.09
1933.27
1936.30
1939.32
1939.94
1943.16
1946.58
1949.36
1951.14
1954.38
1957.38
1959.00
1959.52
1960.30
1963.92
1966.73
1969.61

Organic Geochemistry
TOC
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Mineralogy

Microscopy

Petrophysics

BRo
√

MC
√

RE
√

XRD
√

SEM
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√
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NA

√

Porosity
√

√

√
√
√
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Table 1. Cont.
Sample No.

Depth(m)

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

1971.14
1974.76
1977.42
1980.36
1981.65
1983.20
1985.65
1989.96
1991.39
1993.35
1995.31
1996.57
1996.75
1998.56
1999.31
2000.81
2002.05
2003.02
2004.65
2005.64
2006.20
2007.20
2008.57
2010.33
2012.37
2013.73
2014.53
2014.80
2016.80
2017.21
2019.31
2021.43
2021.50
2022.38
2023.15
2023.98
2024.13
2025.90
2026.19
2028.36
2029.86
2030.00

Organic Geochemistry
TOC
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Mineralogy

Microscopy

BRo
√

MC

RE
√

XRD
√

SEM
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√

Petrophysics
NA

Porosity
√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

Note: TOC: total organic carbon content; BRo : bitumen reﬂectance values; MC: maceral composition; RE: Rock-Eval
tests; XRD: X-ray diﬀraction; SEM: scanning electron microscopy; NA: nitrogen adsorption; Porosity: helium porosity.

3.2. Calculation for Original TOC and Organic Porosity
Claypool’s Equation is considered to be useful [3,7,11], but the original production index (PIo )
used for calculation was assumed by the researchers; thus, the transfer ratio (TR) of kerogen was
unreliable. Both hydrogen index (HI) and original hydrogen index (HIo ) were used to compute the
TR, which was more reliable [13]. However, this calculation method ignores the mass change of
source rock triggered by hydrocarbon generation and expulsion. Thus, rock mass ratio was taken into
consideration [12], but the HIo determination was not applicable for over-mature shale. As a result,
the ﬁrst step of their method was revised, and the method is presented in detail below.
Firstly, the original hydrogen index (HIo ) was calculated by Equation (1).
HIo = (750 × S + 450 × L + 125 × V + 50 × I)/100,
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where S, L, V, and I are volume percentages of sapropelinite, liptinite, vitrinite, and inertinite,
respectively, on a mineral matter-free basis [11].
The TR refers to the degree of kerogen transformation due to hydrocarbon generation. Hydrogen
index (HI) and original hydrogen index (HIo ) can be used to determine TR using Equation (2) [37].
TR = [1200 × (HIo − HI)]/[HIo × (1200 − HI)].

(2)

The expulsion eﬃciency, f, refers to the ratio of the hydrocarbon expulsion amount to the total
hydrocarbon generation amount, which can be expressed by Equation (3).
f = 1 - [S1 × (1 − TR)]/(S2 × TR).

(3)

The deﬁnition of mass conversion factor w is the ratio of present-day rock mass to original rock
mass [12]; the factor can be obtained from Equation (4).
w = 1 − 0.833 × TOC/100.

(4)

Then, TOCo is determined using Equation (5).
TOCo = TOC [1 − α × f × TR × (1 − 0.833 × TOC/100)],

(5)

where the scaling parameter α refers to the proportion of convertible carbon to total carbon, and α =
HIo /1200.
Finally, organic porosity Φorg is obtained from Equation (6).
Φorg = t × (TOCo × α × f × w) × ρb /ρk ,

(6)

where t stands for the carbon equivalent mass of kerogen, t = 1.2; and ρb and ρk are the bulk density of
source rock and kerogen density, respectively. The type-I kerogen density is 1.45 g/cm3 [38].
3.3. Fractal Theory
A fractal dimension (D) can characterize pore geometry by evaluating complexity and irregularity
of both pore surface and structure [39–41]. In this study, fractal dimensions can be determined using
the Frenkel–Halsey–Hill (FHH) method, together with the N2 adsorption isotherm data. The FHH
model can be expressed by the following equation:
ln(V/V 0 ) = A × [ln(ln(P0 /P)] + C,

(7)

where V is the volume of adsorbed gas molecules at the equilibrium pressure P, V 0 is the volume of
monolayer coverage, A is the power-law exponent depending on D and the mechanism of adsorption,
and P0 is the saturation pressure of the gas. A is derived from the slope of linear regression equation in
the plot of lnV versus ln(ln(P0 /P)). The fractal dimension D derives from the two following expressions:
D = A + 3 and D = 3A + 3.
4. Results
4.1. Organic Geochemistry and Petrography
Figure 2 shows that the TOC contents of the Niutitang shale samples have a wide range of 0.29%
to 9.36%; the upper and lower members average 0.69% and 5.93%, respectively. Only one sample
from the upper member has a TOC value of over 2.0%. The bitumen reﬂectance (BRo ) value ranges
from 1.47% to 2.56%, corresponding to vitrinite reﬂectance between 1.72% and 2.72% with a mean of
2.19% as calculated with the conversion equation [42]. The majority (60–84%) of the organic matter is
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sapropelinite, while liptinite accounts for 15–37%. The amounts of vitrinite and inertinite are quite
small, 0–3% and 0–2%, respectively. Table 2 presents the calculated type index (TI) and shows that
only two samples have a TI lower than 80, indicating that the Niutitang shale is dominated by type-I
kerogen. This ﬁnding is consistent with previous studies [28,34].
Table 2. Sample thermal maturity and maceral.
Sample
ID

Depth

BRo

EqVRo

S

L

V

I

m

%

%

%

%

%

%

1
3
5
8
10
12
16
18
19
21
23
27
29
30
32
35
38
42
44
47
50
52
56
59
61

1921.65
1927.22
1933.27
1939.94
1946.58
1951.14
1959.52
1963.92
1966.73
1971.14
1977.42
1985.65
1991.39
1993.35
1996.57
1999.31
2003.02
2007.2
2010.33
2014.53
2017.21
2021.43
2023.98
2026.19
2029.86

1.52
1.47
1.88
1.53
/
2.34
1.88
1.96
2.56
2.06
1.84
2.47
1.72
/
1.96
2.19
/
1.68
1.74
2.00
1.86
2.43
1.75
2.33
2.41

1.77
1.72
2.10
1.78
/
2.52
2.10
2.17
2.72
2.27
2.06
2.64
1.95
/
2.17
2.39
/
1.92
1.97
2.21
2.08
2.61
1.98
2.51
2.59

71
76
/
70
69
80
66
72
60
/
76
68
78
76
80
/
76
66
77
76
82
71
84
70
76

25
21
/
27
28
18
32
27
37
/
20
29
20
22
17
/
21
32
21
23
16
26
15
26
22

2
1
/
2
2
1
1
1
2
/
2
2
2
1
2
/
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
2

2
2
/
1
1
1
1
0
1
/
2
1
0
1
1
/
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0

TI

Type

80
83.75
/
81
80.5
87.25
80.25
84.75
76
/
82.5
80
86.5
85.25
86
/
84
80.25
85.75
86.75
88.5
81.5
90.75
79.75
85.5

I
I
/
I
I
I
I
I
II1
/
I
I
I
I
I
/
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II1
I

HIo
mgHC/gTOC
627.50
653.75
/
649.50
637.50
682.75
640.75
662.75
619.50
/
603.50
640.50
677.50
670.75
679.50
/
667.50
634.25
673.75
674.75
689.50
652.50
698.75
646.25
671.50

Note: ID = identiﬁer; BRo = bitumen reﬂectance; EqVRo = equivalent vitrinite reﬂectance, EqVRo = 1.09 × BRo −
0.41; S = sapropelinite, L = liptinite, V = vitrinite, I = inertinite, TI = type index, TI = 100 × %S + 50 × %L − 75 × %V
− 100 × % I, and TI > 80, 80 > TI > 0, and TI < 0 indicate Type I, Type II, and Type III, respectively. HIo = original HI.

Table 3 illustrates some of the main characteristics of the relative mineral composition obtained
with X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) analysis. The samples mainly contain quartz, feldspar, carbonate, pyrite,
and clay (illite, mixed-layer illite/smectite, and chlorite). The quartz content ranges from 20.3% to 54.5%
with an average of 37.8%. The clay mineral content ranges from 8.7% to 47.1% and comprises illite
(50–100%), mixed-layer illite/smectite (0–29%), and chlorite (0–31%). In eight of the 11 samples from
the lower member of the Niutitang Formation, the only clay mineral is illite, revealing that the lower
member entered the post-mature stage, with vitrinite reﬂectance >2.0% [43]. The other samples contain
illite, chlorite, and mixed-layer illite/smectite, in which 10% comprises smectite layers, indicating
a highly mature stage [43,44]. The relationships between thermal maturity and clay mineral type
and content ensure that the equivalent vitrinite reﬂectance (EqVRo ) values calculated by the ﬁtting
equation [42] are relatively reasonable. Furthermore, the pyrite content lies in the range of 1.3% to
13.8%; the mean pyrite contents of the upper and the lower member are 3.3% and 10.2%, respectively.
Generally, pyrite forms in an anoxic environment [15]; thus, it can be taken as evidence that the lower
member of Niutitang Formation had a stagnant, anoxic depositional environment [34].
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Table 3. Mineralogical composition of the shale samples.
Sample

Depth

ID

m

1
3
5
7
8
10
12
15
16
18
19
21
23
27
29
33
35
37
38
39
42
44
47
48
50
53
56
58
59
61
62

1921.65
1927.22
1933.27
1939.32
1939.94
1946.58
1951.14
1959.00
1959.52
1963.92
1966.73
1971.14
1977.42
1985.65
1991.39
1996.75
1999.31
2002.05
2003.02
2004.65
2007.20
2010.33
2014.53
2014.80
2017.21
2021.50
2023.98
2025.90
2026.19
2029.86
2030.00

Q

F

Cal

Dol

Py

C

I/S

%
37.9
38.4
40.2
41.0
39.4
37.8
39.4
37.4
39.7
38.3
36.1
37.1
36.9
33.7
33.2
30.3
32.6
33.8
27.1
29.4
36.4
54.5
36.3
58.7
43.2
20.3
42.0
52.6
52.3
29.8
33.1

9.6
9.6
10.4
9.4
9.7
13.1
9.6
10
9.4
9.4
9.6
9.5
10.4
10.2
13.4
17.6
16.1
15.4
17.4
16.2
12.3
12.5
16.1
16.8
23.2
9.2
16.6
15.9
16.3
8.8
8.5

2.1
2.8
/
2.7
2.6
3.7
1.5
2.4
2.3
2.0
9.6
1.1
0.9
/
/
1.4
2.8
1.8
9.9
3.1
5.0
/
1.0
1.2
/
2.1
8.1
0.7
/
6.7
5.7

It

Ch

I/S Ratio

Relative Percent (%)
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
0
/
/
2.1
/
/
17.5
11.6
14.9
12.0
15.5
13.3
15.8
6.1
5.1
26.9
2.4
9.3
51.1
3.8
2.7
5.7
26.1
23.5

1.7
3.1
2.7
1.3
1.3
2.8
2.9
3.8
2.6
3.9
3.0
4.2
2.5
8.6
5.0
9.0
12.3
12.4
12.3
12.0
13.8
8.4
8.4
9.0
10.3
7.9
8.5
8.3
7.8
11.4
12.2

47.1
44.1
46.7
45.6
47.0
40.8
46.6
46.4
44.5
44.0
39.7
44.6
46.1
29.9
36.8
26.7
24.2
21.1
20.0
22.6
21.9
18.2
10.3
11.9
14.0
8.7
21.0
19.8
18.0
15.5
15.4

/
17
/
n
/
/
/
n
12
22
17
10
24
26
23
22
/
n
/
n
/
/
/
n
/
/
29
n
/
4
n

73
61
69
n
73
71
69
n
60
55
57
64
50
68
77
69
100
n
100
n
100
100
100
n
100
100
71
n
100
96
n

27
22
31
n
27
29
31
n
28
23
26
26
26
6
/
9
/
n
/
n
/
/
/
n
/
/
/
n
/
/
n

/
10
/
n
/
/
/
n
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
/
n
/
n
/
/
/
n
/
/
10
n
/
10
n

Note: Q = quartz, F = feldspar, Cal = calcite, Dol = dolomite, Py = pyrite, C = clay minerals, I/S = illite/smectite
mixed layer, It = illite, Ch = chlorite, n = no available data, “/” = not detected.

4.2. Estimation of Original TOC and Organic Porosity
Table 2 presents the results of original TOC reconstruction and organic porosity estimation.
The HIo ranges from 640.75 mg/gTOC to 689.5 mg/gTOC with a mean of 660.75 mg/gTOC. The TR
values are over 95%, indicating that the organic matter present is approaching the end of hydrocarbon
generation [3]. The low S2 values suggest that the source rock has almost no hydrocarbon generation
potential (Table 4). Additionally, the high expulsion eﬃciency reveals that there is a minute quantity of
remaining hydrocarbon. The TOCo values for the upper member are between 0.64% and 1.91% with a
mean of 1.15%, and those for the lower member range from 10.66% to 18.17% and average 14.02%,
signiﬁcantly higher than the upper member. S2 was between 4.14 mg/g (rock) and 125.28 mg/g (rock).
The parameters in Table 5 demonstrate that a considerable amount of hydrocarbon was generated
and expelled during thermal maturation. Furthermore, the recovery coeﬃcient (the ratio of TOCo to
TOCpd ) is between 2.02 and 2.28 with an average of 2.16. TOCo has a good positive correlation with
TOCpd , indicating that all of the samples experienced similar changes in TOCo .
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Table 4. Rock-Eval data and HI of samples.
Sample

Depth

Tmax

S1

S2

S3

HI

ID

m

◦C

mg/g

mg/g

mg/g

mgHC/gTOC

1
3
5
8
10
12
16
18
19
21
23
27
29
30
32
35
38
42
44
47
50
52
56
59
61

1921.65
1927.22
1933.27
1939.94
1946.58
1951.14
1959.52
1963.92
1966.73
1971.14
1977.42
1985.65
1991.39
1993.35
1996.57
1999.31
2003.02
2007.2
2010.33
2014.53
2017.21
2021.43
2023.98
2026.19
2029.86

442
436
593
445
597
600
573
426
364
600
524
512
530
/
536
514
523
309
572
555
541
586
524
581
600

0.01
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.01
<0.01
0.01
/
<0.01
0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.01
<0.01
0.01
0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.01

0.06
0.46
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
/
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.46
0.62
0.57
0.29
0.43
0.31
0.42
0.50
0.40
0.38
0.47
0.46
0.46
/
0.76
0.50
0.80
0.61
0.65
0.58
0.60
1.21
0.93
0.81
1.02

13.33
53.49
2.78
3.03
3.33
6.90
2.70
1.30
2.04
1.75
4.00
5.00
2.38
/
0.25
0.58
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.30
0.12
0.17
0.13
0.19

Note: Tmax : maturity parameter based on the temperature at which the maximum amount of pyrolyzate (S2) is
generated from the kerogen in a rock sample; S1: free hydrocarbons present in the rock (mg HC/g of rock); S2:
remaining generation potential (mg HC/g of rock); S3: oxidizable carbon, (mg CO2 /g rock); HI: hydrogen index.

The organic porosity derived from TOCo is shown in Table 5. Values for the upper member range
from 0.85% to 2.67% and average 1.55%, whereas those for the lower member are between 12.84% and
22.59% with a mean of 16.94%. The two members had diﬀerent capacities for generating organic pores
due to the marked discrepancy in TOCo between them. However, the calculated organic porosity is
merely a theoretical value.
Table 5. TOCo calculation, total porosity, and organic porosity estimation.
Sample

Depth

ID

m

1
3
8
10
12
16
18
23
29
44
50
52
61

1921.65
1927.22
1939.94
1946.58
1951.14
1959.52
1963.92
1977.42
1991.39
2010.33
2017.21
2021.43
2029.86

TR

α

f

0.990
0.963
0.998
0.998
0.996
0.998
0.999
0.997
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999

0.540
0.556
0.541
0.539
0.569
0.534
0.552
0.553
0.565
0.534
0.562
0.575
0.539

0.998
0.997
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999

g

b

TOC

TOCo

g/cm3
2.82
2.80
2.82
2.78
2.79
2.82
2.78
2.81
2.82
2.63
2.64
2.75
2.76

Φorg

Φ

1.28
2.41
0.94
0.85
0.93
1.04
2.31
1.52
2.67
14.90
17.44
22.59
12.84

1.07
0.72
2.49
0.36
0.36
1.77
0.36
1.07
1.07
3.75
2.26
5.32
5.43

%
2.79
2.78
2.75
2.77
2.78
2.77
2.77
2.78
2.79
2.53
2.58
2.60
2.61

0.45
0.86
0.33
0.30
0.29
0.37
0.77
0.50
0.84
6.44
6.67
8.47
5.17

0.93
1.78
0.71
0.63
0.66
0.79
1.70
1.00
1.91
12.88
14.22
18.17
10.66

Note: TR = transformation ratio, α = scaling parameter, f = expulsion eﬃciency, g = grain density, b = bulk density,
Φorg = organic porosity, Φ = total porosity.
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4.3. Total Porosity
The helium porosity of the Niutitang shale in the study area ranges from 0.36% to 6.93% with a
mean of 2.61%. That of the upper member lies in the range of 0.36% to 2.49% with a mean of 1.01%,
while that of the lower member varies from 2.26% to 6.93% with a mean of 4.36%. Figure 3a shows how
porosity changes with TOC. When the TOC is lower than 1.0%, the points are scattered; when the TOC
is between 1.0% and 6.0%, porosity is positively correlated with TOC; when the TOC content exceeds
6.0%, the positive trend between these two parameters becomes negative, which is consistent with the
ﬁndings of some previous studies [20,24,25,45]. However, it is noteworthy that sample 47 had a TOC
content of 6.86% and a porosity of 6.93%, which diﬀers from the negative trend illustrated by Figure 3a.
A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that sample 47 has a relatively high brittle mineral
content, as evidenced by the well-developed fractures seen in its SEM image (Figure 3b); fractures are
less developed in the other samples.

Figure 3. Relationship between total porosity and TOC content (a) and SEM image of sample 47 (b).
In Figure 3a, red dots represent samples with TOC values over 6.0%, green dots represent samples with
TOC values between 1.0% and 6.0%, and blue dots represent samples with TOC values below 1.0%.

4.4. N2 Adsorption
4.4.1. N2 Adsorption–Desorption Isotherm
The nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms from this study are presented in Figure 4.
The isotherms of all the Niutitang Formation shale samples can be classed as type IV in the International
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) classiﬁcation system [46,47]. These isotherms have
no plateau within the high relative pressure interval and are characterized by pronounced hysteresis
loops due to capillary condensation within mesopores [46]. The adsorption volume is low and rises
slowly in the low relative pressure range, but the isotherms became steep in the high relative pressure
interval (p/p0 > 0.9).

Figure 4. Nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms.

Although the degree of development of hysteresis loops varies, samples 7, 15, and 33 can be
considered type H3 and the rest of samples type H4 (Figure 4) according to the IUPAC classiﬁcation
system, suggesting the existence of slit- or plate-like pores [46]. The hysteresis loops also indicate that
ink-bottle pores are rare in the samples. Cylindrical pores, slit-like pores, and wedge-like pores are
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open pores that are conducive to gas ﬂow, while ink-bottle pores can adsorb gas [47]. Consequently,
the sorption capacity of these samples may be low.
4.4.2. Pore Structure
Values for pore structure parameters derived from the nitrogen adsorption isotherms are shown
in Table 6. The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) speciﬁc surface area ranges from 5.08 m2 /g to 25.31
m2 /g with a mean of 16.21 m2 /g. The micropore surface area computed by the t-plot method ranges
from 0.96 m2 /g to 7.78 m2 /g with an average of 4.85 m2 /g. The calculated Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH)
total pore volume varies between 0.013 cm3 /g and 0.029 cm3 /g and averages 0.019 cm3 /g, while the
micropore volume lies in the range 0.0004–0.0037 cm3 /g with a mean of 0.0024 cm3 /g. The average
pore diameter varies between 6.18 nm and 12.62 nm with an average of 7.45 nm, indicating that the
Niutitang Formation shale is dominated by mesopores.
Table 6. Pore structure parameters for shale samples. BET—Brunauer–Emmett–Teller.

Sample ID
7
15
32
36
38
40
47
52
57
61

Depth

BET Surface
Area

Micropore
Area

Pore
Volume

Micropore
Volume

Average
Pore Width

m

m2 /g

m2 /g

cm3 /g

cm3 /g

nm

1939.32
1959.00
1996.75
2002.05
2004.65
2005.64
2014.80
2021.43
2025.90
2030.00

5.0845
13.8464
21.4044
25.3148
23.1018
13.8811
22.5701
14.5405
8.7111
13.6746

0.9653
4.4582
7.2142
8.055
7.7756
4.0763
6.507
3.4514
2.3449
3.6978

0.014261
0.0171
0.021144
0.02947
0.022171
0.015734
0.024569
0.020749
0.012545
0.015642

0.000436
0.002103
0.003405
0.00379
0.003671
0.001903
0.003036
0.00159
0.001091
0.001724

12.6157
7.3046
6.1846
7.0011
6.2249
6.7046
6.4965
7.5187
8.036
6.3833

Figure 5 shows all of the samples to have similar pore size distributions except for sample 7,
which shows no signiﬁcant peak and, thus, has a relatively uniform pore distribution. As a result, this
sample exhibits the smallest BET surface area and pore volume and the largest average pore size. Other
samples tend to be unimodal with a major peak in the pore size of 2–3 nm, revealing that they are
dominated by mesopores. Additionally, a small but non-negligible amount of macropores are present.

Figure 5. Pore width distribution of samples.

4.5. Fractal Characteristics
The FHH plots for the shale samples are presented in Figure 6. The presence of two distinct linear
segments in these plots at P/P0 ranges of 0–0.5 and 0.5–1 suggests that the fractal characteristics vary
within those two relative pressure ranges; thus, the fractal dimensions D1 and D2 were acquired from
the two linear intervals, respectively. Table 7 gives the slopes of the linear regression equations A1 and
A2 and the fractal dimension values D1 and D2. By using the equation D = 3A + 3, the D1 values of
samples 7 and 52 were calculated to be less than 2, which is unreasonable because the fractal dimension
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lies in the range 2 to 3 with increasing irregularity and complexity [39]. As a result, fractal dimensions
calculated with the equation D = A + 3 are used for further analysis and discussion.

Figure 6. Plots of lnV vs. ln(ln(P0 /P)) obtained from the N2 adsorption isotherms of two typical shale
samples: (a) sample 7 and (b) sample 15. In Figure 6a,b, red dots indicate the P/P0 range of 0.5–1, and
blue dots indicate the P/P0 range of 0–0.5.
Table 7. Fractal dimensions of pores obtained from N2 adsorption of the shale samples.
Sample

Depth

ID

(m)

7
15
33
37
39
41
48
53
58
62

1939.32
1959.00
1996.75
2002.05
2004.65
2006.20
2014.80
2021.50
2025.90
2030.00

P/P0 : 0–0.5
R2
0.9998
0.9972
0.9946
0.9951
0.9881
0.9912
0.9890
0.9957
0.9937
0.9952

A1
−0.381
−0.299
−0.289
−0.300
−0.284
−0.311
−0.311
−0.339
−0.323
−0.321

P/P0 : 0.5–1
R2

D1
A+3

3A + 3

2.619
2.701
2.711
2.700
2.716
2.689
2.689
2.661
2.677
2.679

1.858
2.104
2.133
2.100
2.147
2.066
2.068
1.982
2.030
2.038

0.9971
0.9996
0.9983
0.9979
0.9984
0.9994
0.9973
0.9983
0.9990
0.9906

A2
−0.320
−0.191
−0.146
−0.173
−0.149
−0.169
−0.162
−0.195
−0.215
−0.156

D2
A+3

3A + 3

2.680
2.809
2.854
2.828
2.851
2.831
2.838
2.805
2.785
2.844

2.039
2.427
2.563
2.483
2.553
2.492
2.515
2.416
2.354
2.533

The D1 values range from 2.619 to 2.716 with an average value of 2.684, and the D2 values range
from 2.680 to 2.854 with a mean of 2.813. The results illustrate that both the pore surfaces and structures
of the shales are highly irregular and heterogeneous. Moreover, a good positive correlation between D1
and D2 can be observed in Figure 7, revealing that D1 and D2 were both suitable for characterizing pore
structures in the Niutitang Formation shale. This ﬁnding is consistent with a previous study focusing
on the Lower Silurian Longmaxi Formation shale [27]. The higher D2 values suggest that, with rising
pore diameter, the pore surface of the shale becomes rougher and the pore structure more complicated.

Figure 7. Relationship between D1 and D2.
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5. Discussion
5.1. TOC Recovery
Hydrocarbon generation is a result of organic matter decomposition with increasing thermal
maturity [6]; thus, original TOC decreases gradually due to the loss of the convertible part of the
organic matter. As more than three-quarters of the samples entered the over-mature stage, the HI
values of the LM samples dropped to below 1 mg/g (Table 4), illustrating that a large amount of
hydrocarbon was generated and expelled.
In addition, 13 samples have a recovery coeﬃcient between 2.02 and 2.28, showing little variation.
However, the present-day TOC of the LM is markedly higher than that of the UM. Four LM samples
with high present-day TOC had much higher TOCo , while nine UM samples with low present-day
TOC (<1.0%) had relatively low TOCo . This indicates that TOC enrichment was dependent on
the sedimentary environment. Previous studies characterized paleo-environments on the basis of
productivity proxies and redox condition proxies [34,48,49]. For example, upwelling and hydrothermal
events triggered a remarkable increase in paleo-productivity during LM deposition and showed that the
redox conditions evolved from anoxic with euxinic intervals during LM deposition to oxic conditions
with anoxic intervals upward [34]. In this study, mineral compositions are used to characterize the
sedimentary environment. Firstly, quartz content is positively correlated with TOC in the LM samples
but has a weak negative correlation with TOC in the UM samples (Figure 8). Quartz of biogenic origin
has a positive correlation with TOC, whereas the correlation between terrigenous detrital origin quartz
and TOC is negative [50,51]. Thus, the quartz source of the LM was dominantly authigenic, while
that in the UM had both terrigenous inputs and an authigenic source. Secondly, the average pyrite
contents of the UM and the LM shale are 3.4% and 10.3%, respectively. These results also indicate that
the LM was deposited in a reducing environment with relatively stagnant water mass and that this
transformed into an oxidizing environment upward.

Figure 8. Relationship between TOC and quartz content.

5.2. Porosity and Controlling Factors
Organic matter decomposes during thermal maturation, leading to the formation of hydrocarbons
and intraparticle organic pores [4], and migrated organic matter develops secondary pores as it
cracks at high maturity [52]. Nanoporosity evolutionary sequence includes the formation stage
(0.60% < VRo < 2.0%), the development stage (2.0% < VRo < 3.5%), and the conversion or destruction
stage (VRo > 3.5%) [53]. However, no general trend between organic porosity and maturity was
observed when VRo > 0.9% in the Woodford shale [14]. In this study, organoporosity was calculated
with the method presented in Reference [12]. There is no obvious relationship between the calculated
organoporosity and EqVRo (Figure 9). Because of the marked diﬀerences in the TOC of the two
members, samples from the LM had higher organoporosity (over 10%) than those from the UM. Thus,
both total porosity and organic porosity had no direct relationship with thermal maturity, and other
factors like TOC content should be given more consideration when characterizing shale porosity.
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Figure 9. Relationship between total porosity and equivalent vitrinite reﬂectance (EqVRo ).

Figure 3a reveals the relationship between total porosity and TOC. Total porosity is positively
correlated with TOC when 1.0% < TOC < 6.0%, after which the trend changes. A similar pattern was
reported in other studies; for example, there was a change in a positive correlation at TOC = 5.5% in
the Marcellus shale from North America [24], TOC = 5.0% in the Qiongzhusi Formation from southern
Sichuan Basin [45], and TOC = 12% in the Permian shale from eastern China [25].
The contribution of per-gram organic carbon content to total porosity can be derived from the
slope of the linear regression equation in a plot of total porosity versus TOC. For samples with
1.0% < TOC < 6.0%, the TOC contribution is 0.93% (Figure 3a), which is greater than in Lower Silurian
shale in southern China (0.72%) [23] and higher than in Lower Cambrian shale in the southern Sichuan
Basin (0.40%) [45]. However, these values may be invalid because they are based on limited samples;
further study is needed to determine the contribution made by TOC content. For samples with
TOC < 1.0% and TOC > 6.0%, organic pores make less of a contribution to porosity. Figure 10 shows
that the recovery coeﬃcient and calculated organoporosity have no obvious relationship with porosity,
indicating that inorganic pores are the main contributors to porosity. When TOC < 1.0%, the volume of
organic pores is too small to inﬂuence the porosity. The porosity decreasing when TOC > 6.0% may
be attributable to mechanical compaction [24,25]. A previous study showed that Young’s modulus
values of kerogen, clay, and quartz were 10 GPa, 15–45 GPa, and 50–70 GPa, respectively [54], and an
association between signiﬁcant lowering of the kerogen modulus and organic pore development was
illustrated. The immature kerogen modulus was 15–20 GPa, whereas kerogen in the gas window had a
smaller modulus of 7–12 GPa [54]. This is one reason why fewer organic pores can be observed in the
SEM images (Figure 11). Another possible explanation is that the organic matter seen in the SEM images
is depositional organic matter, which mainly consists of kerogen and seldom yields pores [52]. Lastly,
some micropores and ﬁne mesopores cannot be clearly observed; thus, the insuﬃcient magniﬁcation of
the SEM images may be a factor [7].

Figure 10. (a) Relationship between porosity and recovery coeﬃcient; (b) relationship between porosity
and organoporosity.
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Figure 11. (a) Organic pores in sample 5; (b) Organic matter in sample 59.

The relationships between quartz, clay minerals, and total porosity are presented in Figure 12.
Total porosity has a slight negative correlation with quartz content in the lower member but no
obvious relationship with it in the Upper member. Similar ﬁndings were obtained from analysis
of Devonian–Mississippian shale in western Canada, showing that total porosity had a negative
correlation with biogenic quartz due to the loss of pores with a diameter of less than 10 nm [50].
Furthermore, quartz of detrital origin with angular grain boundaries is more likely to form interparticle
pores, which are mainly macropores and mesopores, leading to a positive correlation between detrital
quartz and total porosity [23,31].
The total porosity has a good negative correlation with clay content. Previous studies proposed
that clay minerals increase total porosity [51,55]. Additionally, the lattice of randomly oriented clay
mineral platelets forms a “house of cards” structure [14], contributing to the preservation of linear and
triangular pores. However, for shale layers, higher clay content may weaken their capacity to resist
compaction, which will cause a pronounced decrease in porosity. Clay-associated pores form with
increasing clay content, but more pores, including organic pores and mineral pores, vanish during the
mechanical compaction resulting from high clay content. As a result, the contribution of clay-associated
pores to total porosity may be negligible [25]. Hypotheses regarding this phenomenon are preliminary
and need further conﬁrmation.

(b)

(a)

Figure 12. Eﬀects of mineral composition on total porosity: (a) quartz; (b) clay minerals.

5.3. Pore Structure and Fractal Characterization
5.3.1. Factors Controlling Pore Structure
Figure 13 illustrates the relationships among the pore structure parameters of the shale samples.
Speciﬁc surface area is signiﬁcantly correlated with total pore volume (R2 = 0.81) and micropore
volume (R2 = 0.96), which agrees with previous studies on highly mature marine shale [27,40,51,56].
Additionally, the average pore size exhibits a negative correlation with total pore volume and speciﬁc
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surface area (Figure 13a,b). Samples with smaller average pore diameters tend to possess more
micropores and mesopores, leading to a higher pore volume and speciﬁc surface area. Micropores may
be a more signiﬁcant contributor to the speciﬁc surface area than are mesopores.
The relationships between shale constituents and pore structure parameters are shown in Figure 13.
The slightly positive relationships between TOC content and total surface area, micropore surface
area, total pore volume, and micropore volume seen in Figure 13c,d suggest that TOC is not the major
contributor to these structural parameters in the samples. However, previous studies drew diﬀerent
conclusions, ﬁnding that speciﬁc surface area and pore volume have a signiﬁcantly positive correlation
with TOC content [27,40,57]. An examination of the SEM images of the samples used in those studies
reveals that this correlation may be attributable to the presence of a large amount of well-preserved
organic pores. Organic pores are limited in the samples considered in the current study, as seen in the
SEM images, yielding a diﬀerent outcome.
The moderate negative trends between quartz content and total surface area and total pore
volume shown in Figure 13e,f reveal that quartz content does not exert a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on
pore structure in this study. Biogenetic quartz has smooth rims, which tend to form less interparticle
porosity. In addition, quartz tends to provide less pore volume [58].
Speciﬁc surface area and total pore volume have a slightly negative relationship with clay content
(Figure 13g,h), which is in agreement with some previous studies [25,26,58]. On the one hand,
the speciﬁc surface area values of clay minerals vary considerably. For example, montmorillonite
and mixed-layer illite/smectite have relatively high speciﬁc surface areas of 76.4 m2 /g and 30.8 m2 /g,
respectively, but chlorite and illite have smaller surface areas of 11.7 m2 /g and 7.1 m2 /g [59]. As presented
in Section 4.1, the clay content of these samples is dominated by illite (average 78%), which makes less
of a contribution to the surface area. On the other hand, parts of clay-associated pores that are not
protected from brittle minerals will be deformed by mechanical compaction. Thus, the speciﬁc surface
area and total pore volume show little correlation with clay mineral content. To conclude, no simple
relationship is seen between pore structure and shale composition in this study.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 13. Cont.
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(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 13. Relationship among structure parameters (a,b) and eﬀects of shale composition on structure
parameters (c–h); in (b) and (e–h), speciﬁc surface area (SSA) refers to total SSA, pore volume (PV)
refers to total PV.

5.3.2. Characteristics and Controlling Factors of Fractal Dimension
Figure 14 shows the relationship between the fractal dimensions D1 and D2 and the constituents
of the shale. Neither D1 nor D2 shows an obvious correlation with quartz content. This is because
the quartz particles have smooth surfaces, resulting in a relatively smooth and regular overall surface
and microstructure (Figure 14a). D1 and D2 exhibit no clear correlation with clay content (Figure 14b).
The layered and ﬂocculent structures of clay minerals increase the speciﬁc surface area of pores [58];
however, in this study, the samples have high illite content due to high thermal maturity, and the
contribution is not signiﬁcant. The lack of a relationship between mineral composition and fractal
dimension indicates that mineral composition is not the major factor inﬂuencing fractal dimension.
Figure 14c shows a slight increase in D1 with rising TOC content and a moderately positive
correlation between D2 and TOC content. Organic-rich shale tends to develop more nanopores due to
kerogen decomposition during thermal maturation [3,52]. These nanopores form a complicated pore
network, resulting in higher fractal dimensions [16,26]. However, limited organic pore development
occurred in these samples due to their kerogen type; thus, the positive correlation between fractal
dimension and TOC content is not signiﬁcant in this study. In sum, the sedimentary environment
and thermal maturation control the shale constituents, and no single constituent dominates the
fractal characteristics.
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Figure 14. Relationship between fractal dimensions and shale composition (a–c) and relationship
between fractal dimensions and structure parameters (d–h).

The relationship between the fractal dimensions and the pore structure parameters is also shown in
Figure 14. D1 and D2 have positive linear correlations with surface area, and D1 has a better correlation
with both total surface area (Figure 14d) and micropore surface area than does D2 (Figure 14e).
This is because D1 represents the surface fractal dimension, which is dependent on the pore surface
area [39]. Figure 14f exhibits a good linear correlation between fractal dimension and average pore
size. As previous studies illustrated, a smaller pore size will not only increase the complexity and
heterogeneity of the pore structure, but will also generate a rougher surface [16,27].
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Moreover, the fractal dimension shows no obvious correlation with total pore volume (Figure 14g)
but a better correlation with micropore volume (Figure 14h). On the one hand, the speciﬁc surface area
is well correlated with pore volume; thus, samples with a higher fractal dimension have a larger pore
volume. On the other hand, micropores are the major contributors to pore structure complexity and
surface roughness. Thus, the correlation of the fractal dimension with micropores will be better than
with other pores. Furthermore, the observation that both D1 and D2 have a pronounced correlation
with the pore structure parameters reveals that fractal dimensions can be applied to characterize
pore structure.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, the TOC distribution, pore structure, and evolutionary characteristics of Niutitang
Formation shales from the northern Guizhou Province in southwest China were investigated using a
series of experiments, mass balance calculations, and FHH theory. The following conclusions were
drawn:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The organic matter was dominated by type-I kerogen with a total organic carbon (TOC) content
of 0.29–9.36%, averaging 0.69% and 5.93% in the upper and the lower members, respectively.
The equivalent vitrinite reﬂectance (EqVRo ) values ranged from 1.72% to 2.72% with a mean
of 2.19%. The original TOC content values of the upper member were between 0.64% to 1.91%
with a mean of 1.15%, while those of the lower member ranged from 10.66% to 18.17% and
averaged 14.02%. The overall TOC recovery coeﬃcient for the Niutitang formation was 2.16,
indicating good hydrocarbon generation potential and that it is a promising exploration prospect.
The sedimentary environment was shown to be the dominant factor in both present-day TOC
and the original TOC distribution.
The total porosity of the Niutitang shale ranged from 0.36% to 6.93% with a mean of 2.61%.
This ranged from 0.36% to 2.49% with a mean of 1.01% in samples from the upper member
and 2.26% to 6.93% with a mean of 4.36% in samples from the lower member. When TOC was
below 1.0%, porosity had no correlation with it; when TOC was between 1.0% and 6.0%, porosity
was positively correlated with it; when TOC < 1.0% and TOC > 6.0%, porosity had no obvious
correlation with it. This indicates that, when within a certain range, TOC was a signiﬁcant
controlling factor in porosity. The calculated organic porosity was higher than the measured total
porosity, and the relationship between porosity and mineral composition was found to be indirect.
The nitrogen adsorption isotherms of all of the Niutitang Formation shale samples were type
IV, with hysteresis loops identiﬁed as type H3 and type H4, suggesting the existence of slit- or
plate-like pores. The BET speciﬁc surface area ranged from 5.08 m2 /g to 25.31 m2 /g, total pore
volume from 0.013 cm3 /g to 0.029 cm3 /g, and average pore diameter from 6.18 nm to 12.62 nm.
Pore structure parameters showed no obvious correlation with the composition of the shale.
The D1 values ranged from 2.619 to 2.716, with an average value of 2.684, and the D2 values
ranged from 2.680 to 2.854, with a mean of 2.813. The irregularity of both the pore surface and
structure indicated good gas sorption capacity. Sedimentary environment and thermal maturation
were shown to control the constituents of the shale, and no single constituent dominated its
fractal characteristics.
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Abstract: The origin of natural gas and the mechanisms that lead to gas accumulation in the marine
calcareous mudstone of the Lower Silurian Shiniulan Formation in northern Guizhou province
are special and complicated. According to a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods,
including the reconstruction of hydrocarbon generative potential and gas content’s measurement,
in the context of some geochemistry information—the origins of the natural gas of Shiniulan Formation
is suggested to be mixed gas. Furthermore, the accumulation of the natural gas can be proposed
combined with some geological information. Results indicated that the volume of the in-place gas
content of Shiniulan samples, reinstated by the formulas’ computation, reaches a yield of 3.67 m3 ·t−1
in rock. The theoretical gas content for Shiniulan Formation mudstone ranges from 1.6 to 5.8 m3 ·t−1
using the indirect calculation of gas content, and the total gas contents of those samples range from
0.065 to 0.841 m3 /t, according to the United States Bureau of Mines’ (USBM) direct method. According
to the combination of the reconstructed in-place gas content and the gas content, even mudstone in
the Shiniulan Formation has potential to generating gas but could not satisfy the actual gas content in
Shiniulan Formation. In addition, according to the composition, the carbon and hydrogen isotope
charts of gaseous hydrocarbons further indicate that the gas origin of Shiniulan Formation is a
mixed gas, which also means that the gas is not just generated in the layer, but has partly migrated
from other formations, such as the Wufeng–Longmaxi Formation. The lower Shiniulan Formation
in the study area is characterized by frequent interbed of limestone and calcareous mudstone.
The geological information shows that well-developed fractures of mudstone and faults can be used
as main pathways for the upward migration of gases from the underlying strata to the Shiniulan
Formation. The limestone with fairly low porosity and permeability hinders the migration of natural
gas as much as possible and keeps that eﬃciently reserved in the horizontal fractures of calcareous
mudstone. This migration pattern implies that the interbedded rock association is also favorable for
gas accumulation in the Shiniulan Formation.
Keywords: limestone and calcareous mudstone interbedding; gas content; source-mixed gas; fractures;
northern Guizhou
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1. Introduction
The great success of shale gas’s exploration in North America has tremendously promoted the
exploration and development of shale gas worldwide. The resources, such as net crude oil and
petroleum-related production, are increasingly independent of imports, which has contributed mostly
to the development of tight oil and shale gas reservoirs, as suggested by Jia et al. [1]. According
to the Energy Information Administration (EIA) in 2017 [2], the new record for shale plays in the
northeast extends to a longer-term trend of development, and the upward trends have continued in
the days thereafter.
The exploration of shale gas is undergoing rapid development in China. In particular, the Lower
Paleozoic marine facies rich in organic shale are an advantageous area for marine shale gas exploration.
These facies are spread widely over the upper Yangtze region, with rich sources of rock layers,
high organic matter abundance, rich organic matter types, high thermal maturity, a high content of
brittle minerals, and moderate development of fractures having been demonstrated by Zhang and Zou
and Wang and Tan [3–6]. Through the determination of the actual gas content of drilling cores in many
areas of the southern Paleozoic, the shale gas content of the Lower Cambrian Qiongzhusi Formation
was found to be distributed in the range of 0.13-5.02 m3 ·t−1 , with an average of 2.14 m3 ·t−1 . Accordingly,
the shale gas content of the upper Ordovician Wufeng–lower Silurian Longmaxi Formation ranges
from 0.29 to 6.50 m3 ·t−1 as pointed out by Zou et al. [7].
The northern Guizhou area is one of the research areas for the strategic investigation of shale gas
resources in China; this area lies to the south of the Sichuan basin and has a generally low level of
petroleum geological evaluation and exploration. The upper Ordovician Wufeng Formation–lower
Silurian Longmaxi Formation and the Lower Cambrian Qiongzhusi Formation, which developed in
the northern Guizhou area, have the most potential shale layers, with good hydrocarbon generation
capabilities as eﬀective formations in geological research and exploration for marine shale gas,
as presented according to Han et al. and Zhao et al. [8,9].
The AY (AnYe)-1 well is located in Anchang Town, Zhengan County, in the north of Guizhou
Province. The structural location belongs to the west wing of the Anchang syncline in the Wuling
folded region. The purpose of drilling was to explore the upper Ordovician Wufeng Formation–lower
Silurian Longmaxi Formation for shale gas. More remarkably, a number of high-pressure gas reservoirs
were drilled in the Shiniulan Formation of the Silurian. This is the ﬁrst time that high-yield gas ﬂows
have been obtained in the interbedded marine limestone and mudstone layers of the strata in southern
China. The black shale was drilled for nearly 20 m from the upper Ordovician Wufeng Formation to
the Lower Silurian Longmaxi Formation, which met the standard for the commercial exploration of
shale gas. Furthermore, natural gas was prospected ﬁrst in the Permian Qixia Formation, and then in
the Baota Formation outside the Sichuan Basin. The drilling of the AY-1 well is a major breakthrough
in the new area, which has a new formation system, and new types of natural gas and have opened up
new areas for oil and gas exploration in southern China.
There is a fairly prominent gas logging abnormality in the gas source rock of the Shiniulan
Formation, with 15 layers of gas logging abnormality drilled in the well depth of 2105-2204 m.
The anomalous total hydrocarbon value rapidly soared from 0.35% to 85.40% while the abnormal
methane value also rose from 0.25% to 80.5%. The initial production of the well AY-1 attained a
maximum of 420 × 103 m3 per day, as presented by Liu et al. [10]. It is expected that the output can
reach 200 × 103 m3 per day after acid fracturing. At present, the daily output reaches approximately
5000 cubic meters, and the cumulative gas production is nearly 600,000 cubic meters, signifying a
principal breakthrough for gas exploration in Guizhou Province.
As a new stratum for natural gas exploration and trial in China, the investigation of gas potential
and gas accumulation condition of reservoir is of vital importance to the next step of exploration and
development in study area. This paper aims to evaluate the potential of the hydrocarbon generation
of calcareous mudstone in the Shiniulan Formation by diﬀerent methods which have not used in
previous research, combined with the relationship between the stable isotopic compositions of gaseous
40
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hydrocarbons and the molecular composition of gases to conﬁrm the origin of natural gas in lower part
of the Shiniulan Formation due to its complexity and multiple solutions. Afterwards, characterizing
the fault and fractures as controlling factors was used to estimate the accumulation model of natural
gas in the reservoir with high yields.
2. Geological Setting
The Silurian in the upper Yangtze area has a good material foundation, which is not only widely
distributed but also has a large thickness with rich organic matter, as presented by Wang. [11]. With the
development of shale gas exploration, the resources of the Lower Silurian have achieved many
breakthroughs in the Weiyuan, Changning, Fushun-Yongchuan, Fuling, and Pengshui areas in the
southern Sichuan basin. Many wells have obtained high yields during the process of the gas testing
suggested by Liang et al. [12].
The study area belongs to the South Sichuan–Northern Qianbei sub-region in the upper Yangtze
(Figure 1). The Paleozoic strata have developed to a great extent, while Carboniferous and Devonian
areas are lacking in the northern region of Guizhou Province. According to the lithology, sedimentary
facies, and paleontological characteristics, the Sinian–Cambrian strata are divided into east and west
regions. The study area is mainly exposed of the upper Cambrian–Silurian Formation, which is
distributed in the anticlinoria. Among the strata, the Silurian strata are relatively developed with a
large number of fossils that contact the underlying Ordovician but are in uncomfortable contact with
the overlying Lower Permian. The Lower Silurian is divided into three groups from the bottom to top:
the Silurian Longmaxi Formation, the Shiniulan Formation, and the Hanjiadian Formation.

Figure 1. The geological map of the study area with the location of the sampling well and outcrop proﬁle.
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Silurian exists as an important source of rocks in the upper Yangtze region. The lithology of
the Wufeng–Longmaxi Formation shows mainly black carbonaceous shale with a small amount of
thin-layer of bioclastic limestone or bioclastic limestone strips, and the upper part is mainly a thin
interbed of argillaceous limestone and mudstone refer to Wang et al. [13]. Furthermore, the lithology of
the Shiniulan Formation is mainly composed of a set of bioclastic limestone in an argillaceous limestone
and calcareous mudstone interbedding, which is in a conformity relationship with the underlying
strata. The thickness of limestone increases from bottom to top, while that of calcareous mudstone
diminishes slightly (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The generalized stratigraphic column and characteristics of logging curves of the
upper Ordovician Wufeng–lower Silurian Longmaxi and lower Silurian Shiniulan Formation in
the northern Guizhou.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Sample Selection
Twenty-four fresh core samples from depths of 2110 to 2348 m of AY-1 well were analyzed, 15 of
which were from the Shiniulan Fm., and nine of which were from the Longmaxi Fm. A series of
experiments were used for evaluating the characteristics of mudstone samples and the gas potential of
the Shiniulan Fm. in the upper Yangtze area.
Eleven gas samples from Shiniulan Fm. in AY-1 were collected from the wellheads or separators
for the molecular composition and isotopes of carbon and hydrogen analyses. To collect the gas
samples, double-ended stainless-steel bottles equipped with a maximum pressure of 15 MPa and
vacuumed before sampling were used. During sampling, the stainless-steel bottles were repeatedly
ﬂushed and replaced with a gas stream, and then the exhaust valve was closed. The ﬁlling gas pressure
was made stable at 4 MPa, the intake valve was closed, and the bottle was covered in water in case of
gas leakage.
3.2. Organic Matter Properties
The total organic carbon (TOC) content was determined using a Leco CS230 carbon/sulfur analyzer
following the Chinese National Standard GB/T19145-2003. [14]. Vitrinite reﬂectance values (Ro%),
a representative indicator for characterizing the thermal maturity of organic matter, were evaluated
by an MPV-SP microphotometer under an oil-immersion objective lens. The photometry of samples
was obtained at the temperature of 23 ◦ C according to the Chinese standard SY/T5124-2012 [15].
Maceral composition observations were performed using polished sections under reﬂected white
and ﬂuorescent light with a Leica MPV microscope. According to the type index (TI) following the
criteria of the Chinese oil and gas industry standard SY/T5125-1996 [16]. and Cao [17], the abundances
of the maceral components could be evaluated for organic matter type identiﬁcation. All of these
experiments and analyses were performed by at the geochemistry laboratory of Yangtze University,
Jingzhou, China.
3.3. Parameterization of the Gas Content
3.3.1. Indirect Calculation of the Gas Content
By adding together the adsorbed and free gas contents, the total gas content can be obtained.
The content of adsorbed gas in mudstone cannot be obtained directly. At present, methane isothermal
adsorption is commonly used to signify the capacity of gas adsorption and to measure the amount of
adsorbate (methane); that is, through isothermal adsorption, a simulation experiment is conducted to
establish the relationship model between the adsorption gas content and pressure and the temperature,
as pointed out in previous publication by Wang et al. [18]. The experimental process involves testing
the capacity of the adsorption gas under diﬀerent pressures at a constant temperature.
The methane adsorption isotherm was formed at a temperature of 30 ◦ C and a humidity level
of 2.31% by the isothermal adsorption/desorption analyzer (HPVA-200-4). Through the isothermal
adsorption test, eight equilibrium pressure points were measured at 30 ◦ C (about the same as the
ground temperature at 500 m depth), as was the equilibrium moisture of pure methane at 0, 0.35, 1.07,
2.25, 4.31, 6.24, 8.72, and 11.13 MPa, respectively. The equilibrium time of each pressure point was
approximately 12 h, and then it was pressurized to the next pressure point under the experimental
environment with a methane gas concentration greater than 99.999%. The adsorption volume of
methane was obtained by the following equation; see Dang [19], Gasparik et al., [20], Ji et al., [21],
and Tan et al., [4], Dang [22].
m = mtotal − ρ gas Vvoid
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where m is the volume of methane adsorption; mtotal represents the amount of gas drawn into the
sample cell; and ρgas is the density of gas; the void volume (Vvoid ) generally is contingent on helium
expansion. The adsorption proﬁle used the Gibbs adsorption calculation which neglects the volume
occupied by the adsorbed phase in calculating the amount of unadsorbed gas and Vvoid is viewed as
being available to the unadsorbed gas suggested by Sudibandriyo et al. [23].
According to the Langmuir isotherm equation, as pointed out by Langmuir [24], which is related
to the adsorption of gas molecules on a solid surface under a ﬁxed gas pressure and temperature,
the methane adsorption’s experimental results can be obtained:
V = VL P/(PL + P)

(2)

PL is the pressure at which the adsorbed gas content is equivalent to the half of the Langmuir
volume; V means the adsorbed gas volume; and P is the gas pressure; VL indicates the maximum
capacity of the adsorbent’s adsorption
Free gas is generally stored in the pores and microfractures of mudstone. The main inﬂuential
factors of the content include porosity, pressure conditions, the temperature system, and gas saturation.
The content of free gas was calculated by the following equation proposed by Lewis et al. [25].
Gf =

ϕ × Sg

(3)

B g × ρb

where Gf is the content of free gas, m3 ·t−1 ; Φ is the rock porosity (%); Sg is the original gas saturation
(%); Bg is the factor of gas formation volume; and ρb is the formation density, g·cm−3 .
The factor of gas formation volume is the volume of natural gas per unit volume under formation
standard state (20 ◦ C, 0.101325 MPa). The formula of the factor of gas formation volume as follows.
Bg =

Vg

(4)

Vsc

Psc Vsc = nRTsc

(5)

PVg = nZRT

(6)
m3 ;

where Vg is the volume of n mol gas under formation conditions,
Vsc is the volume of n
mol gas under formation conditions, m3 ; n is the number of moles, k mol; T is the formation
temperature, K(T = (273.15 + t)K); P is the formation pressure, MPa; R is the universal gas constant,
MPa·m3 (k mol·K)−1 ; t is the formation temperature, ◦ C; tsc is the formation temperature in standard
state, tsc = 20 ◦ C; and Z is the compressibility factor, which can be obtained by the two-parameter
compression factor chart of natural gas. Psc = 0.101235MPa; Tsc = (273.15 + 20) ◦ C (under standard
state).
Bg =

Z(t + 273.15)
t + 273.15
Psc
×
= 3.456 × 10 − 4Z
P
P
(20 + 273.15)

(7)

2893.5ϕSgP
ρZ(t + 273.15)

(8)

Gf = k

The key to this calculation is to determine the eﬀective porosity and gas saturation of free gas.
The reservoir space of free gas consists of matrix pores and fractures. Both of these factors directly
aﬀect the content of free gas. The reservoir space can be characterized by eﬀective porosity.
Therefore, the eﬀective porosity of the free gas in the reservoir is the summation of the matrix
porosity and fracture porosity, which are obtained through high-precision experiments and log
interpretation. The comparative matrix’s porosity can be measured by sound waves, neutrons, density,
and other well logging data; and accurate fracture porosity is commonly obtained by dual lateral
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logging data. The gas saturation is obtained from a formula named the total shale model, which was
described by Schlumberger (1972) [26]. The calculation of the total shale model is as follows:
ϕm × Snw
V × Sw
1
=
+ sh
Rt
Rsh
aRw × (1 − Vsh )

(9)

where, Rsh is the resistivity of mudstones; Rt presents the rt true formation resistivity; and Sw is
the water saturation. Then, Rw is the formation water resistivity, which has units of Ω·m; ϕ is the
formation porosity (%); a is the lithology factor; n is the saturation exponent; and m is the formation
cementation exponent.
3.3.2. USBM Direct Method
The USBM direct method, as one of the industry standards, is used to evaluate the gas content,
as presented by Diamond et al. [27], Yee et al. [28], Diamond and Schatzel [29], and Dang et al. [30].
The core samples lifted from the wellhead are quickly loaded into stainless-steel cans and sealed.
The adsorbed gas content can be measured by spherical particles, which are characterized by a surface
concentration of zero and a constant initial gas concentration (see Dang et al. [26] for details). The lost
gas content is estimated by linear regression analysis of the square root of the adsorbed gas content
and desorption time when the desorption of gas is completed.
3.4. Original TOC and Hydrocarbon Potential
An analysis was carried out with 10 g of powdered sample. Each sample was heated to 600 ◦ C by
Rock-Eval 6 pyrolysis equipment manufactured by Vinci® Technologies (Nanterre, France). Herein,
we focused mainly on the following parameters, which were recorded during the pyrolysis phase:
Some parameters can be obtained by experimentation, including the volatile hydrocarbon content,
mg HC·g-1 Rock (S1 ); remaining hydrocarbon generative potential, mg HC·g-1 Rock (S2 ); and the
temperature of maximum pyrolysis yield (Tmax ). The hydrogen index (HI) and the production index
(PI), which were proposed by Behar et al. [31], were calculated through the calculation formula. Finally,
we used the following equation, according to Jarvie et al. [32], to acquire the original hydrocarbon
generative potential:
(10)
S2o = HIo × TOCo × 100−1
where HIo is the original hydrogen index; TOCo is the total organic carbon; and S2o is the original
generative potential of hydrocarbon, mg HC·g−1 Rock.
3.5. Natural Gas Geochemistry
The compositions of the 11 gas samples in this study were analyzed by a gas chromatograph (GC);
i.e., an Agilent 6890 N integrated with a ﬂame ionization detector (FID) and a thermal conductivity
detector (TCD). A capillary column (PLOT Al2 O3 50 m × 0.53 mm) was used for hydrocarbon gas
components (C1 –C3 ) fractions. The temperature program of the GC oven included an initial heating at
30 ◦ C, which was then increased to the temperature of 180 ◦ C with a ﬁnal hold time for 20–30 min at
10 ◦ C·min−1 .
The carbon isotope compositions of the gas components were obtained using a mass spectrometer
(Finnigan Mat Delta Plus). The target gas component was separated on a fused silica capillary column.
The temperature program of the GC oven was increased from 35 ◦ C to 80 ◦ C at 8 ◦ C·min−1 and reached
260 ◦ C at 5 ◦ C·min−1 (held for 10 min). The stable hydrogen isotope analyses of alkane gases were
performed on a mass spectrometer (Finnigan GC/TC/IRMS). Helium, as the carrier gas with a rate of
1.5 mL·min−1 , was injected into an HP-PLOT Q column (30 m × 0.32 mm × 20 μm) to separate the
alkane gas components. The GC oven temperature was initially held at 40 ◦ C for 4 min, increased at a
rate of 10 ◦ C·min−1 to 80 ◦ C, then to 140 ◦ C at ◦ C·min−1 , and ﬁnally, turned up to 260 ◦ C at a rate of
3 ◦ C·min−1 and held for 10 min. The values of stable carbon and hydrogen isotopes are presented in
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the δ-notation (δ13 C, %) as V-PDB (Vienna-Pee Dee Belemnite) and V-SMOW (Vienna-standards mean
ocean water), respectively. The analytical error of the carbon and hydrogen isotopic compositions was
less than 3%, as suggested by Ni et al. [33], Dai et al. [34], Dai et al. [35].
3.6. Observation and Statistical Classiﬁcation Method for Fractures
The observation and statistical analyses of the length, opening, dip, and density of core fractures
are fundamental for the study of the fracture development and distribution features of cores.
In the identiﬁcation and observation of core fractures, the core is generally immersed in water so
that fractures can be clearly observed before the core surface is entirely dry. The reason for this is that
there are many microfractures in cores. After the water immersion, the water on the surface completely
evaporates, but does not completely evaporate in the microfractures; thus, water marks with the same
dip size were observed on the core.
(1) Statistical analysis and research into the fracture length of cores:
The length distribution of fractures can be divided into three diﬀerent types: length (L) < 6.5 cm,
length L ≥ 10 cm, and 6.5 cm ≤ L < 10 cm.
(2) Statistical analysis and research into the degree of the fracture development of cores:
A fracture’s density is a signiﬁcant parameter to describe the degree of fracture development,
which can intuitively reﬂect the intensity of a fracture. The fracture liner density is one of the most
eﬀective parameters indicating the degree of fracture development. It refers to the ratio of the number
of fractures intersecting a straight line to the length of the line:
D=

N
H

(11)

N is the total number of fractures observed in the core unit; H is the core length in the unit, m;
and D is the liner density of a fracture, m−1 .
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Organic Geochemical Bulk Parameters and the Hydrocarbon-Generative Source Rock
The type of organic matter aﬀects the gasiﬁcation capacity and gas content, both of which were
demonstrated in the pioneering work by Boyer, C. et al. [36]. Some information about the depositional
environment can be revealed by the compositional characteristics of kerogen, proposed by Romero
and Philp [37]. The type of kerogen not only has an inﬂuence on the hydrocarbon generation of the
rock, but can also aﬀect the adsorption and diﬀusion rates of natural gas.
The results of the microfractional analysis for samples in the Longmaxi Formation show that the
organic matter types of the organic-rich shale are mainly distributed in type I and II1 , and the macerals
are mainly composed of sapropelinite and inertinite groups and lack-of-vitrinite groups (Table 1).
In the chitin group, the sapropelinite group is mainly composed of the dispersed mineral asphalt
matrix. Although the content of organic carbon is fairly low, the analysis of the microstructure shows
that the organic type of the calcareous mudstone in the Shiniulan Fm. is type II1 which indicates good
hydrocarbon generation capability (Figure 3).
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Table 1. The microscopic examination of organic matter microscopic components of AY-1.
Shiniulan Formation

Maceral (%)
Sapropelinite
Liptinite
Vitrinite
Inertinite
Type index
Type

Longmaxi Formation

AY-1-1

AY-1-3

AY-1-4

AY-1-5

AY-1-6

AY-1-17

AY-1-18

AY-1-19

AY-1-20

82
17
1
68
II1

83
16
1
70
II1

88
10
2
78
II1

84
15
1
71
II1

96
3
1
93
I

95
2
3
91
I

87
9
4
76
II1

96
3
1
93
I

86
8
6
74
II1

Figure 3. Microscopic compositional characteristics of organic matter in the Shiniulan Formation and
Longmaxi Formation of AY (AnYe)-1.

As proposed by Bowker et al. [38], there is a large amount of organic matter in the shale reservoir,
and its abundance and maturity have a signiﬁcant impact on shale gas resources. Boyer C et al. [36]
demonstrated that the organic carbon content (TOC) is an important controlling factor for the
accumulation of shale gas, dominating not only the physicochemical properties of shale, but more
importantly, controlling the gas content of shale.
The geochemical experiment of calcareous mudstone in the Shiniulan Formation shows that the
TOC content is generally less than 1% and is distributed mostly at 0.1%, with an average value of
0.16%; the distribution of organic carbon in the Wufeng–Longmaxi Formation ranged from 3.5% to
5.4%, with an average of 4.5%. According to geochemical logging data, the shale gas enrichment
section of the Wufeng–Longmaxi Fm. was concentrated at 2311–2331 m; the organic carbon content
was between 0.2% and 4.8%, with an average of 2.96%; and the organic carbon content (TOC) increased
with the depth (Figure 4). However, the TOC of samples in the lower Shiniulan Fm. were generally
low, being less than 1% at most.
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Figure 4. The relationship of the organic matter abundance of samples and the depth of AY-1 well.

The maturity of all samples was greater than 2%. The maturity of the Silurian mudstone samples
changed within the range of 2.79% to 3.32%, with an average of 3.11%, both of which are in the
over-mature stage. Owing to the rather high thermal evolution in the Shiniulan Fm., the maturity was
between 2.75% and 2.92% with an average of 2.95% (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Relationship between maturity of samples and depth.

For hydrocarbon source rocks of the same or similar quality, in general, a higher Ro indicates a
greater possibility of producing, fracture development (the greater the relative content of free gas), and a
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greater production of gas. Thermal maturity has some eﬀect on the hydrocarbon generation potential
of organic matter and directly inﬂuences the amount of gas generated by source rock and aﬀects the
occurrence condition, migration, and aggregation state of natural gas after hydrocarbon generation.
The organic matter content before the threshold of oil generation when hydrocarbons are not
produced in large numbers or expelled, is considered to be the original organic matter content.
However, the organic matter content of core samples measured at present is usually the residual
organic matter content after massive hydrocarbon expulsion. The abundance of organic matter drops
signiﬁcantly during maturation, according to Qin et al. [39]. Thus, the present organic matter cannot
show the original geochemical characterization of the mudstone cores accurately, owing to the thermally
over-mature organic matter. As a result, we probably underestimated the hydrocarbon generation
potential of source rock. Thus, restitution of the original TOC was needed. Therefore, we used a
formula proposed by Jarvie et al. [32] to evaluate the hydrocarbon generation potential by arithmetic
and parameters, such as HIo , TRHI (Transformation ratio), TOCo , and S2o according to Dang et al. [40]
(Table 2).
The results obtained by diﬀerent formulas show that the TRHI is distributed in the range of
92%-100%, with a mean value of 97.6%, which occurs when organic matter is at the post-mature stage.
Furthermore, the quite low S2 indicates that the current organic matter has hydrocarbon generation.
For an amount of generated hydrocarbon equal to S2o minus S2 , the result ranges from 1.18 to
3.39 with an average number of 2.8 mg HC·g−1 rock for Shiniulan Fm. mudstones. As the ﬁnal step,
we obtained the QHC , which was transformed to a volume of CH4 per unit mass of rock by means of
the formulas shown below the table, and then obtained the average result of about 3.67 m3 ·t−1 rock of
Shiniulan mudstone. It was proven that the Shiniulan mudstone has a certain hydrocarbon generation
potential. However, it is far from enough to satisfy the gas content in the reservoir.
4.2. The Gas Content Measurement of Source Rock in the Shiniulan Formation
The amount of adsorbed gas with pressure changes can be divided into three stages. When the
pressure is low (0.00-2.25 MPa), the amount of adsorbed gas and the pressure are approximately
linear, with rapidly increasing values; when the pressure is moderate (2.25-11.13 MPa), the amount of
adsorbed gas rises slowly with the increasing pressure. The adsorption reaches monolayer saturation
when the pressure is large enough (greater than 11.13 MPa), and the amount of adsorption does not
change with pressure, which is consistent with the adsorption process demonstrated by the Langmuir
equation theory. Table 3 shows the experimental data of four mudstone samples of the Shiniulan Fm.,
indicating that the adsorption performance of mudstone in the Shiniulan Fm. is not strong based on
the analysis of the result of the isothermal adsorption experiment (Figure 6).
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Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Wufeng
Wufeng
Wufeng

Formation

0.007
0.017
0.014
0.012
0.007
0.021
0.141
0.004

S1
(mgHC·g−1
Rock)
0.023
0.037
0.035
0.022
0.034
0.021
0.065
0.004

0.12
0.11
0.24
0.16
0.14
4.11
0.80
1.20

TOC
(wt%)

Measured Data
S2 (mgHC
g−1 Rock)
637
643
674
649
680
686
692
705

HIo
(mgHC·g−1
Rock)
0.23
0.31
0.29
0.35
0.17
0.50
0.68
0.50

PIpd
(%)
34.1
98.7
40.9
17.4
24.9
5.4
20.0
22.5

HI
(mgHC·g−1 Rock)
0.97
0.92
0.97
0.99
0.98
1.00
0.99
0.99

TRHI
0.22
0.21
0.49
0.33
0.28
10.80
1.86
2.87

HIpd (TOCpd )×83.33

50

0.35

0.16
0.25
0.23
0.2

0

0
0
0
0

Adsorbed gas
(m3 ·t−1 )

0.33
0.5
0.4
0.35

1.07
0.45
0.6
0.52
0.5

2.25
0.47
0.7
0.57
0.51

4.31
0.48
0.72
0.59
0.55

5.25
0.51
0.75
0.62
0.58

6.24

Adsorption Capacity under Diﬀerent Pressures

Pressure (Mpa)
0.55
0.77
0.65
0.6

8.72
0.57
0.79
0.66
0.62

11.13
0.63
0.88
0.72
0.68

1.10
1.04
1.08
1.11

PL (MPa)

0.56
0.78
0.68
0.66

V (m3 ·t−1 )

Adsorption Constants
VL (m3 ·t−1 )

2110 (AY-1-1)
2120 (AY-1-5)
2131 (AY-1-6)
2156 (AY-1-7)

Depth (m)

(83.33 is the mean number of hydrocarbons carbon). PIO = 0.02/PIpd ; S2o = HIo -TOCo /100, mg

Table 3. The Langmuir ﬁtting results and thermodynamic parameters of methane adsorption.

HIO (1−TRHI )(83.33−TOCpd )−HIpd (TOCpd )

(3)

; TOCo =

HC·g−1 Rock; QHC = S2o − S2 , mg HC·g−1 Rock.
Vre = (n × QHC )/MCH4 , where n is molar volume of gas under the experimental environment with the temperature of 25 ◦ C and the pressure of 1.01 × 105 Pa, 24.5 L/mol; MCH4 is
the methane molar mass, 16 g·mol−1 .

HIO [1200−HIpd (1−PIpd )]

HIpd [1200−HIO (1−PIO )]

TRHI = 1 −

100

(2)

2.14
2.11
5.02
3.27
2.88
113.47
19.72
31.00

Vre
(cm3 ·g−1
Rock)

HIO =

1.37
1.34
3.24
2.11
1.85
74.08
12.81
20.24

QHC
(mgHC·g−1
Rock)

(1)

1.39
1.38
3.28
2.14
1.88
74.10
12.88
20.24

S2o
(mgHC·g−1
Rock)

Calculated Data
TOCo
(wt%)

  %typeII
  %typeIII
  %typeIV

× 750 + 100 × 450 +
× 125 +
× 50 , and the % type is the percentages of kerogen macerals.
100
100

2110
2116
2118
2131
2156
2318
2328
2334

AY-1-1
AY-1-2
AY-1-3
AY-1-6
AY-1-7
AY-1-18
AY-1-23
AY-1-24

 %typeI

Depth
(m)

Sample

Table 2. The calculated results of parameters for evaluating hydrocarbon generative potential of samples.
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Figure 6. Methane adsorption isotherms of diﬀerent Shiniulan mudstone samples at 30 ◦ C.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the TOCs of samples from Shiniulan Fm. are positively correlated
with the adsorption capacity of mudstone (Figure 7). The higher the organic matter abundance,
the more micropores that develop in mudstone, resulting in a greater adsorption capacity.

Figure 7. The relationship of total organic carbon (TOC) of samples and adsorption capacity (VL )
of mudstone.

The isothermal adsorption experiments mentioned above also show a relationship in which
the Langmuir volume is negatively correlated with the Langmuir pressure (Figure 8). The ﬁtting
coeﬃcient (R2 ) reaches 0.899, indicating that the Langmuir pressure is one of the inﬂuential factors of
Langmuir volume.
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Figure 8. The relationship of Langmuir pressure (PL ) and Langmuir volume (VL ).

Adding up the data points obtained from the isothermal adsorption experiments of the samples
implies a good ﬁt for the formulas regarding the relationship between the Langmuir pressure and the
Langmuir volume, and the Langmuir volume and the TOC, respectively. Consequently, the formulas
for the adsorption gas content of the Shiniulan Fm. samples can be derived.
PL =−0.276 VL + 1.2839

(12)

VL = 2.0404TOC + 0.393

(13)

Substituting the ﬁtting formula into the Langmuir model (using Equation (2)), the formation
pressure is converted into an equation between the formation pressure coeﬃcient and depth and other
parameters. The adsorption gas content of calcareous mudstones (units of m3 /t) was obtained based
on the following equations.
P = k × Ph

(14)

Ph = ρgh

(15)

(20TOC + 3.8514)kh
Q=
−506TOC + 1173.9 + 9.8kh

(16)

where k is the formation pressure coeﬃcient, h is the depth, Ph is the hydrostatic pressure, ρ is the
density of water, and g is the gravitational acceleration.
Through the calculated volumes of the adsorption gas and free gas from the Shiniulan Fm.,
the theoretical gas content of the Shiniulan Fm. gas can be obtained (Table 4).
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Eﬀective Porosity
(%)

3.40
3.50
3.70
3.90
5.00
5.10
4.80
4.10
2.20
2.30
2.86
4.66
5.70

Sample

AY-1-1
AY-1-3
AY-1-6
AY-1-7
AY-1-8
AY-1-9
AY-1-10
AY-1-11
AY-1-12
AY-1-13
AY-1-14
AY-1-15
AY-1-16

30
67
55
36
56
62
57
65
78
45
58
49
52

Gas Saturation
(%)
28.54
28.64
37.80
41.62
44.99
44.56
44.56
44.56
44.78
44.78
44.78
44.78
42.15

Formation Pressure
(MPa)
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

Density
(g·cm−3 )
0.94
0.95
0.92
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93

Compressibility Factor
70.64
70.83
71.14
71.74
72.70
72.73
72.75
72.78
72.80
72.82
72.85
72.88
72.90

Formation Temperature
(◦ C)

Table 4. Free gas content of mudstone samples using computational method.

0.96
2.12
2.31
1.95
4.19
4.70
4.10
3.96
2.56
1.50
2.47
3.40
4.17

The Free Volume
(m3 ·t−1 )
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The porosity data of core samples from the Shiniulan Fm. show a good linear correlation with
the content of free gas (Figure 9). Under the condition that the amount of generated gas is deﬁnite,
the volume of the free gas is mainly aﬀected by the porosity of mudstone. The extent of the porosity is
controlled by the development of the pores and the fractures. Thus, the more developed the pores and
the fractures, the higher the content of free gas. In addition, a large number of fractures are conducive
to the desorption of adsorbed gas, which was converted into more free gas.

Figure 9. The relationship of porosity of samples and the free gas content of mudstone.

Thus, the theoretical gas content of samples can be obtained by the volumes calculated of the
adsorption gas and free gas together, as shown in Table 5.
Table 5. The results of calculated total gas content of samples.
Sample
AY-1-1
AY-1-4
AY-1-6
AY-1-7
AY-1-8
AY-1-9
AY-1-10
AY-1-11
AY-1-12
AY-1-13
AY-1-14
AY-1-15
AY-1-16

Depth(m) TOC (%)
2110
2119
2131
2156
2196
2197
2198
2199
2200
2201
2202
2203
2204

0.11
0.24
0.16
0.14
0.35
0.34
0.31
0.37
0.33
0.43
0.40
0.37
0.35

The Content of
Free Gas (m3 ·t−1 )

The Content of
Adsorption Gas (m3 ·t−1 )

Theoretical Gas
Content (m3 ·t−1 )

0.96
2.12
2.31
1.95
4.19
4.67
4.10
3.96
2.56
1.50
2.50
3.40
4.17

0.63
0.88
0.72
0.68
1.10
1.08
1.01
1.14
1.06
1.27
1.21
1.16
1.11

1.59
3.00
3.03
2.63
5.29
5.75
5.11
5.10
3.62
2.77
3.71
4.56
5.28

Table 6 provides the results of the gas content (including the desorbed gas content and lost gas
content) of the samples. The total gas contents of the mudstone in Shiniulan Fm. range from 0.065
to 0.841 m3 ·t−1 . The total gas contents of Wufeng (2.3-6.2 m3 ·t−1 )-Longmaxi (3.1-6.1 m3 ·t−1 ) Fm. are
generally greater than 3 m3 ·t−1 , even reaching 6 m3 ·t−1 at the depth of 2323–2326 m. It is apparent that
the content of the Shiuniulan mudstone is much lower than that of the Wufeng–Longmaxi Fm. shale
(Figure 10).
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Table 6. The contents of desorbed gas are measured by USBM direct method.

Sample

Depth (m)

Formation

Sample
Weight (g)

Desorbed
Gas Content
(m3 ·t−1 )

Lost Gas
Content
(m3 ·t−1 )

Total Gas
Content
(m3 ·t−1 )

B1-3
1-3 (A3)
B1-2
1-2 (A2)
B1-1
1-1 (A1)
B2-1
2-2 (A2)
B2-2
2-1 (A1)
B3-3
3-4 (A5)
3-3 (A3)
B3-2
3-2 (A2)
B3-1
3-1 (A1)
B4-2
B4-1
B5-3
B5-2
A4-1
B5-1
(A8-1)
B6-4
(A3-1)
B6-3
B6-5
(A2-1)
B6-2
B6-1
(A8-2)
B7-2
(A7-1)
B7-1

2107.99
2108.88
2110.27
2111.97
2113.56
2114.82
2119.55
2119.55
2121.98
2121.98
2123.66
2123.98
2129.05
2130.26
2133.45
2135.43
2139.46
2142.67
2153.33
2317.86
2318.19
2318.41
2319.20
2319.70
2320.57
2322.10
2323.54
2324.26
2325.92
2326.10
2327.11
2329.04
2329.66
2331.04
2331.36

Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Shiniulan
Longmaxi
Longmaxi
Longmaxi
Longmaxi
Longmaxi
Longmaxi
Longmaxi
Longmaxi
Longmaxi
Wufeng
Wufeng
Wufeng
Wufeng
Wufeng
Wufeng
Wufeng

3580
3291
3528
3778
3438
3675
3654
3639
3428
3654
2932
3720
3497
3233
3746
2586
3597
3545
2910
1626
1618
1342
1609
1255
1548
1312
1461
1559
1741
1364
1476
1337
1496
1753
1471

0.556
0.023
0.113
0.032
0.104
0.046
0.111
0.057
0.154
0.072
0.153
0.070
0.074
0.151
0.069
0.190
0.184
0.140
0.162
1.698
1.616
1.026
1.469
1.596
0.728
1.509
2.218
2.331
1.959
1.222
1.484
1.035
0.996
0.800
1.331

0.053
0.042
0.004
0.140
0.038
0.170
0.029
0.114
0.027
0.118
0.119
0.134
0.137
0.078
0.178
0.107
0.657
0.571
0.580
2.763
2.654
2.095
2.475
3.512
3.267
1.984
3.926
3.666
4.126
5.005
2.385
1.247
1.630
1.377
1.963

0.609
0.065
0.117
0.172
0.142
0.216
0.140
0.171
0.181
0.190
0.272
0.204
0.211
0.229
0.247
0.297
0.841
0.711
0.742
4.461
4.270
3.121
3.944
5.108
3.995
3.493
6.144
5.997
6.085
6.227
3.869
2.282
2.626
2.177
3.294

However, the desorbed gas contents we collected of samples with active oil-gas were especially
low, ranging mainly from 0.1 to 0.2 m3 ·t−1 ; the maximum was 0.842 m3 ·t−1 . The gas of Shiniulan
mudstone mainly exists in free states. Thus, the low desorbed gas contents tend to be primarily caused
by the escape of free gas from horizontal fractures (Figure 11) during the processes from lifting the
drill to canning. What you should note here is that the USBM direct method is usually used to predict
the gas contents of shale or coal. These data would be fairly low due to the gas samples extracted from
the interbedded rock association, with only appropriate meaning as a reference.
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Figure 10. The distribution of total gas contents from diﬀerent formations in the AY-1 well.

Figure 11. The photos about fracture characteristics of cores from Shiniulan Formation.

4.3. The Origin of Gas from the Siniulan Formation
Alkane gas is one of the most fundamental and major components of natural gases in the Shiniulan
Fm. As shown in Table 7, for eleven gas samples from sample AY-1, the CH4 and C2-3 contents were in
the range of 95.244%-96.432% and 2.167%-2.2%, respectively. CO2 is the most fundamental and major
part of the non-hydrocarbons in the gas samples, with a content in the range of 0.709%-0.864%.
Table 7. The molecule compositions of gas samples of AY-1 (data quoted from Liu et al. [10]).
Sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

S1s
S1s
S1s
S1s
S1s
S1s
S1s
S1s
S1s
S1s
S1s

δ2 H(%)VSMOW

δ13 C(%)VPDB

Gas Composition (%)

Strata
CH4

C2 H6

C3 H8

CO2

CH4

C 2 H6

CO2

CH4

96.289
95.375
96.432
96.276
95.244
95.682
96.278
96.258
96.274
95.874
95.946

2.067
2.041
2.082
2.058
2.042
2.063
2.053
2.049
2.052
2.065
2.066

0.139
0.126
0.143
0.132
0.124
0.127
0.134
0.128
0.132
0.131
0.134

0.795
0.864
0.709
0.798
0.864
0.823
0.805
0.821
0.812
0.818
0.806

−33.6
−33.6
−33.2
−33.5
−33.9
−33.4
−33.4
−33.3
−33.9
−33.2
−33.5

−36.8
−36.9
−37.0
−36.8
−36.5
−36.8
−36.6
−36.5
−36.8
−36.2
−37.0

−18.6
−18.1
−17.6
—
—
—
—
—
−20.8
−20.6
−19.4

−149
−156.6
−145.8
—
—
—
—
—
−150
−153.9
−146

Footnote: S1 s: the Shiniulan Formation of the Silurian.
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The experimental results of the stable carbon and hydrogen isotopic compositions of alkanes
indicate that the δ13 C1 values in methane vary from −33.9% to −33.2% (average −33.5%), compared
with −37.0% to −36.2% (average −36.7%) in ethane. Furthermore, the hydrogen isotope (δD)
data were obtained, which are mainly distributed from −156.6% to −145.8% (average −150%).
The δ2 HC2 H6 values could not be detected due to the low concentration of ethane (Table 7).
The compositions of carbon and hydrogen isotopes in association with the molecular composition
can be utilized extensively to discern the gas origin, as suggested by Berner and Faber [41],
Chung et al. [42], Schoell [43], Whiticar [44], Strapoć
˛
et al. [45], and Strapoć
˛
et al. [46]. Galimov [47],
Colombo et al. [48], Stahl [49], and Schoell [50] showed that the molecular composition of natural gases
and the isotope ratios in the hydrocarbons are both in control of processes during the formation of
the gases.
The X-identiﬁcation chart, which was proposed by Zhang et al. [51] is used to determine the
natural gas genetic type according to Dai. [52]. As shown in Figure 12, all gas samples from the
Shiniulan Fm. could be recognized as a mixed source when deep-seated. According to the carbon
isotope of methane and ethane distribution characteristics, the natural gas genetic type identiﬁcation
criteria and principles are used to determine the origin of the natural gas—which is a mature–highly
mature oil-based mixture in the Shiniulan Fm.(Figure 13)—as presented by Ding et al. [53].

Figure 12. X identiﬁcation chart of natural gas genetic type in Shiniulan Formation (After
Zhang et al. [51]).

That combination of the δ13 C values of ethane and methane is also useful for determining the
genetic types of the gases. According to the δ13 C2 -δ13 C1 identiﬁcation chart to identify the gases from
Shiniulan Fm., in the study area, they fall into ﬁeld M in the chart, which might be due to the methane
in over-mature zones below the formation possibly migrating through these areas (Figure 14).
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Figure 13. Discrimination of natural gas genetic types of Shiniulan Formation (using Ding et al. [53]).

Figure 14. Carbon isotope variations in ethane related to carbon isotope variations in methane (taking
after Schoell M. [50]).

In general, the carbon isotope of organic origin primary alkane gas is a series of normal carbon
isotopes (δ13 C1 < δ13 C2 < δ13 C3 < δ13 C4 ) according to Dai et al. [54]. The cause of the reverse of the
carbon isotope series of organic alkane hydrocarbons in Shiniulan Fm. is a mixed gas which is derived
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from the same source rock with diﬀerent gas generating stages or the same genetic types in diﬀerent
source rocks.
Natural gas in the Shiniulan Fm. is mainly distributed in the carbon isotope inverted series gas zone
based on the carbon isotope chart of methane and ethane of natural gas proposed by Dai (Figure 15) [55].
Furthermore, δ13 C values of alkane gases in Shiniulan Fm. are close to those reported previously in the
Wufeng–Longmaxi shale in southern Sichuan Basin, indicating that Wufeng–Longmaxi Fm. may have
been a potential gas source rock for Shiniulan Fm. The isotopic rollovers of natural gas in Shiniulan
Fm. may have resulted from carbon exchange at high temperature (Dai et al. [56]). The potential
contribution of Wufeng–Longmaxi Fm. is also consistent with the gas content results. Through the
comprehensive comparison of the in-place gas content reconstructed, the amount of gas measured
by the indirect methods and direct methods from the Shiniulan calcareous mudstone samples reﬂect
the fact that mudstone samples with lower organic abundance have certain hydrocarbon-generation
potential, which is largely insuﬃcient to satisfy the gas content currently stored within its layer. It can
be preliminarily concluded that the gas source of the Shiniulan Fm. mudstone is partly derived from
the gas source rocks in other formations, probably Wufeng–Longmaxi Fm. However, there are not
enough ﬁgures and information to determine deﬁnite gas sources in Shiniulan Fm., and thus further
studies are needed.

Figure 15. Determination of natural gas genesis based on carbon isotope composition (using Dai. [55]).

Through the comprehensive comparison of the reconstructed in-place gas contents, the amounts
of gas measured by the indirect methods and direct methods from the Shiniulan calcareous
mudstone samples reﬂect the fact that mudstone samples with lower organic abundance have
certain hydrocarbon-generation potential, which is largely insuﬃcient to satisfy the gas content
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currently stored within its layer. It can be preliminarily concluded that the gas source of the Shiniulan
Fm. mudstone is partly derived from the gas source rocks in other formations. In addition, it can
be concluded that there is a mixed-nature gas gathering in the Shiniulan Fm. by the isotope chart.
The shale of Wufeng–Longmaxi Fm. is thought to be a potential gas source rock for Shiniulan Fm.
However, there are not enough ﬁgures and information to determine deﬁnite gas sources in Shiniulan
Fm., and thus further research is necessary. Through the preliminary judgment of the natural gas types
in the Shiniulan Fm., the natural gas accumulation model of the Shiniulan Fm. can be further deduced.
4.4. Accumulation Factors and Natural Gas Accumulation Model of Shiniulan Formation
4.4.1. Accumulation factors of the natural gas from the Shiniulan Formation
It has been conﬁrmed by two-dimensional seismic exploration that the direction of the Anchang
slope axis is in the NW–NE direction; the southeast wing is steep, while the northwest wing is
gentle. The northwest wing’s inclination angle is approximately 24◦ , while the southeast wing’s is
approximately 30◦ . It gradually closes, with the increased buried depth of the strata developing
near the fault of the slanting core. In the slanting direction, due to the northwest–south–eastward
compression of the Yanshan movement and the north–south direction of the early Himalayan movement,
three northeast–southwest strike faults were developed. The length of the fault in the bottom of the
Longmaxi Fm. varies from 3 to 11 km, with a distance from 80 to 670 m and an inclination between 30◦
and 50◦ .
In addition, through the observation and measurement of the outcrop in the Lower Silurian
Shiniulan Fm. (Figure 16), it was found that the structural fractures of the Shiniulan Fm. included tensile
fractures and shear fractures. The shear fractures have a deep cutting-bed section, stable occurrence,
and further extension, with fracture angles in the range of 45◦ -90◦ . Tension fractures often appear in
parallel and in groups, with obvious directionality and regular distribution. Structural fractures are
generally ﬁlled with materials such as calcite and are produced in the areas in which the deformation
is severe or the faults are well-developed.

(a) The thick-bedded limestone of the Shiniulan
Fm. develops shear fractures, which are filled with
calcite.

(b) Tensile fractures are developed in the interlayer
formed by mudstone and the middle-thick limestone of
the Shiniulan Fm., which are filled with large amounts of
calcite.

Figure 16. Photos about the development of fractures at the outcrop.
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The systematic observation (Figure 17) and statistical analyses of the fractures, in which the
length of the cores was 51.5 m and the number of fractures was 1176, from cores of Shiniulan Fm.,
was completed.

(a) Depth. 2107.20–2108.08 m high-angle shear fractures
filled with calcite.

(b) The 2039.19–2040.16 m shrinkage fractures
resulting from diagenesis.

(c) Depth: 2111.41–2112.15 m shrinkage fractures
resulting from diagenesis.

(d) Depth: 2125.61–2126.4 m shrinkage fractures
resulting from diagenesis.

(e) Depth: 2137.80–2138.75 m multi-stage structural
fractures and shrinkage fractures resulting from
diagenesis.

(f) Depth: 2151.96–2152.91 m shrinkage fractures
resulting from diagenesis.

Figure 17. Photos about the core fractures of Shiniulan Formation.

Through the statistical analysis of core fractures, shrinkage fractures resulting from diagenesis in
the Shiniulan Fm. mudstone are well-developed, while the structural fractures formed due to stress
are rare (Figure 18). The microfractures that developed in mudstone are mainly caused by mineral
phase transformation or shrinkage caused by water loss during diagenesis, and consolidation and had
nothing to do with structuring. Moreover, most of the microfractures in the Shiniulan Fm. shale are not
ﬁlled with minerals, while most of the microfractures developed in the limestone are ﬁlled with calcite.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18. Comparison of mudstone and limestone fractures of Shiniulan Formation. (a) The variety
trend of liner density of cracks from 2107 to 2125 meters. (b) The variety trend of liner density of cracks
from 2125 to 2156 meters.

Microfractures, as important channels for natural gas, increase the porosity and permeability,
and thus improve the capacity of the reservoir, which is conducive to the increase of the free gas
volume and the desorption capability of adsorbed gas. A large number of fractures due to diagenesis
developed in the special combination of limestone and mudstone to accumulate free methane gas in
the Shiniulan Fm. Fractures are hardly developed in limestone, so the limestone is an available cap
rock to prevent the leakage of shale gas (Figure 19).
A series of oil and gas exploration practices have shown that the presence of fracture development
zones in reservoirs results in high-yield zones with favorable porosity and permeability. The fractures,
on the one hand, provide a storage space for oil and gas; on the other hand, they can signiﬁcantly
improve the matrix permeability and the pore connectivity of tight reservoirs, providing an eﬀective
channel for ﬂuid migration.
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Figure 19. The Fractures’ development pattern in the Shiniulan Formation.

4.4.2. Natural Gas Accumulation Model of Shiniulan Formation
The origin of natural gas in Shiniulan Fm. is a special mixed gas derived from diﬀerent strata.
In addition, the pore size distribution of mudstone and limestone in the Shiniulan Fm. shows that the
pore size of the limestone is concentrated at approximately 2.88 nm, while the pore size of the mudstone
is mainly concentrated at approximately 7.13 nm. The limestone is denser than the mudstone and can
eﬀectively seal the natural gas in the mudstone. The combination of lithology as a good preservation
condition makes the formation relatively closed; thus, facilitating the preservation of gas reservoirs.
Natural gas is mainly concentrated in a large number of horizontal fractures developed in
mudstone. The partly-developed, high-angle fractures provide good channels for horizontal migration,
which allows natural gas to migrate upwards at short distances and accumulate, causing abnormally
high pressures. When the drilling reaches this layer, a local decompression occurs, which causes
the natural gas in the fractures to accumulate in the wellbore. Finally, a high yield is formed where
horizontal fractures develop while high-angle fractures are scarce.
The stratum of the Silurian stopped moving during the Triassic, while the three faults that
developed in the Anchang syncline core continue to be active under the Yanshan–Hishan movement.
Due to the simultaneous extrusion of multi-phase tectonic movements, the fractures in the oblique
core are developed, accompanied by a large number of associated microfractures; thus, providing
an important channel for the supply of gas to the Shiniulan Fm. from the lower formation.
The well-developed fractures, which are dominated by shrinkage fractures that result from diagenesis
in the Shiniulan Fm., are more conducive to the formation of a low potential area to accumulate gases.
Similarly, the limestone in the Baota Fm. also developed a small amount of fractures due to the eﬀect
of fractures, while the shale gas from the Longmaxi Fm. was partially migrated and stored in the
limestone of the Baota Fm. through the fractures. Therefore, a high-pressure fractured gas reservoir is
predicted to be in the limestone of the Baota Fm.
The high yield in the Shiniulan Fm. is due to the accumulation of mudstone gas and the mixing of
the shale gas from underlying strata. Natural gas accumulates along fractures in the Shiniulan Fm.
through fault and hydrocarbon self-generation, forming a unique, abundant accumulation model in
the Shiniulan Fm. (Figure 20).
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Figure 20. Natural gas accumulation model of Shiniulan Formation in AY-1 well.

5. Conclusions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Combined with the gas contents by diﬀerent methods above, it was indicated that the Shiniulan
mudstone has a certain hydrocarbon generation potential; however, it is far from enough to
satisfy the gas content in the reservoir.
The origin of natural gas from the Shiniulan Fm. is a mixed source type. It can be considered
that the gas source of the Shiniulan Fm. is not only derived from its own source rock but also
migrated from other gas-source rock, such as the shale of the Wufeng–Longmaxi Fm.
The diagenetic microfractures are well-developed, while the tectonic fractures formed by stress
are rare. Moreover, the microfractures in the limestone are ﬁlled with calcite. This lithological
association as a good element facilitates the accumulation of gas reservoirs.
Due to the speciﬁc lithological association consisting of frequent calcareous mudstone and
limestone interbedding, the limestone with low porosity and permeability and poorly developed
fractures act as cap layers to restrain the natural gas from escaping to other layers and eﬀectively
seal the gas into well-developed fractures of mudstone.
The development of local faults and high-angle microfractures provides a channel for the upward
and downward migration of shale gas, allowing the abundant accumulation of natural gas in
horizontal fractures developed in the mudstone of the Shiniulan Fm.
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Abstract: This study presents the eﬀects of equations of state (EOSs) on methane adsorption capacity,
sorption hysteresis and initial gas reserves of a medium volatile bituminous coal. The sorption
experiments were performed, at temperatures of 25 ◦ C and 40 ◦ C and up to 7MPa pressure, using a
high-pressure volumetric analyzer (HPVA-II). The measured isotherms were parameterized with the
modiﬁed (three-parameter) Langmuir model. Gas compressibility factors were calculated using six
popular equations of state and the results were compared with those obtained using gas compressibility
factors from NIST-Refprop® (which implies McCarty and Arp’s EOS for Z-factor of helium and
Setzmann and Wagner’s EOS for that of methane). Signiﬁcant variations were observed in the resulting
isotherms and associated model parameters with EOS. Negligible hysteresis was observed with
NIST-refprop at both experimental temperatures, with the desorption isotherm being slightly lower
than the adsorption isotherm at 25 ◦ C. Compared to NIST-refprop, it was observed that equations
of state that gave lower values of Z-factor for methane resulted in “positive hysteresis”, (one in
which the desorption isotherm is above the corresponding adsorption curve) and the more negatively
deviated the Z-factors are, the bigger the observed hysteresis loop. Conversely, equations of state
that gave positively deviated Z-factors of methane relatively produced “negative hysteresis” loops
where the desorption isotherms are lower than the corresponding adsorption isotherms. Adsorbed
gas accounted for over 90% of the calculated original gas in place (OGIP) and the larger the Langmuir
volume, the larger the proportion of OGIP that was adsorbed.
Keywords: adsorption and desorption isotherms; sorption hysteresis; medium volatile bituminous
coal; equation of state; NIST-Refprop; gas compressibility factors; original gas in-place

1. Introduction
Coal-seams are typically characterized by large proportions of the gas (mostly methane [1–3],
with traces of impurities such as CO2 and N2 ) existing predominantly as adsorbed phase in the internal
surface areas of the rock matrix while the natural cleats’ macropores may contain some water and
free gas [1]. The primary storage mechanism in coal-seams is thus gas adsorption in the internal
surface areas of the coal matrix [4]. The amounts of gas adsorbed by a coal depend on diﬀerent factors
such as pressure, temperature and moisture contents [5]. The relation of amount of adsorbed gas to
pressure at a constant temperature is referred to as adsorption isotherm and has been the primary
means of assessing the gas adsorption capacity of coals [2]. Adsorption isotherms are mostly measured
experimentally using diﬀerent techniques such as volumetric, manometric, gravimetric, and some
combinations thereof [6] most of which rely on some equation of state to obtain gas compressibility
factors for data interpretation [7].
Energies 2019, 12, 2022; doi:10.3390/en12102022
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The dependencies of adsorption capacity and gas reserves estimates on gas compressibility
factors have been illustrated by diﬀerent researchers [7–11]. Despite this knowledge, indiscriminate
uses of EOSs for Z-factors needed for generating sorption isotherms is very common [10,12–14].
Redlich-Kwong EOS [12], 32-parameter modiﬁed Benedict-Webb-Rubin (MBWR) EOS [13] and a
combination of McCarty and Arp and Setzmann and Wagner EOSs [12] are some examples found in
the literature.
To further demonstrate the inﬂuence of equations of state on high-pressure sorption data, we
extend our investigation to methane-coal sorption hysteresis and gas in-place volumes. Hysteresis in
high-pressure sorption isotherms of supercritical methane on coal has become a common observation
and yet, it remains diﬃcult to explain. Some researchers believe it is caused primarily by measurement
uncertainties [5,15,16] while others have argued that it could be too signiﬁcant to be attributed to
measurement errors alone [5]. Parameters such as equilibrium time [6,17], (residual) moisture contents
of coal [8,17], coal ranks [8,18], particle sizes of coal [19,20], irreversible structural changes to coal due
to gas adsorption [21,22], irreversible absorption associated with gas adsorption [16,23], coal’s surface
heterogeneity [24], gas trapping [8], irreversible chemical bonding of gas molecules with molecules
of coal [16,17,21] and selectiveness of adsorption sites during desorption [21] have been oﬀered as
explanations for observed high-pressure sorption hysteresis of CO2 -coal and/or CH4 -coal systems.
It is generally believed that, where hysteresis exists, desorption isotherms should lie above their
adsorption counterparts. This type of hysteresis is referred to as “positive hysteresis” [25] and was the
case with all the examples cited above. Less commonly, cases of “negative hysteresis” and cross-overs
(desorption isotherm intercepting adsorption isotherm) have also be reported [6,25–27]. However,
it was hitherto believed that such observations could only be caused by pressure non-equilibration,
desorption of pre-adsorbed gas in the adsorbent [6] or irreversible structural changes to the solid as a
result of gas adsorption [25,26].
From the above discussion, it is obvious that there is no single universal explanation for CO2 -coal
and CH4 -coal sorption hysteresis at high-pressure. A similar conclusion was reached by Wang et al. [28]
in their review paper on sorption hysteresis of CO2 and CH4 on coals. It is noteworthy however, that
majority of the articles reviewed were based on volumetric/manometric method. This invariably means
that the authors used some equations of state to obtain the ﬂuid data required for experimental data
analysis. Interestingly, none of the authors considered that the choice of EOSs (and hence, calculated
Z-factors) could be the cause of the observed hysteresis. The primary aim of this paper is therefore to
establish that the choice of EOS has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on high-pressure adsorption and desorption
isotherms of methane on coal, associated model parameters, degree and type of sorption hysteresis as
well calculated gas reserves from coalbed seams.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample
The coal sample used in this study is ranked medium volatile bituminous with a mean vitrinite
reﬂectance of 1.43%. The results of the sample’s petrographic and proximate analyses are summarized
in Table 1. The sample was pulverized and sieved to particle sizes 45–75 μm (325–200 mesh) and then
subjected to low-pressure nitrogen adsorption to determine its pore-size distributions (PSDs).
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Table 1. Properties of the coal sample.
Components

Composition (%)

A. Petrographic Analysis
Vitrinite
Fusinite
Semi-fusinite
Macrinite
Inertodetrinite
Mineral matter
Mean maximum reﬂectance
B. Proximate Analysis
Ash content
Moisture content
Volatile matter
Fixed carbon

75.0
3.3
13.0
0.3
4.0
4.5
1.43
9.6
1.2
21.2
68.0

2.2. Sample Characterization Using Low-Pressure Nitrogen Adsorption
Pore size distribution was achieved using low-pressure nitrogen ad/desorption tests at a
temperature of 77.3 K (≈−196 ◦ C) and equilibrium relative pressure (P/Po , where the saturation pressure,
Po = 0.1 MPa and P = equilibrium pressure) range of about 0.01 to 1 using a Micromeritics® Tristar II
3020 instrument. The sample was degassed at a temperature of 110 ◦ C for a minimum of 8 h prior to the
measurements. The experimental isotherms were parameterized using Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)
model [29] and coupled with the non-local density-functional theory (NLDFT) to compute the PSDs.
2.3. Measurement of Methane Sorption Isotherms
Methane adsorption and desorption isotherms were measured for the sample using Particulate
System’s HPVA-II® 200 unit described in [10,13,30,31]. This equipment uses volumetric technique for
gas adsorption and desorption measurements. The volume of free-space was measured using helium
expansion method [10,13,30,31]. In addition to the isotherms computed by the equipment (reference
data), six other isotherms were calculated, at each temperature, from the raw experimental data, using
Z-factors obtained from the EOSs discussed in Ekundayo and Rezaee [10]. The total amount adsorbed
at any pressure step r is given by the following equation [10]:
rads
V

=

VSTP
RMs


r  Pi Vman

mA
i=1

−

i Zi
TmA
mA
Pi−1
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−
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+
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where VSTP , R and Ms are the standard molar volume of gas, the universal gas constant
(≈8.3145 Jmol−1 K−1 ) and the weight of the adsorbent respectively; PmA , TmA & ZmA are the pressure,
temperature and the corresponding methane Z-factor condition of the manifold (of volume, Vman )
before dosing gas into the sample cell, PmB , TmB & ZmB are the manifold’s ﬁnal condition after dosing.
Psc , Tsc & Zsc represent the equilibrium condition of the sample cell (volume Vsc ), Tus & Zus are the
temperature and Z-factor in the upper stem (volume, Vus ) of the sample holder while Tls & Zls are the
corresponding values in the lower stem (volume Vls ). The parameters Vsc , Vls & Vus , are related to the
volume free space at ambient condition (VAm f s ) and can be calculated as discussed in Ekundayo and
rads against Psc gives an adsorption isotherm.
Rezaee [10]. A plot of V
ads and V
ads
If the amounts adsorbed at any two consecutive adsorption steps i − 1 and i are V
respectively, then the diﬀerential amount adsorbed at step i can be obtained as:
ads − V
ads
ads = V
ΔV
i
i
i−1

i−1

i

(2)

ads . In practice, however,
Thus, the target amount during the desorption from step i to i − 1 is ΔV
i
desorption step terminates at a new pressure point j (typically, Pi−1 < P j < Pi ) desorbing an amount
des . Therefore, the amount adsorbed at the pressure point P j is given as:
ΔV
j
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ads = V
ads + ΔV
des
V
j
i
j

(3)

ads against P j on the same axes as the adsorption isotherm gives the desorption isotherm.
A plot of V
j
des | = ΔV
ads . For this ideal case, the isotherms do not only overlay,
In a rare case where P j = Pi−1 , |ΔV
j

i

des | may be less or greater than ΔV
ads resulting in one
they are also equal. In reality, P j  Pi−1 and |ΔV
j
i
of three scenarios:
(1)
(2)
(3)

des |  ΔV
ads .
Negligible (or Zero) Hysteresis in which the isotherms overlay even though |ΔV
j
i

des | < ΔV
ads and as such, desorption isotherm lies above the
Positive Hysteresis in which |ΔV
j
i
adsorption curve
des | > ΔV
ads and as such, desorption isotherm lies below the
Negative Hysteresis in which |ΔV
j
i
adsorption curve

2.4. Theory
2.4.1. Isotherm Modeling
The measured excess adsorbed amounts are usually converted to absolute amounts, which are
needed for practical applications [32]. In this work, the measured isotherms were parameterized using
the 3-parameter Langmuir model [7,13,21,32] which includes a factor to convert the excess amount
adsorbed to absolute amount. If the excess amount at any equilibrium pressure, P is Vexc , then the
model is given as:
ρbulk
VL P
Vexc =
1−
(4)
P + PL
ρads
where VL , PL = Langmuir volume and pressure (respectively); ρads = Adsorbed gas phase density
ρbulk =

PM
= Density of the bulk gas phase
ZRT

(5)

M = Molecular weight of methane.
The model parameters (VL , PL , and ρads ) were determined by non-linear curve ﬁtting
with each parameter bounded to (0, +∞). The adsorbed gas phase density was assumed to
be pressure-independent.
2.4.2. Gas in-Place Calculation
The total volume of gas originally in-place, in a coal-seam, is the sum of the free gas and adsorbed
gas and can be calculated using Equation (6) [33]:

Gi = Ah

V res Pi
43560∅i (1 − Swi )
+ 1359ρrock L res
B gi
Pi + PL

(6)

In this equation, A (acre) is the area of the coal seam, h (ft) is the thickness, ∅i , Swi represent the
respective initial porosity and water saturation in the cleat system, ρrock (g/cc) is the density of the coal
seam, Pi (MPa) is initial reservoir pressure, B gi (rcf/scf) represents the initial gas formation volume
factor (FVF) calculated from Equation (7), VLres (scf/ton) is the Langmuir volume for the adsorption
isotherm at reservoir temperature, Tres (◦ C) and Pres
(MPa) is the corresponding Langmuir pressure.
L
Table 2 shows the parameters used in calculating the OGIP for each EOS.

B gi =

0.000195 Zi (1.8Tres + 492)
Pi

Zi in Equation (7) is the Z-factor of methane at initial coal seam pressure and temperature.
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Table 2. Parameters used for initial gas reserves estimates.
Parameters
Reservoir Temperature, ◦ C
Initial Res. Pressure, MPa
Rock density, g/cc
Initial porosity, fraction
Initial water saturation, fraction

40
10.34
1.34 *
0.1 *
0.8 *

* data from [27].

It is obvious from Equation (7) that the gas FVF is directly related to Z- factor and as such is also
EOS-dependent. To isolate the eﬀect of the gas FVF on the calculated volume of gas in-place, two
diﬀerent cases were investigated as follows:
Case 1: Gas FVF equals the value calculated for each EOS.
Case 2: Gas FVF equals constant for all EOS. The constant value was set as the value obtained for the
reference EOS.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Low-Pressure Nitrogen Sorption Isotherms and Pore-Size Distribution
Figure 1 shows the low-pressure nitrogen sorption isotherms (Figure 1a) and the corresponding
pore-size distribution, PSD (Figure 1b) for the coal sample used in the study. The nitrogen adsorption
isotherm shows no monolayer coverage but exhibits a signiﬁcant multilayer coverage [34], up to a
relative pressure of about 0.8, followed by a sharp increase in the amount adsorbed (an indication of
capillary condensation [35]) thereafter. Negligible hysteresis of type H3 (IUPAC classiﬁcation, [34])
characterized by a type II adsorption isotherm and a lower closure of the hysteresis loop indicate
that the sample is composed of non-rigid aggregates of slit-like particles and possible presence of a
network of macropores [34]. The PSD shows that the sample is composed of approximately bi-modal
distributed pores with mesopores accounting for more than 90% of the distribution and dominant
pores sizes of approximately 4 nm and 25 nm. The PSD also shows negligible micropores thereby
conﬁrming the absence of monolayer coverage observed in the nitrogen adsorption isotherm.
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Figure 1. Pore-Size Distribution from Low-Pressure Nitrogen Adsorption Data.

3.2. Methane-Coal Adsorption Isotherms
Figure 2 shows the variations in the calculated Z-factors of helium (Figure 2a), relative to those
obtained from McCarty and Arp’s EOS [36], at the test temperatures and the corresponding variations
in the resulting ambient volumes of free space (Figure 2b). The deviations are minimal for helium
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Z-factor (within ±0.25%) for all the EOS. Although the corresponding deviations of free space volume
are also small (within±0.5%), they can have signiﬁcant eﬀects on the amounts adsorbed, especially at
high pressure [10,37,38].
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Figure 2. Eﬀect of Equation of State on Free-Space (a) Variation in Z-factor of helium gas by EOS
(b) Corresponding variation in volume of free space.

Figure 3 shows an example of the deviations in Z-factors of methane at 25 ◦ C as a function of
pressure for each EOS. For each sample, the deviations increase with pressure with PR-Peneloux
showing the largest negative deviation while SBWR-EOS gave the closest Z-factor of methane relative
to Setzmann and Wagner’s EOS. As shown in Figure 4, signiﬁcant variations were also seen in the
resulting adsorption isotherms for all EOSs. As expected, EOSs that gave negative deviations for
Z-factor of methane resulted in adsorption isotherms higher than NIST-refprop’s. The size of the
resultant isotherms, relative to that of the reference EOS, is determined by the combined eﬀects of
volume of free-space and Z-factor of methane. For example, PR-EOS and PR-Peneloux EOS gave
nearly the same free space volume as the reference EOS but gave signiﬁcant larger isotherms due to
their lower Z-factors of methane while SBWR-EOS and Lee-Kesler, despite their higher Z-factors of
methane, gave higher isotherms than the reference isotherm due their lower free space volumes. It is
not surprising that the SRK-EOS and its volume-shifted version gave signiﬁcantly lower isotherms
relative to the reference given that the volumes of free-space and Z-factors of methane are higher for
both compared to the reference EOS.
% Deviation in Z-factors (Methane @ 25oC)
3.00

PR
SRK
SBWR

% Deviation

2.00

PR-Peneloux
SRK-Peneloux
Lee-Kesler

1.00
0.00
-1.00
-2.00
-3.00
0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

7.00

8.00

Equilibrium Pressure, MPa

Figure 3. Example of variations in gas compressibility factor of methane at 25 ◦ C.
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Methane-Coal Adsorption Isotherms
800

Excess Adsorption, Scf/ton

700
25oC

600
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400
300
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200
100
0
0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0
4.0
5.0
Pressure, MPa

6.0

7.0

8.0

Figure 4. Methane-coal adsorption isotherms by equation of state (legends: markers = Excess
adsorbed amount, lines = Langmuir ﬁt; black = NIST-refprop, red = PR-EOS, brown = PR-Peneloux,
orange = SRK-EOS, purple = SRK-Peneloux, blue = SBRW-EOS and green = Lee-Kesler).

3.3. Methane-Coal Desorption Isotherms & Sorption Hysteresis
It is clear from Section 3.2 that adsorption isotherms from the same experimental data vary
signiﬁcantly for diﬀerent EOSs. Similar observations are made with desorption isotherms and
hysteresis between the adsorption and desorption isotherms. Figure 5 shows the adsorption and
desorption isotherms for diﬀerent EOSs.

Figure 5. Methane-coal sorption hysteresis by equation of state (* SRK-Peneloux is similar).

Negligible hysteresis can be seen between the adsorption and desorption isotherms for
NIST-refprop® at both temperatures. For the measurements at 25 ◦ C, the desorption isotherm
is slightly lower than the adsorption isotherm for most test pressures (Figure 5a). Although the reason
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for this behavior is not clear, it is unlikely due to any signiﬁcant irreversible structural changes to
the coal sample, as postulated by He et al. [26], given the near negligible diﬀerence between the
isotherms. Also, pressure equilibrium was achieved (as shown in Figure 6) for each desorption step,
therefore, pressure non-equilibration was also ruled out as a reason for this anomaly. Thus, it is
assumed that this observation may be related to measurement uncertainties especially ﬂuctuations in
experimental temperature.

Figure 6. Equilibrium pressures for all desorption steps at 25 ◦ C.

Compared to refprop, each of the comparison EOS gave signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the
adsorption and desorption isotherms (Figure 5b–f) leading to two types of observed sorption hysteresis.
On one hand, EOSs (that is PR-Peneloux, PR-EOS and SBWR-EOS) that gave lower values of Z-factor
for methane resulted in positive hysteresis and the more negatively deviated the Z-factors are, the
bigger the observed hysteresis loop. As shown in the example plot in Figure 7a, these EOSs gave
lower diﬀerential amounts of desorbed gas than the corresponding diﬀerential amounts adsorbed.
Conversely, EOSs (that is SRK-Peneloux, SRK-EOS and LK-EOS) that gave positive relative deviations
for Z-factors of methane [10] produced negative hysteresis loops and the more positively deviated the
Z-factors are, the larger the loop. As shown in the example plot in Figure 7b, each of these EOSs gave
diﬀerential amounts of gas desorbed greater, for most of the pressure steps, than the corresponding
diﬀerential amounts adsorbed.
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Figure 7. Comparing diﬀerential ad/desorbed amounts vs. EOS.
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3.4. Langmuir Parameters
Table 3 shows the model parameters obtained by ﬁtting the 3-parameter Langmuir model to
each of the adsorption isotherms. The results showed that model achieved over 99% match with each
of the isotherms as indicated by the R2 values. For each EOS, it was also observed that Langmuir
volume and adsorbed phase density are lower, while Langmuir pressure is higher, at 40 ◦ C than the
corresponding values at 25 ◦ C due to the reducing eﬀect of temperature on gas adsorption [12–14,31,32].
The lower adsorbed phase density at 40 ◦ C is an indication of the temperature-dependent nature of this
parameter which is often assumed to be constant [13,21,32,39]. SBWR-EOS gave the closest values of
Langmuir volume and pressure compared to NIST-refprop at both temperatures. Conversely, PR-EOS
and PR-Peneloux gave the largest deviations for these parameters relative to the reference values.
These observations agree with the deviations of Z-factors of methane obtained from these EOSs. Lastly,
the adsorbed phase density obtained from SBWR-EOS at 25 ◦ C is large and as such, the ratio of the bulk
gas density at each pressure to adsorbed phase density is negligibly small so that excess adsorption
approximates absolute adsorption for this EOS at this temperature.
Table 3. Langmuir parameters for diﬀerent equations of state (adsorption isotherms only).
Temp.
25 ◦ C

40 ◦ C

Parameters

Refprop

PR

VL , Scf/ton
PL , MPa
ρads , Kg/m3
R2
VL , Scf/ton
PL , MPa
ρads , Kg/m3
R2

772.9
1.02
689.9
0.9985
705.8
1.26
92.1
0.9953

943.3
1.34
590.9
0.9969
860.9
1.63
103.7
0.9918

EOS
PR-Pen.
964.6
1.38
578.8
0.9966
880.1
1.68
104.6
0.9915

SRK

SRK-Pen.

SBWR

Lee-Kesler

806.6
1.08
183.8
0.9978
740
1.34
69.4
0.9946

815
1.1
165.4
0.9977
748.2
1.35
66.9
0.9947

800
1.09
1.30E+09
0.9983
699.7
1.23
116.6
0.9957

836.8
1.13
742.9
0.9973
768.4
1.39
98.2
0.9911

3.5. Original Gas in-Place
Figure 8 shows the calculated initial Z-factor, initial gas FVF, OGIP and relative diﬀerences in the
calculated OGIP for each EOS. Similar to previous observations on variations in z-factors of methane,
PR-Peneloux, PR and SBWR EOSs gave lower values of Z-factor of methane compared to the Setzmann
& Wagner’s (shown as refprop in Figure 8) while SRK-Peneloux, SRK and Lee-Kesler EOSs gave higher
values. The corresponding values of initial gas FVF are shown in Figure 8b (grey bars). Given the direct
relationship between Z-factor and gas FVF (as shown in Equation (7)), the calculated initial gas FVF
followed the same trend as the Z-factors. The black bars in Figure 8b represent the constant value of
gas FVF for case 2. This constant value is the reference gas FVF obtained from Setzmann and Wagner’s
EOS. As shown in Figure 8c, the calculated OGIPs for cases 1 and 2 show minimal diﬀerences. This
implies that gas FVF (by implication z-factor) has negligible eﬀect on OGIP for this coal. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the observed variation in calculated OGIPs is primarily caused by the variation
in Langmuir parameters obtained with the diﬀerent EOSs. As shown in Figure 8d, SBWR-EOS gave
the lowest deviation in OGIP relative to refprop while PR-Peneloux EOS gave the largest deviation.
As shown in Figure 9, these deviations correlate directly with deviations of Langmuir volume (or
pressure) relative to the refprop.
The proportion of OGIP that is adsorbed is shown in Figure 10. It is not unsurprising that the
adsorbed gas accounted for over 90% of gas in-place (for each EOS) given the initial porosity and initial
water saturation in the cleats (see Table 2). This is also supported by the sample’s pore-size distribution
which contains less than 10% of macropores.
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Figure 8. Eﬀects of equation of state on OGIP (a) EOS Vs Z-factor at initial reservoir conditions (b) EOS
Vs Initial FVF (c) EOS Vs OGIP (d) Relative diﬀerence in calculated OGIPs.

OGIP Vs Langmuir Volume
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PR-Peneloux

Deviations in OGIP

20%
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R² = 0.9966
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-5%
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5%
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20%
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30%

Deviations in Langmuir volume
Figure 9. Relationship between calculated gas reserves and Langmuir volume.
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Figure 10. Adsorbed gas as a ratio of the original gas in-place.

4. Conclusions
This paper presents the eﬀects of equations of state on the results of high-pressure volumetric
measurements of methane adsorption and desorption isotherms on a coal sample. The results showed
that all the equations of state tested gave varied deviations in the measured isotherms, calculated
Langmuir parameters, observed type and degree of sorption hysteresis and original gas in-place because
of the variations in the calculated Z-factors of both helium and methane relative to NIST-refprop. It
can be concluded that:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

Gas compressibility factors have signiﬁcant eﬀects on high-pressure adsorption and desorption
isotherms of methane on coal.
Langmuir parameters also varied signiﬁcantly with the choice of EOS with the SBWR-EOS having
the closest values of Langmuir volumes and pressures to NIST-refprop at both test temperatures.
For each EOS, Langmuir volume and adsorbed phase density are lower at 40 ◦ C than the
corresponding values at 25 ◦ C because of the negative eﬀect of temperature on adsorption.
High-pressure methane-coal adsorption-desorption hysteresis is not a unique phenomenon; its
existence, degree and type depend on the applied EOS.
For both test temperatures, negligible hysteresis was observed for the reference EOS while a
relationship was observed between the deviations of methane Z-factor for each EOS (relative to
Setzmann and Wagner’s) and the type of sorption hysteresis observed. Negatively deviating EOSs
produced positive sorption hysteresis while positively deviating ones gave negative sorption
hysteresis for the same dataset.
Calculated OGIP is predominantly in adsorbed phase and as such, varies with Langmuir volume.

In summary, it has been demonstrated that, signiﬁcant uncertainties may be incurred in estimated
gas contents and gas reserves of unconventional gas reservoirs due to the choice of EOS for computing
the gas compressibility factors needed for experimental data analysis.
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Abstract: Estimation of methane adsorption capacity is crucial for the characterization of shale
gas reservoirs. The methane adsorption capacity in shales is measured using high-pressure
methane adsorption to obtain the adsorption isotherms, which can be ﬁtted by Langmuir model.
The determined Langmuir parameters can provide the methane adsorption capacity under actual
reservoir conditions. In this study, a prediction model for the methane adsorption in shales was
constructed based on 66 samples from 6 basins in China and Western Australia. The model was
established in four steps: a model of Langmuir volume at experimental temperature, the temperature
dependence of Langmuir volume, a model of Langmuir pressure, the temperature dependence of
Langmuir pressure. In the model of Langmuir volume at experimental temperature, total organic
carbon (TOC) and clay content (Vsh ) were considered. A positive relationship was observed between
the TOC and the temperature effect on the Langmuir volume. As the Langmuir pressure is sensitive
to various factors, the Langmuir pressure at experimental temperature shows no trend with the TOC,
clay content and thermal maturity, but a positive trend with the Langmuir volume. The results of this
study can help log analysts to quantify adsorbed gas from well-log data since TOC and Vsh , which
are the measure inputs of the introduced models, can be obtained from well-log data as well.
Keywords: shale gas; methane adsorption capacity; Langmuir volume; Langmuir pressure; total
organic carbon; clay content

1. Introduction
Shale gas contains not only free gas in pore volume but also a signiﬁcant amount of adsorbed
gas on the surface area of the pore wall [1]. The usual method for assessing the methane adsorption
capacity in shale gas is high-pressure methane adsorption experiment to obtain adsorption isotherms.
The high-pressure methane adsorption isotherms can be ﬁtted by many models. The most popular
model is the Langmuir model because of its simplicity and accuracy [2,3]. Langmuir parameters such
as Langmuir volume and Langmuir pressure can be determined using Equation (1) to characterize the
methane adsorption isotherms of shale samples [4].
Vads =

VL P
P + PL

(1)

where VL is the Langmuir volume, deﬁned as the maximum gas content that can be adsorbed on shale
at an inﬁnite pressure; PL is the Langmuir pressure, deﬁned as the pressure at which one-half of the
Langmuir volume can be adsorbed; Vads is the adsorbed gas content and P is the experimental pressure.
With the Langmuir parameters, the methane adsorption capacity of shale sample at certain
pressure can be predicted. Thus, it is necessary to have a quantitative model of the Langmuir
parameters for evaluating the methane adsorption capacity in shales.
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However, the Langmuir parameters are controlled by various factors [5]. It has been reported
that the Langmuir volume is related to the compositional properties (total organic content, thermal
maturity, and clay minerals content), pore structure properties (speciﬁc surface area and micropore
volume) and reservoir conditions (pressure, temperature and moisture content) [6–9]. As for the
Langmuir pressure, the most considered controlling factor is temperature, but it was also observed
that the Langmuir pressure is related to composition and volume of small pores [6,10,11]. Furthermore,
a power-law decrease trend was found between the Langmuir pressure and Vitrinite Reﬂectance [5].
Based on the controlling factors of the Langmuir parameters, the prediction model for the methane
adsorption capacity in shale gas has been constructed by many scholars [11–13]. As listed in Table 1,
however, the considered factors in the models are different: in terms of the Langmuir volume, TOC
is the only considered factor for organic-rich shales by Zhang, Ellis [11]; apart from the TOC, Liu,
Chen [13] also considered the clay content for low TOC shales. Li, Tian [12] used other parameters in
the model to improve accuracy, such as the amount of residual hydrocarbon and temperature. For
the Langmuir pressure, Zhang, Ellis [11] classiﬁed the shale samples by the thermal maturity and
employed the temperature to model the Langmuir pressure; the temperature is the only considered
factor in the model of the Langmuir pressure by Liu, Chen [13], while the content of clay minerals,
illite, feldspar, and carbonate was used by Li, Tian [12]. However, some of the considered parameters
are hard to obtain from well log, such as the content of residual hydrocarbon, illite, feldspar, and
carbonate. Furthermore, the prediction models of methane adsorption capacity in previous studies
were established on data from speciﬁc formations or basins. To assess the methane adsorption capacity
in shales, it is required to establish a prediction model based on representative data and proper factors.
Table 1. Considered factors of the prediction model for Langmuir parameters in previous studies.
References

Considered Factors of Langmuir Volume

Considered Factors of Langmuir Pressure

Zhang, Ellis [11]
Liu, Chen [13]

TOC
TOC and clay content
TOC, clay content, temperature and residual
of hydrocarbon (s1 )

temperature and thermal maturity
temperature
the content of clay minerals, illite, feldspar,
and carbonate minerals

Li, Tian [12]

In this study, we analyzed the experiment results of high-pressure methane adsorption on shales
using available published and our unpublished data. The experimental procedures of our unpublished
data have been described in a previous work [14]. Given that the experimental temperatures are
not constant among the related studies, the Langmuir parameters were modeled at experimental
temperature ﬁrst and then the temperature dependence of Langmuir parameters was explored. With
various shale samples, the results can contribute to the evaluation of the methane adsorption in shales.
2. Materials
As the high-pressure methane adsorption experiments are intrinsically controlled by various
factors [15], all the considered data must be obtained under similar experimental conditions (e.g., dry
with the particle size of <250 μm) with available compositional and geochemical information. It is
worth mentioning that data of wet shale samples were not employed because the moisturization
level is not constant and the number of shale samples in wet condition is constrained. Meanwhile,
the 60 mesh (<250 μm) was applied in this study, as it has been widely used in the related studies.
In addition, 60-80 mesh was also carried out with close particle diameter to 60 mesh to involve as much
data as possible. Under these conditions, a total of 66 samples from 6 Basins in China and Western
Australia were studied [14,16–19]. The samples have a TOC range of 0.23 to 28.48 wt % and clay
content range of 20.1 to 83.5. Thermal maturity of the samples directed measured by rock-eval in Tmax,
ranges from 424 to 589 ◦ C. Vitrinite Reﬂectance (Ro ) is not used for the thermal maturity, because the
convention from Tmax to Ro is not constant for different basins. The wide ranges of compositional and
geochemical parameters indicate good representativeness of the studied shale samples. The detailed
information about the studied samples is provided in an Appendix A at the end of the paper.
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3. Results and Discussion
Since the studied shale samples were measured at different temperatures and the amount of data
at each high temperature is limited, a model of the Langmuir volume at experimental temperature
(30 ◦ C) was considered ﬁrst. The experimental temperature in the range of 25–30 ◦ C was regarded as
the similar condition due to the little temperature difference. Secondly, the model was updated for the
methane adsorption under actual reservoir conditions, at higher reservoir temperature.
3.1. Model of Langmuir Volume at Experimental Temperature

/DQJPXLUYROXPHDWH[SHULPHQWDOWHPSHUDWXUH VFIWRQ

As the collected adsorption data of 10 samples are not available at experimental temperature,
a total of 56 samples in 5 basins were studied for the model of Langmuir volume at experimental
temperature. Figure 1 shows the positive relationship between the TOC and Langmuir volume at
experimental temperature, with a coefﬁcient of determination of 0.87, indicating the critical role of
organic matter in methane adsorption in shales. However, more data is still required as the shale
samples in the TOC range of 10 to 25 wt % is limited in Figure 1.
Comparing with the TOC, clay content appears to have a much less relationship with the Langmuir
volume (Figure 2), demonstrating a limited contribution to the methane adsorption. However, it has
been reported that the contribution of clay minerals to the methane adsorption is signiﬁcant for low
TOC shale samples [6,20]. To explore the effect of clay on methane adsorption in shales, the studied
samples were classiﬁed into three groups of low (0–1.5%), medium (1.5–3%), and high (>3%) based on
the TOC content.
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Figure 1. The relationship between the TOC and Langmuir volume at experimental temperature (30 ◦ C)
for the studied shale samples.

As for the clay content, Figure 3 displays a good relationship between the clay content and
Langmuir volume at experimental temperature for the low TOC samples but not for medium and high
TOC samples. The phenomenon demonstrates that the clay content is the critical controlling factor
of methane adsorption for low TOC shales, but its effect weakens in higher TOC samples due to the
organic matter. This is because both organic matter and clay minerals can adsorb methane. Comparing
with low TOC samples, high TOC samples have smaller proportion of methane adsorbed on clay
content. Furthermore, the slopes of the relationship between the clay content and Langmuir volume at
experimental temperature for the three groups of shales have no big difference, with the range of 1 to
1.73. The similarity of the slopes indicates that there is no remarkable difference between organic-poor
and organic-rich shales with respect to the adsorption capacity of clay minerals. Note that the type
of clay minerals was not speciﬁed for their relationship to Langmuir volume. The reason is that the
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content of each clay type is hard to obtain directly from well log and illite dominates the clay content
for the applied data.
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Figure 2. A weak relationship exists between the clay content and Langmuir volume at experimental
temperature (30 ◦ C) for the studied shale samples.
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Figure 3. The relationship between the clay content and Langmuir volume at experimental temperature
for low, medium and high TOC shale samples.

Apart from the TOC and clay content, thermal maturity is also believed to control the methane
adsorption in shales. It has been reported that the relationship between the TOC-normalized maximum
methane adsorption capacity (Langmuir volume divided by the TOC) and thermal maturity is positive
for mature shales and negative for over mature shales [5,11]. However, the thermal maturity in the
form of Tmax displays no relationship to the TOC-normalized Langmuir volume at experimental
temperature for the collected data (Figure 4). The phenomenon can be explained in two aspects: 1. The
TOC-normalized Langmuir volume can be inﬂuenced by clay content especially for the low TOC shale;
2. other factors such as kerogen type, thermal maturity levels, and depositional environment may
have impacts on methane adsorption capacity. Therefore, the thermal maturity is not considered in the
model of the Langmuir volume at experimental temperature.
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Figure 4. There is no meaningful relationship between the TOC-normalized Langmuir volume at
experimental temperature and Tmax for the studied shale samples.

According to the linear relationship of the Langmuir volume to TOC and clay content, a model for
the Langmuir volume at experimental temperature is proposed in the form of the following equation:
VL = a × TOC + b × Vsh + c

(2)

where a, b and c are the ﬁtting coefﬁcients, which can be determined using the 56 studied samples in
by multiple linear regression. Thus, the prediction model is written as follows:
VL = 13.87TOC + 0.79Vsh − 4

(3)

where VL is the Langmuir volume at experimental temperature, scf/ton; TOC is the total organic
carbon, wt %; Vsh is the total clay content, %.
The predicted Langmuir volume and measured Langmuir volume at experimental temperature
are plotted in Figure 5, with R-square 0.88.
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Figure 5.
The relationship between the measured and predicted Langmuir volume at
experimental temperature.

3.2. Model of Langmuir Volume at Reservoir Temperature
As the methane adsorption in shale is an exothermic process, the methane adsorption capacity
is reduced at a higher temperature. It has been observed that the Langmuir volume decreases with
increasing temperature [7,17]. A linear negative correlation exists between the Langmuir volume and
temperature, which can be written in the following equation:
VL ( T ) = −dT + e

(4)

where VL ( T ) is the Langmuir volume at reservoir temperature, scf/ton; T is the reservoir temperature,
◦ C; d and e are the ﬁtting coefﬁcients. The value of the trend-line slope, d, is described as the decrease
rate of Langmuir volume with increasing temperature, which quantitatively describes the temperature
effect on the Langmuir volume. It has been concluded that the methane adsorbed on the organic matter
is more sensitive to the temperature than the methane adsorbed on the clay minerals [6]. The ﬁnding is
also conﬁrmed in Figure 6, which displays a positive relationship between the TOC and decrease rate
of VL , with the R2 of 0.58. With this relationship, the decrease rate of VL (d) can be calculated based on
the TOC using Equation (5):
(5)
d = 0.35TOC − 0.05
Given that the Langmuir volume at experimental temperature discussed in last section, the
Langmuir volume at reservoir temperatures can be estimated using the decrease rate of VL or the d
value from Equation (5). Thus, the Langmuir volume at reservoir temperature can be written as:
VL ( T ) − VL
= −d
T − T0
88
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By rearrangement:
VL ( T ) = [13.87TOC + 0.79Vsh − 4] − ( T − T0 )(0.35TOC − 0.05)

(7)

'HFUHDVHUDWHRI9/ZLWKLQFUHDVLQJWHPSHUDWXUH

where VL ( T ) is the Langmuir volume at reservoir temperature, scf/ton; T is the reservoir temperature,
◦ C; T is the experimental temperature, ◦ C; TOC is the total organic carbon, wt %; V is the total clay
0
sh
content, %.
As the available data for the temperature dependence of Langmuir volume has a TOC range of
0.23 to 5.15 wt %, the result here may not be reliable for shale with larger TOC. Moreover, the samples
with the TOC range of 3.03 to 5.15 wt % have a larger variation on the relationship than low TOC
samples. Therefore, more data is required for the shale samples with TOC larger than 3.03 wt % in
terms of the temperature dependence of Langmuir volume.
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Figure 6. The relationship between the TOC and decrease rate of Langmuir volume with
increasing temperature.

3.3. Model of Langmuir Pressure at Experimental Temperature and Reservoir Temperature
Langmuir pressure is also required to calculate the methane adsorption capacity in actual reservoir
conditions. The reciprocal of the Langmuir pressure represents the afﬁnity of the gas for sorbent.
It has been concluded that the adsorption afﬁnity on the organic matter is stronger than that on clay
minerals [6]. Thermal maturity and volume of small pores were also regarded as controlling factors
of the Langmuir pressure [5,10]. Herein, the Langmuir pressure shows no trend with the thermal
maturity, TOC or clay content, but a logarithmic-law trend exists to the Langmuir volume, with R2 of
0.31 (Figure 7). The low correlation might result from the sensitive and various controlling factors of
the Langmuir pressure. The shale sample with a large Langmuir volume has a high Langmuir pressure,
which represents a weak adsorption afﬁnity of methane. As reported, the organic matter and small
pore have stronger adsorption afﬁnity of methane comparing to the clay and large pore, respectively.
In this case, the adsorption afﬁnity of methane in shale reﬂects the proportion of adsorbed methane
in the small pore and organic matter. Thus, the weak adsorption afﬁnity in the shale sample with a
large Langmuir volume might infer that the proportion of adsorbed methane in the small pore and
organic matter is low. Since the relationship between the Langmuir volume and Langmuir pressure is
obtained from a large amount of data, the relationship can be informative. Therefore, the Langmuir
pressure can be predicted using the following equation:
PL = 93.8ln(VL − 9.3)
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where PL and VL are the Langmuir pressure and Langmuir volume at experimental temperature in psi
and scf/ton, respectively.
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Figure 7. The relationship between the Langmuir pressure and Langmuir volume at experimental
temperature for the studied samples.

The temperature dependence of the Langmuir pressure has been described by the following
equation [21]:
 
1
m
ln
=
+n
(9)
pL
T + 273
where m and n is the ﬁtting coefﬁcient, resulting from the thermal dynamic parameters: the heat of
adsorption and the standard entropy of adsorption. These parameters have been compared between
the organic matter and clay minerals, concluding that the methane adsorbed on the organic matter
releases more heat than the methane adsorbed on clay. A linear relationship between the heat of
adsorption and the standard entropy of adsorption has been proposed for different types of kerogen,
clay and shale samples at different thermal maturity [5]. It might imply that the thermal dynamic
parameters are related
 to the TOC. For each shale sample, the coefﬁcient m and n are determined using
linear ﬁtting on ln p1L and T +1273 . In terms of the studied samples, the plot of m with TOC is listed in
Figure 8 as the following equation:
(10)
m = 1215.3TOC0.179

Combined with the prediction model for the Langmuir pressure at experimental temperature, the
Langmuir pressure at reservoir temperature (PL (T)) can be obtained using the following equations:

ln

PL ( T )
PL





=m

PL ( T ) = PL × e

1
1
−
T0 + 273 T + 273


(11)

(1215.3TOC0.179 )×( T

1
− 1 )
0 +273 T +273

PL ( T ) = 93.8ln(13.87TOC + 0.79Vsh − 13.3) × e(1215.3TOC

0.179 )×



1
1
−
T0 + 273 T + 273



(12)
(13)

where m is the ﬁtting coefﬁcient in Equation 9; T0 is the experimental temperature, ◦ C; T is the reservoir
temperature, ◦ C.
Therefore, the methane adsorption at certain pressure and temperature can be predicted by the
Langmuir model, Equation (14):
V (T ) × P
(14)
gc( T ) = L
PL ( T ) + P
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where gc( T ) is the adsorbed gas content at certain temperature and pressure, scf/ton; VL ( T ) is the
Langmuir volume at reservoir temperature, scf/ton; PL ( T ) is the Langmuir pressure at reservoir
temperature, psi; P is the reservoir pore pressure, psi.
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Figure 8. The relationship of the TOC to the ﬁtting coefﬁcient m.

4. Conclusions
In this study, we proposed a prediction model for the methane adsorption capacity in shales
based on the high-pressure methane adsorption experiment result. The methane adsorption capacity
at certain pressure and temperature can be calculated using the Langmuir model with the Langmuir
parameters. Herein, the prediction model for methane adsorption in shales was built in 4 steps: a
model of the Langmuir volume at experimental temperature, the temperature dependence of the
Langmuir volume, a model of the Langmuir pressure at experimental temperature, the temperature
dependence of Langmuir pressure.
The model of the Langmuir volume at experimental temperature considers the TOC and clay
content without the thermal maturity, which shows no relationship with the TOC-normalized Langmuir
volume. The predicted Langmuir volume at experimental temperature was plotted against the
measured results, showing a good R-square. However, more data is still required to improve the
model, as the shale samples in the TOC range of 10 to 25 wt % is rarely measured.
For the other three steps, the relationships are informative but not precise enough to provide a
reliable prediction. A positive relationship exists between the TOC and decrease rate of Langmuir
volume with increasing temperature based on the published data, which requires more data for the
shale samples with TOC larger than 3 wt %. As the Langmuir pressure is sensitive to too many factors,
it is hard to estimate using the TOC and clay content. However, a logarithmic-law trend is observed
between the Langmuir volume and Langmuir pressure at experimental temperature; the temperature
dependence of Langmuir pressure is related to the TOC. Furthermore, as the high-pressure methane
adsorption experiments on shales were measured under different conditions in the references, the
amount of samples for the temperature dependence of the Langmuir parameters is insufﬁcient, which
constrains the accuracy of the related models.
Moisture was not considered in this study, which is also regarded as an important controlling
factor on methane adsorption in shales [22–24]. The existing moisture in shales occupies pore volume
or blocks pore throat to reduce the methane adsorption capacity. However, the moisture content
employed in the references are various, which are not available to compare with each other or collect
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sufﬁcient data. Moreover, it is very uncertain for the moisture content under in-situ conditions and its
variation within a shale reservoir.
The major application of this study is that the well log data can calculate TOC and Vsh without
any problem and therefore this study can help to calculate VL and PL at the reservoir condition for
volumetric calculation of absorbed gas in shale reservoirs.
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Appendix A
Table A1. The detailed information about the studied shale samples in this paper.
Source

TOC (wt %)

Clay (%)

T (◦ C)

Mesh

VL (scf/ton)

PL(psi)

Tmax (◦ C)

Decrease
Rate of VL

Wang, Zhu
[18]

7.68
4.24
2.18
1.46
5.23
4.82
1.76
8.54
10.02
2.17
4.4
3.9

35.4
34.8
37.8
48.7
34.1
38.5
36.1
29.3
37.4
27.2
20.1
28.7

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

152.9
126.4
77.3
60.4
74.9
95.3
42.7
108.4
117.6
18.4
34.3
32.8

337.9
346.6
378.5
287.2
688.9
455.4
507.6
632.4
551.1
103.0
101.5
210.3

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Our
unpublished
data

0.28
0.52
1.26
3.2
2.82
2.6
2.11
1.24
2.76
0.75

76.58
N/A
83.49
74.28
67.52
54.90
54.22
37.10
55.97
68.44

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

87.7
40.0
87.7
89.3
80.6
80.0
86.2
42.6
82.6
69.0

296.1
281.9
331.3
372.4
338.2
420.2
458.3
317.1
455.6
372.5

442
453
454
454
456
453
441
453
448
458

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Guo, Lü [19]

0.5
0.95
0.81
0.76
1.05
0.7
0.98
1.3
5.76
1.55
0.87
2.24
2.57
1.22
2.42
2.47
5.35
5.33
4.59
1.55

26
40
42
41
46
42
45
47
55
60
33
48
49
36
43
43
70
70
60
55

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80

26.1
35.0
27.5
28.3
51.6
33.9
36.0
51.6
166.3
84.4
31.1
62.5
75.9
41.0
73.5
96.4
163.1
142.0
108.4
55.1

233.5
313.3
358.2
243.7
407.6
384.4
522.1
384.4
742.6
509.1
298.8
375.6
265.4
264.0
340.8
385.8
481.5
465.6
319.1
295.9

589
475
533
477
444
424
574
460
458
455
494
442
442
474
441
463
447
453
452
469

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Table A1. Cont.
Source

TOC (wt %)

Clay (%)

T (◦ C)

Mesh

VL (scf/ton)

PL(psi)

Tmax (◦ C)

Decrease
Rate of VL

Guo, Lü [19]

1.48
25.31
2.39
24.58
1.02
1.17
1.38
1.62
28.48

36
23
36
68
58
35
57
52
35

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80
60-80

57.6
427.6
59.0
266.6
39.6
43.1
43.8
53.0
478.5

446.7
467.0
423.5
480.1
319.1
449.6
224.8
239.3
564.2

462
501
460
424
571
434
492
444
436

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1.41

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

20
40
60
80
100

60
60
60
60
60

93.9
85.5
84.0
73.5
62.2

195.8
220.5
380.0
433.7
475.7

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.3778

4.13

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

20
40
60
80
100

60
60
60
60
60

135.6
128.9
119.7
109.8
99.9

207.4
220.5
382.9
422.1
464.1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.452

0.45

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

20
40
60
80
100

60
60
60
60
60

59.7
54.4
51.9
47.0
42.7

192.9
223.4
381.5
427.9
469.9

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.2066

0.87

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

20
40
60
80
100

60
60
60
60
60

77.3
71.7
68.9
57.9
50.9

197.3
224.8
393.1
420.6
471.4

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.3337

0.8

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

20
40
60
80
100

60
60
60
60
60

74.5
71.0
68.9
61.8
49.4

185.7
221.9
382.9
435.1
464.1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.2966

1.49

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

20
40
60
80
100

60
60
60
60
60

100.6
98.2
92.5
74.5
59.7

191.5
227.7
387.3
438.0
468.5

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.5279

0.62

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

20
40
60
80
100

60
60
60
60
60

71.7
66.4
60.0
54.0
41.3

198.7
219.0
384.4
436.6
468.5

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.3655

1.35

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

20
40
60
80
100

60
60
60
60
60

85.8
80.5
74.2
64.3
50.1

195.8
217.6
381.5
427.9
449.6

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.4379

5.15

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

30
40
50
60
70

60
60
60
60
60

216.8
202.7
184.7
159.6
146.6

207.4
216.1
307.5
388.7
419.2

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1.8362

4.76

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

30
40
50
60
70

60
60
60
60
60

205.9
184.7
140.9
111.6
99.9

206.0
214.7
248.0
298.8
320.5

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2.8497

[16,17]
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Table A1. Cont.
Source

Clay (%)

T (◦ C)

Mesh

VL (scf/ton)

PL(psi)

Tmax (◦ C)

Decrease
Rate of VL

3.03

51.3

25
45
60
80

60
60
60
60

51.3
46.3
40.2
37.6

218.9
277.8
346.9
433.8

459

0.3135

0.64

26

25
45
60
80

60
60
60
60

26.0
23.1
20.6
19.8

256.1
306.7
322.5
429.2

458

0.1538

1.82

46.5

25
45
60
80

60
60
60
60

46.5
35.2
26.0
N/A

263.8
352.3
492.2
N/A

460

0.5846

1.08

34.2

25
45
60
80

60
60
60
60

34.2
29.5
22.2
20.5

422.1
544.6
562.0
729.7

465

0.337

0.23

26.5

25
45
60
80

60
60
60
60

26.5
24.0
22.1
20.7

383.5
398.3
445.3
505.4

N/A

0.1257

3.07

76

25
45
60
80

60
60
60
60

80.6
63.7
50.3
N/A

338.2
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Abstract: The pulse decay test is the main method employed to determine permeability for tight rocks,
and is widely used. The testing gas can be strongly adsorbed on the pore surface of unconventional
reservoir cores, such as shale and coal rock. However, gas adsorption has not been well considered
in analysis pulse decay tests. In this study, the conventional ﬂow model of adsorbed gas in porous
media was modiﬁed by considering the volume of the adsorbed phase. Then, pulse decay tests of
equilibrium sorption, unsteady state and pseudo-steady-state non-equilibrium sorption models, were
analyzed by simulations. For equilibrium sorption, it is found that the Cui-correction method is
excessive when the adsorbed phase volume is considered. This method is good at very low pressure,
and is worse than the non-correction method at high pressure. When the testing pressure and
Langmuir volume are large and the vessel volumes are small, a non-negligible error exists when using
the Cui-correction method. If the vessel volumes are very large, gas adsorption can be ignored. For
non-equilibrium sorption, the pulse decay characteristics of unsteady state and pseudo-steady-state
non-equilibrium sorption models are similar to those of unsteady state and pseudo-steady-state
dual-porosity models, respectively. When the upstream and downstream pressures become equal, they
continue to decay until all of the pressures reach equilibrium. The Langmuir volume and pressure, the
testing pressure and the porosity, aﬀect the pseudo-storativity ratio and the pseudo-interporosity ﬂow
coeﬃcient. Their impacts on non-equilibrium sorption models are similar to those of the storativity
ratio and the interporosity ﬂow coeﬃcient in dual-porosity models. Like dual-porosity models, the
pseudo-pressure derivative can be used to identify equilibrium and non-equilibrium sorption models
at the early stage, and also the unsteady state and pseudo-steady-state non-equilibrium sorption
models at the late stage. To identify models using the pseudo-pressure derivative at the early stage,
the suitable vessel volumes should be chosen according to the core adsorption property, porosity and
the testing pressure. Finally, experimental data are analyzed using the method proposed in this study,
and the results are suﬃcient.
Keywords: adsorption; unconventional reservoirs; pulse decay test; unsteady state non-equilibrium
sorption; pseudo-steady-state non-equilibrium sorption; equilibrium sorption

1. Introduction
The pulse decay test is the most used method for determining the permeability of low permeability
rocks, and was proposed by Brace et al. in 1968 [1]. Thereafter, analytical solutions of pulse decay tests
under a variety of conditions were obtained. Based on these solutions, the asymptotic solutions at
early and late time are used to determine the core permeability [2–5].
Modiﬁcations are also made to the primary testing method in order to improve the accuracy and
the ﬂexibility, and to decrease the testing time [6,7]. All of these analysis methods are based upon the
homogeneous model. In recent years, with the development of unconventional oil/gas reservoirs, the
Energies 2019, 12, 2562; doi:10.3390/en12132562
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pulse decay method is widely used in testing shale, coal rock and tight sandstone cores [8–15]. This
situation makes the analysis methods based on the homogeneous model no longer applicable. Usually
helium, methane, nitrogen and carbon dioxide are used in these pulse decay tests [16,17]. For shale
and coal rock, the absorptivity of helium is weak enough to be neglected, but methane and carbon
dioxide are strongly adsorbed substances. When using them for testing, some phenomena other than
those found using conventional non-adsorbing gases are found. The experiments of Ghanizadeh et al.
and Gensterblum et al. [18–20] indicate that adsorption reduces core permeability. In addition, using
reservoir ﬂuid in tests is more realistic, and it can be absorbed by gas shale and coal rock. Therefore,
there is a need to investigate the analysis method for adsorbing gas.
Cui et al. [21] are the earliest to investigate the inﬂuence of adsorption on the performance of
pulse decay tests, and they propose a correction method by deﬁning an eﬀective porosity due to gas
adsorption. Based on this, Civan et al. [22] suggest a more elaborate analysis method considering
pressure-dependent properties by ﬁtting several pulse decay tests. Although the method of Cui et
al. [21] has become the mainstream analysis method for the pulse decay test with gas adsorption, it is
only ﬁt for equilibrium sorption, and does not involve the volume of the absorbed phase. In addition to
equilibrium sorption, non-equilibrium also exists [23,24]. A few experiments of gas diﬀusion indicate
that the unipore diﬀusion model is not good enough for representing cores ﬂow characteristics [25–28].
Therefore, the non-equilibrium sorption models need to be investigated.
In this study, pulse decay tests of non-equilibrium sorption and equilibrium sorption models
involving adsorbed phase volume are simulated and analyzed. A new correction method is proposed
involving adsorbed phase volume, and an identifying method for non-equilibrium sorption models
is suggested.
2. Mathematical Models and the Numerical Method
The principle of the pulse decay test is shown in Figure 1. It consists of an upstream vessel,
a downstream vessel and a core holder. At the beginning, the ﬂuid pressure in the upstream and
downstream vessels and the core is balanced. Then, a pressure pulse is applied in the upstream vessel.
The ﬂuid in the upstream vessel ﬂows through the core to the downstream vessel, thereby reducing the
upstream pressure and increasing the downstream pressure. By analyzing the changes in the upstream
and downstream pressures over time, the permeability of the core can be obtained.








Figure 1. Schematic diagram for the arrangement of pulse decay tests.

Coal and shale are adsorptive to methane. If methane is used for pulse decay tests, it is necessary
to use a ﬂow model that considers adsorption for data analysis. The ﬂow models of coal and shale are
divided into equilibrium sorption and non-equilibrium sorption models. Non-equilibrium sorption
models include pseudo-steady-state and unsteady state models. Adsorbed gas occupies pore volume,
but current models do not consider this eﬀect [21,23,24]. In this study, these models are modiﬁed to
consider this factor. During the test, the device is placed in a constant temperature bath to ensure that
the temperature is well controlled.
Therefore, the following assumptions are taken in this study: (1) The test is carried out under
constant temperature conditions; (2) the test ﬂuid is a single-phase absorbing gas; (3) the ﬂuid ﬂow
conforms to Darcy's law for the equilibrium sorption model, and in fracture for the non-equilibrium
sorption model, and conforms to Fick’s diﬀusion law in matrix for the non-equilibrium sorption
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model, and the secondary pressure gradient term is negligible; (4) the pore compressibility and core
permeability are constant; and (5) the upstream and downstream vessels can be regarded as an isobaric
body, and the gas leakage can be neglected. Then, equations for pulse decay tests can be written in the
following. Since the pulse used in tests generally is small, the permeability change due to adsorption
can be ignored. But the results obtained by this method are the apparent permeability. In order to
investigating the eﬀect of gas adsorption on permeability, tests under diﬀerent pressures are required.
If the pulse is large, the eﬀect of adsorption upon permeability needs to be considered in the model.
2.1. Equilibrium Sorption Model
Most of the adsorbed gas exists in micropores, and these micropores’ conductivity is small. If the
adsorbed gas can be desorbed into the ﬂow channel within the characteristic time scale of the study,
it is called equilibrium sorption, otherwise it is non-equilibrium sorption. Taking adsorbed phase
volume into consideration, the governing equation of the equilibrium sorption model for pulse decay
tests can be written as the following [21].

ρsc ρs VL p
∂
k ∂p
∂
=
ρ(ϕ − ϕa ) +
ρ
,
pL + p
∂t
∂x μ ∂x

(1)

where p is the pressures in Pa; t is the time in s; x is the coordinate along the sample which takes the
upstream reservoir as the origin in m; μ is the viscosity of the ﬂuid in Pa·s; k is the permeability of the
sample in m2 ; ρsc and ρs are the density of the gas at the standard condition and the apparent density
of the sample, respectively, in kg/m3 ; V L is the Langmuir volume in m3 /kg; pL is the Langmuir pressure
in Pa; ϕ is the porosity in %; the porosity occupied by the absorbed phase ϕa is
ϕa =

ρsc ρs VL p
,
ρa (pL + p)

(2)

where ρa is the density of the adsorbed gas in kg/m3 . It should be pointed out that, unlike Cui et
al. [21], ρs in Equation (1) is the apparent density of the core, and not the skeleton density, which is the
ratio of the mass to the total volume of the skeleton and the pores. The equivalent total compressibility
is deﬁned as follows.
cet = cf −

ρsc ρs VL pL
ϕρa (pL + p)

2

+ cg

ρsc ρs VL pL
ϕ − ϕa
+
,
ϕ
ρϕ(pL + p)2

(3)

where cet is the equivalent total compressibility in Pa−1 ; cg is the compressibility of the testing gas in
Pa−1 ; cf is the pore volume compressibility of the sample in Pa−1 . Then, the governing equation of the
equilibrium sorption model becomes:
ρϕcet

∂p
k ∂p
∂
ρ
.
=
∂t
∂x μ ∂x

(4)

And the boundary conditions are:
p(0, t) = pu (t)

t ≥ 0 , p(L, t) = pd (t)

Vp ∂p
dpu
k

= 
dt
V
cg + cVu μϕL u ∂x

x=0

Vp ∂p
dpd
−k

= 
dt
cg + cVd μϕL Vd ∂x

x=L
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t≥0 ,

(5)

t>0 ,

(6)

t>0 ,

(7)
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where L is the sample length in m; V u , V d and V p are the volumes of the upstream reservoir, downstream
reservoirs and the pores, respectively, in m3 ; cVd and cVu are the compressibilities of both upstream
and downstream reservoirs, respectively, in Pa−1 ; the subscripts u and d denote these upstream and
downstream reservoirs, respectively.
Since at the initial moment the pressure in the core is balanced with the downstream pressure
vessel, and the upstream pressure vessel applies a pressure pulse, the initial conditions are:
p(x, 0) = pd (0)

0 < x < L , p(0, 0) = pu (0).

(8)

2.2. Non-Equilibrium Sorption Model
For non-equilibrium sorption, the pores are divided into macropores/fractures (for convenience,
they are collectively referred to as fractures) and micropores in the matrix. If the diﬀerence in the
conductivity of the pores is up to orders of magnitude, the pores with strong conductivity can constitute
preferential ﬂow channels, and the ﬂuids in other pores will converge toward the preferential ﬂow
channel. If the convergence time is greater than the characteristic time scale of the study, the pores
of the preferential ﬂow channel are called fractures, and the other pores form the matrix. Taking
the adsorbed phase volume into consideration, the governing equations of the pseudo-steady state
non-equilibrium sorption model are as follows [23,24]:
ρ(ϕct )f

∂pf
∂V
∂ ρkf ∂pf
−
,
=
∂t
∂x μ ∂x
∂t

(9)

∂V
6Dm π2
(CE − C),
=
∂t
R2m

(10)

where Dm is the gas diﬀusion coeﬃcient in m2 /s; kf is the fracture permeability in m2 ; Rm is the
radius of the spherical matrix in m; pf is the pressure of the fracture in Pa; ct = cg + cf is the total
compressibility of the sample in Pa−1 ; V is the total gas mass occurred in the matrix in kg/m3 ; C and CE
are the gas concentration in the matrix and the equivalent gas concentration in the fracture, respectively,
in kg/m3 ; ϕf is the fracture porosity in %; and the subscripts f and m denote the fracture and the
matrix, respectively.
Equations (9) and (10) represent the ﬂow in the fracture and the matrix, respectively. Thus, the gas
concentration and the total content of the gas in the matrix are:
pM
,
ZRT

(11)

ρsc ρs VL pf
pf M
(ϕm − ϕa ),
+
pL + pf
ZRT

(12)

C=
V=

where M is the molecular molar mass in kg/mol; Z is the gas deviation factor; R is the Universal Gas
Constant in J/(mol·K) ; T is the temperature in K; ϕm is the matrix porosity in %.
Supposing the matrix is spherical, the governing equations of the unsteady state non-equilibrium
sorption model are as follows [23,24]:
ρ(ϕct )f

∂pf
3Dm ∂C
∂ ρkf ∂pf
−
=
Rm ∂rm
∂t
∂x μ ∂x
∂V
1 ∂ 2
∂C
rm Dm
.
= 2
∂t
∂rm
rm ∂rm

rm =Rm

,

(13)

(14)

where rm is the coordinate of the spherical matrix with the origin located at the center of the sphere
in m.
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The pseudo-steady state model assumes that the concentration of the matrix can quickly reach
a pseudo-steady state; that is, the concentration in the matrix changes at the same speed. Therefore,
a single concentration parameter can be used to characterize the state of the matrix. The mass exchange
between the matrix and the fracture is positively correlated to their concentration diﬀerence, which is
similar to the steady state model. It is described in Equation (10). The unsteady state model considers
that the concentration distribution in the matrix is diﬃcult to reach a pseudo-steady state, and is in an
unsteady state for a long time. This unsteady ﬂow can be governed by Equation (14).
It is only necessary to replace p in Equations (5)–(7) with pf to obtain the boundary conditions
for the non-equilibrium sorption models. In addition, the gas concentration at the initial time can be
obtained by substituting the pressure of the downstream vessel at the initial time into Equation (11).
For the unsteady state non-equilibrium sorption model, the gas concentration on the outer boundary
of the matrix and the fracture pressure satisfy Equation (11). The following conditions exist on the
inner boundary of the matrix.
∂C
= 0.
(15)
∂rm
The initial condition of the pseudo-steady-state non-equilibrium sorption model is
pf (x, 0) = pm (x, 0) = pd (0)

0 < x < L , pf (0, 0) = pu (0).

(16)

The initial condition of the unsteady state non-equilibrium sorption model is
pf (x, rm , 0) = pd (0)

0 < x < L , pf (0, Rm , 0) = pu (0).

(17)

In the non-equilibrium models, the adsorption in fractures is neglected. The subsequent analysis
will indicate that the basic conclusions cannot be aﬀected, even if that is considered.
3. Sensitivity Analysis
To consider the changes of the gas properties, the normalized pseudo-pressure is deﬁned as:
pp =

(μZ)i
pi

p
0

p
dp,
μZ

(18)

where the subscript p and i denote the normalized pressure and the reference status, respectively.
The dimensionless variables are deﬁned as:
tD =

kf t
, xD
μϕct0 L2
Vp ct0

Au =

= Lx , pD =

Vu (cg0 +cVu )

, Ad =

pp −ppd (0)
,
ppu (0)−ppd (0)
Vp ct0

Vd (cg0 +cVd )

,

(19)

where the subscript 0 and D denote the initial status and the dimensionless variable, respectively.
If the newly deﬁned equivalent total compressibility cet (Equation (3)) is used instead of the
abovementioned conventionally-deﬁned total compressibility ct = cg + cf in Equation (19), a new
dimensionless deﬁnition can be obtained, which will be referred to as the new dimensionless deﬁnition
and the old dimensionless deﬁnition, respectively.
In the latter analysis using the numerical methods presented in Appendices A–C, the testing gas
is methane, and its physical parameters are computed by the PVT formulae. The absorbed density
is ρ = 374 kg/m3 [29], the rock apparent density is ρs = 2600 kg/m3 , the rock pore compressibility is
cf = 1.0 × 10−3 MPa−1 and the vessel compressibility is cVu = cVd = 10−5 MPa−1 .
3.1. Equilibrium Sorption Model
It can be seen that the shape of the pressure curve of the equilibrium sorption model is similar to
that of the homogenous model (Figures 2–4). If using the old dimensionless deﬁnitions, unlike the
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homogeneous model, the values of the dimensionless pseudo-pressure curves are impacted by the
testing pressure and the Langmuir sorption parameters. The lower the testing pressure, the larger the
Langmuir volume and pressure are, and the more rapidly the upstream pseudo-pressure decreases;
the slower the downstream pseudo-pressure increases, the smaller the balanced pseudo-pressure
(Figures 2a, 3a and 4a). When the Langmuir volume is 0, it becomes a homogenous model. Therefore,
the gas adsorption speeds up the decrease of the pseudo-pressure of the upstream vessel, and reduces
the increase of that of the downstream vessel. When using the new dimensionless deﬁnition, for the
same Au and Ad , the pulse decay test curves for diﬀerent Langmuir pressure, Langmuir volume and
test pressure, are almost completely coincident, and they are the same as that of the homogenous
model (Figures 2b, 3b and 4b). Therefore, the equivalent total compressibility deﬁned in this study
is reasonable.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. The inﬂuence of the testing pressure on the pseudo-pressure curves of the equilibrium
sorption model. (a) Old dimensionless deﬁnition. (b) New dimensionless deﬁnition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. The inﬂuence of the Langmuir volume on the pseudo-pressure curves of the equilibrium
sorption model. (a) Old dimensionless deﬁnition. (b) New dimensionless deﬁnition.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. The inﬂuence of the Langmuir pressure on the pseudo-pressure curves of the equilibrium
sorption model. (a) Old dimensionless deﬁnition. (b) New dimensionless deﬁnition.

3.2. Non-Equilibrium Sorption Model
For non-equilibrium models, the dimensionless deﬁnitions in Equation (19) can be changed to the
follow deﬁnitions.
tD =

Vp ∧
Vp ∧
kf t

 , Ad =

.
, Au =
μ ∧ L2
ϕVu cg0 + cVu
ϕVd cg0 + cVd

(20)

Meanwhile, the following is deﬁned.
∧=

Vic
ρ0 (ppu0 −ppd0 )

+ (ϕct )f0 , VD =

pseudo − storativity ratio ω

C
V
Vic , CD = Vic ,
(ϕctf )0
= ∧ ,

(21)

where V ic is the initial total gas mass occurring in the matrix in kg/m3 . For the unsteady state of the
non-equilibrium sorption model, the pseudo-interporosity ﬂow coeﬃcient is deﬁned as follows.
λD =

6Dm π2 μ0 ∧ L2
R2m kf0

.

(22)

For the pseudo-steady-state model, it is deﬁned as follows.
λD =

3Dm μ0 ∧ L2
R2m kf0

.

(23)

It should be noted that in order to get the same dimensionless pressure for the diﬀerent fracture
porosity at equilibrium stages, the following deﬁnition is used in the following ﬁgures.
∧=

Vic
+ (ϕct )f0 .
ρ0 ppd0

(24)

Because of the small change of the testing pressure, the gas compressibility and viscosity can
be assumed as a constant in the testing. Therefore, the dimensionless governing equations of the
pseudo-steady-state model can be written as:
ω

∂ppfD
∂tD

=

∂ ∂ppfD
∂V
− (1 − ω) D ,
∂xD ∂xD
∂tD
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∂VD
= λ(CED − CD ).
∂tD

(26)

The dimensionless governing equations of the unsteady state model are:
ω

∂ppfD
∂tD

=

∂ ∂ppfD
∂CD
− ( 1 − ω ) λD
∂xD ∂xD
∂rmD

rmD =1

,

∂VD
λ 1
∂
∂CD
= D 2
r2
.
3 r
∂tD
∂rmD mD ∂rmD

(27)

(28)

mD

It can be found that the governing equations for the unsteady state and the pseudo-steady-state
non-equilibrium sorption models are similar in the forms to the unsteady and the pseudo-steady-state
dual-porosity models, respectively, which have similar matrix-fracture exchange terms. The diﬀerence
is that the dual-porosity model does not consider gas adsorption, and the ﬂow in the matrix conforms to
Darcy's law, but the non-equilibrium sorption model considers it to comply with Fick's law of diﬀusion.
In the meantime, their initial and boundary conditions can be easily found to be the same [28]. Hence,
their properties are almost the same for pulse decay tests.
Figure 5 shows that the shape of the pseudo-pressure curves of the non-equilibrium sorption
model is not similar to that of the equilibrium sorption model. After the upstream and downstream
pseudo-pressures of the non-equilibrium adsorption model are balanced, they will continue to fall
together until the system pseudo-pressure is at equilibrium. This ﬁnding is similar to of the feature of
the pressure curves of the dual-porosity models, and is consistent with the previous analysis of the
mathematical models [28]. Under the same conditions presented in the ﬁgure, the decrease (tD < 3)
of the upstream vessel pseudo-pressure of the non-equilibrium sorption model is slower than that
of the equilibrium sorption model, but the upstream vessel pseudo-pressure is contrary. In addition,
the balanced pseudo-pressure and the equilibrium pseudo-pressure of the non-equilibrium sorption
models are higher than those of the equilibrium sorption model (Figure 5). This is due to the diﬀerent
deﬁnitions of their dimensionless parameters. As used herein, the balanced pseudo-pressure refers to
the pseudo-pressure at which the upstream and downstream vessel pressures initially become equal;
the equilibrium pseudo-pressure refers to the pseudo-pressure at which all pressures no longer change.

Figure 5. The comparison of the curves of the equilibrium sorption and the non-equilibrium
sorption models.
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The sensitivity analysis of the fracture porosity, testing pressure, Langmuir volume and
pressure and vessel volumes on the pulse decay tests, were simulated by the numerical methods
in the Appendices B and C. If the total porosity is constant, the balanced pseudo-pressure of the
non-equilibrium sorption model decreases with the increase of the fracture porosity. Meanwhile,
the pseudo-pressure of the upstream vessel decreases more rapidly, and the downstream vessel
pseudo-pressure increases more slowly with the increase of the fracture porosity. However, the ﬁnal
equilibrium pseudo-pressure was not aﬀected (Figure 6). The ﬁnal equilibrium pseudo-pressure
increased with the increase of the testing pressure and the Langmuir volumes, and decreased with
the increase of the Langmuir pressures (Figures 7–9). With the increase of the vessel volumes, the
pseudo-pressure curves of the equilibrium and non-equilibrium sorption model approaches that of
no adsorption (Figure 10). Therefore, when the vessel volumes are big enough, the inﬂuence of gas
adsorption can be ignored, and the non-equilibrium and equilibrium models cannot be distinguished.

Figure 6. The inﬂuence of the fracture porosity on the curve of the non-equilibrium sorption model.

Figure 7. The inﬂuence of the testing pressure on the curve of the non-equilibrium sorption model.
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Figure 8. The inﬂuence of the Langmuir pressures on the pseudo-pressure the non-equilibrium sorption.

Figure 9. The inﬂuence of the Langmuir pressure on the pseudo-pressure curves of the non-equilibrium
sorption model.
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Figure 10. The inﬂuences of the vessel volumes on the pseudo-pressure curves.

4. The Analysis Method for Adsorptive Gas
4.1. Equilibrium Sorption Model
According to the analysis in Section 3.1, if the total compressibility ct of the homogeneous model
is replaced by the equivalent total compressibility cet , it can be used to analyze the pulse decay test data
of the equilibrium sorption. Therefore, the equilibrium sorption model is essentially a homogenous
model. Thus it can be inferred that ignoring adsorption in the fracture in the previous section does not
change the characteristics of the non-equilibrium sorption model, and the total compressibility of the
fracture can be substituted for by the equivalent total compressibility to account for the adsorption in
the fractures. Cui et al. [21] corrected the porosity to involve gas absorption, but their correction does
not consider the inﬂuence of the absorbed phase volume. The Cui-correction is equivalent to a total
compressibility correction, which leads to the same permeability. Here, it is named the Cui-correction
as well, and the corrected equivalent total compressibility is as follows:

= cf + cg +
cCui
t

ρsc ρs VL pL
ρϕ(pL + p)2

.

(29)

In the following, the equivalent total compressibility and permeability determined by the
Cui-correction and our new correction are compared with those of no correction. The errors in the
following ﬁgures are relative to our new correction.
If the testing pressure is low, the non-correction total compressibility is less than the equivalent
total compressibility, which is contrary at high pressure (Figures 11 and 12). Therefore, these two total
compressibilities are close at certain pressures. Their diﬀerence increases with the increase of V L , and
could be larger than 80%. Figure 11 shows that the inﬂuence of pL is not monotonous. When the testing
pressure is very large or very small, the diﬀerence decreases with pL .
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Figure 11. The inﬂuence of pL on the total compressibility.

Figure 12. The inﬂuence of V L on the total compressibility.

Figures 11 and 12 show that the Cui-correction total compressibility is larger than the equivalent
total compressibility. The diﬀerence increases with the testing pressure and V L , and decreases with pL ,
and it can be more than 100% (Figures 11 and 12).
The Cui-correction method is excessive. Only when the testing pressure of V L is very small,
the Cui-correction method works well. It can be found that the inﬂuences of the testing pressure,
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V L and pL , on the permeability, follow the same law for total compressibility shown in Figures 13
and 14. Although, the inﬂuence of gas adsorption on permeability is not as intense as on the total
compressibility, it still can generate an error of more than 45% (Figures 13 and 14).

Figure 13. The inﬂuence of pL on the tested permeability.

Figure 14. The inﬂuence of V L on the tested permeability.

Figures 15 and 16 show that the bigger the vessel volume is, the larger the error of non-correction
permeability is. If Au = Ad = 0.1, the error is less than 1%. Therefore, if the vessel volume is very
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large, it does not need to be corrected. The permeability error of the Cui-correction method increases
with the decrease of the vessel volumes. When Au = Ad = 10, ϕ = 10%, and p = 19 MPa, the error is
approximately 30%. When Au = Ad = 1, ϕ = 5%, and p = 19 MPa, the error is also larger than 14%.
When the testing pressure is very high, the result of the Cui-correction method is worse than that of
the uncorrected, and it intensiﬁes with the decrease of the vessel volume (Figure 16).

Figure 15. The inﬂuence of vessel volumes on the tested permeability.

Figure 16. The inﬂuence of porosity on the tested permeability.
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When the testing pressure is very low, the error of non-correction is large, and the result of
the Cui-correction method is appropriate. Therefore, when the testing pressure is very large, the
permeability needs to be determined by the equivalent total compressibility involving the adsorbed
phase density in Equation (3), instead of by the total compressibility.
4.2. Non-Equilibrium Sorption Model
Figure 17 shows that the pseudo-pressure derivative curve of the non-equilibrium sorption model
has a plateau under the proper vessel volume. However, this is not true for the equilibrium sorption
model. These patterns are similar with the dual-porosity models [28]. Therefore, the pseudo-pressure
derivative at the early stage can be used to diﬀerentiate the equilibrium and the non-equilibrium
sorption models. If there is a plateau on the pseudo-pressure derivative curve, it means that the
non-equilibrium sorption model is suitable, and the test must be continued to determine the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient. When there is gas sorption, besides the vessel volume, the adsorption parameters and
the testing pressure also aﬀect the pseudo-pressure derivative plateau, which is diﬀerent from the
dual-porosity media. Therefore, the vessel volumes should be chosen according to the core adsorption
property and the testing pressure before the test. The unsteady state and the pseudo-steady state
sorption model can also be identiﬁed by the pseudo-pressure derivative at the late stage. There is
a plateau at the late stage on the pseudo-pressure derivative curve of pseudo-steady-state sorption
model, and a lean straight line for the unsteady state sorption model (Figure 18). Since an analysis
method similar to dual-porosity cores can be used, it will not be described in more detail herein [28].

Figure 17. The pseudo-pressure derivative at the early stage.

For the two non-equilibrium sorption models, the pseudo-pressure derivative decreases with the
Langmuir volume, which is the opposite observed for the pseudo-pressure (Figure 19). The inﬂuences
of the Langmuir pressure and the testing pressure have similar impacts upon the pseudo-pressure
derivative. These inﬂuences will not be detailed here.
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Figure 18. The pseudo-pressure derivative at the late stage.

Figure 19. The inﬂuence of V L on the pseudo-pressure derivative curves at the late stage.

5. Case Study
Pulse decay test data of N2 and CH4 for shale were extracted from Figure 6 of Aljamaan et al. [16].
Since the adsorption behavior of H2 and CO2 do not conform to the Langmuir model, which is used in
this study, their data were not extracted. The pressure history and the pressure derivative history of
N2 and CH4 were ﬁtted using the method proposed in this study. The results are shown in Figure 20.
The pressure derivative plots indicate that the unsteady state non-equilibrium sorption model is more
suitable for this sample. The ﬁtting quality of the early time is lower. Because the early pressure in the
original ﬁgures changes almost vertically, it is hard to extract the data exactly in this period.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 20. Comparisons between the simulation results and the experiment of Barnett 26-Ha.
(a) Pressure histories of N2 . (b) Pressure derivative histories of N2 . (c) Pressure histories of CH4 .
(d) Pressure derivative histories of CH4 . (Experimental data from Aljamaan et al. [16])

In addition, the time coordinate of Figure 20 is logarithmic, which leads to dispersed data at
an early time. However, overall, the ﬁtting results are suﬃcient. The parameters of the adsorption
isotherm for CH4 and N2 measured by Aljamaan et al. [16] were used for ﬁtting. Since the size of the
sample was not speciﬁcally explained by Aljamaan et al. [16], the commonly used size was utilized in
the simulation (the diameter is 2.54 cm (one inch) and the length is 5.08 cm (two inches)). The ﬁtting
results for N2 are the fracture permeability kf = 11 μD and λ = 3.8 × 10−4 . The results for CH4 are the
fracture permeability kf = 14.5 μD and λ = 4.0 × 10−4 . In the ﬁttings for these two gases, ϕf = 0.3%
and ϕm = 4.4% were used. However, near this value, the ﬁtting result is not sensitive to the fracture
porosity, so the results of the fracture porosity may have large errors.
According to the parameters of the slippage eﬀect measured by Aljamaan et al. [16], the apparent
permeability of N2 and CH4 should be 7.98 μD (equilibrium pressure 53.01 psi) and 8.02 μD (equilibrium
pressure 47.92 psi), respectively. These values are close to the results of this study, but there are obvious
diﬀerences. Han et al. [28] points out that using a homogeneous model to analyze the permeability of
dual-porosity cores may lead to signiﬁcant error. A similar problem exists in the results of Aljamaan
et al. [16], when using the approach of the Cui et al. [21] model to analyze non-equilibrium sorption.
From the view of basic parameters, the sample length assumed in this study may diﬀer from the actual.
Furthermore, the adsorption isotherm ﬁtted by Aljamaan et al. [16] deviates signiﬁcantly from the
measured point in the range of 0–100 psi (see Figure 9 in Aljamaan et al. [16]). These factors may
lead to the diﬀerence between these two results. This example preliminarily validates the analysis
method proposed for non-equilibrium sorption models. In order to more rigorously verify the methods
proposed in this study, more pulse decay tests with gas adsorption are needed in the future.
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6. Conclusions
Absorptive gases are sometimes used in pulse decay tests, and the inﬂuence of gas adsorption
must be considered in data analysis. In this study, the volume of the adsorbed phase is considered,
and the conventional models of adsorbing gas ﬂow in porous media are modiﬁed to simulate the
performance of pulse decay tests for equilibrium sorption, unsteady state and pseudo-steady-state
non-equilibrium sorption.
For a pulse decay test of the equilibrium sorption model, an equivalent total compressibility is
deﬁned, resulting in the same form as the homogeneous model. Therefore, the pseudo-pressure curve
of an equilibrium sorption model is similar to the homogeneous model. Numerical simulation also
proves this conclusion. By using this equivalent total compressibility instead of the total compressibility
of the analysis method for the homogeneous model, a correction method involving the absorbed phase
volume is proposed. Further error analysis indicates that the model does not need any correction when
the vessel volumes are very large. The Cui-correction method is excessive, and it is suitable only when
the testing pressure is very low. If the testing pressure is very high, the error of the Cui-correction
method cannot be ignored.
By deﬁning appropriate dimensionless quantities, a dimensionless form of the non-equilibrium
sorption equation similar to dual-porosity models can be obtained. Numerical simulations also
show that the unsteady state and pseudo-steady state non-equilibrium sorption models are similar to
the unsteady state and pseudo-steady state dual-porosity models, respectively. Like dual-porosity
media, the equilibrium and non-equilibrium sorption models can be identiﬁed by the pseudo-pressure
derivative at the early stage. When the non-equilibrium sorption models are aﬃrmed to be the suitable
model, the test must be continued to determine the model parameters. The unsteady state and the
pseudo-steady state sorption models can also be identiﬁed by the pseudo-pressure derivative at the
late stage. To use the pseudo-pressure derivative successfully, the suitable vessel volumes must be
chosen according to the core sorption property, the testing pressure and the porosity. This proposed
method was veriﬁed by a case study.
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Nomenclature
p,pf
t
x
L
Vu , Vd , Vp
V, V ic
C, CE
V L , pL
cg , cf
ct , cet
cVd , cVu
k, kf , km
Dm
Rm , rm
M

pressure and fracture pressure [Pa];
time [s];
coordinate along the sample, takes the upstream vessel as the origin [m];
length of the sample [m];
the volume of the upstream vessel, downstream vessels and the sample pore,
respectively [m3 ];
total gas mass occurred and initial total gas mass occurred in the matrix [kg/m3 ];
gas concentration in the matrix and equivalent gas concentration in the fracture,
respectively [kg/m3 ];
Langmuir volume and pressure respectively [m3 /kg, Pa];
compressibility of testing gas and pore volume, respectively [Pa−1 ];
sample total compressibility and equivalent total compressibility [Pa−1 ];
compressibilities of upstream and downstream vessels respectively [Pa−1 ];
permeability, permeabilities of fractures and matrix respectively [m2 ];
gas diﬀusion coeﬃcient [m2 /s];
the radius and coordinate of the spherical matrix respectively [m];
molecular molar mass [kg/mol];
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Z
R
T
Greeks
ϕ, ϕa , ϕf , ϕm
μ
ρ, ρa , ρsc , ρs
λD
ω
Subscripts
f, m
u, d
a
i
0
p
D

gas deviator factor;
Universal Gas Constant [J/(mol·K)];
temperature [K]
porosity, porosity of the adsorbed phased, fracture and matrix, respectively [%];
viscosity [Pa·s];
density of the testing gas, adsorbed gas, gas at the standard condition and apparent
density of samples [kg/m3 ];
pseudo-interporosity ﬂow coeﬃcient;
pseudo-storativity ratio;
macropores and micropores respectively;
upstream and downstream vessels respectively;
adsorbed phase;
reference status;
initial status;
normalized pseudo-pressure;
dimensionless variable

Appendix A. Numerical Solution for Equilibrium Sorption Model
For the convenience of writing, the following parameters are deﬁned.
θ=

Vp
Vp
ρk
Δt
Δt
kf
kf


,E = 
,F = 
, H = ρϕcet , G =
,τ =
Δx
μ
Δx2
cg + cVd μϕL Vd
cg + cVd μϕL Vd

(A1)

Therefore, the governing equation Equation (4) and the boundary conditions Equations (5)–(7) of
the equilibrium sorption model can be written as follows.
H

∂p
∂p
∂
G
=
∂t
∂x ∂x

∂p
dpu
=E
dt
∂x

x=0

∂p
dpd
= −F
dt
∂x

t>0

,

x=L

(A2)

(A3)

t>0

,

(A4)

The sample is divided into N segments with element length Δx and is numbered from 0 to N. The
ﬁnite diﬀerence method was used to discretize the equations. The governing equation Equation (A3)
of the equilibrium sorption model can be discretized as follows.
(s+1)
p
− pnj
(s) j
Hj
Δt

⎛
(s+1)
(s+1)
(s+1)
(s+1) ⎞
⎜
pj
− p j−1 ⎟⎟⎟
1 ⎜⎜⎜ (s) p j+1 − p j
n
⎟⎟
⎜⎜G
=
− G j−1/2
⎟⎟
Δx ⎜⎝ j+1/2
Δx
Δx
⎠

(A5)

The subscript n and s represent the nth time step and the sth iteration in one time step, respectively.
The subscript j represents the jth node. The boundary conditions of the upstream and downstream
vessels can be discretized as follows.
(s+1)

p0

− pn0

Δt
(s+1)

pN

− pnN

Δt

(s)

= E1/2
(s)

(s+1)

p1

= −FN−1/2
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(s+1)

− p0

(A6)

Δx
(s+1)

pN

(s+1)

− pN−1

Δx

(A7)
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The above Equations (A5) to (A7) can be simpliﬁed to the following Equations (A8) to
(A10), respectively.


(s)
(s+1)
(s)
(s)
(s) (s+1)
(s)
(s+1)
(s)
− τG j−1/2 p j−1 = H j pnj
− τG j+1/2 p j+1 + τG j+1/2 + τG j−1/2 + H j p j
(s)

(s+1)

− θE1/2 p1



(s)
(s+1)
+ θE1/2 + 1 p0
= pn0



(s)
(s+1)
(s)
(s+1)
− θFN−1/2 pN−1 = pnN
θFN−1/2 + 1 pN

(A8)
(A9)
(A10)

The initial condition Equation (5) can be discretized as:
p j (0) = pd (0)

0 < j ≤ N + 1 , p0 ( 0 ) = pu ( 0 ) .

(A11)

There is an unknown variable pj on each node for a total of N + 1 unknown variables. There
are a total of N + 1 equations: N − 1 equations on N − 1 internal nodes with Equation (A8), and
Equations (A9) and (A10) on the two boundary nodes. They form a matrix of N + 1 rank, which can be
iteratively solved in combination with the initial condition Equation (A11).
Appendix B. Numerical Solution for the Pseudo-Steady-State Non-Equilibrium Sorption Model
In addition to the deﬁnition of Equation (A1), the following parameters are deﬁned for the
pseudo-steady-state non-equilibrium sorption model.
H = ρ(ϕct )f , G =

ρkf
6Dm π2
.
, W=
μ
R2m

(A12)

Therefore, the governing equations Equations (9) and (10) of the pseudo-steady-state
non-equilibrium sorption model can be written as:
H

∂pf
∂pf
∂V
∂
G
−
,
=
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂t

(A13)

∂V
= W (CE − C).
(A14)
∂t
Like the equilibrium adsorption model, the sample can be divided into N segments with element
length Δx, and the node number is from 0 to N. Using the ﬁnite diﬀerence method, the governing
Equations (A13) and (A14) can be discretized into:
(s+1)
p
− pnf,j
(s) f, j
Hj
Δt

⎛
(s+1)
(s+1)
(s+1)
(s+1) ⎞
(s+1)
⎜
pf, j − pf, j−1 ⎟⎟⎟ V j
− V nj
1 ⎜⎜⎜ (s) pf,j+1 − pf, j
(s)
⎟⎟ −
⎜⎜G
=
−
G
,
⎟⎟
j−1/2
Δx ⎜⎝ j+1/2
Δx
Δx
Δt
⎠
V sj +1 − V nj
Δt



s+1
= W CE,
− Csj+1 .
j

(A15)

(A16)

The governing Equations (A15) and (A16) can be simpliﬁed into the following forms, respectively.


(s)
(s+1)
(s)
(s)
(s) (s+1)
(s)
(s+1)
(s+1)
(s+1)
(s)
−τG j+1/2 p f , j+1 + τG j+1/2 + τG j−1/2 + H j pf,j − τG j−1/2 pf,j−1 + WΔtCE,j − WΔtC j
= H j pnf,j , (A17)
(s+1)

− WΔtCE, j

(s+1)

+ WΔtC j

(s+1)

+ Vj

= V nj

(A18)

The discretized equations for the boundary conditions and the initial conditions can be directly
obtained by using pf instead of p in Equations (A9)–(A11). CE,j can be written as a function of pf,j ,
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thereby reducing one variable. There are three unknown variables, pf,j , Vj and Cj , on each node, and Vj
and Cj can be written as a function of the same pressure, thereby reducing one unknown variable on
every node. Therefore, there is a total of 2 (N + 1) unknown variables.
There are 2 (N − 1) equations on N − 1 internal nodes with Equations (A17) and (A18), and four
equations on two boundary nodes with Equation (A18) and Equations (A9)–(A11). Hence, a matrix of
rank 2(N + 1) can be formed. A numerical solution can be iteratively obtained by adding the initial
conditions Equation (A11).
Appendix C. Numerical Solution for the Unsteady State Non-Equilibrium Sorption Model
In addition to the deﬁnitions of Equations (A1) and (A12), the following parameters are deﬁned.
θm =

Δt
Δt
3Dm
, τm =
, W=
.
Δrm
Rm
Δr2m

(A19)

Therefore, the governing equation, that is, Equation (12) for the unsteady state non-equilibrium
sorption model, can be written as:
H

∂pf
∂pf
∂C
∂
=
G
−W
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂rm

rm =R

.

(A20)

For the unsteady state non-equilibrium sorption model, the sample is divided into N segments
with fracture element length Δx, and the node number is from 0 to N. In addition, the matrix needs to
be divided into M segments with an element length Δrm , and the node number is from 0 to M. Using
the ﬁnite diﬀerence method, the governing equations, Equations (A20) and (13) for the unsteady state
non-equilibrium sorption model, can be discretized into:
(s+1)
p
− pnf, j
(s) f, j
Hj
Δt
(s+1)

V j,i

− V nj,i

Δt

⎛
(s+1)
(s+1) ⎞
(s+1)
(s+1)
(s+1)
⎜
pf, j − pf, j−1 ⎟⎟⎟
C
− CnM−1
∂ ⎜⎜⎜ (s) pf,j+1 − pf,j
(s)
⎟⎟ − W M
⎜⎜G
=
,
−
G
⎟
⎟⎠
j−1/2
Δx
Δx
Δrm
∂x ⎜⎝ j+1/2

=

1
r2m,i

⎛
(s+1)
(s+1)
(s+1)
(s+1) ⎞
⎜
C j,i+1 − C j,i
C j,i
− C j,i−1 ⎟⎟⎟
1 ⎜⎜⎜ 2
2
⎟⎟.
⎜⎜r
Dm
− rm,i−1/2 Dm
⎟⎟
Δrm ⎜⎝ m,i+1/2
Δrm
Δrm
⎠

(A21)

(A22)

where subscript i indicates the node number of the matrix. The matrix boundary conditions Equation
(14) can be discretized into:
Cnj,1 − Cnj,0
= 0.
(A23)
Δrm
The above Equations (A21)–(A23) can be simpliﬁed to:




(s)
(s+1)
(s)
(s)
(s) (s+1)
(s)
(s+1)
(s+1)
(s+1)
(s)
−τG j+1/2 pf,j+1 + τG j+1/2 + τG j−1/2 + H j pf, j − τG j−1/2 pf,j−1 + Wθm CM − CM−1 = H j pnf,j .

−Dm τm

r2m,i+1/2
r2m,i

(s+1)

C j,i+1 + Dm τm

r2m,i+1/2
r2m,i

+ Dm τm

r2m,i−1/2
r2m,i

(s+1)

C j,i

Cnj,1 − Cnj,0 = 0.

(s+1)

+ V j,i

− Dm τm

r2m,i−1/2
r2m,i

(A24)

(s+1)

C j,i−1 = V nj,i . (A25)

(A26)

The discretized equations for the boundary and initial conditions can be directly obtained by
replacing p into Equations (A9)–(A11) with pf . For each fracture node, there are M + 1 matrix unknown
variables, Cj,i and Vj,i , and one fracture unknown variable pf,j , totaling (2M + 3) unknown variables.
If the (M + 1)th matrix node unknown variable is written as a function of the fracture pressure at that
location, an unknown variable can be reduced for every fracture node. Also note that Cj and Vj can be
written as a function of the same pressure. Therefore, there are a total of (M + 1) × (N + 1) unknown
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variables. There are M − 1 Equation (A25) on matrix internal nodes, and Equation (A26) on the matrix
inner boundary node for each fracture node. There are N − 1 equations on inner fracture nodes with
Equation (A24), and Equations (A9) and (A10) on boundary nodes. They make up a (M + 1)(N + 1)
rank equation group. Combined with the initial condition Equation (A11), a matrix of (N + 1) (M + 1)
order can be formed for solving.
The following calculation strategy is taken in each time step: For the calculation of the fracture
pressure, the gas concentration of the matrix is ﬁxed; for the calculation of the concentration in the
matrix, the fracture pressure is ﬁxed. This approach can reduce the rank of the matrix by iteratively
solving N + 1 M-rank matrices and one (N + 1)-rank matrix. In addition, the chasing method can be
used to improve the calculation speed.
It should be pointed out that in order to improve the calculation accuracy of fracture-matrix
exchange, the MINC modeling techniques and random walks methods were proposed in the
literature [30,31].
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Abstract: The true contribution of gas desorption to shale gas production is often overshadowed by
the use of adsorption isotherms for desorbed gas calculations on the assumption that both processes
are identical under high pressure, high temperature conditions. In this study, three shale samples were
used to study the adsorption and desorption isotherms of methane at a temperature of 80 ◦ C, using
volumetric method. The resulting isotherms were modeled using the Langmuir model, following the
conversion of measured excess amounts to absolute values. All three samples exhibited signiﬁcant
hysteresis between the sorption processes and the desorption isotherms gave lower Langmuir
parameters than the corresponding adsorption isotherms. Langmuir volume showed positive
correlation with total organic carbon (TOC) content for both sorption processes. A compositional
three-dimensional (3D), dual-porosity model was then developed in GEM® (a product of the Computer
Modelling Group (CMG) Ltd., Calgary, AB, Canada) to test the eﬀect of the observed hysteresis on
shale gas production. For each sample, a base scenario, corresponding to a “no-sorption” case was
compared against two other cases; one with adsorption Langmuir parameters (adsorption case) and
the other with desorption Langmuir parameters (desorption case). The simulation results showed that
while gas production can be signiﬁcantly under-predicted if gas sorption is not considered, the use of
adsorption isotherms in lieu of desorption can lead to over-prediction of gas production performances.
Keywords: organic-rich shale; gas adsorption and desorption; sorption hysteresis; Langmuir model;
compositional 3D; dual-porosity system; total organic carbon (TOC); Computer Modelling Group
(CMG); GEM®

1. Introduction
Gas production from shale rocks has gained attention worldwide due to advances in hydraulic
fracturing and multi-lateral drilling technologies [1,2]. Shale rocks have aﬃnities for gas storage in the
internal surface areas of their pore structures, particularly their organic matter pores, and their natural
fractures [3,4]. Therefore, gas adsorption and desorption mechanisms must be considered during
shale gas reserves evaluations and shale gas production predictions respectively [5–7]. Research has
found that gas production can be signiﬁcantly under-predicted if “adsorption” is not accounted for in
the calculation [1,2,8,9]. The word “adsorption” in this context signals a traditional practice of using
adsorption isotherms to obtain desorbed gas volumes during gas production calculations [1,2,8,9].
This practice is based on the assumption that both sorption processes follow the reversible monolayer
adsorption theory underpinning the Langmuir model [10], which is arguably the standard model for
shale gas adsorption isotherms [2,11]. This assumption invariably ignores the hysteresis behavior of
shale gas adsorption and desorption isotherms at in situ conditions.
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Sorption hysteresis is the term used to describe the diﬀerence between adsorption and desorption
isotherms for a given adsorbate-adsorbent system. As the pressure is lowered to produce gas, adsorbed
gas molecules in the pores and surface of the adsorbent begin to desorb. Where the adsorption
process is characterized by capillary condensation, the amount of desorbed gas at a given pressure is
often diﬀerent from the amount initially adsorbed at the same pressure [12–14]. Diﬀerent hysteresis
behavior have been reported, at conditions beyond which capillary condensation can occur, mostly
through experimental studies, in methane-coal, carbon dioxide-coal and nitrogen-coal systems [7,15–17].
However, very few literatures exist on shale gas desorption isotherms and by implication, limited
resources exist on shale gas sorption hysteresis in spite of the large volume of published work on shale
gas adsorption isotherms [7,16,18–20]. While it is not exactly clear why shale gas desorption is not so
widely studied like adsorption, despite that it is clearly understood that desorption is akin to shale gas
production, it can be speculated that the assumption that the Langmuir isotherm is valid for modeling
shale gas sorption processes invariably makes researchers assume that the desorption isotherm should
be exactly the same as the adsorption isotherm. Hence, it is the norm to use adsorption isotherm data
for desorbed gas volume during shale gas production calculations [1,2,8,9].
Although it is well-acknowledged that gas desorption is one of the multiple complex ﬂow
mechanisms characterizing gas production from shale reservoirs [1,2,6,8,11], the true contribution
of gas desorption is often masked by the assumption of reversible sorption isotherms. Despite the
published results on the contributions of “adsorption” to shale gas production, we are not aware
of any literature that explicitly discussed or quantiﬁed the amount of gas over-predicted by using
adsorption isotherms in lieu of desorption isotherms for gas production predictions. Hence, the main
objective of this work is to demonstrate that the existence of sorption hysteresis means diﬀerent model
parameters and consequently, diﬀerent gas production performances for adsorption and adsorption
isotherms. Assuming adsorption equates desorption can result in signiﬁcant over-prediction of gas
production performances.
2. Samples and Methods
2.1. Samples
The samples used in this study are clay-rich shale samples from the Canning Basin in Western
Australia. Sample 1 has a total organic carbon (TOC) content of 1.26 wt% and total clay content of
83.49%, sample 2 has a TOC content of 3.20 wt% and total clay content of 74.28%, while sample 3
has a TOC content 2.82 wt% and total clay content of 67.52%. The mineralogical and geochemical
properties of the samples are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
Table 1. Mineralogical composition of study samples.
Sample ID

Depth (m)

Quartz (%)

K-feldspar (%)

Plagioclase (%)

Kaolinite (%)

Illite/Mica (%)

Chlorite (%)

Calcite (%)

Pyrite (%)

Sample 1

1390

12.42

1.24

1.84

1.54

67.45

14.50

0.25

0.77

Sample 2

1473

17.39

1.78

3.54

7.14

61.27

5.87

0.42

2.59

Sample 3

1478

20.11

2.63

4.21

1.26

56.19

10.07

3.93

1.60

Table 2. Geochemical properties of study samples. TOC: total organic carbon.
Sample ID

TOC (wt%)

S1 (mg/g)

S2 (mg/g)

S3 (mg/g)

Tmax (◦ C)

Ro (%)

Sample 1

1.26

0.63

2.43

0.28

454

1.01

Sample 2

3.20

2.12

7.55

0.51

454

1.01

Sample 3

2.82

1.57

4.66

0.43

456

1.05
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The parameters S1, S2 and S3 in Table 2 represent the amount of hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon
compounds liberated during Rock-Eval 6® (a product of Vinci Technologies, France) pyrolysis of the
shale samples [21–23]. S1 is the amount of free hydrocarbon released from the kerogen at 300 ◦ C prior
to thermal cracking [21–23] and it corresponds to the ﬁrst peak detected by the ﬂame ionizing detector
(FID) in the Rock-Eval 6® equipment [22,23]. S2, the second peak detected by the FID at a temperature,
Tmax , is the amount of hydrocarbon generated from the thermal cracking of the kerogen and heavy
hydrocarbons present in the rock samples [21–23]. S3, the third peak picked by the FID, is the volume
of carbon dioxide generated from thermal cracking of kerogen at about 390 ◦ C [21–23]. Combined
with the TOC content, these parameters are useful in assessing the hydrocarbon-generating potential
of a rock sample. They also give insights, through several indices such as the vitrinite reﬂectance (Ro),
hydrogen index, oxygen index and productivity index, into the type and level of thermal maturity of
the organic matters present in the rock sample [21–23].
2.2. Measurements and Modeling of Methane Adsorption and Desorption Isotherms
A high-pressure volumetric analyzer (HPVA-II 200® ) purchased from Particulate Systems
(a division of Micromeritics, Norcross, GA, United States) was used to measure the methane adsorption
and desorption capacities of the shale samples at reservoir temperature (80 ◦ C). The equipment
measures gas adsorption and desorption isotherms on pulverized samples using volumetric method,
and using helium expansion technique for measuring void volumes. It is equipped with a Microsoft
Excel® -based software that automatically computes the isotherms using ﬂuid data obtained from
refprop® software. Details of the formulae used in calculating the isotherms and the dependence of the
isotherms on equation of state have been discussed in our previous studies [18,24]. Thus, based on the
ﬁndings from those studies, the equation of state by Soave-Benedict-Webb-Rubin (SBWR-EOS) [25] was
adopted to calculate the gas compressibility factors for both helium (for free-space volume calculation)
and methane in this study.
For each sample, the measured excess ad/desorbed amounts (Vexc ) were converted to absolute
amounts (Vabs ) using Equation (1) below. The resulting absolute adsorption was then described with
Langmuir model (Equation (2)) for application in gas production calculations:
Vexc = Vabs 1 −
Vabs =

ρbulk
ρads

VL P
P + PL

(1)

(2)

A constant adsorbed phase density (ρads ), obtained as the value of the bulk gas density (ρbulk ) at
which the measured excess adsorption isotherm is zero [26], was applied for the conversion of excess
sorption isotherms to absolute isotherms. At zero excess adsorption, the adsorbed gas is identical to
and indistinguishable from the free bulk gas, and as such, the adsorbed phase density at saturation can
be taken as the density of the bulk gas at this point [26]. Thus, adsorbed phase density at saturation
was achieved, in this study, by plotting the excess adsorption isotherm as a function of bulk gas density
and then extrapolating the decreasing linear trend of the excess adsorption isotherm to the bulk gas
density axis [26–28].
The parameters, VL and PL in Equation (2) represent the Langmuir volume and pressure,
respectively, while P represents equilibrium pressure.
2.3. Numerical Simulation of Shale Gas Production
To illustrate the inﬂuence of adsorption and desorption on shale gas production, a pure component
(100% methane), single-phase, three-dimensional, dual-porosity compositional model was developed
in GEM® based on the “Fractured Gas Reservoir with DUALPOR” example dataset (GMFRR006.DAT)
provided by the Computer Modelling Group Ltd. [29]. Table 3 contains a list of the key reservoir and well
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parameters used for the base case (no-sorption case). For each sample, an adsorption case (where the
Langmuir parameters obtained from the adsorption isotherms were used with the assumption of fully
reversible sorption isotherms) and a desorption case (where the Langmuir parameters obtained from
the desorption isotherm were used) were compared against the no-sorption case. The “ADGMAXC”
and “ADGCSTC” keywords in GEM [29] were used to deﬁne the Langmuir volume and the reciprocal
of Langmuir pressure for the two comparison cases. Langmuir parameters were taken from Table 4.
Natural fractures were assumed to be uniformly spaced and run perpendicular to the I- and J-directions
through the entire reservoir thickness.
Table 3. Model parameters used for base case (no-sorption case).
Parameter

Value

Reservoir area, ft2

1378 by 1378

Reservoir thickness, ft

66

Reservoir pressure, psi

2750

Reservoir temperature, ◦ F

176

Initial gas saturation, %

100

Matrix porosity, fraction

0.04

Fracture porosity, fraction

0.001

Matrix permeability, mD

1 × 10−5

Fracture permeability, mD

0.001

Fracture spacing, ft

26

Number of layers

1

Number of wells

1

Wellbore radius, ft

0.12

Minimum ﬂowing bottom-hole pressure, psi

350

Compressibility factor, psi−1

1 × 10−6

Rock density, g/cc

2.65

Duration, year

10

Table 4. Langmuir parameters for methane adsorption and desorption isotherms.
Sample

Adsorbed Phase Density, Kg/m3

Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3

Adsorption

Desorption

VL , Scf/ton

PL , Psi

VL , Scf/ton

PL , Psi

118

75

379

65

83

105

151

924

104

202

86

105

508

98

195

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Methane Adsorption and Desorption Isotherms
Figure 1 shows the excess adsorption and desorption isotherms of methane on all three samples.
At each pressure, samples 2 and 3 adsorbed higher amounts of methane than sample 1 at approximately
the same equilibrium pressure. This is expected given that both samples have higher TOC contents
and lower clay contents than sample 1. However, samples 2 and 3 adsorbed approximately equal
amounts up to about 500 psi, pressure beyond which the amount adsorbed by sample 2 becomes
greater than those of sample 3. This could be due to the counteracting eﬀects of TOC contents and
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clay contents. Sample 2 has higher TOC and should have adsorbed more than sample 3, but its higher
clay content seems to have counteracted the expected eﬀect than TOC content at pressures up to
500 psi. Additionally, for each sample, the excess adsorbed amounts increased up to a maximum
and then decreased slightly afterwards. This is a typical characteristic of the excess adsorption of
supercritical ﬂuids on solids [28]. The maximum excess adsorption occurs at a certain pressure where
the rate of densities of the adsorbed and free phases is changing at the same rate with pressure [26,28].
Moreover, signiﬁcant hysteresis can be seen between the adsorption and desorption isotherms for each
sample. It is believed that the primary reason for the observed large hysteresis between the sorption
isotherms for each sample is the equation of state used in calculating volume changes during the
sorption processes [18]. It has been reported that both the size and type of hysteresis between methane
adsorption and desorption isotherms are dependent on the applied equation of state [18].

Methane Sorption Hysteresis

Excess Adsorption, SCf/ton

80.0

60.0

40.0

20.0

0.0
0

200

Ads (sample 1)
Des (sample 2)

400

600
800
Pressure, Psi

Des (sample 1)
Ads (Sample 3)

1000

1200

Ads (Sample 2)
Des (Sample 3)

Figure 1. Shale gas adsorption and desorption isotherms measured at 80 ◦ C (176 ◦ F).

Figure 2 shows the excess adsorption isotherm plotted as a function of the bulk gas density
for each sample. The dashed lines in the ﬁgure indicate the linear “trend-line” ﬁts extrapolated to
the bulk-density axis. The density at this point represents the adsorbed phase density at saturation
and is equivalent to the ratio of the vertical intercept (of the trend-line) to the slope of the line.
While some researchers have argued that this method of estimating the adsorbed phase density
can sometimes over-estimate the parameter [30,31], there is no agreement on which method works
best. Besides being relatively easier to implement than most of the other known methods, such as
the molecular simulation techniques and the adsorbed volume mapping (AVM) method which are
generally computationally intensive [32], published data have revealed that the method adopted in
this study gives results comparable to other methods such as the three-parameter Langmuir model
and Dubinin-Radushkevitch (D-R) equation [30]. While both the three-parameter Langmuir and D-R
isotherms have been reported to adequately ﬁt excess adsorption, both have been found to sometimes
give unphysical values of the adsorbed phase density [26,30,31]. Moreover, the use of three-parameter
Langmuir ﬁt has been reported to be inappropriate at not so high pressures [26], which is the case in
this study. As shown in the example (Figure 3) below, while the three-parameter Langmuir model
could ﬁt the excess adsorption isotherm, it resulted in low adsorbed phase density leading to high
values of Langmuir parameters.
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Excess Amount Vs. Bulk Phase Density

Amount Adsorbed, Scf/ton

60.0
50.0

Sample 1
Sample 2

40.0

Sample 3

30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

Density of Bulk Gas, Kg/m3

Figure 2. Estimation of adsorbed phase density.
Sample 1: Absolute & Excess Adsorptions
Amount Adsorbed, Scf/ton

120
Model Parameters
VL = 433 Scf/ton
PL = 3307 Psi
Εads = 59 Kg/m3

100
80
60
40
20
0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

Pressure, Psi
Excess_ads

Absolute_ads

Excess_ads_fit_Lang3P

Figure 3. Example of ﬁtting excess adsorption with three-parameter Langmuir model.

The adsorbed phase density obtained from Figure 2 was used to convert each sample’s excess
adsorption and desorption isotherms to absolute sorption isotherms using Equation (1). The resulting
absolute isotherms were then ﬁtted to Langmuir model (Equation (2)) [10]. Table 4 summarizes the
results of the Langmuir ﬁt to the isotherms and the values of the adsorbed phase densities used
in converting the isotherms from excess to absolute. For all three sample, Langmuir volumes and
pressures obtained from the desorption isotherms are lower than the corresponding values obtained
from adsorption isotherms. As shown in Figure 4, the Langmuir volumes for both adsorption and
desorption processes correlate positively with TOC content. Such a relationship between Langmuir
volume and TOC content has also been reported in the literature [33,34].
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Langmuir Volume Vs TOC Content

Langmuir Volume, Scf/ton

200

160

VL_ads = 33.093×TOC + 29.898
R² = 0.7925

120

VL_des = 20.033×TOC + 40.181
R² = 1

80

40
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

TOC Content, wt%
Adsorption
Linear (Adsorption)

Desorption
Linear (Desorption)

Figure 4. Relationship between Langmuir volumes and TOC content.

3.2. Simulation Results
The results of the numerical simulation with and without sorption parameters are shown in
Figure 5 for all three samples. For each sample, the base case gave the lowest gas production rate and
10-year cumulative gas production compared to the other two cases. This conﬁrms the importance
of gas sorption parameters on shale gas production calculations. For each sample, the adsorption
case gave the highest production rate and cumulative gas production after 10 years resulting in 7%,
18% and 11% additional gas production for samples 1, 2 and 3 respectively (Figure 6). This agrees with
existing literatures on the eﬀect of adsorption on shale gas production [1,2,8,9] and also correlates with
the TOC contents of the samples. However, the use of adsorption model parameters assumes that the
sorption isotherms are fully reversible and no hysteresis exists between them. Such an assumption can
lead to a signiﬁcant over-prediction of gas production depending on the size of the observed hysteresis.
Although the desorption case gave higher gas production rate and cumulative gas production than
the base case for each sample, its production rate and cumulative gas production are signiﬁcantly
lower than the corresponding values from the adsorption case (Figure 5). The diﬀerence between the
cumulative gas productions from these two sorption cases was quantiﬁed as the eﬀect of sorption
hysteresis on gas production. As shown in Figure 6, the assumption of reversible isotherms would
result in the over-prediction of the cumulative gas productions, after 10 years, by 5% for each of
samples 1 and 3 and by 12% for sample 2.
It follows from the above discussion that while gas sorption generally has a positive eﬀect
on gas production from shale reservoirs, the eﬀects are often exaggerated by the assumption
of reversible sorption isotherms. Where hysteresis exists between adsorption and desorption
isotherms, the (Langmuir) model parameters are usually lower for desorption isotherms than for the
adsorption counterparts and the diﬀerences will directly translate to lower gas production with the
desorption parameters.
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Figure 5. Comparison of shale gas production simulation results.
EFFECT OF SORPTION ON CUMULATIVE
G A S P R O DU C T I O N
Sample 2

Sample 3

-12%

+18%

-5%

NO SORPTION (BC)

ADSORPTION

224

225

235

251

227

213

213

+7%

217

-5%

+11%

213

CUM. GAS PROD. (MMSCF)

Sample 1

DESORPTION

Figure 6. Summary of eﬀects of adsorption and sorption hysteresis on cumulative gas production.

4. Study Limitations
While this study oﬀers insights into the eﬀect of sorption hysteresis on gas production, the following
limitations are acknowledged:
1.

First, this study included a limited number of samples, which, although revealed the expected
trend between Langmuir volume (and hence, gas production) and TOC content, may be too
small to make adequate statistical correlation of gas production with TOC content. However,
given the positive relationships observed between Langmuir volume and TOC contents (Figure 4)
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2.

3.

as well as the positive correlation reported between gas production and Langmuir volume [9],
it is envisaged that the ﬁndings reported in this study, will be valid irrespective of the number
of samples.
Additionally, the method employed in this study to calculate the adsorbed phase density uses
a linear equation to ﬁt the last few data points, following the maximum excess adsorption, of each
isotherm. Thus, the value of the adsorbed phase density obtained depends on the linearity of
these data points. For example, as shown in Figure A1 (Appendix A), if the last data point is
included for sample 1 the resulting adsorbed phase density becomes lower than the value reported
in Table 4. With this lower adsorbed phase density, the calculated Langmuir parameters become
higher than they currently are and so are the cumulative gas productions for the two comparison
cases. However, these values are still lower than the corresponding values for samples 2 and 3
and as such, the observed trend with TOC content remains unchanged.
Finally, the results of the numerical simulation presented in this study are focused only on the
eﬀects of sorption processes. In reality, shale gas transport is a multiphysics process and the
inclusion of other ﬂow mechanisms may aﬀect the simulation outputs. However, in keeping with
the objectives of this study, it was necessary to keep other parameters constant to isolate the eﬀect
of sorption parameters and hysteresis on gas production. Several publications exist that adopted
similar approach in their studies [1,2,8,9].

5. Conclusions
This study presented the eﬀect of gas adsorption and sorption hysteresis on shale gas production.
The results showed that gas desorption might not necessarily follow the same path as gas adsorption,
and the sorption isotherms may exhibit signiﬁcant hysteresis. In such a case, desorption model
parameters are much lower than the corresponding adsorption model parameters. Consequently, using
adsorption model parameters to calculate desorbed gas volumes during gas production could lead to
signiﬁcant over-prediction of gas production performances. In summary, it can be concluded that:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Signiﬁcant hysteresis was observed between adsorption and desorption isotherms of methane on
all three samples under high-pressure, high-temperature conditions.
The desorption isotherms gave lower Langmuir parameters compared to the adsorption counterparts.
Langmuir volumes for both adsorption and desorption processes showed positive correlation
with TOC content.
Sorption has a signiﬁcant positive inﬂuence on gas production and as such, neglecting
the gas sorption during gas production predictions can lead to under-estimation of gas
production performances.
The additional gas production due to gas sorption consideration in the gas production calculations
increased with TOC content. This is expected given the positive correlation between Langmuir
volumes and TOC contents.
The use of adsorption Langmuir parameters during gas production calculations can lead to
over-prediction of the gas production performances.
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Appendix A
Figure A1 below illustrates one of the limitations of this study, which is about the method used to
determine the adsorbed phase densities for conversion of excess adsorption to absolute amounts.

Sample 1: Excess Amount Vs. Bulk Phase Density
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Figure A1. Possible uncertainty in adsorbed phase density determined from excess adsorption versus
bulk density plot.

The diﬀerent between the two cases in the ﬁgure lies in the inclusion (or otherwise) of the last data
point in the linear ﬁtting of the excess adsorption—bulk density plot post saturation. The Langmuir
parameters obtained from these two cases are diﬀerent, with the case 2 resulting in higher Langmuir
parameters than case 1 as shown in Table A1 below:
Table A1. Variations in Langmuir parameters and cumulative gas production between cases 1 and 2.
Case ID

Adsorption

Desorption

VL Scf/ton

PL Psi

Cum Gas Prod MMScf

VL Scf/ton

PL Psi

Cum Gas Prod MMScf

Case 1

75

379

227

65

83

217

Case 2

87

462

231

72

101

218

The 10-year cumulative gas productions obtained from case 2 is higher than case 1 due to its
higher Langmuir volumes for both sorption processes. However, these values are still lower than the
cumulative gas productions for the other two samples, which is consistent with our conclusions.
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Abstract: After the large-scale horizontal well pattern development in shale gas ﬁelds, the problem
of fast pressure drop and gas well abandonment caused by well interference becomes more serious.
It is urgent to understand the downhole transient pressure and ﬂow characteristics of multi-stage
fracturing horizontal well (MFHW) with interference. Therefore, the reservoir around the MFHW is
divided into three regions: fracturing fracture, Stimulated reservoir volume (SRV), and unmodiﬁed
matrix. Then, multi-region coupled ﬂow model is established according to reservoir physical property
and ﬂow mechanism of each part. The model is numerically solved using the perpendicular bisection
(PEBI) grids and the ﬁnite volume method. The accuracy of the model is veriﬁed by analyzing the
measured pressure recovery data of one practical shale gas well and ﬁtting the monitoring data of
the later production pressure. Finally, this model is used to analyze the effects of factors, such as
hydraulic fractures’ connectivity, well distance, the number of neighboring wells and well pattern
arrangement, on the transient pressure and seepage characteristics of the well. The study shows that
the pressure recovery double logarithmic curves fall in later part when the well is disturbed by a
neighboring production well. The earlier and more severe the interference, the sooner the curve falls
off and the larger the amplitude shows. If the well distance is closer, and if there are more neighboring
wells and interconnected corresponding fracturing segments, the more severe interference appears
among the wells. Moreover, the well interference may still exist even without interlinked fractures or
SRV. Especially, severe interference will affect production when the hydraulic fractures are connected
directly, and the interference is weaker when only SRV induced fracture network combined between
wells, which is beneﬁcial to production sometimes. When severe well interference occurs, periodic
well shut-in is needed to help restore the reservoir pressure and output capacity. In the meanwhile,
the daily output should be controlled reasonably to prolong the stable production time. This research
will help to understand the impact of well interference to gas production, and to optimize the well
spacing and achieve satisﬁed performance.
Keywords: shale gas; multi-stage fracturing horizontal wells; well interference; transient pressure;
numerical analysis

1. Introduction
The multi-stage fracturing horizontal well (MFHW) is a crucial technology in shale gas
development, and the large-scale horizontal wells pattern haves achieved remarkable performance in
many ﬁelds in North America and China [1–5]. However, some well groups have shown increasingly
dangerous well interference after producing for several years, due to the well pattern inﬁlling and
enhancement of hydraulic fracturing. For instance, The Jiaoshiba shale gas play is the most successful
Energies 2019, 12, 262; doi:10.3390/en12020262
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shale gas reservoir in China with some wells’ cumulative production over 0.1 billion cubic meters
in the ﬁrst year; unfortunately, parent wells crop up jumps in water production during hydraulic
fracturing processing of child wells in the later production period. Besides, North American shale
plays, such as Arkoma Basin, have also shown an obvious loss of gas production because of well
interference [6,7]. Fracture pressure hits and production interference are two main factors inﬂuencing
the shale gas permanent development and determining the inter-well connectivity [8].
By a combination of hydraulic fracturing process and production data, the existence of well
interference from the adjacent wells when well interference happens and the inﬂuence it imposes on
the target well can be detected. Maintaining a high and stable gas productivity faces many challenges
in the future. It is urgent to study in depth the transient pressure behaviors of shale gas MFHWs with
neighboring wells, considering the complex fracture network and the multi-ﬂow mechanism, such as
the desorption and diffusion of shale gas [9,10], to recognize the well interference in time and analyze
its impact on production. Mezghani et al. [11] combined gradual deformation and upscaling techniques
for direct conditioning of ﬁne-scale reservoir models to interference test data, as consequence, both ﬁneand coarse-scale models are updated by dynamic data during the history matching process. Yaich
et al. [12] presented a methodology to quantify the impact of well interference and optimize well
spacing in the Marcellus shale. Marongiu-Porcu et al. [13] proposed a numerical simulation method for
shale gas reservoirs based on geophysical, completion and development data of Eagle Ford shale gas
ﬁelds, and studied the propagation of hydraulic fractures and their respective network with natural
fractures. The magnitude and orientation of in-situ stress were evaluated. Pang et al. [14] studied
the effect of well interference on shale gas well SRV interpretation. Compared with the previous
literature, we analyzed the interference using the numerical simulation pressure double logarithmic
curve method and evaluated the inﬂuence of various factors on the interference.
To study the porous media ﬂow and transient pressure behaviors of shale gas MFHWs, many
scholars have established kinds of multi-linear ﬂow region coupled models. Bello et al. [15] used the
layered double porosity model and the Warren-Root dual-porosity model to analyze the pressure
response and production dynamics of multi-stage fracturing horizontal wells in shale reservoirs.
Ozkan [16] and Al-Rbeawi [17] divided the stimulated shale reservoirs into hydraulic fractures,
stimulated reservoir volume (SRV), and matrix. Moreover, they simplify the ﬂow in these three
regions into the one-dimensional linear ﬂow by establishing a three-linear-ﬂow model. Additionally,
Stalgorova [18] and Zhang et al. [19] improved the three-linear-ﬂow model by considering the
un-stimulated areas between two hydraulic fracturing SRV and proposed a ﬁve-region coupled
ﬂow model. Zeng et al. [20] further subdivided the ﬁve-region coupled ﬂow model and proposed
a seven-region coupled ﬂow model. Based on these coupled models, Wang et al. [21] and Kim
et al. [22] analyzed the stress-sensitive effects of gas reservoirs and fractures. Overall, the ﬂow around
shale MFHWs is mainly characterized by coupled linear ﬂow models with multiple subdivided
regions. In these models, hydraulic fracture (HF), SRV, and matrix are commonly applied, and they
are separately discussed as follows. The ﬂow in fracturing fractures usually satisﬁed Darcy law or
high-speed non-Darcy law [23]. The SRV can be treated as dual media, or characterized by complex
fracture network models [24]. The matrix can be regarded as a homogenous ultra-low-permeability
medium. However, some scholars treat it as a dual medium with natural fracture network [25].
The equivalent permeability can be analyzed in the multiple regions coupled model to simplify the
effects of desorption and diffusion in the SRV and matrix. From these three main regions, ﬁve regions
or seven regions are further subdivided, but the physical parameters in the added regions are difﬁcult
to obtain. Well interference may be caused by interaction between primary hydraulic fractures
and/or secondary natural fractures activated during hydraulic fracturing. Well interference has had
a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the SRV interpretation. Well interference has drawn people’s attention in
recent years, but its impact on transient behaviors is rarely reported.
As shown in the previous literatures, Laplace transform and Stehfest method are mainly applied
to obtain the analytical solution or semi-analytical solution of transient pressure behaviors. It is
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principally applicable for the analysis of one single shale gas well, but it’s really difﬁcult to solve
the transient pressure with multiple well interferences. So it’s crucial to investigate a numerical
method to analyze the well pattern pressure dynamic. Therefore, to fully understand the transient
pressure behaviors with well interference, a three-medium coupled numerical model is given in the
paper, considering connected and unconnected HFs, SRV, and matrix. Also, we numerically solve the
model by PEBI grids and the ﬁnite volume method. Different factors’ inﬂuences on transient pressure
behaviors with well interference are studied. This research may help to characterize well interference
and related factors and to optimize well spacing.
2. Model Description
Due to the signiﬁcant difference in porosity and permeability between the fracturing and
un-fracturing areas in the reservoir, shale reservoirs around MFHWs are divided into sub-regions,
including hydraulic fractures, SRV with abundant inducing micro-fractures, and matrix as shown
in Figure 1. Among them, only SRV region is simpliﬁed as dual medium due to micro-fracture
development; matrix region is single-porosity single-permeability medium, hydraulic fracture is a
high permeability medium. Assumptions: (1) Water ﬂow is ignored, and there is only single-phase
gas ﬂow existed in each sub-region. (2) Just viscous ﬂow exists in the HF and satisﬁes the Darcy
law [26], neglecting the longitudinal ﬂow. (3) SRV is treated as dual media, and each hydraulic
segment’s SRV overlaps with each other in one MFHW. (4) Matrix is regarded as homogeneous
ultra-low permeability media. (5) Pseudo pressure function (m) is introduced to simplify the gas
composition change with temperature and pressure [27]. (6) There are three connection modes between
the well and its neighboring wells, including the connection of the inducing micro-fracture clusters in
the SRV and the connection of hydraulic fractures as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Multi-region coupled shale reservoir physical model (Well-A and well-B are two multi-stage
fracturing horizontal wells (MFHWs), the hydraulic fractures connected with the SRV and the SRVs are
dual medium.).

3. Mathematical Model
3.1. HF Flow Model
It is assumed that ﬂuid exchanges exist among the fracture, the SRV and the wellbore,
the boundary between the well and the HFs is deﬁned as Γ1 , and the boundary between the SRV and
the HFs is Γ2 . If the HFs directly connected in one well pair, the ﬂuid exchange between two wells’ HFs
needs to be considered. Commonly, shale gas wells produce at a given production rate ﬁrst according
to the development scheme, and the gas supply capacity of the reservoir gradually tends to insufﬁcient
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as the pressure continues to drop. The shale gas wells are converted to produce with constant pressure
later. Based on this, the ﬂow equations in the ﬁnite conductivity fractures are established as follows:

∇2 mF = −

φF μg cg ∂mF
kF
∂t

(1)

The initial conditions:
mF | t =0 = mi

(1a)

Inner boundary condition:
Constant pressure boundary conditions:
m F | Γ1 = m w

(1b)


∂m 
= qiw,F
∂n Γ1

(1c)

mS,f |Γ = mF |Γ2

(1d)

Fixed output boundary conditions:

Outer boundary condition:
2

3.2. SRV Flow Model
SRV exist around MFHWs in unconventional shale reservoirs, which leads to the ﬂow
characteristics of the ﬂuid that are different from those in unstimulated formations. It is necessary
to integrate various measurements and surveillance data to build a variable SRV reservoir model.
The variable SRV model described here has the following building blocks [28]: (1) Formation evaluation:
included all the reservoir characterization data derived from logs and 3D seismic inversions and
structural attributes. (2) Surveillance data integration: micro-seismic data are integrated with chemical
and radioactive tracer logs. (3) Well performance data integration: Production data is used to determine
different ﬂow regimes during the well history and to set bounds for stimulation parameters, such
as HF half-length and permeability. (4) Numerical simulation: Micro-seismic attributes (density
and magnitude) are converted to a permeability model after being calibrated with tracer logs and
production ﬂow regime parameters. pressure, volume, temperature (PVT) data is matched against an
Equation of State and input into the model. Due to the abundant micro-fractures induced by hydraulic
fracturing in SRV, SRV is regarded as a dual medium containing the matrix and fracture systems.
(1) Matrix system ﬂow model
Assuming that gas desorbed from the SRV matrix system, the desorption gas satisﬁes the
Langmuir isothermal adsorption equation on the surface of the matrix bedrock. The migration
of gas includes viscous ﬂow, Knudsen diffusion, and surface diffusion. So, the matrix system ﬂow
model is Equation (2):

∇2 mS,m − α(mS,m − mS,f ) =



MS,g VS,L mS,L
μg cg ∂
φS,m + (1 − φS,m )
kS,m ∂t
Vstd (mS,L + mS,m )2

(2)

(2) Fracture system ﬂow model
Because the micro-fractures in the SRV region are very developed, how to characterize the
fracture network equivalently in the seepage model has been a difﬁcult problem to solve. For this
reason, many scholars hypothesize that the development and spread of fracture networks satisfy the
fractal characteristics and propose a fractal model that characterizes natural fracture networks [29,30].
However, the critical parameters such as the fractal dimension in the model are difﬁcult to determine.
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Also, considering complex networks will greatly increase the complexity of meshing and numerical
calculations. Therefore, the equivalent permeability is used to characterize the comprehensive
permeability of the fracture system in the SRV region. The gas in the fracture medium in the
SRV is mainly in the form of free gas. Therefore, only the viscous gas ﬂow and Knudsen diffusion
are considered in the fracture medium, and the apparent permeability ks,f is used to represent the
permeability of the fracture medium [31]:


b3
4Kn
(1 + βKn ) 1 +
12c
1 + Kn

kS,f =

(3)

Assume that the wellbore only has ﬂuid exchange with the fracture, neglecting the direct ﬂuid
exchange between the fracture system and the wellbore in the SRV, and deﬁning the interface between
the fracture and the matrix systems in the SRV as Γ3 . Then the ﬂow model in the fracture system of the
SRV is presented as Equation (4):

∇2 mS,f + α(mS,m − mS,f ) =

φS,f μg cg ∂mS,f
kS,f
∂t

(4)

The initial conditions:
mS,m |t=0 = mS,f |t=0 = mi

(4a)

mS,f |Γ = mF |Γ2

(4b)

mS,f |Γ = mM |Γ3

(4c)

Inner boundary condition:
2

Outer boundary condition:
3

3.3. Matrix Flow Model
The shale gas reservoir is rich in kerogen organic matter, and the hydrocarbon gas generated
in the kerogen satisﬁes the saturation adsorption and then spreads from the kerogen pores to the
inorganic matrix pore space where the hydrocarbon concentration is relatively reduced. The gas in the
kerogen occurs in two forms: free gas and adsorbed gas. The pores in the kerogen have the same order
of magnitude as the gas molecules in the shale gas. Therefore, the free gas will generate Knudsen
Diffusion in the kerogen nanoporous network. At the same time, the kerogen is saturated with a large
amount of adsorbed gas, and the adsorbed gas on the surface of the skeleton will produce surface
diffusion. Assuming that the shale gas reservoir is isothermally developed, the Langmuir isotherm
adsorption equation is used to describe the adsorption and desorption of kerogen.
The apparent permeability of the unmodiﬁed Matrix region proposed by Singh et al. [32] and
Civan et al. [29,30] is:
kM,a = k0 1 +



128
tan−1 4Kn0.4 Kn
2
15π

1+

4Kn
1 + Kn

Thus, the kerogen-medium continuity equation considering
adsorption-desorption and surface diffusion is obtained as Equation (6):
φM μg cg ∂mM
kM,a
∂t

∇2 mM =

(5)
Knudsen

diffusion,

(6)

The initial conditions:
mM | t =0 = mi

(6a)

mS,f |Γ = mM |Γ3

(6b)

Inner boundary condition:
3
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Outer boundary condition:


∂mM 
=0
∂n Γ4

(6c)

3.4. Model Solution
Accuracy and efﬁciency of reservoir simulators in complex systems depend highly upon a proper
grid selection. Grids based on a cartesian coordinate system have been widely used, but have some
disadvantages: (a) Flexibility in the description of faults, pinchouts, hydraulic fractures, horizontal
wells and general discontinuities presented in reservoirs; (b) inﬂexibility in representing well locations;
and (c) suffer from grid orientation effects. PEBI grids have been applied to the oil industry for about
a decade. On the other hand, generation and construction of PEBI grids are not as easy as cartesian
grids. The construction of PEBI grids for a reservoir is feasible only if it is done by a numerical grid
generation procedure. These PEBI grids are locally orthogonal. It means the block boundaries are
normal to lines joining the nodes on the two sides of each boundary. This allows a reasonable accurate
computation of inter-block transmissibility for heterogeneous but isotropic permeability distribution.
The irregular geologic body boundary can be depicted by PEBI grids. In this paper,
the unstructured PEBI grid is applied to mesh the solution area and carry on local grid reﬁnement
around MFHWs, in which the connection between the center node of each grid and the adjacent grid
center node is perpendicular to the interface, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Perpendicular bisection (PEBI) meshing grids of HFs and matrix.

Finding a pressure solution for large-scale reservoirs that takes into account ﬁne-scale
heterogeneities can be very computationally intensive. One way of reducing the workload is to employ
multi-scale methods that capture local geological variations using a set of reusable basis functions.
One of these methods, the multi-scale ﬁnite-volume (MsFV) method is well studied for 2D Cartesian
grids, but has not been implemented for stratigraphic and unstructured grids with faults in 3D. With
reservoirs and other geological structures spanning several kilometers, running simulations on the
meter scale can be prohibitively expensive in terms of time and hardware requirements. Multiscale
methods are a possible solution to this problem, and extending the MsFV method to realistic grids is a
step on the way towards fast and accurate solutions for large-scale reservoirs.
Moyner and Lie [33] presented an MsFV solver along with a coarse partitioning algorithm that can
handle stratigraphic grids with faults and wells. The solver is an alternative to traditional upscaling
methods, but can also be used for accelerating ﬁne-scale simulations. In this paper, we use MsFV
to discretize the reservoir area into non-overlapping control volumes, and each center node has a
controlled volume around it. According to the seepage equation and boundary conditions of multiple
composite ﬂow models, the partial differential equations to be solved are integrated for each control
volume, and a set of discrete equations is obtained.
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Based on the ﬂow control Equation (1) in the fracturing fracture, the control volume V of this
point mesh is integrated to obtain Equation (7):

V

∇2 mF dV = −

φF μg cg
kF



∂mg
dV
∂t

V

(7)

Use the Gaussian formula to convert the volume fraction of the left-side diffusion term of Equation
(7) into area fractions, as Equations (8) and (9):


∇mF dA = −
S



n

∑(∇mF A)
i

φF μg cg
kF

=−
i



φF μg cg
kF

∂
∂t



V

∂
∂t

(8)

mF dV

V

(9)

mF dV

Assuming that the difference between the two time steps is Δt and the distance between the two
neighboring grid center nodes is L, then the discrete Equation (9) can be converted to Equation (10):
m a − mFi
A F
La,i

n

∑
i





=−
i

 n +1

φF μg cg
kF

mFn+1 − mFn
ΔV
Δt

(10)

Based on this, the discrete equations for the SRV and matrix area can be further deduced. The
discrete ﬂow equation for the SRV region matrix system is shown in Equation (11):


n
m a − mi
∑ A S,mLa,i S,m − α(mS,m − mS,f )ΔV
i

i⎡

=−



φF μg cg
kF

 n +1

⎣φS,m +(1−φS,m )

⎤ n +1 ⎡

MS,g mS,L VS,L

(

Vstd mS,L +mS,m

)

2

⎦

⎤n

−⎣φS,m +(1−φS,m )
Δt

MS,g mS,L VS,L

(

Vstd mS,L +mS,m

)

2

(11)

⎦

ΔV

The discrete ﬂow equation for the fracture system in the SRV region is shown in Equation (12):
n

∑

A

a − mi
mS,f
S,f

i



L a,i



i

φF μg cg
− α(mS,m − mS,f )ΔV = −
kF



 n +1 m n +1 − m n
S,f
S,f
Δt

ΔV

(12)

Discrete ﬂow equation in matrix can be expressed as Equation (13):
n

∑
i

A

a − mi
mM
M
L a,i





=−
i

φF μg cg
kF

 n +1

n +1
n
mM
− mM
ΔV
Δt

(13)

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Model Veriﬁcation
Taking the A1 well group in Chinese Jiaoshiba shale gas ﬁeld for instance, we use the multi-region
coupled model to analyze MFHWs’ transient pressure recovery behaviors during the shut-in process.
In this shale gas ﬁeld, the gas investigated permeability is 200–300 nD, porosity is 3%, and the
reservoir thickness is approximately 90 m. Well A1-1 (in A1 well group) has operated 15 segments of
hydraulic fracturing and put into production from April 2014. The average daily gas production was
6 × 104 m3 /d up to March 2018. In the same layer, there is an adjacent A1-2 well 300 m away from
well A1-1. A1-2 has operated 19 segments of hydraulic fracturing and put into production from May
2014. Up to March 2018, its average daily gas production was 10 × 104 m3 /d. The interpretation of
the micro-seismic monitoring results shows that the two wells have partial overlap in the hydraulic
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fracture network. Therefore, it is preliminarily judged that the well communicates with the adjacent
well through the SRV and HFs. In order to understand the reservoir parameters around the A1-1 well
and its connectivity with the neighboring well A1-2, a pressure build-up well test was conducted
during the production process of well A1-1, and the gas production of the neighboring well was
maintained at 10 × 104 m3 /d.
According to the pressure recovery test data of Well A1-1, the logarithm curve of the pseudo
pressure and its derivative are plotted. It is found that the derivative curve dropped signiﬁcantly in the
last part, and it was initially judged that the well A1-2 is more severely interfered by well A1-1. Based
on the spatial relationship of the two wells and the characteristics of the hydraulic fracture network,
a numerical seepage model was established under the mode of ‘HF + SRV connection’, and the
permeability and wellbore storage were obtained by ﬁtting the pseudo pressure and its derivative
curve (Figure 3). As shown in the Figure 3, the early time data is related to wellbore storage capacity,
the early bulge data is related to skin effect, the middle time data reﬂects linear ﬂow under fracture
interference, this part would control fracture half-length, fracture conductivity and fracture spacing.
The equivalent permeability of the SRV fracture system is 0.0507 mD, which is far greater than the
permeability of the matrix (200–300 nD), and the ratio of horizontal to vertical permeability is only
0.0252, reﬂecting the general characteristics of shale reservoirs with low vertical permeability. SRV
permeability is calculated by ﬁtting pressure data. The average HF half-length of the two wells has
reached about 100 m, and the HFs in the toe connecting section are as long as about 170 m. In order
to verify the reliability of the model and the parameters, these parameters explained by the pressure
recovery test data were assigned to the well group geological model, and the bottomhole pressure
(BHP) changes in the later production process of the well were simulated (Figure 4). The comparison
error with the BHP monitoring data is quite small.

Figure 3. Double logarithmic curve ﬁtting results for pressure recovery in well A1-1.
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Figure 4. A1-1 bottomhole pressure (BHP) ﬁtting results (A1-3 was a new neighboring well produced
at June 2017).

4.2. Mechanism Model
The transient pressure behavior under well interference is inﬂuenced by various factors, such as
the inter-well communication mode (IWCM), well spacing, number of neighboring wells, and well
pattern arrangement [34,35]. The inﬂuence of different factors is analyzed by combining the established
multi-zone coupled ﬂow model. According to the reservoir and fracture parameters obtained from the
well test and laboratory test data of Jiaoshiba shale gas ﬁeld, it is assumed that the permeability of the
matrix is 0.001 mD to 0.003 mD, and the SRV has a permeability of 50 to 200 times that of the matrix.
The horizontal well-length is 1500 m. Each well is fractured by 19 sections, and except for connecting
HFs, other HFs are of the same length and have the same conductivity; the initial pressure of the
reservoir is 34 MPa, the temperature is 96 ◦ C., and the gas component is dominated by methane (98%)
with a small amount of nitrogen (0.7%), carbon dioxide (0.6%), ethane (0.4%), and propane (0.3%);
the well spacing between the well and neighboring well is 300–600 m. Based on these parameters,
a corresponding mechanism model was established. The well pair sketch and meshing grids under the
coexistence conditions are shown in Figure 5.

(a) Well pair

(b) Meshing grids

Figure 5. Mechanism model of two adjacent shale gas wells.
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4.3. Effect of Inter-Well Connection Mode
The different connectivity modes and fracturing effects have considerable inﬂuence on the
seepage characteristics under the disturbance of adjacent wells. By establishing the mechanism
model, the effects of hydraulic fracture connected layers, connectivity modes, and the development
degree of micro-fractures in SRV on the transient pressure of the well are discussed. A variety of
simulation schemes have been designed based on different inter-well connection modes (IWCMs)
and SRV parameters. Table 1 shows the IWCMs and essential physical property of each plan. In each
scheme, the investigated well (right L2 well) and its neighboring well (left L1 well) are designed to
produce at 6 × 104 m3 /d for 15 months, and the pressure ﬁeld around these two wells is shown in
Figure 6; afterward, the L2 well is shut-in for 20 days with pressure recovery, while L1 well maintains
at the 6 × 104 m3 /d gas rate. The BHP of L2 well in each plan is shown in Figure 7, and the double
logarithmic curve of the pseudo pressure and its derivative in the shut-in stage is shown in Figure 8.
Table 1. Inter-well communication modes (IWCMs) and essential physical properties of each plan.
Plan

IWCMs

HF
Conductivity/mD·m

HF
Half-Length/m

SRV
Permeability/mD

Matrix
Permeability/mD

Plan 1

One HF connected

20

60

0.3

0.0003

Plan 2

Four HFs connected

20

60

0.6

0.0003

Plan 3

One SRV segment connected with
induced micro-fractures

20

60

0.15

0.0003

Plan 4

One SRV segment connected with
abundant induced micro-fractures

20

60

0.6

0.0003

Plan 5

Two SRV segments and HF
connected

20

60

0.6

0.0003

Plan 6

No SRV or HF connected

20

60

0.15

0.0003

(a) Plan 1

(b) Plan 3

(c) Plan 3

(d) Plan 4

(e) Plan 5

(f) Plan 6

Figure 6. Pressure distribution after 15 months of simulated production of different plan.
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Figure 7. BHP changes during production and shut-in of L2 well.

(a) Plan 1 and Plan 2

(b) Plan 3 and Plan 4

(c) Plan 5 and Plan 6
Figure 8. Double logarithmic curve of L2 well recovery pseudo pressure of each plan.

By analysis of the pressure ﬁelds (Figure 6) and the BHP of L2 (Figure 7), several points are
obtained as follows:
(1)

In Plan 3, induced micro-fractures are not abundant in SRV, and the pressure drop in the SRV is
not balanced during the production process, and the pressure near the HFs around the near-well
area is severely reduced. However, the overall pressure drop in the SRV is small, so the BHP of
L2 well is the largest in the case of the same amount of accumulated gas output. In the latter
period, the shut-in pressure recovers the fastest with the greatest extent, but the pressure after
recovery is still the lowest.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

In Plan 6, the BHP of L2 well is slower and the amplitude is the slowest, and the BHP of L2 shut-in
well recoveries faster and higher in the later period, and after the recovery the BHP reaches the
highest. In the early stage, due to the poor hydraulic fracturing effect of L2 well, the pressure
drops quickly, but in the later period, the pressure drop is not serious due to the interference from
the adjacent well. It also shows that even if there is no connection of HF or SRV between the well
pairs, there will be some interference.
Comparing Plan 2 and Plan 5 both with strong inter-well connection, the BHP changes of L2
well are very similar. It shows that due to the good effect of fracturing, the SRV area is rich
in induced micro-fractures, and the HFs have strong conductivity. Although L2 well gets the
interference from neighboring L1 well, the BHP of L2 drops still slowly. After shut-in, disturbed
by the production of the neighboring L1 well, the pressure at the later stage of the well shut-in
does not recover but decrease, and the inter-well interference is obvious.
In Plan 1, Plan 3, and Plan 6, the two wells have poor fracturing effect and the pressure drop near
the HFs is signiﬁcantly larger than that of the surrounding SRV in each plan. It shows that the
pressure drop in the control range of a single well is not balanced enough and the development
result is not ideal.

There are two wells in each plan, and L2 on the right is the investigated well, while L1 on the left
is the neighboring well.
Through analyzing the pressure recovery curve of each plan in Figure 8, we get the following
understanding. (1) the interference degree comes from neighboring wells in each plan is compared
based on the fall magnitude in the later part of the pseudo pressure derivative curve (PPDC): Plan 2 >
Plan 6 > Plan 4 > Plan1 > Plan 5 > Plan 3; (2) When HFs or SRV’s induce micro-fractures is in rich, it ﬁrst
experience a brief stratum-fracture bilinear ﬂow (the slope of the pseudo pressure derivative curve is
close to 1/4), and then it converts to formation linear ﬂow (the slope of the pseudo pressure derivative
curve is close to 1/4), late-stage well interference causes the pressure curve to drop. When induced
micro-cracks are not abundant, they mainly experience formation linear ﬂow, and the characteristics of
later well interference are not obvious.
In summary, BHP changes are affected by both the fracturing effect of the well and interference
from neighboring wells. When the fracturing effect of the well is good, and it is connected with the
neighboring well through the SRV, the BHP in the production process can drop slowly to maintain
stable production. When the fracturing effect of the wells is poor, and some parts are connected with
the adjacent well, the BHP decline violently during the production, which is unfavorable to the stable
high production of gas wells. In the future production process, it is necessary to reduce the steady gas
production and timely shut well to recover the BHP.
4.4. Effect of Well Space
Reasonable well spacing is a crucial indicator for the design of horizontal well patterns to develop
shale gas ﬁelds. If the well spacing is too small, a severe well interference and a decrease in productivity
will appear. Large well spacing will lead to a low recovery of the whole shale gas ﬁeld, and the
remaining reserves will be difﬁcult to exploit in the later period. Therefore, interference degree of
different well spacing and different IWMDs should be studied necessarily. We design six plans with
different IWMDs and well spacing in the mechanism models, whose basic parameters of each plan
are shown in Table 2. In each plan, L2 well and its neighboring well (L1 well) are set to produce at
6 × 104 m3 /d for 15 months. The pressure ﬁeld is shown in Figure 9; after that, the well shut-in and
BHP recovers for 20 days. At this time, the neighboring well still maintains 6 × 104 m3 /d gas output.
The BHP of L2 well in each plan is shown in Figure 10. The double logarithmic curve of the pseudo
pressure and its derivative at the shut-in stage is shown in Figure 11.
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Table 2. IWMDs and basic physical properties of six plans.
Plan

IWCMs

HF
Conductivity/mD·m

HF
Half-Length/m

SRV
Permeability/mD

Matrix
Permeability/mD

Plan 1

Well spacing 350 m with SRV connected

20

60

0.06

0.0003

Plan 2

Well spacing 450 m with SRV connected

20

60

0.06

0.0003

Plan 3

Well spacing 550 m with SRV connected

20

60

0.06

0.0003

Plan 4

Well spacing 350 m with four HFs
connected

200

60

0.06

0.0003

Plan 5

Well spacing 450 m with two HFs
connected

200

60

0.06

0.0003

Plan 6

Well spacing 550 m with one HFs
connected

200

60

0.06

0.0003

(a) Plan 1

(b) Plan 3

(c) Plan 3

(d) Plan 4

(e) Plan 5

(f) Plan 6

Figure 9. Pressure ﬁelds of six plans after producing 15 months under different well spacing.

Figure 10. BHP of L2 well after producing 15 months under different well spacing.
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(a) Plan 1, Plan 2 and Plan 3

(b) Plan 4, Plan 5 and Plan 6

Figure 11. Double logarithmic curves of L2 build-up pressure under different well spacing.

Through analyzing the BHP and pressure ﬁelds of each plan in Figures 9 and 10, we get the
following understanding:
(1)

(2)

(3)

From the simulation results of the Plan 1 and Plan 4, when the well spacing is small, the pressure
drop in the SRV is severe, and the BHP drop of L2 well is relatively large in the production
process, and the shut-in pressure recovery ability is relatively weak, as shown in Figure 9a,d, and
Figure 10.
From the simulation results of Plans 3 and 6, the pressure decreasing speed in the SRV is not
serious when the well spacing is large, and the BHP of L2 wells is smaller in the production
process, and the pressure recovery ability is stronger during well shut-in, as shown in Figure 9c,f
and Figure 10.
Compared with the HF connection mode, when the inter-well SRVs connected, the pressure
drop of L2 well is slow under the same well spacing in the production process, and the pressure
recovery after shut-in is obvious, which indicates that the reservoir still maintains strong energy.

Through analyzing the pressure recovery curve of each plan in Figure 11, we obtain some views
as follows:
(1)

(2)
(3)

Under close well spacing and multiple HFs connection modes, the interference comes from
neighboring wells is more serious, so this kind of multiple HFs connection should be avoided by
controlling hydraulic fracturing;
Under the condition of SRV connection mode, the effect of different well spacing is not obvious,
and the well interference is also obvious;
For these mechanism models, the well spacing should be controlled above 450 m. For the
development of real shale gas ﬁelds, the well spacing can be optimized based on the reservoir
physical property and the design scale of fracturing, to obtain higher single well productivity
and gas ﬁeld recovery ratio.

4.5. Effect of Well Pattern and Multiple Neighboring Wells
Shale gas ﬁeld development generally adopts a large-scale horizontal well pattern, and there may
be multiple adjacent wells around a well. Based on the mechanism model, the simulation plans for
different number of wells and different arrangements are designed, and the designed parameters are
shown in Table 3. The wells of each scheme are designed to produce at 6 × 104 m3 /d for 15 months,
and the pressure ﬁelds are shown in Figure 12. Afterwards, the BHP of the shut-in L2 well recovers for
20 days. At this time, the neighboring wells all maintain at 6 × 104 m3 /d gas output. The BHP of L2
well in each plan is shown in Figure 13. The double logarithm curve of the pseudo pressure and its
derivative during the shut-in stage is shown in Figure 14.
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Table 3. IWMDs and basic physical properties of six plans.
Plan

IWCMs

HF
Conductivity/mD·m

HF
Half-Length/m

SRV
Permeability/mD

Matrix
Permeability/mD

Plan 1

Three wells: L2 well and two adjacent wells
(L1 and L3) with seven HFs connected.

100

60

0.03

0.0003

Plan 2

Three wells: L2 well is staggered with two
adjacent wells (L1 and L3), and four HFs
connected in the corresponding well
segments.

100

60

0.03

0.0003

Plan 3

Four wells: L2 well and two adjacent wells
(L1 and L3) connected through ﬁve HFs, and
L1 well connects with L4 well by two HFs.

100

60

0.03

0.0003

Plan 4

Four wells: L2 well is parallel with two
adjacent wells (L1 and L3), and head-to-head
with L4 well. There are eight HFs connected.

100

60

0.03

0.0003

Plan 5

Five wells: L2 well, and two neighboring
wells (L3 and L4) on the left side and two
neighboring wells (L1 and L5) on the right
side, and total nine HFs connected.

100

60

0.03

0.0003

Plan 6

Six wells: L2 well is parallel with two
neighboring wells (L1 and L3), and
head-to-head with three wells (L4, L5 and L6)

100

60

0.03

0.0003

(a) Plan 1

(b) Plan 3

(c) Plan 3

(d) Plan 4

(e) Plan 5

(f) Plan 6

Figure 12. Pressure ﬁeld under different well pattern and multiple neighboring wells in six designed plans.
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Figure 13. BHP of L2 well with different well pattern and multiple neighboring wells.

(a) Plan 1 and Plan 2

(b) Plan 3 and Plan 4

(c) Plan 5 and Plan 6
Figure 14. Double logarithmic curve of pressure recovery of shut-in wells under different well pattern
and multiple neighboring wells.

By analysis of the pressure ﬁelds (Figure 12) and the BHP of L2 (Figure 13), several points are
obtained as follows. (1) When well spacing keeps at 350m, increasing number of neighboring wells do
not lead to serious pressure drop in the SRV of L2 well. Besides, the pressure drop is not apparent in
the outside matrix, but the pressure drop is signiﬁcant in SRV with HFs connected. (2) Corresponding
and connecting with the direct neighboring wells’ horizontal segment is the key to generate obvious
interference. If the corresponding inter-well horizontal segment is more extended, the interference
is more severe (compared Plan 1 with Plan 2). On this basis, the more interconnected wells put
into production in the well pattern, the more severe interference is, and even if only the ends of the
horizontal well (toe or root) are connected, interference still occurs. (3) Under the condition of the
same number of connected neighboring wells, no matter what the well spacing and IWMDs are, the
BHP curve is nearly overlapped. It indicates that the number of neighboring wells is crucial to the
well interference degree, and the number of HFs connected is relatively secondly. (4) The more severe
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interference the neighboring wells lead, the more severe the performance is, as well as the fact that
BHP in the well is declining faster in the production phase. Even though the neighboring well is not
directly adjacent to the well, it is indirectly adjacent to one well after it has been sequestered by one
well and still interferes with the well (compared Plan 2 with Plan 3).
Through analyzing the pressure recovery curve of each plan in Figure 14, we obtain some
views as follows. (1) Parallel arrangements produce more severe well interference than head-to-head
arrangements under a same number of wells. (2) The pseudo pressure derivative curve of each plan
shows the characteristics of linear ﬂow, quasi-radial ﬂow segment and pressure drop disturbed by
adjacent wells. (3) When the parameters such as HF properties and gas production keep constant,
the linear ﬂow in the early stage of each plan is the same, and the difference mainly lies in the late
interference stage.
5. Field Application
A2 is a well group (ﬁve wells) in the lower gas zone of the Longmaxi section of the Lower Silurian
in the Jiaoshiba shale gas ﬁeld. Log interpretation explains an average porosity of 3.94%, an average
permeability of 0.02 mD to 0.06 mD, and an average gas content of 3.47 m3 /t to 3.85 m3 /t. The gas
composition is dominated by methane (98.4%) and contains a small amount of ethane, carbon dioxide
and nitrogen; the initial formation pressure is 32.3 MPa and the initial temperature is 94.7 ◦ C. During
the drilling process, there is no leakage of drilling ﬂuid in the horizontal well section. Each well in
the well group put into operation from April 2014. As of March 2018, the cumulative gas production
of Well A2-1 was 6272.28 × 104 m3 /d, and the average daily gas production was 6.41 × 104 m3 /d,
and the casing pressure dropped from initial 29.4 MPa to 10.7 MPa. The cumulative gas production of
A2-2 well is 9633.57 × 104 m3 /d, and the average daily gas production is 8.17 × 104 m3 /d, and the
casing pressure reduced from 29.3 MPa to 8.9 MPa. Accumulated gas production in Well A2-3 is
6143.43 × 104 m3 /d, and average daily gas production is 5.21 × 104 m3 /d, and casing pressure reduced
from 31.8 MPa to 13.3 MPa. Accumulated gas production in Well A2-4 is 8515.55 × 104 m3 /d, average
daily gas production is 8.95 × 104 m3 /d, and casing pressure is reduced from 30MPa to 13.4 MPa.
The cumulative gas production of Well A2-5 is 5471.0 × 104 m3 /d, the average daily gas production is
7.00 × 104 m3 /d, and the casing pressure is reduced from 31.4 MPa to 16.4 MPa.
By performing pressure recovery tests on well A2-1 in the center of the well group, inversion of
reservoir and fracture property parameters, and analysis of interference from neighboring wells to
production. According to the basic parameters of the reservoir, the position relationship of each well,
the scale of fracturing construction in each section of the horizontal well, and the tracer test results, a
numerical well test model was established to analyze the pressure recovery test data. The simulation
results of the simulated pressure ﬁeld and the pseudo-logarithmic double logarithmic curve are shown
in Figure 15. From the simulated pressure ﬁeld of the numerical well test in Figure 15a, the wells A2-4
and A2-5 arranged opposite to the A2-1 well have weak interference to them. The A2-2 wells arranged
in parallel with it and connected to the SRV have strong interference to them, and the A2-3 wells with
relatively long distances have weak interference to them. From the plot of the double logarithm curve
of the pseudo-pressure in Figure 15b, the lower part of the curve falls, but the amplitude is not large;
it shows that there are not many adjacent wells that interfere with it, and there is no multi-segment
fracture crack connectivity.
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(a) A2 well group pressure field

(b) A2-1 build-up quasi pressure double logarithmic curves

Figure 15. Numerical well of the simulation results of the simulated pressure ﬁeld and the
pseudo-logarithmic double logarithmic curve.

In order to further verify the interference of 4 neighboring wells to the central well A2-1, the gas
production and pressure of the adjacent wells during the pressure recovery of this well were compared
(Figure 16). During the recovery of pressure in this well, well A2-2 was normally produced but the
pressure decreased slowly or even recovered. The rate of decline of the other three wells did not change
substantially during this period. It is conﬁrmed that well A2-2 has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on well A2-1,
which is in agreement with the conclusion of numerical well test analysis. In short, the interference
between the two wells is relatively small (A2-1 and A2-4, A2-5), but the interference is smaller when
the well spacing is larger (A2-1 and A2-3). Although A2-1 and A2-2 wells interfered with the SRV
mode, they did not cause serious pressure drop.

(a) A2-1 and A2-2 of gas production and pressure

(b) A2-1 and A2-3 of gas production and pressure

(c) A2-1 and A2-4 of gas production and pressure

(d) A2-1 and A2-5 of gas production and pressure

Figure 16. Gas production and pressure of A2 well group.

6. Conclusions
In recent years, with the continuous expansion of the shale gas wells pattern’s scale and reduction
of well spacing, the problem of well interference has become increasingly serious. On the one hand,
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the shale gas well interference leads BHP drops rapidly, which is harmful to gas production; on the
other hand, under the condition of a relatively balanced fracturing scale, it shows that the IWCM is
good and can effectively control the resources within the reservoir around the well. In fact, the scale of
most fracturing sections of most shale gas wells is not balanced. Interferences are mainly appeared
between the wells with good fracturing and close well spacing.
To study transient pressure behaviors of shale gas MFHW under well interference, we establish
a multi-region coupled ﬂow model based on the pore fracture structures and ﬂow mechanisms of
the different region. Then, PEBI grids and ﬁnite volume method are used for the numerical solution.
Utilizing the measured shut-in pressure recovery test data of shale gas wells, we explain the property
parameters of the reservoir and HFs. Moreover, BHP data monitored in the later stage is ﬁtted to verify
the accuracy of the model. Based on the shale gas seepage model, the pressure ﬁeld and BHP are
analyzed under the disturbance of adjacent wells.
The transient pressure behaviors of shale gas wells are affected by fracturing effect, production
rules, and well interference. The interference can be observed from the later decline phase of the PPDC
during well shut-in. Different IWCM, well spacing, number of neighboring wells, and well pattern
arrangement lead different PPDC drops extent in the later phase. A sharp BHP drop can be caused by
the direct inter-well connection of HFs, which also has a severe inﬂuence on the pressure recovery of
the shut-in wells. Sometimes, well interference still exists even without direct HF connection, which
reﬂects the SRV connected with satisﬁed fracturing effect. It is conducive to higher recovery. Generally,
we recommend that it is necessary to optimize the well spacing and the fracturing scale according
to the stimulated performance. Especially, the fracturing scale should be controlled for the segments
close to the neighboring well; and if serious disturbances have already occurred, it is necessary to
timely control the gas production of this well pair, and timely conduct interference test to quantify the
degree of interference.
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Nomenclature
mF is the gas pseudo pressure of HF, MPa2 /(mPa·s); mS,m and mS,f are the gas pseudo pressure of the SRV
matrix system and fracture system respectively, MPa2 /(mPa·s); F and S are the marks of HF and SRV respectively,
dimensionless; m and f are the marks of SRV matrix system and fracture system respectively, dimensionless;
qiw,F is the ﬂuid exchange volume between the HF and wellbore, m3 /d; ϕ is porosity, dimensionless; kF is the
permeability of HF with ﬁnite conductivity, mD; μg is gas viscosity, mPa·s; cg is gas compressibility factor, MPa−1 ;
t is time, d; α is exchange ﬂow coefﬁcient, (m3 ·mPa·s)/MPa2 ; V S,L is Langmuir gas volume, m3 /kg; V std is
gas molar volume at standard temperature and pressure conditions, m3 /kmol; mS,L is Langmuir gas pressure,
MPa2 /(mPa·s); MS,g is gas molar weight, kg/kmol; Kn is knudsen number, dimensionless; β is tenuity factor,
dimensionless; b is average fracture aperture, m; c is average fracture interval, m.
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Abstract: When the reservoir pressure is decreased lower than the dew point pressure in shale gas
condensate reservoirs, condensate would be formed in the formation. Condensate accumulation
severely reduces the commercial production of shale gas condensate reservoirs. Seeking ways
to mitigate condensate in the formation and enhance both condensate and gas recovery in shale
reservoirs has important signiﬁcance. Very few related studies have been done. In this paper, both
experimental and numerical studies were conducted to evaluate the performance of CO2 huff-n-puff
to enhance the condensate recovery in shale reservoirs. Experimentally, CO2 huff-n-puff tests on
shale core were conducted. A theoretical ﬁeld scale simulation model was constructed. The effects
of injection pressure, injection time, and soaking time on the efﬁciency of CO2 huff-n-puff were
examined. Experimental results indicate that condensate recovery was enhanced to 30.36% after
5 cycles of CO2 huff-n-puff. In addition, simulation results indicate that the injection period and
injection pressure should be optimized to ensure that the pressure of the main condensate region
remains higher than the dew point pressure. The soaking process should be determined based on
the injection pressure. This work may shed light on a better understanding of the CO2 huff-n-puffenhanced oil recovery (EOR) strategy in shale gas condensate reservoirs.
Keywords: CO2 huff-n-puff; condensate recovery; shale gas condensate reservoir

1. Introduction
Unconventional resources, especially shale reservoirs, have been widely developed with the
techniques of hydraulic fracturing and drilling horizontal wells, and shale gas condensate reservoirs
play an important role in regards to unconventional resources. When the reservoir pressure is decreased
lower than the dew point pressure in shale gas condensate reservoirs, condensate can be formed near
the wellbore or near/in the fracture as shown in Figure 1. This condensate blockage can reduce gas
permeability. In addition, the productivity is reduced. Studies indicate that condensate blockage is
much more severe when the permeability is low [1,2]. Also, as the condensate is formed by the heavy
components of the reservoir ﬂuid, it has a very high economic value. Therefore, it is important to
ﬁnd effective techniques to mitigate condensate blockage. Also, by mitigating condensate blockage in
formation, gas permeability can be increased and the productivity can be greatly improved.
Several techniques are used to mitigate the condensate blockage for condensate reservoirs.
Drilling horizontal wells and hydraulic fracturing have been widely used. Though the press drop in
a horizontal well may be higher, it is distributed over a larger area, and the smaller pressure drop
could help to reduce the accumulation of the condensate blockage [3–5]. Hydraulic fracturing can
also help to reduce the pressure drop and reduce the formation of condensate blockage around the
Energies 2019, 12, 42; doi:10.3390/en12010042
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wellbore [6–10]. Drilling horizontal wells and hydraulic fracturing are two main techniques to enhance
commercial production from shale reservoirs with ultra-low permeability. Hence, these two techniques
are discussed in the follow discussion in this paper.

Figure 1. Condensate and pressure proﬁle around the wellbore.

Chemical treatment techniques such as solvent injection and wettability-alteration treatment are
also applied to mitigate condensate. By injecting solvent, the interfacial tension between condensate
and gas can be reduced, and the solvent could help to dissolve part of the condensate into gas stream.
Consequently, the condensate could be mitigated and the productivity of condensate reservoirs could
be increased [11–13]. The injection of wettability chemicals can help to change the wettability from
liquid wetting to gas wetting and the productivity of condensate reservoirs can be increased [14–17].
However, because of the low permeability of shale reservoirs, chemical treatment is not a suitable
technique, as the efﬁciency of the injection process can be very low.
Gas injection is widely applied to mitigate the condensate recovery. By applying gas injection,
pressure could be maintained at a higher rate than the dew point pressure. The accumulation of the
condensate can also be prevented. Furthermore, gas injection can revaporize the condensate into a gas
state. The accumulated condensate can be produced during the puff process [18,19]. The efﬁciency of
different gas injection modes has been investigated [20–29]. The huff-n-puff process consists of three
stages: huff (injection), soaking, and puff (production). The well is operated as both an injection well
and a production well. As Figure 2 shows, there is only one well used as both an injection well and a
production well in a huff-n-puff well. For wells of this type, the condensate region is located near the
injection well. As the function of the well is changed by gas injection, the pressure of near wellbore
region can be increased quickly. Consequently, the condensate is revaporized and recovered.

Figure 2. Huff-n-puff gas scenario in shale reservoirs.

The EOR techniques mentioned above are widely investigated in conventional gas condensate
reservoirs. However, based on the studies on shale reservoirs [30–35], because of the ultra-low
permeability of shale formations, the techniques such as water ﬂooding and chemical ﬂooding are
difﬁcult to be applied in shale formations. So far very few studies on EOR in shale gas condensate
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reservoirs have been conducted. Recently, solvent injection has been investigated to mitigate
condensate blockage in shale gas condensate reservoir. Solvent injection could reduce the overall
dew point pressure to delay the formation of condensate [36]. However, the efﬁciency and cost of
solvent injection is questionable. Until now, CO2 huff-n-puff has gained more and more attention
in the literature [37–41]. However, the enhanced condensate performance of CO2 huff-n-puff in
shale reservoirs have not been investigated, especially in experimental aspects. The novelty of this
study is to evaluate EOR performance of CO2 huff-n-puff in shale gas condensate reservoirs using
experiments and numerical analysis. Experimental work on shale rocks is different because of the
ultra-low permeability. It is very difﬁcult to conduct the core-ﬂooding experiments to measure pressure
drop or visually observe condensate ﬂow as in sand rocks. In our study, the condensate saturation in
shale rock was determined by CT and then the efﬁciency of huff-n-puff method could be quantiﬁed.
In this paper, ﬁrst, experiments were conducted on shale core. The performance of CO2 huff-n-puff
to enhance condensate recovery in shale gas condensate reservoir was evaluated in core scale study.
Then, ﬁeld scale simulation was performed to investigate the performance of CO2 huff-n-puff in shale
gas condensate reservoir. Finally, the enhanced condensate recovery performance of CO2 huff-n-puff
has been evaluated by analyzing the experimental and simulation results. In addition, the optimization
principles of CO2 huff-n-puff are discussed.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup
2.1.1. Experiment Materials
Experiment of CO2 huff-n-puff was operated on a shale core with 3.8 cm (1.5 in) in diameter and
10.2 cm (4 in) in length. The core was dried ﬁrst and then the porosity and permeability was measured.
Table 1 shows the properties of the core.
Table 1. Core properties.
Diameter (cm)

Length (cm)

Permeability (nD)

Porosity (%)

3.8

10.2

100

6.8

The initial gas mixture used in the experiment was formed of methane and n-butane with a
pressure of 2200 psi and a temperature 20 ◦ C (68 ◦ F). Figure 3 shows the phase diagram of the mixture.
At 68 ◦ F, this gas mixture has the property of a gas condensate ﬂuid. The liquid drop curve of this gas
condensate mixture at 68 ◦ F is shown in Figure 4. As can be seen the methane-butane gas mixture has
a wide condensate region, with a dew point of 1860 psi at 20 ◦ C (68 ◦ F).
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Figure 3. Phase diagram of initial gas mixture.
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Figure 4. Liquid dropout curve of methane and n-butane gas condensate mixture, 20 ◦ C (68 ◦ F).

2.1.2. Experiment Procedure
A schematic of the experiment is shown in Figure 5. Based on the properties of the gas mixture, the
gas mixture has a wide condensate region at room temperature. Thus, the experiment was conducted
at 20 ◦ C (68 ◦ F). The core holder was placed in the CT scanner during the whole experiment to evaluate
the core saturating process and measure the condensate saturation. The general procedure for CO2
huff-n-puff gas injection experiment is described as follows:
(1)

(2)

During the experiment, the injection pressure should be higher than 1860 psi (dew point pressure).
And the conﬁning pressure should be higher than the injection pressure. The initial gas condensate
mixture was injected into the core holder at 2200 psi with a conﬁning pressure of 2500 psi. The
CT number was measured during the whole saturating process. When the CT number stopped
changing, the core was assumed to be fully saturated with the gas condensate mixture.
After the saturation process, the valve on the left side of core holder was opened and the pressure
was decreased to 1460 psi. This step was used to simulate the primary depletion process, with
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the CT scanner measuring the condensate saturation in the core. Condensate saturation was
calculated by using the following equation [42]:
Sc =

(3)

(4)

CTexp − CTgr
CTcr − CTgr

(1)

CTexp represents the CT number during the experiment. CTgr represents the CT number when
the core is full of C1 . CTcr is the CT number when the core is full of nC4 .
Afterwards, the CO2 huff-n-puff process was applied on the core. Injection pressure was set
to 2200 psi and injection time was set to 2 hours. After injection, a soaking time of 1 hour was
applied. After the soaking process, depletion process was applied again. The pressure was
decreased to 1460 psi. This process represents one cycle of CO2 huff-n-puff and 5 cycles were
operated in total. The condensate saturation in the core was measured after every cycle.
By analyzing the change in condensate saturation after the CO2 huff-n-puff, the enhanced
condensate recovery could be obtained and evaluated in laboratory.

Figure 5. Schematic of CO2 huff-n-puff.

2.2. Simulation Model Description
A ﬁeld scale simulation model was built to investigate the enhanced condensate recovery
performance of CO2 huff-n-puff. The simulation work was conducted by using CMG-2015 (Computer
Management Group Ltd, Calgary, Canada). Figure 6 shows this simulation model. The reservoir
rock properties and gas condensate ﬂuid properties were obtained from published data, as shown in
Table 2 [43]. The dimension of the model was 180.44 m (592 ft) × 470.61 m (1544 ft) × 15.24 m (50 ft).
In this model, only one fracture was set. Based on the studies [44–47], fracture propagation plays an
important role for the development of shale plays. However, the main purpose of this simulation
study was to evaluate the enhanced condensate recovery performance of CO2 huff-n-puff in shale gas
condensate reservoirs. In order to make the simulation work more effective, we just set one simple
fracture and the fracture propagation was not taken into account. The fracture half-length was 110.34 m
(362 ft) and the fracture width was 0.15 m (0.5 ft).
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Figure 6. Field scale simulation model in ij view.
Table 2. Reservoir and ﬂuid characteristics.
Parameters

Value

Unit

Initial Reservoir pressure
Initial Reservoir Temperature
Matrix Permeability
Matrix Porosity
Fracture Permeability

5000
93.3
0.0001
0.06
100

psi
◦C
mD
mD

The reservoir condensate composition data is presented in Table 3, with the data obtained from
published data [48]. The dew point pressure of the reservoir ﬂuid is 2750 psi as shown in Figure 7, and
when the pressure is decreased below the dew point pressure, condensate is formed. As the pressure
continues to be decreased to 2460 psi, the liquid volume increases to a maximum value. Following
this, the condensate is revaporized as the pressure continues to decrease. Based on the study of the
effect of nano-pores on ﬂuid ﬂow, the ﬂuid properties, especially gas condensate ﬂuid properties in
nano-pores could be different [49–52]. Whether the condensate saturation could be less or more with
the conﬁnement effect is not exactly known. However, it is certain that condensate blockage does
exist in shale gas condensate reservoirs. As the objective of this study is to evaluate the enhanced
condensate recovery performance of CO2 huff-n-puff, conﬁnement in our model would not have an
impact on our study objective. Conﬁnement is not taken into account.
As Figure 6 shows, only one well was set in the reservoir. The well was used as both an injection
well and a production well. During primary depletion, the well was used as a production well.
Afterwards, the well was used to inject CO2 . When the injection process was ﬁnished, the well was
closed to allow for a period of soaking. Following this, the well was opened again as a production
well. In our model, the maximum injection pressure was set to 4000 psi when the well was used as an
injection well; the minimum bottom-hole pressure was set to 1500 psi when the well was used as a
production well.
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Figure 7. The liquid dropout curve of reservoir ﬂuid at 93.3 ◦ C (200 ◦ F).
Table 3. Reservoir ﬂuid composition.
Name

Composition

CO2
N2
CH4
C2 H6
C3 H8
IC4
NC4
IC5
NC5
NC6
NC7
NC8
NC9
C10 +

0.18
0.13
61.92
14.08
8.35
0.97
3.41
0.84
1.48
1.79
1.58
1.22
0.94
3.11

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Experimental Results
As was mentioned in the previous experiment procedure, ﬁve cycles of CO2 huff-n-puff process
were performed on the shale core. After primary depletion, the pressure was decreased to 1460 psi.
The accumulated condensate saturation was 10.8% after primary depletion. The condensate saturation
was decreased to 7.5% after 5 cycles.
Condensate recovery was obtained by analyzing the condensate saturation decrease as shown in
Figures 8 and 9. The condensate recovery was enhanced to 30.36% after 5 cycles of CO2 huff-n-puff.
The experiment results indicate CO2 huff-n-puff can effectively enhance the condensate recovery from
the shale core. In addition, the ﬁrst cycle of CO2 huff-n-puff had the highest condensate recovery, at
16.25%. Condensate recovery was reduced signiﬁcantly after the ﬁrst cycle, with the 5th cycle only
having a 1.2% recovery increment as shown in Figure 10.
Therefore, it is important to set proper cycle numbers during the application of CO2 huff-n-puff
process. Efﬁciency of CO2 huff-n-puff can be very low when the number of cycles reaches a
critical value.
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Figure 8. Variation of condensate saturation.
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Figure 9. Cumulative condensate recovery.
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Figure 10. Increment of condensate recovery for every cycle.
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3.2. Simulation Results
3.2.1. Base Case
A base CO2 huff-n-puff case study was conducted with two scenarios and a total exploration time
of 8255 days. In the ﬁrst scenario, the primary depletion period was 8255 days, and the production
pressure was 1500 psi. In the second one, the primary depletion time period was 5475 days, after
which, CO2 huff-n-puff was performed. The injection pressure was set to 4000 psi. The production
pressure was set to 1500 psi. Four cycles of CO2 huff-n-puff were performed. The comparison of
cumulative condensate recovery is shown in Figure 11. After 8255 days of primary depletion, the
condensate recovery was 17.7%. However, after the CO2 huff-n-puff was applied, the condensate
recovery was increased to 24.7%. The condensate recovery was effectively enhanced after the operation
of CO2 huff-n-puff.
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Figure 11. Comparison of cumulative condensate recovery.

3.2.2. Effect of Injection Pressure and Injection Period
Four different cases were conducted in this section, and the effect of injection pressure on the
enhanced condensate recovery performance of CO2 huff-n-puff gas injection is shown in Figure 12.
Higher condensate recovery was obtained when the injection pressure was higher, with cumulative
condensate recovery factors of 19%, 22%, 24%, and 24.7% corresponding to the injection pressures
of 2500 psi, 3000 psi, 3500 psi, and 4000 psi, respectively. The cumulative condensate recovery was
increased by 3% when the injection pressure was increased from 2500 psi to 3000 psi. However, the
cumulative condensate recovery was only increased by 0.7% when the injection pressure was from
3500 psi to 4000 psi.
As Figure 13 shows, the main condensate region was near the fracture region. After injecting the
CO2 , the pressure of condensate region was increased with part of the condensate being revaporized.
Thus the condensate could be produced during the puff process. Figure 14 shows pressure distribution
of four cases after the huff process of the ﬁrst cycle. When CO2 was injected into the formation at 2500
psi, only the minor condensate could be revaporized. Thus, the efﬁciency of the CO2 huff-n-puff was
low. For case 3 (injection pressure: 3500 psi) and case 4 (injection pressure 4000 psi), it was found that
condensate recovery was highly enhanced in both cases, and the condensate recovery of these two
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cases were similar. As shown in Figure 14, the pressure of the condensate region was increased. Most
of the condensate near the fracture could be revaporized and recovered.
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Figure 12. Cumulative condensate recovery with different injection pressure.


Figure 13. Main condensate region after primary depletion.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 14. Pressure distribution for different injection pressure. (a) Injection pressure: 2500 psi;
(b) Injection pressure: 3000 psi; (c) Injection pressure: 3500 psi; (d) Injection pressure: 4000 psi.

Three cases with different injection time were conducted to investigate the effect of injection time
on the performance of CO2 huff-n-puff as shown in Figure 15. The production was same in three cases.
Figure 15 indicates the cumulative condensate recovery for the three cases, being 18.6%, 22.7%, and
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24.8%. During the puff process, more condensate could be recovered as the injection period was longer.
However, it can be found that during the same reservoir exploitation period, the efﬁciency of 100 days
injection period was similar as the efﬁciency of 50 days injection period. Figure 16 shows the pressure
distribution of the condensate region. After 50 days of injection, the pressure was already higher than
2750 psi. Thus, in this model, a 50 days injection period was long enough to revaporize the condensate
into a gas state and increase the condensate recovery.
It can be concluded from the above discussion that the design of the huff process should be based
on the pressure variation of the main condensate region. Applying higher injection pressure or a longer
injection period did not result in higher condensate recovery. The optimal huff process occurs when
the pressure of condensate region is increased higher than the dew point pressure.
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Figure 15. Cumulative condensate recovery for different injection period.

(a)

(b)

Figure 16. Pressure distribution. (a) Injection time: 50 days; (b) Injection time: 100 days.

3.2.3. Effect of Soaking Period
A series of simulation work was conducted by applying different soaking time at different
pressures. Table 4 shows the different scenarios. For all cases, the injection time was 100 days.
The production period was 200 days and production pressure was 1460 psi. Three cycles of CO2
huff-n-puff were operated.
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Table 4. Different scenarios used in the study of soaking period effect.
Scenario

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Soaking time
Injection pressure

0 days
3000 psi

50 days
3000 psi

100 days
3000 psi

0 days
5000 psi

50 days
5000 psi

100 days
5000 psi

The results show two different trends of cumulative condensate recovery as shown in Figure 17.
When the injection pressure was 3000 psi, cumulative condensate recovery was decreased when
the soaking time was increased. However, when the injection pressure was 5000 psi, cumulative
condensate recovery was increased when the soaking time was increased (Figure 18).
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Figure 17. Cumulative condensate recovery for different soaking at 3000 injection pressure.
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Figure 18. Cumulative condensate recovery for different soaking at 5000 injection pressure.

Figure 19 shows the pressure distribution of condensate region when the injection pressure was
3000 psi. After initial injection, the pressure of the near wellbore region was higher than 2750 psi.
However, after a 50 days soaking period, the pressure was decreased and the liquid condensate was
accumulated again near the fracture. This is because during the soaking process, the pressure was
transferred to the distal region of the reservoir. In this situation, the condensate was still formed near
the fracture during the soaking period and it had a negative effect on the efﬁciency of CO2 huff-n-puff
gas injection.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 19. Pressure distribution near the fracture, injection pressure: 3000 psi; (a) start of soaking time;
(b) end of soaking time.

However, when the pressure was 5000 psi, the soaking period had a positive effect on the
performance of CO2 huff-n-puff. The pressure was still higher than 2750 psi after 50 days of soaking as
shown in Figure 20. More condensate could be revaporized into a gas state. Thus, more condensate
could be recovered during the puff process.

(a)

(b)

Figure 20. Pressure distribution near the fracture, injection pressure: 5000 psi; (a) start of soaking time;
(b) end of soaking time.

It can be concluded that whether a soaking process should be applied or not depends on the
injection pressure. When the injection pressure is similar as the dew point pressure, a soaking process
could have a negative effect on the efﬁciency of CO2 huff-n-puff. However, when the injection pressure
is much higher, a soaking process is recommended. The determination of soaking time depends
on the area of the condensate region. In general, during the soaking process, the pressure of the
main condensate region should be remained higher than the dew point pressure again, otherwise the
condensate could be formed again and the efﬁciency of huff-n-puff would be decreased.
3.2.4. Effect of CO2 Diffusion
Figure 21 shows the effect of CO2 diffusion on the performance of CO2 huff-n-puff. Two cases
were conducted in this section. The injection time, soaking time and production time were the same
in both cases. Results show that when the CO2 diffusion coefﬁcient was taken into account in the
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simulation, the condensate would be lower. When the CO2 diffusion coefﬁcient was considered in the
model, CO2 could be ﬂowed into the distal region during the 100 days soaking period. The pressure
could be decreased and the condensate could be formed again. Thus. CO2 diffusion plays an important
role in enhancing condensate recovery during the application of CO2 huff-n-puff.
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Figure 21. Cumulative condensate recovery with and without CO2 diffusion.

3.2.5. Effect of Cycle Numbers
Figure 22 indicates the effect of the cycle number on cumulative condensate recovery. As the cycle
number of CO2 huff-n-puff was increased, cumulative condensate recovery increased. The cumulative
condensate recovery was enhanced to 27.2% after 10 cycles. Compared with primary condensate
recovery, the increment of condensate recovery after 10 cycles was 9%. However, the recovery was
increased to 29.3% after 18 cycles. The increment of the recovery was 1.4%. The latter cycles of CO2
huff-n-puff gas injection resulted in lower efﬁciency of enhanced condensate recovery. By considering
these simulation and experimental results, it can be concluded that the number of cycle numbers of
CO2 huff-n-puff gas injection are important. When the cycle number of CO2 huff-n-puff gas injection
reaches a critical value, the efﬁciency of CO2 huff-n-puff could be decreased.
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Figure 22. Cumulative condensate recovery at different cycle number.
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3.3. Recommended Future Work
In this work, a binary gas mixture was used in the experiment. It was used because this gas
condensate mixture has a wide condensate region at the room temperature. Thus, the experiment
could be handled in a more convenient way and the accuracy of the experiment could be improved.
This study indicates the efﬁciency of the CO2 huff-n-puff to enhance condensate recovery in shale gas
condensate reservoirs. In future work, gas condensate mixture from a real reservoir is recommended
to be used in the experiment. The experiment can be conducted using the reservoir condition.
In addition, the experiment was conducted on the small cores and the results show an impressive
high condensate recovery. The core-scale laboratory results cannot be directly applied to predict the
ﬁeld-scale recovery of a practical shale condensate well. Due to the extremely low permeability of
shale formation, the injected gas can only penetrate a limited depth of the formation. For the ﬁeld
conditions, if the shale matrix is intersected by high density hydraulic and natural fractures, then the
proportion of penetrated matrix by injected gas will be much higher, which yields a higher recovery.
However, if only the several main fractures are formed (not forming fracture networks) after the
hydraulic fracturing operation, only a near fracture matrix can be invaded by the injection gas, which
yields a much lower recovery. Therefore, the size effect plays a signiﬁcant role for the condensate
recovery factor, which is recommended for future work.
4. Conclusions
An experimental study on shale core was operated to evaluate the enhanced condensate recovery
efﬁciency of CO2 huff-n-puff. Also, a ﬁeld scale numerical simulation model was built to investigate the
performance of CO2 huff-n-puff. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the enhanced condensate
recovery performance of CO2 huff-n-puff in shale gas condensate reservoirs. The conclusions of this
study are drawn as follows:
1.

2.
3.

4.

The results indicate that the condensate recovery can be effectively enhanced after the application
of CO2 huff-n-puff. The condensate recovery was increased to 30.36% after 5 cycles of CO2
huff-n-puff in the experiment. In the simulation work, the condensate was enhanced to 24.7%
after 4 cycles.
Injection period and injection pressure should be optimized to ensure that the pressure of the
condensate region remains higher than the dew point pressure after the huff process.
Soaking periods should be based on the injection pressure. During the soaking periods, the
pressure of the condensate region should remain higher than the dew point pressure. If this
does not occur, condensate can be formed and the efﬁciency of huff-n-puff is decreased. When
the injection pressure is much higher than the dew point pressure, soaking is recommended.
Otherwise, the soaking should be neglected.
The determination of cycle number should depend on the condensate increment of every cycle.
When the cycle number reaches a critical value, condensate recovery decreases as does the
efﬁciency of CO2 huff-n-puff.
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Abstract: Coalbed methane (CBM) content is generally estimated using the isotherm theory between
pressure and adsorbed amounts of methane. It usually determines the maximum content of adsorbed
methane or storage capacity. However, CBM content obtained via laboratory experiment is not
consistent with that in the in-situ state because samples are usually ground, which changes the speciﬁc
surface area. In this study, the eﬀect of the speciﬁc surface area relative to CBM content was investigated,
and diﬀusion coeﬃcients were estimated using equilibrium time analysis. The diﬀerences in adsorbed
content with sample particle size allowed the determination of a speciﬁc surface area where gases can
adsorb. Also, there was an equilibrium time diﬀerence between ﬁne and lump coal, because more
time is needed for the gas to diﬀuse through the coal matrix and adsorb onto the surface in lump coal.
Based on this, we constructed a laboratory-scale simulation model, which matched with experimental
results. Consequently, the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, which is usually calculated through canister testing,
can be easily obtained. These results stress that lump coal experiments and associated simulations
are necessary for more reliable CBM production analysis.
Keywords: coalbed methane; gas content; diﬀusion coeﬃcient; reservoir simulation

1. Introduction
Coalbed gas, coalbed methane (CBM), and coalbed natural gas are terms that refer to the
characteristic gases adsorbed in coal [1]. CBM development began in the San Juan basin in the
mid-1980s, and CBM production became a new industry in the oil and gas domain [2]. CBM is often
extracted from depths lower than conventional natural gas wells, and the methane storage capacity
in coal layers is 2–3 times higher than conventional gas reservoirs at the same depth and pressure.
Therefore, CBM is usually easier to develop than a traditional natural gas reservoir [3].
CBM is generated during the maturation of organic matter and by microbes residing in coal
seams [4]. CBM is composed of methane, with minor amounts of carbon dioxide and nitrogen [5].
Of the produced gas, 98% is adsorbed via van der Waals forces onto the surface of the organic
matter. The remaining 2% is compressed in natural cracks or dissolved during water formation [6].
The essential elements in determining gas content are the coal rank and the burial depth. Commonly,
a higher coal rank and increased depth denote higher gas content [7].
Typically, the internal surface area of coal, which has a signiﬁcant impact on its ability to contain
methane, diﬀers with coal rank and composition. The internal surface area in the coalbed, which greatly
aﬀects the ability to contain CH4 , usually varies according to the rank and composition of the coal; the
largest value is observed in bituminous coal, followed by anthracite. Among components, the largest
value is observed for vitrinite, and the smallest is observed for inertinite [8]. Also, physical changes
cause diﬀerences in the amount of gas adsorbed. These primarily occur during the measurement of
Energies 2019, 12, 3445; doi:10.3390/en12183445
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gas content in laboratories. Speciﬁc surface area is one of the main parameters that undergo physical
changes. A smaller size of coal particle results in a larger internal surface area that the gas can adsorb
onto [9]. Beamish and O’Donnell [10] studied the change in gas content with the increase in surface
area by crushing bituminous coal to 250 mm. Zhang [11] suggested that the speciﬁc surface area
increases as the coal particle size becomes smaller since the amount of ash and moisture interfering with
gas adsorption decreases. Thus, a thorough understanding of all factors is essential for the accurate
determination of gas content in a CBM reservoir.
Furthermore, the mechanism of gas ﬂow through the tight coal matrix and cleats is highly complex.
In particular, diﬀusional ﬂow is dominant in the matrix due to low permeability. Therefore, the
diﬀusion coeﬃcient is a crucial factor that dramatically aﬀects gas ﬂow. The diﬀusion coeﬃcient is
roughly obtained from the sorption time in the canister test, which is time-consuming and costly.
In this study, adsorption experiments with various size fractions of coal were performed to
determine the eﬀect of speciﬁc surface area on the amount of gas adsorbed. In this manner, the diﬀusion
ﬂow of gas through coal with diﬀerent particle sizes could be determined through the analysis of the
adsorption equilibrium time. Following this, a history matching technique was applied to calculate the
diﬀusion coeﬃcient by combining the experimental results with the simulation results. This procedure
is believed to be more economical in terms of cost and time compared with canister test. It may also
serve to address the shortcomings of the indirect method and to provide a more accurate estimation
of CBM.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Gas Content Measurement
There are two standard ways of measuring gas content, a direct method and an indirect method.
The direct method measures the gas content of coal obtained during the drilling operation, and
measures the volume of desorbed gas, lost gas, and residual gas via canister desorption [12]. The direct
method is widely used in the petroleum industry for gas content estimation because it uses in situ
samples, and the diﬀusion coeﬃcient can be calculated by sorption time analysis. For this reason, it is
considered to be a more reliable method than the indirect method. However, the direct method has the
following disadvantages: (1) it is diﬃcult to calculate the amount of lost gas that occurs during the
core extraction from the underground to the surface; (2) the entire test process usually takes a long
time, from two weeks to four months; and (3) the measurement cost is high [13].
In contrast, the indirect method can measure the maximum gas content that can be adsorbed
onto the coal surface. It is generally analyzed using the sorption characteristics between coal and gas
and a sorption isotherm with pressure [14]. The indirect method usually takes less time, and results
are more easily obtained. However, it has the following disadvantages: (1) the physical properties of
coal such as ash, moisture, cleat, and pore structure can be altered when a coal sample is crushed to
appropriately sized pieces; (2) since the experiment is conducted using single-component gas, it cannot
be applied directly where multi-component gases are adsorbed. Therefore, there is an inconsistency
between experimental and in situ gas content.
2.2. Sorption Isotherm
Gas adsorption refers to the phenomenon of gas adherence onto a solid surface. The adsorbed
volume increases as pressure increases and temperature decreases. The isotherm theory is usually
used to explain adsorption characteristics.
An adsorption isotherm shows the relationship between the adsorbed volume and the pressure
when the adsorption equilibrium occurs at a speciﬁc temperature. Therefore, it is critical to analyze
the adsorption characteristics to accurately estimate the storage capacity [15]. Until now, many
previous studies applied the adsorption mechanism to diﬀerent isotherm curves such as the Langmuir,
Freundlich, and Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) models. Among them, the Langmuir model is widely
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accepted in the petroleum industry. In previous CBM studies, various sorption isotherm models were
tested using experimental data to ﬁnd the best-ﬁtted model, and it was found that the Langmuir
isotherm model showed the lowest absolute error and a better regression value for all cases [16].
The Langmuir model is derived from the assumptions that gas has single-layer adsorption on
a uniform sample surface, and the adsorption amount and the desorption amount are in a dynamic
equilibrium state. More precisely, the assumptions are as follows [17]:
One gas molecule is adsorbed onto a single adsorption site;
There is no interaction between the adsorbed molecules;
The adsorbed gas has the properties of an ideal gas.
The Langmuir equation can be written in the following form, described as shown in Figure 1:
Va =

VL × P
,
PL + P

(1)

where VL is the maximum content of adsorbed gas, PL is the pressure at half VL , and Va is the total
adsorption content.

Figure 1. Langmuir isotherm.

2.3. Experimental Method
The indirect methods that measure the adsorbed volume of gas include volumetric measurement
and gravimetric measurement. The volumetric analysis calculates the quantities of adsorbed gas with
pressure. The gravimetric measurement is a calculation method achieved by directly checking the
mass change in a reactor at a constant pressure.
In this study, BELSORP high-pressure adsorption equipment, which applies the volumetric
method, was used for the measurement of adsorbed gas. A schematic diagram of the apparatus is
drawn in Figure 2. To calculate the adsorbed amount of gas, the gas amount remaining after adsorption
was subtracted from the injected amount, since the volumetric method could not directly estimate the
amount of adsorbed gas.
The volumetric method calculates the gas content of coal through four steps. With the adsorption
calculation equation, the volume of adsorption is estimated according to the equation of state using the
temperature and the equilibrium pressure obtained from the measurement.
The total number of moles of adsorbed gas is calculated using Equation (2), and the total volume
of adsorbed gas in each step is obtained using Equation (3) [18].
V (k ) = V (k − 1) +
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where V (k) is the gas volume at k step, n is the number of molecules of adsorbed gas, k is the adsorption
step, and SW is the sample weight.
n = n1 − n2 + n3 − n4,

(3)

where n is the total number of molecules, and n1, n2, n3, and n4 represent each molecule of adsorbed
gas calculated according to each step.
The value of n for each step can be calculated as described below (Figure 2).
The experimental apparatus used for measuring the adsorption volume is divided into two parts
at the location of valve C: a reference volume area Vs, and a dead volume area Vd.
At the (k − 1)th point equilibrium, the amount of gas that did not adsorb onto the sample but
remained in the gas phase, n1, is expressed as follows:
n1 =

Pe(k − 1) × (Vs + Vd)
.

R × Te(k − 1) × Z Pe(k − 1)

(4)

At the (k − 1)th point measurement, the amount of gas inside Vs after the C valve is closed is
expressed in Equation (5), where Te(k − 1) is the absolute temperature at Pe(k − 1) , Pe(k − 1) is the measured
pressure when the internal pressure in Vs and Vd is at equilibrium at the (k − 1)th step, and R is the
ideal gas constant (8314.102965 kPa·cm3 ·mol−1 ·K−1 .
n2 =

Pe2(k − 1) × Vs

.
R × Te2(k − 1) × Z Pe2(k − 1)

(5)

The amount of gas inside Vd after the (k − 1)th point measurement can be expressed as follows:
n1 − n2

(6)

At the (k)th point measurement, the amount of gas administered into Vs, n3, is given by
n3 =

Pi(k) × Vs
,

R × Ti(k) × Z Pi(k)

(7)

where Ti(k) is the absolute temperature at Pi(k) , Pi(k) is the measured pressure when the internal pressure
in Vs and Vd is at equilibrium at the (k)th step.
At the (k)th point equilibrium, the amount of gas that did not adsorb onto the sample but remained
in the gas phase, n4, is expressed by
n4 =

Pe(k) × (Vs + Vd)
,

R × Te(k) × Z Pe(k)

(8)

where Te(k) is the absolute temperature at Pe(k) , and Pe(k) is the measured pressure when the internal
pressure in Vs and Vd is at equilibrium at the (k)th point.
Equation (6) is used to calculate the number of gas molecules remaining in Vd at the (k − 1)th
point before the new gas is injected, while Equations (7) and (8) calculate the number of gas molecules
adsorbed at the (k)th point after the new gas is injected.
Commonly, gas compressibility has to be corrected to capture real gas behavior; hence, the virial
coeﬃcient (Equation (9)) was applied using the gas property database from the NIST (National Institute
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of Standards and Technology) chemistry web-book (https://webbook.nist.gov) [19]. Details of the
experimental procedure were provided by Kim et al. [20].
Z = 1 + B(P)ρ + C(P)ρ2 + D(P)ρ3 ,

(9)

where Z is a compressibility factor, p is the equilibrium pressure, and B(P)p, C(P)p, and D(P)p are the
second, third, and fourth virial coeﬃcients, respectively.

Figure 2. The process of the volumetric method.

Since conventional reactor experiments only allow a small volume of powdered coal to be used, a
new reactor which can hold a lump coal sample was newly manufactured for the test. This reactor
had the following characteristics: (1) a maximum pressure of 7000 kPa and a maximum temperature
of 343.14 K are achievable; (2) various sample sizes can be used with a guide to minimize the dead
volume. It was possible to measure the gas content of a sample up to 6 cm long on each side (Figure 3).
In Figure 3, the left and right reactors have diﬀerent coal particle sizes. For the left side (a), a coal size
of only 1 to 2 cm is possible. For the right side (b), various sizes of coal can be used from 1 to 6 cm.
This reactor was also designed to perform not only adsorption and desorption experiments, but also
other applications such as CBM production (gas + water).
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Figure 3. Manufactured reactor for the lump coal experiments. For (a), a coal size of only 1 to 2 cm is
possible. For (b), various sizes of coal can be used from 1 to 6 cm.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Sample Preparation
The experiment used two coal samples (coal sample group A and coal sample group B) that were
obtained from CBM ﬁelds located in Indonesia and Australia. The rank types of coal included lignite,
bituminous coal, and anthracite; in some cases, bituminous coal and anthracite were subdivided as
sub-bituminous or semi-anthracite by carbonization degree. To check the contents of ﬁxed carbon,
volatile matter, and moisture, proximate analysis was performed. Then, the data were converted to
ASTM (American Society for Testing Materials) scale using the Parr formula, shown in Equations (11)
and (12) (Table 1) [21].
Dry, Mm − f ree FC =

FC − 0.15 S
× 100%,
100 − (M + 1.08 A + 0.55 S)

Dry, Mm − f ree VM = 100 − Dry, Mm FC, %,

(10)
(11)

where FC is ﬁxed carbon, S is sulfur, M is moisture, A is ash, and VM is volatile matter.
Coal sample group A had 2.66% natural moisture and 11.46% ash. On the other hand, coal sample
group B had 1.2% inherent moisture and 18.53% ash. This shows that coal sample group B had a lower
level of natural moisture and a higher portion of ash compared to coal sample group A. As a result of
the analysis, since both samples of coal existed on the ground for a long time, but not underground,
it was judged that contents of inherent moisture and ash were low. Therefore, we determined that the
two coals were sub-bituminous considering gross caloriﬁc value.
Each coal sample was ground into six sizes: 180–252 μm, 253–508 μm, 0.5–1 mm, 2–4 mm, and 2 cm
cubes (Figure 4). Then, a mortar was used to crush the small pieces of coal. After cleaning the coal
samples with distilled water, a centrifuge was used to remove impurities from the coal samples. As a
result of the centrifugation, the soil in the coal and tiny branches were separated. Then, the samples
were kept at a temperature of 45 ◦ C for three days.
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In general, the adsorption experiments are performed in a dry ash-free (DAF) state. However,
in this study, experiments were not carried out in a DAF state because it was impossible to remove
ash and inherent moisture from the lump coal. Therefore, all experiments were carried out on an
air-dried basis. To prevent the penetration of moisture from the air into the coal, samples were sealed in
containers and stored in a temperature chamber at 45 ◦ C prior to experiments for more than one week.
Table 1. Proximate analysis of the samples.
Title

Coal Sample Group A

Coal Sample Group B

Inherent moisture (air-dried basis) (wt.%)
Ash (air-dried basis) (wt.%)
Volatile matter (air-dried basis) (wt.%)
Fixed carbon (air-dried basis) (wt.%)
Volatile matter (dried basis) (wt.%)
Fixed carbon (dried basis) (wt.%)
Volatile matter (dry ash-free, DAF) (wt.%)
Fixed carbon (DAF) (wt.%)
Gross caloriﬁc value (air-dried basis) (MJ/kg)
Gross caloriﬁc value (dried basis) (MJ/kg)

2.66
11.46
42.68
43.20
44.38
44.16
49.15
50.85
27.84
28.59

1.20
18.53
25.38
54.89
25.91
55.56
30.33
69.67
27.84
27.75

Figure 4. Coal particle sizes: (a) 180–254 μm, (b) 254–508 μm, (c) 0.5–1 mm, (d) 1–2 mm, (e) 2–4 mm,
(f) 2-cm cubes.

3.2. Analysis of Adsorption Characteristics According to the Particle Size
The CH4 adsorption content, dependent on the particle size of coal, was measured with
high-pressure sorption measuring equipment. Both coal samples had diﬀerent VL values according
to the particle size of the samples (Table 2). Coal sample A(b), which was the second smallest coal
particle size in coal sample group A, showed the highest VL of 22,295.85 cm3 /kg. In contrast, coal
sample A(f), which had the largest coal particle size, had the lowest VL of 8670.62 cm3 /kg. Thus, there
was a three-fold diﬀerence in VL values between the two samples (Figure 5).
Unlike coal sample group A, coal sample group B had the highest VL of 20,809.44 cm3 /kg in the
smallest coal particle size, sample B(a), and the largest coal particle size sample B(f) had the lowest
VL of 12,000.53 cm3 /kg (Figure 6). These results relate to an increase in the speciﬁc surface area and a
reduction in ash contents during coal crushing [22]. Coal sample group B had a lower content of volatile
matter and a higher content of ﬁxed carbon than coal sample group A. Shan et al. [23] suggested that
ﬁxed carbon has a positive eﬀect on the adsorption of CBM, while the volatile matter has an adverse
impact. For this reason, when the particle size of coal was identical, more gas was adsorbed onto coal
sample group B, because there was more ﬁxed carbon, which had a positive eﬀect on the adsorption.
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Figure 5. The results of adsorption characteristics with particle size (coal sample group A).

Figure 6. The results of adsorption characteristics with particle size (coal sample group B).
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Table 2. Langmuir factors of CH4 depending on the sample particle size.
Sample
Group

Coal
Particle Size

(a)
180–254 μm

(b)
254–508 μm

(c)
0.5–1 mm

(d)
1–2 mm

(e)
2–4 mm

(f)
2-cm Cube

A

VL (cm3 /kg)
PL (kPa)

20,809.44
1086.76

22,295.85
2545.86

15,607
2556.53

12,005.53
2370.44

10,765.40
3371.62

8670.62
3108.35

B

VL (cm3 /kg)
PL (kPa)

20,809.44
1233.72

19,508.75
1120.04

17,341.25
2047.85

15,607
2009.12

13,571.22
2191.64

12,005.53
1749.51

At the same time, the aggregation of coal particles was found to have an impact on VL . Gas was
not able to be suﬃciently adsorbed for the powdered samples and caused a VL reduction because of
this eﬀect. This was observed in both powder types of coal sample groups A and B, but especially in
coal sample group A. While coal sample A(a) was expected to have the highest adsorption value, coal
sample A(b) had the highest VL value. This result was found to be related to the aggregation of ﬁne
particles in the reactor; the crushed particles were clustered together and attached to the wall of the
reactor after the test.
Many previous studies described the eﬀect of coal aggregation with an increase in compressive
load. Furthermore, this phenomenon intensiﬁed with the reduction in coal particle size and its moisture
content, as well as the rise in ash content. However, these results varied depending on the type of
coal [24]. Consequently, a smaller particle size of coal led to more gas being adsorbed due to the
increase in surface area.
3.3. Equilibrium Time Analysis in the Adsorption Process
In the indirect method, gas is artiﬁcially adsorbed onto coal in the laboratory. Suﬃcient time is
needed to achieve an equilibrium condition for gas to adsorb onto the coal surface. If the equilibrium
time is not enough, the reliability of the experiment diminishes because the test ﬁnishes without
complete adsorption. Also, crushed coal and lump coal might have diﬀerent equilibrium times, since
diﬀusion rarely occurs with small particles. Our motivation was based on the fact that, if the equilibrium
time varies with coal particle size, it can still be possible to estimate the eﬀects of gas diﬀusion in
an alternative way. Therefore, an accurate equilibrium time measurement was required, and it was
measured when the pressure variation was less than 0.1%. Figure 7 shows the adsorption equilibrium
time with the particle size of coal sample group A. Through samples A(b) to A(e), the diﬀerence was
negligible and, thus, they are all represented as A(e). As Figure 7 demonstrates, less equilibrium
time was required for adsorption onto a smaller coal sample at a low pressure range (<1400 kPa); the
results of sample A(a) can be explained by the diﬀerence in equilibrium time of adsorption due to the
rearrangement of the aggregated particles as pressure increased. However, these diﬀerences were
seen only at low pressures. Conversely, when pressure was higher than 1400 kPa, the samples had
almost the same equilibrium time, which can be veriﬁed by the similar slopes between the samples
with smaller particle sizes. These results mean that there was no particular tendency for adsorption,
and adsorption time was almost identical from A(a) to A(e).
However, in the case of the lump coal sample A(f), it took a long time to achieve an equilibrium
condition. In particular, the slope of the adsorption time was diﬀerent compared to the powdered
samples. More speciﬁcally, it took 9000 s, which is about three times longer than for the other powdered
samples. This situation occurred because more time was needed for the gas to diﬀuse through the coal
matrix and adsorb onto the surface. Also, we believed that we could obtain diﬀusion coeﬃcients from
the adsorption analysis of lump coal. Therefore, the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, which is usually calculated
through the canister test, can be more accurately obtained using the history matching technique as
described in the next section.
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Figure 7. Adsorption equilibrium time with particle size (coal sample group A).

3.4. Model Description
A reservoir simulation was carried out using the results of sample B, using the same size of coal
as in the experiment, to determine the diﬀusion coeﬃcient via the indirect method. The signiﬁcant
assumptions were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The sample was homogeneous and isotropic;
The interval of each cleat was equal;
Gravity force and the stress of the cleat system were ignored;
The gas diﬀusion coeﬃcient was constant.

CBM is notably diﬀerent compared to a conventional gas reservoir. The methane is in a near-liquid
state and is adsorbed inside pores within the coal matrix. The open fractures in the coal (cleats) can
also contain free gas or can be saturated with water. The system is called a “dual-porosity reservoir”,
which is characterized by a complex interaction between the coal matrix and cleat system coupled with
the adsorption/desorption process. Fluid movement in a lump of coal is controlled by diﬀusion from
the coal matrix to the fracture and by Darcy ﬂow in the fracture (cleat) system. The reservoir pressure
is decreased upon producing gas from the cleats. This causes the gas to desorb from the coal matrix at
the matrix/cleat interfaces, creating a methane concentration gradient across the coal matrix. The gas
diﬀuses through the matrix and is released into the cleat system.
Here, we describe the fracture block governing equations for the dual-porosity approach to
modeling naturally fractured reservoirs [25]. These equations are an extension of that derived for
single-porosity systems described by Nghiem and Li [26]. In the dual-porosity matrix-diﬀusion model,
the solute cannot move globally through the rock matrix. The matrix simply acts as a one-dimensional
source or sink for diﬀusion between the adjacent fractures. Thus, the diﬀusion coeﬃcient applies to the
ﬂow from the matrix to the fracture.


Dual porosity formulation—matrix blocks:


Nin+1 − Nin = 0
m

n + 1
nc

n+1
=
Nim
− ∅nm+1 ρ g S g
=0

ϕim = −τigm f −
ϕpm

V
Δt

m

i=1
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Dual porosity formulation—fracture blocks:


ϕi f = ΔTsg f ysig f Δpn+1 − γsg ΔD + qin+1 + τigm f −
ϕp f =

nc

i=1



f

Ninf+1 − ∅nf +1 ρ g S g

n + 1
f

V
Δt



Nin+1 − Nin


m

=0

=0

i = 1, . . . , nc ;
(13)

In these equations, Ni , i = 1, . . . , nc + 1 are the moles of i per unit of gridblock volume.
The subscript i with i = 1, . . . , nc corresponds to the hydrocarbon components. D is the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient from the matrix to the fracture. τigm f is the matrix–fracture transfer in the gas phase
for component i. The subscripts n and n + 1 denote the old and current time levels, respectively,
and the superscript s refers to n for explicit blocks and to n + 1 for implicit blocks. The subscript f
and m correspond to the fracture and matrix, respectively. Many authors performed studies using
dual-porosity systems [27–31]. We also utilized this system with two-phase ﬂow to describe gas ﬂow
from the matrix to the fracture.
A Cartesian grid system was applied to build a core model. To represent the cleat network with
a face and butt cleat, the total core area (2 × 2 cm2 ) was divided into 10 × 10 grids in the I- and
J-directions, and cleat spacing was selected as 0.2 cm in the I-, J-, and K-directions according to the
electron microscope images (Figure 8). A detailed description of the model is listed in Table 3.

Figure 8. Electron microscope images of cleat structure in sample B.
Table 3. Initial parameter settings in the base model.
Input Parameters

Values

Coal volume (cm3 )
Grid dimension
Matrix porosity
Fracture porosity
Matrix permeability (mD)
Fracture permeability (mD)
Fracture spacing I (cm)
Fracture spacing J (cm)
Fracture spacing K (cm)
Cleat compressibility (1/kPa)
Coal Density (kg/cm3 )
Diﬀusion coeﬃcient (cm2 /s)
Langmuir pressure (CH4 ) (kPa)
Langmuir volume (CH4 ) (cm3 /kg)

8.00
10 × 10 × 10
0.017
0.005
0.01
4.00
0.20
0.20
0.20
2.00 × 10−6
1.43 × 10−3
3.50 × 10−10
3500
12,920
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To simulate the laboratory system accurately, one imaginary injection well was installed, and
the recorded experimental data (cell pressure, temperature, gas injection rate) were converted to
simulation input data. The measured pressure was selected as an objective function in the history
matching. The Langmuir isotherm, which was determined in the lump coal experiment, was used
to model adsorption and desorption in coal. In the case of porosity, the dead volume was measured
using helium in the experimental process, and the porosity was estimated indirectly. The permeability
was measured by core analysis. GEM software (reservoir simulator for compositional, chemical, and
unconventional reservoir modeling) from CMG (Computer Modelling Group) was used to conduct the
simulation. Table 3 lists the initial parameters of the base model.
3.5. Simulation Results
Firstly, the base simulation was performed to investigate the diﬀusion coeﬃcient and other
reservoir properties. The primary constraint was the ﬂow rate, which was identical to the actual
experiment. The injection scenario was designed as an injection fall-oﬀ test, and the average period
of shut-in was 2500 s after the 300 s of injection. The error between the base model and the actual
experiment was around 73%. Many parameters had uncertainty because of the lack of sample properties,
and sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the priorities among parameters for the history
matching and to understand the interaction eﬀects between each property. RSM (response surface
methodology) was used for sensitivity analysis by utilizing the nine parameters listed in Figure 9.
In total, 180 cases and a proxy model were also established for more accurate analysis. The quadratic
model and the Sobel method were used to calculate the importance (sensitivity) of the parameters
aﬀecting the objective function and the interaction between parameters. A large importance means
that increasing or decreasing the parameter value leads to a signiﬁcant change in the objective function
(e.g., well bottom-hole pressure). The interaction eﬀect is an index indicating whether or not there is a
relationship between parameters; if it has a value of 0, there is no relationship.

Figure 9. Results of sensitivity analysis.

In Figure 9, the most sensitive parameter was the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, which had 33% sensitivity
and dominantly aﬀected the gas ﬂow in the coal. Next, matrix permeability was shown to have a
high sensitivity (26.40%). Also, the sensitivities of fracture porosity and fracture permeability (23.44%
and 22.20%, respectively) showed that they dominantly aﬀected the gas ﬂow in the cleat structure.
The above parameters also had substantial interaction eﬀects with other parameters. These phenomena,
which appeared in the results of the interaction eﬀect analysis, are shown in Figure 10. Notably, the
interaction eﬀect between the diﬀusion coeﬃcient and the fracture porosity was 29.75%. Thus, we
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determined that the diﬀusion coeﬃcient is a crucial factor in gas ﬂow through the coal. Meanwhile,
the compressibility, the matrix porosity, and the fracture spacing were found to have relatively low
sensitivity because of the small size of the core sample. Accordingly, the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, the
matrix permeability, the fracture porosity, and the fracture permeability were selected as the main
parameters for the history matching.

Figure 10. Interaction eﬀect of each parameter in the simulation.

History matching was carried out to achieve reasonable values for each parameter. Of the
300 cases, three diﬀerent cases were run, and the error rate of the ﬁnal history-matched case was
approximately 2.9% (Figure 11). We determined that this error rate occurred due to the small size of the
sample and the assumptions of the model, such as homogeneous medium and isotropic permeability.
The diﬀusion coeﬃcient calculated by the history matching was 2.66 × 10−10 cm2 /s, which is reasonable
compared with the typical value calculated from experiment studies [32–34]. The cleat properties,
fracture permeability and fracture porosity, were adjusted from 4 mD to 23.85 mD, and from 0.005 to
0.15 because of the large number of cleats compared to the area of coals. The other properties showed
small changes. Through this procedure, we found that a relatively accurate diﬀusion coeﬃcient can
be calculated by implementing adsorption experiments and simulation techniques without canister
testing. Table 4 lists the parameters of the history-matched model.

Figure 11. Comparison of the experiment history with the base (blue) and the history-matched
(magenta) cases.
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Table 4. History-matched parameters.
Matched Parameters

Values

Cleat compressibility (1/kPa)
Matrix porosity
Fracture porosity
Matrix permeability (mD)
Fracture permeability (mD)
Fracture spacing I (cm)
Fracture spacing J (cm)
Fracture spacing K (cm)
Diﬀusion coeﬃcient (cm2 /s)

2.40 × 10−5
0.01
0.15
0.11
23.85
0.24
0.17
0.20
2.66 × 10−10

4. Conclusions
This study presented the adsorption and diﬀusion characteristics of CBM using the indirect method
of measurement and reservoir modeling. The diﬀerence in adsorption content of CH4 depended on the
particle size measured with a high-pressure sorption measuring equipment. We used both powdered
and lump samples and analyzed factors aﬀecting VL such as aggregation, ash and moisture content,
and speciﬁc surface area. As suﬃcient time is necessary to achieve equilibrium conditions, adsorption
time analyses were also conducted.
In conclusion, a smaller coal particle adsorbs more gas due to the increase in surface area. Lump
samples had the lowest gas content because they contained ash and moisture. Adsorption isotherms
showed diﬀerent characteristics. Also, when the coal particle size decreased, the content of moisture
and ash, which negatively aﬀects adsorption, was reduced, leading to an increase in the amount
of adsorbed gas. With regard to adsorption equilibrium time, a smaller coal particle took less time.
Furthermore, the lump sample had a diﬀerent slope because it needed more time to diﬀuse through
the matrix. Therefore, to derive more accurate CBM characteristics that are similar to the actual site,
the history-matching technique was applied to optimize coal properties. According to the sensitivity
analyses, cleat properties and the diﬀusion coeﬃcient had a great inﬂuence on ﬂuid ﬂow in coal.
Consequently, it is possible to measure the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, which was previously measurable
only using the direct method. However, more lump coal experiments and associated simulations are
necessary for a more accurate CBM production analysis. With additional data, it is believed that the
processes derived from this study could overcome the shortcomings of the indirect method.
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Abstract: The petrophysical properties of coal will vary during coaliﬁcation, and thus affect the
methane adsorption capacity. In order to clarify the variation rule and its controlling effect on
methane adsorption, various petrophysical tests including proximate analysis, moisture measurement,
methane isothermal adsorption, mercury injection, etc. were carried out on 60 coal samples collected
from the Junggar, Ordos and Qinshui basins in China. In this work, the boundary values of maximum
vitrinite reﬂectance (Ro,m ) for dividing low rank, medium rank and high rank coals are set as 0.65%
and 2.0%. The results show that vitrinite is the most abundant maceral, but the maceral contents
are controlled by sedimentation without any relation to coal rank. Both the moisture content and
porosity results show higher values in the low ranks and stabilized with Ro,m beyond 1%. Ro,m and
VL (daf ) show quadratic correlation with the peak located in Ro,m = 4.5–5%, with the coefﬁcient (R2 )
reaching 0.86. PL decrease rapidly before Ro,m = 1.5%, then increase slowly. DAP is established to
quantify the inhibitory effect of moisture on methane adsorption capacity, which shows periodic
relationship with Ro,m : the inhibitory effect in lignite is the weakest and increases during coaliﬁcation,
then remains constant at Ro,m = 1.8% to 3.5%, and ﬁnally increases again. In the high metamorphic
stage, clay minerals are more moisture-absorbent than coal, and the inherent moisture negatively
correlates with the ratio of vitrinite to inertinite (V/I). During coaliﬁcation, micro gas pores gradually
become dominant, fractures tends to be well oriented and extended, and clay ﬁlling becomes more
common. These ﬁndings can help us better understand the variation of petrophysical properties and
adsorption capacity in different rank coals.
Keywords: coal rank; petrophysical properties; coalbed methane; adsorption capacity

1. Introduction
Coalbed methane (CBM), a form of natural gas extracted from coal seams, has been widely
considered a clean alternative energy in fossil fuel development [1–3]. Nevertheless, its accumulation
is always deemed a serious safety risk to coal mining [3,4]. Therefore, a deeper understanding of
the storage capacity of coal could facilitate safe and effective methane production. Adsorption is the
main occurrence state in which CBM exists in most middle and high rank coal reservoirs [3–5], thus
investigating the factors of coal affecting adsorption is essential for integrated evaluation of CBM
recoverability. A previous study [6] has also conﬁrmed free and soluble gases still account for a certain
portion of CBM resources. In addition, the physical characteristics of coal functional groups will
evolve during coaliﬁcation, which also inﬂuence the methane adsorption [7–9]. Therefore, we expect
Energies 2019, 12, 986; doi:10.3390/en12060986
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to ﬁnd a regularity in the variation of the inherent physical properties in the entire coal rank, allowing
us to ascertain the main controlling factors of coal adsorption. Different from previous studies, this
work also attempts to establish some experimental formulas on the basis of numerous experiments.
These formulas and conclusions are expected to have practical signiﬁcance both in CBM production
prediction or mining security risk assessment.
Adsorption capacity is determined by the pressure-temperature (P-T) conditions and the nature
of coal, the former has been expressed with Langmuir adsorption isotherm [6–10], but the inﬂuence of
the latter still remains controversial. Many experiments have been carried out to study the controlling
factors of coal adsorption, including coal rank, coal macerals, coal quality, moisture content, pore
structure and speciﬁc area [8–18]. Coal metamorphism dominates the variation of coal adsorption.
Su et al. [19] believed that coal rank and Langmuir volume (VL ) present a reverse U relationship.
Zhang et al. [20] conﬁrmed this statement and demonstrated that ink bottle pores promote adsorption.
In addition, various factors that inﬂuence the coal adsorption at different stage of coal metamorphism
have been investigated. Weniger et al. [21] concluded that maceral is independent of coal adsorption
capacity by comparing CO2 and CH4 adsorption experiments. However, other works [9,20,22]
demonstrated that both vitrinite and inertinite can enhance the adsorption capacity. Li et al. [23]
proved that the speciﬁc surface area is irrelevant to adsorption based on coal adsorption barrier
theory, whereas An et al. [24] noted that the speciﬁc surface area of small micropores decides the CH4
adsorption in coals.
As an organic rock, coal has a serious heterogeneity, especially regarding the macrolithotype and
coal structure, and this heterogeneity has ignored effects on methane adsorption [12–14]. Interlayer
inhomogeneity in coal seam results in heterogeneity of physical properties. In order to establish a
universal change regularity of the physical properties and adsorption capacity in coals with a wide
rank, the inﬂuence of irrelevant variables originated from various sublayers should be reduced as
much as possible. Therefore, coal macrolithotype and coal structure were constrained in this work,
and all selected specimens were semi-bright coals and undeformed. All samples underwent proximate
analysis, porosity calculations, maceral identiﬁcation, equilibrium moisture analysis, and isothermal
adsorption experiments.
2. Samples and Experiments
2.1. Sampling Areas
Coal blocks of about 5 kg each were collected using the channel method from the southeastern
Junggar basin, and the eastern margin of the Ordos basin and the Qinshui basin (Figure 1a). To prevent
sample oxidization and moisture loss, all samples were carefully jacketed with plastic wrap, and then
immediately transported to the laboratory for the experiments.
The southeastern Junggar basin (SE-JB) is located between the Junggar basin and the Tianshan
orogenic belt (Figure 1b), and the main coal-bearing strata include the Badaowan and Sangonghe
formations of the Early Jurassic and the Xishanyao and Toutunhe formations of the Middle Jurassic [25]
(Figure 2a). Eleven samples were obtained from two coal mines and a CBM block in SE-JB. The eastern
margin of the Ordos basin is a large gentle monoclinal structure of near NS strike and dip NE, and
complex secondary folds are developed locally (Figure 1c). The main coal-bearing strata are the
Taiyuan formation of the Late Carboniferous and the Shanxi formation of the Early Permian [26]
(Figure 2b), and the coal rank increases gradually from north to south. In the Ordos basin, 13 samples
were all collected from the east (E-OB) and southeast (SE-OB) (Figure 1c). The remaining 36 samples
were all collected from the Qinshui basin, including the Xishan coal ﬁeld in the northwest (NW-QB)
(Figure 1d), the Yangquan-Shouyang coal mine in the northeast (NE-QB), the Jincheng-Qinshui block
in the south (S-QB) and the Anze block in the southwest (SW-QB). The Qinshui basin is structurally
a large complex monocline with NNE-SSW strike, developing two sets of coal-bearing sedimentary
systems in the Shanxi and Taiyuan formations [27–29] (Figure 2c), producing medium-high rank coals.
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Figure 1. Positions of the Qinshui, Ordos, and Junggar basins in China and the distribution of the
sampling locations. SE-JB, southeastern Junggar basin; E-OB, eastern Ordos basin; SE-OB, southeastern
Ordos basin; NW-QB, northwest Qinshui basin; NE-QB, northeast Qinshui basin; SW-QB, southwest
Qinshui basin; SE-QB, southeast Qinshui basin. (a) Locations of the Qinshui, Ordos and Junggar Basins
in the China Map; (b) Speciﬁc locations of coal mines and CBM blocks in the southeastern Junggar
Basin; (c) Speciﬁc locations of coal mines in the eastern margin of the Ordos Basin; (d) Speciﬁc locations
of coal mines and CBM blocks in the Qinshui Basin.
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Figure 2. Stratigraphic columns and sampling seams of coal-bearing strata of Junggar basin (a), Ordos
basin (b) and Qinshui basin (c).

2.2. Methodology
(1) Measurement of coal density and porosity
True density (ρT ) was obtained by applying the pycnometry method, and apparent density (ρA )
was determined through the waxing method. Porosity (%) of coal can be calculated by Equation (1)
with true density (ρT ) and apparent density (ρA ):
ϕ = (ρ T − ρ A )/ρ T × 100%

(1)

where ϕ is the porosity (%); ρT is true density (g/cm3 ); and ρA is true density (g/cm3 ).
(2) Vitrinite reﬂectance (Ro,m ) measurement
Coal rank was described by Ro,m (maximum vitrinite reﬂectance). After the coal slab was polished,
petrologic observations (500 points) were taken in oil immersion apparatus under white light using a
magniﬁcation of 500× using a photometer system, following the Chinese standard (GB/T) 6948-998.
(3) Coal proximate analysis
Coal proximate analysis, including Aad (ash yield of air dry basis), Vdaf (volatile matter content of
dry ash-free basis), Mad (moisture content of air dry basis), and Fad (ﬁxed carbon of air dry basis), was
performed on coal samples with a particle size of <0.2 mm based on the ISO 17246-2010 test standard.
(4) CH4 isothermal adsorption analysis
CH4 isothermal adsorption analysis were conducted following the GB/T 19560-2004 standard.
Coal samples were prepared by sieving to the same particle size fraction of 0.23–0.45 mm, and then
placed in a sample cell, at 30 ◦ C and an equilibrium pressure of 8 MPa. Tests for samples under air
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dry basis and equilibrium moisture conditions were conducted to get VL (em) and VL (ad), respectively,
VL (daf ) is calculated by:
(2)
VL (da f ) = VL ( ad) × (1 − Mad − A ad )
Before the adsorption experiment, inherent moisture contents (Mad ) and ash yields (Aad ) of
samples were measured by proximate analysis. To obtain the equilibrium moisture content (Me ),
a crushed sample under air dry basis is soaked in water for 24 h, then it is kept in a sealed chamber,
where K2 SO4 solution is present to control the vapour partial pressure within the air in the chamber
at a relative humidity of approximately 95% at room temperature. The sample moisture content is
allowed to equilibrate with this relative humidity over 48 h. This process ensures the moisture in the
coal sample reaches equilibrium. Me used in this work is deﬁned as:
Me = m H2 O /(mcoal + m H2 O ) × 100%

(3)

where Me is the equilibrium moisture content, mH 2 O is the total mass of water uptake in coal, mcoal is
the total mass of the dry coal.
Equilibrium moisture content (Me ) indicates external moisture, which occurs predominantly by
adsorption on the walls of the micropore network. Langmuir volume (VL ) and the Langmuir pressure
(PL ) were expressed with Equation (4)
V/VL = P/( PL + P)

(4)

where V is the gas adsorbed volume (cm3 /g); P is the pressure (MPa); PL is the Langmuir pressure
(MPa); and VL is the Langmuir volume (cm3 /g).
(5) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
The equipment model was FEI Quanta FEG 450: Acceleration Voltage: 0.2–30 kV; resolution:
1.0 nm at 30 kV, 3.0 nm at 1 kV; Magniﬁcation: 1,000,000. Sample preparation: Coal fragments with
an area of ~1 cm2 were cut and ﬁxed on sample mounts using conductive adhesive, which were then
sputter coated with gold. The images of the samples were processed with FEI software.
3. Results
Tested parameters of coal samples, including maceral content, proximate analysis, isothermal
adsorption, moisture measurements and vitrinite reﬂectance results, were listed in attached table
(Table A1).
3.1. Coal Compositions
The Ro,m of the coal samples ranges from 0.35% to 4.26%, including all coal types from lignite
to anthracite. The samples were divided into low rank coals (LRC-01~LRC-10), middle rank coals
(MRC-01~MRC-25) and high rank coals (HRC-01~HRC-25) with boundary values of 0.65%Ro,m and
2.0%Ro,m . The most abundant maceral is vitrinite, which accounts for more than 40% of the organic
constituents (Figure 3a), followed by inertinite (Figure 3b). Liptinite decreases with increasing coal
rank and disappears at Ro,m of 1.8% (Figure 3c). In fact, liptinite breaks down during coaliﬁcation
and leaves behind materials that greatly resemble either vitrinite or inertinite under reﬂected light,
making it harder to distinguish liptinite against the vitrinite background common at ranks higher than
the vitrinite reﬂectance of about 1.3% Rr [30,31]. However, within some higher rank coals, liptinites
can be identiﬁed by their morphology [31], for examples, MRCs-12, 13, 15, 18, 20 and 21 in this
work. Maceral composition is controlled by peat-forming vegetation type and uncorrelated with coal
metamorphism [32]. For example, the vitrinite content in the SE-OB is higher than 80%, that in the
NE-QB is higher than 70%, and that in the S-QB is lower than 75%. Minerals generally occupied less
than 10%, reaching a minimum at Ro,m of 0.5% to 1.5% (Figure 3d).
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Figure 3. Macerals and mineral contents of all samples, showing data distribution in Ro,m scale. Data
are shown in Table A1. Colors show different sampling locations (see Figure 1). (a) Vitrinite (%) vs.
Ro,m (%); (b) Inertinite (%) vs. Ro,m (%); (c) Liptinite (%) vs. Ro,m (%); (d) Mineral (%) vs. Ro,m (%).

Volatile matter content (Vdaf ) can also reﬂect the degree of coal metamorphism, which refers to
gas decomposed and escaped from the coal matrix in coal at high temperatures. This composition
exhibited a good exponential correlation with coal rank (Ro,m ) (Figure 4a). Due to aliphatic polyester
splitting and aromatization proceeding during coaliﬁcation, ﬁxed carbon (FCdaf ), the carbon content in
the coal, exhibited a high logarithmic correlation with Ro,m (Figure 4b). Ash content is the residue after
all combustible materials are incinerated and represents shale and mineral impurities [33], thus the
Aad can reﬂect mineral ﬁlling during coaliﬁcation. In this work, both mineral content and ash yield are
not well related to coal rank (Ro,m ) (Figures 3d and 4c) and only show a slight increase from 1.5%Ro,m
to 2.5%Ro,m , which may indicate that in this stage, partial macropore space can be ﬁlled with clays and
minerals. Mad is the amount of inherent moisture in coal [34].
Both compaction in diagenesis and coal dehydration during coaliﬁcation will decrease the
moisture content in coal. Besides, the interaction energy between lignite, bituminous, anthracite
and water molecules are on order of the combined effect of two strong hydrogen bonds > one
hydrogen bond > van der Waals force [34]. Obviously, Mad in low rank coals is much more than
that in medium-high rank coals, when Ro,m is greater than 1%, the value stabilizes at around 1%
(Figure 4d).
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Figure 4. Relationship between the proximate analysis and different rank coals: (a) Volatile content
(Vdaf , %) vs. Ro,m (%); (b) Fixed carbon (FCdaf , %) vs. Ro,m (%); (c) Ash yield (Aad , %) vs. Ro,m (%);
(d) Moisture content (Mad , %) vs. Ro,m (%).

3.2. Coal Physical Properties
Me represents the external moisture that occurs predominantly in the adsorption state, showing
a higher value in low rank coals and stabilized with Ro,m beyond 1% as inherent moisture does
(Figure 5a). Total moisture (Mt ), the sum of Mad and Me , reﬂects the maximum holding capacity of
moisture in coal under a certain relative humidity and temperature. Mad , Me and Mt of lignites reach
amounts of up to 8%, 22% and 30%, respectively (Figures 4d and 5). At a low metamorphic stage, a large
number of hydrophilic polar groups are generated in the coal’s macromolecular structure [35], causing
a high moisture content. In the medium-high metamorphic stage, Mad and Me are low. The speciﬁc
surface increases during coaliﬁcation, but condensed aromatic ring structures in middle-high rank
coals contain more hydrogen and are hydrophobic, thus the moisture content is obviously low [34,35].
Therefore, under a same geological environment, the moisture holding capacity of coal is dominated
by coal metamorphism.

Figure 5. Relationships between (a) equilibrium water (Me ) and (b) total moisture (Mt ) and coal rank
(Ro,m ).
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Coal density can be subdivided into true density, apparent density and coal matrix density, and
the latter can be calculated by removing the inﬂuence of minerals and moisture as shown below:
ρC = (1 − Mad − A ad )/(1/ρ T − Mad /ρW − Vad /ρ M )

(5)

where: ρC , ρT , ρW and ρM represent coal matrix density, true density, moisture density and mineral
density respectively, moisture density is 1 g/cm3 , mineral density is approximately 3 g/cm3 ;
Moisture content and mineral content can be quantitated by Mad and Vad (volatile content in air
dry state) respectively.
Coal matrix density (ρC , g/cm3 ) ﬂuctuates greatly within low-medium rank samples, showing a
weak exponential relationship (R2 = 0.38) with Ro,m . For low-medium rank coals, structural evolution
characterization is closely related to the 1st and 2nd coaliﬁcation jumps, and the combination of
aliphatic cyclization, pyrolysis cracking and aromatization complicates the density change trend [35,36].
During late coaliﬁcation and graphitization, through Raman spectroscopy, Su et al. [36] indicated
that graphite microcrystallite in coal goes through the evolution process from small and disordered
to big and ordered. Therefore, the density shows a high linear relationship (R2 = 0.62) with coal
rank beyond 1.6% Ro,m (Figure 6a). Density is a property of matter and can be inﬂuenced by many
factors. For examples, the density of vitrain and clarain is lower than that of durain and fusain [37],
mylonitized coal becomes denser with pulverized coal ﬁlling in ﬁssures during tectonic movements.
Both internal and external issues will lead to density changes.

Figure 6. The relationships between coal physical properties and coal rank (Ro,m ): (a) Coal matrix
density (ρC , g/cm3 ) vs. Ro,m ; (b) Porosity (ϕ, %) vs. Ro,m . Colors show different sampling locations
(see Figure 1).

Porosity is strong negatively correlated with coal rank when Ro,m is less than 1% and stabilizes
later (Figure 6b), the same trend can be found in moisture content variation. According to the genetic
classiﬁcation, the pores of coal can be divided into primary pores (plant tissue pores and intergranular
pores), organic pores (molecular structure pores and gas pores), exogenous pores and mineral pores [38].
Primary pores are produced in the coal-forming period and preserved more in low-rank coal. At early
stage of coal metamorphism, coal experiences the bitumination in the ﬁrst coaliﬁcation jump, physical
compaction increases due to basin subsidence [29]. Therefore, primary pores are deformed, reduced
or even disappear, resulting in a rapid decrease of the porosity. When Ro,m is greater than 1.0%,
hydrocarbon generation produces a large number of gas pores, while compaction and clay ﬁlling lead
to a reduction of meso- and macropores. Therefore, in thermal metamorphism, the proportion of pores
in each pore diameter ﬂuctuates but tends to be stable as a whole. Exogenous pores and mineral pores
are mainly affected by geological structure and have little relation with coal metamorphism, which is
the key issue in the research of tectonically deformed coal.
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3.3. CH4 Isothermal Adsorption Capacity
The VL is largest for the dry ash basis, followed by the air dry basis and equilibrium moisture
condition for each coal sample, demonstrating that both moisture and mineral ﬁlling can reduce the
methane adsorption capacity (Figure 7). It can be seen from the Langmuir isothermal adsorption line
that the greater the radian of curve is, the higher the Langmuir pressure is, and the easier desorption
occurs. Meng et al. [39] divides CBM desorption into three sections, quantifying the proportion of
CBM desorption in different pressure drop intervals. Figure 7 shows there is no obvious difference in
desorption amount of low-rank coal in any pressure drop interval, while the main desorption interval
of high-rank coal is the low-pressure interval.

Figure 7. CH4 isothermal adsorption in selected samples.

4. Discussion
4.1. Correlation between Coal Rank (Ro,m ) and Langmuir Constants (VL and PL )
Due to different contents of moisture and ash in coal samples, VL in dry ash-free basis is regarded
as the net coal adsorption capacity. In this work, with increasing coal rank, the minimum and maximum
appear on LRC-07 (11.7 m3 /t, Ro,m = 0.59%) and HRC-24 (52.4 m3 /t, Ro,m = 4.16%) respectively. The
increase of adsorption capacity gradually slows down (Figure 8a), which has been proven before [19,20].
After coaliﬁcation, anthracite gradually changes into coal-based graphite or natural coke graphitization,
both of which have weak adsorption capacity. Therefore, assuming that the general adsorption capacity
of lignite is 5 m3 /t, the results can be speculated by quadratic ﬁtting (Figure 8a) with coefﬁcient (R2 )
reaching 0.86, and peak Langmuir volume (VL ) appears at Ro,m of 4.5–5%, which agrees with a previous
study [19]. However, there are still some data with large residual error, for example, abnormal low
values exist at Ro,m = 1.0% and Ro,m = 2.8% (Figure 8a). Therefore, the factors that can inﬂuence the
coal adsorption are various, and the change law of coal adsorption capacity during coaliﬁcation is
complex. PL decrease rapidly before Ro,m = 1.5% (Figure 8b), then increase slowly. CBM desorbed
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rate is the key factor in productivity improvement, which is determined by the absorption capacity
and reservoir pressure. The favorable CBM reservoirs should be characterized with high VL , high PL
and low reservoir pressure. Therefore, insufﬁcient depressurisation in deep burial reservoirs cannot
improve the CBM desorbtion rate, especially for high rank CBM zones with low PL .

Figure 8. The relationships between adsorption constants (VL and PL ) and coal rank (Ro,m ), VL (daf )
and coal rank showing quadratic correlation (a), PL and coal rank showing cubic correlation (b), colors
showing different sampling locations (see Figure 1).

4.2. Quantitative Inﬂuence of Moisture on CH4 Adsorption
Copious literature [14,17,31,33] has conﬁrmed that both moisture and mineral have inhibitory
effects on the adsorption capacity of coal. Therefore, when calculating VL on a dry ash-free basis,
minerals in coal are often regarded as materials without adsorption, and moisture is deemed as
adsorbate equal to CH4 . However, for coals at different stages of metamorphism, the inﬂuence of
moisture on the adsorption capacity has not been quantiﬁed. The adsorption competition between
moisture and methane needs to be clariﬁed. Therefore, the quantitative control effect of moisture on
coal adsorption can be obtained by calculating the difference between VL (daf ) and VL (me). Therefore,
coal adsorption (air dry basis) in the state of equilibrium moisture should be obtained ﬁrst, which
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can be calculated by removing the Me portion of VL (ad), and then the decrement of the adsorption
percentage of each one percent increase in moisture (DAP) can be calculated by:
DAP = 1 − (VL (me) − VL ( ad) × (1 − Me ))/Me

(6)

where VL (me) is the Langmuir volume of equilibrium moisture; VL (ad) is the Langmuir volume of air
dry basis; and Me is the equilibrium moisture content.
Figure 9 shows the controlling mechanism of moisture on the adsorption of coal on different
metamorphic grade. The value describes that an increase in the moisture content of a coal reduces
the CH4 adsorption percentage. Two inﬂection points can be found at Ro,m = 1.8% and 3.5%. As the
Ro,m less than 1.8%, value is less than 1% and increases rapidly. At the range of Ro,m from 1.8% to
3.5%, the value beyond 1 stabilizes at 1% to 1.01%. With the increase of coal rank of Ro,m over 3.5%,
the value increases.

Figure 9. DAP distribution in Ro,m scale (a) and the change trend during coaliﬁcation (b), DAP
representing the decrement of the adsorption percentage of each one percent increase in moisture.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the increase of moisture content in coal will lead to the
decrease of methane adsorption capacity, and moisture has an inhibitory effect on the coal adsorption
capacity. However, the effect varies regularly in different stages. Before coal evolves to semi-anthracite
(Ro,m = 1.8%), the increment of moisture is greater than the decrease of methane. First, in this stage,
moisture mainly exists in adsorbed and free form, and free moisture does not compete with methane in
adsorption. Especially in the low rank coal stage, large porosity and strong hydrophilicity of coal matrix
result in that moisture not only exists in adsorption state [17,40], related research has found that free and
water-soluble gas resources in low rank CBM reservoirs are considerable [41,42]. Second, in the process
of coaliﬁcation, the side chains of coal macromolecules are divided, macromolecular arrangement
regularity increases, and the matrix polarity changes from hydrophobic to hydrophilic [17,34]. At the
same time, the increase of formation pressure leads to the decrease of porosity and free moisture [29].
Therefore, with deepening metamorphism, the inhibitory effect of the moisture increment on the
adsorption capacity of methane will become stronger. As Ro,m reaches 1.8% (semi-anthracite), methane
adsorption decreases more than one percent for every one percent increase in moisture content, but
the decrease is small. As can be seen from Figures 5 and 6b, the values of porosity and total moisture
decrease to minimum at Ro,m from 1.5% to 2.0% and then increases, indicating that the amount of
pore collapse caused by compaction is lower than the thermogenic pore increment in metamorphism.
Moisture mainly exists in the adsorbed state, and with the decrease of macromolecular layer spacing,
the free moisture content is extremely reduced. At the same time, the coaliﬁcation will lead to the
further increase of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in coal, thus the presence of moisture will
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hinder the methane adsorption. When the coal rank is beyond 3.5%, further aromatization leads to
the decline of porosity and equilibrium moisture quantity, and free ﬂuid almost does not exist. In this
stage, the adsorption capacity is mainly controlled by the molecular polarity and speciﬁc surface area.
Therefore, with the increase of coal rank, the stronger hydrophobic property of the coal matrix leads to
an increasing inhibition of moisture on methane adsorption.
Clay minerals are hydrophilic substances and have features of water swelling and softening.
Anthracites are hydrophobic, and coal-based graphite has extremely low adsorption. Therefore, for
anthracite samples (MRCs 23–25 are collected from anthracite zones), total moisture is positively
correlated to ash content (Figure 10). At the late metamorphic stage (Ro,m > 1.8%), clay minerals are
more moisture-absorbent than coal, which not only leads to further hindering the adsorption of gas
content, but their the swelling effect can also plug the pore structure and throat.

Figure 10. The relationships between ash yield (Aad , %) and equilibrium moisture content (Me , %) in
the range of Ro,m > 1.8%.

4.3. Relation between Maceral and CH4 Adsorption
During early coaliﬁcation, fracturing of macromolecular lipid chains, condensation of aromatic
carbons and polarity changes of the material surface are the main processes [14,34,40]. Porosity,
moisture content, density and volatiles yield all have obvious gradation laws in this stage, so these
physical evolutions fundamentally control the adsorption capacity of coal, and the inﬂuence of maceral
on the adsorption capacity is very small (Figure 11a). In the middle metamorphic stage, methane
adsorption capacity is positively correlated with vitrinite content (Figure 11b), while in the high
metamorphic stage, the relationship reverses (Figure 11c). This result is similar to some studies,
but the authors suggest that the vitrinite content only slightly improves the adsorption capacity of
coal. Figure 11d shows that in medium-high rank coal, the lower the ratio of vitrinite to inertinite
is, the more the inherent moisture content is, and the adsorption of methane will be hindered more
seriously. Maceral composition is determined by deposition [30,31], so the enrichment of a certain
component in a certain area does not change the control of coal rank on methane adsorption capacity,
but only indirectly.
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Figure 11. The relationships between vitrinite content and VL (daf ) in Low rank coals (a), medium rank
coals (b) and high rank coals (c), respectively; (d) The relationship between Mad (%) and the ratio of
Vitrinite to inertinite (V/I).

4.4. Relation between Pore Structure and Coal Adsorption Capacity
The pore structure of coal reﬂects the microstructure features and affects the gas adsorption
capacity [43,44]. SEM is used for better analyzing the micromorphology of coal surface and the
internal structure of coal internal. The pore-fracture system of lignite (LRC-02, Ro,m = 0.41%) can
be explained by irregular pores and fractures. Irregularly distributed micro-fractures (Figure 12a),
dissolution pores (Figure 12b) and shrinkage-induced pores (Figure 12c) are merged to form pore
clusters. Generally, pores and fractures are not ﬁlled with minerals or clays. For bituminous coal
(MRC-20, Ro,m = 1.58%), micro-fractures are not developed and show low extensibility (Figure 12d),
wedge-shaped intergranular pores (Figure 12e) and deformed residual plant tissue pores can be
identiﬁed, followed by some macro gas pores (Figure 12f). Partial pores are ﬁlled with or attached
to secondary minerals. In the high metamorphic stage, parallel cleats can be observed (Figure 12g),
slit-shaped corrosion pores (Figure 12h) and spherical gas pores (Figure 12i) are abundant. In anthracite
(HRC-21, Ro,m = 3.80%), the pore size distribution tends to be simpliﬁed, with dominant micropores,
fractures are well oriented and extended, and clay ﬁlling is common. Therefore, the pore-fracture
system of different rank coals varies a lot, indicating heterogeneity on the coal surface.
In the process of coaliﬁcation, most of the oxygen-bearing elements in the coal molecules fall
off [14], the aromatic ring layers of coal molecules arrange in a ﬁxed orientation, and the high
temperature promotes hydrocarbon generation, resulting in the concentration of micropores. Micropores are further generated, and the afﬁnity for methane of coal macromolecules increases, both of
which lead to an increase of methane adsorption. After the third coaliﬁcation jump, the aromatization
degree, afﬁnity for methane and micropore ratio of the coal gradually became constant, while the
spacing of aromatic rings gradually decreases. Therefore, the increase rate of methane adsorption
slows down, and even reverses.
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Figure 12. Pore-fracture shapes from SEM result. (a) irregular fractures; (b) dissolution pores; (c)
shrinkage-induced pores; (d) micro-fractures; (e) wedge shaped intergranular pores; (f) deformed
residual plant tissue pores; (g) cleats ﬁlled with clay; (h) slit-shaped corrosion pores; (i) spherical gas
pore cluster.

5. Conclusions
Sixty coal samples covering a wide range of coal rank (Ro,m ) were used to explore the variation
of petrophysical parameters and their inﬂuences on coal adsorption capacity. Tests included CH4
isothermal adsorption, moisture measurement, proximate analysis, maceral measurement and SEM
observation. Maceral composition is controlled by deposition without relation to coal rank, vitrinite
is the most abundant maceral, followed by inertinite and liptinite. Mad and Me decreases sharply to
minimum at Ro,m of 1.5%, proving that coal metamorphism controls the moisture holding capacity.
During coaliﬁcation, compaction and aromatization can reduce coal porosity, coal matrix density
simultaneously increases. Ro,m and VL (daf ) show a quadratic correlation with the peak located in
Ro,m = 5%. PL decrease rapidly before Ro,m = 1.5%, then increase slowly.
The inhibitory effect of moisture on CH4 adsorption varies regularly during coaliﬁcation. DAP
is proposed to quantify this effect, which represents the decrement of the adsorption percentage of
each one percent increase in moisture. DAP ﬁrst grows linearly as the Ro,m increases to 1.8%, then
the value beyond 1 stabilizes at 1% to 1.01% with Ro,m = 1.8–3.5%, ﬁnally it increases again when the
value of Ro,m is over 3.5%,. This indicates that during the early stage of coal metamorphism, large
porosity and strong hydrophilicity of coal matrix result in the fact that moisture not only exists in
the adsorption state. As coaliﬁcation progresses, variations of matrix macromolecules and porosity
strengthen the inhibitory effect of moisture on adsorption capacity. Vitrinite content only slightly
improves the adsorption capacity in medium-high rank coals. The lower the ratio of vitrinite to
inertinite is, the more the inherent moisture content is, and the adsorption of methane will be hindered
more seriously. During coaliﬁcation, the pore size distribution tends to be simpliﬁed with micropores
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dominating, fractures tend to be well oriented and extended, and clay ﬁlling becomes more common
in high rank coals.
This work explored the variation rule of petrophysical properties and adsorption capacity
in different rank coals, and then established some experimental formulas. Whether in CBM
production prediction or security risk assessment of mining, these formulas and conclusions have
practical signiﬁcance.
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Appendix A

Sample
No.

LRC-01
LRC-02
LRC-03
LRC-04
LRC-05
LRC-09
LRC-10
MRC-01
MRC-02
MRC-03
MRC-05
LRC-06
LRC-07
LRC-08
MRC-04
MRC-06
MRC-07
MRC-08
MRC-10
MRC-12
MRC-09
MRC-11
MRC-13
MRC-14
MRC-15
MRC-17
MRC-18
MRC-16
MRC-19
MRC-20
MRC-21
MRC-22
MRC-23

Area

SE-JB
SE-JB
SE-JB
SE-JB
SE-JB
SE-JB
SE-JB
SE-JB
SE-JB
SE-JB
SE-JB
E-OB
E-OB
E-OB
E-OB
E-OB
E-OB
E-OB
E-OB
NW-QB
NW-QB
NW-QB
NW-QB
NW-QB
NW-QB
NW-QB
NW-QB
SE-OB
SE-OB
SE-OB
SE-OB
SE-OB
SW-QB

0.35
0.41
0.42
0.55
0.56
0.62
0.64
0.67
0.70
0.75
0.84
0.59
0.59
0.61
0.83
0.90
1.00
1.07
1.14
1.30
1.08
1.22
1.33
1.36
1.36
1.50
1.51
1.43
1.55
1.58
1.73
1.76
1.83

Ro,m (%)
53.63
78.80
86.20
61.61
43.17
64.17
49.50
42.00
52.80
88.40
84.00
72.30
69.60
69.90
82.80
77.30
82.10
84.10
77.00
75.50
69.80
72.00
80.20
89.50
72.50
90.00
88.50
90.10
81.20
81.00
86.70
87.80
85.63

V (%)
39.85
5.40
5.10
29.39
45.84
28.06
47.50
55.10
44.80
5.20
11.70
11.00
17.40
18.30
4.60
15.20
12.60
12.10
21.80
21.00
28.00
25.00
15.90
6.20
23.90
6.30
9.40
9.60
17.50
14.40
9.10
11.40
10.47

I (%)
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1.10
1.20

0.90

3.40

1.60

2.40

5.19
12.10
3.10
2.70
2.20
3.86
2.60
2.80
1.30
2.60
2.00
16.20
12.70
11.60
8.80
6.80
5.00
3.00

L (%)

Maceral Content

54.81
52.41
50.78
38.96
37.58
48.83
36.71
28.56
34.11
42.01
41.13
33.57
28.04
23.87
25.60
24.04
21.87
15.31
19.70
13.79
22.70
14.34
16.41
27.43
10.96
13.39
13.92
17.45
14.72
21.31
21.30
18.92
21.86

Vdaf (%)
8.31
8.01
6.38
5.21
4.32
4.49
2.67
2.68
2.54
1.28
1.62
4.38
3.15
4.41
1.20
1.23
0.91
1.29
0.89
1.07
0.52
0.54
0.50
0.67
0.51
0.38
1.04
1.11
1.09
1.29
0.92
0.80
1.38

Mad (%)
9.22
17.36
10.87
8.36
4.72
18.32
4.44
1.28
8.13
7.94
11.88
10.87
17.36
8.82
12.84
7.12
21.78
27.32
15.16
7.56
21.93
22.75
21.30
23.09
3.22
15.25
9.65
10.43
19.63
18.09
15.53
10.27
21.90

Aad (%)

Proximate Analysis

9.01
8.75
10.58
11.95
14.42
14.15
11.72
14.50
17.74
17.66
18.01
11.00
8.85
9.30
16.21
15.72
14.37
15.76
15.58
21.63
10.63
14.70
21.48
15.83
23.82
17.10
26.64
18.14
20.37
19.03
19.56
22.63
19.98

VL (me) m3 /t
10.15
9.64
11.82
13.25
16.78
16.68
13.38
17.00
20.83
21.12
20.66
11.82
9.64
10.15
17.89
17.28
15.74
17.12
16.95
23.17
11.95
16.03
23.15
16.94
26.73
19.03
28.76
19.67
22.67
20.82
21.62
25.10
22.70

VL (ad) m3 /t

Adsorption Capacity

4.41
4.31
4.48
4.46
4.17
3.18
3.50
3.42
2.67
2.66
2.77
4.48
4.31
4.41
3.65
2.39
2.38
2.70
2.73
2.18
1.70
1.43
1.78
2.48
3.81
1.42
2.95
2.06
2.48
2.94
3.08
2.22
2.12

PL
MPa
21.47
20.07
15.99
17.18
18.00
18.67
16.30
18.67
16.89
17.89
14.53
10.99
14.07
12.47
12.77
10.19
10.87
10.70
10.47
7.71
11.33
9.77
7.22
7.17
12.63
12.08
8.51
9.18
10.97
8.25
9.49
10.34
12.04

Me
(%)

Table A1. Tested parameters of samples, including maceral content, proximate analysis, isothermal adsorption and vitrinite reﬂectance results.
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Sample
No.

MRC-24
MRC-25
HRC-03
HRC-04
HRC-05
HRC-06
HRC-07
HRC-09
HRC-01
HRC-02
HRC-08
HRC-10
HRC-11
HRC-12
HRC-13
HRC-14
HRC-15
HRC-16
HRC-17
HRC-18
HRC-19
HRC-20
HRC-21
HRC-22
HRC-23
HRC-24
HRC-25

Area

SW-QB
SW-QB
SW-QB
SW-QB
SW-QB
SW-QB
SW-QB
SW-QB
NE-QB
NE-QB
NE-QB
NE-QB
NE-QB
NE-QB
NE-QB
NE-QB
S-QB
S-QB
S-QB
S-QB
S-QB
S-QB
S-QB
S-QB
S-QB
S-QB
S-QB

1.88
2.00
2.18
2.27
2.44
2.52
2.64
2.78
2.03
2.14
2.76
2.79
2.91
3.03
3.07
3.16
3.22
3.27
3.38
3.44
3.59
3.72
3.80
3.92
4.04
4.16
4.26

Ro,m (%)
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14.96
18.55
21.21
12.81
23.00
5.31
30.00
33.70
11.57
9.43
19.21
5.96
7.41
5.90
12.23
8.17
24.30
22.00
24.63
30.80
24.67
23.52
24.98
41.00
27.00
28.00
36.30

L (%)
27.53
19.99
16.53
12.43
11.63
15.18
13.21
7.97
18.55
12.26
13.22
9.95
10.16
10.30
11.14
9.83
6.94
8.01
9.82
12.49
10.23
9.88
9.12
8.21
6.94
11.17
8.58

1.36
1.05
0.95
1.08
1.08
0.86
0.64
1.09
0.58
0.56
0.52
0.80
0.48
0.54
0.62
0.54
1.02
1.29
0.93
1.24
0.86
1.14
1.40
0.64
1.68
1.46
1.22

Mad (%)
35.18
22.27
21.30
13.05
15.31
22.59
19.12
5.33
21.54
14.93
4.13
10.73
4.96
12.26
16.17
3.17
8.59
9.68
10.34
19.83
16.26
19.19
14.58
14.71
8.93
22.77
16.93

Aad (%)

Proximate Analysis
Vdaf (%)
16.38
20.80
21.57
26.65
28.13
24.19
25.56
31.28
27.54
29.19
22.57
24.53
23.06
29.89
25.91
40.22
30.47
33.62
34.81
28.93
29.73
33.17
37.38
34.39
31.03
34.68
31.61

19.03
24.04
24.46
30.50
30.91
28.08
28.70
33.99
30.48
32.19
24.56
27.85
26.53
32.23
29.89
43.61
33.88
37.62
39.51
33.78
32.76
38.52
43.17
39.06
36.25
39.70
36.64

VL (ad) m3 /t

Adsorption Capacity
VL (me) m3 /t

V: vitrinite (%); I: Inertinite (%); L: Liptinite; Me : equilibrium moisture content.

78.14
75.15
67.89
82.09
72.00
86.58
63.50
63.00
84.03
87.07
76.69
87.14
87.59
90.80
84.87
87.93
72.50
73.00
71.97
61.70
71.33
73.28
70.72
52.60
70.60
58.40
59.90

I (%)

Maceral Content
V (%)

Table A1. Cont.

1.91
1.79
1.71
1.89
1.88
1.83
2.21
2.23
1.48
2.07
1.70
2.10
1.61
1.52
2.28
2.77
3.00
3.03
2.40
2.18
1.85
2.18
2.51
2.38
2.41
2.77
2.56

PL
MPa
13.23
13.41
11.59
12.48
8.90
13.63
10.83
7.84
9.50
9.16
7.96
11.77
12.88
7.03
13.13
7.58
9.97
10.43
11.81
14.15
9.11
13.51
13.19
11.71
13.78
12.02
12.88

Me
(%)
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Abstract: Co-exploitation of coal measure gases (coalbed gas, shale gas, and tight sandstone gas) puts
a higher requirement on drilling ﬂuids. Conventional drilling ﬂuids have disadvantages, such as
causing problems of borehole collapse, formation damage, and water blockage. This paper proposes
a set of high inhibitive and low-damage drilling ﬂuids that function by electrical inhibition and
neutral wetting. Zeta potential results showed that the negative electrical property of Longtan coal in
Bijie, Guizhou, can be reversed by organic mixed metal hydroxide (MMH) and the cationic surfactant
alkyl trimethylammonium bromide (CS-5) from −3.63 mV to 19.75 mV and 47.25 mV, respectively.
Based on the contact angle and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) results, it can be
concluded that chemical adsorption dominates between the Longmaxi shale and surfactants, and
physical adsorption between the Longtan coal and surfactants. A compound surfactant formula
(0.001 wt% CS-4 + 0.001 wt% CS-1 + 0.001 wt% CS-3), which could balance the wettability of the
Longmaxi shale and the Longtan coal, making them both appear weakly hydrophilic simultaneously,
was optimized. After being treated by the compound surfactants, the contact angles of the Longmaxi
shale and the Longtan coal were 89◦ and 86◦ , respectively. Pressure transmission tests showed
that the optimized combination of compound surfactants and inorganic MMH (MMH-1) could
eﬀectively reduce permeability of the Longmaxi shale and the Longtan coal, thus retarding pore
pressure transmission in coal measure strata. Then, the proposed water-based drilling ﬂuid (WBDF)
system (4 wt% sodium bentonite + 1.5 wt% sodium carboxymethyl cellulose + 2 wt% lignite resin
+ 5 wt% potassium chloride + 3 wt%MMH-1 + 0.001 wt% CS-4 + 0.001 wt% CS-1 + 0.001 wt%
CS-3) was evaluated based on parameters including rheology, American Petroleum Institute (API)
ﬁltration, electrical property, wettability, inhibition capability, reservoir protection characteristics, and
anti-pollution performance. It had an API ﬁltration of 7 mL, reservoir damage rate of 10%, moderate
and acceptable viscosity, strong inhibition capability to coal measure strata rocks, good tolerance to
inorganic pollutants and drilling cuttings, and environmentally friendly properties. It could meet
wellbore stability and reservoir protection requirements in the co-exploitation of coal measure gases.
Keywords: coal measure gases (coalbed gas; shale gas; and tight sand gas); co-exploitation; wellbore
stability; wettability; zeta potential; drilling ﬂuid

1. Introduction
Coal measure gases (CMG), including coalbed methane (CBM), tight sandstone gas, and shale gas,
are important unconventional gas resources. Recent exploration results have revealed the presence of
shale gas and tight sandstone gas in the Qinshui basin, located in Shanxi, China, which is an important
area of CBM production [1]. Furthermore, in the upper Permian coal bearing strata of the Liupanshui
coalﬁeld, the overlaid coal seam and shale have reached the level of high-quality source rock [2].
Energies 2019, 12, 1862; doi:10.3390/en12101862
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However, single-reservoir exploitation is always accompanied with problems, such as low production,
short drainage periods, and high cost [3]. In order to improve the productivity and utilization eﬃciency
of unconventional gas resources, co-exploitation of CMG is a key factor in the development system [4].
Drilling ﬂuid, known as the blood of drilling engineering, is a vital technique [5]. Besides for balancing
formation pressure, cooling and lubricating drilling tools, and carrying drilling cuttings, the main
functions of coal measure strata drilling ﬂuid are to maintain wellbore stability and minimize formation
damage [6].
Large amounts of natural cleats and tectonic fractures and water-sensitive clay minerals cause
borehole collapse and formation damage problems in CMG reservoirs [7,8]. Clay swelling and the
water blockage of drilling ﬂuid invasion can reduce the permeability in the near wellbore regions,
leading to low productivity of CMG wells [9,10]. Conventional drilling ﬂuids, such as potassium
chloride drilling ﬂuid and low solid-phase polymer drilling ﬂuid, may cause leakage problems and
borehole collapse due to their low density [11]. In this case, a set of formation-compatible drilling ﬂuids
need to be proposed. Several studies were carried out using nanoparticles (NPs) to improve wellbore
stability by plugging pore throats, reducing the reservoir permeability and building a thin, tight
mud cake [12]. Several types of nanoparticles were investigated, such as cellulose nanocrystals [13],
multi-walled carbon nanotubes [14], and diﬀerent clay particles [15,16]. Accordingly, some researchers
proposed rheological models of nanoparticle-based drilling ﬂuid to better estimate the shear stress
and viscosity under downhole conditions [17,18]. However, the stability of nanoparticle dispersions
remains a huge challenge, along with the agglomerate problem and the high cost, and therefore
NP-drilling ﬂuid applications in the industry have not been fully implemented.
Wettability is one of the most important surface properties of rock [19]. It controls the magnitude
and direction of capillary force and aﬀects ﬁnes migration [20,21]. The wettability of a solid surface can
be quantiﬁed by contact angle θ via Yang’s equation [22]. Generally, when the contact angle is smaller
than 90◦ , the solid surface is considered to be water-wet. If the contact angle is larger than 90◦ , the solid
surface is considered to be oil-wet [23]. Given the pore throat distribution of shale/coal, the invasion
of water/ﬁltrate will form a meniscus pointing to the water/ﬁltrate, after which the capillary force is
formed [24]. According to the capillary force formula proposed by Liang et al. [25], when the contact
angle is equal to 90◦ (neutral wetting), the capillary force is minimum, which is beneﬁcial to borehole
stability and reservoir protection.
Surfactants have been wildly used in production engineering to promote oil recovery rates by changing
capillary forces and altering reservoir wettability [26]. They have also been used as emulsifiers in oil-based
drilling fluid and as shale-swelling inhibitors to prevent wellbore instability [27]. However, there are
not many reports about the application of surfactants in water-based drilling fluid. Yunita et al. [28]
discovered that the rheological and filtration properties of water-based drilling fluid were improved
with the addition of nonionic and anionic surfactants. Shadizadeh et al. [29] developed a plant-based
nonionic surfactant zizyphus spina-christi extract (ZSCE), which showed excellent inhibitive ability to
shale. The ZSCE molecules could form a hydrophobic shell on the clay surface through hydrogen bonding
between the hydrophilic tail of ZSCE and oxygen atoms available on the silica surface of clay. Our previous
study proposed a set of compound surfactants that could increase the contact angle of shale from 34.28◦
to 64.54◦ and improve the inhibition of water-based drilling fluid [30]. Compared to the old surfactant
formula, this research proposed a set of cationic compound surfactants. After treatment with the proposed
surfactants, the contact angles of the Longmaxi shale and the Longtan coal were 89◦ and 86◦ , respectively.
Due to the cation exchange capacity of clay minerals, an electrical-double-layer (EDL) can be formed
in water systems. Zeta potential (ζ, mV), known as the potential between the slipping plane and the
bulk solution, has traditionally been used to measure the stability of clay dispersions and estimate the
double-layer thickness [31,32]. The nature of the EDL controls the repulsion/attraction of the system [33].
If the clay zeta potential is smaller than −60 mV, the system is extremely dispersive, if the zeta potential
is around −40 mV, the system is strongly dispersive, if the zeta potential is around −20 mV, the system
is probably dispersive, and if the zeta potential is close to zero, the system is non-dispersive [34].
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Zhang et al. [35] found that the water adsorption rate of clay minerals showed a good correlation with
zeta potential, and the negative charge of the formation was the dominant reason of swelling. Therefore,
it is feasible to improve drilling fluid inhibition by increasing its zeta potential.
In addition to indicating colloid stability and clay swelling, zeta potential plays a significant
role in understanding the adsorption mechanism of inorganic/organic molecules at the solid/solution
interface [32]. Previous studies showed that the electric double layer is closely related to wettability [36,37].
Zeta potential measurements can be used to evaluate the stability of the water membrane on a rock
surface. If the membrane is instable (zeta potential is between −30 mV and +30 mV), the rock surface is
considered to be neutral wetting or oil-wet [38]. Arif et al. [39] measured zeta potentials as a function of
temperature and salinity for different ranks of coals. Results showed that zeta potential increased with
salinity and coal rank, and contact angle also increased with salinity and coal rank, implying a positive
relation between zeta potential and wettability. Song et al. [40] pointed out that coal surfaces appeared to
be hydrophobic when zeta potential was close to zero.
Su et al. [34] proposed organic mixed metal hydroxide (MMH) treatment, electrolyte treatment
and pH adjustment to control the electrical properties of clay minerals and drilling ﬂuid. Li et al. [41]
tested the zeta potential of coal as a function of pH. Results showed that coal particles were negatively
charged when the solution was strongly acidic, and then the zeta potential increased when solution
became alkaline. Shu et al. [42] developed a modiﬁed low-damage mixed metal hydroxide (MMH)
drilling ﬂuid system for carbonate reservoirs. Not only can the MMH form a special spatial network
structure with bentonite, it can be easily removed by oil or acid, which can further improve/recover
reservoir permeability. Furthermore, the structure of MMH–bentonite is larger than the formation pore
throat, which limits the invasion depth of the drilling ﬂuid.
Based on previous studies, a set of low-damage, high-inhibitive, water-based drilling ﬂuids
based on wettability alteration and electrical inhibition, which could meet wellbore stability and
formation protection requirements in the co-exploitation of CMG, was proposed. This paper developed
a set of compound surfactant formulas that could eﬀectively reduce the hydrophilicity of the reservoir
surface along with the optimized MMH additive, which showed great ability to avoid clay hydration
by electrical inhibition. Furthermore, the pressure transmission results conﬁrmed their potential to
increase wellbore stability in coal measure strata Among the numerous drilling ﬂuid systems, this paper
paves a new way for the design of coal measure strata drilling ﬂuids
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
The surfactants used in this study were sodium alkylbenzene sulfonate (AS-1), sodium dodecyl
sulfate (AS-2), alkyl trimethylammonium chloride (CS-1), alkyl trimethylammonium bromide (CS-2),
double-chain quaternary ammonium surfactant (CS-3), benzylmethyl ammonium chloride (CS-4), and
alkyl three methyl ammonium bromide (CS-5). Organic MMH (MMH-2) is a light yellow transparent
liquid and is easily soluble in water and oil. Inorganic MMH (MMH-1) is a white powder and is
soluble in water.
Among drilling ﬂuid additives used, the bentonite used was sodium bentonite, which is widely
used in the industry. Sodium carboxymethyl cellulose is a white particulate powder and is soluble in
water. Lignite resin is a black powder and is stable at high temperature. Potassium chloride is a white
crystalline small particle powder with a purity greater than 99.5%.
Sandstone is barely sensitive to water, and there is almost no appearance of wellbore instability
in sandstone formation. This research focused on shale and coal formations, which are troublesome
formations in coal measure strata. Shale samples used were collected from the Lower Silurian Longmaxi
group, Xiushan, Southwest China (the Longmaxi shale). Coal rock samples used were taken from the
Longtan group, Bijie, Southwest China (the Longtan coal). Tables 1 and 2 present mineral compositions
of the Longmaxi shale and the Longtan coal using the X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) method.
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Table 1. Mineral composition of the Longmaxi shale samples.
Minerals

Chlorite

Illite

Calcite

Feldspar

Quartz

Dolomite

Contents (%)

10

10

25

5

47

3

Table 2. Mineral composition of the Longtan coal samples.
Mineral Name

Illite

Kaolinite

Albite

Pyrite

Amorphous

Contents (%)

22

7

4.9

1.1

65

2.2. Methodology
2.2.1. X-ray Diﬀraction (XRD)
Mineral compositions of the Chongqing Longmaxi shale and the Guizhou Longtan coal samples were
obtained by an X’ Pert PRO Diffractometer (Panalytical B. V., Almelo, The Netherlands). The XRD test was
conducted by the State Key Laboratory of Geological Process and Mineral Resources. The quantitative
analyses of the samples were performed by XrayRun software. As for the Longtan coal samples, 1 wt%
of high-purity silicon (>99.99%) was added into the coal samples as an internal standard. The crystalline
minerals were determined using XrayRun, the remains were amorphous mineral (organic matter and
minerals with low crystallinity) content. Results are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Shale is a sedimentary rock and often consists of quartz, clays, and other silicate and carbonate
minerals. It usually has low porosity of 2 to 4% [43], and it has very low permeability of 5–100 × 10−5 mD
and a compressive strength of 250–300 MPa [44]. Due to its high clay concentration, it tends to swell in
water or drilling ﬂuids, causing instability problems of the wellbore. The Longmaxi shale (outcrops)
was located in Xiushan County, south of Chongqing City, southwest China. As shown in Table 1,
the Longmaxi shale consisted of 47 wt% quartz, 25 wt% calcite, and 20 wt% clay minerals (10 wt%
chlorite and 10 wt% illite), which means the Longmaxi shale samples have moderate water sensitivity
and brittleness.
The Longtan coal samples were collected from the PQT-1 well, Pu’an county, southwest of Guizhou
Province, southwest China. The Longtan coal was black and had weak metallic gloss. Cracks were
developed, and with such a clear layered structure, the samples were easily broken. According to
Table 2, the Longtan coal had 29.05 wt% clay minerals (22.05 wt% illite and 7 wt% kaolinite), indicating
the Longtan coal rock had medium water-sensitivity.
2.2.2. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR)
The FT-IR spectra of the Longmaxi shale and Longtan coal samples were measured by a Bruker
Vertex 70 FTIR spectrophotometer (Bruker Technology Co., Ltd., Madison, WI, USA). Each 2 mg sample
was fully mixed with 200 mg potassium bromide pellets. Its resolution was 1.6 cm–1 and the measured
region extended from 4000 to 400 cm−1 .
2.2.3. Zeta Potential Test
Zeta potential of the Longtan coal surface was investigated by a Zetasizer Nano ZS90 nanoparticle
size and zeta potential analyzer (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK). Coal powders passing
through a 120-mesh sieve were poured into testing liquids. After ultrasonic oscillation treatment for
10 min, the supernatants were removed to check their zeta potentials.
2.2.4. Contact Angle and Surface Tension
Wettability can be used to describe the interaction between oil, water, and reservoir rocks, which
can be characterized by the contact angle (θ◦ ). Contact angles of the Longmaxi shale and the Longtan
coal samples were measured by a JC2000C contact angle measuring instrument (Shanghai Zhongchen
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Digital Technology Equipment Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China). Polished Longtan coal and Longmaxi shale
samples were soaked in diﬀerent surfactant solutions for 24 h, then ﬂushed with water for 10 s to
remove residual surfactant, then dried under 100 ◦ C for 2 h and cooled under ambient temperature.
Finally, a water droplet was dropped on the polished side of core samples, and photos were recorded
by a computer connected to the JC2000C contact angle measuring instrument. The contact angle
measurement was conducted using contact angle test software with the angle measuring method.
Surface tension of diﬀerent solutions was tested by a QBZY-2 automatic surface tension meter (Shanghai
Fangrui Instrument Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China). Each test was repeated three times to check the
conﬁdence of the test.
2.2.5. Pressure Transmission Test
The capability of various ﬂuids to retard pore ﬂuid pressure transmission into rock samples in
contact with varied ﬂuids was evaluated with an HKY-3 pressure transmission device developed
by Hai’an Petroleum Scientiﬁc Research Instrument Co., Ltd., Nantong, China. The basic principle
of the pressure transmission test (PTT) is to establish pressure diﬀerence on the upper and lower
side of the core samples, and the equipment can detect the dynamic change of closed ﬂuid at the
upper and the lower end, through a pressure transducer, under the conditions of steady upstream
pressure. The experimental setup of the HKY-3 pressure transmission device is shown in Figure 1.
Data (including conﬁning pressure, upstream pressure, and downstream pressure) were monitored
and recorded by the computer every 60 s. The conﬁning pressure and upstream pressure for the
Longmaxi shale and the Longtan coal were 5.5 MPa and 4.5 MPa, and 3 MPa and 2 MPa, respectively.
Furthermore, the permeability of the tested core samples was calculated by Equation (1):



μβVL Δ ln (Pm − P0 )/ Pm − P(1,t)
k=
A
Δt

(1)

where k is permeability of the core sample in μm2 , μ is viscosity of downstream reservoir ﬂuid in cP, β
is ﬂuid static compression ratio in 10 MPa−1 , V is downstream conﬁned volume in cm3 , L is core length
in cm, A is core cross section area in cm2 , Pm is upstream pressure in MPa, P0 is core pore pressure in
MPa, P(1,t) is T-time downstream pressure in MPa, Δt is time diﬀerence in s.
The core samples used in this study were drilled from rock outcrop collected from the ﬁeld.
The drilled core samples were then cut into slices using a core cutter, ﬂushed with water for 30 s to
avoid contaminations, and then dried at 105 ◦ C for 24 h. The Longmaxi shale samples were 5 mm thick
and 25 mm in diameter, and the Longtan coal samples were 10 mm thick and 25 mm in diameter.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup of HKY-3 pressure transmission device.

2.2.6. Low Temperature Nitrogen Adsorption Test
The Longtan coal and the Longmaxi shale samples were crushed and sieved between 60 to
80 meshes. Each 5 g sample was immersed in 1# compound surfactants and 0.8% MMH-2 solutions for
24 h. Then the samples were dried at 100 ◦ C for 2 h. Before the test, all of the samples were outgassed
under vacuum at 110 ◦ C for 10 h. The low temperature nitrogen adsorption experiment was performed
by a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 surface area and porosity analyzer (Micromeritics, Norcross, GA, USA)
at −195.79 ◦ C (liquid nitrogen temperature).
2.2.7. Performance Evaluation of Water-Based Drilling Fluid
(1) Basic performances
An optimized formulation of water-based drilling ﬂuid (WBDF) is shown in Table 3. The order
of additives was as follows: after adding bentonite to the water, a sixteen-hour hydration procedure
was induced, and then the additives were poured into the mud in order of ﬂuid loss additive 1, ﬂuid
loss additive 2, and shale inhibitor. For the water-based drilling ﬂuid proposed in this paper, the 1#
compound surfactants (0.001 wt% CS-4 + 0.001 wt% CS-1 + 0.001 wt% CS-3) and the organic MMH-2
needed to be added before the bentonite to prevent inhomogeneous dispersion. The remaining steps
were the same.
Table 3. Composition of the water-based drilling ﬂuid.
Additive Type

Additive Name

Concentration
(wt%)

Lab Unit
(per 360 cm3 )

Field Unit
(per bbl)

base ﬂuid
clay
ﬂuid loss additive 1
ﬂuid loss additive 2
shale inhibitor

fresh water
sodium bentonite
sodium carboxymethyl cellulose
lignite resin
potassium chloride

87.5
4
1.5
2
5

315 cm3
14.4 g
5.4 g
7.2 g
18 g

0.88 bbl
14.4 lbm
5.4 lbm
7.2 lbm
18 lbm
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Basic performances including rheological properties, American Petroleum Institute (API) ﬂuid
loss, and pH, were measured based on the newest API 13RD standards. The rheological properties
were measured with a ZNN-D6 six-speed rotary viscometer. The readings at 600 and 300 rpm were
marked as θ600 and θ300 . The apparent viscosity (AV, cP), plastic viscosity (PV, cP), and yield point (YP,
lbf/100 sq ft) of the WBDF were calculated, respectively, according to Equations (2)–(4):
AV = 0.5 × θ600

(2)

PV = θ600 − θ300

(3)

YP = θ300 − PV

(4)

The API ﬂuid loss (FL) of the WBDF was measured with a ZNS-5A moderate pressure ﬁlter press
at 0.69 MPa (100 psi) at ambient temperature for 30 min. Furthermore, the pH was measured with
PHS-3C pH meter.
(2) Inhibition capability
Rolling recovery rate and linear swelling rate were used to evaluate the inhibition capability of
drilling ﬂuids to shale or coal samples. Fifty grams of 4 to 10-mesh coal or shale samples (simulated
cuttings) were added into three diﬀerent aging cans, which contained three diﬀerent drilling ﬂuids
(WBDF, WBDF + 3 wt %MMH-1, and WBDF + 0.8 wt% MMH-2). The rolling test was run at 80 ◦ C for
16 h. The cuttings were recovered by a 40-mesh sieve. The recovered cuttings were dried in a hot-roll
oven at 100 ◦ C for 4 h and weighed after being cooled under ambient temperature. The rolling recovery
rate was calculated according to Equation (5):
R = m/50

(5)

where m is the weight (g) of the samples after being rolled at 80 ◦ C for 16 h. The higher the shale or
coal samples recovery rate was, the better the inhibition performance of the test liquid.
Linear swelling tests were carried out using a ZNP-1 expansion tester. Artiﬁcial coal cores
were made of 1 mL of sodium silicate, 1 mL of calcium chloride, and 5 g of 80-mesh coal powders.
The mixture was suppressed for 15 min under 20 MPa. Then the cores were put into the slot of the
expansion tester, where time-dependent swelling increment was measured every 30 min for 8 h.
(3) Formation damage test
Reduction of reservoir permeability can be caused by invasion of solid particles and ﬁltrate in
a drilling ﬂuid, which has a negative impact on CMG production at a later stage. Gas permeability
of coal samples before and after contamination of various drilling ﬂuids was tested by a JHGP gas
permeability tester.
(4) Anti-pollution test
To evaluate pollutants (inorganic salts, drilling cuttings, etc) resistance properties of drilling ﬂuids,
a series of anti-pollution tests were carried out. Three wt% NaCl, 1 wt% CaCl2 , and 5 wt% attapulgite
(simulated drilling cuttings) were used to simulate the possible pollutants in the drilling process of
coal measure strata.
(5) Biotoxicity test
Biotoxicity of drilling ﬂuid was determined by the photobacteria method [45]. Luminous intensity
of luminescent bacteria is closely related to the toxicity of drilling ﬂuid. Prepared drilling ﬂuids were
mixed with 3% NaCl in a ratio of 1 to 9. Then the mixtures’ luminosity were tested by a biotoxicity tester
after standing for 60 min. Results were compared to the luminosity of 3 wt% NaCl. Then the LC50 of
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drilling ﬂuids were determined when the relative luminosity was decreased by 50%. Furthermore, the
toxicity of drilling ﬂuids was assessed following the classiﬁcation criteria of API shrimp biotoxicity [45].
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Surface Electrical Property Analysis
Figure 2 shows surface potential variations of the Longtan coal samples with the water solution
shifting from acidic to alkaline, which were consistent with the results of Wang et al. [46], which
were that the coal ﬁnes were usually negatively charged in water system The Longtan coal samples
had positive charges under acidic conditions and negative charges under alkaline conditions with an
isoelectric point of about 7. The result was consistent with Maršálek et al. [47], where the zeta potential
of activated coal ﬁnes decreased with the increasing pH of water. That was due to the abundance of free
hydroxyl ions in water under acid conditions, which were easy to combine with the coal surface [41].

Figure 2. Relationship between zeta potential of the Longtan coal surface and pH.

Drilling ﬂuid is usually weakly alkaline. According to Figure 2, the coal surface is usually
negatively charged during the drilling process, which can lead to wellbore instability. Here, the higher
the absolute value of the zeta potential, the more stable the drilling ﬂuid is.
As shown in Table 4, with the addition of cationic surfactant CS-5 and organic MMH-2, the zeta
potential of the Longtan coal was reversed from negative to positive. Due to the positive hydrophilic
group of the cationic surfactant and the positive charge of MMH, these additives were easy to combine
with the negative groups on the coal surface, and thus could eﬀectively inhibit coal ﬁnes dispersion,
and increase the stability of the wellbore.
Table 4. Eﬀect of diﬀerent dispersions on the surface zeta potential of coal.
Dispersions

Zeta Potential (mV)

fresh water
fresh water + 3%MMH-1
fresh water + 0.8%MMH-2
fresh water + 0.2%AS-1
fresh water + 0.2%CS-5

−3.63
−21.75
19.75
−54.05
47.25

As shown in Table 5, with the addition of MMH additives (MMH-1 and MMH-2), the zeta
potential of the WBDF was increased from −56.80 mV to −30.4 mV and −31.8 mV, respectively, while
the conventional drilling ﬂuid’s zeta potential was −45 mV [41].
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Table 5. Eﬀect of diﬀerent types of MMH on the zeta potential of ﬁltrate.
Formula

Zeta Potential (mV)

WBDF
WBDF + 3%MMH-1
WBDF + 0.8%MMH-2

−56.80
−30.40
−31.80

Due to electrostatic force, MMH can combine with bentonite. Not only can this reaction reduce
the negative charge of drilling ﬂuid, but it can also make the drilling ﬂuid has a “solid–liquid” duality,
where under static conditions the MMH drilling ﬂuid appears to be in a solid state with a certain
elasticity, while under a dynamic situation (stirring) it shows great shear-thinning properties and good
ﬂowability [48], which is beneﬁcial to wellbore stability.
3.2. Eﬀect of Surfactants on Wettability of Rock Samples
As shown in Figure 3, the surface tension of water was reduced sharply by a 0.01–0.1 wt%
concentration of surfactant. The curve tended to be steady thereafter. It is presumed that critical micelle
concentration (CMC concentration) of these surfactants was around 0.01–0.1 wt%. Determination of
CMC concentration is critical for the optimization of surfactant concentration. When the concentration
is too high, the surfactant molecules will be aggregated to form micelles, which makes it diﬃcult for
the molecules to adsorb on the rock surface.

Figure 3. Relationship between surface tension vs surfactant concentration.

Figures 4 and 5 show the eﬀects of diﬀerent types of surfactants on contact angles of the Longmaxi
shale and the Longtan coal samples.
As shown in Figure 4, after being treated with anionic surfactants (AS-1 and AS-2), the surface of
the Longmaxi shale remained hydrophilic and all of the contact angles were below 60◦ , whereas the
contact angles of the Longtan coal samples increased. Relatively, Figure 5a reveals that after being
treated with cationic surfactants, the hydrophilicity of the Longmaxi shale was decreased, and after
being treated with CS-3, the contact angle of the Longmaxi shale reached 98.5◦ . As for the Longtan coal
(Figure 5b), the cationic surfactant CS-3 also increased the contact angle to a certain extent, but CS-4
seemed to be the most eﬀective.
There are two mechanisms to describe the interaction of surfactants and rock samples: chemical
adsorption and physical adsorption [49–51]. Taking the Longtan coal samples as an example, XRD
results showed a large amorphous content (Table 2), and the contact angle results revealed that the
Longtan coal samples were weakly hydrophilic (Figure 5), which indicated a large number of benzene
rings and cycloalkyl groups attached to aromatic structures on the coal surface.
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Figure 4. Eﬀect of anionic surfactants to the contact angles of the Longmaxi shale and the Longtan
coal samples.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Eﬀect of cationic surfactants to the contact angles of the (a) Longmaxi shale and (b) the
Longtan coal samples.

As shown in Figure 4, the contact angle of coal treated with AS-1 was relatively higher than that
of AS-2, probably because AS-1 molecules were easier to adsorb on the coal surface because of the
benzene rings. In contact with cationic surfactants (Figure 5b), the contact angle of the Longtan coal
samples reduced sharply except CS-4, and the zeta potential increased, which indicated the existence of
an electrostatic mechanism (physical adsorption). Alkyl chains of the cationic surfactants were united
to the Longtan coal surface, and the polar end of the surfactant pointed to the water, thus making
the Longtan coal surfaces more hydrophilic. Among these cationic surfactants, only CS-4 contained
benzene rings, the Alkyl chains of the CS-4 were united to the Longtan coal surface, and the benzene
rings pointed to the water, forming a hydrophobic ﬁlm. Therefore the contact angle of the Longtan
coal after treatment with CS-4 was higher.
As for the Longmaxi shale samples, due to the large amount of clay mineral content (Table 1),
it can be concluded that electrostatic and hydrogen bonding played an important role in the adsorption
process [8]. The hydrophilic polar end of the surfactant was attached to the surface of the Longmaxi
shale by electrostatic forces and hydrogen bonds. The hydrophobic end of the surfactant pointed to
the water, forming a hydrophobic ﬁlm [51,52]. As surfactant concentration increased and exceeded
the CMC concentration (0.01–0.1 wt%), the molecules gradually aggregated to form micelles, and
the arrangement on the surface of the Longmaxi shale gradually became disordered, and thus the
hydrophobicity was reduced.
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As shown in Figures 4 and 5, both the Longtan coal and the Longmaxi shale surfaces were
hydrophilic. To reduce the capillary force in the CMG reservoir, the contact angles of the Longmaxi
shale and the Longtan coal must ideally remain around 90◦ simultaneously. According to previous
results (Figure 4 to Figure 5), it is diﬃcult to balance the wettability between the Longmaxi shale
and the Longtan coal samples using only one kind of surfactant. A set of compound surfactants was
optimized via an orthogonal experiment, as listed in Table 6.
Table 6. Experiment design of compound surfactants via orthogonal methods.
Compound Surfactants Combination

CS-3 (%)

CS-1 (%)

CS-4 (%)

1#
2#
3#
4#
5#
6#
7#
8#
9#

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.001
0.005
0.01
0.001
0.005
0.01
0.001
0.005
0.01

0.001
0.005
0.01
0.005
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.005

Figure 6 shows the eﬀect of compound surfactants on the surface tension and contact angles of
the Longmaxi shale and the Longtan coal samples. With the addition of the compound surfactants,
the surface tension was clearly reduced from 69.08 mN/m (water surface tension) to less than 30 mN/m.
After being treated with the 1# compound surfactant combination (0.001 wt% CS-4 + 0.001 wt% CS-1
+ 0.001 wt% CS-3), the contact angles of the Longmaxi shale and the Longtan coal were 89◦ and 86◦ ,
respectively, which indicated that both the Longtan coal and the Longmaxi shale surfaces started to
appear weakly hydrophilic. Due to the low concentration (meaning they are quite cost eﬀective) of
each surfactant and great wettability adjustment ability, the optimized compound surfactant formula
was 0.001 wt% CS-4 + 0.001 wt% CS-1 + 0.001 wt% CS-3.

Figure 6. Eﬀect of the optimized compound surfactants on surface tension and contact angle of shale
or coal samples.

FT-IR spectroscopy measurements on the Longmaxi shale and the Longtan coal samples were
conducted to better illustrate the adsorption mechanism of surfactants (Figure 7). Compared to
raw coal (Figure 7a), there was no new adsorption peak after treatment with compound surfactants,
indicating that physical adsorption was the dominant factor. As shown in Figure 7b, after being treated
with compound surfactants, there was a new absorption peak at 3610.66 cm–1 , which was linked to
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OH-stretching of structural hydroxyls. It can be speculated that the adsorption mechanism of these
compound surfactants is chemical adsorption via hydrogen bonds along with physical adsorption.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. FT-IR spectrum of the Longtan coal (a) and the longmaxi shale (b) samples before an after
treatment with compound surfactants.

As shown in Table 7, with the addition of the 1# compound surfactant combination, the contact
angle of the Longmaxi shale increased from 33.5◦ to 45.5◦ , while the contact angle of conventional
drilling ﬂuid is only 34.5◦ [51]. Similarly, the contact angle of coal was up to 65◦ , an increase of
18◦ compared to the WBDF, while the contact angle of the conventional drilling ﬂuid was 52◦ [53].
Hydrophilic properties of the Longmaxi shale and the Longtan coal were weakened. However, due to
the complex formulation of WBDF, the contact angle of the Longmaxi shale and the Longtan coal were
not as high as in the fresh water the presence of the 1# compound surfactant. The stability of the
surfactant needs to be improved in future studies.
Table 7. Eﬀect of optimized compound surfactants on contact angle (◦ ) of the Longmaxi shale and the
Longtan coal.
Formula

Contact Angle of the
Longmaxi Shale (◦ )

Contact Angle of the
Longtan Coal (◦ )

WBDF
WBDF + 3wt% MMH − 1 + 1# compound surfactants

33.5
45.5

47
65

3.3. Pressure Transmission Test
The primary factor of wellbore instability in shale formations is transmission of hydrostatic
pressure of drilling ﬂuid and inﬁltration of ﬁltrate into wellbores [54]. As shown in Figure 8, pressure
transmission test results showed the remarkable eﬀects of the compound surfactants and MMH in
retarding pore pressure transmission on the Longtan coal and the Longmaxi shale.
As shown in Figure 8a, when water was used as a medium, the Longmaxi shale started to crack
at about 10 h and was broken at about 30 h. When compound surfactant solution was used as the
medium, the Longmaxi shale were intact, and the calculated permeability dropped sharply from
2.15 × 10−3 mD to 2.79 × 10−6 mD. When the MMH-1 solution was used as the medium, the calculated
permeability was 8.78 × 10−7 mD.
Similarly, when the upstream pressure was 2 MPa and water was used as a medium, the Longtan
coal began to crack at about 0.5 h. When the compound surfactant solution was used as the medium,
the Longtan coal sample remained intact, and the calculated permeability decreased sharply from
0.61 mD to 6.87 × 10−6 mD, while when MMH-1 was used as the medium, the permeability dropped
to 2.134 × 10−4 mD.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 8. Eﬀect of MMH-1 and 1# compound surfactants (0.001 wt% CS-4 + 0.001 wt% CS-1 + 0.001
wt% CS-3) on retarding pressure transmission of shale and coal. (a) Shale sample pressure curve versus
time; (b) Coal sample pressure curve versus time.

3.4. Pore Structure Comparison Before and After Treatment with 1# Compound Surfactants and MMH-2
FT-IR results (Figure 7) revealed the adsorption mechanisms of diﬀerent surfactants, and the
adsorbed surfactants on the pore structure could not be ignored. A set of low temperature nitrogen
adsorption tests were carried out to better understand the adsorption position of surfactants and
MMH-2. As shown in Figure 9a, after being treated with 1# compound surfactants, pore volume
(diameter larger than 100 nm) decreased signiﬁcantly compared to the original shale sample, suggesting
the adsorption site might have concentrated on the large pore throats. Furthermore, an increase of pore
volume (diameter 70–90) was detected, although the reason remains unknown. Possibly, because the
surfactant aggregated in large pore throats [55], the space between the surfactant micelles was mistaken
for a shale pore. As for coal (Figure 9b), both MMH-2 and 1# compound surfactant minimized the pore
volume eﬀectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Eﬀect of 0.8 wt%MMH-2 and 1#compound surfactants (0.001 wt% CS-4 + 0.001 wt% CS-1 +
0.001 wt% CS-3) on decreasing pore volume of the Longmaxi shale (a) and the Longtan coal (b).

3.5. Water-Based Drilling Fluid Performance Test
According to the basic performance tests results shown in Table 8, apparent viscosity of the
MMH-1 drilling ﬂuid (WBDF + 3 wt% MMH-1 + 0.001 wt%CS-4 + 0.001 wt% CS-1 + 0.001 wt% CS-3)
was slightly lower than that of the MMH-2 drilling ﬂuid (WBDF + 0.8 wt% MMH-2 + 0.001 wt% CS-4
+ 0.001 wt% CS-1 + 0.001 wt% CS-3), but its API ﬁlter loss was only 3.5 mL, which was much lower
than that of the MMH-2 drilling ﬂuid. Thus, the comprehensive performance of the MMH-1 drilling
ﬂuid was relatively better.
Table 8. Basic properties of the proposed drilling ﬂuid formula.
Formula
WBDF+3wt%MMH-1+1#
compound surfactants
WBDF+0.8wt%MMH-2+1#
compound surfactants

μa
(cP)

μp
(cP)

τ0
(lbf/100 sq ft)

FLAPI
(mL)

pH

Lubrication
Factor

33.5

21

23.94

7

10.39

0.18

38.5

22

31.6

10.5

8.38

0.17

Note: The lubrication factor of WBDF is 0.46; 1# compound surfactants are 0.001 wt% CS-4 + 0.001 wt% CS-1 + 0.001
wt% CS-3. μa is apparent viscosity, μp is plastic viscosity, τ0 is yield point, FLAPI is American Petroleum Institute
ﬂuid loss.

As for the inhibition performance, the MMH-1 drilling ﬂuid achieved a slightly higher rolling
recovery rate (Figure 10) and a lower linear expansion rate (Figure 11) compared to the MMH-2 drilling
ﬂuid. Overall, the MMH-1 drilling ﬂuid performed better and was more suitable for drilling in coal
measure strata.
To better illustrate practicability potential of drilling ﬂuids, formation damage characteristics
(Table 9), anti-pollution ability (Table 10), and environmental protection ability of MMH-1 drilling ﬂuid
were evaluated. As shown in Table 9, the MMH-1 drilling ﬂuid had a permeability damage rate of only
10% to the coal reservoir, and it could reduce the permeability reduction rate by 3.6% compared to
the WBDF.
Table 10 shows the anti-pollution performance of the optimized drilling ﬂuid (WBDF + 3 wt%
MMH-1 + 1# compound surfactants). With the addition of inorganic salts and simulated drill cuttings
(attapulgite), the viscosity (apparent viscosity, plastic viscosity) and yield point of these drilling ﬂuids
showed a slight decrease, which could be attributed to the ﬂocculation of the bentonites [56,57].
The ﬂuid loss appeared to increase when 5 wt% attapulgite was added. However, these changes of the
MMH-1 drilling ﬂuid varied within an acceptable range. It showed an excellent capability to withstand
common pollutants that may appear in the drilling process of coal measure strata. Another key factor
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that aﬀects drilling ﬂuids properties is high temperature and high pressure, which need to be studied
in the future.

Figure 10. Eﬀect of diﬀerent drilling ﬂuids on rolling recovery rates of the Longmaxi shale and the
Longtan coal. Note: The formula of 1# compound surfactant is 0.001 wt% CS-4 + 0.001 wt% CS-1 +
0.001 wt% CS-3. The same as follows.

Figure 11. Eﬀect of various drilling ﬂuid on liner expansion rate of the Longtan coal.
Table 9. Eﬀect of drilling ﬂuid on coal sample’s permeability.
Formula

k0 (mD)

k1 (mD)

Permeability Reduction Rate (%)

WBDF
WBDF + 3 wt% MMH-1 + 1#compound surfactants

1.25
0.60

1.08
0.54

13.6
10

Table 10. Anti-pollution test results.
Formula
WBDF + 3 wt% MMH-1 + 1# compound surfactants
WBDF + 3 wt% MMH-1 + 1# compound surfactants + 3wt %NaCl
WBDF + 3 wt% MMH-1 + 1# compound surfactant + 1wt% CaCl2
WBDF + 3 wt% MMH-1 + 1# compound surfactants + 5 wt%
attapulgite

μa
(cP)

μp
(cP)

τ0
(lbf/100 sq ft)

FLAPI
(mL)

33.50
26.50
28.00

21.00
21.00
21.00

23.94
11.50
13.40

7.0
6.0
6.0

31.00

22.00

17.24

9.5

Note: 1# compound surfactants are 0.001 wt% CS-4 + 0.001 wt% CS-1 + 0.001 wt% CS-3. μa is apparent viscosity, μp
is plastic viscosity, τ0 is yield point, FLAPI is American Petroleum Institute ﬂuid loss.
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3.6. Biotoxicity Evaluation
The LC50 (half-life lethal concentration of 96 h luminescent bacteria) of the MMH-1 drilling ﬂuid
is 294,000 ppm, as seen in Table 11, and it satisﬁes the emission standard (30,000 ppm), indicating that
it has very low toxicity and is environmentally friendly.
Table 11. Biological toxicity level classiﬁcation standard.
Level

Poisonous

High
Toxicity

Moderate
Toxicity

Slight
Toxicity

Actually
Non-Toxic

Emission
Standard

LC50 (ppm)

<1

1~102

102 ~103

103 ~104

>104

>3 × 104

3.7. Potential for Field Application
Water-based high inhibitive and low formation damage drilling ﬂuids containing mixed metal
hydroxide (MMH) and compound surfactants have been proposed for the ﬁrst time. Due to its high
inhibitive and low formation damage characteristics, this drilling ﬂuid system can not only be used in
coal measure strata, but also in single shale and coal formations. While in single coal formations, some
additives, such as shale inhibitor (potassium chloride) and ﬂuid loss additive 1 (sodium carboxymethyl
cellulose), are not necessary. Furthermore, the proposed 1# compound surfactants showed great
performance to increase the contact angle of the Longtan coal and the Longmaxi shale, decreasing their
hydrophilicity, which could also be used in fracturing ﬂuid to minimize water-blockage damage and
protect the reservoir.
According to Table 10, the proposed drilling ﬂuid system showed great tolerance to CaCl2 and
NaCl, indicating the stability when encountering formation water, while the viscosity and ﬁltrate
volume showed an increase after attapulgite (simulating drilling cuts) was added. Therefore, a set of
four-stage solid control equipment (shale shaker, desander, desilter, centrifuge) was suggested during
the drilling process.
4. Conclusions
A systematic study was carried out to characterize the wettability alteration ability and zeta
potential adjustment to shale and coal of diﬀerent types of surfactants and MMH. Based on the results,
the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

When the zeta potential was measured as a function of pH, the results show that the zeta potential
of the Longtan coal decreases with increasing pH, the isoelectric point of the Longtan coal is
around 7, and the cationic surfactant CS-5 could increase the zeta potential of the Longtan coal up
to + 41.25 mV.
According to the contact angle results, a cationic surfactant CS-3 could eﬀectively increase the
contact angle of shale up to 98.5◦ . Furthermore, a set of cationic compound surfactants (0.001 wt%
CS-4 + 0.001 wt% CS-1 + 0.001 wt% CS-3) was optimized, which could increase the contact angle
of the Longmaxi shale and the Longtan coal up 89◦ and 86◦ , respectively.
The dominant adsorption mechanism between the cationic surfactant and the Longmaxi shale is via
hydrogen bonds, while that of the Longtan coal was physical adsorption (via electrostatic forces).
Pressure transmission test results show that MMH and the 1# optimized compound surfactants
can eﬀectively retard the transmission of pore ﬂuid pressure and decrease the permeability of the
core samples, thus increasing wellbore stability.
A set of environmentally friendly water-based drilling ﬂuid systems was proposed (4 wt% sodium
bentonite +1.5 wt% sodium carboxymethyl cellulose +2 wt% lignite resin +5 wt% potassium
chloride +3 wt% MMH-1 + 0.001 wt% CS-4 + 0.001 wt% CS-1 + 0.001 wt% CS-3). Based on the
liner expansion results, the proposed drilling ﬂuid system showed a great inhibitive property.
Furthermore, the permeability results conﬁrm its low-damage characteristic to CMG reservoirs.
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Abstract: The petrophysical characterization of tight gas sands can be aﬀected by clay minerals, gas
adsorption, microfractures, and the presence of high-density minerals. In this study, we conducted
various petrophysical, petrographic, and high-resolution image analyses on Saudi Arabian tight sand
in order to understand how a complex pore system responds to measurement tools. About 140 plug
samples extracted from six wells were subjected to routine core analyses including cleaning, drying,
and porosity–permeability measurements. The porosity–permeability data was used to identify
hydraulic ﬂow units (HFU). In order to probe the factors contributing to the heterogeneity of this
tight sand, 12 subsamples representing the diﬀerent HFUs were selected for petrographic study and
high-resolution image analysis using SEM, quantitative evaluation of minerals by scanning electron
microscope (QEMSCAN), and micro-computed tomography (μCT). Nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) and electrical resistivity measurements were also conducted on 56 subsamples representing
various lithofacies. NMR porosity showed good agreement with other porosity measurements.
The agreement was remarkable in speciﬁc lithofacies with porosity ranging from 0.1% to 7%.
Above this range, signiﬁcant scatters were seen between the porosity methods. QEMSCAN results
revealed that samples with <7% porosity contain a higher proportion of clay than those with porosity
>7%, which are either microfractured or contain partially dissolved labile minerals. The NMR T2
proﬁles also showed that samples with porosity <7% are dominated by micropores while samples
with porosity >7% are dominated by macropores. Analysis of the μCT images revealed that pore
throat sizes may be responsible for the poor correlation between NMR porosity and other porosity
methods. NMR permeability values estimated using the Shlumberger Doll Research (SDR) method
are fairly correlated with helium permeability (with an R2 of 0.6). Electrical resistivity measurements
showed that the diﬀerent rock types fall on the same slope of the formation factors versus porosity,
with a cementation factor of 1.5.
Keywords: tight gas sand; unconventional; porosity–permeability; hydraulic ﬂow units; electrical
resistivity; NMR; micro-CT image; petrophysics; petrography

1. Introduction
Population growth and the associated need for sustainable sources of energy have led to an
increased interest in the exploration and production from unconventional resources in the recent years.
Only four countries—Canada, the USA, China, and Argentina—have fully developed unconventional
gas from either shale or tight gas reservoirs [1]. The kingdom of Saudi Arabia is believed to have the
ﬁfth largest reserves of unconventional gas [1]. It is also estimated that the kingdom’s unconventional
gas resources could be as high as 10 times the conventional gas resources [2]. Hence, unconventional
Energies 2019, 12, 4302; doi:10.3390/en12224302
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gas development is expected to grow exponentially in the kingdom [1]. In Saudi Arabia, tight gas is
believed to have more favorable geology than shale because the tight gas deposits are largely found in
sandstones with higher permeability and porosity than shale. The bulk mineralogical composition
of sandstone, which is dominantly comprised of quartz with or without subordinate amount of
feldspars and relatively low clay content, make the tight sand gas reservoirs easier and cheaper to
hydraulically fracture than clay-rich oil shale or shale gas reservoirs. However, these tight sands
are highly heterogeneous such that an extensive amount of ﬁeld and laboratory data are required
to understand the properties of diﬀerent reservoir types and to design the appropriate stimulation
methods. Improved petrophysical knowledge and methods of low permeability rocks are essential
elements toward a successful development of unconventional reservoirs. The most important rock
properties that must be known are pay zone thickness, porosity, permeability, water saturation, in-situ
stresses, and young modulus [3]. These properties are determined from well logs, well tests, laboratory
core measurements, drilling records, etc. Laboratory measurements are the most direct and reliable
source of data.
The accurate measurement of porosity and permeability is crucial in all types of reservoir rocks.
These measurements are essential for assessing the volume of hydrocarbon in place and the productivity
of wells drilled through them. The measurements are also used to calibrate downhole-logging tools.
Measurement accuracy is more crucial in very low-porosity and low-permeability rocks such as
tight sand or shales [4]. The small unconnected pores present in complex mineralogy and organic
matters of unconventional reservoirs (tight sand and shale gas) make their porosity and permeability
measurement problematic [5,6]. The presence of accessory minerals, clay types, clay swelling, ﬁne
migration, gas slippage eﬀect (or Klinkenberg eﬀect), and turbulence (or Forchiemer’s eﬀect) further
complicates the accuracy of measuring these reservoir properties. The presence of clay (especially
montmorillonite) can be a worrisome obstacle in achieving the desired measurement accuracy [7].
Clays have large surface areas that contain adsorbed water that do not contribute to the accessible
storage space of the rock. The accessible storage space is the eﬀective porosity of the rock. Hence, for
petrophysical study such as electrical resistivity, permeability, and capillary pressure, it is essential to
preserve the clay structure during sample preparation and saturation.
Laboratory analysis in most cases requires that the extracted rock samples be cleaned with
solvents, oven dried, and resaturated with synthetic formation ﬂuids as part of a workﬂow to restore
them to their native conditions. Drying can cause the irreversible destruction of the clay fabric and
eventually an increase in the porosity and permeability of the samples. To accurately determine
porosity types (micropores and mesopores) and their impacts on mud rocks, it is important to follow
sample preparation and experimental protocols that would preserve the physical structures of the
samples [8]. Contact with incompatible ﬂuids other than their native ﬂuids can cause a variety of
problems such as clay swelling, ﬁne migration, and the plugging of pore throats, and ultimately a
reduction in the porosity and permeability values. Therefore, it is important to preserve the clay
structure during drying such that the clay can be rehydrated to its original state. Morrow et al. [9]
showed that clay microstructure (microporosity) can still be partially preserved at temperatures up to
500 ◦ C. However, beyond this temperature the clay structure begins to collapse with a total collapse
occurring at over 1000 ◦ C. For a preserved clay structure, the available cations on the clay surface will
hydrate when resaturated. The degree of hydration depends on the original cations present at the
cation exchange site of the clay. Sodium ion (Na+ ) is the most readily exchangeable cation, and in
smectite it can cause adsorption of up to 32 layers of water molecules. In samples with large smectitie
content, this large expansion after water adsorption can block pore throats and ultimately reduce
sample permeability and porosity. Paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, and conductive minerals such as
pyrites, hematite, and siderite in tight sandstones are also inﬂuencing factors in the rock response to
important logging tools such as nuclear magnetic resonance, electrical resistivity, etc. Therefore, it is
important that laboratory measurements follow important protocols during the measurements of these
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sensitive formations. Nonetheless, analyses of tight rocks can further be complicated by their complex
pore topology/heterogeneity.
The Saudi Arabia late Ordovician Sarah Formation is a glacial deposit in the northern part of
the Rub’ al Khali basin. It is a proven gas reservoir in the northwestern and central parts of Saudi
Arabia that is being explored as a potential tight gas sandstone reservoir. The formation’s paleovalleys
cut deeply into the basement and older Paleozoic succession, including Saq formation and all the
members of the Qasim Formation including Hanadir, Khafah, Ra’an, and Quwarah members (Figure 1)
in northwest and central Saudi Arabia [10,11]. The sub-Sarah unconformity above the underlying Saq
and Qasim Formations [10] marks the basal boundary of this formation while the basal occurrence of
the Qusaiba Hot Shale delineates its upper contact. The formation is dominantly comprised of pebbly,
poorly sorted, ﬁne to coarse-grained, parallel, trough, and planar cross-bedded sandstones. Al-Harbi
and Khan [11] described the sandstone as predominantly quartz arenite.

Figure 1. (A) Surface geological map of the Arabian Plate, (B) gravity map showing the basement
topography underneath the study area.

Sedimentological and petrographical analyses previously conducted on core samples from this
formation revealed the occurrences of various lithofacies, which were grouped into four facies
associations (FAs) (as shown in Figure 2). The facies association are massive to ripple-laminated
sandstone (FA1), gray massive sandstone (FA2), diamictites (FA3), and partially deformed,
massive-graded sandstone (FA4), which are interpreted as ﬂuvial, glacioﬂuvial, glaciolacustrine
delta, and subglacial outwash deposits, respectively [12]. Alqubalee et al. [13] reported that the clay
and cement content in the ﬂuvial facies (well A) and glacioﬂuvial facies (well E) are relatively low;
however, grain compaction, feldspar dissolution, and authigenic illite were observed in these FAs. The
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pores and pore throats in most of the glaciolacustrine delta (wells B and C) and subglacial facies (wells
B, D, and F) were ﬁlled by anhydrite, siderite, barite, or detrital illite.

Figure 2. Core stratigraphic columns showing the diﬀerent facies associations for all wells: FA1: ﬂuvial,
FA2: glaciolacustrine delta, FA3: subglacial, and FA4: glacioﬂuvial outwash facies.

In this paper, we present the results of various petrographic, petrophysical, and high-resolution
imaging investigations on the Sarah tight gas reservoir in the Rub’ al Khali basin. The measurements
were conducted on 140 core plugs extracted from six wells (named well A to well F). First, the porosity
and permeability of the samples were measured using pulse decay methods. Then, the ﬂow zone
indicator method was used to group the samples into distinct hydraulic ﬂow units. Subsequently,
thin-section petrography, scanning electron microscope (SEM), quantitative evaluation of minerals
by scanning electron microscope (QEMSCAN), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), high-resolution
micro-computed tomography (μCT) imaging, and electrical resistivity were conducted on subsamples
representing the diﬀerent ﬂow units in order to understand the diﬀerent reservoir rock types and the
factors controlling their pore behavior. Since petrographic analysis on the samples showed that smectite
clay exists in a very insigniﬁcant amount, the samples were cleaned and dried using conventional
techniques. Nonetheless, the main clay fabrics are believed to be preserved based on the ﬁndings of
Morrow et al. [9].
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2. Methodology
2.1. Rock Sample Preparation
Cylindrical cores of 4-inch diameters were extracted from six wells: namely, well A, well B, well
C, well D, well E, and well F. The six wells were drilled through the Sarah reservoir formation in
the Rub’ al Khali basin. Samples from well A and well B were extracted at a depth of 16xxx feet,
while samples from wells C and D were extracted at a depth of 17xxx feet. Samples from well E
were extracted at a depth of 14xxx feet and those from well F were extracted at a depth of 18xxx
feet. The wells drilled through a very heterogeneous reservoir with signiﬁcant variation in porosity,
permeability, and mineralogy. Then, cylindrical plugs of 1-inch and 1.5-inch diameter with lengths
ranging from 1.5–4 inches were extracted from the cores. The plug samples were cleaned to remove
hydrocarbon using a Soxhlet-type extractor circulating hot toluene and subsequently with alcohol to
remove salt contaminants. The cleaned samples were dried in a vacuum oven. The Soxhlet extractor
process involves evaporated toluene circulating through the pores of the rock specimen and thereby
cleansing them of any oil present. This cleaning process was continued for several days to ensure
a complete removal of residual hydrocarbon. To remove any traces of toluene and salt associated
with the formation brine that might be remaining in the sample, the same Soxhlet extractor-cleaning
procedure was repeated with isopropanol leach for at least 48 h. After cleaning with isopropanol,
the rock specimens were dried under partial vacuum in a vacuum oven at 80 ◦ C for about two
days. Some vuggy core plugs or core plugs having surface irregularities, which cannot be used for
porosity and permeability measurements under conﬁning pressure, were repaired to remove the
surface irregularities using rock powder mixed with epoxy. The average length and diameter of the
core plugs were determined from ﬁve measurements at diﬀerent points along the length and diameter,
respectively. The averages of the length and diameter were used to calculate the bulk volume of each
core plug. Then, the dry weights of the core plugs were measured using a weight balance accurate
to 0.001 g.
2.2. Porosity and Permeability
Gas porosity was measured on the cleaned samples using an automated helium
permeameter-porosimeter AP-608, which was calibrated using standard samples with known volume
and a density of Berea sandstone and two billets of titanium and steel alloy. A high-purity (99.9%)
helium gas was used to measure both porosity and permeability at a net conﬁning pressure of 500 psi.
Gas permeability, κg , was measured by injecting helium at a pore pressure of 200 psi, and the pressure
was allowed to decay at a room temperature of 28 ◦ C. Then, liquid permeability κl was calculated from
the Klinkenberg [14] correlation shown in Equation (1) by plotting gas permeability measurements at
diﬀerent pressures against the reciprocal of the mean pressure 1/(pm −1). The intercept of the best-ﬁt
straight line with the gas permeability axis (at p ≈ ∞) is equal to liquid permeability:
κ∞ =

κg
1+

b
pm

(1)

where k∞ is the liquid permeability, kg is the gas permeability, pm is the mean pressure of ﬂow, and b is
the constant parameter (Klinkenberg’s slip factor for a given porous media).
Then, the core samples were saturated with brine solution at room temperature under a pressure
of 2000 psi using a high-pressure vessel. Vacuum was used prior to saturation to remove trapped
air from the samples. Each sample was left in the saturation vessel for about 48 h after which they
were removed and gently wiped on a piece of paper in order to remove excess and surface water
from the samples. Then, each sample was quickly weighted on a mass balance accurate to ±1 mg to
determine the saturated mass (msat ). Then, the pore volume occupied by brine, V pore , was calculated


as Vpore = Msat − Mdry /ρbrine , while the gravimetric porosity was calculated as Φg = Vpore /Vbulk .
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After weighting, the samples were quickly wrapped in thin plastic cling ﬁlm to avoid drying and to
allow NMR porosity experiments to be conducted on them. The composition of the synthetic brine
used in saturating the samples fell within the range of the reservoir water samples extracted from the
six wells (Table 1).
Table 1. Properties of brine (B: boron, Ba: barium, BCl: chloride, Br: bromide, Ca: calcium, EC:
electrical conductivity, Fe: iron, HCO3: bicarbonate, K: potassium, Mg: magnesium, Mn: manganese,
Na: sodium, Si: silicon, SO4: sulfate, Sr: stontium, TPH: total petroleum hydrocarbon, Zn: zinc).
Components

Range

pH

4.62–6.6

EC, mmho/cm (25 ◦ C)

96–534

Total Solids (mg/L)

103,250–369,200

Density (g/mL)

1.088–1.264

Cl (mg/L)

46,981–185,596

Br (mg/L)

411–1492

SO4 (mg/L)

137–1039

HCO3 (mgL)

<1.0

B (mg/L)

25.16–43.56

Ba(mg/L)

311–1275

Ca (mg/L)

16,315–54,500

Fe(mg/L)

695–66,700

K(mg/L)

971–2870

Mg (mg/L)

568–1350

Mn (mg/L)

48.74–221.24

Na (mg/L)

16,012–159,575

Si (mg/L)

10.13–18.46

Sr (mg/L)

272–1336

Zn (mg/L)

92.38–188.63

TPH (mg/L)

1.51–1346.75

2.3. Petrographic and QEMSCAN Analyses
A total number of 140 thin sections selected from the studied core samples were prepared for
petrographic study, where grain size, texture, and mineralogical composition (modal composition)
were acquired. The concept of QEMSCAN, its applications, and its protocols have been explained
and illustrated by several authors [15–17]. This advanced petrographic technique integrates scanning
electron microscope (SEM), energy-dispersive spectroscopy, and species identiﬁcation protocol (SIP)—a
predeﬁned spectral mineralogical library—to produce quantitative mineralogical maps from rock
samples. We utilized the QEMSCAN technique to evaluate the mineralogical composition of some
selected thin sections that represent the diﬀerent petrophysical rock types in the reservoir. The thin
sections were carbon coated using a Quorum EMS 150R ES before the analyses. A standard QEMSCAN
setup was conducted, and the system was operated using an X-ray beam voltage of 15 kV and beam
current of 10 nA (±0.05). The Field Image Scan mode on an area of 1 cm2 and 5-μm point spacing was
selected. The QEMSCAN measurements took around 7.5 h. After that, the data was processed via
iDiscover software, where ﬁeld stitching, granulator, and boundary phase processors were applied.
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2.4. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Measurements
NMR measurements were performed on the samples using a low magnetic ﬁeld NMR (0.05 Tesla
and 2 MHz) ‘Geospec rock core analyzer’ from Oxford Instruments. The instrument was used to
measure the T2 relaxation of the samples using optimized scanning parameters as follows: inter-echo
spacing (Tau) value of 0.1 milliseconds, signal-to-noise ratio of 200, and a recycle delay of 11,250 milli
seconds. T2 relaxation is a measure of the time that it takes for the transverse magnetization of a
hydrogen nuclei to fall to approximately 37% of its initial value, after it was excited by a magnetic ﬁeld
in a direction transverse (perpendicular) to the magnetic ﬁeld [18]. T2 is measured in milliseconds
(ms), and it is related to the surface-to-volume ratio of the pores and the surface relaxivity (ρ) of the
rock minerals coating the pore surface.
Since clay-rich rocks are sensitive to the type of water in contact with them, the synthetic brine
used in saturating the rock samples prior to NMR measurements were prepared to simulate the actual
reservoir ﬂuid content. Water samples collected from several wells that were drilled through the
study reservoir were analyzed for anion and cation compositions using inductive coupled plasma
mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) and inductive coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy ICP-OES
techniques, respectively. Table 1 shows the range of reservoir water properties and components. All
TPH (total petroleum hydrocarbon) analysis was conducted on a wet weight basis. An Agilent GC
6890-N equipped with a ﬂame ionization detector (FID) was used for the analysis.
2.5. High-Resolution Images of Samples
A laboratory μCT scanner, Versa XRM-5002D, was used to obtain tomographic images from small
rock cuttings (rock cuttings of size approximately 8 mm × 10 mm) selected to represent the varieties of
rock types present in the reservoir. X-rays from a microfocused source producing a polychromatic
conical X-ray beam were used to generate images of the sample while employing a circular trajectory
with 1601 projections. The scan voltage was set to 140 kV and power at 10 W with an exposure time of
1–4 s to achieve the optimal X-ray intensity ﬂux count. The voxel resolution was kept constant around
3 μm for all the samples by adjusting the source and detector distance. Then, the μCT scans for all the
samples were processed using PerGeos software.
2.6. Electrical Resistivity Measurements
Electrical resistivity measurements were conducted on the samples after NMR measurements
using an electrical resistivity test system that allows the simultaneous measurement of 4-pole and 2-pole
resistivity under elevated pressure and temperature. The system utilizes an Agilent 20-MHz waveform
generator model 33,220 A to generate electrical currents over a wide range of frequencies, and a North
Atlantic LCR meter model 2250 to measure samples’ inductance, capacitance, and resistance. Electrical
resistivity measurements were conducted on the samples at 100% water saturation at a net conﬁning
pressure of 500 psi and at an ambient temperature of 25 ◦ C.
3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Porosity and Permeability
Figures 3 and 4 respectively show the histograms of the porosity and permeability of the studied
samples. Figure 3 shows two distinct sample populations based on porosity data alone. The ﬁrst group
of samples has porosities ranging from 0.1%–7% with a modal value of 3%–4%. The samples in the
second porosity group have porosities ranging between 7% and 13% with a modal value of 9%–10%.
Statistical analysis of the samples’ permeabilities alone does not clearly show distinct groups of sample
populations as was observed in the porosity data. Nonetheless, two groups of sample populations
can be faintly seen based on the permeability values alone (independent of the porosity classiﬁcation).
As shown in Figure 4, one group of samples is very tight with permeability ranging between 0.001
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and 0.2 mD (with a modal value of 0.03 mD). The second group of samples has permeability ranging
between 0.2 and 1 mD (with a mode of 0.35 mD).

Figure 3. Porosity distribution of 140 rock samples extracted from six wells.

Figure 4. Permeability distribution of 140 rock samples extracted from six wells.

3.2. Porosity–Permeability Relationship
Figure 5 shows the cross-plot of porosity versus log of permeability for all 140 plugs extracted from
the six wells (wells A–F). Most of the samples in porosity-group 1 (0.1%–7%) belong to rock samples
extracted from wells D, E, and F (at a depth of 14,000–18,000 feet). All the plug samples extracted from
well A (16,000 feet) belong to the porosity group 2 (7%–13%). Some of the plug samples from wells B
and C belong to porosity group 1, while others belong to porosity group 2. There is no clear correlation
between porosity and permeability (Figure 4). The scatter in the porosity–permeability cross-plot can
be attributed to the variation in the type of facies, diagenesis, and petrophysical properties of the rocks.
In Figure 5, the samples are color-coded based on the wells (and of course the depth) from which they
were extracted. It can be seen that the low porosity is not associated with the depth from which the
samples were extracted. In the next few subsections, the samples are also classiﬁed based on facies and
petrophysical rock typing.
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Figure 5. Cross-plot of helium porosity and helium permeability of 140 rock samples classiﬁed based
on the wells from which they were extracted.

3.3. Facies Classiﬁcation
As mentioned earlier, sedimentological and petrographical analyses conducted on core samples
from the study formation revealed the occurrences of various lithofacies broadly classiﬁed into four
facies associations (FAs), namely: (1) FA1, massive to ripple-laminated sandstone interpreted as ﬂuvial;
(2) FA2, gray massive sandstone (glacioﬂuvial); (3) FA3, diamictites (glaciolacustrine delta); and (4)
FA4, partially deformed massive-graded sandstone (subglacial outwash deposits) [12,13]. The facies
associations (FAs) are grossly heterogeneous (Figure 6A) and are also characterized by varied porosity
distributions. Samples from FA1 and some samples from FA2 are characterized by primary interparticle
porosity (Figure 6B), intraparticle porosity due to grain dissolution (Figure 6C), and microfracture
porosity (Figure 6D). Their measured porosity values are greater than 7%. Petrographic examination
of the FA1 samples indicates that they are dominantly subarkose arenite with authigenic pore-ﬁlling
illite (Figure 6E). The low porosity values (<7%) encountered in the samples of the subglacial (FA3)
and glacioﬂuvial (FA4) were probably due to the high matrix content (mainly detrital illite) and poor
sorting. The presence of pore-ﬁlling anhydrite, barite (Figure 6F), siderite, and diﬀerential compaction
in some of the FA2 and FA4 samples negatively impacted their reservoir quality.
Figure 7 shows the porosity–permeability plot of all the samples classiﬁed based on facies
association. It is obvious that facies association FA4 exists exclusively in porosity group 1, while facies
association FA1 exists only in porosity group 2. Facie associations FA2 and FA3 occur in both porosity
groups. However, a clear correlation is not seen between porosity and permeability in any of the
facies associations.
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Figure 6. Photomicrographs for microfacies observed in the analyzed samples. (A) Heterogenous
patterns of grain compactions, (B) interparticle porosity associated with grain compaction,
(C) intraparticle porosity due grains dissolution, (D) fractures associated with grain compactions,
(E) authigenic pore-ﬁlling illite, (F) pore-ﬁlling anhydrite and barite cement.

Figure 7. Cross-plot of helium porosity and helium permeability of 140 rock samples classiﬁed based
on facies associations.
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3.4. Petrophysical Rock Typing
In order to identify cores with identical pore and petrophysical characteristics, we used the concept
of ﬂow zone indicator (FZI) developed by Amaefule et al. [19]. They developed the FZI by rearranging
the Kozeny–Carman equation, as shown in Equation (2):
⎛
⎜⎜
K = ⎜⎜⎝

∅3e
( 1 − ∅e )

⎞⎛
⎟⎟⎜⎜
⎟⎟⎜⎜
2 ⎠⎝

⎞
1 ⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎠
KτSV 2gr

(2)

where K is permeability (μm2 ), ∅e is eﬀective porosity, τ is tortuosity of ﬂow path, and SV gr is the
surface area per unit volume of grain.
Rearranging the equation by dividing both sides by porosity and taking the square root yields:




K
1
∅e
=
√
∅
SV 2gr Kτ 1 − ∅e

(3)

Amaefule et al. [19] expressed this equation as a reservoir quality index (RQI). If permeability is
expressed in millidarcy (mD) and porosity is expressed as a fraction, the left-hand side of the equation
becomes:

K
RQI = 0.0314
(4)
∅
Using Equation (4), the tortuosity and surface area of the rock samples in Equation (3) do not need
to be measured, but rather replaced by the left-hand side of the same equation. The FZI is deﬁned
from Equation (3) as:


1
∅e
(5)
FZI =
√
2
1
−
∅
e
SV gr Kτ
Hence, RQI = FZI × ∅z , where ∅z = 1−∅∅e e
On a log-log plot of RQI versus ∅z (Figure 8), rock samples with the same hydraulic characteristics
and similar petrophysical properties will align around a unit slope. The intercept of that slope in the
RQI axis at the ∅z value of 1 deﬁnes the ﬂow zone for those samples. Samples with diﬀerent FZI
values will lie on other parallel lines. Hence, rocks having the same FZI tend to obey the same ﬂuid
distribution and ﬂuid transport properties. Thus, they can be represented by the same petrophysical
measurements such as relative permeability, capillary pressure, and electrical resistivity curves. The
rock typing in Figure 8 showed ﬁve diﬀerent hydraulic units. Classiﬁcation of the rocks based on
hydraulic ﬂow units or a ﬂow zones indicator revealed a clear power law correlation between porosity
and the log of permeability in each hydraulic ﬂow unit (Figure 9). The coeﬃcients of regression
(R2 ) range between 0.8 and 0.96. It also apparent from the cross-plot that the 7% cut-oﬀ value of
porosity marks the deviation of the cross-plots from a linear trend. Further analysis using NMR,
QEMSACN, and high-resolution imaging studies were used to probe this phenomenon, as presented
in the subsequent subsections.
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Figure 8. Hydraulic ﬂow units of the reservoir identiﬁed from 140 rock samples from six wells.

Figure 9. Cross-plot of helium porosity and helium permeability of 140 rock samples classiﬁed based
on hydraulic ﬂow units.

3.5. QEMSCAN Analysis
Figure 10 shows the petrographic (QEMSCAN) analysis of six thin sections representing the ﬁrst
porosity group (<7% porosity), while Figure 11 shows the analysis of another six sections from porosity
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group 2 (>7% porosity). All the facies associations are represented in the 12 subsamples. Based on
quartz, feldspar, and lithic contents determined from thin-section petrography [12,13], all the samples
are comprised of quartz arenite, subarkose, and sublithic arenite. The sediments’ grain sizes vary from
ﬁne, medium, and coarse, and are poorly to moderately sorted. Quartz was identiﬁed as the dominant
mineral in all the FAs (Table 2). Subordinate amounts of feldspars, mica, and clay minerals were also
identiﬁed. The argillaceous sandstones (Figure 10; B33) and diamictites facies (Figure 10; B25, D36,
and F117) are rich in matrix content, mainly detrital illite clay mineral. Authigenic illite (Figure 11; A83
and A76), siderite (Figure 10; B25 and D33), and a minor amount of other clay minerals, including
chlorite and smectite minerals, are also present in some of the lithofacies. Based on sedimentological
background, the reservoir quality in porosity group 2 was generally increased by the preserved and
secondary porosity, as well as fractures (e.g., Figure 11; A76), while it was diminished in group 1 by
the increase of detrital matrix content (mainly illite), diagenetic siderite cement, and grain compaction
(e.g., Figure 10; B16).

Figure 10. Quantitative evaluation of minerals by scanning electron microscope (QEMSCAN) images
of samples in porosity-group 1 (<7% porosity). The color codes for diﬀerent minerals and pores are
shown in the legend.
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Figure 11. QEMSCAN images of samples in porosity group 2 (>7% porosity). The color codes for
diﬀerent minerals and pores are shown in the legend.
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Quartz

90.66
75.32
75.12
64.45
57.41
67.44
80.89
79.19
73.93
86.15
80.93
85.15

Sample
ID

B16
B25
B33
D33
D36
F117
A83
C24
E7
E9
A76
C17

0.04
1.45
3.10
1.50
5.03
8.91
1.60
7.56
3.65
3.85
1.13
2.05

Feldspars

Silicates (%)

3.21
3.06
9.27
1.60
13.16
4.13
2.23
2.19
1.75
3.09
0.83
1.34

Mica
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.07
0.05
0.05
0.33
0.82
0.14
0.02
0.72

Calcite
0.55
13.50
1.76
21.21
0.00
0.26
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.00

Siderite

Carbonates (%)

0.21
0.06
0.05
0.10
0.17
0.15
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.02

Pyrite
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.13
0.03
0.23
0.02
0.02
0.07
0.04
0.01

Kaolinite
0.00
0.12
0.11
0.21
0.68
0.48
0.11
0.01
0.22
0.18
0.06
0.00

Chlorite
0.95
4.07
7.81
1.13
21.43
16.04
7.82
3.84
2.06
5.46
2.38
0.90

Illite

Clay (%)

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.07
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.00
0.01

Smectite

Table 2. Mineralogy compositions of the samples in each of the facies.

0.00
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.11
0.04
0.01
0.00
0.06
0.03
0.00
0.00

Glauconite
1.38
0.39
0.49
8.44
0.70
1.63
1.45
3.09
0.34
0.34
10.38
5.29

Others
FA2
FA3
FA2
FA4
FA3
FA3
FA1
FA2
FA4
FA4
FA1
FA2

FA
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3.6. NMR T2 Distribution and Permeability
NMR measurements were also conducted on the 12 subsamples representing the two porosity
groups, as shown in Figure 12 (for group 1) and Figure 13 (for group 2). The NMR T2 data show that
the pore size distribution in the samples are characterized by unimodal and polymodal pore systems.
The samples in group 1 mainly showed polymodal pore distribution. The pore size distribution
appears to have been controlled by the proportion of clay content and the presence of fractures in the
samples. As shown by their petrographic analysis, they contain a fair amount of clay minerals (Illite:
7.8%–21.44%). They are also predominantly delineated by micropores (with a T2 range of 0.01–1 ms)
and macropores (with a T2 range of > 1–1000 ms), as shown in the NMR T2 curves in Figure 12.
The micropore-bearing samples are dominantly matrix-rich, and they mainly represent the argillaceous
sandstone and mud-rich diamictites facies. On the other hand, the samples in porosity group 2 showed
a unimodal pore system (except for sample A83, which appears to be bimodal) characterized by mainly
macropores with a T2 range of > 1–1000 ms (Figure 13). They contain a minor amount of clay minerals
(illite: 0.95%–5.56%). The macroporosity in these samples is either due to the preserved primary
porosity or secondary porosity created by the digenetic alteration of labile minerals, mainly feldspars
grains, in the samples. It was also observed that the pores with a T2 range of 100–1000 ms in some of
the samples may be due to the presence of microfractures (Figure 13).

Figure 12. Distribution of NMR T2 relaxation for subsamples in porosity group 1 (<7%).

Figure 13. Distribution of NMR T2 relaxation for subsamples in porosity group 2 (>7%).
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3.7. NMR Porosity and Permeability
NMR porosity and pore size distribution were subsequently measured on 56 samples out of
the 140 samples. A comparison made between diﬀerent methods of porosity measurements, namely
helium, NMR, and gravimetric porosity, reveals an acceptable match between the helium porosities and
those derived from NMR and gravimetric methods (Figures 14 and 15). However, it can be observed
that at a porosity value above 7%, there is a scatter between all the porosity measurements. Both NMR
and gravimetric porosities were measured under unconﬁned pressure, while helium porosity was
conducted at a net conﬁning pressure of 500 psi. Hence, the fairest comparison is that between NMR
and gravimetric porosities (Figure 14). The NMR porosity and gravimetric porosity have a very good
match at porosity values of 7% and below. On the other hand, there is a signiﬁcant disparity between
the two measurements at porosity greater than 7%. The reasons for the scatter at the 7% porosity group
margin requires a closer interrogation. A closer look at the data in Figure 15 shows a better match
between the gravimetric and helium porosities at this porosity range. Consequently, the mismatch
could be attributed to errors in NMR measurements, particularly at porosity greater than 7%. The ability
to keep the water saturation constant during gravimetric and NMR measurements dictates the level of
match between the two measurement methods. Two important factors can aﬀect the ability to sustain a
constant water saturation in both measurements. These include (a) the process of wiping oﬀ excessive
water from the sample surface, and (b) the duration of the porosity measurements. Gravimetric
measurements take a few seconds, whereas NMR measurements require multiple scanning in order to
achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio, and as such, a considerable amount of time can be expended on a
single NMR measurement (an average of 10 min). During this extended time, there is a possibility
of losing some of the pore water to evaporation (if the plastic wrap leaks), especially for relatively
highly-porosity samples (with internal vugs, microfractures, etc.). Then, this leads to underestimated
porosity values. Similarly, for these high-porosity samples, the insuﬃcient wiping of excess water
from the surface vugs can cause an overestimation of porosity. This explains why some NMR porosity
values are either higher or lower than the gravimetric porosity. The QEMSCAN images of samples
E7, E9, A76, A83, C17, and C24 in Figure 11 corroborates our inference. The images showed large
pores, microfractures, and well-connected pores compared to the low and not well-connected pores
in samples having porosity below 7% (as shown in the QEMSCAN images in Figure 10). For tighter
rock samples such as those below the 7% margin, the pore water cannot be easily wiped oﬀ during the
process of wiping oﬀ excessive water. Similarly, the pore water can take a much longer time than the
NMR experiment time to start evaporating in the event of leakage in the plastic wrap. This explains
why the NMR and gravimetric porosity have a very good match at porosity of 7% and below. It was
observed that some samples in the porosity group 2 (>7%) also have a good correlation between the
two measurement methods. This indicates that porosity alone may not be responsible for the scatter
in this group (>7%) of samples. In order to probe this phenomenon further, high-resolution image
analysis was used to investigate the pores and pore throats of samples in both groups. This is discussed
in the following subsection.
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Figure 14. Cross-plot of NMR porosity and gravimetric porosity for 56 subsamples.

Figure 15. Cross-plot of helium porosity and gravimetric porosity for 56 subsamples.

NMR permeability was also estimated using the SDR model [20] and compared with laboratory
measurements. The SDR equation is shown in Equation (6):
b
∅c
K = aT2LM

(6)

where K is permeability (mD), T2LM is the log mean of relaxation time (milliseconds), and ∅ is porosity
(fraction). The parameters a–c are constants that can be adjusted to have a good match between
NMR permeability and measured permeability. Figure 16 shows the cross-plot of the calculated NMR
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permeability with measured permeability for the 56 samples. The optimized model parameters that
gave the best match with measured permeability are a = 14, b = 2, and c = 1, with a root mean square
error (RMSE) of 1.83 and R2 value of 0.6. In Figure 17, a T2 relaxation time at a 99% sample saturation
state was used instead of T2LM . The optimized model parameters for this case are a = 2, b = 4, and
c = 2, with an RMSE value of 2.19 and an R2 value of 0.6.

Figure 16. NMR-derived permeability versus core-measured permeability using T2LM .

Figure 17. NMR-derived permeability versus core-measured permeability using T2 at 99%
water saturation.

3.8. High-Resolution CT Images
QEMSCAN images do not provide enough details of samples’ pores and pore throats. Digital
analysis of micro-CT images at high resolutions can elaborate more on the pore structure of these two
groups of samples. In order to obtain high-resolution images, seven small rock cuttings selected from
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the two porosity groups were scanned at about 4-μm voxel resolution and segmented using PerGeos
software. A gradient marker-based watershed segmentation was performed, and isolated pores were
removed using the Axis Connectivity tool. The connected pore space was used as an input to the pore
network extraction module of PerGeos software, and a pore network model was obtained for each
sample showing the pores and throats. The pore network model is a spatial graph with branching or
endpoints of the network labeled as pores and the connecting lines labeled as throats. The porosities
computed using micro-CT analysis were found to be similar to the porosity measured using helium
porosimeter (Figure 18).

Figure 18. Porosity computed from digital image versus measured porosity.

Figures 19 and 20 show the segmented 2D images for group 1 and group 2, respectively. We could
not carry out detailed digital analysis on some of the selected samples (especially the samples with
poor connectivity) because of limitations in equipment resolution, which made it impossible to resolve
smaller pores. Coincidentally, these poor connectivity samples have an excellent match between the
gravimetric and NMR porosity measurements.
The high-resolution images show that the porosity group 1 samples have tight and poorly
connected pores compared to the porosity group 2 samples, which have much better connectivity.
These CT images conform to the QEMSCAN images and corroborate our inference regarding the
disparity in the correlation between gravimetric and NMR porosities. A pore network model of
selected samples from both porosity groups revealed the pore throat and pore size distribution from
both groups. Interestingly, samples with a good match between gravimetric and NMR porosity have
tighter pore throats with a pore throat size in the range of 2–20 μm (Figure 21), while samples that
matched poorly between the two porosity methods have bigger pore throats or better connectivity,
with pore throat sizes ranging between 2 and 50 μm (Figure 22). Figure 23 shows the pore network
model of sample C24 (with a pore throat size range of 2–20 μm) and sample A83 (with pore throat
sizes ranging from 2 to 50 μm). One may be tempted to speculate that pore throat sizes in excess of
20 μm may be responsible for the scatter in the porosity cross-plots, since they allow the water in the
pores to be drained or lost during NMR measurements. Sample C24 has porosity above the 7% cut-oﬀ,
but the pore throat size is similar to the samples in group 1 (<7%). This suggests that the scattering
observed in the porosity cross-plots is not due to porosity values alone but also due to the connectivity
of the pores. This also explains why some samples in group 2 also showed a good match between the
two porosity measurements even when their porosity values are above the 7% cut-oﬀ.
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Figure 19. High-resolution μCT images and their segmentations for samples in group 1 (<7% porosity).
CT images taken at 3-μm resolution.

Figure 20. High-resolution μCT images and their segmentation for samples in group 2 (>7% porosity).
CT images taken at 4-μm resolution.
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Figure 21. Pore throat size distribution in the range of 1–20 μm. On the y-axis is the count (frequency)
and the x-axis is the corresponding equivalent radii (EqRadius in μm) of the pore throats.

Figure 22. Pore throat size distribution in the range of 1–50 μm. On the y-axis is the count (frequency)
and the x-axis is the corresponding equivalent radii (EqRadius in μm) of the pore throats.

3.9. Formation Resistivity and Cementation Factors
Archie deﬁned the ratio of the resistivity of a rock at 100% water saturation (Ro ) to the resistivity
of the water (Rw ) as the formation resistivity factor (or formation factor) given by Equation (7):
FF =

Ro
Rw

(7)

The formation factor (FF) is dependent on various properties of the rock such as the porosity,
degree of cementation, and clay content. For a clean sand and limestone, where clay is absent, FF
remains constant as brine resistivity changes. For a shaly sand (containing clay), FF will decrease as
brine resistivity increase and vice versa. This is because the clay content in the rock also serves as a
conductor, which does not allow Ro to increase proportionally with Rw . This clay eﬀect depends on
the amount, type, and distribution of the clay in the rock. The simplest relationship between FF and
porosity (∅) is:
1
(8)
FF =
∅
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Equation (8) was derived with the assumption that the rock matrix is embedded with straight
and parallel capillaries. Diﬀerent researchers developed diﬀerent forms of Equation (8), as shown
in Table 3, Equations (9)–(13). These models to a large extent incorporate a tortuosity factor (τ) in the
relationship between FF and porosity. The tortuosity factor is a measure of the departure of a porous
medium from the ideal system made of straight and parallel capillaries.

Figure 23. Pore network model for samples C24 and A83. The color legend represents the pore
and throats sizes, where dark blue represents small pores and throats, and red represents big pores
and throats.
Table 3. Diﬀerent electrical tortuosity models.
Authors

Tortuosity Model

Winsauer et al. [21]
Wyllie and Spangler [22]
Faris et al. [23]
Pirson [24]
Cornell and Katz [25]

= (FF × ∅)
τ = (FF × ∅)2
τ2 = (FF × ∅)1.41
τ2 = FF × ∅
τ = FF × ∅

1.2

τ2

Equation #
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

FF is also dependent on the degree of cementation of the rock. The degree of cementation depends
on the cementing material (i.e., silica, calcite, or clay), amount of cement, and distribution of the cement
materials. The higher the cementation, the lower the porosity, and then the higher the FF. Archie
derived the relationship between FF, porosity, and cementation factor (m), as shown in Equation (14).
The cementation factor or porosity exponent (m) is a function of the large number of factors such
as the type, shape, and distribution of pores; packing and sorting of grains; tortuosity; presence of
clay; compaction due to overburden stress, etc. Humble modiﬁed Equation (14) to include another
constant (a), which is also dependent on the rock type. This constant (a) is an empirical constant, and
it is sometimes referred to as tortuosity factor or cementation intercept. A value of “a” other than 1
compensates for variation in the FF–∅ relationship due to diﬀerences in the compaction, pore structure,
and grain size [26].
1
(14)
FF = m
∅
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FF =

a
∅m

(15)

The cementation factor often ranges between 1.3 for loose unconsolidated sand to as high as 3 in
carbonates [15,16].
In Figure 24, the formation factors of 56 samples are plotted against their porosity values. Four pole
electrical resistivity measurements were conducted at a 100% water saturation state for 56 subsamples.
The samples were saturated with formation brine and subjected to a net-conﬁning pressure of 500 psi
and room temperature of 25 ◦ C. The measured formation factor and porosity were ﬁtted with Equation
(14) using m values of 1.5. If we allow “a” value other than one (1), the tortuosity factor (“a”) estimated
as the intercept of the slope at 100% porosity was found to be 5.14 with an estimated cementation factor
0.98 (from the slope of the plot). Tortuosity was also calculated for these samples using the equations
provided in Table 3. The tortuosity range based on each equation is given in Table 4. The tortuosity
values for the 12 subsamples are listed in Table 5. In addition, Table 5 also contains a list of the diﬀerent
petrophysical measurements conducted on the 12 samples that represent the six wells as well as the
diﬀerent hydraulic ﬂow units.

Figure 24. Formation resistivity factor versus porosity for 56 subsamples.
Table 4. Tortuosity range for 56 subsamples using diﬀerent electrical tortuosity models.
Tortuosity Model

Tortuosity (τ)

Winsauer et al. [21]
Wyllie and Spangler [22]
Faris et al. [23]
Pirson [24]
Cornell and Katz [25]

1.28–3.89
2.28–92.55
1.34–4.93
1.23–3.1
1.51–9.62
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Table 5. Summary of measured petrophysical properties on 12 subsamples representing six wells and
the diﬀerent hydraulic ﬂow units. FZI: ﬂow zone indicator, RQI: reservoir quality index.
Sample
ID

He-Porosity
%

NMR
Porosity

D36
D33
B25
F117
B33
B16
E9
E7
C24
C17
A83
A76

1.15
1.53
1.97
2.46
3.17
4.39
7.37
7.52
9
10.18
12.05
12.17

1.4
0.9
2.8
3.7
4.9
5.1
4.6
3.3
9.2
8.5
11.2
12.9

Permeability RQI
(mD)
(μm)
0.0033
0.014
0.024
0.05
0.014
0.044
0.738
0.103
0.081
27.87
0.99
8.844

0.01682
0.030036
0.034772
0.044759
0.020714
0.031463
0.099349
0.036748
0.029844
0.519591
0.089997
0.267724

FZI (μm)

Formation
factor (FF)

Tortuosity
(τ) *

KNMR
(mD)

20
100
100
100
4
4
20
2.5
2.5
10,000
4
100

137.2
238.8
376.73
64.05
61.72
37.29

1.51
3.65
9.25
4.72
4.64
4.54

0.0967
0.5224
0.0976
0.9415
0.3646
0.6781
0.8955
0.075
4.5309
82.9
3.9619
8.7779

* Tortuosity based on Cornell and Katz [25] Equation (13). Electrical resistivity was not measured on some samples
because of the small sample diameter.

4. Conclusions
An integrated petrophysical and petrological study was conducted on 140 core plugs from a Saudi
Arabian tight gas reservoir. A detailed suite of experiments was conducted using a variety of analytical
tools such as a helium porosity–permeability meter, NMR, electrical resistivity, micro-CT imaging, thin
section, and QEMSCAN. We found that two distinct groups of porosity occur in the studied reservoir
and that each group responded diﬀerently to the laboratory methods of porosity measurements.
In order to probe this observation further, a gradient marker-based watershed segmentation together
with digital rock physics computation were used to generate the pore network models, pores, and pore
size distribution of representative samples. Then, we speculated how the pore character of the tight
formation aﬀected methods of porosity measurements in the laboratory. Then, the following speciﬁc
conclusions were made from this study.
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Our analysis identiﬁed two major porosity groups of rock samples. One group is characterized
by porosity values less than 7% while the second group has porosity values above 7%. There is a
generally a good agreement between diﬀerent methods of porosity measurements in samples
with <7% porosity compared to samples with >7% porosity values.
Rock typing using the ﬂow zone indicator (FZI) identiﬁed ﬁve hydraulic ﬂow units (HFUs).
Each of the HFUs has reservoir rocks with porosity values that fall within both groups of porosity.
Petrographic analysis revealed that the low-porosity samples have a signiﬁcant amount of clay
(mainly illite). However, quartz was identiﬁed as the dominant mineral in all the rock samples
while subordinate amounts of feldspars, mica, and clay minerals were also identiﬁed.
NMR analysis showed that the group 1 samples are dominated by micropores, while the group 2
samples are dominated by macropores. Group 1 samples apparently showed a polymodal pore
system, while the samples in group 2 generally showed unimodal pore distribution.
High-resolution micro-CT images showed that pore throat size plays a very important role in the
NMR porosity measurements, and may be responsible for the poor correlation between NMR
porosity and gravimetric porosity in the group 2 samples (>7%).
NMR-estimated permeability in tight sandstones shows fair correlation with helium permeability
with an R2 of 0.6 and RMSE of 1.8.
Electrical resistivity measurements showed that the tight sand samples have a cementation factor
of 1.5, when the laboratory measurements are ﬁtted with the Archie model. When a value of
tortuosity factor other than 1 is allowed, the cementation factor is about 1 and the tortuosity factor
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is 5.14. Electrical tortuosity values computed using various empirical models range between 1.2
and 9.6.
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Abstract: In tight oil reservoirs, water imbibition is the key mechanism to improve oil production
during shut-in operations. However, the complex microstructure and composition of minerals
complicate the interpretation of oil migration during water imbibition. In this study, nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) T2 spectra was used to monitor the oil migration dynamics in tight oil reservoirs.
The factors inﬂuencing pore size distribution, micro-fractures, and clay minerals were systematically
investigated. The results show that the small pores corresponded to a larger capillary pressure and
a stronger imbibition capacity, expelling the oil into the large pores. The small pores had a more
eﬀective oil recovery than the large pores. As the soaking time increases, the water preferentially
entered the natural micro-fractures, expelling the oil in the micro-fractures. Subsequently, the oil
in the small pores was slowly expelled. Compared with the matrix pores, natural micro-fractures
had a smaller ﬂow resistance and were more conducive to water and oil ﬂow. Clay minerals may
have induced micro-fracture propagation, which can act as the oil migration channels during water
imbibition. In contrary to the inhibitory eﬀect of natural micro-fractures, the new micro-fractures
could contribute to the oil migration from small pores into large pores. This study characterized the
oil migration characteristics and provides new insight into tight oil production.
Keywords: water imbibition; oil migration; tight oil reservoirs; nuclear magnetic resonance

1. Introduction
As a key unconventional energy, tight oil has received increased attention by many scholars and
has gradually become another research topic following shale gas [1]. The commercial exploitation
of tight oil has greatly aﬀected the energy structure of the world, especially North America [2,3].
A tight oil reservoir is characterized by low permeability (<0.1 mD), low porosity (<10%), and
micro/nano pores. Currently, multistage hydraulic fracturing is the key technology for commercial
exploitation. This technology can induce complex fracture networks by injecting large-scale fracturing
ﬂuid into the formation, thus increasing the reservoir’s exposed area and improving oil production [4].
After hydraulic fracturing stimulation, shut in operations for a period are beneﬁcial to the production
increase of tight oil. Extended shut in time can promote fracturing ﬂuid imbibition into reservoirs to
displace crude oil and has been proven to be eﬀective for enhanced oil recovery [1].
In tight oil reservoirs, complex imbibition characteristics result in the uncertainties of appropriate
shut-in operations. Lan et al. (2014) [5] conducted a series of spontaneous imbibition experiments to
establish dimensionless time model and calculate shut-in time. However, a dimensionless time model
cannot involve the eﬀects of pore structure and clay minerals and is not suitable for tight oil reservoirs.
Jiang et al. (2018) [6] considered that the water imbibition is generated under conﬁning pressure and
Energies 2019, 12, 4199; doi:10.3390/en12214199
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carries out a large number of forced imbibition experiments by means of nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR). A modiﬁed model of dimensionless time was established by considering the relationship
between pore radius and conﬁning pressure [7,8]. Field studies found that not all tight oil wells are
suitable for shut-in operation and extending the shut-in time may intensify the damage of the fracturing
ﬂuid to the reservoirs, which was not conducive to oil production [9]. Understanding the imbibition
characteristics and relevant inﬂuencing factors (e.g., complex microstructure and minerals) contributes
to conduct-appropriate shut-in operations.
Understanding water imbibition into matrix pores is the key for clarifying microscopic physical
mechanism during the shut-in periods. Many published studies have focused on shale, tight sandstone
and volcanic rock reservoirs [10,11]. The capillary pressure caused by interfacial tension and the
osmotic pressure induced by water activity diﬀerence are the main forces that imbibe water into matrix
pores. Capillary pressure is inversely proportional to pore radius. Micro/nano pores may result in
an ultra-high capillary pressure to imbibe the fracturing ﬂuid [12,13]. The capillary pressure also
increases pore pressure within the matrix pores, triggering the propagation of tensile fractures [14,15].
In addition, tight reservoirs have a more complex pore structure than conventional reservoirs, leading to
complex imbibition behaviors. Hu et al. (2012) [16] performed imbibition experiments on Barnett shale
and found the imbibition behavior to present low pore connectivity. The existence of micro-fractures
and bedding planes can enhance the imbibition rate of fracturing ﬂuid. For clay-rich rock, the water
imbibition of osmotic pressure is much stronger than that of the capillary pressure, which may result
in micro-fracture propagation to increase the imbibition rate [17]. Xu et al. (2018) [1] found that the
current imbibition tests were carried out under the atmospheric pressure without considering the
eﬀect of forced pressure. Based on low-ﬁeld nuclear magnetic resonance, a large number of forced
imbibition experiments have been conducted on tight sandstone to clarify the imbibition characteristics
and inﬂuencing factors.
At present, the fracturing ﬂuid imbibition involves physical and chemical process that are not
well understood in the tight reservoirs. Oil migration among the multiscale pore structure and the
eﬀects of clay minerals on oil migration still need further study. In this study, a large number of
imbibition experiments were conducted and the NMR T2 spectra was used to monitor oil migration
dynamics. The imbibition oil recovery of diﬀerent diameters pores was studied and the eﬀects of pore
size distribution, micro-fractures, and clay minerals were analyzed.
2. Experimental Materials and Methods
2.1. Rock Samples and Fluids
The tight reservoirs samples were taken from Ordos Basin, Songliao Basin and Junggar Basin,
which are the greatest potential reservoirs for tight oil production in China. Considering that these
formations are characterized by a diﬀerent pore structure and mineral composition, this study can
present the oil migration characteristics inﬂuenced by microstructure and minerals. The core plugs
of 2–5 cm in length and 2.5 cm in diameter were drilled from larger core materials. The end faces of
the plugs were cut by a line cutting machine. The X-ray diﬀraction test for mineral composition was
performed on the rock fragments collected from the drilling process. After removing residual oil from
the core plugs, the porosity and permeability measurement was conducted on the core plugs.
Table 1 presents the basic properties of tight reservoirs samples that involve source,
size, porosity and permeability. The porosity of the samples was measured by a helium porosimeter
and ranged from 2.7% to 9.2%. It showed that tight oil reservoirs have the low porosity properties.
According to the measurement method of Brace et al. (1968) [18], the pulse-decay permeability was
determined under the condition of conﬁning pressure (8 MPa), pore pressure (5 MPa) and room
temperature (25 ◦ C). The permeability of samples is not corrected by Klinbenberg eﬀects. In contrary
to the porosity, the permeability of samples was signiﬁcantly diﬀerent, ranging from 0.0053 to 0.24 mD.
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The diﬀerent permeability characteristics may result in the existence of micro-fractures that can connect
the matrix pores and increase the permeability.
Table 1. The physical properties of tight reservoirs samples.
Label

Formation

UC7-1
UC7-2
LC7-1
LC7-2
QT-1
QT-2
WEH-1
WEH-2

Diameter, cm

Length, cm

Porosity, %

Permeability,
mD

2.49
2.51
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.52
2.51
2.50

5.1
3.8
3.6
4.3
3.5
5.2
3.8
3.2

3.2
2.5
4.8
5.3
8.1
9.8
6.5
8.9

0.24
0.15
0.0062
0.0053
0.014
0.008
0.098
0.12

Upper Chang-7
Lower Chang-7
Quantou
formation
Wuerhe
formation

The results of the mineral composition are presented in Table 2. The formation of UC7 and LC7
was mainly composed of quartz and feldspar. The content of clay minerals was lower than 16%.
Therefore, clay expansion was not considered during water imbibition. The UC7 and LC7 formation
samples were used to study the eﬀects of pore size distribution and micro-fractures on oil migration.
The content of the clay minerals was larger than 20% in the formation of QT and WEH. The water
absorption of clay minerals may change the pore structure. A moderate content of clay minerals
(20.5–30.2%) may induce micro-fracture propagation to relieve the reservoir damage and the high
content of clay minerals (36.8%) may destroy matrix pores to aggravate the reservoir damage. The QT
and WEH formations were used to study for the pore structure change due to clay minerals and their
eﬀects on oil migration. In addition, the samples are not organic-rich and the TOC measurement are
not conducted.
Table 2. The results of the mineral composition analysis.
Label

Total Mineral Composition, wt.%
Quartz

UC7
LC7
QT
WEH

39.6
45.2
25.6
26.4

Feldspar Calcite
35.8
29.4
33.8
11.4

9.3
12.8
16.9
15.7
Note:

0
0
0
6.1
a

Relative Clay Abundance, wt.%

Dolomite Clay
15.3
12.6
23.7
40.2

Smectite
0
5.7
13.2
21.9

Illite

I/Sa

57.2
23.6
17.8
17.9

28.6
42.8
32.3
43.5

Chlorite Kaolinite
6.8
8.3
25.4
0

7.4
19.6
11.3
16.7

I/S represents the Illite/smectite mixed-layer.

The experimental ﬂuids included deionized water, MnCl2 solution and kerosene. The basic
properties of density, viscosity and surface tension are shown in Table 3. The deionized water was
prepared for chemical solutions of MnCl2 . The NMR signal of hydrogen atom decreased signiﬁcantly
with the MnCl2 solution concentration, and the high concentration of MnCl2 solution did not have
the NMR signal [11]. During the imbibition experiments, an MnCl2 solution of 15 wt.% was used as
the wetting ﬂuid to displace the non-wetting ﬂuid. The non-wetting ﬂuid was kerosene instead of
crude oil.
Table 3. The basic properties of the experimental ﬂuid (25 ◦ C).
Fluid

Density, g/cm3

Viscosity, cP

Surface Tension, mN/m

15 wt% MnCl2
Kerosene

1.2
0.81

1.1
1.32

74.2
29
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2.2. Experimental Apparatus
The experimental device for sample mass determination was a Mettler Toledo balance (ME204E,
Mettler Toledo, Shanghai, China) with an accuracy of 0.0001 g, as shown in Figure 1a. The volume of the
imbibition water and the expelled oil was estimated by sample mass change and the density diﬀerence
between oil and water. The NMR device (MinNMR, Niumag Analytical Instrument Corporation,
Suzhou, China) is shown in Figure 1b. NMR is a non-destructive test method, and the T2 spectra
can well reﬂect the pore structure and ﬂuid distribution characteristics. The higher the T2 value,
the larger the pore size of the ﬂuid concentration. The T2 spectra amplitude is positively related to
ﬂuid volume in the certain aperture pores. By measuring the changes of T2 spectra amplitude during
the imbibition process, it is possible to understand the oil and water migration characteristics due to
capillary pressure imbibition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. The apparatus for water imbibition experiment: (a) analytical balance, (b) NMR device
(MiniMR-VTP).

The setting parameters during the NMR test had a large inﬂuence on the test results. For the
diﬀerent reservoir rocks, the test coeﬃcients needed to be determined. In general, the NMR test had
four test coeﬃcients: waiting time (RD), echo time interval (TE ), signal superposition times (SCANS),
and echo numbers (NECH). If the RD is too short, the large aperture signals would be lost. On the other
hand, if the RD is too long, the measurement time signiﬁcantly increases. In conventional sandstone,
RD > 3000 ms is appropriate. As for tight sandstones, RD > 8000 ms is suitable. Similarly, the large
values of NECH and SCANS can improve the test accuracy, but they also can increase the test time.
In this study, the values of NECH and SCANS were set to 2048 and 64 respectively. In addition, the TE
was set to 0.3 ms, which is the minimum value of low-ﬁeld NMR equipment, which contributes to the
recognition of micro-pores. The intensity of the magnetic ﬁeld was about 0.3 ± 0.05 T.
2.3. Experimental Procedure
During the imbibition experiments, the NMR T2 spectra as a function of time was measured
and oil recovery of diﬀerent-scale pores was comparatively analyzed. The experimental process is
presented as follows:
(1)

(2)

Before the experiments, the tight reservoirs samples should be cleaned to remove the residual
oil. The cleaning solvent are mixture of toluene and ethyl ether, and the process lasts about
one month.
The samples were placed in a saturating device and evacuated for 2 to 3 h to remove air.
Then, the kerosene was injected under a 20 MPa pressure. The saturation process lasted for 72 h
to ﬁll the samples fully with kerosene.
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(3)

(4)

The samples were taken out and the mass and size of the samples were measured. They were
immersed in the MnCl2 solution. After a period of time, the masses of the samples were measured
and the T2 spectra was tested using NMR apparatus.
Step (3) was repeated, and the T2 spectra variation was drawn over soaking time.
The schematic diagram of the experimental procedure is shown in Figure 2.

5RFN
VDPSOH

͘ ͘
͘ ͘ ͘͘ ͘

%DODQFH

0Q&O Ϯ
2LOGURS

105
Figure 2. The schematic diagram of the experimental procedure.

3. Experimental Results and Discussions
3.1. Eﬀects of Pore Size Distribution on Oil Migration
The water entered into matrix pores due to the capillary pressure and the oil droplet was gradually
expelled to adhere to the surface of the sample. As the volume of the oil droplets was relatively
small, the droplets tended to be more evenly distributed on the sample surface, as shown in Figure 3.
As for the tight reservoirs, the capillary imbibition can spontaneously displace the oil in the pores,
which contributes to the tight oil production. Figure 4 shows the T2 spectra changes of UC7-1 and
LC7-1 over time. As Figure 4 shows, the UC7-1 and LC7-1 had the same T2 spectra characteristics.
In the initial stage of imbibition, the water preferentially enters into the small pores to displace the oil,
causing a rapid decline of oil saturation.

6PDOORLOGURSOHW

Figure 3. The small oil droplet displaced by water in UC7-1 samples.
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Figure 4. The T2 spectra vs soaking time in UC7-1 and LC7-1 samples: (a) UC7-1 and (b) LC7-1.

When the soaking time exceeded 520 h, the T2 spectra area did not change substantially,
indicating that the residual oil in the pores could not be expelled only by capillary pressure (Figure 4).
The oil saturation was no longer reduced and the imbibition process ended to some extent. In addition,
the samples UC7-1 and LC7-1 have diﬀerent pore size distribution characteristics. The sample of UC7-1
has a dual-peak distribution with a range of 0.06 to 5 ms for the left peak and 5 to 600 ms for the right peak.
The sample LC7-1 has a single peak distribution with a range of 0.06–10 ms. Thus, the permeability
(0.0062 mD) of LC7-1 is much smaller than that of UC7-1 (0.24 mD). At a soaking time of 520 h,
the imbibition oil recovery of UC7-1 was about 34.2%, and that of LC7-1 was about 35.7%. The sample
LC7-1 had a slightly larger imbibition oil recovery than UC7-1.
According to the T2 relaxation time of Meng et al. (2016) [19], the tight rock pores were divided
into micro-pores (<1 ms), small pores (1–10 ms), largish pores (10–100 ms) and large pores (>100 ms).
The largish pores and large pores included micro-fractures and matrix pores. Figure 5 presents oil
recovery in diﬀerent diameter pores. The oil recovery of the micro-pores was larger than 70%, that of
small pores and largish pores was much lower than 30% and that of largish pores was about 40%.
Unexpectedly, the smaller pores did not have a much larger imbibition oil recovery.
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Figure 5. Oil recovery in diﬀerent diameter pores: (a) UC7-1 and (b) LC7-1.

In Figure 5a, the oil in micro-pores began to decrease at 0 h, but the oil in large pores began to
decrease at 100 h. The water preferentially enters the micro-pores under the capillary pressure and
the oil drop displaced by water enters the large pores. Figure 6 presents the schematic diagram of
oil migration among the diﬀerent pores. The smaller pores correspond to a larger capillary pressure
and a stronger imbibition capacity. Therefore, the oil of micro-pores tended to migrate into small and
largish pores and that of small and largish pores tends to migrate into large pores. The small and
largish pores act as bridges to connect the micro-pores and large pores.
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6PDOODQG
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2LOPLJUDWLRQ
/DUJHSRUHV
Figure 6. The schematic diagram of oil migration among the diﬀerent pores.

3.2. Eﬀects of Natural Fractures on Oil Migration
The UC7-2 samples contained many micro-fractures that were visible to the naked eye. They were
in the direction of bedding planes. Microscopic observation shows that the crack width was about
100–350 μm (Figure 7b). Figure 8 shows the NMR imaging at a soaking time of 0 h and 59 h. The water
imbibition experiments on UC7-2 can help understand the eﬀects of natural fractures on oil migration.

FP

PP

0LFURIUDFWXUHV
(a)

(b)

Figure 7. The micro-fractures on the sample surface:
microscopic observation.

(a) naked eye observation and (b)

0LFURIUDFWXUHV

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. NMR imaging: (a) 0 h and (b) 59 h. The color bar can reﬂect oil saturation.
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Figure 9 shows the relationship between T2 spectra and soaking time. The distribution range of
fractures corresponds to >10 ms, which involves largish pores and large pores. The sample LC7-2
contained a small amount of micro-fractures that were speculated by T2 spectra. The samples of UC7-2
and LC7-2 were embedded by micro-fractures and characterized by diﬀerent oil migration features.
The amplitude decline velocity of largish pores and large pores was larger than that of micro-pores.
Compared with the micro-pores, the micro-fractures were the dominant channels for oil migration.
According to the NMR imaging shown in Figure 8, a large amount of oil exited in the micro-fractures.
As the soaking time increased, the water preferentially entered the natural micro-fractures, expelling the
oil in the micro-fractures. Subsequently, the oil in the small pores was slowly expelled. When the
soaking time was 500 h, the imbibition oil recovery of sample UC7-2 and LC7-2 were about 36.6%
and 34.1% respectively. Sample UC7-2 had more micro-fractures that were beneﬁcial to imbibition oil
recovery to some extent.
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Figure 9. The T2 spectra vs soaking time in UC7-2 and LC7-2 samples: (a) UC7-2 and (b) LC7-2.

Figure 10 presents the oil recovery in diﬀerent diameter pores of UC7-2 and LC7-2. In the UC7-2,
the oil recovery of micro-pores, small pores, largish pores and large pores was 32.1, 23.5, 55.2 and 82.7%
respectively. In the LC7-2, the oil recovery of micro-pores, small pores, largish pores and large pores
was 45.6, 1.5, 30.5 and 66.8% respectively. The oil recovery of large pores was much larger than that
of micro-pores. Water preferentially enters the micro-fractures to expel the oil. The micro-pores oil
recovery of UC7-2 and LC7-2 was much smaller than that of UC7-1 and LC7-1. Therefore, the existence
of micro-fractures may hinder oil migration from micro-pores into large pores. This results in higher
residual oil saturation in the micro-pores.
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Figure 10. Oil recovery in diﬀerent diameter pores: (a) UC7-2 and (b) LC7-2.
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3.3. Eﬀects of Fracture Propagation on Oil Migration
The Figure 11 shows the observations of QT-1 before and after experiments. It can be seen
that a large amount of oil droplets was precipitated, and the volume of the oil droplets signiﬁcantly
exceeded that of the sample UC7-1. Figure 12 presents the NMR images at diﬀerent soaking times.
Evidently, there was no fractures in the sample at the beginning of the experiment. When the soaking
time exceeded 43 h, a large number of micro-fractures were generated on the surface of sample.
The micro-fractures were not natural fractures and they were induced during the experiments.
It should be noted that nuclear magnetic signals can only be detected when oil is contained in the
micro-fractures. This suggests that a large amount of oil migrates into the micro-fractures during the
process of micro-fracture propagation. The new fractures were in the direction of the formation bedding
planes, which may result from the opening of bedding planes. The QT reservoir had a clay mineral
content of about 23.7%, which formed a strong expansion stress to induce the fracture propagation
after encountering water [11].

/DUJHRLOGURSOHW

KUV

)UDFWXUHV

KUV

Figure 11. The observations of QT-1 before and after experiments.


(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12. The magnetic resonance imaging of QT-1 sample: (a) 0 h, (b) 6 h and (c) 23 h.

Figure 13 presents the curves of T2 spectra in the QT-1 and QT-2 samples. The T2 spectra of
QT formation had single peak features and the T2 value ranged from 0.1 ms to 800 ms. It contained
micro-pores, small pores, largish pores and large pores. As the soaking time increased, the total area
of T2 spectra shows a downward trend, suggesting that the water was imbibed into matrix pores to
expel the oil. The amplitude of pores corresponding to 5–50 ms decreased at the beginning, rose in the
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medium term, and fell in the later period. At the beginning, the oil in the pores was gradually displaced,
resulting in a T2 amplitude drop. In the medium term, the clay mineral expansion induced a lot of
micro-fractures and the oil gradually migrated into new micro-fractures, leading to a T2 amplitude rise.
In the later period, the oil in the micro-fractures was expelled and the velocity of oil entry was larger
than that of oil departure, causing the T2 amplitude to drop. The imbibition oil recovery of QT-1 and
QT-2 was 44.3 and 32%, respectively.
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Figure 13. The T2 spectra vs soaking time in QT-1 and QT-2 samples: (a) QT-1 and (b) QT-2.

Figure 14 presents the oil recovery in diﬀerent diameter pores of the QT-1 and QT-2 samples.
In the QT-1, the oil recovery of micro-pores, small pores, largish pores and large pores was 81.5,
35.4, 21.9 and 63.3% respectively. In the QT-2, the oil recovery of micro-pores, small pores, largish pores
and large pores was 57, 27.3, 10.2 and 37.0% respectively. The oil recovery order of diﬀerent diameters
pores was micro-pores > large pores > small pores > largish pores. In addition, the oil recovery
of largish pores and large pores descended below the zero at ﬁrst and then increased above zero.
The negative value of oil recovery suggests that the fractures propagated to form new space during
water imbibition and oil gradually entered the new fractures to decrease the oil recovery factor. The new
micro-fractures correspond to largish pores and large pores. Therefore, part of the oil in micro-pores
and small pores may also have migrated into the largish pores and large pores.
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Figure 14. Oil recovery in diﬀerent diameter pores: (a) QT-1 and (b) QT-2.

3.4. Eﬀects of Clay Mineral on Oil Migration
Figure 15 presents pictures of the samples before and after the imbibition experiments. At 1 h,
the samples began to expand and the consolidated strength of samples decreased. At 60 h, the samples
had broken into grains, resulting in the interruption of the imbibition experiments. This can be
explained by an abundance of clay minerals in WEH formation.
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Figure 15. The surface change of the WEH-1 and WEH-2 samples with the soaking time.

Figure 16 presents the change of T2 spectra during water imbibition. The T2 spectra of WEH-1 had
single peak features and that of WEH-2 had dual-peak features. The T2 spectra of WEH-1 and WEH-2
decreased gradually over the soaking time. When the soaking time exceeded 43 h, the samples turned
into grains and imbibition experiments ends. The imbibition oil recovery of WEH-1 and WEH-2 was
37.5 and 47% respectively. The WEH-2 had larger oil recovery because of more micro-pores and small
pores. To an extent, the imbibition oil recovery of WEH-1 and WEH-2 may be close to 100%. The pore
structure of the samples completely disintegrated and all the oil trapped by matrix pores was released.
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Figure 16. The T2 spectra vs soaking time in WEH-1 and WEH-2 samples: (a) WEH-1 and (b) WEH-2.

Figure 17 shows the oil recovery in diﬀerent diameter pores of the WEH-1 and WEH-2 samples.
In the WEH-1, the oil recovery of micro-pores, small pores, largish pores and large pores was 33.3,
44.4, 31.4 and 54.0% respectively. The two peak features of WEH-1 suggest that it contained a large
amount of micro-fractures. The WEH formation are tight conglomerate formation containing a large
amount of gravels. These micro-fractures are well developed along the edge of gravels, which are
gravel-edge fractures. The water was imbibed into gravel-edge fractures to displace the oil, resulting in
larger oil recovery. In the WEH-2, the oil recovery of micro-pores, small pores, largish pores and large
pores was 52.7, 53.1, 26.1, and −0.89% respectively. It did not contain the gravel-edge fractures, and the
pores were the main channels for water imbibition. Therefore, the smaller pores had a larger oil recovery.
The negative value of oil recovery in >100 ms pores suggests that the micro-fracture propagation and
oil migration into new micro-fractures decreased the oil recovery during water imbibition.
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Figure 17. Oil recovery in diﬀerent diameter pores: (a) WEH-1 and (b) WEH-2.

3.5. Scaling the Imbibition Results of Diﬀerent Reservoirs
The ratio of ﬁnal spectra area to original spectra area is regarded as imbibition oil recovery.
In order to study the inﬂuencing factors of imbibition oil recovery, the authors used the dimensionless
time tD to scale the experimental results. According to Ma et al. (1997) [20], the dimensionless time tD
is given by

σ
k
(1)
tD = t
√
φ μw μo LS 2
where k is the rock permeability, φ is the fractional porosity of rock, t is the soaking time, σ is the
interfacial tension, μo is the oil viscosity, μw is the water viscosity, and Ls is the characteristic length
deﬁned by Ma et al. (1997) [20] that involves the eﬀects of sample shapes and boundary conditions.
During the imbibition experiments, the experimental ﬂuids were MnCl2 solution and kerosene.
Considering that all the experiments used the same ﬂuids, the surface tension could be set to 45 mN/m,
which is the surface tension of kerosene–water. This may not have had signiﬁcant eﬀects on the analytical
results. Figure 18 shows the results of scaling the imbibtion results using the Ma’s model. The Ma’s
dimensionless time tD did not function satisfactorily for all the diﬀerent samples, indicating that it was
not suitable for tight oil reservoirs. The mineral composition and pore structure were very diﬀerent,
and they were not scaled by this method. According to Akin et al. (2000) [21], the eﬀects of these
inﬂuncing factors on the imbibition rate can be studied based on the plots of imbibition oil recovery vs
dimensionless time tD 0.5 (Figure 18b). In Figure 18b, the diﬀerent lines represent the diﬀerent experimens
of tight reservoirs samples. Despite of the marked diﬀerences in physical property, pore structure and
mineral composition, similar trends are found in these curves. The relationship between oil recovery
and dimensionless tD 0.5 is close to a straight line. The slope of curves represents the imbibition rate that
was aﬀected by mineral composition and pore structure. According to Yang et al. (2016) [22], the slope
of curves could be deﬁned as a dimensionless imbibition rate, which suggests a stong imbibition
potential for water. The imbibition process of tight reservoirs was very slow and need a long time for
water front to arrive at the end or center of sample. Therefore, it was diﬃcult to obtain the ﬁnal oil
recovery with the imbibition experiments. However, it can be speculated that the ﬁnal imbibiton oil
recovery was about 35–45% in tight oil reservoirs.
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Figure 18. The oil recovery vs dimensionless time tD and tD
vs tD 0.5 .
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(a) oil recovery vs tD and (b) oil recovery
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The dimensionless imbibition rate of diﬀerent reservoirs samples is presented in Figure 19.
The pore (P) type rock represents the tight reservoirs that only developed matrix pores for the oil
migration channel. The natural fracture (NF) type corresponds to the tight reservoirs that developed
both matrix pores and micro-fractures. The fracture propagation (FP) type means that the clay
expansion could induce fracture propagation during water imbibition. The eﬀects of in situ stress on
fracture propagation were not taken into account. The clay (C) type refers to the tight reservoirs that
are characterized by a high content of clay minerals (>40%). These diﬀerent types of tight reservoirs
were comparatively studied (Figure 19).
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Figure 19. The dimensionless imbibition rate of diﬀerent reservoirs samples.

For the same type reservoirs, the pore size distribution of single peak tended to have
a larger capillary pressure, resulting in a stronger imbibition potential than that of dual-peak.
As for the tight reservoirs with the pore size distribution of a single peak, the dimensionless
imbibition rates of the P type, NF type, FP type and C type were 0.16, 0.73, 0.33–0.96, and 1.02,
respectively. Evidently, the dimensionless imbibition rates of the NF type, FP type and C type rival
surpassed those of P type due to clay minerals and micro-fractures. The imbibition rate of the NF
type was 4.5 times that of the tight rock P type. Compared with the matrix pores, the micro-fractures
had smaller ﬂow resistance and were more conducive to water and oil ﬂow. The imbibition rates of
the FP type and C type were six times those of the P type. The more the clay mineral, the larger the
imbibition rate. This can be explained by driving force. The imbibition driving force was only capillary
pressure in low clay content sample, but the imbibition driving forces were both capillary pressure and
osmotic pressure in high clay content sample. However, when the clay mineral content exceeded 23%,
the increase in clay mineral content had little eﬀect on the imbibition rate [11]. Excessive clay minerals
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can also give reservoirs a strong water sensitivity and seriously disperse in water (Figure 15). Under the
reservoir condition, solid particle may plug the pores and decrease the in-place permeability, which is
not conducive to the production of tight oil. In this studies, the spontaneous imbibition experiments
were mainly carried out at atmospheric pressure, which does not reﬂect the actual situation. In the
future, it will be necessary to perform the imbibition experiments under the reservoir conditions.
4. Conclusions
In this study, a series of imbibition experiments were conducted on tight reservoirs samples and
the NMR T2 spectra was used to monitor oil migration dynamics. The oil recovery in diﬀerent diameters
pores was comparatively analyzed. The eﬀects of pore size distribution, micro-fractures, and clay
minerals were studied by scaling the imbibition results. The conclusions are as follows:
(1)

(2)

(3)

Concerning the tight reservoirs without clay minerals and micro-fractures, the oil migration due
to water imbibition was mainly determined by the pore size. The smaller pores corresponded to
a larger capillary pressure and a stronger imbibition capacity. Therefore, the oil of micro-pores
tended to migrate into small and largish pores and that of the small and largish pores tended to
migrate into large pores. The small and largish pores acted as bridges to connect the micro-pores
and large pores. Compared with small and largish pores and large pores, the micro-pores had the
largest oil recovery.
As the soaking time increased, the water preferentially entered the natural micro-fractures,
expelling the oil in the micro-fractures. Subsequently, the oil in the small pores was slowly
expelled. Compared with the matrix pores, micro-fractures have smaller ﬂow resistance and are
more conducive to water and oil ﬂow.
The clay minerals of middle content may have induced the fracture propagation. A large amount
of oil migrated into the new micro-fractures during the process of micro-fracture propagation.
In contrary to the inhibitory eﬀect of natural micro-fractures, the new micro-fractures could have
contributed to the oil migration from micro-pores into large pores. The clay minerals of high
content can completely decentralize pore structure and signiﬁcantly increase the imbibition oil
recovery at atmospheric pressure. Under the reservoir condition, the eﬀects of excessive clay
minerals need to be studied in the future. More clay minerals may result in water sensitivity
damage and do not contribute to oil production.
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Abstract: Permeability is one of the key factors involved in the optimization of oil and gas production
in fractured porous media. Understanding the loss in permeability inﬂuenced by the fracture system
due to the increasing effective stress aids to improve recovery in tight reservoirs. Speciﬁcally, the
impacts on permeability loss caused by different fracture parameters are not yet clearly understood.
The principal aim of this paper is to develop a reasonable and meaningful quantitative model that
manifests the controls on the permeability of fracture systems with different extents of fracture
penetration. The stress-dependent permeability of a fracture system was studied through physical
tests and numerical simulation with the ﬁnite element method (FEM). In addition, to extend capability
beyond the existing model, a theoretical stress-dependent permeability model is proposed with
fracture penetration extent as an inﬂuencing factor. The results presented include (1) a friendly
agreement between the predicted permeability reduction under different stress conditions and the
practical experimental data; (2) rock permeability of cores with fractures ﬁrst reduces dramatically
due to the closure of the fractures, then the permeability decreases gradually with the increase in
effective stress; and (3) fracture penetration extent is one of the main factors in permeability stress
sensitivity. The sensitivity is more inﬂuenced by fracture systems with a larger fracture penetration
extent, whereas matrix compaction is the leading inﬂuencing factor in permeability stress sensitivity
for fracture systems with smaller fracture penetration extents.
Keywords: fractured tight reservoir; stress-dependent permeability; fracture penetration extent;
theoretical model

1. Introduction
Fluid ﬂow under stress through fractured media has drawn considerable attention in
many engineering ﬁelds, including physics [1,2], hydraulics [3,4], chemistry [5], petroleum, and
engineering [6–10]. The permeability of a reservoir decreases as effective stress increases during
reservoir development [11]. This permeability reduction is more severe for fractured reservoirs, which
poses difﬁculties for oil production in tight reservoirs due to seepage losses [12]. Since permeability is
one of the key factors in reservoir production, understanding the mechanism of permeability reduction
assists with reservoir dynamic analysis and production optimization.
Many studies have been conducted on the law of reservoir stress sensitivity, with many of them
focused on experimentation. Buchsteiner et al. [13] found that the closure of fractures occurs due to
rock pore structure deformation under increasing stress. The permeability damage rate under changing
stress was deﬁned in the explanation of the stress sensitivity of low permeability gas formation [14].
Stress sensitivity experiments have been conducted under a wide range of stresses [15], and variation
Energies 2019, 12, 117; doi:10.3390/en12010117
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patterns have been directly measured [16]. Fractured reservoirs, in the low permeability stage, were
found to have greater stress sensitivity, which is weakened when the effective stress is higher beyond a
certain criteria [17]. Besides the above experimental works, theoretical works requiring complicated
study methods [18] and microimage analysis systems [19] have also been conducted. The physical
structure model of the fracture surface [20] and the mechanical structure model of the surface contact of
fractures [21] have been established. The change between fracture volume loss and effective stress was
determined [22–24]. McKee et al. [25] derived a function for porosity considering effective stress, and
substituted the equation for porosity into the Carman–Kozeny equation to calculate the permeability
of fractures considering the fracture aperture and fracture height. However, not much attention has
been paid to the impact caused by the extent of fracture penetration on stress-dependent permeability,
and the fracture has rarely been separated as a distinct object. We still do not fully understand the
characteristic behavior of the stress-dependent permeability of a fractured reservoir or the effects of
fracture parameters [26].
Numerical methods are effective at simulating the ﬂow behavior in fractured porous media [27–30].
A two-dimensional (2D) fracture model proposed by Perkins and Kern and developed by Nordren
(the PKN model) [27], which assumes that fractures have an elliptical cross-section and constant
height, has been used to simulate the settling velocity correlation of proppant in foam fracturing.
A full three-dimensional (3D) displacement discontinuity method (DDM) has been used to investigate
proppant transportation in growing fracture networks [28]. A hybrid Eulerian–Lagrangian model,
assuming that foam is a single-phase non-Newtonian ﬂuid, has been used to conduct the simulation
of media with hydraulic fractures [29]. A hydraulic fracturing simulator that implicitly couples ﬂuid
ﬂow with 3D discrete fracture networks (DFNs) has been established [30]. Due to the advantage of
better precision and higher computational efﬁciency to simulate coupled ﬂow deformation behavior in
porous media, FEM simulation was adopted in this work to simulate the stress-dependent permeability
change in tight media with fractures.
The major goal of this work is to take the fracture system as a distinct object and explore the
impact on stress-dependent permeability caused by a fracture system with different fracture parameters.
The speciﬁc objectives are to (1) analyze the stress-dependent permeability variation in the fracture
system caused by the extent of the fracture penetration, (2) develop a reasonable model to quantify
the stress-dependent permeability loss of the fracture system, (3) compare the predicted results with
experimental results to support the model results, and (4) to quantitatively determine the inﬂuences
of different fracture penetration extents on permeability in fractured porous media. A technology
roadmap of this work is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The technology roadmap of the work.
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2. Experiment
2.1. Samples
The preparation of samples involved core drilling, eluting, drying, and fracture forming. Cores,
2.5 cm in diameter and 15 cm in length, were drilled along the horizontal direction of full-size core
samples from a tight sandstone reservoir. The elution of drilled cores was conducted in an extractor
with different solutions. They were ﬁrst eluted using benzene, and then by a mixed solution of
alcohol and toluene at a ratio of 1:3. After the elution, the cores were placed in a vacuum drying oven,
vacuumed and dried to a constant weight for 24 h at a temperature range of 60–65 ◦ C, with a relative
humidity of 40% to 45%, and then moved to a dryer to cool down to room temperature.
Since the drilled cores potentially had tiny distributed fractures, conﬁning pressure was applied
to close those fractures in order to better control the variation. The fractures with different penetration
extents in the cores were formed through different methods. For a fully penetrated core, the Brazilian
split technique [31,32] was adopted. For the cores with different penetration extents, a speciﬁc control
method was needed to set the fracture [33]. Alloy structure steel wires were used to form a concentrated
stress in order to induce a radial tension crack. As shown in Figure 2, a pressure p (MPa) was exerted
on the steel wires and a fracture formed along the direction of the exerted pressure. The extent of the
fractures was controlled by monitoring the differential stress.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. (a) A sketch of the fracture-forming method in cores with different penetration extents. The
red line is the alloy structure steel wire, the pressure represented by the black arrows is exerted directly
on the wire in the normal direction of the upper plate of the core, and the crack occurs along the
direction of the blue arrows. (b) A fully penetrated core and (c) partly penetrated core.

In the stress sensitivity experiments on the matrix and fractured cores, the porosity and
permeability were measured in the laboratory (Table 1). Three sets of tight cores with different
permeability levels were selected, and each set contained 2 matrixes with the same permeability level.
Fractures were formed using the Brazilian split technique [34,35] in one of the two cores in each set,
with the fracture surface remaining uncontaminated. The parameters of the cores are summarized
in Table 1.
Table 1. Physical parameters of the matrix and fractured cores.

No.

1
2
3

Core Type

Core
Diameter
(cm)

Core Length
(cm)

Width of
Fracture
(cm)

Porosity (%)

Permeability
(10−3 μm2 )

Matrix
Fractured core
Matrix
Fractured core
Matrix
Fractured core

2.46
2.46
2.53
2.53
2.48
2.48

7.24
7.24
6.37
6.37
8.35
8.35

0.00
2.41
0.00
2.42
0.00
2.44

14.7
14.7
15.2
15.2
15.4
15.4

0.52
1.08
0.72
1.27
0.90
1.43
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In the experiment, the permeability stress sensitivity experiments were conducted on tight cores
with ﬁve different fracture penetration extents including a matrix without fractures and those with 25,
50, 75, and 100% penetration of the core. The parameters are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Physical parameters of the cores with different penetration extents.

Core Type

Core
Diameter
(cm)

Core
Length
(cm)

Width of
Fracture (cm)

Permeability
(10−3 μm2 )

Permeability
Increase
Multiple

Matrix
Fracture penetration 25%
Fracture penetration 50%
Fracture penetration 75%
Fracture penetration 100%

24.62
24.62
24.62
24.62
24.62

31.30
31.30
31.30
31.30
31.30

0.00
24.16
24.16
24.16
24.16

0.052
0.058
0.065
0.074
0.086

1.00
1.12
1.25
1.42
1.65

2.2. Experimental Apparatus
The schematic of the apparatus used for the stress-dependent permeability experiment is shown
in Figure 3. The driving pressure was provided by a high-pressure injection pump, equipped with
a high-pressure container. The recording range of the ﬂow rate of this pumping was between
0.01 μL/min and 50 mL/min, with an accuracy of 0.01 μL/min. Its pressure ranged from 0.068
MPa to 68 MPa, with an accuracy of 7 kPa. A hand pump was connected to the cylindrical core holder
to provide conﬁning pressure. The inlet and outlet pressure difference was recorded by a differential
pressure transducer.

Figure 3. Schematic of the apparatus used for the stress-dependent permeability experiment: 1,
High-pressure gas source; 2, Pressure control panel; 3, Pressure sensor; 4, Core holder; 5, Hand pump;
6, Measuring cylinder; and 7, Data acquisition system.
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2.3. Experimental Procedure
Determining the relationship between effective stress and permeability is the key objective of
stress sensitivity experiments. In this work, stress sensitivity experiments were conducted under
variable conﬁning pressure in an unsteady state, and the gas used here was N2 . Primary effective
stress was used to evaluate stress sensitivity of the tight core [25,34,35]:
σ = σ0 − η p

(1)

where σ is the primary effective stress (MPa), σ0 is the conﬁning pressure (MPa), p is the ﬂuid pressure
(MPa), and η is the effective stress coefﬁcient, which can be taken as rock porosity of the matrix system
and the unity of the fracture system.
The porosity of the experimental core was obtained using the gas pore volume measurement
method. (1) Place the standard sample in the standard chamber under a pressure P1 , (2) place the core
in the rock chamber, (3) connect the two chambers until the pressure stabilizes at P2 , and (4) calculate
the core porosity by the volume and pressure [36]. The primary permeability experiment can be
summarized as follows: (1) put the sample into the core holder, and maintain it under a constant
pressure drop; (2) apply conﬁning pressure and gradually increase it to 30 MPa in 5 MPa increments.
After the gas ﬂow is stable, record the pressure at the core outlet and inlet and the ﬂow rate of outlet.
(3) Calculate the permeability and permeability loss ratio based on the records.
3. Numerical Simulation
3.1. Finite Element Method
Based on computed tomography (CT) scanned images of the tested cores, the pores and the
skeleton of the porous media were classiﬁed, and then the permeability of the porous media was
determined using the FEM using ANSYS software (ANSYS, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, US) [37–41].
The stress-dependent permeability of the porous media was simulated using a two-way Fluid
Structure Interaction (FSI) approach involving both Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and
structural mechanics analysis. The pressure/loads of the single-phase water ﬂow in porous media were
calculated using ANSYS. The FEM calculation steps with ANSYS software can be divided into three
basic steps: mesh division, unit analysis, and overall analysis [42,43]. The mesh division of the matrix
and fractured cores are presented in Figure 4a,b, respectively, in which the matrix is presented by grey
and the fracture and cores are represented by brown. Along with the ANSYS software, TetraMesh
(mesh division method with tetrahedron as mesh unit) was used. The size of the core was 200 × 200 ×
200 pixels, with a pixel size of 0.4 μm, porosity 11.24%, with 24,3520 matrix elements, and 336,224 pore
and fracture elements. After the ﬂuid pressure on the ﬂuid–solid interface was transferred to the
ANSYS structural solver, the meshes on the ﬂuid–solid interface of both the rock matrix and pore
model were remeshed according to the deformation data.
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(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 4. The mesh division and stress–strain curve of the simulation of tested cores: (a) mesh division
of the core without fractures, (b) mesh division for the core with fractures, and (c) stress–strain curve.

The speciﬁc input and assumptions were required in order to use FEM in engineering
materials [44–46]. The simulation is based on the assumption that ﬂuid is incompressible, the density is
constant, and the ﬂow is laminar. Since the fracture width was much larger than the fracture opening,
the ﬂow in the fracture was simpliﬁed as a two-dimensional ﬂow. To present the differences in the
fractures and the matrix, different physical material properties were adopted. The pores and fractures
were ﬁlled with units, the skeleton was built as nonlinear elastic material, and the input model material
parameters shown in Table 3 were set based on the FEM work conducted by Zheng [47], which were
close to those of natural sandstone and artiﬁcial sandstone. The stress–strain curve of the tested cores,
which was used as the material property for the structural analysis in the simulation, is shown in
Figure 4c.
Table 3. The main input parameters for FEM simulation.
Calculation Unit

Elastic Modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s Ratio

Matrix
Fracture and Pores

35.6
3.56

0.2
0.3

Internal Friction
Angle (◦ )

e 15
20

Cohesion Force
(MPa)
20
2

In the simulation, ﬁxed constraints were applied to the upper and lower boundaries of the
model, the other two sides were loaded with lateral pressure to simulate conﬁning pressure in the
stress sensitivity experiment, and the lateral pressure was gradually increased to 30 MPa in 5 MPa
increments. The boundary conditions of the matrix model and pore model were set separately in
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the ANSYS workbench. The contact surfaces of solid and ﬂuid inside the rock were deﬁned as the
ﬂuid–solid interface through which pressure is transmitted between the solid and ﬂuid. The geometric
nonlinearity of the system elements was considered. At the end of each load step, the system searched
for the approximate balanced conﬁguration of the system structure according to the displacement
of the node, considering the change in the stiffness of the model structure, and calculated the model
ﬂexibility matrix. The permeability of the porous media under stress conditions can be determined by
combining the Navier–Stokes and stress equations. All simulations converged after different numbers
of iterations under the condition that the absolute convergence criteria was set to 10−5 for all equations,
for which default relaxation factors were used.
3.2. Stress-Dependent Permeability Model
Primary effective stress was chosen to evaluate the stress sensitivity of the tight core, which is
described as [41]:
K = K0 e−α(σ0 −η p)
(2)
where K0 is the initial permeability of the rock (10−3 μm2 ), K is the rock permeability under stress
(10−3 μm2 ), α is the permeability stress sensitivity coefﬁcient (MPa−1 ), σ0 is the overlying rock stress
(MPa), p is ﬂuid pressure (MPa), and η is the effective stress coefﬁcient, which can be taken as the rock
porosity in the matrix system and 1 in the fracture system [34,35].
Under the assumption that seepage of gas is steady in fractured cores and based on Darcy’s
equation, the permeability of the matrix system can be described as:
Km = −

Qm p0 μ dx
( A − ωf l ) p dp

(3)

where Km is the matrix system permeability (10−3 μm2 ), Qm is the gas ﬂow volume of the matrix
system under atmospheric pressure (cm3 /s), p0 is the atmospheric pressure (MPa), A is the core section
area (cm2 ), μ is the gas viscosity (mPa·s), l is the width of the fracture (cm), and ω f is the fracture
opening (cm).
A fracture does not always fully penetrate the reservoir, so the fracture penetration extent is
the factor discussed here. We assumed ﬂuid seepage only occurs in the horizontal direction. In the
equivalent resistance method, the equivalent length of the oblique fracture length can be taken as its
projection in the horizontal direction. Therefore, the direction of the fracture can be equated as the
horizontal direction, as shown in Figure 5.

L
p

l

L

L-L
p'

ȦI

p

p

L

l

L-L
p'

ȦI

p

L

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. The sketch of a fracture-penetrated core (a) with an oblique fracture and (b) after an equivalent
fracture is made. l is the width of the fracture (equal to the diameter of the section surface) (cm); ω f is
the fracture opening equal to the distance of the two surfaces of the fracture (cm); L1 is the equivalent
length of the fracture (cm); L is core length (cm); p1 is the absolute pressure on the inlet section (MPa);
p2 is the absolute pressure on the outlet section (MPa); p 2 is the absolute pressure on the outlet section
of the penetrated part (MPa); and the fracture penetration extent is L1 /L.
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The gas ﬂow volume through the matrix of the penetrated part is:
Qm =




( A − ωf0 l ) p21 − p22 Km0
2μp0 L1

(4)

where Qm is the gas ﬂow volume through the matrix of the penetrated part (cm3 /s), Km0 is the initial
core matrix permeability (10−3 μm2 ), p1 is the absolute pressure on the inlet section (MPa), p 2 is the
absolute pressure on the outlet section of the penetrated part (MPa), L1 is the equivalent length of the
fracture (cm), and ω f0 is the fracture system opening before stress is exerted (cm).
The gas ﬂow volume through the fracture system is calculated as:
Qf =




ωf0 l p21 − p22 Kf0
2μp0 L1

(5)

The gas ﬂow volume through the part without a fracture is calculated as:
Qs1 =


 
A p22 − p22 Km0
2μp0 ( L − L1 )

(6)

The total gas ﬂow volume through the core is:
Qs2 =



A p21 − p22 Ks0
2μp0 L

(7)

where Qf is the gas ﬂow volume through the fracture system under atmospheric pressure (cm3 /s),
Qs1 is the gas ﬂow volume through the part without a fracture under atmospheric pressure (cm3 /s),
Qs2 is the total gas ﬂow volume through the fractured core under atmospheric pressure (cm3 /s), p2
is the absolute pressure on the outlet section (MPa), L is the core length (cm), Ks0 is the initial total
permeability of the fractured core (10−3 μm2 ), and Kf0 is the initial fracture permeability (10−3 μm2 ).
Considering the continuity of the ﬂuid, the gas ﬂow volume through the part without fractures
should be equal to the total gas ﬂow volume that ﬂows through the fractured part of the core, which is
the sum of the gas ﬂow volume through the fracture system and the matrix. The following equations
are obtained:


L − L1 Ks0  2
p1 − p22
(8)
p22 = p22 +
L Km0
AKs0 =

Km0 L − Ks0 ( L − L1 )
[( A − ωf0 l )Km0 + ωf0 lKf0 ]
Km0 L1

(9)

Based on cube law, the relationship between the fracture opening and fracture permeability
satisﬁes:
ω2
(10)
Kf0 = f0
12
Then, the following equation can be derived, based on which initial fracture opening and the
initial permeability Kf0 of the fracture system:
3
− 12Km0 ωf0 +
ωf0

12AKm0
12AKs0
Km0 L1
=0
−
l
l
Km0 L − Ks0 ( L − L1 )

(11)

With the conﬁning pressure σ0 , the inlet pressure p1 , and the outlet pressure p2 on the sample, the
effective stress (MPa) exerted on the core is:


p1 + p2
σ = σ0 − η
(12)
2
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The gas ﬂow volume through the matrix of the penetrated part under effective stress is:
Qm =

Km0 e−αm σ
2p0 μL1




√ 1 
2
A − 2 3Kf2 l p21 − p 2

(13)

The gas ﬂow volume through the fracture system and the part without a fracture are, respectively:
Qf =

Qs1 =


√ 
2
2 3 p21 − p 2 l
2p0 μL1

3

Kf2

(14)



2
A p 2 − p22 Km0 e−αm σ

(15)

2μp0 ( L − L1 )

The total gas ﬂow volume through the core is calculated as:
Qs2 =



A p21 − p22 Ks0 e−αs σ
2μp0 L

(16)

where αm is the matrix permeability stress sensitivity coefﬁcient (MPa−1 ), αs is the permeability stress
sensitivity coefﬁcient of the fractured core (MPa−1 ), and Kf is the fracture permeability after stress is
exerted (10−3 μm2 ).
Based on the continuity, the following equations are obtained:


p22 = p22 +
3

1

√

Kf2 − Km0 e−αm σ Kf2 −

3A
6l




L − L1 Ks0 e−αs σ  2
p1 − p22
−
α
σ
L Km0 e m

Ks0 e−αs σ Km0 e−αm σ L1
− Km0 e−αm σ
−
Km0 e αm σ L − Ks0 e−αs σ ( L − L1 )

(17)


=0

(18)

Based on the equations above, the permeability loss ratio of the fracture system γ (%) can be
determined as:
K
γ= f
(19)
Kf0
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Experimental Results
4.1.1. Matrix and Fractured Cores
Stress sensitivity experiments under different effective stresses were conducted on all cores
according to the Standard SY/T6385—2016 [48], and the permeability stress sensitivity curves are
shown in Figure 6a–c. The permeability of matrix and fractured cores was damaged to some degree due
to the effective stress increase. Compared with the fractured cores, the permeability stress sensitivity of
the matrix was weaker, and the damage range of permeability was relatively smaller. Rock compaction
is the dominant factor in the stress-dependent permeability of the matrix. The permeability variation
trends are almost linear when compared with those of the fractured cores. A possible reason for this is
that the stress-dependent permeability of the matrix is purely determined by rock compaction, whereas
those of cores with fractures are a combination of rock compaction and fracture closure. Then, for
the fractured cores, a larger damage range and faster permeability rate of decrease were observed.
The rate of decrease slows down when the permeability of the fractured cores decreases to a point
equal to that of the matrix. The stress-dependent permeability could be divided into two stages. In the
ﬁrst stage, fracture closure is the leading factor with the rock compaction working together; in the
second stage, the rock compaction is the dominant factor.
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Figure 6. The experimental results of stress-dependent permeability of cores in (a) set 1, (b) set 2, and
(c) set 3, and (d) fractured cores with different penetration extents.

4.1.2. Fractured Cores with Different Fracture Penetration Extents
The permeability stress sensitivity curve shown in Figure 6d suggests that permeability loss
occurred in all tested cores, and stress sensitivity increased with the increasing fracture penetration
extent. The permeability stress sensitivity curves for the fractured cores were similar to that for the
matrix when the penetration extent was small, suggesting that permeability is mainly dominated by
the matrix in this case. The rock stress response process can be divided into the fracture closure stage
and the rock compaction stage, with a larger extent of fracture penetration. During the ﬁrst stage, rock
permeability dramatically reduces due to the closure of the fractures, and in the second stage, the
permeability decreases slowly with the increase in the effective stress due to matrix compaction.
4.2. FEM Simulation Results
To verify the FEM simulation, the measured permeability and effective stress were compared
with the predicted values from FEM simulation (Figure 7). A deﬁnitive negative correlation between
the permeability and effective stress is demonstrated in Figure 7. As for the matrix (Figure 7a),
the permeability decreased at a relatively constant rate, whereas the permeability of the fractured
core (Figure 7b) ﬁrst dramatically decreased and then slowed down with increasing effective stress.
The results (Figure 7) suggest that the simulated changing trend of the stress-dependent permeability is
the same as that of the experimental results. However, the permeability predicted from FEM simulation
is larger than measured during the experiment under a given effective stress. The main reason for this
is that the effective resolution of CT is limited by the voxel size: many narrow pores with smaller pore
radii cannot be easily detected, and only a limited range of pore throat radii can be detected. Therefore,
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the permeability predicted by FEM simulation is larger than the experimental ﬁndings under a given
effective stress.
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Figure 7. Simulation and experimental results of stress-dependent permeability: (a) matrix and
(b) fractured core.

4.3. Comparison of Model and Experimental Results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, Equation (19) and experimental data were
used for comparison. Based on the parameters summarized in Tables 1 and 2, the permeability
loss ratio was measured, calculated, and plotted (Figure 8). The results suggest that this calculation
model can fairly accurately predict the permeability loss ratio; the average relative errors between the
measured and predicted results were all within 2.5%.
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Figure 8. Comparison curve for the experimental data and model results. Core with (a) 25%, (b) 50%,
(c) 75%, and (d) 100% penetration.
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4.4. Inﬂuencing Factor Analysis
4.4.1. Fracture Penetration Extent
The resulting permeability loss ratio variation versus effective stress under different fracture
penetration extents is shown in Figure 9a. The result illustrates that the permeability of the fracture
quickly decreased before reaching 10 MPa and then smoothed (Figure 9a). This suggests that the
deformation process of the fractured cores can be divided into two stages: the fracture closure stage
and matrix compaction stage. In the ﬁrst stage, with a lower effective stress, the permeability of the
fractured cores quickly decreases. When the effective stress increases to 10 MPa (stage 2), the fracture
system closes, and the matrix system is compressed. The permeability stress sensitivity has a positive
relationship with the penetration extent, as shown in Figure 9a. The permeability loss ratio increases
with increasing fracture penetration extent. The permeability loss ratios of the cores with different
fracture penetration extents are compared in Figure 9b–e. This suggests that, under the same effective
stress, the fracture has the highest stress sensitivity, followed by the fractured cores, and the matrix
has the lowest stress sensitivity of the three. These ﬁgures demonstrate that the permeability loss
ratio increases with increasing fracture penetration extent. With an increasing penetration extent,
the permeability sensitivity curve shows a trend approaching that of the fracture. Thus, during the
production process, a reasonable pressure drop and effective stress should be determined according to
the fracture penetration extent in order to preclude damage to the permeability of the reservoir due to
stress sensitivity.
4.4.2. Permeability Increasing Multiples
The change in the deviation extent versus the increasing multiples of the initial permeability
of the fractured core is shown in Figure 9f. This shows that with increasing permeability multiples
(i.e., the ratio of fractured core permeability to permeability of matrix core), the deviation extent of the
permeability loss ratio of the fractured core to the fracture decreases, whereas that of the fractured core
to the matrix system increases. The permeability sensitivity is more heavily inﬂuenced by the fracture
system with a larger penetration extent and increasing multiples of the initial permeability, and the
permeability stress sensitivity curve approaches that of the fracture system, as shown in Figure 9f.
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Figure 9. Sensitivity analysis results. Permeability loss ratio curves for (a) cores with different
penetration extents, (b) the core with 25% penetration, (c) the core with 50% penetration, (d) the
core with 75% penetration, and (e) the core with 100% penetration, and (f) variation curve of the
deviation extent and increasing multiples.

5. Conclusions
Through FEM simulation and experiments conducted on the stress-dependent permeability of
fractures in cores, we proposed a novel theoretical model for the determination of stress-dependent
permeability in tight fractured reservoirs. The model allowed us to analyze the inﬂuences caused by a
fracture system with different fracture parameters on the stress-dependent permeability reduction in
tight fractured reservoirs. Predictions produced by the model presented similar variation trends to
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the experimental results. The feature of this model is that every parameter in the model has a speciﬁc
physical signiﬁcance, while it lacks empirical constants. The novelty of this work is that the fracture
penetration extent is newly introduced as an inﬂuencing factor and the fracture system is separated as
a distinct objective to be analyzed. We drew the following conclusions:
The deformation of fractured cores can be divided into two stages: the fracture closure stage
and the matrix compression stage. During the ﬁrst stage, rock permeability is dramatically reduced
due to the closure of the fracture; in the second stage, the permeability decreases slowly with the
increase in the effective stress that continues to compress the rocks. The calculation model, considering
the fractured penetration extent, can predict the permeability loss of the matrix, fractured core, and
fracture system fairly accurately at pressures up to 20 MPa.
Permeability stress sensitivity is more strongly inﬂuenced by the fracture system with a larger
penetration extent. In the systems with lesser penetration extent, the matrix compression is the leading
factor inﬂuencing permeability stress sensitivity.
The stress sensitivity experiments and our corresponding model, considering the fracture
penetration extent, could be applied to more accurately predict the production of fractured reservoirs
and the coupled ﬂow deformation behavior in fractured porous media, including tight carbonates, tight
sandstone, and shale rock. Considering the fracture parameters in the production model or seepage
model is crucial. As the extent of the fracture penetration directly affects the reservoir permeability
and the mechanism of seepage ﬂow, considering the fracture penetration extent in the proposed
stress-dependent permeability model makes our work relevant in product development in tight
reservoirs. However, it should be noted that the proposed model ignores the crossﬂow of fractures,
and the stress-dependent permeability could be inﬂuenced by the composition, microstructures,
mineral disintegration interpretation, mechanical properties, and community of reservoirs. The ﬂuid
ﬂow in porous media with fracture systems under effective stress is an interesting and challenging
topic, and this work is currently underway.
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Abstract: The Klinkenberg slippage theory has widely been used to obtain gas permeability in
low-permeability porous media. However, recent research shows that there is a deviation from
the Klinkenberg slippage theory for tight reservoir cores under low-pressure conditions. In this
research, a new experimental device was designed to carry out the steady-state gas permeability
test with high pressure and low ﬂowrate. The results show that, unlike regular low-permeability
cores, the permeability of tight cores is not a constant value, but a variate related to a ﬂuid-dynamic
parameter (ﬂowrate). Under high-pressure conditions, the relationship between ﬂowrate and apparent
permeability of cores with low permeability is consistent with Klinkenberg slippage theory, while the
relationship between ﬂowrate and apparent permeability of tight cores is contrary to Klinkenberg slip
theory. The apparent permeability of tight core increases with increasing ﬂowrate under high-pressure
conditions, and it is signiﬁcantly lower than the Klinkenberg permeability predicted by Klinkenberg
slippage theory. The diﬀerence gets larger when the ﬂowrate becomes lower (back pressure increases
and pressure diﬀerence decreases). Therefore, the Klinkenberg permeability which is obtained by
the Klinkenberg slippage theory by using low-pressure experimental data will cause signiﬁcant
overestimation of the actual gas seepage capacity in the tight reservoir. In order to evaluate the gas
seepage capacity in a tight reservoir precisely, it is necessary to test the permeability of the tight cores
directly at high pressure and low ﬂowrate.
Keywords: tight gas reservoirs; Klinkenberg slippage theory; high pressure and low ﬂowrate;
gas permeability measurement

1. Introduction
With the continuous depletion of conventional oil and gas reserves, unconventional oil and gas
resources play an increasingly important role. Tight sandstone oil and gas, with its huge resources,
has become a hotspot in the unconventionals sector [1–5]. In recent years, many scholars have
conducted research on enhanced oil recovery in tight sandstone reservoirs [6–9]. The permeability
of tight reservoir permeability is one of the most important reservoir physical parameters in the
gas reservoir development process [10,11]. The matrix of a tight sandstone reservoir has very low
permeability and ultra-small pore structure [12–15]. Gas slip [16] is a phenomenon that occurs when
gas ﬂows through low-permeability porous medium. During this process, the velocity of the gas
layer near the solid wall of the porous medium is not zero, resulting in a large gas ﬂowrate in the
porous medium. Because the eﬀect of gas slip plays an important role in low-permeability core,
the acquisition of core permeability in tight reservoirs is more complicated [17–19]. The Knudsen
Energies 2019, 12, 2351; doi:10.3390/en12122351
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number [20] is a dimensionless parameter that determines whether there is a slippage eﬀect of the gas
ﬂow at diﬀerent scale ﬂow channels. Moreover, it represents the relationship between the mean free
path of the molecule and the pore size. It is an important parameter when identifying diﬀerent gas
ﬂow states [21,22]. The mathematical expression of the Knudsen number is:
Kn =

λ
r

(1)

where, λ represents the mean free path of the gas and r is the average pore radius. Kn varies with
permeability and pressure under isothermal conditions. At large Knudsen values (Kn > 0.001), the slip
eﬀect becomes signiﬁcant as the mean free path is close to the average pore throat [23].
In 1941, Klinkenberg [24] believed that permeability is a property of porous media and is a constant,
and he obtained the mathematical relationship between apparent permeability (Ka ) and absolute
permeability (K∞ ) using ﬁrst-order slip boundary conditions [25]:
Ka = K∞ 1 +

bK
p

(2)

where Ka is the apparent gas permeability observed at the mean pressure; K∞ is Klinkenberg
permeability; p is the average pressure at the inlet and outlet of the core; bK is the slip factor,
bK can be calculated by:
4cλp
(3)
bK =
r
where c is the proportionality factor. It can be seen from the Equation (3) that for a particular gas and
average pressure, the slip factor bK increases as the r increases. The pore radius r of a conventional
reservoir core is large enough and bK approaches zero, so that the gas slippage eﬀect is negligible.
While the pore radius r of a tight reservoir core is small, the slippage eﬀect has important inﬂuence on
the gas ﬂow.
It is known from the derivation of the Klinkenberg formula that the nature of the Klinkenberg eﬀect
is the gas slippage in the pore throat. The theoretical basis for the Klinkenberg equation deduction is
the slip theory of Kundt and Warburg [25], which is only applicable when Kn < 0.1. The ﬁrst-order slip
boundary theory is proposed based on the ideal gas state equation, which is used in the Klinkenberg
equation deduction process; the calculation of the mean free path of gas molecules is based on the ideal
gas assumption. It can be seen that when the pressure increases to a certain extent and the gas must be
treated as a real gas, whether the Klinkenberg formula is applicable to the permeability measurement
of tight cores is worthy of discussion.
Numerical simulations and experimental studies are two common methods of studying gas
ﬂow in micro/nanoscale [26]. Gas ﬂow in micro/nanoscale pores can be described by the molecular
modeling (MD) or Lattice–Boltzmann (LB) methods. However, the MD or LB method requires a large
amount of computational resources and time, limiting its practical application in shale gas transmission
simulation. In recent years, Mohammad et al. [27] solved the Boltzmann equation by reducing its
order while using the regularized 13 moment method to ensure its accuracy. An analytical R13-AP
model for predicting apparent permeability of shale was established. Density functional theory [28,29]
is a theoretical method based on statistical mechanics. It has higher computational eﬃciency than
molecular simulation under the same computational accuracy. Density functional theory [28] is
used to simulate ionic ﬂuids in slit-like nanoholes in double-layer capacitors. Therefore, it can be
used to simulate gas ﬂow in micron/nanometer porous media. Another way to simulate gas ﬂow in
micro/nanopores is to include sliding boundary conditions in the continuum model. Javadpour [30]
simply linearly superposes the two transport mechanisms of Knudsen diﬀusion and slip ﬂow to obtain
the apparent permeability. Apparent permeability is a function of pressure, temperature, and gas
properties. The results showed that the apparent permeability was much higher than the Darcy
permeability in the nanoscale mudstone system. Singh et al. [31] proposed a new LSP permeability
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model based on Langmuir sliding conditions. The model overcomes the shortcomings of Maxwell’s
sliding conditions and uses Langmuir adsorption data to determine the slip coeﬃcient of the gas
ﬂow. The experimental results showed that the permeability calculated by the LSP permeability
model was greater than the permeability calculated by the Klinkenberg model. Based on the analytical
model of rare gas ﬂow, Singh et al. [32] proposed an apparent permeability model with no empirical
coeﬃcients. The model is based on convective mass transfer and Fick diﬀusion, and is obtained
by simple linear superposition. Their results indicate that the contribution of Knudsen’s diﬀusion
to total ﬂow is important in shale and it must be included in the gas ﬂow model. Wang et al. [33]
proposed a uniﬁed shale matrix apparent permeability model that combines the eﬀects of non-Darcy
ﬂow/gas slip, geomechanics (ground compaction), and adsorbed gas layer release into one coherent
equation. Cai et al. [34] established an ideal gas fractal transport model based on fractal tortuous
capillary bundles in three-dimensional space while considering viscous ﬂow, molecular diﬀusion,
and gas adsorption. The apparent permeability model of three-dimensional fractal shale media
was obtained by adding ﬂuxes caused by three ﬂow mechanisms (viscous ﬂow, molecular diﬀusion,
and surface diﬀusion). Singh and Cai et al. [35,36] proposed a new approach of predicting shale
permeability by discretizing fractured shale at the scale of interest into its permeable features, including
inorganic matter, organic matter, and fractures. Singh and Cai et al. [36] implemented this approach to
predict ﬁeld-scale permeability of shale by history-matching the production data. Lopez et al. [37]
developed a numerical method for calculating the shale adsorption-related permeability. Calculations
include Darcy ﬂow and diﬀusion ﬂow, as well as changes of organic pore radius caused by solid
kerogen adsorption/desorption and diﬀusion. The results show that ignoring viscous ﬂow, Knudsen
diﬀusion and pore radius changes lead to erroneous permeability. Gas diﬀusion in solid kerogen plays
an important role in shale gas reservoirs and should be considered. Chen et al. [38] determined the
apparent permeability based on the dust-containing gas model (DGM) while regarding the total ﬂow
as a combined result of viscous ﬂow and Knudsen diﬀusion. This study is the ﬁrst numerical study
of the eﬀective Knudsen diﬀusivity and apparent permeability based on the actual pore structure of
shale. Civan et al. [39] proposed a gas ﬂow model in a tight porous medium, which uses a simpliﬁed
second-order sliding model combined with several empirical parameters to calculate the sliding ﬂow.
Civan et al. [40] used the Knudsen number criterion to determine the slip coeﬃcient and derived
an apparent permeability expression in the form of the Knudsen number. Based on the Javadpour
model, Darabi et al. [23] considered the eﬀect of nanopore wall surface roughness on Knudsen diﬀusion.
Darabi results show that Knudsen diﬀusion contributes up to 20% of cumulative shale gas production.
Therefore, in addition to slippage ﬂow, the shale gas also includes Knudsen diﬀusion. In addition to
extensive theoretical research, many researchers have also conducted experiments on permeability of
compact cores. In recent years, many scholars acquired a non-linear relationship between tight core
permeability and the reciprocal of the average pressure from the experiments with back pressure at the
end, instead of a linear one described by Klinkenberg. Jones and Owens [41] conducted a series of
experiments on low-permeability cores. Although they obtained a reasonable straight line, they noted
that the overestimation of absolute permeability could be as high as 25%. Rushing et al. [42] found
the apparent permeability follows the Klinkenberg linear theory under low back pressure; however,
the value of apparent permeability becomes smaller than the value predicted by Klinkenberg slip theory
when the average pressure increases to a certain degree. Besides, the diﬀerence was getting larger with
the increasing back pressure. Zhu et al. [43] believed that the permeability of the low-permeability core
and the reciprocal of the mean pressure did not conform to the ﬁrst-order Klinkenberg slippage theory
equation. The higher-order equations and experimental data under low pressure are recommended to
predict the absolute permeability of tight cores based on their research.
Li et al. [44] carried out a single-phase gas ﬂow experiment in tight cores. The experimental
results showed that as the average pressure approached inﬁnity, the apparent permeability deviated
completely from the linear relationship of the classical Klinkenberg slip theory. They believed this
is because the gas slip coeﬃcient is not a ﬁxed value but a variable one, and they found that for
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extremely low permeability cores, the absolute permeability obtained using the Klinkenberg formula
correlation may still include slip eﬀects under low back pressure conditions. Dong et al. [45] measured
the permeability of tight cores using C2 H6 . Their experimental results showed that the measured gas
permeability (0.026 mD) was slightly smaller than the absolute permeability (0.032 mD) predicted by
Klinkenberg slip theory.
Fathi et al. [46] used the Lattice–Boltzmann method to simulate the motion of gases in nanotubes.
They found that the permeability predicted by Klinkenberg slip theory was less than the apparent
permeability of gas in nanotubes. They explained the deviation from the straight line based on the
Lattice–Boltzmann gas dynamics simulation, and an empirical quadratic equation was proposed to
ﬁt their experimental results. Moreover, a study conducted by You et al. [47] also indicated that
the apparent permeability decreased with the increase of back pressure; they found that when the
pressure was 1.42 MPa, the Klinkenberg permeability was 1.23 times of the apparent permeability.
Similar conclusions were obtained by Tanikawa [48] and Dion Salam [49]. Additionally, Yue et al. [50]
measured the permeability of tight cores under the average pressure of 0–1 MPa, and they found that
the measured apparent permeability was bigger than the value predicted by Klinkenberg slip theory,
unlike other scholars. Liu et al. [51] carried out gas–water two-phase seepage experiments on compact
cores. They believe that the relative permeability of gas phase may be overestimated if slippage eﬀect
is not dealt with in the process of determining eﬀective gas permeability.
However, the end pressure of all the experiments above did not exceed 10 MPa, which is rather
smaller than the high pore pressure in tight reservoirs. Alireza et al. [52] proposed new theories based
on these experimental results to predict and explain the gas slip eﬀect and extended the Klinkenberg
slip theory to make it suitable for tight porous media. Its expression is as follows:
⎛
⎞
⎜⎜
a ⎟⎟
b
Kapparent = Kabsolute ⎜⎜⎝1 + − 2 ⎟⎟⎠
P P

(4)

The same second-order equation was also proposed by Tang et al. [53] and the slip-oﬀ quadratic
term of the equation could explain why the curve deviated from the straight line. However, whether
the model based on slippage theory can predict the gas ﬂow in a tight core at high pressure and low
ﬂowrate is still doubtful.
The study of gas permeability under high pressure in reservoirs is done in order to analyze the
ﬂow characteristics of gas in the core at very low ﬂowrate and high average pressures. However,
the backpressure regulator method is not suitable for the permeability experiment of tight cores at
high pressure due to the working principle of the backpressure regulator [54].
In recent years, some scholars have studied the ﬂow pattern in tight cores under high pressure by
changing the methods of adding back pressure. Sinha et al. [55] used a pump to add back pressure to
measure the gas permeability in tight cores at diﬀerent pore pressures (0–5000 psi). The experimental
results showed that the measured gas permeability at high pore pressure obviously deviates from the
classical Klinkenberg slippage theory, which is much smaller than the predicted value. Due to the low
gas ﬂowrate through the tight core, the authors’ group [54,56] used a cylinder to pressurize the back
pressure and measured the permeability of these tight cores under the high back pressure. They found
that the permeability under high backpressure was lower than the Klinkenberg permeability and the
non-Klinkenberg ﬂow pattern under high pressure.
Since the steady ﬂow in tight core samples requires a long time and accurate measurement of very
low ﬂow rates, most laboratories use unsteady state techniques to measure the permeability of tight
cores. In the unsteady state method, the pulse attenuation method is the most commonly used. It is
a transient technique that generates a pressure pulse through the core [57]. The permeability of the core
is then indirectly derived from changes in pressure over time. Pulse attenuation techniques require
accurate pore volume and pore compressibility measurements as well as adsorption correction [58].
Deriving permeability from transient pressure responses requires further assumptions and parameters
that add uncertainty when dealing with tight sandstones. In tight sandstones, due to the insuﬃcient
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understanding of the ﬂow laws, the number of hypotheses should be minimized. A study by Rushing
et al. [42] showed that the steady-state method can accurately determine the permeability of tight cores.
The permeability obtained by an unsteady-state method is larger than that obtained by the steady-state
method. The diﬀerence is not caused by a simple random measurement error, but by a system
phenomenon caused by the fundamental problem of the non-steady-state method. Additionally,
in the pulse-decay method, the pressure across the sample changes with time. This causes the ﬂow
rate through the sample to change, and therefore, the potential rate dependency of permeability is
not captured. The steady-state method is measured when gas ﬂows through the core at a constant
pressure diﬀerential. When equilibrium is reached, the apparent permeability is calculated by the Darcy
equation from the diﬀerential pressure and ﬂow rate of the sample. Fundamentally, permeability refers
to the steady ﬂow through a porous medium. Therefore, the results of the steady-state method come
directly from the deﬁnition and do not require assumptions about the ﬂow state [58]. Experiments
can be performed at diﬀerent average pore pressures, conﬁning stresses, and ﬂow rates. Compared to
other test techniques, the steady-state method takes a longer time to measure permeability of tight
sandstone, but it provides greater ﬂexibility and more fundamentally accurate results.
The permeability of tight reservoir cores has always been measured under low back pressure due
to the inaccurate measurement of micro diﬀerential pressure and micro ﬂowrate under high pressure.
Thus, studies on the permeability of tight cores at high pore pressure and low ﬂowrate were rare.
In order to overcome the shortcomings of the original experimental device, a diﬀerential pressure meter,
a ﬂow meter, and a back pressure regulating device was developed to measure the micro pressure
drop and ﬂowrate under high-pressure conditions. This newly designed experimental device was
used to study the steady-state [57] gas ﬂow in a tight core under diﬀerent pore pressures (0–30 MPa)
and diﬀerent diﬀerential pressures (0.1–1 MPa). By using this device in experiments, we obtained
a relationship between the ﬂowrate and the apparent permeability of low-permeability cores and tight
cores, respectively; we then applied both the comparison method and analysis method to clarify the
diﬀerence between the apparent permeability and predicted permeability by classical Klinkenberg
slippage theory at diﬀerent ﬂowrate. The theoretical velocity and the measured velocity under diﬀerent
backpressure and diﬀerential pressure were compared. The result indicated that absolute permeability
obtained by the Klinkenberg slippage theory will signiﬁcantly overestimate the gas seepage capacity
in a tight reservoir. This study can provide a theoretical basis and an experimental dataset for the
establishment of a tight core permeability test model.
2. Experiments
2.1. Gas Permeability Calculation
The calculation formula [47] of gas permeability is:
Kg =

200Q1 P1 μL


A P21 − P22

(5)

where, A is the area of core end (cm2 ); μ is the gas viscosity (mPa·s); L is the core length (cm); P1 , P2 is
the absolute pressure at the inlet and outlet, respectively (MPa). Q1 is the gas ﬂow at the outlet end
(mL/s); the PVT simulator CMG WinProp (CMG, 2003) was used to obtain the gas viscosity in this study.
Previous studies have shown that the calculation error was less than 1.5% [59,60]. The relationship
between pressure and viscosity of nitrogen at 60 ◦ C is shown in Figure 1.
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.
Figure 1. Viscosity of nitrogen as a function of pressure.

2.2. Experimental Apparatus
Figure 2 is the schematic diagram of the experimental device, which mainly includes an oven,
ISCO pump, a constant pressure pump, a core holder, two high-pressure resistant intermediate
containers, a high-pressure micro diﬀerential pressure gauge, a high-pressure micro ﬂowmeter,
and a back-pressure regulator. The ISCO pump was linked to a high-pressure resistant intermediate
container to provide a stable gas source. The constant pressure pump was connected to the core holder
to provide a constant conﬁning pressure. The back-pressure regulator was used to control the outlet
pressure. The inlet and outlet pressures were measured using the high-pressure micro diﬀerential
pressure gauge. The high-pressure micro ﬂowmeter was used to measure gas volume velocity.
The high-pressure micro ﬂowmeter (Chinese Invention Patent No: 201510164634.5), high-pressure
micro diﬀerential pressure gauge (China Invention Patent No: CN104748908A), and back-pressure
regulator (China Invention Patent No: CN106647842A) were all novel experimental equipment
developed by authors’ group.
The HPMR ﬂowmeter can measure extremely low ﬂow (4 nL/min–1 mL/min) at high pressure
(0.1 MPa–50 MPa) with high accuracy (error < 1%) [56]. Generally, the working principle of the device
is based on the displacement method, which can be used to measure the speed of ﬂuid displacement in
a pressure-resistant capillary tube. Prior to this study, the authors’ group demonstrated that the eﬀect
of high pressure on the diameter of glass tube is negligible [56].
Under high pressure, the high-pressure micro diﬀerential pressure gauge can continuously
record the dynamic pressure diﬀerence from 10−6 MPa up to 80 MPa with the error controlled within
0.1% [56,61]. The operating principle rests on the micro diﬀerential pressure measurement under
a high-pressure system through digitized reading of the ﬂuid level in a pressure resistant U-shaped
tube (pressure resistant manometer).
Our group [54,56] found that the traditional back-pressure regulator is not suitable for measuring
the extremely low ﬂowrate at high pressure due to its working principle. In this experiment,
the self-designed back-pressure regulator was used to limit the pressure ﬂuctuation of the whole
experimental facility below 0.002 MPa under the pressure of 40 MPa for 120 min. The working principle
of the back-pressure regulator was to stabilize the pressure by using gas–energy storage and adjust the
pressure with microtubule and pump assistance.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental device.

2.3. Core Samples
The experiment used four natural sandstone cores from a certain area of Shanxi Province, China.
The lithology of these cores was sandstone. The cores porosities were measured by a KXD-II porosity
tester. The particle volume method was used to measure the porosity of the core. Core analysis method
SY/T 5336-2006 was used as the analysis basis. The pore throat size distribution curve was obtained
from high-pressure mercury injection experiments. The SY/T 5346-2005 rock capillary pressure curve
method was used as the basis for analysis. The dominated throat radius ranging from 0.1224 μm to
1.0382 μm, with the porosity distribution ranging from 9.8% to 20.57%. The distribution of their pore
throats is shown in Figure 3, and the base data of experiment cores are shown in Table 1. The core
plugs were cleaned with toluene to remove hydrocarbons and dried in an oven at 95 ◦ C for a period of
48 h before the measurements. Nitrogen was regarded as displacing medium.

Figure 3. Relationships between throat size and permeability contribution.
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Table 1. The base data of experiment cores.
Core Number

Length
(cm)

Diameter
(cm)

Porosity
(%)

Dominated Throat Radius
(μm)

Rock Type

Z1
Z2
Z3
Z4

10.78
7.46
4.09
6.26

2.50
2.50
2.51
2.52

20.57
10.50
11.30
9.80

1.0382
0.1224
0.2480
0.2477

Sandstone
Sandstone
Sandstone
Sandstone

2.4. Experimental Procedure
Before the experiment, we adjusted the temperature of the incubator to 60 ◦ C and then placed the
experimental core into a core holder to test the sealing of the holder with nitrogen at a pressure of
35 MPa. After the requirement of airtightness was achieved, we modiﬁed the inlet and outlet pressure
and conﬁning pressure of the intermediate vessel to reach the pre-setting pressure. Core samples were
maintained at constant diﬀerential pressure for at least 3 h to achieve ﬂow and stress equilibrium.
When the pressure and ﬂow state reached the equilibrium, the inlet pressure and the pressure diﬀerence
(between inlet and outlet) were recorded. The criterion for gas reaching a steady ﬂow was that the ﬂow
rate remained constant for a period of time when all other conditions remained the same (eﬀective stress,
upstream pressure, downstream pressure, temperature). If the gas ﬂow did not reached a stable state,
it would be judged after a period of time until it reached a stable state. The speciﬁc steps are to measure
the ﬂow rate ﬁrs and then measure the ﬂow rate again after 1 h under the same conditions. If the
ﬂow rate is the same, it is considered to have reached a steady ﬂow. Additionally, to make the result
more accurate, we measured the ﬂow three times and used the average number. The measurement
interval was 30 min to detect the gas ﬂow state and air tightness of the experimental system. After the
measurement was completed, the inlet and outlet pressure were adjusted for the next measurement
and the above steps were repeated. By changing the input cases (diﬀerential pressure varied from
0.1 to 1 MPa, the back pressure varied from 0 to 30 MPa and the net conﬁning pressure was kept as
4 MPa), diﬀerent sets of results can be acquired.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Relationships between Permeability and Flowrate
According to the Klinkenberg slippage theory, the permeability decreases with the increase of the
average pressure. With a ﬁxed back pressure, the average pressure increases as the ﬂowrate increases.
So regardless of the value of back pressure, the permeability predicted by Klinkenberg slippage theory
always decreases with increasing ﬂowrate and becomes closer to Klinkenberg permeability. Figures 4–7
shows the permeability versus ﬂowrate at diﬀerent back pressures by the lines with diﬀerent colors.
The blue line with square markers shows the ﬂowrate–permeability relationship, which is described
by classical slippage theory: when the back pressure equals the atmospheric pressure, the apparent
permeability decreases as the ﬂowrate increases. The red, dashed line is the Klinkenberg permeability
calculated by Klinkenberg slippage theory, which does not change with the ﬂowrate.
It can be seen from Figure 4 that the apparent permeability of the core dropped as the ﬂowrate
increased under diﬀerent back pressures (0.2 MPa, 0.6 MPa, 2 MPa, 8 MPa, 16 MPa, 24 MPa). Moreover,
the apparent permeability approached the Klinkenberg permeability when the ﬂowrate became larger.
The following experimental data can be used as the proof of this ﬁnding: when the back pressure was
0.2 MPa, the apparent permeability at the ﬂowrate of 3.77 × 10−3 cm/s was 1.27 times larger than the
Klinkenberg permeability and 0.145 times more than that at the ﬂowrate of 3.37 × 10−2 cm/s; when the
back pressure increased to 16 MPa, the apparent permeability at the ﬂowrate of 2.24 × 10−3 cm/s was
1.01 times larger than the Klinkenberg permeability and 0.01 times greater than that at the ﬂowrate of
1.34 × 10−2 cm/s.
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Figure 4. Permeability versus ﬂowrate at diverse backpressures for core Z1.

Figure 5. Permeability versus ﬂowrate at diverse backpressures for core Z2.

Figure 6. Permeability versus ﬂowrate at diverse backpressures for core Z3.
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Figure 7. Permeability versus ﬂowrate at diverse backpressures for core Z4.

As shown in the black oval dotted curve in Figure 4, under the same diﬀerential pressure (0.6 MPa),
the apparent permeability decreased monotonously and approached the Klinkenberg permeability
with the increase of the back pressure (the decrease of ﬂowrate). In addition, as the back pressure
increased, the contribution of the slippage eﬀect to the apparent permeability decreased: the greater the
back pressure and the corresponding apparent permeability got closer to the Klinkenberg permeability.
By analyzing the data above, it can be found that the relationship between the ﬂowrate and apparent
permeability of the low-permeability core is in accordance with Klinkenberg slippage theory.
The permeability curves of tight core Z2 (Figure 5) to Z4 (Figure 7) have similar characteristics.
The results for core Z2 (Figure 5) were used as an example to analyze the change in gas permeability.
It can be seen from Figure 5 that under low back pressure (see the results at backpressures of 0.2 MPa,
0.4 MPa, 1 M Pa, 2 MPa), the apparent permeability of the core decreased with the increase of
the ﬂowrate, approaching the Klinkenberg permeability predicted by Klinkenberg slippage theory.
The pattern shows that the apparent permeability became closer to the Klinkenberg permeability
as the ﬂowrate increased, which follows the Klinkenberg slippage theory. When the back pressure
was relatively high (referring to the experimental results of 11 MPa, 16 MPa, 24 MPa), the apparent
permeability increased with the increase of the ﬂowrate and presented the “negative slippage” law,
which is opposite to the Klinkenberg slippage theory. It can also be seen from Figure 5 that the lower
the ﬂowrate (the larger the back pressure, the lower the pressure diﬀerence), the greater the apparent
permeability deviated from Klinkenberg permeability predicted by the Klinkenberg slippage theory.
The data from Figure 5 shows that when the back pressure was 0.4 MPa, the apparent permeability
decreased with an increasing ﬂowrate. As the ﬂowrate equaled 1.72 × 10−4 cm/s, the apparent
permeability was 1.25 times larger than the apparent permeability at the ﬂowrate of 1.18 × 10−3 cm/s.
When the back pressure was 24 MPa, the apparent permeability increased with the increase of the
ﬂowrate. At the ﬂowrate of 9.28 × 10−6 cm/s, the apparent permeability was 0.312 times larger than
the apparent permeability at the ﬂowrate of 2.38 × 10−4 cm/s.
As shown in the black, oval, dotted curve in Figure 5, when the diﬀerential pressure was the
same and the back pressure was relatively low (0.2 MPa, 0.4 MPa, 1 MPa, 2 MPa), the slippage
eﬀect contribution and the apparent permeability decreased as the ﬂowrate decreased (back pressure
increased), and the permeability value approached the Klinkenberg value gradually. This regular
pattern is in line with the Klinkenberg slippage theory. However, under high back pressure (4 MPa,
11 MPa, 16 MPa, 24 MPa), the relationship between apparent permeability and the ﬂowrate was not
consist with the low back pressure. Instead, as the back pressure increased, the ﬂowrate declined,
the permeability decreased rapidly, and the phenomenon of “negative slippage” occurred: the apparent
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permeability was much smaller than the Klinkenberg permeability. Moreover, the deviation degree
became greater as the ﬂowrate got lower (the back pressure increased), and the negative slippage
contribution increased with the increase of back pressure. Moghadam [58] also drew the conclusion
that the apparent permeability increased with the increase of ﬂowrate and reached a stable value at
last, which is consistent with our results.
Under low pressure, the permeability gradually decreased with the increase of back pressure and
the increase of ﬂow rate to approach the Klinkenberg permeability. This is because at low pressure,
the slippage eﬀect will enhance the gas migration capacity in the core [24]. The increase in back pressure
and the increase in ﬂow rate can both increase the average pressure in the core. When the average
pressure increases, the mean free path of the molecule is reduced and the slippage eﬀect is reduced,
so the permeability decreases with increasing back pressure and ﬂow rate. Therefore, increasing test
pressure is the most straightforward method to reduce the eﬀect of gas slip, which is the underlying
principle of Klinkenberg correlation.
At high pressure, the permeability decreased with increasing back pressure and decreasing ﬂow
rate and was much smaller than the Klinkenberg permeability. This is because under high pressure,
the mean free path of the gas is signiﬁcantly smaller, much smaller than the radius of the average pore
throat. Thus, the slippage eﬀect can be neglected [44,47] and the micro-scale ﬂow eﬀect of high-pressure
gas appears in the tight core [61]. The interaction of high-pressure and microscale eﬀects will result
in changes in the physical properties of the gas. As the outlet pressure increases, the gas gradually
changes from lean gas to dense gas and further approaches the liquid state. At higher outlet pressures,
the smaller the pressure diﬀerence, the greater the ﬂow resistance, and the gas ﬂow under diﬀerent
pressure diﬀerences in the microtubes exhibits non-linear characteristics. With the increase of outlet
pressure and the decrease of tube diameter, the micro-scale ﬂow eﬀect of high-pressure gas becomes
more obvious [61]. Therefore, the permeability decreases as the back pressure increases and the ﬂow
rate decreases.
Recall from the ﬁndings in Section 3.1. that the relationship between the ﬂowrate and the apparent
permeability of the low-permeability core is consistent with the Klinkenberg slippage theory. However,
the apparent permeability of high-pressure gas in tight cores is not as predicted by Klinkenberg slippage
theory; it gets closer to the Klinkenberg permeability as the ﬂowrate decreases (average pressure
increases), but is signiﬁcantly lower than the Klinkenberg permeability. In addition, the apparent
permeability increases with the increasing ﬂowrate under high back-pressure condition.
3.2. Measured Flowrate versus Theoretical Flowrate
Figures 8–11 present the measured ﬂowrate versus theoretical ﬂowrate at diﬀerent back pressures
with cores Z1–Z4, respectively. As can be seen from these ﬁgures, the points of diﬀerent colors
represent the relationship between the theoretical ﬂowrate and the measured one under diﬀerent back
pressures, and the red, dashed line represents the case where the measured ﬂowrate was the same
as the theoretical ﬂowrate. In Figure 8, the ﬂowrate of the core with a mainstream pore radius of
1.0382 μm calculated by the Klinkenberg slippage theory was equal to the measured one (referring to
the experimental results of the back pressure from 0 to 24 MPa), which showed that the Klinkenberg
slippage theory is capable of properly estimating the ﬂow capacity of a low-permeability core under
both high and low pressure.
As can be seen from Figures 9–11, the ﬂowrate calculated by Klinkenberg slippage theory is
the same as the measured one under low pressure (see the results in Figures 6 and 7 under back
pressure from 0 to 4 MPa and Figure 8 under back pressure from 0 to 1.98 MPa). However, with the
increasing back pressure (ﬂowrate declines), the predicted value gradually becomes larger than the
actual measured value, and the deviation increases (referring to the results of Figure 6 under back
pressure from 11 to 24 MPa, Figure 7 under back pressure from 8 to 30 MPa, and Figure 8 under back
pressure from 4 to 24 MPa). The diﬀerential pressure within the red, dotted circle is larger than in
the black, dotted circle, which indicates that when the back pressure remains same, the smaller the
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diﬀerential pressure (the smaller the ﬂowrate), the larger diﬀerence between theory value and actual
measured value. It shows that the actual seepage capacity of tight cores under high pressure and low
velocity, represented by permeability obtained by Klinkenberg slippage theory, is overestimated. Thus,
it is inappropriate to evaluate the actual ﬂow capacity of gas in a tight reservoir using the Klinkenberg
permeability, which is calculated by the Klinkenberg equation with low-pressure experimental data.

Figure 8. Measured ﬂowrate versus theoretical ﬂowrate at diverse backpressures for core Z1.

Figure 9. Measured ﬂowrate versus theoretical ﬂowrate at diverse backpressures for core Z2.
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Figure 10. Measured ﬂowrate versus theoretical ﬂowrate at diverse backpressures for core Z3.

Figure 11. Measured ﬂowrate versus theoretical ﬂowrate at diverse backpressures for core Z4.

4. Conclusions and Suggestions
In this study, new high-pressure gas permeability measuring equipment was applied to measure
the nitrogen apparent permeability of a low-permeability core and three tight cores under large
back-pressure range (0.1–30 MPa) and low diﬀerential pressure (0.1–1 MPa).
Unlike the low-permeability core, the permeability of a tight core is not a constant but
a function related to the ﬂowrate. The relationship between ﬂowrate and apparent permeability of
low-permeability cores is consistent with Klinkenberg slippage theory, nevertheless, the actual gas
seepage law in tight cores under high-pressure conﬂicts with Klinkenberg slippage theory. At high
back pressure, the gas ﬂow in the tight core exhibits a “negative slippage” phenomenon. In terms of
the apparent permeability, it is falling away from the Klinkenberg permeability signiﬁcantly in the real
situation, instead of getting closer to the Klinkenberg permeability with declining ﬂowrate (increasing
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back pressure). Besides, the diﬀerence becomes larger when the ﬂowrate gets lower (the back pressure
gets larger).
Due to the negative slippage of nitrogen in the tight core under high pressure, the apparent
permeability of the tight core at high back pressure and low ﬂowrate is much lower than the Klinkenberg
permeability obtained by Klinkenberg slippage theory. Therefore, Klinkenberg slippage theory is
only applicable to evaluate the seepage capacity within low-permeability reservoirs or tight reservoirs
under low pressure. Which means, it is not suitable to use the Klinkenberg permeability obtained
by Klinkenberg slippage theory to evaluate the actual seepage capacity of high-pressure gas in tight
reservoirs. Hence, in order to accurately evaluate the actual seepage capacity of the gas in a tight
reservoir, it is necessary to directly test the permeability of the tight core at a high back pressure and
low ﬂowrate.
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Abstract: A fractured horizontal well is an eﬀective technology to obtain hydrocarbons from tight
reservoirs. In this study, a new semi-analytical model for a horizontal well intercepted by multiple
ﬁnite-conductivity reorientation fractures was developed in an anisotropic rectangular tight reservoir.
Firstly, to establish the ﬂow equation of the reorientation fracture, all reorientation fractures were
discretized by combining the nodal analysis technique and the fracture-wing method. Secondly,
through coupling the reservoir solution and reorientation fracture solution, a semi-analytical solution
for multiple reorientation fractures along a horizontal well was derived in the Laplace domain, and its
accuracy was also veriﬁed. Thirdly, typical ﬂow regimes were identiﬁed on the transient-pressure
curves. Finally, dimensionless pressure and pressure derivative curves were obtained to analyze
the eﬀect of key parameters on the ﬂow behavior, including fracture angle, permeability anisotropy,
fracture conductivity, fracture spacing, fracture number, and fracture conﬁguration. Results show
that, for an anisotropic rectangular tight reservoir, horizontal wells should be deployed parallel to
the direction of principal permeability and fracture reorientation should be controlled to extend
along the direction of minimum permeability. Meanwhile, the optimal fracture number should be
considered for economic production and the fracture spacing should be optimized to reduce the ﬂow
interferences between reorientation fractures.
Keywords: semi-analytical model; reorientation fractures; horizontal well; tight reservoir;
ﬂow behavior

1. Introduction
As one of the most eﬀective stimulation techniques to increase the recovery of hydrocarbons,
fractured horizontal wells have been widely adopted to develop tight reservoirs. In some tight reservoirs,
reorientation fractures may be formed when an increase in pore pressure in a hydraulically-fractured
area or the depletion of the reservoir pressure occurs [1,2]. For reorientation fractures, previous
studies mainly focused on ﬁeld case studies and fracture propagation [2,3]. Compared with
hydraulically-fractured vertical wells, fractured horizontal wells can signiﬁcantly enhance well
productivity by increasing the reservoir contact area. For reservoir engineers, pressure transient
analysis is one of the most eﬀective techniques to diagnose the ﬂow behavior of hydraulically-fractured
horizontal wells and evaluate the inﬂuence of key parameters on wellbore pressure, such as fracture
Energies 2019, 12, 4232; doi:10.3390/en12224232
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spacing, fracture number and fracture conﬁguration, which are intuitively important for eﬃcient and
economical development of tight reservoirs.
Research on the performance of horizontal wells with multiple hydraulic fractures has mainly
focused on analytical and semi-analytical models [4–10]. Larsen and Herge presented the pressure
transient behavior of horizontal wells with single or multiple ﬁnite-conductivity fractures in a
three-dimensional unbounded reservoir using the Laplace transform method [6,7]. However, they
only demonstrated the early-and middle-stage characteristics of multiple fractured horizontal wells
without considering the outer boundary. Chen and Raghavan (1997) presented the solution of a
multiply-fractured horizontal well in a rectangular drainage region by reforming the point-source
solution of Ozkan and Raghavan [5], which laid a solid foundation for this study [8]. Zerzar and
Bettam further extended our ability to understand the pressure behavior of a horizontal well with
several fractures in closed anisotropic reservoirs [10]. However, most previous models are introduced
based on the assumption that the hydraulic fracture is an ideal planar fracture. The direct observation
on fractured cores and micro-seismic fracture monitoring demonstrated that the hydraulic fracturing
technology can form complex fracture patterns [11–14], such as the non-planar fracture, the reorientation
fracture. Thus, the planar fracture solution may not be accurate to analyze the pressure transient of
horizontal wells with multiple reorientation fractures.
Recently, in order to analyze the ﬂow behavior of non-planar fractures in vertical wells or
horizontal wells, Luo et al. proposed that each fracture-wing should has its own coordinate system
and fracture discrete equation to couple with the analytical reservoir solution, which was later called
the fracture-wing method [15–18]. However, the fracture-wing method is based on a harsh condition
that the exchange of the ﬂuid only occurs in the junction of two fracture wings, which suggests that the
fracture-wing model is also not applicable to horizontal wells with multiple reorientation fractures.
Lately, by combining an analytical reservoir solution with a discretized fracture panel solution, the nodal
analysis technique, which can calculate the pressure and ﬂow rate of each discrete fracture node,
was proposed to simulate the ﬂow behavior for the well with complex fracture networks [19–21].
Although this technique may be suitable to analyze the ﬂow behavior of fractured horizontal wells,
this semi-analytical approach forms a large sparse matrix which may reduce the computational speed.
In terms of the ﬂow behavior of the reorientation fracture on a vertical well, Wu et al. [22] further
employed the nodal analysis technique to establish a semi-analytical solution. Similarly, many discrete
nodes will be deﬁnitely created when the nodal analysis technique is applied to the multiple fractured
horizontal well model, which can increase the bandwidth of the related matrix and, thus, is not
conductive to the rapid simulation of the multiple reorientation fractures.
To the best of our knowledge, most fractured horizontal well models are established based
on the ideal planar fracture model. However, with the rapid development of hydraulic fracturing,
reorientation fractures can be formed during the fracturing process, particularly in soft and shallow
tight reservoirs [1,11,12]. For these complex multi-stage horizontal wells, the traditional fractured
horizontal well model cannot easily describe the geometry of fracture patterns and analyze the transient
ﬂow behavior for fractured horizontal wells.
In this study, based on the combination of the nodal analysis technique and the fracture-wing
method, we present a novel equation to describe the ﬂow inside the reorientation fracture. Compared
with the work of Wu et al. [22], the new fracture equation in this work can help to avoid calculating the
pressure and ﬂow rate at all fracture segments and, thus, can greatly improve the computational speed.
On the basis of the new semi-analytical approach, we obtain a semi-analytical pressure solution for
multiple reorientation fractures along a horizontal well in an anisotropic tight reservoir.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the basic physical
description of the model. The new semi-analytical solution based on the new fracture equation will
be generated in Section 3. In order to verify the accuracy of the semi-analytical solution, we will
use two special cases presented by the previous literature to compare with our semi-analytical
solution in Section 4. In Section 5, the ﬂow characteristics and production rate distribution along
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each reorientation fracture will be discussed in detail. In addition, the inﬂuence of key parameters on
pressure transient will also be investigated in Section 5, such as fracture number, fracture spacing and
fracture conﬁguration.
2. Physical Model
In this section, the physical model is introduced for pressure transient analysis of a horizontal well
with multiple reorientation fractures in an anisotropic rectangular tight reservoir. Figure 1 presents the
schematic of a horizontal well with two reorientation fractures, and every hydraulic fracture reoriented
twice, which is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the physical model of Wu et al. [22]. Three parts, including
principle fracture, irregular curve fracture and reoriented fracture, constitute the reorientation fracture.
The basic assumptions are made as follows:
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

The tight reservoir is rectangular in shape. Single-phase Darcy ﬂow occurs in the anisotropic tight
reservoir. The permeability of the reservoir in the x- and y-direction is kx and ky , respectively.
The horizontal well is fully intercepted by arbitrary reorientation fractures with constant height
and width. The horizontal wellbore is deployed parallel to the x-axis, and all fractures’ height is
equal to the reservoir thickness.
Fluid in the horizontal wellbore and reservoir is constant viscosity and slightly compressible,
and ﬂow rates from each reorientation fracture contribute to the horizontal well total rate, although
they may change over time. The horizontal wellbore is inﬁnite-conductivity and no pressure loss
occurs along the wellbore.
This reservoir is fully penetrated by all reorientation fractures. For the i-th reorientation
fracture, its principal fracture angle is θi,1 , and its reoriented fractures angles are θi,2 and θi,3 ,
respectively. All reorientation fractures have a ﬁnite conductivity and their tips are assumed to
be impermeable boundaries.
Gravity eﬀect is negligible, as well as the inﬂuence of the temperature on diﬀerent
reservoir parameters.
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Figure 1. Schematic of two reorientation fractures along a horizontal well.
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3. Mathematical Models
3.1. Dimensionless Deﬁnitions
To simplify the governing equation and deﬁnite conditions, the following dimensionless
parameters are deﬁned for the mathematical model.
The dimensionless pressure in the tight reservoir and all reorientation fractures, and the
dimensionless time, are expressed as follows:
pD =

pfD =
tD =

2πkh(pi − p)
qsc μB

(1)



2πkh pi − p f

(2)

qsc μB
kt
μ(φct )m L2R

(3)

In the fracture model, the dimensionless fracture conductivity, FcD , the dimensionless ﬂow rate,
qfD , and the ﬂow rate at the center of each fracture segment, qfwD , are deﬁned as follows:
FcD =

kf wf
kLR

, qfD =

q f LR
qsc

, q f wD =

qfw

(4)

qsc

Other dimensionless deﬁnitions in the reservoir model or the reorientation fracture model are
given as follows:
β=



kx
ky ,

xD =

x
LR ,

yD =

y
LR , lD

=

l
LR ,

k=




kx k y , LR =

N 

i=1

mi
 
L f i,1 + L f i,2 + L f i,3 +
Li /2N
i=1

(5)

where β is the anisotropic factor and LR is the reference length and k is the equivalent system permeability,
mi is the total discrete number of all irregular curve fractures and Li is the length of the equivalent i-th
planar fracture for the irregular curve fracture.
3.2. Reservoir Flow Model
On the basis of the Laplace transform, a fracture segment solution can be obtained for an anisotropic
rectangular tight reservoir as follows [22]:
p̃D =

πβ 
xeD
lD

q̃Di

cosh ψ0 ( yeD −| yD ±yDmi |)
dlD
ψ0 sinhψ0 yeD

 nπx 
 nπx 
∞ cosh ψ ( y −| y ±y

n eD
D
Dmi |)
q̃Di
cos xeDD cos xeDDmi dlD
ψn sinhψn yeD
lD n=1


2 
sβ + β xnπ
n = 0, 1, 2 · · ·
ψn =
eD
2πβ 

+ xeD

(6)

where (xDmi , yDmi ) is a movable inﬁnitesimal unit along the fracture segment and (xD , yD ) is any point
in the fracture segment.
However, Equation (6) has an implicit assumption that the minute fracture segment should be
parallel to the coordinate axis. In order to get the pressure solution of a minute fracture segment with
a reorientation angle θ (Figure 2) between the fracture and the horizontal wellbore, the following
equations are used:
(7)
xDmi = xDi + χ cos θi yDmi = yDi + χ sin θi
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p̃Di (xD , yD , xDi , yDi , s) =

2πβ
xeD

ΔlDi
2

N
I
i=1

q̃D,i



ψn =

−



ΔlDi
2



∞

n=1

sβ + β xnπ
eD

πβ
xeD

ΔlDi
2

N
I
i=1

q̃D,i



Δl
− 2Di

cosh ψ0 ( yeD −| yD ±( yDi +χ sin θi )|)
dχ
ψ0 sinhψ0 yeD

cosh ψn ( yeD −| yD ±( yDi +χ sin θi )|)
ψn sinhψn yeD

2

 nπx 

cos

D
xeD


cos

nπ(xDi +χ cos θi )
xeD



(8)
dχ

n = 0, 1, 2 · · · ; i = 1, 2 · · · NI

where (xDi , yDi ) is the midpoint of the fracture segment, θi represents the angle of i-th fracture segment,
and lDi represents the dimensionless length of i-th reorientation fracture segment.
l

\

LWKIUDFWXUHVHJPHQW

ș

R

[

Figure 2. Fracture segment with an azimuth angle of θ.

As stated previously, the reorientation fracture cannot be described by the ideal planar fracture.
In order to stimulate the ﬂow characteristics of a horizontal well intercepted by multiple reorientation
fractures, we used the approximate approach similar to the boundary element method to handle the
irregular shaped boundaries [23]. As illustrated in Figure 3, the irregular curve fracture is replaced by a
series of planar fracture segments. Thus, the reorientation fracture system is considered to be composed
of several planar fracture segments. The number of planar fracture segments used to describe the
irregular curve fracture largely depends on the seepage of the irregular curve fracture.

/RFDO5HILQHPHQW0HWKRG

5HRULHQWDWLRQ)UDFWXUH
$SSUR[LPDWH$SSURDFK
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'LVFUHWHVHJPHQWRIWKHLUUHJXODUFXUYHIUDFWXUH

Figure 3. Approximate approach to handle the reorientation fracture.

3.3. Reorientation Fracture Flow Model
In this work, we assumed that the ﬂow in the reorientation fracture is one-dimensional. Taking
the i-th fracture segment as an example, we assume that the ﬂuid ﬂows from the (i+1)-th fracture
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segment to the i-th fracture segment (Figure 4). Based on the results of Zhou et al. [19], the pressure
diﬀerence between the i-th fracture segment and (i+1)-th fracture segment can be written as:
li+0.5

p f i+1 − p f i =
li

μB
q (l, t)dl +
k f w f h f wi

li + 1

li+0.5

μB
(l, t)dl
q
k f w f h f wi+1

(9)

Figure 4. Schematic of fracture discretization.

In order to obtain the wellbore pressure, we take the integration method from the ﬁrst fracture
segment near the horizontal wellbore to the i-th fracture segment and derive Equation (10):
l1+0.5 

p f i − pw =

l1−0.5

+



li

l(i−1)+0.5

μB
kf wf h

μB
kf wf h




1

q f w1 (l, t)dl + · · · +

l(i−1)+0.5 



l(i−1)−0.5

μB
kf wf h


i−1

q f w(i−1) (l, t)dl
(10)

q f wi (l, t)dl

i

In addition, according to the principle of mass balance, we can obtain the following equations for
each fracture segment:
q f wi = q f w(i−0.5) − q f i (l − li−0.5 )

li−0.5 ≤ l ≤ li+0.5

(11)

The inﬂow and outﬂow of each fracture node should satisfy the mass balance:
q f w,i−0.5 =

NI 
i−1 

 

q f j Δl j −
q f j Δl j
j=1

(12)

j=1

where NI is total fracture segments of a wing of the i-th fracture.
Substituting Equation (11) and Equation (12) into Equation (10) yields:
p f i − pw =
l(i−1)+0.5 



l(i−1)−0.5
li
l(i−1)+0.5



l1+0.5 
l1−0.5

μB
kf wf h
μB
kf wf h

μB
kf wf h

⎤
 ⎡⎢ N

⎥⎥
⎢⎢ I 
q f j Δl j − q f 1 (l − l1−0.5 )⎥⎥⎦dl + · · · +
⎢⎣
1
j=1

⎡
⎤
 i−2

⎢⎢ N
⎥⎥
I 

q f j Δl j −
q f j Δl j − q f i−1 (l − li−1−0.5 )⎥⎥⎦dl+
⎢⎢⎣
i−1



j=1

j=1

(13)

⎤
 ⎡⎢ N
 i−1

⎥⎥

⎢⎢ I 
q f j Δl j −
q f j Δl j − q f i (l − li−0.5 )⎥⎥⎦dl
⎢⎣
i j=1

j=1

Based on above dimensionless deﬁnitions, Equation (13) can be rewritten as follows:
pwD − p f Di =

⎡
⎛
⎞
⎤
j
NI
i−1 ⎜


⎟⎟
⎥⎥
 Δl2
⎜⎜ ΔlDj
2π ⎢⎢⎢⎢ 
⎟⎟
⎥⎥
⎜⎜
Δl
q f D j ΔlDj − Di q f Di −
+
l
−
Δl
q
⎢⎢lDi
⎟
Dn ⎟ Dj f Dj ⎥
Di
⎜
⎥⎦
⎝ 2
⎠
FcD ⎣
8
j=1

j=1
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To the best of our knowledge, Equation (14) is a new fracture equation and can be employed to
describe the ﬂow inside the reorientation fracture.
In order to obtain the fracture solution in Laplace domain, we should apply the Laplace transform
to Equation (14) based on tD and thus we can have:
p̃wD − p̃ f Di

⎡
⎛
⎞
⎤
j
NI
i−1 ⎜


⎟⎟
⎥⎥
 Δl2Di
⎜⎜ ΔlDj
2π ⎢⎢⎢⎢ 
⎟
⎥
⎜⎜
q̃ f D j ΔlDj −
q̃ −
=
ΔlDn ⎟⎟⎟ΔlDj q̃ f Dj ⎥⎥⎥
⎢lDi
⎜⎝ 2 + lDi −
⎦
⎠
FcD ⎢⎣
8 f Di
j=1

(15)

n=1

j=1

For the uniform dimensionless length of lDi for each fracture segment, Equation (15) will have
the same form as that reported by Cinco-Ley et al., [24]. The simpliﬁcation of Equation (15) is presented
in Appendix A.
The ﬂow equation of the reorientation fracture (Equation (15)) can be given in the matrix form:
Cq̃fD +Dp̃fD +Ep̃wD =0

(16)

where q̃fD represents the vector of the ﬂow-rate in the reorientation fracture, p̃wD is the vector of the
horizontal wellbore pressure and p̃fD is the vector of the pressure in the reorientation fracture, C, D,
and E are the corresponding coeﬃcient matrices obtained from Equation (15).
3.4. Semi-Analytical Solutions
In this paper, we get the semi-analytical pressure solution by discretizing each reorientation
fracture into a large number of planar fracture segments, similar to the method illustrated in Figure 4.
On the basis of the superposition principle, we can easily get the dimensionless pressure solution for
the i-th fracture segment in the Laplace domain, which is presented as a discretized form:
NI
N 


 

p̃Dk,i xDk, yDk , xDi, yDi , s =
q̃Dk,i RDk,i xDk, yDk , xDi, yDi , s

(17)

k =1 i=1

where N is the reorientation fracture number and:


RDk,i xDk, yDk , xDi, yDi , s =
ΔlDi
2



πβ
xeD
−
ΔlDi
2

ΔlDi
2



−

ΔlDi
2

cosh ψ0 ( yeD −| yDk ±( yDi +χ sin θi )|)
2πβ
dχ + xeD ×
ψ0 sinhψ0 yeD

∞

n=1

ψn =



cosh ψn ( yeD −| yDk ±( yDi +χ sin θi )|)
ψn sinhψn yeD

cos

 nπx 
Dk
xeD


cos

nπ(xDi +χ cos θi )
xeD


dχ

(18)


2
sβ + β xnπ
n = 0, 1, 2 · · · i = 1, 2 · · · NI
eD

Considering the continuity conditions of pressure and ﬂux along the fracture surface, the following
equations can be obtained in the Laplace domain:
p̃D (xD , yD ) = p̃ f D (xD , yD )

(19)

q̃D (xD , yD ) = q̃ f D (xD , yD )

(20)

Equations (17), (19), and (20) can be further written in the matrix form as follows:
Aq̃fD +Bp̃fD +Op̃wD =0
where A and B are the corresponding coeﬃcient matrix obtained from Equation (17).
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Combining Equations (16) and (21) reveals the following simpliﬁed matrix:
Gq̃fD +Hp̃wD =0

(22)

where G and H are the corresponding coeﬃcient matrices obtained from Equation (15) and Equation (17).
The sum of the ﬂow rates of the reorientation fracture segments contributes to the total ﬂow rate
in the horizontal wellbore:
NI 
N 


1
ΔlDk,i q̃ f Dk,i =
(23)
s
k =1 i=1

Combining Equations (22) and (23), the following equation in the matrix form is obtained:


G
MT

H
0



q̃ f D
p̃wD



=

0

(24)

1
s

where MT is the vector of dimensionless length for each reorientation fracture segment.
M=



ΔlD1

ΔlD2

···

ΔlDsum

T

(25)

Equation (24) is the new semi-analytical solution for multiple reorientation fractures along a
horizontal well in a tight reservoir in Laplace domain. According to Equation (24), the reference
pressure of all fracture segments except the pressure of the horizontal wellbore does not need to be
calculated and, thus, the calculation speed can be signiﬁcantly increased, which is diﬀerent from the
work of Wu et al. [22]. By solving Equation (25) with the Gaussian elimination method, the pressure of
the horizontal wellbore and the ﬂow rate of each reorientation fracture segment can be obtained in
Laplace space, and then can be further inverted into the real space by using the Stehfest numerical
inverse method [25].
4. Veriﬁcation and Comparison
The major advantage of the novel semi-analytical model is that we take the fracture reorientation
and permeability anisotropy into consideration. To the best of our knowledge, there are no reports
on a horizontal well perforated by a single reorientation fracture or multiple reorientation fractures
in anisotropic rectangular reservoirs. Therefore, we conduct two special cases presented by Chen
and Raghavan to verify the accuracy of our semi-analytical solution [8]. They calculated the pressure
transient of a multiple fractured horizontal well in an isotropic rectangular reservoir using the
reformulation of the point-source solution presented by Ozkan and Raghavan [4]. The comparison
results are shown in Figure 5, where the semi-analytical solution shows a good ﬁt to the results of Chen
and Raghavan at every production time [8].
5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Transient Flow Characteristics
The transient ﬂow behavior of this model is illustrated by transient-pressure type curves, which
can be employed for pressure and rate transient analysis. In addition, some reservoir parameters can
be obtained by type curves matching, such as the average reservoir permeability, fracture number,
and fracture reorientation.
For a given set of parameters, the dimensionless pressure and its derivative of two reorientation
fractures along the horizontal well in an anisotropic tight reservoir are displayed in Figure 6 to
analyze its typical ﬂow regimes. Figure 7 illustrates the ﬂuid ﬂow in the reservoir and reorientation
fractures with diﬀerent ﬂow regimes. Without considering the transition ﬂow regimes, we can easily
observe six typical ﬂow regimes in Figure 6: bilinear ﬂow regime (BF), ﬁrst linear ﬂow regime (FLF),
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ﬁrst radial ﬂow regime (FRF), second radial ﬂow regime (SRF), pseudo-radial ﬂow regime (PRF),
and pseudo-steady-state ﬂow regime (PSSF).
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Figure 5. Comparison of pressure derivative for a horizontal well with three vertical fractures with the
results of previous literature [8].
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Figure 6. Typical curves of the pressure and pressure derivative for a horizontal well interpreted by
two reorientation fractures.
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Figure 7. Schematic of the ﬂow regimes for a horizontal well with two reorientation fractures: (a) Bilinear
ﬂow regime; (b) First linear ﬂow regime; (c) First radial ﬂow regime; (d) Second radial ﬂow regime;
(e) Pseudo radial ﬂow regime; (f) Pseudo-steady-state ﬂow regime.

Bilinear ﬂow: In this regime, two types of linear ﬂow, including the linear ﬂow from the reservoir
to reorientation fractures and from reorientation fractures to the horizontal wellbore, occur at the
same time (Figure 7a). This ﬂow behavior makes the slope of the dimensionless pressure derivative
curve constant. In contrast to conventional multi-stage fractured horizontal wells, the streamline
from the reservoir to the reorientation fracture may be not perpendicular to the fracture due to
permeability anisotropy and fracture reorientation existing simultaneously. Consequently, the slope
of the straight line at this regime is characterized by 1/4–1/3 in the log-log plot, not 1/4 as presented
by Cinco-Ley et al. [24]. In addition, this ﬂow behavior only occurs when the reorientation fracture
conductivity is considered.
First linear ﬂow: For the conventional ﬁnite-conductivity fractured horizontal well model,
the slope of the pressure derivative curve is constant to 1/2 in this regime. Due to the fracture
reorientation and permeability anisotropy, the slope in this regime is also larger than that of the
conventional ﬁnite-conductivity fractured horizontal wells. During this regime, the ﬂuid from the
reservoir will linearly ﬂow into the individual reorientation fracture and each reorientation fracture
works independently on other reorientation fractures.
First radial ﬂow: In the ﬁrst radial ﬂow regime, one of the most important transient ﬂow
characteristics is that the pressure derivative is expressed as a ﬁxed value of 1/(2N). Consequently,
the slope of the pressure derivative curve for various fractured horizontal well model may be diﬀerent,
which mainly depends on the fracture number. In this regime, the ﬂuid around reorientation fractures
will individually ﬂow into the reorientation fractures. The duration of this regime is highly related to
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adjacent fracture spacing and reorientation fracture length. Generally, a large reorientation fracture
length or a wide fracture spacing can deﬁnitely lead to a long duration of the ﬁrst radial ﬂow regime.
Second radial ﬂow: After the ﬁrst radial ﬂow, a second radial ﬂow occurs in the tight reservoir.
As demonstrated in Figure 6, the dimensionless pressure and its derivative curves are parallel to each
other and the slope of these curves is a constant value of 0.36 in this regime. During this period,
the interference of reorientation fractures starts to aﬀect the ﬂow between reorientation fractures and
reservoir. After this regime, the transient behavior in the reservoir surrounded by the outer fractures
reaches a pseudo-radial ﬂow regime.
Pseudo radial ﬂow: In this regime the dimensionless pressure derivative has a constant value
of 0.5, and the derivative curve is parallel to the time axis (Figure 6). In the meantime, the ﬂuid ﬂow
among the reservoir, the reorientation fractures, and the horizontal wellbore reache a dynamic balance
and, thus, the dimensionless pressure derivative stabilizes at 0.5.
Pseudo-steady-state ﬂow: A pseudo-steady-state ﬂow regime occurs in the late-time period for
all closed reservoirs. The typical characteristic of this regime is that the imensionless pressure and
corresponding derivative curves increase rapidly and ﬁnally normalize to a straight line with a constant
slope of 1. Generally, the seepage area in this ﬂow regime always presents a circle (Figure 7f).
5.2. Production Rate Distribution
Figures 8 and 9 present the production rate distribution in each reorientation fracture for a
horizontal well with three reorientation fractures and the data used in Figures 8 and 9 are presented in
Table 1. In this section, we assumed that the inner reorientation fracture is ﬁxed in the center of the
tight reservoirs and the distance between the inner reorientation fracture and the outer reorientation
fracture is assumed to be constant at FS = 20. Meanwhile, the horizontal wellbore extends parallel to
the x-axis.
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Figure 8. Rate distribution of a horizontal well with three reorientation fractures (kx = ky ).
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Figure 9. Rate distribution of a horizontal well with three reorientation fractures (kx = 4ky ).
Table 1. Parameters used in Figures 8 and 9 for a horizontal well with three reorientation fractures.
Basic Model Parameters

Value

Drainage area (dimensionless)
Fracture conductivity (dimensionless)
Principal fracture angle (deg)
Reoriented fracture angle (deg)
Fracture spacing (dimensionless)
Inner fracture position (dimensionless)

θ2x = θ2y

200 × 200
20
θ1x = θ1y =θ1z = 60◦
= θ2z = 30◦ θ3x = θ3y = θ3z = 30◦
20
xD = yD = 100

The production rate distribution of each reorientation fracture along the horizontal well in an
isotropic tight reservoir is illustrated in Figure 8 when kx = ky . In the early ﬂow regime (the black line
in Figure 8), the production rate of each fracture segment is symmetrically distributed with respect
to the wellbore node. As the pressure wave expands, the production rate in the reoriented fracture
signiﬁcantly increases along the extension of the reoriented fracture (the green line in Figure 8). For a
long production time (Figure 8, tD = 104 ), the production rate distribution changes signiﬁcantly. Since
the outermost fractures (RF1 and RF3) have a larger drainage area, they have a higher production
rate. In addition, owing to the ﬂow interference, the inner fracture (RF2) has a lower production rate.
Furthermore, the production rate distribution of the outermost fractures (RF1 and RF3) (the red line in
Figure 8) is asymmetrical. The reoriented fractures away from the horizontal wellbore have a larger
production rate due to the larger seepage area caused by fracture reorientation.
Figure 9 presents the production rate distribution for each reorientation fracture in a horizontal
well in an anisotropic tight reservoir (kx = 4ky , FN = 3). The production rate distribution within each
reorientation fracture is similar to that in Figure 8. However, for an anisotropic reservoir, fracture
reorientation has a more signiﬁcant eﬀect on the production rate in each reorientation fracture. In the
reorientation section, the production rate distribution curves vary sharply (Figure 9), which suggests
that the eﬀect of fracture reorientation in anisotropic tight reservoir on type curves is signiﬁcant and,
thus, cannot be neglected.
5.3. Parameter Inﬂuence on Transient Pressure Behavior
In this section, we analyze the sensitivity of the transient pressure of multiple reorientation
fractures along a horizontal well in an anisotropic tight reservoir. We consider the case of a horizontal
well with two reorientation fractures to analyze the eﬀects of some key parameters, such as principal
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fracture angle (PFA), reoriented fracture angle (RFA), permeability anisotropic factor (PAF), and
adjacent reorientation fractures spacing (FS), on the dimensionless pressure and its derivative curves.
We also analyze the eﬀect of reorientation fracture number and complex fracture conﬁguration on
type curves.
5.3.1. Eﬀect of Principal Fracture Angle (PFA) on Type Curves
Figure 10 presents the eﬀect of PFA on type curves for a horizontal well with two reorientation
fractures. The dimensionless fracture spacing is set at 20. As displayed in Figure 10, PFA has a
weak impact on type curves in the early-time period, i.e., the bilinear ﬂow regime, ﬁrst linear ﬂow
regime, and ﬁrst radial ﬂow regime. For an anisotropic tight reservoir, the dimensionless pressure
and its derivative decrease as PFA increases, indicating that a large PFA is beneﬁcial to improve the
productivity of fractured horizontal wells. In addition, as PFA increases, the ﬁrst radial ﬂow regime
occurs later. The eﬀect of PFA on other ﬂow regimes can be neglected.

Figure 10. Eﬀect of the principal fracture angle on pressure and the pressure derivative.

5.3.2. The eﬀect of reoriented fracture angle (RFA) on type curves
Figure 11 shows the eﬀect of RFA on the dimensionless pressure and pressure derivative curves.
In order to completely reveal the eﬀect of RFA on type curves, we compare the dimensionless pressure
(PFA = RFA = π/3) with the dimensionless pressure (PFA  RFA) and then ﬁnd the point ‘MRPC’
(maximum relative pressure change) (Figure 12). The relative pressure change (RPC) is deﬁned
as follows:


RPC = pwD|PFARFA − pwD|PFA=RFA /pwD|PFA=RFA × 100%
(26)
In Figure 12, tDMRPC represents the corresponding dimensionless time for the MRPC. Before
tDMRPC , as the RFA increases, the RPC decreases which means that RFA should be larger to maintain
the constant rate under the same pressure depletion rate. However, after tDMRPC , the eﬀect of RFA
on RPC weakens, which indicates that the eﬀect of RFA on type curves tends to disappear. When
RFA > PFA, RPC gets smaller and even becomes negative, which suggests that the larger the RFA
(when RFA > PFA), the higher the well productivity.
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Figure 11. Eﬀect of the reoriented fracture angle on pressure and the pressure derivative.
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Figure 12. Reoriented fracture angle on relative pressure change.

5.3.3. Eﬀect of Permeability Anisotropy on Type Curves
The impact of permeability anisotropy on dimensionless pressure and pressure derivative is
illustrated in Figure 13 (β > 1) and Figure 14 (β < 1). In Figures 13 and 14, permeability anisotropy
aﬀects all the ﬂow regimes except the pseudo-steady-state ﬂow regime.
The inﬂuence of permeability anisotropy (β ≥ 1) on type curves is displayed in Figure 13. Here,
the horizontal wellbore is parallel to the principal permeability axis. As permeability anisotropic
factor (β) increases, the dimensionless pressure and its derivative decrease in the early linear ﬂow
regimes, indicating that the pressure diﬀerence of the horizontal wellbore can be smaller to maintain
the constant rate. However, before the pseudo-steady-state ﬂow regime, the pressure and its derivative
increase when the permeability anisotropic factor (β) increases, for the reason that the ﬁrst radial ﬂow
regime tends to disappear when permeability anisotropic factor (PAF) increases to some extent.
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Figure 13. Eﬀect of permeability anisotropy on pressure and the pressure derivative (β ≥ 1).
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Figure 14. Eﬀect of permeability anisotropy on pressure and the pressure derivative (β ≤ 1).

Similarly, the eﬀect of permeability anisotropic factor (β ≤ 1) on type curves is shown in Figure 14.
At this time, the horizontal wellbore is perpendicular to the principal permeability axis. Compared
with Figure 13, we can ﬁnd that the second radial ﬂow regime tends to disappear when the horizontal
wellbore is perpendicular to the principal permeability axis. Meanwhile, the compound linear ﬂow
regime tends to appear when the ﬁrst radial ﬂow regime ends, for the reason that the ﬂow in the
principal permeability direction dominates and, thus, the second radial ﬂow regime is converted into
the compound linear ﬂow regime.
5.3.4. Eﬀect of Fracture Conductivity on Type Curves
Figure 15 depicts the pressure and pressure derivative curves for a horizontal well intercepted by
two reorientation fractures with various fracture conductivities: π, 10π, 100π, and 1000, respectively.
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Figure 15. Eﬀect of fracture conductivity on pressure and the pressure derivative.

Here PFA and RFA are kept constant and equal to 60◦ and 30◦ , respectively. As seen in Figure 15,
the fracture conductivity aﬀects the transient pressure signiﬁcantly at the early-time period, mainly
focusing on bilinear ﬂow regime and ﬁrst linear ﬂow regime. The lower the fracture conductivity is,
the earlier the bilinear ﬂow regime appears. Moreover, when the fracture conductivity is low enough,
the ﬁrst linear ﬂow regime becomes shorter and even tends to disappear. Meanwhile, the bilinear ﬂow
regime disappears and consequently the duration of the ﬁrst linear ﬂow lasts longer when fracture
conductivity tends to be inﬁnite (FcD > 100π).
5.3.5. Eﬀect of Dimensionless Fracture Spacing (FS) on Type Curves
Fracture spacing (FS) determines the intensity of ﬂow interferences happened between the adjacent
fractures [10], and can mask some typical ﬂow behaviors. For example, the ﬁrst radial ﬂow regime
disappears when FS is smaller than the fracture length. When FS is large enough, the ﬂow interference
occurs later, or each fracture ﬂows independently and does not interfere with each other.
The inﬂuence of FS on type curves is presented in Figure 16 and it can be concluded that the
diﬀerence among the various type curves is mainly concentrated on the duration of ﬁrst radial ﬂow
regime and pseudo-radial ﬂow regime. Smaller fracture spacing generates larger pressure depletion
to maintain the constant production rate due to the strong ﬂow interference between the adjacent
fractures. Moreover, the larger the fracture spacing is, the later the pseudo radial ﬂow regime appears
and also the shorter this regime’s duration is. For multiple fractured horizontal wells, the optimal
fracture spacing mainly depends on the reorientation fracture number and the drainage area.
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Figure 16. Eﬀect of dimensionless fracture spacing on pressure and the pressure derivative.

5.3.6. Eﬀect of Fracture Number (FN) on Type Curves
Fracture spacing between the adjacent fractures is assumed to be constant (FS = 20). The fracture
number can control the area between fractures and the reservoir. Figure 17 presents the inﬂuence of
fracture number (FN) on pressure transient. The increasing FN means an increasing fractured area
when the adjacent fracture spacing is ﬁxed. In general, the pressure drop decreases with the increase of
the FN.
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Figure 17. Eﬀect of fracture number on pressure and the pressure derivative.

As seen in Figure 17, bilinear ﬂow, ﬁrst linear ﬂow, ﬁrst radial ﬂow and second radial ﬂow are all
aﬀected by reorientation fracture number. A large fracture number corresponds to a small pressure
and derivative, suggesting that a smaller pressure drop is required to remain the same production rate.
Consequently, the production is deﬁnitely enhanced by the increase in the fracture number, reﬂecting
the advantage of multi-stage fractured horizontal wells. However, the degree of the decrease of the
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pressure drop weakens when FN increases to some degree, indicating that the optimal reorientation
fracture number needs to be demonstrated to maintain economic production.
5.3.7. Eﬀect of Complex Fracture Conﬁguration on Type Curves
Figure 18 investigates the inﬂuence of complex fracture conﬁguration under large fracture spacing
(FS = 20) on type curves.
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Figure 18. Eﬀect of complex fracture pattern under large dimensionless fracture spacing on pressure
and the pressure derivative (FS = 20).

For large fracture spacing, the inﬂuence of fracture conﬁguration on type curves is largely focused
on the transition ﬂow regime (10-5 ≤ tD ≤ 10-1 ). Due to large fracture spacing, the diﬀerence between
the eﬀects of the staggered form of the reorientation fractures and the asymmetrical reorientation
fractures on type curves can be neglected because each reorientation fracture behaves individually
and does not interfere with each other. However, symmetrical reorientation fractures have higher
production rates than the asymmetrical reorientation fractures when FS is large.
To determine the impact of fracture conﬁguration on type curves under small fracture spacing
(FS = 4), three typical cases are considered (Figure 19). Compared with the cases under large fracture
spacing (Figure 18), high production rates are obtained when the reorientation fractures are staggered
because the mutual dislocation of the reorientation fractures can reduce the ﬂow interference between
the adjacent reorientation fractures.
Further, the inﬂuence of diﬀerent fracture conﬁgurations under the same fracture spacing (FS = 20)
and fracture number (FN = 3) on type curves is illustrated in Figure 20. Case A depicts that the length
of the outermost fractures are larger than that of the inner fractures, Case B represents that the length of
the outermost fractures are smaller than that of the inner fractures, and Case C shows that each fracture
in the system has the same length. Therefore, the equal fracture length model has a low pressure
depletion under the same conditions, which suggests that during the hydraulic fracturing treatment
the length of each fracture should be equal to maintain economic production (Figure 20).
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Figure 19. Eﬀect of complex fracture conﬁguration under small dimensionless fracture spacing on
pressure and the pressure derivative (FS = 4).
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Figure 20. Eﬀect of complex fracture conﬁguration under diﬀerent fracture distributions on pressure
and pressure derivative (FN = 3).

6. Conclusions
On the basis of the new fracture equation, we present a semi-analytical solution to investigate the
pressure behavior of multiple reorientation fractures along the horizontal well in an anisotropic tight
reservoir. The main conclusions include the following:
(1)

For a horizontal well perforated by multiple reorientation fractures with ﬁnite-conductivity in an
anisotropic rectangular reservoir, six typical ﬂow regimes can be found on type curves, including
bilinear ﬂow regime, ﬁrst linear ﬂow regime, ﬁrst radial ﬂow regime, second radial ﬂow regime,
pseudo-radial ﬂow regime, and pseudo-steady-state ﬂow regime. Meanwhile, the occurrence
and duration of these typical regimes are determined by some signiﬁcant parameters, such as
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

the permeability anisotropic factor, fracture reorientation, fracture spacing, fracture number,
and fracture conﬁguration.
Fracture reorientation has an obvious eﬀect on the production rate distribution along the fracture
extension, particularly in the anisotropic tight reservoir. The production rate distribution curves
for a horizontal well with three reorientation fractures in an anisotropic tight reservoir oscillate,
and the outermost reorientation fracture has a larger production rate than the inner reorientation
fracture due to a larger contact area with the reservoir.
Fracture reorientation is one of the highlights of this work. For an anisotropic tight reservoir,
the horizontal well should be deployed parallel to the direction of the principal permeability axis,
and all reoriented fractures should be perpendicular to the direction of the horizontal well.
The inﬂuence of permeability anisotropy on type curves is signiﬁcant in all typical ﬂow regimes
except the late-time period. When horizontal wellbore is parallel to the principal permeability
axis, ﬁrst radial ﬂow regime tends to disappear. However, when the horizontal wellbore is
perpendicular to the principal permeability axis, the pseudo-radial ﬂow regime changes into a
compound linear ﬂow regime.
During the fracturing treatment, it is necessary to make the adjacent fractures stagger over
each other and make the fracture spacing large to reduce the ﬂow interference, and the length
of each fracture in multiple fractured horizontal wells should remain the same to maintain
economic production.
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Nomenclature
x = Distance in the x-axis, m
y = Distance in the y-axis, m
xe = Reservoir length in the x-axis, m
ye = Reservoir length in the y-axis, m
h = Reservoir thickness, m
A = Drainage area, m2
D = Distance between outermost fractures, m
mi =Total discrete number of all irregular curve fractures
Li = The length of the equivalent i-th planar fracture for the irregular curve fracture
Lﬁ,1 = Principal fracture length of the i-th reorientation fracture, m
Lﬁ,2 , Lﬁ,3 = Reoriented fracture length of the i-th reorientation fracture, m
li = length of the i-th fracture segment, i =1, 2 . . . NI , m
l = Fracture segment length, m
LR = Reference length, m
wf = Fracture width, m
kx = Permeability in the x-axis, 10-3 μm2
ky = Permeability in the y-axis, 10-3 μm2
kf = Fracture permeability, 10-3 μm2
θi,1 = Principal fracture angle of the i-th reorientation fracture, rad
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θi,2 , θi,3 = Reoriented fracture angle of the i-th reorientation fracture, rad
pi = Initial reservoir pressure, MPa
ф= Reservoir porosity, fraction
u = Fluid viscosity, mPa•s
ct = Total compressibility, 1/MPa
qsc = Wellbore ﬂow rate, m3 /d
qfw = Flow rate of a reorientation fracture in the wellbore, m3 /d
qf = Rate of per unit fracture length from reservoir, m2 /d
pD = Dimensionless pressure in real time domain
p̃D = Dimensionless pressure in Laplace domain
p̃ f D = Dimensionless reoriented fracture pressure in Laplace domain
q̃ f wD = Dimensionless ﬂow rate of a reorientation fracture in the wellbore in the Laplace domain
q̃ f D = Dimensionless ﬂow rate of per unit fracture length from reservoir in the Laplace domain
qfD = Dimensionless ﬂow rate of per unit fracture length from reservoir in the real time domain
qD = Dimensionless point source ﬂux
FcD = Dimensionless fracture conductivity
lD = Dimensionless fracture segment length
tD = Dimensionless time
xD = Dimensionless distance in the x-axis
yD = Dimensionless distance in the y-axis
dpwD = Dimensionless pressure derivative
xwD = Dimensionless distance in the x-axis of the center of the reservoir
ywD = Dimensionless distance in the y-axis of the center of the reservoir
RF = Reorientation fracture
FR = The location where the fracture reoriented
xeD = Dimensionless reservoir length in the x-axis
yeD = Dimensionless reservoir width in the y-axis
RDk = Dimensionless coeﬃcient
s = Dimensionless time variable in Laplace domain
NI = Total fracture segment
N = Total fracture number
lDi = Dimensionless length of the i-th fracture segment, i =1, 2 . . . NI
xDmi = Dimensionless coordinate along the fracture extension
yDk = Dimensionless coordinate along the fracture extension
cosh = Hyperbolic cosine function
sinh = Hyperbolic sine function

Appendix A Simpliﬁed Algorithm for Discrete Equations of a Reorientation Fracture
The discretized form of the reorientation fracture is:
p̃wD − p̃ f Di =

⎡
⎛
⎞
⎤
j
NI
i−1 ⎜


⎟⎟
⎥⎥
 Δl2
⎜⎜ ΔlD j
2π ⎢⎢⎢⎢ 
⎟⎟
⎥⎥
⎜⎜
Δl
q̃ f Dj ΔlDj − Di q̃ f Di −
q̃
+
l
−
Δl
⎢⎢lDi
⎟
⎥⎥
Dn
Di
D
j
f
Dj
⎜⎝ 2
⎟⎠
⎦
FcD ⎣
8
j=1

j=1

(A1)

n=1

For i > j, Equation (A1) can be rewritten as:
p̃wD − p̃ f Di =

⎤
⎡ j
ΔlD j ⎥⎥⎥
2π ⎢⎢⎢⎢ 
⎥⎥Δl q̃
ΔlDn −
⎢⎢
FcD ⎣
2 ⎥⎦ D j f Dj

(A2)

n=1

For i =j, Equation (A1) is given as:
p̃wD − p̃ f Di =

⎡
⎤
Δl2Di ⎥⎥
2π ⎢⎢⎢
⎥⎥q̃
⎢⎣lDi ΔlD j −
FcD
8 ⎦ f Dj
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Otherwise, Equation (A1) can be expressed as:
p̃wD − p̃ f Di =

2π
l Δl q̃
FcD Di Dj f Dj

(A4)
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Abstract: Air ﬂooding is a potential enhanced oil recovery (EOR) method to economically and
eﬃciently develop a tight oil reservoir due to its suﬃcient gas source and low operational costs,
during which low temperature oxidation (LTO) is the key to ensuring the success of air ﬂooding.
In addition to ineﬃciency of conventional LTO, air ﬂooding has seen its limited applications due
to the prolonged reaction time and safety constraints. In this paper, a novel air injection technique
based on the catalyst-activated low temperature oxidation (CLTO) is developed to improve the
operational safety together with its oil recovery in tight oil reservoirs. Experimentally, static oxidation
experiments are conducted to examine the inﬂuence of the catalyst on the LTO reaction kinetics of
Changqing tight oil and its fractions. The catalytic oxidation characteristics are identiﬁed by applying
a thermogravimetric analyzer coupled with Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (TG-FTIR)
with respect to tight oil and its SARA (i.e., saturates, aromatics, resins, and asphaltenes) fractions.
Accordingly, the catalyst can obviously decrease the LTO reaction activation energy of the Changqing
tight oil and its SARA fraction. Cobalt additive can change the LTO reaction pathways of the SARA
fractions, i.e., promoting the formation of hydroxyl-containing oxides and CO2 from the oxidation
of saturates, aromatics and resins, while inhibiting the formation of ethers from the oxidation of
aromatics and resins. The LTO of each SARA fraction contains both oxygen addition reaction and
bond scission reaction that can be eﬀectively promoted with the cobalt additive. The catalytic eﬀect
on the bond scission reaction is continuously enhanced and becomes gradually stronger than that on
the oxygen addition reaction as the reaction proceeds.
Keywords: air ﬂooding; catalyst-activated low temperature oxidation; oxidation reaction pathway;
catalytic oxidation characteristics; Changqing tight oil

1. Introduction
Air ﬂooding is a cost-eﬀective technique for exploiting oil reservoirs, which is remarkably
eﬀective for tight oil reservoirs and conventional reservoirs in the late stage of waterﬂooding [1–4].
Recently, there have seen numerous researches and ﬁeld pilots for air ﬂooding in the North Sea [5,6],
Indonesia [7,8], Argentina [9], Buﬀalo Red River Unit (BRRU) [10], West Hackberry [11,12], Coral
Creek [13], Ekoﬁsk [6,14], Buﬀalo [15,16], and Horse Creek oilﬁelds [17] with good performance. After
air is injected into a hydrocarbon reservoir, the oxygen of air reacts with hydrocarbons in various ways,
generating a lot of ﬂue gas and heat, and thus enhancing the oil recovery. To enhance the safety of
air ﬂooding, the injected oxygen should be completely consumed before produced. To improve the
safety of air ﬂooding without changing ﬂooding pattern in a depleted reservoir, it is a good method to
increase the oxygen consumption rate of crude oil by adding catalyst to the LTO process.
Energies 2019, 12, 2848; doi:10.3390/en12152848
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Recently, numerous eﬀorts have been made to quantify high-temperature catalytic oxidation
during in-situ combustion (ISC) and the high-temperature catalytic viscosity reduction of heavy oil
with air injection. As shown in Table 1, eﬀects of metallic additives such as iron, tin, copper, cobalt,
and et al. have been examined on the eﬃciency of ISC, acidity of heavy oil, viscosity reduction rate,
and kinetic parameters through combustion tube tests, viscosity reduction tests, and simultaneous
thermogravimetry and diﬀerential scanning calorimetry (TG-DSC) tests [18–31].
So far, few attempts have been made to quantify catalyst-activated low temperature oxidation
(CLTO) and identify the associated catalytic mechanisms. Zhao et al. [32] examined the eﬀect of
reservoir rock and clay minerals on the LTO reaction characteristics of light crude oil. By examining
the inﬂuence of clay-mineral type on the oxidation of crude oil at condition of 120 ◦ C and 30 MPa,
they found that clay minerals could catalyze the oxidation of light oil, while the catalytic eﬀect varied
for diﬀerent types of clay minerals due mainly to the diﬀerent compositions of metal salts in the
clay minerals. Jia et al. [33] examined the catalytic eﬀect of clay and rock minerals on the oxidation
of light crude oil using the thermogravimetry and diﬀerential thermal analysis (TG-DTA) during
high-pressure air injection processes. Their results showed that rock cuttings could promote the
deposition of fuel (i.e., coke) and that clay minerals can enhance the oxidation degree of light oil. By
treating the fracturing proppant with a catalyst and subsequently injecting the supported catalyst into
the formation by sand fracturing, Shi et al. [34] found that the eﬀect of the supported catalyst on the
LTO of crude oil greatly improved the oxygen consumption rate, and thereby enhanced the safety of air
ﬂooding. Such research on the CLTO reaction, however, is still at the early stage, while the underlying
mechanisms for the CLTO have not been fully identiﬁed.
In our previous work on the CLTO technique [35,36], numerous eﬀorts have been done on the
optimization and evaluation of LTO catalysts. Cobalt additive is found to be a proper catalyst that
can promote the LTO reaction rate and enhance the safety of air ﬂooding obviously by delaying the
oxygen breakthrough time. A preliminary study on the catalytic mechanism has been conducted in our
previous work [37] by quantifying the inﬂuence of catalyst on the oxidation behavior of the crude oil
applying the thermogravimetry coupled with Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (TG-FTIR) tests.
However, the catalytic eﬀect of cobalt additive on diﬀerent fractions has not been researched before,
and the relationships between the catalytic oxidation characteristics of diﬀerent oil fractions are still
not clear. This study tends to investigate the eﬀects of the cobalt additive on the LTO reaction process
of the individual SARA fraction of Changiqng tight oil by applying static oxidation experiments and
TG-FTIR tests. Then, the experimental measurements are analyzed and discussed to identify the CLTO
characteristics of SARA fractions.
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The addition of metallic additives could accelerate
the propagation velocity of the combustion front,
improve combustion eﬃciency, and increase oil
production.

Additives included Mo,
Co, Ni, and Fe, and the
anionic part of the salt was
acetylacetonate or
alkylhexanoate.

Combustion tube
experiments

Combustion cell
experiments

Ramirez et al.
[21,22]

Fassihi et al.
[23,24]
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Heavy (12◦ API) and light
(34◦ API) oil from Cymric

Diﬀerential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and
therrnogravimetric
analysis (TGA)

Combustion tube
experiments and ramped
temperature oxidation
(RTO) tests

Drici et al. [26]

He et al. [27]

Fe(NO3 )3

Crude oil from the Iola
ﬁeld (19.8◦ API)

Combustion tube
experiments

Castanier et al.
[25]

Additives included Fe, Sn,
and Zn, but the anionic
part of the salt was not
reported.

Tube experiments: Ignition
temperature 400 ◦ C;
Pressure 690 kPa;
RTO tests: Temperature was
increased to 470 ◦ C at a rate
of 60 ◦ C/h at pressures of
690, 550 or 310 kPa

Ignition temperature:
315 ◦ C; Pressure: 690 kPa

Huntington Beach oil (22◦
API), Hamaca oil (10◦
API), Cymric heavy oil
(12◦ API), and Cymric
light oil (34◦ API)

Heavy metal oxides such
as titanium, ferric, nickel,
cupric, vanadium, and
chromium oxides

Temperature was increased
to 450 ◦ C at a rate of 55 ◦ C/h
at pressures of 690, 550 or
138 kPa

San Ardo oil (11.2◦ API),
Venezuela oil (9.5◦ API),
Huntington Beach oil
(18.5◦ API), and Lynch
Canyon oil (10◦ API)

Temperature was increased
to 600 ◦ C at a rate of 10 ◦ C/h
at atmospheric pressure

Ignition temperature:
300 ◦ C; Pressures: 2070 kPa

Heavy oil from Gulf of
Mexico (12.5◦ API)

Additives included Cu, Ni,
Va, and Fe, but the anionic
part of the salt was not
reported.

Metallic additive improves combustion of light oil.
The Cymric light oil cannot sustain combustion
without additive.

iron nitrate

Temperature: 400 ◦ C;
Pressure: 68.9 kPa

Combustion tube
experiments

Gerritsen et al.
[20]
Cymric light oil (34◦ API)

FeCl2 , SnCl2 , CuSO4 ,
ZnCl2 , MgCl2 , K2 Cr2 O7 ,
Al2 Cl3 , MnCl2 , Ni(NO3 )2 ,
and CdSO4

Temperature was increased
to 450 ◦ C at a rate of 50 ◦ C/h
at pressures of 280 or 550
kPa

Californian (18.5◦ API)
and Venezuelan (10.5◦
API) oils

Combustion cell
experiments

Shallcross et al.
[19]

The combustion reaction catalytic mechanism is
cation exchange of metallic salts with clay to create
activated sites that enhance the combustion reactions
between oil and oxygen. The combustion of light oil
can be improved by metallic additives.

The eﬀect of titanium oxide is similar to that of silica
and alumina. Vanadium, nickel, and ferric oxides
behaves similarly in enhancing the endothermic
reactions. The eﬀect of small amount of metal oxide
is weak in the presence of a large surface area such
as silica.

The combustion eﬃciency and front velocities can be
improved by the metallic additives. The H/C ratio of
the fuel, heat of combustion, air requirements, and
density of the produced crude are changed after the
addition of metallic salts. In addition, the
combustion of light oil can be improved by metallic
additives.

The additives can lower both the activation energy
and the occurrence temperature of the combustion
reaction under the identical reservoir conditions.

Iron and tin salts could enhance fuel formation,
whereas copper, nickel, and cadmium salts
have minor eﬀects.

The catalyst type and concentration inﬂuenced the
kinetic parameters (i.e., reaction order and activation
energy) of high-temperature oxidation.

CuCl2 , FeCl3 , and MgCl2

The cell was continuously
heated to 500–600 ◦ C with a
1 ◦ C/min heating rate at
pressures of 172 or 345 kPa

Karakus (29◦ API) and
Beykan (32◦ API) crude
oils from Turkish oilﬁelds

Combustion reaction
kinetics experiments

Bagci et al. [18]

Findings

Additives

Experimental Conditions
(Temperature/Pressure)

Crude Oil (API Gravity)

Experimental Type

Source

Table 1. Summary of previous studies on crude oil catalytic oxidation technologies.
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Zuata crude oil (9.8◦ API)

Copper nanoparticles

Thermogravimetric testing

Pu et al. [30]

Temperature was increased
to 600 ◦ C at a rate of
1–3 ◦ C/min at atmospheric
pressure

Temperature was increased
to 800 ◦ C at a rate of
10 ◦ C/min at atmospheric
pressure

Tahe heavy crude oil (18.9◦
API)

Tang et al. [29]

Ramped temperature
oxidation experiments;
Isoconversional analysis;
Thermogravimetric
analysis

ZnSO4 , CuCl2 , FeCl2 , and
AlCl3 ·6H2 O

Temperature: 200 ◦ C;
Pressure: 500 kPa

Crude oil from Liaohe
oilﬁeld in China, API
gravity is not given, oil
viscosity is 382.6 Pa·s.

Catalytic oxidation
experiment; Viscosity
reduction experiment

Amanam et al.
[31]

Water soluble catalyst
SP-1, light blue powder,
MeL type compound

Temperature: 100 ◦ C;
Pressure: 2000 kPa

SZ36-1 crude oil (30◦ API)

Catalytic oxidation
experiment; Viscosity
reduction experiment

The apparent activation energy of the
high-temperature oxidation region is decreased.
The presence of Cu-NP helps maintain a greater
front temperature. Cu-NP changes the type of oil
produced and decreases the amount of water
generated during the reactions.

Metallic additives exhibit varied catalytic eﬀects on
heavy oil oxidation. CuCl2 is found to be an
excellent catalyst for improving oil production
through positively inﬂuencing the oxidation
reactions of Tahe heavy crude oil.

The catalyst promotes oxidation and cracking of
heavy oil and increases the acid value of heavy oil.
The surface-active materials formed in the reaction
can greatly reduce the viscosity of the aqueous heavy
oil system by the emulsiﬁed viscosity reduction
mechanism.

The preferred catalyst is copper naphthenate in an
amount of 0.2% by mass of the crude oil. After the
catalytic oxidation, the acid value and viscosity of
the heavy oil increases. After adding the auxiliary
solution to the oxidized oil system, the resulting
surfactant can greatly reduce the viscosity of the
aqueous heavy oil system by the emulsiﬁed viscosity
reduction mechanism.

Iron naphthenate, copper
naphthenate, zinc
naphthenate, manganese
naphthenate, cobalt
naphthenate

Wang et al. [28]

Findings

Additives

Crude Oil (API Gravity)

Experimental Type

Source

Experimental Conditions
(Temperature/Pressure)

Table 1. Cont.
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2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
In this study, crude oil produced from Dongzhi tight oil reservoir in the Changqing Oilﬁeld in
China is collected and used to conduct the experiments. The tight oil physical properties are shown in
Table 2. It is worthwhile noting that the oxidation of asphaltenes is not included in this research due to
the fact that the state of asphaltenes in a crude oil is completely diﬀerent from that of the asphaltenes
separated from the crude oil [38]. The air used is supplied by the Qingdao Tianyuan Gas Company
which is composed of 21.0 mol % oxygen and 79.0 mol % nitrogen. The neutral alumina, reagent-grade
n-pentane, HPLC-grade toluene, HPLC-grade methanol, and HPLC-grade tetrahydrofuran used in the
SARA fraction separation are all provided by the Sinopharm Chemical Reagent (Co., Ltd., Shanghai,
China). The cobalt additives (cobalt naphthenate and cobalt chloride) used as the catalyst are also
provided by the Sinopharm Chemical Reagent (Co., Ltd.).
Table 2. Physical properties of the crude oil sample.
Properties

Value

Appearance

Density (g/cm3 )
Viscosity at 70 ◦ C (mPa·s)

0.850
2.14

N/A
N/A

70.91
16.07
9.78
3.24

Colourless liquid
Yellow or red sticky liquid
Brown viscous liquid
Black fragile powder solid

SARA composition (wt %)

Saturates
Aromatics
Resins
Asphaltenes

2.2. Experimental Setup
In this study, a vacuum oven (YZF-6032, Shanghai Yaoshi Instrument Equipment Factory, Shanghai,
China), an analytical balance (AB105, Shanghai Precision Instrument Company, Shanghai, China), and
an ultrasonic disperser (Scientz-2400F, SCIENTZ, China) are used to separate the tight oil into SARA
fractions. The operating temperatures of the vacuum oven is from the room temperature to 250 ◦ C
with its temperature accuracy of 0.1 ◦ C and the ultimate vacuum less than 133 Pa. The maximum
scale of the balance is 105 g with its weighting accuracy of 0.01 mg, while the frequency of ultrasonic
disperser is 19.5–20.5 kHz.
The static oxidation experimental setup (Hai’an Petroleum Research Instrument Co., Ltd., Hai’an,
China) used in this research is the same as that of the previous study [35,39]. The schematic of the
static oxidation experiment setup is shown in Figure 1.
KHDWHU
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ZD\YDOYH
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Figure 1. Schematic of the static oxidation experiment setup.

The experimental setup used in thermal analysis consists of a TG-DTG test system (STA6000,
PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) and a FTIR spectrometer (Fourier Infrared Spectrometer, PerkinElmer,
Waltham, MA, USA), which is the same as that used in the previous study [37].
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2.3. Experimental Procedures
2.3.1. Separation of SARA Fractions
The Changqing tight oil was separated into SARA fractions according to a modiﬁed analytical
procedure used by Freitag et al. [40]. The separation of Asphaltenes was based on the properties of
asphaltenes insoluble in n-pentane. The other three fractions were subsequently separated applying a
modiﬁed liquid chromatography procedure. Saturates fraction was eluted from the alumina column
using n-pentane, aromatics fraction was separated using toluene, and resins fraction was eluted out
with methanol and tetrahydrofuran. The vacuum oven was used to remove the remaining solvents from
the separated fractions, during which nitrogen was used to protect the SARA fractions from oxidation.
2.3.2. Static Oxidation Experiments
The static oxidation experiment method applied in this study was similar as that used in our
previous research [41]. The experimental samples were oil or the SARA fraction with or without
catalyst added. The experimental pressure was 16 MPa. The catalyst used in this research is cobalt
naphthenate which had good oil solubility, and the catalyst dosage was 0.08 mol/L. The LTO reaction
rate is determined applying the material balance method [39,42].
2.3.3. TG-FTIR Tests
The TG-FTIR tests were conducted to quantify the catalytic eﬀect of cobalt additive on the oxidation
characteristics of the SARA fractions separated from a tight oil. 12 mg sample (oil or its fraction with
or without catalyst added) was placed in the alumina crucible of the thermogravimetric analyzer to
conduct the tests. The sample was ﬁrst heated to 180 ◦ C at a heating rate of 50 ◦ C/min, and then kept
at 180 ◦ C for 120 min. By using air as a carrier gas (30 mL/min), the oxidized volatiles were directly
introduced to the IR gas cell of the FTIR spectrometer for on-line analysis. The transfer line used in the
setup was kept at 180 ◦ C to prevent any condensation of the released gaseous products.
To exclude the inﬂuence of the organic groups of catalyst, the anhydrous cobalt chloride (CoCl2 )
was used as the catalyst in TG-FTIR test. The catalyst dispersion method used is the same as that of
previous research [37]. The catalyst dosage was 0.08 mol/L in the tests. The catalytic eﬀect of additive
is controlled by the metallic portion of the catalyst and is minimally aﬀected by the anions [39], and the
change of cobalt additive has a little eﬀect on the reaction [37].
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Catalytic Oxidation Kinetics
The LTO reaction rates of Changqing tight oil and SARA fractions with and without catalyst at
16 MPa are tabulated in Table 3. To identify the catalytic mechanisms, the changes in kinetic parameters
of LTO before and after adding cobalt additive are studied applying the simpliﬁed Arrhenius model [3].
dc(O2 )
= f ·e−E/RT
dt

(1)

dc(O2 )
E
= ln f −
(2)
dt
RT
The relationship between oxygen consumption rate and absolute temperature at 16 MPa is shown
in Figure 2. The LTO activation energies of crude oil and its fractions with or without catalyst added
are summarized in Table 4. The cobalt additive can decrease the LTO reaction activation energy of
oil and SARA fraction obviously. The activation energy of crude oil is reduced to 21,864 J/mol from
39,571 J/mol due to the catalyst. The activation energy of aromatics is decreased by 44.3% from 35,606 J/mol
to 19,849 J/mol, while the activation energy of saturates and resins is decreased to 32,088 and 27,700 J/mol
ln
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from 37,469 and 30,970 J/mol, respectively. As such, the reduction in activation energy is found to be the
main mechanism for the cobalt additive catalyzing the LTO of Changqing tight oil. The reduction in LTO
reaction activation energy of SARA fractions is the intrinsic reason for the catalysis of crude oil oxidation.
Table 3. Oxidation rate of oil and its fractions at 16 MPa.
Test Sample

Temperature,
◦C

Oxidation Rate,
(mol O2 /d·m3 [Sample])

Test Sample

Temperature,
◦C

Oxidation Rate,
(mol O2 /d·m3 [Sample])

Crude oil

50
70
90
110

26.14
53.37
86.62
295.37

Crude oil +
catalyst

50
70
90
110

241.16
271.69
390.46
907.23

Saturates

50
70
90
110

16.97
35.02
54.64
168.81

Saturates +
catalyst

50
70
90
110

101.78
185.08
297.07
704.01

Aromatics

50
70
90
110

26.43
47.25
65.11
245.96

Aromatics +
catalyst

50
70
90
110

202.17
311.08
377.06
691.65

Resins

50
70
90
110

75.34
137.75
210.43
492.36

Resins +
catalyst

50
70
90
110

139.75
313.27
405.37
768.33
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Figure 2. The relationship between oxygen consumption rate and absolute temperature at 16 MPa,
(a) crude oil, (b) SARA fractions.
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Table 4. The LTO activation energy of crude oil and its fractions with or without catalyst added.
Crude oil and Fractions

Activation Energy, (J/mol)

Activation Energy with Catalyst Added, (J/mol)

Crude oil

39,571

21,864

37,469
35,606
30,970

32,088
19,849
27,700

SARA fraction

Saturates
Aromatics
Resins

3.2. CLTO Reaction Process of Changqing Tight Oil Fractions
The catalytic eﬀect of the cobalt additive on the LTO reaction pathway of SARA fractions is
examined by analyzing the composition changes of evolved gas during the LTO and CLTO process by
performing TG-FTIR tests. The catalytic oxidation characteristics of Changqing tight oil was researched
before, as described in the reference [37].
3.2.1. Saturates Fraction
The mass losses of the saturates with and without catalyst are shown in Figure 3a. At the initial stage
of the test, the saturates mass loss is fast. For t < 20.0 min, the mass loss during the CLTO of the saturates
is lower than that during the LTO test. Afterwards, the mass loss rate during the LTO of the saturates is
reduced, becoming lower than that during the CLTO of the saturates. When the tests end at t = 120.0 min,
the residual mass after the CLTO of the saturates is 37.89%, which is 2.32% lower than that of the LTO
test. The rapid mass loss of saturates at the initial stage of the test is mainly due to the distillation of
low-boiling-point hydrocarbons and some LTO products. At the middle and late stages of the test, the
continuous mass loss of the saturates is resulted from the volatilization of the oxidation products.
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Figure 3. (a) TG, (b) Gram-Schmidt curves of the saturates before and after the catalyst addition.
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Figure 4 plots the 3D infrared spectra of the gaseous products during the test. The characteristic peak
intensities of the functional groups of the gas products all change significantly with the catalyst, especially
in the case of CO2 (characteristic peaks for the asymmetric stretching (2360 cm−1 ) and bending vibrations
(670 cm−1 )) [43,44]. Figure 3b is the GS curves of saturates fraction. When t < 20.0 min, the gas release
rate during the CLTO of the saturates is lower than that during the LTO of the saturates, whereas, when
t > 20.0 min, the gas release rate during the CLTO of the saturates is higher. The trend of the GS curves is
consistent with that of the TG curves.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4. 3D infrared spectra of (a) saturates, (b) saturates with catalyst.

Figure 5 displays the infrared spectra of the released gas by the LTO of the saturates with and
without the catalyst. With the catalyst added, no new peaks appear in the spectra, but the intensities
of the original absorption peaks change dramatically. The most remarkable increases are observed
for the characteristic peaks of hydroxyl groups between 3400 cm−1 and 4000 cm−1 [45] and for the
characteristic peaks of CO2 at 2360 cm−1 and 670 cm−1 , indicating that the catalyst greatly promotes the
oxygen addition reaction and bond scission reaction during the saturates LTO process. Additionally, the
promotion eﬀect on the bond scission reaction becomes more pronounced as the reaction proceeds. On
one hand, the catalytic eﬀect on the oxygen addition reaction causes the oxidation of more hydrocarbons
to oxygenated hydrocarbons with higher boiling points, which reduces the mass loss of the saturates
during the initial stage of the test. On the other hand, the catalytic eﬀect on the bond scission reaction
facilitates the formation of volatile products such as CO2 and H2 O, which increase the mass loss during
the middle and late stages of the test.
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Figure 5. Infrared spectra of gas produced by the LTO of (a) saturates, (b) saturates with catalyst at
180 ◦ C at diﬀerent times.
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3.2.2. Aromatics Fraction
As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the catalyst imposes no apparent inﬂuence on the mass loss trend
during the LTO of the aromatics, but it does increase the mass loss rate. At the end of the test, the
mass loss during the CLTO of the aromatics is 22.81%, which is 2.97% higher than that during the
LTO of the aromatics. Physically, the aromatics has a high molecular weight and a low content of
low-boiling-point components, and thus the mass loss due to direct distillation during the test is
limited. With the catalyst added, the production of carbon oxides during the LTO is increased, resulting
in the rapid increment in gas production, and thereby, the larger mass loss.
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Figure 6. (a) TG, (b) Gram-Schmidt curves of the aromatics with and without the catalyst.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7. 3D infrared spectra of (a) aromatics, (b) aromatics with catalyst.

Figure 8 depicts the infrared spectra of gas produced by the LTO of the aromatics as a function of
time at 180 ◦ C. The absorption peaks change dramatically with the catalyst. Signals corresponding
to ethers (absorption peaks between 1000 cm−1 and 1300 cm−1 ) are greatly weakened or even absent,
whereas the peaks corresponding to hydroxyl groups and CO2 were greatly enhanced. The result
suggests that the catalyst substantially promotes the oxygen addition reaction and bond scission
reaction during the LTO of aromatics. However, it is worthwhile noting that the catalyst behaves
selectively, signiﬁcantly favoring the formation of hydroxyl-containing oxides while inhibiting the
formation of ethers. As the reaction proceeds, the catalytic eﬀect on the bond scission reaction becomes
more pronounced, leading to a linear increase in the gas production in the GS curve. This phenomenon
is the main reason for the growing diﬀerence in mass loss between catalytic and noncatalytic oxidations
of aromatics at the middle and late stages of the test.
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Figure 8. Infrared spectra of gas produced by the LTO of (a) aromatics, (b) aromatics with catalyst at
180 ◦ C at diﬀerent times.
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3.2.3. Resins Fraction
Resins is a heavy fraction of crude oil, which exhibits complex molecular structures and a high
boiling point [44]. The mass loss caused by direct distillation during the test is therefore limited.
Similar to the observations on aromatics, the catalyst does not aﬀect the trend of mass loss during the
LTO of resins but increases the mass loss rate (see Figure 9a). At the end of the test, the mass loss of the
CLTO of the resins is 9.0%, which is 2.07% higher than that of the noncatalytic LTO. With the catalyst
added, the intensities of the CO2 absorption peaks in the 3D infrared spectra of the resins increase
signiﬁcantly as the reaction proceeds (see Figure 10); on the GS curves, the gas production increases
linearly (see Figure 9b). These changes are consistent with the changes of the TG curve.
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Figure 9. (a) TG, (b) Gram-Schmidt curves of the resin fraction with and without the catalyst.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 10. 3D infrared spectra of (a) resins, (b) resins with catalyst.

With the catalyst, the change in the infrared spectra of the resins is similar to that of the aromatics.
The absorption peaks corresponding to ethers are basically absent, whereas the absorption peaks
for hydroxyl groups and CO2 are enhanced signiﬁcantly (see Figure 11). The result suggests that
the catalyst signiﬁcantly promotes the oxygen addition reaction and bond scission reaction. As the
reaction proceeds, the promotion eﬀect on the bond scission reaction becomes more pronounced, and
the production of CO2 increases sharply.
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Figure 11. Infrared spectra of gas produced by the LTO of (a) resins, (b) resins with catalyst at 180 ◦ C at
diﬀerent times.
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3.3. Catalytic Oxidation Characteristics of Changqing Tight Oil and SARA Fraction
As can be seen from the above TG-FTIR tests, the cobalt salt imposes an obvious catalytic eﬀect on
the LTO of SARA fractions. The catalyst signiﬁcantly changes the reaction pathways of the LTO of
SARA fractions, which is the intrinsic reason for its catalytic eﬀect on Changqing tight oil oxidation.
As shown in Figure 12, during the initial stage of the CLTO of crude oil, the gas is mainly produced
from the saturates, and the contributions of aromatics and resins are small. The ﬁndings are similar
to those observed for the noncatalytic LTO of crude oil; however, the gas production from resin and
aromatic fractions increases rapidly at the middle and late stages of the CLTO and exceeds that from
the saturate fraction after t = 20.0 min. As evidenced by the TG-FTIR studies, the main component of
the gas after 20 min is CO2 generated by the bond scission reaction. Thus, the intensities of the bond
scission reaction of SARA fractions during the middle and late stages of the CLTO reaction follow the
order of resins > aromatics > saturates. Considering that the reaction intensities of the three fractions
are close without the catalyst, it can be inferred that the promotion eﬀect on the bond scission reaction
is the most pronounced for the resins, followed by the aromatics, and the weakest for the saturates.
The diﬀerence in the catalytic activities can be attributed to the diﬀerence in the molecular structures of
the SARA fractions. Resins is a heavy fraction in crude oil, and its molecules contain a large number of
aromatic rings, alicyclic rings, various long and short branches, and heteroatoms [44]. Resins possesses
a very strong polarity and is easier to react with metal ions to achieve a better catalytic eﬀect than with
the aromatic and saturate fractions.
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Figure 12. Gram-Schmidt curves of crude oil and its SARA fractions (a) without catalyst, (b) with catalyst.
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Figure 13 illustrates the eﬀect of the catalyst on CO2 production (i.e., the absorbance of peak
corresponding to the asymmetric stretching (2360 cm−1 ) of CO2 ) during the LTO of Changqing tight
oil and its SARA fractions. At initial stage of the CLTO, a large amount of CO2 is produced from the
saturate fraction, but the growth rate in CO2 production from saturates is lower than those from the
aromatics and resins. As a result, the amount of CO2 produced from the saturate fraction is the lowest
at the middle and late stages of the CLTO. This result indicates that the saturates in the SARA fractions
is most susceptible to the promotion eﬀect on the bond scission reaction, but the catalytic eﬀect is not
the strongest. Under the same conditions, the strongest promotion eﬀect on the bond scission reaction
occurs with that of the resin fraction.
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Figure 13. Changes in the CO2 absorbance of crude oil and its SARA fractions in the TG-FTIR test
(a) without catalyst, (b) with catalyst.

The catalytic oxidation mechanisms of Changqing tight oil were identiﬁed by the free radical
chain reaction theory and the coordination catalysis theory, as described in our previous research [37].
The catalyst can increase the formation rate of organic peroxides. As a result, the degenerate-branching
chain reaction is promoted, and the formation of CO2 and oxygenated hydrocarbons, such as alcohol
and carboxylic acid, is increased. The dispersed cobalt metal ions interact with the aromatic rings or
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heteroatoms in the crude oil to form coordination complexes between the metal ions and crude oil
fractions. Aromatics and resins are heavy fractions of crude oil, which contain more aromatic rings or
heteroatoms than saturates [44], so the catalytic eﬀect on the oxidation reaction is more pronounced for
aromatics and resins fractions.
4. Conclusions
The cobalt additive can signiﬁcantly enhance the oxygen consumption capacity of Changqing
tight oil and promote the formation of carbon oxides, which are beneﬁcial to the successful application
of the air injection technology for tight oil reservoir development.
•

•

•

The cobalt-salt catalyst can reduce the LTO reaction activation energies of Changqing tight oil and
its SARA fractions. The catalytic eﬀect on LTO of SARA fractions is the intrinsic reason for the
signiﬁcant catalysis of Changqing tight oil oxidation.
The catalyst greatly promotes the oxygen addition reaction and bond scission reaction of
saturates, aromatics and resins, and the promotion eﬀect on the bond scission reaction is stronger.
The promotion eﬀect on the bond scission reaction is the most pronounced for the resins, followed
by the aromatics, and the weakest for the saturates.
The catalyst signiﬁcantly changes the reaction pathways of the LTO of SARA fractions.
The formation of hydroxyl-containing oxides and CO2 from the oxidation of saturates, aromatics
and resins is promoted, while the formation of ethers from the oxidation of aromatics and resins
is inhibited.
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Abstract: To constitute and adjust the injection and production pattern in fractured-vuggy reservoirs,
we extracted twelve fractured-cave structures, fabricated them into physical models with acrylic
plates, and performed experiments via these models. The results show that utilizing oil/water gravity
segregation suﬃciently and forming valid ﬂow channels should be emphasized. Preferentially
exploiting the reservoir body containing intermediate-scaled or large-scaled caves, arranging injection
wells in fractures or small-scaled caves while placing production wells in large-scaled caves,
and separately putting injection wells and production wells in low/high parts of an intermediate-scaled
or large-scaled cave, were found to beneﬁt oil/water gravity segregation and thus gain a better water
ﬂooding eﬀect in these experiments. Experiments with combined models also ﬁgured out that,
after adjusting the injection and production pattern, the valid ﬂow channel newly formed must
pass through caves containing enough residual oil to improve the water ﬂooding eﬀect and could
be obtained by shutting down the old production well while adding a new production well,
adding a new production well, or switching the production well into an injection well while adding
a new production well. In the actual ﬁeld, adjusting the well location and altering the ﬂow channel
were proposed to conduct together. This study may provide references on the production management
of analogous reservoirs.
Keywords: fractured-vuggy reservoirs; physical model; water ﬂooding eﬀect; injection and production
pattern; gravity diﬀerentiation; ﬂow channel

1. Introduction
Carbonate reservoirs take almost 60 percent of global hydrocarbon resources, so it is crucial to
the world’s energy supply. In China, this proportion exceeds 25%. The Ordovician reservoir of the Tahe
oilfield, Tarim Basin, is the largest fractured-vuggy carbonate reservoir in China. Since the matrix of
the carbonate rock cannot store oil and has extremely low permeability [1,2], caves and fractures are
reckoned as the main storage spaces, easily causing severe mud loss in drilling like other karst formations in
Energies 2020, 13, 603; doi:10.3390/en13030603
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the world [3]. Meanwhile, undergoing tectonic movements and karst processes, these caves and fractures
possess various types, scales, and distributions. Therefore, unlike porous and fractured-porous carbonate
reservoirs in China, the distinguishing features of the Tahe oilfield suffer from severe heterogeneity,
complex space structure, and intricate flow mechanisms [4–6]. These traits cause the difficulty of
constituting injection and production patterns in this reservoir. In clastic reservoirs, the well pattern is
to enlarge sweep areas, so the water flooding effect can be improved by adjusting the injection layers
directly. Nevertheless, using the same method is invalid for the injection and production pattern in this
reservoir because of the random distributions and the poor connectivity of storage spaces [7].
Recently, various physical fractured-vuggy models were utilized to investigate the mechanism
of water or gas displacement. In some of these models, practical irregular caves were simpliﬁed
into circles [8–10], spheres [11], or cylinders [12], while original space structures of caves were
preserved in other models [13–22]. Although the latter did display the remaining oil distributions
much better, their well placements were predetermined in most of these experiments. Both Zhang [23]
and Wang et al. [24] veriﬁed that a nine-spot well network behaved better in performances of water
drive in fractured-vuggy reservoirs by using speciﬁc distributions of fractures and caves. However, this
conventional well network is diﬃcult to use in fractures and caves with variable spatial distributions.
In fact, the phrase ‘well net’ is not suitable in fractured-vuggy reservoirs because the well placement
is governed by reservoir bodies instead of layers. From the practice perspective, Li and Rong [25]
proposed that well placement should be considered from the connectivity of wells, the reservoir
body type, the position for production and injection, and the ﬂuid distribution. Lu et al. [26] further
developed the injection/production well pattern based on reservoir spatial structures, but there are
currently few practical eﬀects to support this idea. In addition, because of extreme heterogeneity
weakening the function of the Darcy law [27,28], the present numerical simulations about the well
pattern design in traditional oil and gas reservoirs [29–38] cannot solve problems eﬀectively in
this reservoir. With the lasting exploitation, the exposed disadvantages in the original injection
and production pattern are harming the production in this oilﬁeld. However, there are presently few
systematic understandings and sustainably valid measures on the injection and production pattern to
face up with these problems. Hence, it is urgent to perform relevant surveys.
In this work, physical simulation was employed to explore how to build and adjust the injection
and production patterns in fractured-vuggy reservoirs. On the basis of designed and fabricated
physical models, experimental schemes were designed and carried out from reservoir body types,
injection/production relationships, high/low positions of a reservoir body, and injection and production
adjustments, respectively. Through comparing the water ﬂooding eﬀect in four aspects, we analyzed
some key points and achieved corresponding adjusting measures on the injection and production
patterns in fractured-vuggy reservoirs.
2. Experiment
2.1. Model Design and Fabrication
According to the cognition about the spatial distribution, the geometrical morphology,
and the connectivity in reservoir bodies [31,39–44], twelve typical fractured-cave structures were
extracted from Block S74 in the Tahe oilﬁeld (Figure 1a). The simpliﬁcation of a geological explanation
was presented in previous work [45]. These structures were divided into the large scale, the intermediate
scale, and the small scale. In actual reservoirs, their sizes ranged from 34.5–39, 16.5–24, and 0.6–6 m,
respectively. These fractured-cave structures were further fabricated into 3D physical models with
a proportion of 300:1 (Figure 1b).
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Figure 1. The typical fractured-cave structures (a) and the physical models (b). Red ﬁlled sources
represent production wells. Green ﬁlled sources are injection wells.

A single model was composed of two weak oil-wet acrylic plates with a scale of 300 × 300 × 50 mm
(length × width × height). After the morphology of fractures and caves was engraved in two plates,
a packing ring around the caves and fractures was ﬁxed in a groove to avoid ﬂuid leakage (Figure 2).
Inlets and outlets were drilled on the surface of a plate with holes with a diameter of 6 mm. Their
locations resembled actual well placements. Finally, two plates were combined together with eight
screw bolts as a body.

Figure 2. Experimental apparatus.

In these physical models, the size ranges of vugs are 115–130, 55–80, and 2–20 mm, respectively.
Fractures were controlled with a width of 0.5–2 mm and crack density of 1–5 m−1 . The matrix was
treated as an ineﬀective reservoir [1,2], so it was ignored in these physical models.
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2.2. Experimental Materials and Setups
Figure 2 shows the main devices.
Two containers of about 1.2 L of artiﬁcial store water and white oil, respectively. The artiﬁcial
water with a density of 1200 kg/m3 simulated the underground water. The white oil with a density
of 855 kg/m3 and a dynamic viscosity of 26 mPa·s substituted for the crude oil. The pump (BT100LG)
with the power of 22 W supplied the drive to inject artiﬁcial water or white oil into the physical
model, and its ﬂow rate ranged from 0.0015 mL/min to 380 mL/min. The ﬂuid volume from the pump
was measured and corrected by a ﬂow meter (LZB-3WB) in which the range of ﬂow rate varied
from 4 to 40 mL/min. Two pumps and two ﬂow meters were prepared to avoid ongoing experiment
interruptions from device failures. A pressure gauge (0–500 KPa) with an accuracy of 0.5% measured
pressure changes of the corresponding pump.
In the single model, the void consists of fractures and caves. Its bulk ranged from 78.1 to 331.9 mL.
Before injecting white oil into the void, the ﬁlling was replaced by 10–20 mesh quartz sand with about
half of the void bulk. At the same time, a balance (ZH-20H7) of max-capacity of 20 Kg and an accuracy
of 0.2 g measured the mass changes of the model. A cylinder with 500 mL reserved displaced ﬂuid
from the model during water ﬂooding and metered its volume. Four cameras (JVS-N73-G1 3.6 mm)
videoed the whole experimental process. A computer recorded all relevant data.
2.3. Experimental Design
The whole investigation was divided into constituting the injection and production pattern
(Table 1) and the adjusting injection and production pattern (Table 2).
Table 1. The experimental contents for well placement design.
Type

Subtype

Models

Amounts

Types of reservoir bodies

Large scale
Intermediate scale
Small scale

1#–3#
4#–9#
10#–12#

3
6
3

Injection/production relationships

FIIVO vs. FOIVI
FISVO vs. FOSVI
SVIIIV vs. SVOLIVI

4#, 7#, 8#
10#–12#
2#, 4#, 9#

6
6
6

High/low position of the reservoir body

HIHO
LIHO
HILO
LILO

2#, 6#, 11#
2#, 6#, 11#
2#, 6#, 11#
2#, 6#, 11#

3
3
3
3

Note: Fractures (inlets) and intermediate-scaled vugs (outlets) vs. fractures (outlets) and intermediate-scaled vugs
(inlets) are abbreviated as FIIVO vs. FOIVI. Fractures (inlets) and small-scaled vugs (outlets) vs. fractures (outlets)
and small-scaled vugs (inlets) are simpliﬁed into FISVO vs. FOSVI. Small-scaled vugs (inlets) and large-scaled
or intermediate-scaled vugs (outlets) vs. small-scaled vugs (outlets) and large-scaled or intermediate-scaled vugs
(inlets) are abridged into SVIIIV vs. SVOLIVI.

The contents in Table 1 were designed from types of reservoir bodies, injection/production
relationships, and high/low positions of the reservoir body.
The sizes of caves and the connectivity properties are the main contributors of reservoir bodies.
In various storage spaces, larger caves may store more oil. In Figure 3, since the sizes of caves in
Models 2# and 7# are larger than those in Model 12#, by placing the wells in caves of these two
models, it is possible to gain higher outputs. On the other hand, the means of the connectivity among
caves encompasses the dissolved caves (yellow rectangles in Figure 3) and fractures (yellow circles in
Figure 3). Theoretically, the ﬂow resistance is smaller in the dissolved caves, so it is much easier to
ﬂow in them. This may further aﬀect the development eﬀect for diﬀerent reservoir bodies. Therefore,
for reservoir bodies, the sizes and connectivity properties determine which type should be selected
preferentially to develop. Both factors were also used to classify these models into three types (Table 1).
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Under the ﬁxed injection and production pattern (Figure 1b), the valuable reservoir bodies would be
chosen by the comparison of the water ﬂooding eﬀect.
Table 2. The experimental schemes of well placement adjustments.
Adjusting
Measures
Scheme 1

Scheme 2

Scheme 3

Scheme 4

Scheme 5

Scheme 6

Before 3.0 PV

Combined
Models

Injection Well

7
3


S74

7
8


S74

After 3.0 PV

Production Well

Note

Injection Well

Production Well

TK629

TK629

S74

TK651CH

TK651CH

S74

/

/

6
4


TK617CH

TK608

TK617CH

TK608

Increasing amounts of
connected channels from
one to two

7
11


S74

TK652

S74

TK652

Increasing amounts of
connected channels from
one to three

11 
4


TK652

TK608

TK652

TK608

Increasing amounts of
connected channels from
one to three

3
4


TK629

TK608

TK629

X

Shutting down TK608

6
7


TK617CH

TK612

TK617CH

TK6104X

Shutting down TK612

6
11


TK617CH

TK605CH

TK617CH

Z

Shutting down TK605CH

3
7


TK629

TK612

TK629

TK612/Z

/

8
7


TK651CH

TK612

TK651CH

TK612/S74

/

8
10


TK651CH

TK659

TK651CH

7
11


S74

TK605CH

S74

11 
7


TK651CH

TK605CH

TK651CH/B

TK605CH

8
11


TK652

TK612

TK652/TK6104X

TK612

/

6
3


TK629

TK617CH

TK629/TK617CH

TK617

/

10 
7


TK659

TK612

TK659/TK612

Z

/

11 
3


TK652

TK629

TK652/TK629

C

/

TK659/A
TK605CH/TK6104X

/
/
/

Note: Scheme 1 stands for the measure of exchanging locations of the production well and injection well. Scheme 2
means the measure of adding numbers of connected channels. Scheme 3 refers to the measure of closing the old
production well while opening the new production well. Scheme 4 represents the measure of opening the old
production well while opening the new production well. Scheme 5 is the measure of adding the injection well.
Scheme 6 is deﬁned as the measure of switching the old production well into the new injection well while adding
the production well.

Figure 3. The connectivity features in three kinds of reservoir bodies.

The injection/production relationships describe how to arrange wells in selected reservoir bodies
to achieve a better water ﬂooding eﬀect. Since either the injection well or production well may be
located in the caves (green circles in Figure 3) or fractures (black circles in Figure 3), there are three
pairs of injection/production relationships (Table 1). Their well placements are presented in Figure 4.
The suitable well placements will be gained through evaluating water ﬂooding.
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Figure 4. The well locations of FIIVO, FISVO, and SVIIIV. Exchanging orders of red and green ﬁlled
sources corresponds to FOIVI, FOSVI, and SVOLIVI in the same models.

The high/low position of a reservoir body has impacts on the water ﬂooding eﬀect. Possible well
placements include four combinations (Table 1) in which the corresponding locations in the vertical
direction are shown in Figure 5a–d, respectively. In every model, the best injection and production
pattern was attained by comparing the water ﬂooding eﬀect in four combinations.

Figure 5. The schematic diagrams of (a) HIHO, (b) LIHO, (c) HILO, and (d) LILO.

In Table 2, the combined models were used to investigate the eﬀect of diﬀerent adjusting measures
(Schemes 1–6), respectively. The combined models were composed of two single models. The theory
of combination is as follows. Firstly, the connectivity between two wells was judged with dynamic
tracer monitoring. Secondly, if two wells were supposed to connect to each other, the corresponding
two physical models were combined together. Thirdly, the styles and amounts of connected channels
resembled actual connected channels, including large fractures, fractures, and three parallel fractures
in Block S74. In these experiments, large fractures and fractures were replaced by a single plastic
pipeline with diameters of 6 and 3 mm, respectively. Three parallel fractures were simulated with three
plastic pipelines with the same diameter of 3 mm. The above speciﬁc messages were presented in our
published work [45].
HIHO refers to the high position (inlet) and high position (outlet). LIHO is the low position
(inlet) and high position (outlet). HILO represents the high position (inlet) and low position (outlet).
LILO means the low position (inlet) and low position (outlet).
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2.4. Experimental Procedure
The following contexts are the main procedures of experiments. On the basis of these steps,
the injection and production pattern was adjusted after 3.0 PV, and then water injection was stopped
at 5.0 PV. The other steps are similar in two kinds of experiments.
At ﬁrst, some preparations were required. (1) The artiﬁcial water was colored with methyl blue,
and the white oil was dyed with oil soluble. (2) The mass of quartz sand is the diﬀerence value of the mass
between the model containing ﬁllings and the model without ﬁllings. (3) The model with ﬁllings was
saturated suﬃciently with the simulated oil, and then it was weighted. The mass of white oil is equal
to the diﬀerence value of the mass between the model encompassing oil and the model without oil.
(4) Operation (3) was repeated three times to reduce the disturbance of air on the measurement of
the saturated oil mass. The main parameters of the quartz sand and the simulated oil are listed in
Table 3.
Table 3. Basic parameters of the ﬁllings and the saturated oil.
Mass of the Fillings/g

Mass of the Saturated Oil/g

Number

Model
without
Fillings

Model
with
Fillings

Diﬀerence

Run 1

Run 2

Run 3

Average

Diﬀerence

Simulated Oil
Volume/mL

Pore
Volume/mL

1#
2#
3#
4#
5#
6#
7#
8#
9#
10#
11#
12#

10,482.6
10,787.8
10,274.2
10,756.6
10,697
11,164
10,615.6
10,699.4
10,824.6
10,530
10,493.6
10,522.8

10,537.6
10,951.6
10,530.4
11,085.0
10,764.0
11,250.6
10,685.8
10,792.2
10,914.4
10,564.6
10,642.0
10,552.6

55.0
163.8
256.2
328.4
67.0
86.6
70.2
92.8
89.8
34.6
148.4
29.8

10,611.5
11,135.3
10,681.20
11,262.30
10,842.30
11,358.40
10,804.20
10,900.80
10,965.30
10,619.90
10,683.70
10,676.80

10,609.9
11,135.9
10,682.1
11,263.2
10,843.2
11,359.7
10,805.9
10,903.2
10,966.8
10,621.4
10,686.2
10,673.9

10,609.8
11,135.6
10,682.1
11,262.9
10,842.9
11,359.5
10,805.5
10,904.4
10,964.7
10,619.3
10,682.7
10,671.3

10,610.4
11,135.6
10,681.8
11,262.8
10,842.8
11,359.2
10,805.2
10,902.8
10,965.6
10,620.2
10,684.2
10,674.0

72.8
184.0
151.4
177.8
78.8
108.6
119.4
110.6
51.2
55.6
42.2
121.4

85.1
215.2
177.1
208.0
92.2
127.0
139.6
129.4
59.9
65.0
49.4
142.0

105.9
277.0
273.8
331.9
117.4
159.7
166.1
164.4
93.8
78.1
105.4
153.2

We further carried out the experiments via maintaining the constant ﬂow rate of 20 mL/min
and the total injection volume of 3.0 PV. The volume of the measuring cylinder was recorded with
an interval of 0.5 PV. Meanwhile, the experimental phenomena were recorded by video.
In addition, the following details in the experiments should be emphasized. Firstly, the mass
of the ﬁllings was maintained approximately the same in the identical model. Secondly, exchanging
the orders of the inlet and the outlet (Figure 4) was to ensure the unchanged ﬂow path during water
ﬂooding. Thirdly, the use of a short pipeline with a diameter of 3 mm was used to model the low
position of the reservoir body.
Finally, the water displacement eﬃciency and the water cut were calculated with Equations (1)
and (2), separately.
Vo
× 100%
(1)
ED =
Vtotal
ED represents the water displacement eﬃciency, %. Vo stands for the output of oil, ml. Vtotal
means the total saturated oil volume, mL.
fw =

Vwi − Vwj
Vti − Vtj

× 100%

(2)

Vwi and Vwj are the output of the water at diﬀerent data logging times (i = j + 1, j = 0, 1, 2, 3,
and 4), mL. Vti and Vtj represent the corresponding total output of the water and the oil, mL.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Constituting Injection and Production Pattern
3.1.1. Reservoir Body Types
Figure 6 reveals the relationships between the water displacement eﬃciency, the water cut,
and the injection volume.
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Figure 6. Displacement eﬃciency (solid lines) and water cut (dash lines) changes of reservoir bodies
with large scales (a), intermediate scales (b,c), and small scales (d), respectively.

For large scale reservoir bodies (Figure 6a), the averaged ﬁnal eﬃciency is 47.87%, and the averaged
time of their water-free oil production is 0.49 PV. The water cut arrived at 100% after 2.0 PV in them.
For intermediate scale reservoir bodies (Figure 6b,c), the averaged displacement eﬃciency of
47.08% at 3.0 PV approached this in the large scale reservoir bodies, but their averaged water
breakthrough time was 0.1 PV earlier than the large scale reservoir bodies. The oil still was ﬂushed out
at 3.0 PV in Models 5#–7#. Their corresponding water cuts are 98.97% (Figure 6b), 97.08% (Figure 6b),
and 98.61% (Figure 6c), respectively.
For small scale reservoir bodies (Figure 6d), their ﬁnal displacement eﬃciency is averaged as 10.3%,
which is far less than the other two types. Meanwhile, the water broke through the front easily in
the three models in which the averaged time of the water-free oil production is merely 0.21 PV. At 1.5 PV,
the water cut had reached 100% in them, though about 1 mL of oil was still driven out between 1.5 PV
and 2.5 PV in Model 11#.
Figure 7 is an example exhibiting the process of water ﬂooding and the formation of the remaining
oil in three sorts of reservoir bodies with Models 1#, 7#, and 12#.
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Figure 7. The processes of water ﬂooding in Models 1# (a–d), 7# (e–h) and 12# (i–l).

At the initial stage, depending on the gravity diﬀerentiation, the water gathered on the upper
surface of the ﬁlled areas in the caves (Figure 7a,e,i). Since the ﬂow resistance in ﬁllings is bigger than
in unﬁlled areas, the water ﬂowed predominantly along with the boundaries between two areas in
cave A1, B1, and C1. Meanwhile, the water also immersed the ﬁllings slowly.
Then, the oil/water interface moved horizontally towards the outlets (Figure 7b,f,j). However,
the means of the connectivity caused the diﬀerent processes of water drive in three models. In Model 1#
(Figure 7a), cave A1, A2, and A3 connect to each other by the dissolved caves. Thus, the oil/water
interface moved towards cave A2 rapidly (Figure 7b,c). Because cave A3 was away from the exit,
the oil/water interface was not pushed to it. This lead to the residual oil (Figure 7c,d). In Model 7#
(Figure 7e), the fractures (F1 and F2) and the dissolved cave link cave B1, B2, and B3. In Model 12#
(Figure 7i), the fractures connect cave C1 to C7. The oil/water interfaces in cave B1 and C1 did go
up vertically until they came to the locations of fractures (Figure 7f,j). The oil above both oil/water
interfaces resided in them. After overcoming the additional force caused by the wettability in the fracture
and ﬂowing through fractures, the water entered cave B2 and C5 (Figure 7g,k). In the meantime,
the main ﬂow channel was transferred from F1 to F2, causing the discontinuous eﬀect of the water
drive on the oil in cave B2, though the water continuously was pushed into cave B2 (Figure 7g). Hence,
there existed abundant residual oil in cave B2 (Figure 7h). During this stage, much oil was also replaced
in the ﬁllings of three models.
Afterward, the oil/water interface arrived in cave A2, B3, and C5. The elevating oil/water interface
made the oil above them displaced. The period of water-free oil production ended up with their
oil/water interfaces rising to the locations of outlets, and the water started to be seen in the outlets
(Figure 7c,g,k). The oil in the ﬁllings was displaced during this period. The remaining oil belonged to
the attic oil in cave B3 and C5.
Finally, the water occupied the dominant ﬂow path, so the exits only produced pure water in cave
A2, B3, and C5 (Figure 7d,h,l). During this period, due to the deviation from the main ﬂow channel,
the oil could not be washed out in cave C2, C3, C4, C6, C7, and C8 (Figure 7l). Nevertheless, much oil
was also observed in the ﬁllings of the caves aﬀected by water.
Because the sizes of caves in Models 2# and 7# are larger than in Model 12#, it was clearer to
watch the rising oil/water interfaces in them. Hence, the gravity diﬀerentiation was utilized much
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better in them. Meanwhile, since the fractures connected small caves in Model 12#, the main ﬂow path
was easier to form and further caused invalid water displacement for some caves in it. Thus, combined
with water displacement eﬃciency and water breakthrough time, the intermediate and large scale
reservoir bodies should be preferentially arranged with wells to exploit.
3.1.2. Injection/Production Relationships
Wells Designed on Fractures or Intermediate-Sized Vugs
For the averaged water displacement eﬃciency (Figure 8a), FIIVO of 36.22% is higher than FOIVI
of 25.64%. The water breakthrough time of FIIVO is 0.17 PV longer than FOIVI (Figure 8b). Meanwhile,
the residual oil area of FIIVO is less than FOIVI in Models 4# and 7# (Figure 9). Hence, placing
the water well on the fracture and setting the oil well in the intermediate cave can gain a better eﬀect of
water ﬂooding.
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Figure 8. The curves of displacement eﬃciency (a) and the water cut (b) for Models 4#, 7#, and 8#.
The solid and dash lines are FIIVO and FOIVI, respectively.

Figure 9. The comparisons between (a) FIIVO and (b) FOIVI in the residual oil distributions of Models
4#, 7#, and 8#.
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However, both the water displacement eﬃciency (Figure 8a) and the residual oil distributions
(Figure 9) show that FOIVI is better in Model 8#. This phenomenon was due to diﬀerent amounts of
main ﬂow channels. During water ﬂooding, only one main ﬂow channel (yellow circle) was observed
in FIIVO (Figure 10a), while three main ﬂow channels (yellow circles) appeared in FOIVI (Figure 10b).
In FIIVO, only cave C3 was aﬀected by water drive (Figure 10a). However, in FOIVI, both cave C2
and C4 were swept by water (Figure 10b). So compared with FIIVO, FOIVI had the bigger sweep area
of water ﬂooding (Figure 9). Nevertheless, in Models 4# and 7# (Figure 9), the main ﬂow channel was
unique and constant in water ﬂooding. So, the comparison of two relationships in Model 8# may be
insigniﬁcant for seeking laws of well placements design.

Figure 10. The ﬂow channels in Model 8# under (a) FIIVO and (b) FOIVI.

Wells Designed on Fractures or Small-Sized Vugs
In order to study the well placements on fractures and caves further, the small scale caves
and the fractures were also combined to form FISVO and FOSVT.
In three models, the comparisons in the displacement eﬃciency indicate that FISVO was superior to
FOSVT (Figure 11a). Moreover, the averaged injection volume of the former also exceeded the latter
at the diﬀerence of 0.09 PV during the period of water-free oil production (Figure 11b). The small sizes
of the caves were attributed to this small diﬀerence. In addition, after water ﬂooding, the remaining
oil in cave A1, B1, and C1 was less than cave A2, B2, and C2 (Figure 12). Thus, FISVO would beneﬁt
the eﬀect of water ﬂooding.
Because of the low ﬂow resistance, some caves apart from the main ﬂow channel also were
aﬀected by water drive, such as cave A3, B3, B5, B7, C3, and C5 in Models 10#a, 11#a, and 12#a
(Figure 12). However, the same caves marked with A4, B4, B6, C4, and C6 were almost not driven
by water. Meanwhile, the oil in some caves also was not displaced completely in FISVO and FOSVT,
though these caves were connected with the main ﬂow channel.
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Figure 11. The curves of the displacement eﬃciency (a) and the water cut (b) for Models 10#–12#.
The solid and dash lines represent FISVO and FOSVT, respectively.

Figure 12. The comparisons between (a) FISVO and (b) FOSVI in the residual oil distributions of
Models 10#–12#.

Wells Designed on Various-Scaled Vugs
The wells can also be placed on various scale caves. The averaged water displacement eﬃciency
of SVIIIV at 3.0 PV was 24.85% higher than this of SVOLIVI in Models 2#, 4#, and 9# (Figure 13a).
In SVIIIV and SVOLIVI, the averaged injection volume is 0.47 PV and 0.16 PV, respectively (Figure 13b),
both of which indicate the exit was easier to undergo water logging in the SVOLIVI. In addition,
the residual oil in cave A3, B1, and C1 was less than in cave A4, B2, and C2 (Figure 14). Hence, the water
ﬂooding performance would be better, as the entrance was placed in the smaller caves, and the exit
was arranged in the larger caves.
Meanwhile, since the structures of the caves were complex in Models 2# and 9#, cave A1, A2, C5,
and C6 were approximately not ﬂooded under SVIIIV and SVOLIVI (Figure 14).
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Figure 13. The curves of the displacement eﬃciency (a) and the water cut (b) for Models 2#, 4#, and 9#.
The solid and dash lines represent SVIIIV and SVOLIVI, respectively.

Figure 14. The comparisons between (a) SVIIIV and (b) SVOLIVI in the residual oil distributions of
Models 2#, 4#, and 9#.

Analysis of Injection/Production Relationships
In fact, six injection/production relationships represent six injection and production patterns in
fractured-vuggy carbonate reservoirs. Various fractured-cave structures have exhibited diﬀerent water
ﬂooding behaviors under these well placements. However, the gravity diﬀerentiation between oil
and water was considered as the mechanism governing these behaviors. As shown in Figures 15 and 16,
the dynamic processes in Model 4# (Figure 9) and in Model 2# (Figure 14) were analyzed to reveal
this mechanism. The injection/production relationship in Model 4# is both placing the injection well
in the fracture while placing the production well in the intermediate scale cave (FIIVO) and placing
the injection well in the intermediate scale cave while placing the production well in the fracture
(FOIVI). The injection/production relationship in Model 2# is both placing the injection well in the small
scale cave while placing the production well in the intermediate scale cave (SVIIIV) and placing
the injection well in the intermediate scale cave while the production well in the small scale cave
(SVOLIVI).
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Figure 15. The oil/water interface changes in Model 4# under (a–d) FIIVO and (e–h) FOIVI.

Figure 16. The oil/water interface changes in Model 2# under (a–d) SVIIIV and (e–h) SVOLIVI.

Before the water entered the fracture, the water occupied the small cave quickly in SVIIIV. In FIIVO
and SVIIIV, the drive force further pushed water to balance the additional force caused by wettability in
the fracture. After water entering cave A1 (Figure 15a) and cave A3 (Figure 16a), the oil/water interface
was advanced horizontally at ﬁrst. Then, the water was accumulated on the upper of ﬁllings because of
the gravity diﬀerentiation. The oil/water interface was elevated vertically in cave A1 (Figure 15b) and in
cave A3 (Figure 16b). The water gradually displaced the oil in the area without ﬁllings. Meanwhile,
water also partly immersed the ﬁllings, but the oil was displaced a little in the ﬁllings (Figures 15b
and 16b).
After the oil/water interface arrived at the outlets, the water was observed at once in the exits.
The oil/water interface almost remained constant in the following process (Figure 15c,d and Figure 16c,d).
The oil could not be displaced above the oil/water interface again and remained in the cave. Furthermore,
because of the gravity diﬀerentiation, the water also got over the capillary force in the pores of
the ﬁllings featured with the water wettability and further expelled the oil in the ﬁllings (Figure 15c,d
and Figure 16c,d). Finally, as the oil was driven out enough from the ﬁllings, the water cut reached
100% in the exits (Figures 15d and 16d). Nevertheless, some oil still remained in the ﬁllings.
FOIVI and SVOLIVI behaved with diﬀerent characteristics in two models. Since the fractures were
carved on the horizontal plane, the raising oil/water interface in the vertical direction was almost not
observed in cave A2 (Figure 15h) and in cave A4 (Figure 16h), and its corresponding height was lower
than that in cave A1 (Figure 15d) and cave A2 separately (Figure 16d). The oil was not displaced above
the oil/water interface. Meanwhile, as a drive, the gravitational force immersed the water much earlier
in the ﬁllings (Figures 15f and 16f). So, the oil was gradually driven out from the ﬁllings (Figures 15g
and 16g). However, there was still abundant residual oil in cave A2 and A4 (Figures 15h and 16h).
In these two injection/production relationships, the heights of entrances and exits are 0.5 and 36 mm
in Model 4# while 7 and 42 mm in Model 2#, respectively. In FIIVO and SVIIIV, the heights of
the entrances (0.5 and 7 mm) were lower than those of the exits (36 and 42 mm). Under the gravity
diﬀerentiation, two relationships elevated the oil/water interfaces in intermediate or large caves,
so a better water ﬂooding eﬀect was achieved. In FOIVI and SVOLIVI, the heights of the entrances
(36 and 42 mm) were higher than those of the exits (0.5 and 7 mm). These relationships hindered
the gravity diﬀerentiation from upraising oil/water interfaces. Hence, FOIVI and SVOLIVI are not
proposed in well placement design.
In essence, the gravity diﬀerentiation must be used adequately for a reasonable injection/production
relationship in fractured-vuggy carbonate reservoirs.
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3.1.3. High/Low Positions of the Reservoir Body
A reservoir body features with high and low parts in the spatial distributions. For a reservoir
body, there were four injection and production patterns, including placing the injection well in the high
part while placing the production well in the high part (HIHO), placing the injection well in the low
part while placing the production well in the high part (LIHO), placing the injection well in the high
part while placing the production well in the low part (HILO), and placing the injection well in low
part while placing the production well in the low part (LILO). Their water ﬂooding performances
behaved diﬀerently in Model 2#, 6#, and 11# (Figures 17 and 18).
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Figure 17. The curves of the displacement eﬃciency (a) and the water cut (b) for Model 2# in HIHO,
LIHO, HILO, and LILO.

Figure 18. The comparisons in the residual oil distributions among HIHO (a), LIHO (b), HILO (c),
and LILO (d) of Model 2#, respectively.

Large Scale Reservoir Body
In Model 2#, LIHO achieved the highest water displacement eﬃciency (Figure 17a) and the longest
water-free oil production time (Figure 17b).
Under four injection and production patterns, a unique oil/water interface with diﬀerent height
was observed to exist in the whole reservoir body (Figure 18a–d). Since production wells were placed
at the high part, the oil/water interfaces were also high in cave A2 and A3 (Figure 18a,b). At the same
time, it was also observed that more oil in the ﬁllings was displaced by LIHO instead of HIHO. Thus,
LIHO was more advantageous to use gravitational diﬀerentiation. Due to using the low part to arrange
the production well in HILO and LILO, their oil/water interfaces are apparently lower than those in
LIHO and HIHO (Figure 18c,d). Because locating the injection well in the high position (Figure 18c)
could sweep the oil a little in the unﬁlled zone of cave A2 and A3, the oil/water interface in the HILO
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(Figure 18c) was slightly higher than LILO (Figure 18d). However, under HILO and LILO, the gravity
diﬀerentiation did not function well in the area without ﬁllings, with much residual oil remaining.
In addition, the oil in cave A1 could hardly be driven out under four situations (Figure 18a–d),
due to the complex vuggy structure and the deviation of the main ﬂow channel.
Intermediate Scale Reservoir Body
In Model 6#, cave B1 and B2 connect to each other by a fracture. In cave B1 and B2, the vertical
height of two locations as the entrance or the exit is 42 and 44 mm, respectively. Figure 19a,b indicates
that LIHO still had the best water ﬂooding performance like in Model 2#.
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Figure 19. The curves of the displacement eﬃciency (a) and the water cut (b) for Model 6# in HIHO,
LIHO, HILO, and LILO.

Figure 20. The comparisons in the residual oil distributions among HIHO (a), LIHO (b), HILO (c),
and LILO (d) of Model 6#, respectively.

Nevertheless, several diﬀerent characteristics were still found in this case.
Firstly, the oil/water interface in cave B1 is higher than in cave B2 (Figure 20a–d). In other words,
there did not exist a unique oil/water interface in the whole model. These oil/water interfaces were not
only governed by the locations of the entrance and the exit but the orientations of fractures.
Secondly, arranging the production well in the high position lifted the oil/water interface in cave
B1 and B2 (Figure 20a,b). Thus, using LIHO almost did not retain the oil in cave B1 (Figure 20b).
Thirdly, since the production well was placed in the low position, the oil in the ﬁllings of cave
B2 was displaced (Figure 20c,d). In cave B1, despite almost the same oil/water interfaces in HILO
and LILO, the water ﬂowed mainly along with the upper of ﬁllings and entered the fracture easily in
HILO, so oil was partly trapped in the ﬁllings (Figure 20c), causing the smallest displacement eﬃciency
(Figure 19a). In LILO, the oil in the ﬁllings was mainly displaced (Figure 20d).
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Therefore, the use of the gravity diﬀerentiation was still vital to achieve better performances of
water ﬂooding in intermediate scale reservoir bodies.
Small Scale Reservoir Body
Compared with Models 2# and 6#, the sizes of the caves scaled down apparently in Model 11#.
Using cave C1 and C6 was to arrange the injection well and production well. The height of their locations
is merely 12 and 10 mm separately. The fracture does connect cave C1 to C6. LIHO still possessed
the highest water flooding efficiency (Figure 21a), but HILO had the longest water breakthrough time
(Figure 21b).
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Figure 21. The curves of the displacement eﬃciency (a) and the water cut (b) for Model 11# in HIHO,
LIHO, HILO, and LILO.

In cave C1, placing the injection well in the low position used the gravity diﬀerentiation fully, so
the remaining oil was not approximately observed (Figure 22b,d). Because placing the entrance in
a high position made the water enter the fractures quickly, much of the oil was locked in the ﬁllings
(Figure 22a,c).

Figure 22. The comparisons in the residual oil distributions among HIHO (a), LIHO (b), HILO (c),
and LILO (d) of Model 11#, respectively.

In cave C6, the locations of the exits appeared unrelated to the remaining oil distributions.
Although the exits of both HIHO and LIHO were placed in high positions, the remaining oil in
HIHO was less than in LIHO (Figure 22a,b). This similar circumstance also occurred in HILO
and LILO (Figure 22c,d). Various residual oil distributions in four situations indicate that the gravity
diﬀerentiation was not the main factor to displace oil in cave C6.
Meanwhile, from cave C2 to C5 (Figure 22a–d), the residual oil was distributed irregularly in
every cave. The residual oil of HIHO was most in cave C3 and C4 (Figure 22a).
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In addition, in cave C1 to C6, the small sizes of these caves caused the tough observation of their
changing oil/water interfaces, though there was still gravity diﬀerentiation in them.
For a small scale reservoir body, the eﬀect of water ﬂooding was not only controlled by
the gravity diﬀerentiation but ﬁllings, ﬂuid properties, ﬂow channels, and fractured-cave structures.
Given the water displacement eﬃciency (Figure 21a) and water breakthrough time (Figure 21b),
LIHO may beneﬁt the water drive to sweep these caves connected with the main ﬂow channel.
However, unlike the use of gravity diﬀerentiation to improve the eﬀect of water ﬂooding in Models
2# and 6#, sweeping more small caves was assumed as a possible mechanism controlling the water
ﬂooding eﬀect in Model 11#. Hence, a high/low position was not considered as a key factor of well
placement design in this kind of reservoir body.
3.2. Adjusting Injection and Production Pattern
As shown in Table 4, the eﬀect of the measures on not changing locations or amounts of wells
(Schemes 1 and 2) was far inferior to that of the measures of changing locations or amounts of
wells (Schemes 3–6). In Schemes 1 and 2, the locations and amounts of wells had not been adjusted.
7
3 in Scheme 1. The main ﬂow channel had not
In Figure 23a, an example is combined of Models 
been altered during water ﬂooding. Nonetheless, a certain eﬀect was still achieved by this measure.
The reason is that massive oil was observed to remain in the model, including the injection well
(Figure 24), so oil close to the dominant ﬂow path was partly ﬂushed out as the old injection well was
7
11 in
used as the production well. In Figure 23b, there was not any eﬀect in the combined Models 
Scheme 2, and water injection had not changed ﬂow direction. Thus, only adding amounts of connected
channels for ﬂow was not supposed to enlarge the sweeping area of water ﬂooding. In Schemes 3–6,
some changes may occur in the main ﬂow channels due to changing locations and amounts of wells.
For instance, closing the old production well ensured water to move towards the new one in Scheme 3
(Figure 25), so the directions of the main ﬂow channels were altered to improve the water ﬂooding eﬀect.
The above comparisons show that the alteration of the main ﬂow channels beneﬁted the improvement
of the water ﬂooding eﬀect.
Table 4. The eﬀect of water ﬂooding under various adjusting schemes.
Adjusting
Measures

Combined
Models

Scheme 1

Displacement Eﬃciency/%

Eﬀect Evaluation

Averaged Data

Before
Adjustment

After
Adjustment

Displacement
Eﬃciency Increase/%

Eﬀective Injection
Volume/PV

Displacement
Eﬃciency Increase/%

Eﬀective Injection
Volume/PV

7
3

7
8


68.55
40.86

69.82
42.37

1.27
1.51

0.22
0.13

1.39

0.175

Scheme 2

6
4

7
11

11 
4


47.09
33.72
46.89

47.09
33.72
47.67

0
0
0.78

0
0
0.04

0.26

0.013

Scheme 3

3
4

6
7

6
11


41.9
22.25
29.66

57.91
37.1
31.54

16.01
14.85
1.88

0.27
0.73
0.5

10.91

0.5

3
7

8
7

8
10


48.28
30.83
38.52

49.23
33.09
48.68

0.95
2.26
10.16

0.5
0.88
0.42

4.46

0.6

Scheme 5

7
11

11 
7

8
11


29.22
51.51
39.45

44.25
53.64
50.17

15.03
2.13
10.72

1.82
0.3
2

9.29

1.37

Scheme 6

6
3

10 
7

11 
3


57.77
31.81
62.28

66.27
54.68
67.95

8.5
22.87
5.67

0.43
0.98
0.3

12.34

0.57

Scheme 4

However, it does not mean that all measures on changing locations and amounts of wells must
cause the change of the main ﬂow channels, such as in Scheme 4 (Figure 26). After adjustment, the new
3 ,
7
production well named Z had produced nothing during water ﬂooding in combined Models 
8 ,
7 the new
and the main ﬂow channel was the same as that before 3.0 PV. In combined Models 
production well called S74 stopped production after a simulated oil bulk of 6 mL having been driven
out. Meanwhile, the main ﬂow pathway recovered like that at 3.0 PV. By contrast, in combined
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8 ,
10 the old production well TK659 had no production, and the new production well marked
Models 
as A started to produce continuously, so the new main ﬂow pathway was formed. The eﬀect of water
drive also did behave much better, as shown in Table 4. This further implies that the adjusting eﬀect of
water ﬂooding was determined by whether new ﬂow channels could be formed.
Moreover, the adjusting eﬀect of water ﬂooding also depended on the sizes and residual oil
distributions of caves selected to arrange new wells. Take Scheme 6 as an example (Figure 27). At 3.0 PV,
6
3 and 
10 
7 separately, while great attic oil
a lot of non-displaced oil remained in combined Models 
11 
3 (Figure 27). At the same time, the sizes of the caves in the new
was distributed in combined Models 
production well TK617 and Z are larger than those in the new production well marked as C (Figure 27).
Although the altered ﬂow channels were observed in three combined models, both displacement
11 
3 were lower than
eﬃciency increases and the eﬀective injection volume of combined Models 
those in the other two combinations. Hence, new formed ﬂow channels should pass through relative
large-sized caves containing enough residual oil. This identical mechanism also appeared in combined
6
11 of Scheme 3 and combined Models 
11 
7 of Scheme 5.
Models 
In addition, the injection and production pattern was “one injection and two productions”
in Scheme 4 and was “two injections and one production” in Schemes 5 and 6, separately. As shown in
Table 4, from the view of averaged data, the eﬀect of using Schemes 5 and 6 is superior to that of using
Scheme 4. Hence, “two injections and one production” was better to favor the enhanced eﬀect of water
ﬂooding in these experiments.
On the whole, forming new flow channels was supposed to control the effect of the injection
and production pattern adjustment under water flooding. Both scales of cave chosen to arrange new
wells and residual oil distribution also influenced the final adjusting effect. The effective measures
included shutting down old production wells while adding new production wells (Scheme 3), adding new
injection wells (Scheme 5), or switching production wells into injection wells while adding new production
wells (Scheme 6).

7
3 (a) in Scheme 1 and 
7
11 in
Figure 23. Changes of main ﬂow channels in the combined Models 
Scheme 2 (b).

7
3 (a) and 
7
8 (b) in Scheme 1 at 3.0 PV.
Figure 24. Residual oil distributions of the combined model 
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3
4 (a), 
6
7 (b), and 
6
11 (c) in scheme
Figure 25. Main ﬂow channel changes of the combined model 
3, respectively.

3
7 (a), 
8
7 (b), and 
8
10 (c) in scheme
Figure 26. Main ﬂow channel changes of the combined model 
4, respectively.
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6
3 (a vs. b), 
10 (c
7
11 
3 (e vs.
Figure 27. Residual oil distributions of the combined model 
vs. d), and 
f) in Scheme 6 at 3.0 PV and 5.0 PV, respectively.

For fractured-vuggy reservoirs, diﬀerent emphases existed in constituting and adjusting injection
and production patterns separately. The former was to make full use of gravitational diﬀerentiation
between oil and water, while the latter was to ameliorate the water driving eﬀect for the caves
containing enough remaining oil through forming new ﬂow channels. In fact, both of them surpassed
their original contents. An example is the adjusting measure on opening the old oil well while
opening the new oil well (Scheme 4). In spite of adjusting the injection and production pattern,
a relatively inferior water ﬂooding eﬀect was achieved due to no formation of newly eﬀective ﬂow
channels. This result implies that the validity of ﬂow channels was crucial to improving the eﬀect of
water ﬂooding. In our understanding, this validity of ﬂow channels was embodied in two aspects
that are to form new ones and to make these new ones work on intermediate or large scaled caves
with enough residual oil. Nevertheless, in actual reservoirs, it is tough to meet these two aspects
simultaneously by directly adjusting ﬂow channels, particularly in letting new ﬂow channels pass
through caves with a large quantity of oil still remaining. According to experimental results, if caves
with suﬃcient residual oil were arranged by adding a new injection well or production well and at
the same time, the present ﬂow channels were adjusted directly, the adjusting eﬀect of water ﬂooding
may be controllable. In other words, the adjustment of both well location and ﬂow channel were
proposed to adjust together. Consequently, the contents of injection and production patterns were
supposed to include ﬂow channel adjustment.
On the other hand, although there are diﬀerent main missions in constituting and adjusting
injection and production patterns, their common objectives are to utilize gravitational diﬀerentiation
well. Therefore, the measures on the former also play a signiﬁcant role in the latter. For instance,
in adjusting the injection and production pattern, apart from residual oil distribution, using gravitational
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diﬀerentiation reasonably also should be taken into consideration as appropriate caves are chosen
to adjust. Physical simulation was employed to study our topic in the laboratory. Although we
have combined this method partly with actual production characteristics in the Tahe oilﬁeld [45],
some speciﬁc methods had not yet been developed to put the experimental measures into practice.
This awaits our further investigation.
4. Conclusions
Due to extremely strong heterogeneity, constituting and adjusting injection and production
patterns in fractured-vuggy reservoirs diﬀer from those in traditional reservoirs. This diﬀerence lies
in how to use gravity segregation and how to form eﬀective ﬂow channels. Through the results
of physical simulation in this work, the former can be achieved by selecting reservoir bodies with
intermediate and large scales preferentially to exploit, or arranging injection well in fractures or small
caves while placing production well in large caves, or putting injection/production wells in low/high
parts of a reservoir body with intermediate and large scales separately. The latter can be solved by
shutting down an old production well while adding new a production well, adding a new injection
well, or switching a production well into an injection well while adding a new production well.
Considering the complex connectivity in actual fractured-vuggy reservoirs, a suggestion is to adjust
the injection and production pattern with the ﬂow channel together.
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Abstract: During the development of unconventional reservoirs with high sand production rate and
ﬁne silt content such as heavy oil and hydrate reservoirs, silt sand blockage problem is a serious
issue. A two-stage gravel-packing sand control technique is applied to solve the silt sand blockage
now. However, traditional experiments on this technique could not obtain the dynamic distribution
law of intrusive sand in the gravel pack. In this study, a new visualization experiment based on
hydrodynamic similarity criterion for studying particle blockage in gravel packs was conducted.
Real-time monitoring of sand particle migration in the gravel pack could be achieved. Also, the stable
penetration depth and the distributing disciplinarian of invaded particles could be determined.
The results show that when the gravel-to-sand median size ratio of gravel bed I is less than ﬁve,
the sand bridge can be formed at the front end of the gravel pack. This could prevent sand from
further intruding. As the grain size of gravel bed II is increased, the ﬂow velocity is reduced. Thus,
the sand invading into gravel bed II tends to settle at the interface. A large amount of sand intrusion
can happen to gravel pack II when the pore ﬁlling front breaks through the gravel bed I.
Keywords: unconventional reservoirs; gravel pack; sand control; gradation optimization; visual experiment

1. Introduction
Sand production has become one of the main factors restricting the eﬃcient development of
unconventional reservoirs such as hydrate and heavy oil reservoirs. It is mainly reﬂected in the damage
to the near region of the wellbore, artiﬁcial lift, and surface equipment. A high-rate gravel-packing
sand control technique has been widely applied to solve this problem. This technique has high sand
control eﬃciency, a long validity period, and alleviation of the productivity impairment caused by the
sand blocking material [1–3]. However, after a period of production, the gravel pack could be blocked
by silty sand. Sparlin studied the permeability of common size gravel with diﬀerent percentages of
silty sand [4]. The study showed that the permeability of the gravel would be seriously decreased
after mixing a small amount of silty sand. When the gravel pack blockage occurred in tubing-casing
annulus and perforation holes, the additional pressure in the gravel layer could be raised signiﬁcantly.
Thus, well productivity would be decreased, and unnecessary reservoir energy loss would occur.
For unconventional reservoirs with high sand production rate and ﬁne silt content, it is necessary
to adopt appropriate sand control technology to achieve eﬀective exploitation [5]. Two-stage gravel
packing sand control technology is one of the most mature appropriate sand control technologies.
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This technology can eﬀectively solve the sand blockage problem in high argillaceous and silty sand
reservoirs. Gravel bed I with smaller grain size is packed to prevent the invasion of particles of
larger grain size. The bigger grain size of gravel bed II allows the silt particles transported to gravel
bed II to be discharged with the produced ﬂuid. This can eﬀectively avoid the blockage, and the
permeability could be impaired, as shown in Figure 1. Good application eﬃciency was achieved [6,7].
The advantage of this sand-control technique is that it can eﬀectively alleviate the blockage of the
gravel layer and increase the eﬀective period of the gravel pack.

Figure 1. Diagram of two-stage gravel packing well.

The main causes of permeability damage of a gravel pack are particle migration, deposition,
and blockage in gravel pores. Clarifying the plugging mechanism of a gravel pack is of great signiﬁcance
when optimizing sand control design. Also, it can help to predict the productivity of sand control
wells more accurately. Due to the heterogeneity of pore throat and particle size distribution in the
gravel pack, it is diﬃcult to describe the clogging process accurately by analytical and theoretical
methods only. It is necessary to conduct physical simulation research and revise the theoretical model
based on the experimental results of studying particle transport in porous media. Many scholars
have conducted a series of studies on particle migration in porous media and obtained many useful
results. Bouhroum and Civan studied the pore structural changes of the gravel pack due to the
clogging process of intruding particles by visualizing laboratory investigation. They concluded that
the particulates migration process is characterized by a discontinuity of particulates concentration [8].
Bigno et al. studied the trends of gravel pack permeability reduction as a function of pore blocking
and identiﬁed ﬁve prevailing pore blocking mechanisms [9]. To estimate the amount of deposited
material quantitatively, Ail et al. used an on-line linear X-ray apparatus to study the deposition proﬁle
in deep bed ﬁltration during produced water re-injection [10]. Deep penetration can be distinguished
from external ﬁlter cake buildup by this method. Shirinabadi et al. studied the eﬀect of gravel pack
size on sand production experimentally and numerically [11]. Villarroel et al. built a gravel pack
prototype of the two most common mesh sizes (16/20 and 20/40) and tested the inﬂuence of the gravel
size under high in-situ stress contrast [12]. Lawal et al. carried out a series of studies on porous media
permeability impairment by incorporating the kinetics of dynamical particle deposition into the classic
deep-bed-ﬁltration theory [13]. Gravelle et al. reproduced particle generation and particle transport in
porous media and detachment after ionic strength reduction by laboratory experiments [14]. Li et al.
studied the blockage rule of particles in a gravel pack experimentally and established the damage
evaluation model of physical parameters of the gravel ﬁlling layer using the deposition model of
particles in the liquid phase [15,16]. In addition to the above, many other scholars have characterized
376
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the deposition and plugging mechanism of particles in porous media through laboratory experiments
and theoretical study [17–24].
Traditional experimental studies of gravel packs are usually conducted in invisible metal
sand-ﬁlling pipes. The results typically obtained from the experiments convey little pressure
distribution along the pipes [25–27]. The sand front interface and the penetration depth in a gravel
pack cannot be obtained from the experiments. Also, simulation studies with a one-dimensional
phenomenological model based on the average particle concentration obtained by experiments have
been conducted [28–32]. However, these simulation studies cannot characterize the particle distribution.
These studies cannot provide an eﬀective guidance for gravel packing design. To meet the need of the
two-stage gravel packing design, visualization experiments need to be conducted to determine the
penetration depth of intrusive particles in a gravel pack. In this paper, newly designed visualization
experiments were conducted to study the dynamic distribution of intrusive particles in the two-stage
gravel pack. The inﬂuence of the two-stage gravel size and the packing ratio was analyzed based
on our experimental results. The design optimizations of the two-stage gravel packing process are
described herein.
2. Experimental Design
2.1. Methodology
There is no chromatic aberration between the packed gravel and the sand. Thus, the visualization
cannot be achieved. Moreover, it is diﬃcult to separate sand from gravel after the experiment, and the
measurement of retained particles is hard to carry out. In this experiment, the prototype was enlarged.
Glass beads were used instead of gravel to meet the experimental requirements of visibility and
measurability. In the process of hydrodynamic and solid-liquid two-phase ﬂow experiments, it was
necessary to ensure a certain ﬂow similarity between the model and the prototype. This required
a ﬁxed proportional relationship of physical quantities (geometrical, kinematical, and dynamical).
To ﬁt the motion modes of the sand particle in an actual stratum, similarity criteria needed to be
established to determine the similarity scale of time, velocity, and ﬂow in the visualization model.
For the solid-liquid two-phase ﬂow, ﬂow and particle Reynolds criterion, Stokes criterion, and Freud
criterion were the four dominant similarity criteria in designing the experiments.
lp ρp up
μfp
dsp ρsp urp
μfp
d2sp ρsp urp
μ f p lp
ρp l2p u2p
ρp gl3p

l m ρ m um
(Re)p = (Re)m
μfm

=

(1)

=

dsm ρsm urm
(Res )p = (Res )m
μfm

(2)

=

d2sm ρsm urm
(Stk)p = (Stk)m
μ f m lm

(3)

=

ρm l2m u2m
ρm gl3m

(Fr)p = (Fr)m

(4)

where subscript p represents prototype and subscript m represents model; Re and Res are the ﬂow and
particle Reynolds number, dimensionless; Stk is the Stokes number, dimensionless; Fr is the particle
Freud number, dimensionless; l is the geometric characteristic length, m; ds is the particle diameter, m;
ρ and ρs are the ﬂuid and particle density, kg/m3 ; u and ur are the ﬂuid velocity and relative velocity
between solid and liquid phases, m/s; μ is the ﬂuid viscosity, N·s/m2 .
In the experiment, the prototype and the model could not satisfy all the above similarity criteria
at the same time [33,34]. The approximation model was adapted to ignore the secondary factors.
By ignoring the diﬀerence of surface roughness between gravel and glass beads, the ﬂuids and the
particles used in the experiment could be regarded as the same as those in natural conditions. When the
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Reynolds number of the prototype and the model was in the same self-modeling region, the similarity
with criterion number Re could be ignored. For the ﬂow in the sand-packing tube, the vertical distance
that the gravity acted on was relatively short, thus the Froude number (Fr) that reﬂected the gravity
action could be ignored. After the above simpliﬁcation, it was concluded that the prototype and
the model should have obeyed the particle Reynolds and Stokes similarity criteria for designing
the experiment.
The following scale relations were obtained according to the established modeling law:
λv = λ−1
l

λt =

λl
λv

(5)

= λ2l

where λl is the length similarity coeﬃcient equal to lp /lm ; λv is the velocity similarity coeﬃcient equal
to up /um ; λt is the time similarity coeﬃcient equal to tp /tm .
According to the selected similarity criterion, the velocity magniﬁcation of the experiment was
determined to be equal to the λl . For example, if the quartz sand with ten times enlarged median grain
size was selected to simulate the intrusive sand in the real situation, the injection rate of the visual
experiment should be set as ten times the traditional displacement experiments.
2.2. Experiment Materials
The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 2. The Kamoer Lab UIP-S25-6 peristaltic pump
was selected as the displacement pump with a range of 1–1300 mL/min. The liquid injection caliber
was 8 mm, and the sand production was measured by the container placed at the outlet of the pipe.
To achieve the visualization of sand migration and blockage in the gravel bed, a clear cylindrical PMMA
(poly methyl methacrylate) pipe with a diameter of 40 mm and a length of 300 mm was selected as the
sand-packing tube. The gravel used in traditional experiments were replaced by scale-up glass beads
to monitor particle transportation. The injection rate was determined according to the hydrodynamic
similarity criterion discussed before, thus, the motion of sand particles in the simulation bed was
similar to the real situation. During the experiment, the movement and the blockage of particles in the
gravel layer were monitored by real-time photography. When the gravel-sand interface was stable,
the glass beads and the retained sand were taken out and weighed separately. Thus, the plugging
degree of each section could be obtained.

(a) Schematic of experiment

(b) Equipment of the experiment

Figure 2. The ﬂowchart and set-up of the experimental device.

According to the selected similarity criterion, the geometric magniﬁcation of the experiment was
determined to be ten times. Taking sand with 0.1 mm median grain size as an example, the quartz
sand with ten times enlarged median grain size was selected to simulate the intrusive sand in a real
reservoir. The glass beads with speciﬁc particle size were selected to simulate gravel packs to ensure
the visibility and measurability of intrusive particles. During the experiment, the temperature was
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kept at 20 degrees and the pressure was 1 atm. The injection ﬂuid was the glycerol mixture with the
viscosity of 5 cP.
2.3. Experiment Procedure
A schematic of the experiment is illustrated with Figure 2. The general procedure of the experiment
is described as follows:
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

Clean up the tube and place the metal gauze at the outlet joint to prevent the glass beads from
discharging at the outlet. This can help to ensure the ﬂow stability during the experiment.
The end of the tube is sealed, and the composite simulated quartz sand sample is ﬁlled to one
side. After packing to the design depth, the sand sample is compacted. Then, pack glass beads
into the pipe from the other end and compact slightly. During packing, the quartz sand should be
kept at the bottom to prevent a large amount of pre-intruding sand before the experiment.
After calibrating the ﬂow rate of the peristaltic pump, the displacement container, the peristaltic
pump, and the sand-packing tube are connected. The depth of sand invasion, the movement of
the gravel-sand interface, and the sand distribution characteristics are recorded every 10 min
during the experiment.
After displacement, unfold the sand-packing tube from the exit end. The glass beads and the
retained sand are extracted from segments. The mixture is ﬁltered, and the glass beads and the
retained sand are recovered separately. The amount of retained sand of this packing section can
be obtained by weighing the dried recycled sand.

2.4. Experiment Scheme
In order to investigate the inﬂuence of the two-stage gravel size and packing length on the
two-stage gravel bed, the experimental scheme was designed as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Experimental scheme.
Group
Number

Sand Median
Grain size (mm)

Gravel Bed I
Grain Size (mm)

Gravel Bed II
Grain Size (mm)

Displacement
Rate (mL/min)

Packing Length
(I)/cm

Packing Length
(II)/cm

1#

0.85

3.5

7

200

10

20

2#

0.85

4

7

200

10

20

3#

0.85

4.5

7

200

10

20

4#

0.85

5

7

200

10

20

5#

0.85

4.5

6

200

10

20

6#

0.85

4.5

8

200

10

20

7#

0.85

4.5

7

200

5

25

8#

0.85

4.5

7

200

7

23

9#

0.85

4.5

7

200

15

15

The experimental design adopted in this work was based on the principle of moderate sand
control. Moderate sand control should raise the sand retention rate of gravel bed I to avoid the
blockage of gravel bed II. The design of gravel bed I grain size was based on the criterion proposed by
Saucier. After taking both conductivity and sand retention rate into account, Saucier proposed that the
gravel-sand size ratio should be 5–6 [35]. The selection of gravel bed II grain size was mainly based
on ﬁeld experience and the commonly used size of industrial gravel derived from the operation of
two-stage gravel packing in Shengli Oilﬁeld, China [7]. The design of the injection rate was based on
the experimental data of Li et al. in the conventional gravel packing displacement experiments [15,16].
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3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Particle Grain Size of Gravel Bed I
The grain size of packing gravel in gravel bed I is one of the most critical factors impacting the
permeability of the two-stage gravel packs. Currently, the selection criteria for gravel grain size of
ﬁeld operation mainly refer to the research of Saucier, which suggested a ﬁve to six times gravel-size
median grain size ratio. By our visual experimental study, the sand penetration depth of four groups
of diﬀerent gravel-sand grain size ratio was obtained. This could provide an accurate and quantitative
basis for the design of two-stage packing proportion. The experimental scheme is illustrated with
groups 1#–4#, Table 1.
In the four groups of experiments, the sand-to-gravel grain size ratio of gravel bed I was conformed
to the design criterion of ﬁeld operation. By conducting the visual experiments, the penetration depth
and the distribution characteristics of the intruding particles of diﬀerent gravel size was obtained.
Thus, it could help to design the packing gravel grain size and the eﬀective packing depth of gravel bed
I. It could eﬀectively prevent deep intrusion of sand into gravel bed II. Also, in this way, overall gravel
pack permeability could be maintained or increased. During the experiment, the dynamic settlement
and the blockage of intrusive sand in the pore space of the gravel were observed and regularly recorded,
as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Sand distribution in gravel packs aﬀected by grain size of gravel bed I.

The sand-gravel interface, the pore filling front, and the sand penetration front are shown in Figure 3.
The pore filling zone refers to the gravel-sand mixing area where the pore throat was blocked severely at
the gravel-sand interface due to the massive invasion of the sand particle. The sand penetration front
indicates the longest distance of intrusive sand migrated into the gravel pack. It can be seen that the grain
size of grade I gravel had an obvious influence on sand migration and blockage in formation.
The influence of gravel bed I grain size on sand migration and blockage in the gravel pack was
obviously observed during the experiment. When gravel grain size was 3.5–4 mm, gravel bed I had a
better sand controlled efficiency compared with other groups. This resulted in the shorter sand filling
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length, the slower expansion speed, and the lower level of the gravel pack plugging the degree near
the sand-gravel interface. Also, a stable sand bridge could be formed in the pore space of the packed
gravel. A stable sand bridge could restrain the expansion of the particle penetration front. The amount of
retained particles of the gravel pack could be increased substantially with the enlargement of packed
grain size. With the increase of pore space, it took a longer time to form a sand bridge that could exclude
further particle intrusive. Thus, the penetration depth of particles was increased obviously.
It can be seen from Figure 4a that when the gravel grain size was less than five times that of the
median grain size of the formation sand (group 1# and group 2#), the gravel bed I entirely excluded
the further intrusion of the production sand. The variation characteristics of pore filling depth were
similar in groups 1# and 2#. Both of them had a stable pore filling depth of 3–4 cm, which was nearly two
times smaller than that of groups 3# and 4#. When the gravel-to-sand grain size ratio was more than five
according to the Saucier criterion (group 3#), the depth of the gravel-sand mixing zone was increased
significantly. However, when the grain size continued to increase to 5 mm, there was no obvious change
in the trend of the pore filling front. The stable filling depth was slightly increased from 7 to 7.5 cm.
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Figure 4. The dynamic diversiﬁcation chart of the pore ﬁlling and the particle penetration depth
inﬂuenced by grain size of gravel bed I: (a) pore ﬁlling depth; (b) particle penetration depth.

The particle penetration front of the gravel pack could be divided into two groups based on
whether it was ﬁve times larger than the median grain size of the intruding sand, as shown in Figure 4b.
In groups 1# and 2# with gravel bed I grain sizes of 3.5 mm and 4 mm (gravel-sand size ratio less
than ﬁve), a stable sand bridge existed that could prevent the particles from further intrusion into
the gravel-sand mixing zone. With the increase of packing gravel size, a large number of intrusive
sands migrated to the deep place. Both of the experiments for group 1# and group 2# had a particle
penetration depth of up to 20 cm. Additionally, because the overall blockage in the gravel pack was
not critical, this part of the sand could usually be settled in the lower part of the pipe wall due to the
action of gravity, as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of sand retention in the two-stage gravel beds. The sand retention
of the two groups of experiments with smaller grain size could only be detected in gravel bed I,
which was mainly concentrated at 3–4 cm, where the pore ﬁll took place. The mass of retained sand all
over the gravel beds of groups 1# and 2# was about 7.8 g, which was much less than the other two
groups. The amount of sand retained in the ﬁrst 3 cm of the experimental group with gravel grain of
4.5 mm was similar to that in the experimental group with 3.5 mm and 4 mm diameters. However, it
covered deeper gravel bed in longitudinal depth since there was retained sand detected in the gravel
pore with a distance of 27 cm from the interface. Although the pore ﬁlling and the penetration depth of
the two experimental groups with particle sizes of 4.5 mm and 5 mm were similar, the overall blockage
amount of the gravel pack was much larger because of the larger pore inlet area and the accumulation
space. The mass of retained sand all over the two gravel beds in group 4# was 26 g, which was much
larger than that in group 3#.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. The cumulative mass of retained sand in two-stage gravel beds inﬂuenced by grain size of
gravel bed I: (a) gravel bed I (b) gravel bed II.

By analyzing the obtained experimental results, it can be concluded that when the gravel-sand
grain size ratio was less than ﬁve, sand bridges that formed in the pore space of the gravel pack could
restrain further penetration of particles intrusion. The depth of the gravel-sand mixing zone was
decreased, and there were few particles entering gravel bed II. Therefore, the gravel-sand grain ratio
of gravel bed I could be controlled within ﬁve. At the same time, the packing length of gravel bed I
should have been reduced, and the packing grain size of gravel bed II should have been increased to
improve the gravel pack’s overall permeability.
3.2. Particle Grain Size of Gravel Bed II
Until now, there had been no reliable criterion for packing gravel selection of gravel bed II.
To increase the validity period and the permeability of the gravel pack, the following principles should
be followed in designing packing gravel in gravel pack II. Packed gravel should eﬀectively prevent the
gravel in bed I from further migration.
In the three experimental groups, the median grain size ratio of gravel bed II to gravel bed I
ranged from 1.33 to 1.78, which covered the possible combination range of industrial gravel selection
of the ﬁeld operation. The dynamic blockage in the gravel pack of the experiment is shown in Figure 6.
The pore ﬁlling front of the three groups had similar regularity, while the penetration depth was quite
diﬀerent. With the increase in packing grain size of gravel bed II, the gravel pack’s pore space was
increased, and the ﬂuid velocity in the pore of the gravel layer was decreased. This resulted in a
signiﬁcant increase in the sedimentation sand at the interface between gravel beds I and II.
It can be seen from Figure 7 that these three groups had similar change regulation.
Also, the steady-state values of the pore ﬁlling depth were all about 7 cm. The grain size of gravel
bed II mainly aﬀected the dynamic development law of the particle penetration depth. During the
ﬁrst 90 min of the experiment, the intrusive particles mainly migrated in gravel bed I, thus the three
groups’ penetration depths had similar development characteristics. As the frontier of penetrated sand
migrated to the junction of gravel beds I and II, the increase in gravel size led to more sand intrusion.
Meanwhile, because the ﬂuid ﬂow velocity in the pore throat became slower, the experimental group
of the larger gravel bed II gravel had more sand settlement at the two-stage gravel pack interface.
Compared with group 5# with gravel grain size of 6 mm, the penetration depth of group 3# with grain
size of 7 mm was increased signiﬁcantly by 8 cm. Meanwhile, when the grain size was changed from
7 mm to 8 mm in group 6#, the penetration depth was only changed by 2 cm.
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Figure 6. Sand distribution in gravel packs aﬀected by grain size of gravel bed II.
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Figure 7. The dynamic diversiﬁcation chart of the pore ﬁlling and particle penetration depth inﬂuenced
by grain size of gravel bed II: (a) pore ﬁlling depth (b) particle penetration depth.
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In group 5# with a gravel bed II grain size of 6 mm, the channel for blocked sand migration at
the interface was relatively small, thus it was more diﬃcult for particles to further enter gravel bed II,
and this reduced the amount of retained particles, as shown in Figure 8.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. The cumulative mass of retained sand in two-stage gravel beds inﬂuenced by grain size of
gravel bed II: (a) gravel bed I (b) gravel bed II.

When the grain size of gravel bed II was increased to 7 mm, the amount of sand retained at the
interface was increased by 0.4 g compared with the group of 6 mm. The reason is that the amount of
sand intruded was increased by the increase of the pore throat and the particle settlement caused by
the decrease of ﬂow velocity at the interface. However, the sand deposited at the interface did not
further migrate, thus no blockage occurred to gravel bed II. The experimental group of packing grain
size with 8 mm had a similar regularity in retained sand distribution law as the group with 7 mm, with
only a minor increase of 0.2 g.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the above study: the grain size of gravel bed II had
little effect on the length of the pore filling zone and the amount of retained particles of gravel beds I and
II. It mainly affected the amount of retained sand at the two-stage interface and the particle penetration
depth. During the experiment, the amount of retained sand at the interface of the experimental group with
a grain size of 7 mm was larger than that of the experimental group with 6 mm, but it was a bit smaller
than that of the experimental group with a grain size of 8 mm. From the perspective of maximizing overall
permeability, 8 mm should be selected as the grain size of packed gravel in gravel bed II.
3.3. Two-Stage Gravel Packing Length
The two-stage packing length ratio is a critical factor that influences the sand control effect of the
gravel packs. However, because of the limitations of objective factors such as the length of the sand
packing tube and the distribution of pressure measuring points, very few conventional gravel packing
experiments had the pack length ratio taken into account. In this experiment, because the packing quantity
of the two-stage gravel could be controlled, the influence of packing length was investigated in this study.
It can be observed from Figure 9 that the sand pore ﬁlling phenomenon only existed in gravel
bed I, while sedimentation occurred when particles intruded into the gravel bed II layer instead of
pore ﬁlling. For all four groups, in the ﬁrst 60 min, the intrusive sand was ﬁlled in the pore space
of gravel bed I with the same expansion regularity. From 60 to 180 min, the pore ﬁlling depth of
group 7# exceeded 5 cm, which was the packing length of gravel bed I. The sand fell into gravel bed
II, and this resulted in sand sedimentation on the pipe wall and a large amount of retained sand at
the two-stage interface. The pore ﬁlling front of groups 8# and 3# broke through gravel bed I around
120 min. Sand settlement took place at the two-stage gravel interface as well. However, the amount of
retained sand was quite a bit smaller than group 7#. Intrusive sand in group 9# migrated within gravel
bed I all through the displacement process, and no visible penetration front formed.
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Figure 9. Sand distribution in gravel packs aﬀected by two-stage packing length.

From Figure 10, it can be seen that the pore ﬁlling of the intrusion sand was only formed in gravel
bed I. After the pore ﬁlling of gravel bed I was completed in group 7# with a packing length of 5 cm,
the pore ﬁlling front had not been extended to gravel bed II. Sand particles only migrated in gravel bed
I of group 9#, thus the pore ﬁlling depth of group 9# with a packing length of 15 cm was only slightly
less than 7 cm and 10 cm. However, since gravel bed I had a lower porosity, particle penetration depth
was apparently less than that of the other two groups, with a value of 10 cm. Because the stability
value of pore ﬁlling depth under the experimental setting was more than 7 cm but less than 10 cm,
the sand intrusion depth of group 3# was signiﬁcantly reduced compared with that of group 8#.
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Figure 10. The dynamic diversiﬁcation chart of the pore ﬁlling and particle penetration depth inﬂuenced
by two-stage packing length: (a) pore ﬁlling depth; (b) particle penetration depth.

As shown in Figure 11, in group 9#, intrusive sand was only distributed in gravel bed I, while in
the ﬁrst 10 cm or so of gravel bed I, the degree of blockage was similar to that of group (c), but no sand
intrusion occurred after 10 cm. In the other three groups of experiments, the retained sand was all
distributed along the whole of the two-stage gravel packs. The masses of retained particles in gravel
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bed I of groups 7# and 8# were 16 g and 15 g, respectively, which were signiﬁcantly higher than 11.5 g
and 10.4 g in groups 3# and 9#. A large amount of sand migrated into gravel bed II in group 7# and
intruded to the end front of the gravel pack, consequently forming sand-production. Retained sand
in gravel bed II of group 3# was about 0.5 g and was mainly concentrated at the two-stage interface,
while the sand blockage in the middle of gravel bed II was less serious compared to that of group 8#,
which had 1.6 g of sand retention.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11. The cumulative mass of retained sand in two-stage gravel beds inﬂuenced by two-stage
packing length: (a) gravel bed I (b) gravel bed II.

Through the above experiments, the following conclusions can be drawn: after the completion
of pore filling in gravel bed I of groups (a) and (b) with packing lengths of 5 cm and 7 cm, no pore
filling phenomenon occurred in gravel bed II, however, a large amount of sand settlement formed at the
two-stage interface. Under the experimental conditions, the pore filling front of group (c) would not
break through gravel bed I, and the majority of intrusive sand settled at the two-stage interface instead
of further penetration. It is suggested that the packing depth of gravel bed I should be 10 cm in this case.
4. Conclusions
In this study, particle migration and blockage in a two-stage gravel pack were obtained by
conducting our newly designed visualization experiment. The eﬀect of the two-stage gravel size and
the packing ratio on pore ﬁlling length and particle penetration depth was analyzed. Also, the particle
retained in each gravel pack section was analyzed. By obtaining the stable value of pore ﬁlling depth
and pore plugging degree, the basis for gradation and grain size selection in sand control operations of
two-stage gravel packing was proposed. Our work can provide guidance for designing a two-stage
gravel pack during the development of unconventional reservoirs with high sand production rates
and ﬁne silt content. The following conclusions can be drawn from this work:
(1)

(2)

(3)

The pore ﬁlling depth could be shorter in the cases where grain ratio of gravel bed I to sand was
less than ﬁve. The reason is that the sand bridge formed in the pore space of the gravel pack
could restrain further particle penetration.
The grain size of gravel bed II had little inﬂuence on the length of the pore ﬁlling zone and the
amount of retained particles in gravel beds I and II. It mainly aﬀected the amount of retained
sand at the two-stage interface and the particle penetration depth.
After completion of pore filling in gravel bed I in cases with packing lengths of 5 cm and 7 cm,
no pore filling phenomenon occurred in gravel bed II. However, a large amount of sand settlement
formed at the two-stage interface.
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Abstract: Ultra-deep well perforation is an important direction for the development of unconventional
oil and gas resources, the security with shock loads is a diﬃcult technical problem. Firstly,
the theoretical analysis of perforated string is carried out, the dynamics models of which are
established in the directions of axial, radial and circumferential. Secondly, the process of perforating
with hundreds of bullets is simulated by using the software of LS-DYNA (ANSYS, Inc, Pennsylvania,
USA). The propagation attenuation model of shock loads is established, and a calculation model to
predict shock loads at diﬀerent positions of the tubing interval has been ﬁtted by considering multiple
factors. The dynamic response of perforated string is studied, and the vulnerable parts of which are
found out. Thirdly, the optimization measures are put forward for ultra-deep well perforation by the
design of shock adsorption and safety distance of the packer. Finally, the ﬁeld case of an ultra-deep
well shows that the research method in this paper is practical, and the optimization measures are
reasonable and eﬀective. This study can provide important guidance to reduce shock damage and
improve security for ultra-deep well perforation.
Keywords: ultra-deep well; shock loads; perforated string; safety analysis; optimization measures

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of petroleum exploration and development, unconventional oil
and gas resources have become the focus of global oil ﬁelds, the ﬁeld operation of which is getting
harder and harder with the increase in deep and ultra-deep well exploitation [1]. Ultra-deep wells are
characterized by deep reservoir burial, and a number of ultra-deep wells with depths of 8000 m have
been drilled in China, the maximum formation pressure of which can be close to 140 MPa. With the
ultra-high pressure conditions, the potential safety risk of perforation is getting higher, particularly
in order to maximize well productivity and recoup the higher cost for ultra-deep wells, in recent
years higher-shot densities, propellants, and larger perforating guns have become widely adopted and
developed rapidly for ﬁeld application. With the use of such systems comes the additional explosive
load that could cause perforated string to burst, collapse, bend, buckle, and shear, as well as the
packer seals to fail as perforating guns are detonated [2]. Figure 1 shows tubing damage (breaking
and buckling) after ﬁeld perforation of an ultra-deep well, resulting in the failure of perforation,
and aﬀecting the progress of oil testing operations with huge economic losses [3]. Predicting the
magnitude and transient behavior of perforating shock loads is a critical step for ultra-deep well
perforation that can avoid damage or destruction to tool strings and production equipment.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Tubing damage caused by perforating shock loads: (a) tubing breaking; (b) tube buckling.

Due to the recent advances in well design and production techniques, tubing-conveyed perforating
(TCP)-combined well testing is being increasingly used in challenging ultra-deep well completions [4].
A series connection of the perforating gun, tubing string, shock absorbers, packers, and other
instruments is suspended into the downhole casing, as shown in Figure 2. When the shape charges
detonate, the hollow carriers deform due to internal gas pressure and debris impacting the inner side
of the carrier, the perforating jets puncture the hollow carrier wall, casing, cement, and formation.
At the same time, a huge generated detonation wave will be released into the long and narrow space
downhole with the packer setting. On the one hand, part of the shock loads will directly act on the
perforating gun, which transfers to the tubing pipe, shock absorbers, packers, screen liner, the other
connected components, resulting in a strong shock vibration of the perforated string system. On the
other hand, the detonation gas inside the gun interacts with the wellbore ﬂuid. The pressure diﬀerence
between the gun and the wellbore produces shock waves in the wellbore ﬂuid, propagating radially
and axially up and down in a short time, leading to large ﬂuid deformation and high-speed violent
movement. The large-amplitude pressure waves that produce very large loads on the equipment,
aﬀecting the structural stability of the string system [5].

Figure 2. Structure of downhole tubing-conveyed perforation.
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As there are potentially more perforation engineering problems in ﬁeld operation, and the
inﬂuence of perforating shock loads on the perforation safety attracted many researchers’ attention.
At present, theoretical analysis, laboratory test, and numerical simulation are mainly used to study the
shock damage during perforating.
Some scholars have carried out early relevant research. Lu et al. established the pressure pulsation
equation under actual perforation conditions by using superposition fundamentals. However, only
theoretical deduction and qualitative analysis are carried out due to the fact the equation is very
complex [6]. The method of static theory analysis was used to study the perforated string by Yin et al.,
and it was concluded that that the high pressure formed in the sealing section during perforating is
one of the reasons for the vibration of the string [7]. Yu et al. applied the ﬁnite clearance element
theory method to study the contact problem of perforated strings in well testing, which is to use
the ﬁnite element to discretize the string into several spatial straight beam elements along the axis,
and the clearance elements are set on the nodes of the beam elements [8]. Through a ﬁeld case of a
complex well perforation project, the strength safety of perforated string has been theoretically studied
by Dou et al., and the inﬂuence of perforation section length and downhole "pocket" length was
obtained [9]. Xu et al. theoretically analyzed the inﬂuence of the shooting density and charge quantity
on the strength security of perforated string by a ﬁeld case of gas well completion [10]. According to
the detonation theory, the peak pressure in the wellbore was obtained by calculating the energy of
the detonation gas by Yang et al., and the strength of the string was analyzed based on the buckling
theory [11]. Zhang et al. established the calculation model of perforating shock loads based on the
theory of underwater explosion. The inﬂuence of the number of perforation bullets, detonation interval
time, charge quantity, physical condition of artiﬁcial wellbore bottom, the depth of "pocket" on the
perforating shock loads was analyzed [12].
In laboratory research, it’s hard to stimulate all of the real underground working conditions,
and the cost for real tests is too high. Therefore, there are few studies in this ﬁeld at present. Zhou et al.
developed a comprehensive dynamic load test system, the acquired data of strain and outer ring
pressure of perforated string were obtained in the perforation section [13]. A ground simulation test
system was developed by Lu et al., in which the pressure and acceleration responses at the end of the
perforated string were tested by experiments. A preliminary understanding of the dynamic response
characteristics of perforated string with shock loads were obtained [14].
In the aspect of numerical simulation, many studies have emerged in this ﬁeld in recent years.
Chen et al carried out a mechanical analysis of the perforated string in ultra-deep wells by using the
ANSYS/LS-DYNA ﬁnite element software. The results showed that the longer the operating string
length is, the greater the perforation depth is, and the longer the distance from the restraint end is,
the smaller the eﬀective stress of the perforated string is, the more stable the whole downhole string
system is, and some optimization methods for eﬀectively alleviating the impact of perforated string are
proposed [15]. The inﬂuencing factors of perforating shock loads in ultra-deep wells were studied by
Chen et al., it was found that the axial force of perforated string was aﬀected by factors such as "pocket"
length, well ﬂuid density, string length, perforation depth, well depth and perforating gun loading
strategy [16]. Baumann et al. comprehensively summarized all inﬂuencing factors of perforation design,
including the length of perforated interval, types, and sizes of perforated string, shaped charges, cable,
and conveyance, rathole length, installation position of the packer, type and number of shock absorbers,
wellbore and formation pressure with ﬂuid properties [17]. The numerical simulation of the perforating
process with a single perforation bullet was carried out by Teng, and the eﬀects of shock loads on the
perforated string were explored by static analysis [18]. Kang et al. studied the dynamic response of the
perforating gun under diﬀerent perforation conditions using the ANSYS/LS-DYNA software, whereby
the inﬂuence of the axial and radial shock loads on the structural strength of the perforating was
analyzed [19]. Cai et al. established a dynamic model of perforated string by using the method of space
beam element and spring element with considering the annulus between tubing and casing, and the
dynamic response process of which was simulated [20]. The perforated string was divided into space
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beam elements to simulate the dynamic response process by Yang, and the eﬀects of the perforating
shock loads, size and collapsing strength of perforated string, impact time on the maximum stress of
the string for a horizontal well were studied [21]. Zhang et al. obtained the vibration displacement,
velocity, acceleration and equivalent stress of perforated string by establishing a ﬁnite element model.
The inﬂuence of the length and thickness of the string on the stress intensity was studied [22]. Li et al.
reviewed that the shock vibration of the perforated string is caused by perforating bullets and bumper
jar shock. The variation and distribution of shock pressure along the string with time were not clear [23].
Based on the AUTODYN software (ANSYS, Inc, Pennsylvania, USA), the variation law of density,
velocity and pressure ﬂuctuation of perforation ﬂuid were analyzed by Li, and the eﬀects of charge
quantity and density on perforated string were studied [24]. Li et al. analyzed perforating pressure
ﬂuctuation of annular by software simulation based on ﬁeld measured data, the vibration velocity and
acceleration of perforated string were obtained. The results show that the stress concentration occurs
near the packer, where the stress value is the largest [25]. The professional commercial software has
been developed by some major oil companies (Schlumberger, Halliburton, etc.), which can simulate
dynamic downhole conditions of ultra-deep wells and model all relevant aspects of well perforation,
including gun loading, wellbore pressure waves and related ﬂuid movement [26–30].
These studies set a foundation for further research on the shock damage of perforating shock
loads. However, there is a lack of a model to accurately calculate the shock loads during perforating
under diﬀerent conditions, especially for the high formation pressure condition for ultra-deep wells.
These numerical simulation studies are often aimed at a single perforating bullet, which is not consistent
with the actual working conditions in the ﬁeld with hundreds of bullets. Meanwhile, the vulnerable
position of the perforated string needs to be found, and the propagation law of perforation shock load in
the wellbore is not clear. In this paper, through theoretical and numerical simulation analysis, the eﬀects
of the downhole perforating shock loads on the perforated string system are analyzed for ultra-deep
well, and the propagation law of perforating shock loads in the wellbore is explored. A model
for predicting the magnitude of shock loads under diﬀerent perforation conditions is established,
the dynamic response process of the perforated string is studied, and the relevant optimization
measures are put forward, including the design of shock absorption and safety distance of the packer.
Finally, the research results are applied to the perforation of an ultra-deep well case.
2. Mechanical Model of a Perforated String
As the initial output unit of perforating shock loads, analyzing the dynamic response behavior of
perforated string system is the basis of studying the shock damage for ultra-deep wells. The security
of the perforated string and its correlative problems gradually turned into the investigative object for
researchers in this ﬁeld in recent years. In this study, the dynamics models of perforated string have
been established in the directions of axial, radial and circumferential, the displacement of perforated
string can be calculated by numerical integration method.
2.1. Axial, Radial and Circumferential Model of Perforated String
In the process of perforation operation, due to the asymmetry of the perforating charge structure,
the spiral distribution pattern and the coupling eﬀect of the sequential explosion, perforating shock
loads on the string can be divided into in axial, radial and circumferential directions simultaneously.
Taking the perforated string below the packer as the research object, which the string can be assumed
to be a cantilever with one ﬁxed end and the other end applied with shock loads. According to the
structure of the perforation string system and the operation condition, the following assumptions are
made by the authors: the material of the perforated string is an isotropic homogeneous continuous
linear elastic body, satisfying Hooke’s law; the string is a continuous uniform-section straight thin
rod and the eﬀects of wellbore ﬂuid and casing are ignored; the shock loads are all applied on the
bottom of the string. A rectangular coordinate system is established with the center of packer as the
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origin, the down direction as the x positive direction and right direction as the y positive direction.
The mechanical model of the perforated string can be described in Figure 3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Simpliﬁed physical model of perforated string: (a) sketch of mechanical analysis;
(b) mechanical model of perforated string under axial shock loads.

According to D’Alambert’s principle, Equation (1) can be written:
ρAdx

∂u
∂2 u
∂u
∂u
∂u
∂
= EA + (EA )dx + ρgAdx − Pdx − EA − ξ dx
∂x ∂x
∂x
∂x
∂t
∂t2

(1)

where ρ is the density of the string, kg/m3 ; A is the cross sectional area of the string, in m2 ; E is the
elasticity modulus, Pa; u(x, t) is the axial displacement of the string at time t and position x, in m; g is
the gravitational acceleration, m/s2 ; ξ is the damping coeﬃcient of the string in perforating ﬂuid; P is
the perforating impact load, MPa.
Considering the eﬀect of the gravitation, and assuming the external loads uniformly distribute
along the string, the force acting on perforated string can be established in Equation (2):
F = −Pδ(x − l) + ρAg

(2)

where δ is the unit impulse function. By simpliﬁcation, the diﬀerential equation of perforated string
vibration under axial shock loads can be obtained in Equation (3):
∂2 u
ξ ∂u
E ∂2 u
1
=
+
F−
ρ ∂x2
ρA
ρA ∂t
∂t2

(3)

To build the dynamic model of perforated string under radial shock loads, the string is simpliﬁed
as a cantilever with a ﬁxed end and a free end, like the condition of axial shock loads. Following
assumptions are made by authors: main inertia axes of cross sections of the string are in the same plane
where the string moves radially; shock loads are applied on the lowest part of the string; bend is the
main deformation of the string. Like the axial analysis of the perforated string, a unit of dx in the radial
direction of the string is shown in Figure 4a. Similarly, the cross sections of the string are assumed to
be planes with axial and circumferential vibrations. Like the coordinate system of the string under
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axial shock loads, the down direction along the string was assumed positive. A unit of the perforated
string in the circumferential direction is shown in Figure 4b.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Mechanical analysis of a perforated string element: (a) sketch of mechanical analysis under
radial shock loads; (b) sketch of mechanical analysis under circumferential shock loads.

The radial vibration diﬀerential equation of the string can be established in Equation (4):
EI

∂4 y
∂x4

+ ρA

∂2 y
=F
∂t2

(4)

where I the inertia moment of the perforating string, m4 ; y(x, t) is the radial displacement of the
perforating string at position x , in m, and time t.
The circumferential vibration equation can be expressed by Equation (5):
∂u ∂4 ϕ
G ∂2 ϕ
1
= · 2 +
·F
ρ ∂x
ρIp
∂t ∂t2

(5)

2.2. Displacement of Perforated String
Due to the ﬁxed restriction, the displacement of the perforated string is zero at the position of the
packer. Meanwhile, the internal force on the end face of the string is also zero. Therefore, boundary
conditions at the ﬁxed end and the free end of the string can be demonstrated in Equation (6):
⎧
∂u(x,t)
⎪
⎪
=0
⎨ EA ∂x
x=l
⎪
⎪
⎩ u(x, t)
=
0
x=0

(6)

where ϕ(x, t) is the angular displacement of the tubing at position x and time t, rad; G is the shear
modulus, Pa; Ip is the polar moment of inertia of a string cross section, m4 .
Before the explosion of the perforation charge, the perforated string remains still and its initial
velocity is zero. As the eﬀect of gravity of the string on its displacement is ignored, the initial
displacements of every string unit can be regarded as zero. The initial conditions can be obtained using
Equation (7):
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨ u(x, t) t=0 = 0
(7)
⎪
( )
⎪
⎩ ∂u∂tx,t
=0
t=0
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Based on the above boundary and initial conditions, the longitudinal free vibration equation of
the perforated string can be established in Equation (8):
∂2 u(x, t)
E ∂2 u(x, t)
=
ρ ∂x2
∂t2

(8)

The solution process of the longitudinal free vibration equation of perforated string is shown in
Appendix A. According to the solving process of the axial mechanical model, the inﬁnite series of
sinusoidal vibration modes can be used to express the displacement response of perforated string
under axial shock loads, as shown in Equation (9):
u(x, t) =

∞

1
· Ui (x) ·
2π fi
i=1

t

gi (τ) sin 2π fi (t − τ)dτ

(9)

0

Through the above theoretical analysis, the dynamic response of perforated string has been studied.
However, it is diﬃcult to make a comprehensive analysis for the complicated shock waves loading
rules and the dynamic response laws of perforated strings through theoretical models, especially for
the dynamic ﬂuid-structure interaction. In the laboratory research ﬁeld, it is diﬃcult to fully stimulate
the real downhole working conditions, especially for the complex underground environments found
in ultra-deep wells. What’s more, the experimental data obtained is limited and the cost of obtaining
it is too high. As for numerical simulations, if the modeling and meshing are reasonable, they can
fully present the perforating explosion process and simulate various working conditions for ultra-deep
wells, with a comprehensive analysis of the dynamic response of perforated string by considering the
dynamic ﬂuid-structure interaction. In this way, the perforating shock loads under diﬀerent perforation
conditions can be obtained, and the propagation laws of which in the wellbore can be studied. At last,
the optimization design and proposal can be proposed, which can provide an important theoretical
basis for ﬁeld perforating operations.
3. Numerical Simulations
The process of bullet explosion, jet formation, and penetration during perforating have been
simulated by researchers by combining the arbitrary Lagrange-Euler (ALE) method with the
self-adaptive mesh technique (AMR) [31–33]. However, due to the complexity of modeling and
meshing, a single perforating bullet or a few were simulated in these studies. In addition, the eﬀects of
high formation pressure for ultra-deep wells were not considered, the actual downhole perforation
conditions cannot be presented accurately, aﬀecting the results of numerical simulations. In this
study, hundreds of perforating bullets have been simulated with considering the actual ultra-deep
well perforation environment by using the large computers. The physical models are created by
ANSYS/WORKBENCH, meshed by HYPERMESH, and ANSYS/LS-DYNA is adopted for numerical
simulations. A number of numerical simulations are carried out with extracting calculation results of
diﬀerent perforating parameters and simulating various working conditions.
3.1. Modeling and Meshing
Due to the plastic deformation of the pipe string and the damage behaviors such as bending
and fracture often occur below the packer, the tubing in a well section below which can be taken as
a speciﬁc research object. In the actual perforation operation for ultra-deep wells, the length of the
tubing varies from tens of meters to several hundred meters under diﬀerent perforating conditions [34].
A 3D physical model can be established by simpliﬁcation, which mainly consists of perforating gun,
tubing and casing by ignoring the thread of each connector. The upper end of the tubing is radially
restrained by the packer, the lower portion is restricted by the well bottom, and the surrounding is
conﬁned by the casing, as shown in Figure 5a. The perforating gun length is 9 m, tubing length is 20 m,
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rathole length is 4 m; the steel grade of the perforated string is N80, the size of the gun, tubing and
casing are 177.80/152.53 mm, 73.02/62.00 mm, 244.40/220.50 mm, respectively. The yield limit of the
casing is 460 MPa, and that of tubing is 536 MPa. The number of perforating bullets is 180, which are
distributed in the perforating gun with a phase angle is 90◦ . The charge per hole is 45 g, the charge type
is Royal Demolition Explosive (RDX). The remaining space inside the gun is ﬁlled with air, the tubing
and annulus are ﬁlled with wellbore ﬂuid, the density of which is 1.78 g/cm3 . The formation pressure
is 130 MPa, the wellbore initial pressure is 125 MPa. The time range is from 0 to 5000 μs.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Modeling and meshing: (a) model for numerical simulation; (b) cross-section view of
mesh model.

Due to the highly nonlinear nature of the explosion, the grid of full hexahedron must be used in the
ﬂuid area and partially encrypted at the charge, as shown in Figure 5b. Each part of the material on the
joined interface must have the common mesh node, which can eﬀectively capture the movement and
deformation of the construction of the material, and ensure energy between the partial grid eﬀective
transmit. The Lagrange algorithm is used in the perforating gun, tubing and casing. The Arbitrary
Lagrange-Euler (ALE) algorithm is used in charge, air, and ﬂuid, in which the space position of the
ALE grid remains unchanged, and the material ﬂows among the grids. The mean grid spacing is
4–5 mm and the total number of grids is about 1 million. The non-linear plastic kinematic hardening
model (MAT_PLASTIC_KENEMATIC) is adopted for the material of the pipe string, as shown in
Equation (10):
⎡
1 ⎤

ε Q2 ⎥⎥⎥
⎢⎢⎢
⎢
⎥⎥ σ0 + αEp εe f f
σ = ⎢⎣1 +
(10)
P
⎦
Q1
where σ is the yield stress; ε is the strain rate; Q1 and Q2 are the parameters of strain rate; σ0 is the
ef f

initial yield stress; Ep is the plastic hardening modulus; εP is the eﬀective plastic strain.
The ﬂuid is coupled to the solid interface and the material model of the charge is high-energy
dynamite (High_Explosive_Burn), the state equation is EOS_JWL, as shown in Equation (11).
p = C1 (1 −

w
w
wE1
)e−R1 V1 + C2 (1 −
)e−R2 V1 +
R1 V1
R 2 V1
V1

(11)

where V1 is the relative volume; C1 , C2 , w, R1 , R2 are the explosive physical parameters; E1 is the initial
internal energy of unit explosive volume.
The unit algorithm adopts the constant stress unit algorithm of SOLID164 unit. The parameters of
the RDX explosive are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Explosive parameters.
ρ0 (g/cm3 )

D (cm/μs)

B (GPa)

C (GPa)

R1

R2

w

E1

V1

1.69

0.8310

850

18

4.60

1.3

0.38

0.1

1.0

The ﬁnal model can be imported to the LS-DYNA in the form of K ﬁle, which the model parameters
are deﬁned by keywords. *INCLUDE and * INCLUDE TRANSFORM can be used to import the meshed
models, using *INITIAL_DETONATION to deﬁne the detonation point and initiation time, using
*ALE_MULTI - MATERIAL_GROUP to deﬁne the material of ﬂuid ﬁeld grids which can ﬂow in each
other, using *CONTACT_ERODING_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE to deﬁne the erosive face to face contact
algorithm, using the keyword *CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID and *SECTION SOLID ALE
to deﬁne the ﬂuid-solid coupling, using *CONTROL_TERMINATION and *CONTROL_TIMESTEP to
deﬁne the simulation time and the output step of the model calculation [35].
3.2. Computing Results
Based on the above modeling and parameters setting, numerical simulations are carried out on a
large computer, with the data analysis by post-processing software of LS-PrePost (LSTC, California,
USA). The unit during simulation is cm-g-μs, the pressure nephogram unit is 1011 Pa.
3.2.1. Perforating Dynamic Pressure
Figure 6 shows the pressure variation of perforation gun section after the perforating bullets
detonate from t = 49.9 μs to t = 249.9 μs, and the pressure waves propagate from top to bottom along
wellbore with the explosives explode gradually, which will reﬂect when reaching the bottom of the
wellbore. The generated pressure waves in the gun continue to propagate to the upper tubing interval
in the wellbore, acting on the perforated string and interacting with the wellbore ﬂuid. This is the
formation of dynamic shock loads in the wellbore, which has an impact on wellbore safety.

Figure 6. Pressure variation of perforation gun section (units for contour plots: 1011 Pa).

At present, there are several methods for accurately obtaining the perforation pressure: tracked
and recorded by downhole high-speed P-T testing instruments in the whole process of downhole
perforation, calculated by perforation software by entering speciﬁc parameters, predicted based on
the empirical formula of underwater explosion, and obtained by laboratory perforation experiments.
The ﬁeld measured data are very limited with speciﬁc parameters and the data obtained by special
software for perforation are relatively single, both of them are very accurate, which can be used as
an important reference basis for verifying numerical simulation calculation. The results obtained
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from empirical formula calculation of underwater explosion are often inaccurate and in the laboratory
research ﬁeld, it’s hard to stimulate real underground working condition and it can’t really reﬂect the
characteristics of asymmetric dynamic load. Therefore, the perforating pressure can be obtained by
extracting numerical simulation data, which can be veriﬁed by special perforation software.
The pressure-time curve can be drawn by extracting data from the annulus of the wellbore
according in the unit. Figure 7 shows the wellbore bottom pressure-time curves, in which the blue solid
line is the wellbore bottom pressure-time curve by extracting data from the simulated result, and the
red dashed line is calculated by the perforation software by inputting relevant parameters. The blue
solid line shows that as the pressure wave arrives at the bottom of the wellbore, the wellbore pressure
increases sharply, rapidly reaching its peak value (168.72 MPa) within hundreds of microseconds. As the
pressure wave continues to propagate upward, its pressure value drops instantaneously and shows a
trend of oscillation attenuation, as a result of the reﬂection in the wellbore. When the pressure value
drops to the same level as the formation pressure, it tends to be stable gradually. This pressure-time
curve is basically consistent with the variation law of pressure with time in the actual downhole
perforation process. The red dashed line tends to rise ﬁrst and then decrease, which the rising stage
is very steep, and it drops rapidly after reaching the peak pressure (172.5 MPa), and when it falls
near formation pressure, it tends to be gentle. The ﬂuctuation range of the two curves is similar,
and the curve simulated by perforation software are more regular, both of them can basically reﬂect
the law of perforation pressure changing with time. The diﬀerence between the peak pressure values
obtained by the two methods is within a reasonable range, which indicates that the modeling, meshing,
and numerical simulation calculation are accurate, eﬀective and reasonable. Therefore, a large number
of numerical simulation based on the above simulation process can be carried out by changing diﬀerent
model parameters.

Figure 7. Wellbore bottom pressure-time curves.

3.2.2. Propagation of Perforating Shock Loads
At present, there is a lack of research on the propagation law of perforation shock loads in
the wellbore. However, there are many studies on underwater explosion shock wave propagation,
and the theory of underwater explosion is mature. The explosive overpressure was studied in the book
“Explosives in Water”, and the physical eﬀects, basic laws and experimental methods of underwater
explosion are reported. The theory of explosive-induced shock wave proposed is still widely used at
present [36]. When the explosive explodes underwater, the detonation products of high temperature
and high pressure are formed in the volume of the charge, and the pressure is far greater than the
static pressure of the surrounding medium, resulting in the shock wave and bubble pulsation in water.
With the propagation of the shock wave in water, the pressure and velocity of wave front decrease
rapidly, and the waveform widens continuously [37]. As the low compressibility and high density of
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water, which can be regarded as an incompressible medium under overpressure. The propagation of
shock wave and reﬂection wave in water can be approximately regarded as conforming to the law of
acoustic theory, the attenuation of its propagation obeys exponential attenuation, which is veriﬁed
by the data of underwater explosion experiment, as shown in Figure 8 [38]. Similarly, the detonation
products formed by the explosion of the perforating charge rapidly expand in the perforation ﬂuid
in the form of gas. Since its initial pressure is far greater than the static pressure of the surrounding
medium, the shock wave is formed in the wellbore, and the attenuation model of which in perforation
ﬂuid basically accords with the exponential attenuation mode.

Figure 8. Data regularity curves of shock wave disseminating experiment tested in water.

According to the method of undetermined coeﬃcients, the attenuation formula of the perforating
shock wave in the wellbore can be set as Equation (12):
Ps = a × Pt × eβR

(12)

where Ps is the perforating peak pressure after attenuation; Pt is the perforating peak pressure at the
bottom of tubing interval; β is the attenuation index; a is the unknown coeﬃcient; R is the distance
from the position to the bottom of the tubing.
In order to solve the undetermined coeﬃcients of the formula, the perforating pressure data at
diﬀerent positions in the wellbore can be extracted, as shown in Figure 9. These pressure curves vary
similarly with diﬀerent positions of the wellbore, which show that the perforation pressure at where
increases ﬁrst to the peak when the shock wave arrives, and as the shock wave continues to propagate
upward, its pressure value drops instantaneously and shows a trend of oscillation attenuation until
reaches the approximate stable state. The previous study shows that the eﬀect of perforating shock
wave on the perforated string is mainly considered the inﬂuence of peak overpressure. Figure 9 shows
that the peak pressure attenuates with the increase of the upward distance along the wellbore from the
initial position, which is the bottom of the tubing.

Figure 9. Pressure-time curves at diﬀerent positions of the wellbore.
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Based on the above numerical simulation data, the undetermined coeﬃcients of the formula can
be solved by using least squares ﬁtting, as shown in Equation (13):
Ps =

11
249
× Pt × e− 1000 R
252

(13)

In order to obtain the perforating shock loads at the bottom of the tubing, a large number of
numerical simulations can be carried out by changing the number of perforating bullets, charge per
hole, tubing length, rathole length, formation pressure, and wellbore initial pressure. According to the
simulation calculation results, a database can be established. The basic expression form of the function
containing several unknowns can be established in Equation (14):
Pt = f (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 )

(14)

Based on the principle of the least square method, the modiﬁed multivariate nonlinear regression
model has been established through MATLAB calculation code, the ﬁtting formulas of the perforating
shock loads at the bottom of the tubing interval can be obtained as Equation (15):
27

Pt =

17

91 pi 100 × p f 100 × Ln(N ) × Ln(m)
7
3
50
L 50 L 25
t

(15)

r

where pi is the wellbore initial pressure; p f is the formation pressure; Lt is the parameters of strain rate;
Lr is the rathole length; N is the number of perforating bullets; m is the charge per hole.
The ﬁnal calculation model to predict the perforating shock loads at diﬀerent positions of the
tubing interval can be obtained, as shown in Equation (16):
27

Ps =

17

11
1079 pi 100 × p f 100 × Ln(N ) × Ln(m)
× e− 1000 R
7
3
600
L 50 L 25

t

(16)

r

The formula analysis shows that the more the number of perforating bullets are, the larger the
charge per hole is, the stronger the perforating shock loads is. The longer the tubing length and rathole
length are, the weaker perforating shock loads are, this is because the larger wellbore space provides
more room for explosive energy release, the formed shock loads are smaller. The higher the wellbore
initial pressure and formation pressure are, the larger the peak perforating pressure is, and with the
increase of wellbore initial pressure, the peak pressure increases obviously, the formation pressure
increases, and the peak pressure increases relatively smaller, as shown in Figure 10a. This is because
the hydrostatic pressure of wellbore ﬂuid provides the initial load for the perforating dynamic load,
which the wellbore initial pressure is an important factor aﬀecting the perforating shock loads.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Formula analysis: (a) Inﬂuence of wellbore initial and formation pressure on perforating
pressure; (b) Inﬂuence of perforation pressure diﬀerence on perforating pressure.
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Figure 10b shows that as the pressure diﬀerence from negative to positive, the peak pressure of
perforating gradually decreases, which means that the peak pressure during underbalanced perforation
is slightly larger than that of underbalanced or balanced conditions. This is because that the explosive
energy will be more hardly spread to the formation during underbalanced, which can increase the
shock loads in the wellbore. It proves that most wells are susceptible to perforating shock damage
under the condition of underbalance perforation for ultra-deep wells.
3.2.3. Dynamic Response of Perforated String
With the strong shock loads and ﬂuid-structure interaction, perforated pipe string will be in a
very complex state of stress and strain for ultra-deep wells, some research was carried out to study
the failure mechanism of perforated string with shock loads [39,40]. In order to present the dynamic
response process of the string more clearly, the nephograms of displacement change during perforating
at diﬀerent times are grouped together in one, as shown in Figure 11. It can be seen that when the shock
waves come to the tubing interval in the wellbore, the shock loads act on the bottom of the string and
transfers upward, with the displacement occurring at the bottom part of the string and accumulating
gradually. The shock loads are transmitted upward the string and the energy is gradually absorbed by
the string, which ﬁnally becomes the strain energy of the string. The maximum displacement appears
at the bottom of the string, the shock loads cannot propagate further as the top restricted, with no
displacement occurring at the top of the string.

Figure 11. Displacement of string during perforating.

The maximum equivalent stress changing over time curve can be drawn by extracting data from a
structural block (part) at the perforated string, as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Maximum equivalent stress time-varying curve.
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It can be seen the equivalent stress of the string presents a periodic change, the bottom of the
string responds ﬁrstly after the detonation of the perforating shaped charge, with the ﬁrst peak point
(802 MPa). Then the equivalent stress reaches the extreme value at the top of the string where is the
ﬁxed end, with the second peak point (868 MPa). Subsequently, the shock waves reﬂect downwards
and the maximum value (908 MPa) appears at the bottom, which is one cycle. The shock waves
reﬂect at the bottom of the string and will enter the next cycle. It can be concluded that the maximum
equivalent stress appears at the bottom and top of the string, which the bottom is the initial output unit
of perforating shock loads, and the top is restricted with the loads reﬂected and enhanced. From the
aspect of the changing trend of equivalent stress, it can be known that the maximum equivalent stress
still shows periodic variation, which ﬂuctuates back and forth between the bottom and the top of the
string, with the maximum value repeatedly appears at the bottom and top of the string, which can be
assessed as vulnerable parts. In a well sealing section, the bottom of the tubing can be used as the
initial position of the perforating shock loads acting on the string, the top of the tubing is the position
of the packer.
A structural block (part) at the bottom of the string is built to obtain the data of dynamic response
of the perforated string. Table 2 shows the acceleration peaks and maximum displacements of the
perforated string in the axial, radial X and radial Y directions at the bottom of the perforated string
respectively. The greatest dynamic response appears in the axial direction, which the acceleration
peak and maximum displacement are both much greater than the other two directions. These in the
radial X direction are slightly greater than that in the radial Y direction, while there are little diﬀerences
between radial X and radial Y directions. Assuming the shock loads (Figure 7) act on the string in
the axial direction. The axial displacement of perforated string can be calculated by Equation (14),
the result shows that the maximum displacements are ±6.8 cm, much greater than simulation results.
The reason is that the string material has the ability to absorb the shock loads of perforation, and the
theoretical calculations often do not take this into account.
Table 2. Acceleration peaks of perforated string in axial, radial X and radial Y.
Direction

Peak (+)/10,000g

Peak (−)/10,000g

Displacement (+)/cm

Displacement (−)/cm

Axial
Radial X
Radial Y

6.32
2.56
2.43

−6.17
−2.28
−2.19

4.54
0.24
0.16

−3.92
−0.18
−0.11

Through the above analysis, with such the strong cyclical axial shock loads, the perforated string
will show buckling instability or even fracture in the macroscopic, which usually oscillates due to
the changing radial load, resulting in a signiﬁcant shear load on the string. Therefore, it is necessary
to install the axial shock absorbers below the packer to reduce the impact vibration on it and the
upper instruments.
4. Optimization Measures
Common shock absorbers are mostly connected by spring or rubber elements in series, or the
combination of the two elements for shock absorption. The shock absorbers based on the principle of
rubber cylinder is equipped with two rubber cylinders, and the elastic function of rubber is used to
achieve the purpose of shock absorption. As the outer diameter of the rubber drum is much smaller
than the inner diameter of the oil casing, which the shock absorption eﬀect is not good. For the
ultra-deep well perforation, the temperature and pressure at the bottom of the wellbore are relatively
high, which make the rubber components in the shock absorber more easily for serious damage, and the
maintenance is troublesome with no reused. In order to ensure the shock absorption eﬀect in such an
environment, the shock absorber based on spring shock absorption principle is adopted, which can
close to the inner wall of the casing and greatly reduce the axial vibration caused by perforation
shock loads.
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4.1. Design of Shock Absorption
In order to achieve the best shock absorption eﬀect, the installation position of shock absorbers
can be optimized by numerical simulation, which can be simpliﬁed as a mechanical spring element
adding the axial shock to the numerical model. The distance between the shock absorber and the
perforating gun is R1 and the ratio of the distance between the shock absorber and the perforating gun
to the distance of the packer is R1 /R, as shown in Figure 13. The position proportional parameters are
shown in Table 3.

Figure 13. Model for numerical simulation with shock absorber.
Table 3. Installation position of shock absorber.
R/m

R1 /m

R1 /R

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

According to the method of modeling, meshing and numerical simulation in Section 3.1, several
groups of numerical simulation calculations are carried out. Based on the simulation results, the curves
of peak pressure on packer during perforating with diﬀerent numbers of shock absorbers under
diﬀerent installation positions can be obtained, as shown in Figure 14.
The red dashed line represents the peak pressure (133.79 MPa) on the packer without the
installation of shock absorbers. Three solid lines of diﬀerent colors represent the peak pressure of
the packer with diﬀerent numbers of shock absorbers. The colorful area represents the reduction
of the peak pressure on the packer, which decreases signiﬁcantly with the installation of one shock
absorber, the eﬀect of shock absorption is obvious. When the numbers of shock absorbers are two or
three, the peak pressure on the packer continues to decrease, but the reduction is smaller. When the
installation positions of shock absorbers are in the colorful area (R1 /R = 0.4–0.6), the peak pressure
on the packer decreases the most and the shock absorption eﬀect is the best. It shows that the best
shock absorption eﬀect can be achieved by optimizing the installation positions of shock absorbers,
which is the middle of the perforated string connecting the packer and perforating gun. In order to
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meet the needs of the practical application, the formula for reducing the peak pressure on the packer
can be ﬁtted with condensing diﬀerent installation positions and diﬀerent number of shock absorbers,
as shown in Equation (17):
⎧
⎪
ΔP1 = 14.76x3 − 87.88x2 + 79.27x + 39.86
⎪
⎪
⎨
ΔP2 = 12.82x3 − 88.58x2 + 81.32x + 33.97
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ ΔP = 3.89x3 − 80.30x2 + 85.33x + 23.98
3

(17)

where ΔP1 , ΔP2 , ΔP3 are the reduction values of perforating peak pressure on the packer with one, two,
three shock absorbers, respectively.

Figure 14. Perforating pressure on packer with diﬀerent shock absorber installation positions.

With the installation of shock absorbers, the peak pressure on the packer is still large, which may
exceed the pressure range of the general packer and pose a serious threat to the safety of the packer.
Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the safety of the packer during perforating for ultra-deep wells.
4.2. Safety Analysis of Packer
The dynamic response process of the packer under perforating shock loads is a very complex
process. In this study, only the downhole sealing capacity of packer is studied, which mainly bears
the function of maintaining pressure. By regarding the wellbore ﬂuid as the medium of pressure
transmission, without considering the ﬂuid-solid interaction between the ﬂuid and the solid structure
of packer, according to the technical index of packer products, the safety of the packer can be studied.
In addition to its own bearing capacity of the packer load level, the upper-end surface of the packer
also needs to withstand the pressure of the ﬂuid column in the well, and the lower end surface needs
to withstand the perforating shock loads, as shown in the left of Figure 15. As the packer is placed in
the ﬂuid medium, there are two interfaces, and when the shock loads propagate in the wellbore ﬂuid,
it will reﬂect and transmit when encountering the packer, as shown in the right of Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Perforating pressure on packer with diﬀerent installation positions of shock absorbers.

The carrying capacity of the packer can be expressed as Equation (18):
ΔP = P −

W
−G
S

(18)

where W is the bearing capacity of the packer; S is the cross section area of the packer; G is the liquid
column gravity on the packer.
As the reﬂection of the packer will increase the pressure, the perforating pressure on the packer is
the diﬀerence between the overpressure of the pressure wave and the pressure of transmitted wave [41],
which can be expressed in Equation (19):


(ρc)p (ρc)p − (ρc) f
P = Ps + PF − PT = 2Ps × 
2
(ρc) f + (ρc)p

(19)

where PF is the reﬂected pressure by the packer; PT is the transmission pressure by the packer; (ρc) f is
the impact resistance parameters of water medium at normal temperature and pressure; (ρc)p is the
impact resistance parameters of rubber medium at normal temperature and pressure.
The incident pressure can be calculated by Equation (16), and the ﬁnal peak pressure on the packer
after during perforating can be obtained by Equation (20):


27
17
(ρc)p (ρc)p − (ρc) f
11 R
1079 pi 100 × p f 100 × Ln(N ) × Ln(m)
− 1000
Pp =
×e
× 
2
7
3
300
Lt 50 Lr 25
(ρc) f + (ρc)p

(20)

From the above analysis, combining Equation (17) with Equation (20), the pressure diﬀerence
between the upper and lower end of the packer can be calculated by Equation (21):


27
17
(ρc)p (ρc)p − (ρc) f
11 R
W
1079 pi 100 × p f 100 × Ln(N ) × Ln(m)
− 1000
×e
× 
ΔP =
2 − S − G
7
3
300
Lt 50 Lr 25
(ρc) f + (ρc)p

(21)

5. Case Study
The ﬁeld case is an ultra-deep well located in the western part of China. The well depth is 8000 m;
perforation interval is 7965–7980 m, the operation parameters during perforating are shown in Table 4.
The type of the packer is static type packer, which has strong pressure resistance and the rated working
pressure is 70 MPa. Based on these actual parameters of the ﬁeld example, the method presented in
this paper can be used to analyze and optimize the perforation safety.
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Table 4. Perforation operation parameters.
Casing
Inner
Diameter/m

Tubing
Outer
Diameter/m

Tubing
Length/m

0.22

0.073

45

Wellbore Fluid
Formation
Density/(Kg/m3 ) Pressure/MPa
1790

Wellbore
Initial
Pressure/MPa

Perforating
Bullets

Single
Charge/g

Rathole
Length/m

Wellbore
Fluid
Height/m

120

276

53

10

7060

131

According to the strength check theory of the pipe string, the maximum allowable peak pressure
can be calculated by Equation (22). The internal pressure strength of the tubing is 79 MPa, the safety
coeﬃcient of internal pressure strength is 1.25, the minimum external pressure of perforated string is
provided by wellbore ﬂuid, which is calculated as water:
Ppi

Pmax =

Krpi

+ Po

(22)

where Pmax is the permissible maximum peak pressure on the tubing; Ppi is the internal pressure
strength of the tubing; Krpi is the safety coeﬃcient of internal pressure strength; Ep is the plastic
hardening modulus; P0 is the local pressure outside the tubing.
The permissible maximum peak value of perforation calculated by Equation (22) is 132.83 MPa.
Through the analysis of Section 3.2, considering the bottom of the tubing and the packer as the object
of the safety analysis of the perforated string system. The perforating peak pressure at the bottom
of the tubing interval calculated by Equation (15) is 150.84 MPa, which exceeds the maximum peak
pressure calculated above. The result shows that the tubing will be damaged due to excessive negative
pressure diﬀerence. The peak pressure propagating to the top of the tubing (packer) after attenuation
calculated by Equation (16) is 90.86 MPa, the pressure diﬀerence between the upper and lower end of
the packer calculated by Equation (21) is 117.17 MPa, which exceeds the pressure range of the packer
(70 MPa) and poses a serious threat to the safety of the packer.
Based on the optimization method of shock absorption proposed in this paper, the design of shock
absorption is carried out for the case, as shown in Table 5. It shows that when the shock absorbers
are installed, the peak pressure at the bottom of the tubing is reduced to the allowable peak range,
the safety of perforated string is ensured. When three shock absorbers are installed at 22.5 m from the
top of the perforating gun, the shock absorption eﬀect is the best, the value is reduced to the lowest
(117.51 MPa). However, when the pressure diﬀerence between the upper and lower of the packer is
reduced to the lowest (84.19 MPa), the value still exceeds the pressure-bearing capacity of the packer.
Therefore, the further optimization is needed.
Table 5. Shock absorption with diﬀerent number of shock absorptions.
Shock
Absorption

Tubing Bottom Pressure/MPa

Packer Pressure Diﬀerence/MPa

R0 /m

One

Two

Three

One

Two

Three

18
22.5
27

125.21
124.35
124.32

120.97
120.44
120.69

118.02
117.51
117.73

91.88
91.02
90.99

87.64
87.12
87.36

84.7
84.19
84.41

The method of optimizing the set distance of the packer is used to ensure the safety of the packer,
which the safe distance of packer can be calculated by Equation (26), the ﬁnal optimization design is
shown in Figure 16. Three solid lines of diﬀerent colors represent pressure diﬀerence on the packer
with diﬀerent numbers of shock absorbers. The black horizontal dashed line represents the maximum
pressure-bearing capacity of the packer (70 MPa). The black vertical dashed line is an auxiliary line.
The colorful area represents the packer is safe when the parameters are within a reasonable range,
which the set distance of the packer is 69.46–85 m with two or three shock absorbers installing from the
distance 35–42.5 m to the perforating gun.
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Figure 16. Field case optimization design.

Through the above analysis, the following optimization scheme was adopted in the ﬁeld case:
the packer is set 75 m away from the perforating gun; two shock absorbers are mounted in series in the
middle of the tubing, which is 37.5 m away from the perforating gun. On this basis, the perforation
test operation proceeded smoothly, and there was no safety problem of perforation string system and
packer, which have a good eﬀect on ﬁeld application and improve the safety of perforation. In addition
to the above optimization measures, it is suggested that better shock resistant materials should be used
for pipe string, packer, and other instruments, with thicker wall thickness.
6. Conclusions
By combining theory with numerical simulation, this study proposes a new method for the study
of perforating shock loads and the eﬀects on the perforated string and packer for ultra-deep wells,
the related optimization measures are put forward, which can provide important guidance for the
design of ﬁeld perforation operations and to improve security. Based on the analysis, some conclusions
are reached:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

Through mechanical analysis, dynamic models in the axial, radial and circumferential directions
have been established preliminarily, by which the displacement of perforated strings under axial
shock loads can be calculated.
The propagation attenuation law of shock loads in the wellbore is obtained, a multi-factors
prediction model of which is presented, which shows that the wellbore initial pressure provides
the basis for the perforating dynamic pressure, and the shock damage is more obvious with
negative perforating pressure.
It is found that the vulnerable parts of the perforated string system are the bottom of the tubing
and the position of the packer, and the axial dynamic response of which is the largest with
shock loads.
A shock absorption design based on optimizing the installation position and number of shock
absorbers is proposed, and the pressure diﬀerence on the packer can be calculated.
The case study shows that the optimization methods proposed in this paper are practical, as the
shock damage can be greatly reduced by combining shock absorption with a safe distance of the
downhole packer.
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Nomenclature
ρ
A
E
ξ
F
P
δ
I
G
Ip
k

i = 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . . . .
fi
τ
ωi
y(x, t)
u(x, t)
ϕ(x, t)
T (t)
U (x)
σ
σ0
ε
ef f

εP
Q1 , Q2
V1
E1
C1 , C2 , w, R1 , R2
Ps
Pt
β
R
a
pi
pf
Lt
Lr
N
m
ΔP1 , ΔP2 , ΔP3
W
S
G
PF
PT
(ρc) f

Density of perforated string
Cross sectional area of perforated string
Elasticity modulus of perforated string
Damping coeﬃcient of perforated string in the ﬂuid
Force acting on perforated string
Perforating pressure
Unit impulse function
Inertia moment of perforated string
Shear modulus of perforated string
Polar moment of inertia of a cross section of perforated string
Constant
Positive number
Positive integer
Natural frequencies
Time integral variable
Intrinsic angular frequency
Radial displacement of perforated string
Axial displacement of perforated string
Angular displacement of perforated string
Function of time
Longitudinal vibration amplitude of the section from the origin of pipe string
Yield stress
Initial yield stress
Strain rate
Eﬀective plastic strain
Parameters of strain rate
Relative volume
Initial internal energy of unit explosive volume
Physical parameters of explosive
Perforating peak pressure after attenuation
Perforating peak pressure at the bottom of tubing interval
Attenuation index
Distance from the position to the bottom of the tubing
Unknown coeﬃcient
Wellbore initial pressure
Formation pressure
Tubing length
Rathole length
Number of perforating bullets
Charge per hole
Perforating peak pressure reduction on the packer with one, two, three shock
absorbers
Bearing capacity of the packer
Cross section area of the packer
Liquid column gravity on the packer
Reﬂected pressure by the packer
Transmission pressure by the packer
Impact resistance parameters of water medium at normal temperature and pressure
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(ρc)p

Impact resistance parameters of rubber medium at normal temperature and pressure
Permissible maximum peak pressure on the tubing
Internal pressure strength of the tubing
Safety coeﬃcient of internal pressure strength
Local pressure outside tubing

Pmax
Ppi
Krpi
Po

Appendix A
Based on the model of perforated string with the boundary and initial conditions in Section 2, the longitudinal
free vibration equation of the perforated string can be established in Equation (A1):
∂2 u(x, t)
E ∂2 u(x, t)
=
ρ ∂x2
∂t2

(A1)

Assuming that all the points on the perforated string move synchronously, the method of separating variables
can be used to assume in Equation (A2);
u(x, t) = U (x)T (t)
(A2)
where T (t) is the function of time; U (x) is the longitudinal vibration amplitude of the section at the point of x from
the origin of the pipe string. Equtaion (A2) can be changed into Equation (A3).
U (x) +

kρ
U (x) = 0
E

(A3)

where k is a constant. If kρ/E > 0, Equation (A3) has a non-zero solution. The natural frequencies and principal
modes of perforated pipe string can be obtained by solving a linear diﬀerential equation with constant coeﬃcients.
Making k = 2 , the natural frequency and the main modes of the perforated pipe string can be obtained in
Equation (A4) and Equation (A5):

ω
2i − 1 E
fi = i =
(A4)
2π
4l
ρ

Ui (x) =



2
2i − 1
· sin
· πx
ρAl
2l

(A5)

where  is the positive number; i = 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . . . . are positive integers; fi is the natural frequencies, Hz; ωi is the
intrinsic angular frequency, rad/s.
For solving the axial mechanical model, assuming the shock loads of perforation act on the string in the axial
direction. The generalized force can be expressed in Equation (A6):

gi (t) = −






2g
2
2i − 1
2i − 1
2ρAl · 1 − cos
· F(t) · sin
·π +
·π
ρAl
2
2
(2i − 1)π

(A6)

As the coordinate transformation does not aﬀect the initial condition, which is still zero. The inﬁnite series of
sinusoidal vibration modes can be used to express the displacement response of perforated string under axial
shock loads, as shown in Equation (A7);

u(x, t) =

∞

1
· Ui (x) ·
2π fi
i=1

t

gi (τ) sin 2π fi (t − τ)dτ

(A7)

0

where τ is the time integral variable.
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Abstract: The precondition of well testing interpretation is to determine the appropriate well
testing model. In numerous attempts in the past, automatic classiﬁcation and identiﬁcation of well
testing plots have been limited to fully connected neural networks (FCNN). Compared with FCNN,
the convolutional neural network (CNN) has a better performance in the domain of image recognition.
Utilizing the newly proposed CNN, we develop a new automatic identiﬁcation approach to evaluate
the type of well testing curves. The ﬁeld data in tight reservoirs such as the Ordos Basin exhibit various
well test models. With those models, the corresponding well test curves are chosen as training samples.
One-hot encoding, Xavier normal initialization, regularization technique, and Adam algorithm are
combined to optimize the established model. The evaluation results show that the CNN has a better
result when the ReLU function is used. For the learning rate and dropout rate, the optimized values
respectively are 0.005 and 0.4. Meanwhile, when the number of training samples was greater than
2000, the performance of the established CNN tended to be stable. Compared with the FCNN of
similar structure, the CNN is more suitable for classiﬁcation of well testing plots. What is more, the
practical application shows that the CNN can successfully classify 21 of the 25 cases.
Keywords: convolutional neural network; well testing; tight reservoirs; pressure derivative;
automatic classiﬁcation

1. Introduction
Well testing generally has two major categories: Transient rate analysis and transient pressure
analysis. For the transient pressure analysis, its main purpose is to identify the type of target reservoir
and further quantitatively determine the reservoir properties. Muskat [1] ﬁrst proposed a method of
estimating the initial reservoir pressure and parameters using a buildup test plot. Due to the fact that
compressibility of the formation ﬂuid is diﬃcult to study, this method only can qualitatively analyze
the results. Van Everdingen and Hurst [2] used the Laplace integral method to obtain the analytical
solution of the transient diﬀusion equation, which gives the mathematical theoretical basis of well
testing. Based on this truth, Horner et al. [3] developed a classic “semi-log” analysis method, which
can determine the permeability, skin factor, productivity index, and other parameters. These methods
make full use of the mid and late period data in well testing, but a common disadvantage is that the
early data of the well testing is ignored.
In order to make reasonable use of the early data in well testing, Ramey et al. [4] ﬁrst proposed
a “plate analysis method” of the log–log type plot. Further, Gringarten et al. [5] extended this
method to various well test models such as the dual-porosity model and fractured well model, and a
combination of diﬀerent parameters were used to greatly reduce the diﬃculty in curve classiﬁcation
and interpretation, which indicated that the well testing interpretation was widely used around the
Energies 2019, 12, 2846; doi:10.3390/en12152846
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world. Bourdet et al. [6] found that diﬀerent types of reservoirs had distinct responses in the pressure
derivative curve, so the pressure derivative curve was introduced into the “plate analysis method”.
Compared to the pressure dynamic, the application of the pressure derivative curve makes the
classiﬁcation of reservoir types, and the overall curve ﬁtting, easier. Therefore, the pressure derivative
plot is the most critical part of the large-scale application of well testing interpretation methods.
Recently, with the advancement in machine learning technology and the vast datasets in the
petroleum industry, the broad prospects of machine learning technology in the petroleum industry have
gradually been proven, and it has been applied to diﬀerent aspects of the petroleum industry [7–13].
Awoleke et al. [12] combined self-organizing maps, the k-means algorithm, the competitivelearning-based network (CLN), and the feed-forward neural network (FFNN) to predict the well water
production in Barnett shale. The expected misclassiﬁcation error was about 10% for CLN and the
average prediction error was between 10% and 26% for FFNN, which depended on the quality of the
training data set.
Akbilgic et al. [14] used a neural network-based model to predict the steam-to-oil ratio in oil sands
reservoirs. Porosity, permeability, oil saturation, reservoir depth, and thickness characterized by well
logging and core data were used as data sets for the models.
With deep neural networks (DNNs), Wang et al. [11] used production data from 2919 wells in
Bakken shale reservoirs to forecast well productivity. Results show that the predicted oil production of
DNNs for both six months and 18 months was acceptable and the average proppant placed per stage
was the most important factor in aﬀecting productivity.
In numerous research studies about machine learning in the petroleum industry, Al-Kaabi and
Lee [15] ﬁrstly used a three-layer FCNN to determine the well test interpretation model. In their work,
the pressure derivative and corresponding time were entered into the FCNN with 60 input nodes.
Additionally, diﬀerent well test models were exported, and the accuracy of the prediction was veriﬁed
by two ﬁeld examples. This meaningful work demonstrates meaningful guidelines for later work
on well test plot identiﬁcation by neural networks. Following that, a series of researchers [16–18]
utilized a more complex network structure and data set to optimize FCNN’s recognition result of well
testing curves.
Although a large number of scholars have done some meaningful research, due to the previous
limitations of CPU performance and mathematical theory basis, there are also several shortcomings
as follows: (a) The number of training samples and input nodes in present neural network models
are relatively insuﬃcient, which greatly restricts the generalization ability of neural network models.
(b) There is no corresponding method to overcome the over-ﬁtting and local minimum problem, which
is the phenomenon that exists widely in the ﬁtting process of neural network models. (c) Almost all
the current research is limited to the FCNN, and the newly proposed CNN has not been considered
in research.
Nowadays, CNN is one of the most popular methods in the ﬁeld of machine learning. Compared
with FCNN, the CNN has a better performance in the domain of image recognition [19–22]. Since the
diﬀerent forms of pressure derivative curves represent various reservoir types, ﬂow regimes, and outer
boundary properties, in this paper, an automatic classiﬁcation method of well testing curves is proposed
based on CNN. By summarizing the buildup test data in low permeability reservoirs, the vertically
fractured well model, dual-porosity model, and radial composite model were selected as the base
model, which were used to generate 2500 theoretical curves of ﬁve diﬀerent types. To overcome the
problem of overﬁtting and local minimum, the regularization technique, Adam optimization algorithm,
ReLU activation function, and mini batch technique were used to optimize the established CNN.
The model input nodes were 488, which ensured that the information of the curve is completely input.
Further, we compared the training performance of CNN and FCNN. The analysis of confusion matrix
showed that the Score for CNN and FCNN on the validation set were 0.91 and 0.81 respectively, which
means that the CNN had a better prediction result than FCNN. Finally, 25 buildup test curves from
Ordos Basin were used to verify the generalization ability of the CNN noted above.
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2. Background
The Ordos Basin is the second largest sedimentary basin in China and it contains abundant oil
and gas reserves. In terms of geology, the Ordos Basin is a large-scale multicycle craton basin with
simple tectonics, which is made up of the Yimeng uplift, Weibei uplift, the Western margin thrust belt,
the Tianhuan depression, and the Jinxi ﬂexture belt [23,24]. This Basin is a typical low-permeability
formation with an average permeability of less than 1 mD. Except for the Chang 6 reservoir with
developed horizontal bedding [25,26], the horizontal stress in most areas of the basin is greater than
the vertical stress, which means that the fractures generated by hydraulic fracturing are mainly vertical
fractures [27–30].
3. Theory
3.1. Concept of CNN
Traditional neural networks (like the FCNNs) use the matrix multiplication to describe the
connection between input nodes and output nodes. Wherein, each individual weight of the weights
matrix describes the interaction between an input unit and an output unit. For traditional neural
networks, when the number of input nodes is quite large, the number of weights will also become very
huge, and the training eﬃciency will drop drastically. To address this issue, the convolution method
of reducing the number of weights is needed to reduce training costs. The two main advantages of
the convolution method are weight sharing and sparse connections, which eﬀectively improve the
situation. The calculation process of convolution method is shown in Figure 1. The ﬁlter contains the
weights to be optimized, and the forward propagation process of the ﬁlter is a process of calculating
the output data by using the inner product matrix multiplication between the weights in the ﬁlter and
the input data. In a CNN, the ﬁlter weights used by each convolutional layer (CONV layer) are the
same. The sharing of ﬁlter weights can make image content unaﬀected by local feature and reduce the
number of weights. Then, the data are convolved and output through the activation function.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of convolution in convolutional neural network (CNN) (the elements in
the matrix represent the pixel values of the input data and weights).

In addition to the CONV layer, the network often uses a pooling layer, which can adjust the output
structure of the layer and reduce the size of the model. With the pooling layer, the calculation speed
and the robustness of the model are improved. The pooling layer usually includes a max-pooling layer
and an average-pooling layer, as shown in Figure 2, which is used to output the maximum value and
the average value in the ﬁlter area. So, no weights exist in the ﬁlter of pooling layer.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of pooling layer calculation process (a) max-pooling layer (b)
average-pooling layer (the elements in the matrix are various pixels).

To achieve diﬀerent test tasks, diﬀerent layers need to be connected to form a CNN. The AlexNet
is a typical CNN proposed by Krizhevsky et al. [31], which has a simple model structure but accurate
image recognition rate. The AlexNet fully demonstrates the superior performance of CNN in dealing
with complex data. As shown in Figure 3, the structure of AlexNet is 8 layers with weights, including
5 layers of CONV layers and 3 layers of fully connected layers (FC layers). Three max-pooling layers
are utilized to adjust the output shape. Additionally, to reduce the dimension of curve probabilistic
prediction data, a ﬂatten method is used before the FC layer. Finally, the FC layers are used to achieve
the data dimensional reduction and output the ﬁnal results. In the calculation process of FC layers,
the softmax function is usually chosen to calculate the probability of the data after dimension reduction.
The picture with the highest probability is the ﬁnal result of CNN. Equation (1) gives the mathematical
expression of the softmax function.
eal
so f tmax(l) = c
(1)
 a
ek
k =1

where al is the output value of the lth node of the output layer, c is the total number of sample classes.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the AlexNet structure.

3.2. Model of CNN
3.2.1. Sample Obtaining
The type curve of well testing is the log–log plot, which is based on the analysis of the time,
pressure, and its derivative in the log–log coordinates. The reservoir types are determined by diﬀerent
shapes of the curve, and they are very critical to well testing interpretation results. Due to the
non-uniqueness in interpretation results, it is diﬃcult to quickly and accurately determine the reservoir
type corresponding to a large amount of interpretation data. Automatic identiﬁcation of well test curve
types based on CNN can signiﬁcantly reduce the workload of identiﬁcation, and it provides a reliable
basis for accurate parameter inversion.
Production wells in unconventional reservoirs represented by the Ordos Basin are generally
hydraulically fractured, so the vertically fractured model is one of the commonly used well test
interpretation models in unconventional reservoirs. At the same time, due to hydraulic fracturing,
the natural fractures in the formation are activated, and the resulting considerable amounts of buildup
test data of Ordos basins are characterized by a dual-porosity model. On the other hand, large-scale
hydraulic fracturing signiﬁcantly improves the permeability of the near-well region, which means
that the radial composite model is also used as the reservoir model for well test interpretation in
unconventional reservoirs. The mathematic expressions of the above well testing models are given
in the Appendices B–D. With these mathematic expressions, Figure 4 shows that the typical well test
curves for the above models can be roughly divided into the following categories. In the same reservoir
conditions, there is no doubt that the radial composite model with mobility ratio >1 and dispersion
ratio >1 in the ﬁve well test models has the greatest productivity. The reason is that this model assumes
that the area around the production well has been adequately stimulated by the hydraulic fracturing,
so an inner zone of high permeability is formed around the production well, which contributes to the
largest productivity.
In this paper, the training set included 2725 well test curves for ﬁve well test models, and 25 ﬁeld
buildup test cases were used to evaluate the generalization ability of CNN. The pressure derivative-time
curve data for each training sample was used for classiﬁcation. There were 545 curves of each well test
model type and Table 1 shows the range of corresponding parameters for ﬁve well test models.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4. Cont.
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(d)

(e)
Figure 4. The typical well test curves for models used in this work. (a) Inﬁnite-conductivity vertically
fractured model without skin factor (Model 1); (b) inﬁnite-conductivity vertically fractured model
with skin factor (Model 2); (c) dual-porosity model with pseudo-steady state (Model 3); (d) radial
composite model with mobility ratio >1 and dispersion ratio >1 (Model 4); (e) radial composite model
with mobility ratio <1 and dispersion ratio >1 (Model 5).
Table 1. The range of model parameters of various well test models in this paper.
Model

1

2

3

4

5

Wellbore storage coeﬃcient (m3 /MPa)
Skin factor
Fracture half length (m)
Initial pressure (MPa)
Permeability (mD)
Thickness (m)
Porosity
Omega
lambda
Mobility ratio
Dispersion ratio
Composite radius (m)

0–0.25
0–0.05
20–80
15–35
0.10–50
9.14
0.10
/
/
/
/
/

0–0.25
0.05–2
20–80
15–35
0.10–50
9.14
0.10
/
/
/
/
/

0–0.25
0–1
/
15–35
0.10–50
9.14
0.10
0.01–0.60
10−6 –10−9
/
/
/

0–0.25
0–1
/
15–35
0.10–50
9.14
0.10
/
/
1–20
1–20
10–200

0–0.25
0–1
/
15–35
0.10–50
9.14
0.10
/
/
0–1
0–1
10–200
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Before training, improving, and evaluating the CNN model for well test plots, it was necessary to
divide the training data sets into training set, validation set, and test set. Their quantities respectively
accounted for 90.909%, 8.182%, and 0.909% of the total number of samples. The primary role of the
validation set was to compare the performance of diﬀerent neural network models. The test set was
used to verify the generalization ability of the model based on the mine data. The validation set and
test set were not involved in the training process of the network. The ﬁrst time they were entered
into the network was in the process of network veriﬁcation. In total, 2500 of the theoretical curves
were determined as training sets, and the remaining 225 curves were chosen as the validation set.
Additionally, 25 ﬁeld buildup test cases from the Ordos Basin were used as a test set. Figure 5 is a
schematic diagram of training data partition.

Figure 5. Data partition including training set, validation set, and test set.

3.2.2. Structure of Neural Network Model
The neural network model has strong ability of nonlinear representation, as its basic unit is a
neuron. Through the design of diﬀerent numbers of neurons and diﬀerent layers, various mapping
relations can be characterized.
Model Building of CNN
The CNN constructed in this paper was a ﬁve-layer deep network with weights, in which three
layers were CONV layers and two layers were FC layers, as shown in the Figure 6. There was also
the max-pooling layer and average-pooling layer between various CONV layers, which was used
to compress the input data and reduce overﬁtting problem. Table 2 shows the number of network
weights in the diﬀerent layers and the total number of weights was 76,583. In order to minimize
the weights number of CNN, the input layer of the CNN was the data point of pressure derivative
time plot, rather than the curve picture. Since the input data point of pressure derivative time curve
was one-dimensional data with respect to time, we used the layers containing one-dimensional (1D)
ﬁlter, including CONV1D, max-pooling1D. Layers containing two-dimensional (2D) ﬁlters (such as
CONV2D, max-pooling2D, and average-pooling2D) were used to transform 1D data into 2D data
needed for convolutional calculations. In the ﬁnal layer, ﬂatten method and softmax activation function
were used to output the result of CNN.
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Table 2. The layer shape and weights number of CNN.
Layer

Layer Shape (Output Shape)

Weights Number

Input
Conv1D
Max-Pooling1D
Conv2D
Max-Pooling2D
Conv2D
Average-Pooling2D
Flatten
FC (Output)

(2,244)
(38,80)
(38,38)
(17,17,64)
(5,5,64)
(2,2,128)
(1,1,128)
128
5

0
418
0
1664
0
73856
0
0
645

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of CNN structure.

Model Building of FCNN
In contrast, a FCNN was established, which had a similar number of weights as CNN. The input
layer, hidden layer, and output layer for FCNN had 488, 106, and 5 neurons respectively. Figure 7
shows that the input layer consisted of 488 nodes that accepted the 244 data points (t, dP). Table 3
demonstrates that the FCNN had a total of 76,575 weights.

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of fully connected neural networks (FCNN) structure.
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Table 3. The layer shape and weights number of FCNN.
Layer

Layer Shape (Output Shape)

Weights Number

Input
FC
FC (Output)

488
106
5

0
75,795
780

Evaluation Results for the CNN and FCNN
During the training process of the FCNN and CNN, the maximum value of the output corresponded
to the type of curves being predicted, which was recorded as ŷ. In order to optimize the weights
in models, the cross-entropy function values of the predicted and the theoretical curve type were
calculated. As shown in Equation (2), the cross-entropy function is usually recorded as the loss function
L. When the loss function value is the smallest, the ratio of the number of accurately predicted training
samples to the total number of samples (called accuracy) is the largest, which means that the network
model has the highest performance.
L( ŷ, y) = −

m


yi log ŷi

(2)

i=1

where yi the type of the ith training samples, ŷi is the probability of ith training samples, and m is the
number of training samples. In order to obtain a robust and fast CNN, the newly proposed one-hot
encoding, Xavier normal initialized model, ReLU activation function, L2 regularization method, Adam
optimization algorithm, and mini batch technique were combined to further construct the CNN.
3.2.3. One-Hot Encoding
In the training tasks of machine learning, the variety of sources of training data led to more
complex data types. The training data can be roughly divided into type data and numerical data.
The training process of the neural network model was performed on the basis of numerical data.
Therefore, in the classiﬁcation task, the type data needed to be converted into numerical data and were
further used to train the neural network model. The one-hot encoding method is a commonly used
method of encoding type data into numerical data, which encodes the type data into a binary vector
with at most one valid value. As shown in Table 4, each column represents each category in the training
sample data and the unit containing “1” represents the category to which the sample data belongs.
Table 4. The schematic diagram of one-hot encoding.
Class1
Sample1
Sample2
Sample3

0
1
0

Sample2724
Sample2725

0
0

Class2

Class3

1
0
0
0
0
1
... ... ... ... .
0
1
0
0

Class4

Class5

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
1

3.2.4. Determination of Model Initialization
During the training process of the neural network model, proper initialization of the weights
was essential to establish a robust neural network model. The proper initialization of the weights
will cause the weights to be distributed over a reasonable range. If the initial weight value is small,
the eﬀective information in the backpropagation process will be ignored and the training process
of neural network model maybe invalidated. When the initial weight values are large, the weight
ﬂuctuations in the backpropagation process will increase, which may lead to the instability or even
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collapse of the model. The commonly used initialization methods of neural network model include
four categories and they are as follows: (1) Randomnormal method; (2) Randomuniform; (3) Xavier
normal; (4) Xavier uniform [32]. In this work, we compared the eﬀects of four initialization methods
on the training results. After 100 iterations of the model, the Xavier normal initialized model had the
highest accuracy in the training set and the validation set (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Comparison results of CNN on training set and validation set under diﬀerent
initialization methods.

3.2.5. Selection of Activation Functions
The activation function of the neural network has a signiﬁcant impact on the prediction eﬀect
of the model. When no activation function is used (i.e., f (x) = x), the input of each node is a linear
function of the output result of the node in upper layer. In this case, regardless of the number of layers
in the neural network, the output result only is a linear combination of input results, and the hidden
layer does not work. Only when the neural network model uses a nonlinear activation function are
the output results no longer a linear combination of input results and it can approximate an arbitrary
function. Table 5 shows the ﬁve commonly used activation functions (i.e., linear, tanh, sigmoid, ELU,
and ReLU). As shown in Figure 9, the comparative results showed that the neural network model had
a better eﬀect when the ReLU function was used in the middle layer.
Table 5. The mathematical expression of ﬁve commonly activation functions.
Type

Equation

linear

f (x) = x
ex − e−x
ex + e−x
1
f (x) =
& x 1 + ex
e −1 , x < 0
f (x) =
x
, x≥0
f (x) = max(0, x)

tanh
sigmoid
ELU
ReLU

f (x) =
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Figure 9. Comparison results of CNN on training set and validation set under diﬀerent
activation functions.

3.2.6. Regularization Technique
The overﬁtting is a common problem in the training process of neural network models and it
greatly reduces the generalization ability of neural network models [33]. The main reasons for the
overﬁtting problem are insuﬃcient training samples and a complex structure of networks. To overcome
this problem, the dropout method and L2 regularization method are used to dynamically adjust the
network structure, which can eﬀectively avoid the overﬁtting problem. (1) In the process of forward
propagation, the dropout method can make various nodes stop working in a certain probability p
(called dropout rate) and the relative importance of each node is balanced. After the introduction of the
dropout method, each node of the neural network model contributes more equally to the output results
and avoids the situation where a few high-weight nodes fully control the output results. (2) For the L2
regularization method, the sum of the squared value for weight squares is added to the loss function,
which can constrain the size of the weight values to reduce complexity of the model. Therefore,
Equation (2) is rewritten as Equation (3).
L( ŷ, y) = −

m


yi log ŷi + λ

i=1

n

j=1

w2j

(3)

where λ is the super-parameter, which is used to control the level of weight decay. n is the amount
of weights. In contrast, the results of the classiﬁcation accuracy of the model with dropout method,
L2 regularization method, and without regularization method are compared. It can be seen from
Figure 10 that the model had the highest accuracy in the validation set when using the dropout method
and the accuracy in validation set was close to the that for the training set.
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Figure 10. Comparison results of CNN on training set and validation set under diﬀerent
regularization techniques.

3.2.7. Adam Optimization Algorithm
To obtain the minimum value of loss function of the model, the weights in the network model
need to be updated at each iteration step. Among various optimization algorithms for weight updating,
the Adam optimization algorithm proposed by Kingma and Ba, [34] has the highest performance [35,36].
Compared to the classical gradient descent method, this method can avoid the oscillation of the loss
function and the model with Adam optimization algorithm has a higher convergence speed. The Adam
optimization algorithm updates the network model weights in the form of Equation (4).
wtj = wt−1
j − 

ηt
υtj + ε

ωtj

(4)

where ηt is the learning rate at the tth time step, wtj is the network weight of the jth feature of the
training sample data under the tth time step, ε is a small constant to avoid a zero denominator.
In Equation (5),
β1 ωt−1
+ (1 − β1 ) gtj
j
(5)
ωtj =
1 − ( β1 ) t
υtj =

β2 υt−1
+ (1 − β2 )( gtj )
j
1 − (β2 )2

2

(6)

where β1 and β2 are the exponential decay rates for the moment estimates, gtj is the gradient in the jth
parameter under the tth time step. In this work, we used the parameters recommended by Kingma
and Ba, [34]: β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, ω0j = 0, υ0j = 0 and ε = 10−8 .
3.2.8. Mini Batch Technique
The premise of machine learning is that it requires a huge sample size. During each iteration of
the model, the optimization algorithm needs to ﬁt the model to all training samples at once, so the
requirement for CPU will be enormous. In order to reduce the requirements for CPU and improve
computational eﬃciency, the mini batch technique was utilized as it can randomly select a small
portion of the training samples in the training set for each iteration process of the model. Meanwhile,
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the random selection of training samples also made the mini batch technology eﬀectively avoid the
neural network model falling into local minimum problems during the training process. For the mini
batch technique, the gradient gt in Equations (5) and (6) is as follows:
1 t
gk
b
b

gt =

(7)

k =1

1
∇L(wt−1 ; xir ; yir )
s
r=1
' (
m
b=
s
s

gtk =

(8)
(9)

where b represents the number of iterative step of the mini batch method from t − 1th time step to
tth time step. gtk is the gradient of the kth iterative step from t-1th time step to tth time step. wt−1 is
the weights at the t-1th time step. s is the number of training samples in one mini batch. i1 , . . . , is are
a random number between 1 and m. xir is the pressure derivative-time curve data of the ir training
sample. yir the type of the ir training sample. m is the total number of training samples.
4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Comparison of Classiﬁcation Performance for FCNN and CNN
We used the same techniques (including regularization technique, Adam optimization algorithm,
activation functions, and initialization methods) to optimize the FCNN model. Table 6 and Figure 11
compare the errors of diﬀerent models. The error of the test set veriﬁed the performance of the well
test plot classiﬁcation in the ﬁeld buildup test cases and demonstrated the generalization ability of
the CNN. For the FCNN, after 100 iterations, the loss function value was 0.44, and the classiﬁcation
accuracy was 91.2%. In the validation set, its accuracy was 89.8%. For the CNN, the loss function and
accuracy for training set and validation set respectively were 0.19, 96.6%, and 95.6%. The comparing
results of FCNN and CNN showed that the CNN had a higher accuracy when the number of weights
of two models were close (76,583 weights and 76,575 weights).
As shown in Figures 12–14, the confusion matrix analysis is a method for judging the
classiﬁcation performance of neural network model, which shows the accuracy result of classiﬁcation.
Mukhanov et al. [37] used the confusion matrix to evaluate the classiﬁcation result of the waterlogging
curve by the support vector machine technology. The confusion matrix separately calculates the
number of misclassiﬁcation classes and the number of correct classiﬁcation classes in the model. It can
be seen from Figures 12 and 13, and Tables 7 and 8 that the FCNN had diﬀerent classiﬁcation capabilities
for various types of well test curves in the training set and validation set. For the CNN, its classiﬁcation
results of the 5 well test models were 0.98, 0.94, 0.97, 0.95, 0.98 for training set and 0.97, 0.93, 0.96,
0.93, 0.98 for validation set, which were generally better than the FCNN results. Figure 13 and Table 8
also showed that the FCNN forecasting results of class1, class3, and class5 in the validation set were
basically correct, but there was a large error for the curves of class2 and class4. For CNN, the stability
of forecasting result was high, and the prediction errors of various types of curves were almost the
same, indicating the reliability of CNN. Through the confusion matrix, the recall rate (Equation (11))
and precision rate (Equation (10)) of the model could be calculated. The precision rate represents
the number of correctly predicted samples in a class (TP) to all actually retrieved items (the sum of
TP and FP). The recall rate refers to the TP as a percentage of all items (the sum of TP and FN) that
should be retrieved. F1 value is the harmonic mean of the precision rate and recall rate. The average of
the F1 values for all training samples is determined as Score (Equation (13)). Table 8 summarizes the
performance of diﬀerent network models in validation sets. It can be seen that the Score of the FCNN
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model was 0.81 and the value of CNN was 0.91, indicating that the overall performance of CNN was
better than FCNN.
TP
Precision =
(10)
TP + FP
Recall =

TP
TP + FN

(11)

Precison × Recall
Precison + Recall
⎡ c
⎤2
⎢⎢ 1 
⎥⎥
(F1 )k ⎥⎥⎥⎦
Score = ⎢⎢⎢⎣
c

F1 = 2

(12)

(13)

k =1

where TP is the number of correctly predicted samples in a class. For a certain type of training sample,
FN is the diﬀerence between the number of successfully predicted training samples and the total
number of training samples, FP is the diﬀerence between the number of successfully predicted training
samples and the predicted number of samples for a certain type, c is the total number of sample classes.
Finally, the classiﬁcation ability of CNN was veriﬁed on 25 ﬁeld buildup test data, among which
21 samples are successfully classiﬁed. Table 9 and Figure 14 show the confusion matrix of the model in
the test set, and its Score was 0.69. Appendix A shows the data of the 25 ﬁeld buildup test data.
Table 6. Model prediction accuracy.
Loss Function

Accuracy (%)

0.19
/
0.44
/

96.6
95.6
91.2
89.8

CNN train set
CNN validation set
FCNN train set
FCNN validation set

Figure 11. The changes in the accuracy and loss function curve for FCNN and CNN on training set as
the number of iterations increases.
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Figure 12. The confusion matrix of CNN and FCNN on training set. (a) CNN confusion matrix; (b)
FCNN confusion matrix.
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Figure 13. The confusion matrix of CNN and FCNN on validation set. (a) CNN confusion matrix; (b)
FCNN confusion matrix.
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Figure 14. The confusion matrix of CNN on test set.
Table 7. The evaluation result of FCNN and CNN on training set.
Model

Index

Class1

Class2

Class3

Class4

Class5

Score

FCNN

Precision (%)
Recall (%)
F1 Score

92.94
92.20
0.93

86.71
82.20
0.84

88.72
91.20
0.90

91.32
92.60
0.92

96.07
97.80
0.97

0.83

CNN

Precision (%)
Recall (%)
F1 Score

97.25
99.00
0.98

97.00
90.60
0.94

96.64
97.80
0.97

94.34
96.60
0.95

97.83
99.00
0.98

0.93
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Table 8. The evaluation result of FCNN and CNN on validation set.
Model

Index

Class1

Class2

Class3

Class4

Class5

Score

FCNN

Precision (%)
Recall (%)
F1 Score

97.50
86.67
0.92

78.57
73.33
0.76

97.83
100
0.99

76.92
88.89
0.82

100
100
1.00

0.81

CNN

Precision (%)
Recall (%)
F1 Score

100
95.56
0.97

95.35
91.11
0.93

95.56
95.56
0.96

91.49
95.56
0.93

95.74
100
0.98

0.91

Table 9. The evaluation result of test set for CNN.
Index

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Score

Recall
Precision
F1 Score

75
100
0.86

83.3
71.4
0.77

100
66.7
0.80

80
80
0.80

87.5
100
0.93

0.69

4.2. Eﬀects of Parameters on Classiﬁcation Results
Sensitivity analysis is a key step in testing CNN performance and determining the impact of
input parameters on the predictive results [38–43]. In order to study the inﬂuence of a series of CNN
parameters on the prediction results and further optimize the established CNN, a sensitivity analysis
was conducted.
4.2.1. Eﬀect of the Learning Rate
The loss function is a function of weights, and the learning rate determines the update speed of
the weights in the CNN and determines the value of the loss function. If the learning rate is too large,
it will cause the loss function to oscillate and the CNN is hard to converge. When the learning rate is a
small value, the updated value of the weights also is small and the model converges slowly. Therefore,
there is an optimized learning rate for each CNN. In order to determine the optimal learning rate,
we changed the value of the learning rate from 0.0001 to 0.03 and remaining values were constant.
Figure 15 shows that the CNN had the highest accuracy on both the validation set and the training set
when the learning rate was 0.005.

Figure 15. Comparison of the training results of CNN on training set and validation set under diﬀerent
learning rates.
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4.2.2. Eﬀect of the Dropout Rate
The key point of the dropout method to prevent the overﬁtting problem is to make some nodes of
the CNN to stop working in a probability of dropout rate. Therefore, the value of the dropout rate
has a signiﬁcant impact on the training eﬀect of the CNN. As shown in Figure 16, as the dropout
rate increased, the accuracy of CNN on the training set continued to decrease. For the value for the
validation set, it increased ﬁrstly and then decreased when the dropout rate increased. Meanwhile,
the accuracy diﬀerence of the training set and the validation set was large in the case of small dropout
value, indicating that the overﬁtting phenomenon had occurred. As the dropout rate became larger,
the accuracy diﬀerence was very small, meaning that the CNN had not been well ﬁtted to the training
data. For the CNN in this paper, the optimal value of the dropout rate was 0.4.

Figure 16. Comparison of the training results of CNN on training set and validation set under diﬀerent
dropout rates.

4.2.3. Eﬀect of the Number of Training Samples
The performance of CNN is strongly controlled by the number of training samples. A small
sample size can make the training process of the CNN diﬃcult to converge. In general, CNN require a
pretty large training sample size and the negative eﬀect is that this large sample size usually increases
the requirement for CPU. To select as few samples as possible while ensuring the best performance
of CNN, the impact of sample size on CNN learning curves was investigated. Figure 17 shows that
as the number of training samples increased, the accuracy of CNN model on the validation set also
increased. When the number of training samples was greater than 2000, the increase of the accuracy on
the validation set tended to be ﬂat. Meanwhile, the CNN had a similar accuracy on both the training
set and the validation set. Therefore, the number of training samples was ﬁnally determined to be 2500.
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Figure 17. Comparison of the training results of CNN on training set and validation set under diﬀerent
numbers of training samples.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, a CNN model was developed to classify the well testing curves. In order to obtain
the best test curve classiﬁcation eﬀect, before the training, we optimized the CNN model from several
aspects such as regularization technology, activation function, and optimization algorithm. The results
show that the Xavier normal initialization worked best in the four optimization methods. Among the
ﬁve activation functions, the CNN model had the best performance when the activation function of
the convolution layer and the output layer was chosen as the ReLU function. Compared to the L2
regularization method, the dropout method had a better performance in avoiding overﬁtting problem.
In addition, the utilization of mini batch technique and Adam optimization algorithm made the model
not fall into local minimum and fast convergence. Further, the impacts of key parameters in the CNN
model on work performance were studied. It was found that when the learning rate was 0.005, the CNN
had the highest precision in the validation set and the training set. For the dropout rate, CNN could
better ﬁt the training data without over-ﬁtting phenomenon in the case of 0.4. The analysis of training
sample numbers showed that the accuracy diﬀerence between the training set and the validation set
could be ignored when the number of training samples was 2500. Finally, the classiﬁcation results of
CNN and FCNN with similar structures on well testing curves were compared. For the validation set,
the Score of FCNN and CNN were 0.81 and 0.91, respectively, indicating that the CNN had a more
robust performance in the classiﬁcation results of the well test curve. The 25 ﬁeld cases from the Ordos
Basin showed that the trained CNN could successfully classify 21 cases and the robustness of the
model was further proved.
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Nomenclature
CNN
FCNN
CONVlayer
FC layer
1D
2D
TP
FP
FN
w
g
n
b
s
c
x
y
ŷ
a
m
Greek
η
β1 , β2
ω, υ
ε
λ
Subscript
i
j
k
Superscript
t

Convolutional Neural Network
Fully Connected Neural Network
Convolutional Layer
Fully Connected Layer
One Dimensional
Two Dimensional
True Positive
False Positive
False Negative
Network Weight
Gradient
Number of Network Weight
Number of Iterative Step in Mini Batch Technique
Number of Training Samples in Mini Batch Technique
Number of Sample Classes
Sample Matrix
Real Sample Label Matrix
Predictive Sample Label Matrix
Output Value of Neural Network
Number of Training Samples
Learning Rate
Exponential Decay Rates in Adam Algorithm
Momentum in Adam Algorithm
Constant
L2 Regularization Parameter
i-th Sample
j-th Feature
Iteration
t-th Time Step
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Case1
Case2
Case3
Case4
Case5
Case6
Case7
Case8
Case9
Case10
Case11
Case12
Case13
Case14
Case15
Case16
Case17
Case18
Case19
Case20
Case21
Case22
Case23
Case24
Case25

9.4
9.56
13.12
5.68
16
4.3
13.7
9.7
13.3
8.5
9.67
10.78
13.2
5.4
16.3
11.6
11.2
8.2
9.2
27.2
9.7
8.2
11.2
7.3
7.6

Thickness
(m)

10.94
13.12
9.08
11.04
11.61
13.68
12.56
10.8
11.28
11.77
10.13
13.03
11.1
12.3
10.95
13.12
9.63
11.25
14.06
13.12
10.8
13.36
10.31
14.6
12.74

Porosity
(%)

0.82
0.02
7.53
0.5
0.2
0.41
0.09
1.14
0.17
1.08
1
0.27
0.84
0.34
0.13
0.25
0.78
0.25
0.91
0.4
1.14
0.42
0.1
1.35
0.66

15.06
13.56
14.02
17.2
14.28
10.29
26.82
20.05
12.29
22.61
19.13
40.55
17.08
13.47
12.41
16.02
13.24
20.87
18.52
24.64
20.05
25.82
23.21
24.68
23.66

0.19
0.12
2.12
0.01
0.03
0.6
0.07
1.96
0.33
0.12
0.01
0.07
0.24
0.16
0.14
0.15
0.14
0.15
0.66
0.32
1.96
0.89
0.26
0.61
1.13

Wellbore
Storage
Coeﬃcient
0.05
−5.88
0.02
0.01
0.63
0.11
0.18
0.26
0.21
0.3
0.02
−0.81
−3.77
−4.58
−3.54
−3.64
−2.23
−2.82
−1.37
−1.72
0.26
−3.78
−3.11
−3.56
−3.45

Skin
Factor

Mobility
Ratio
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
7.36
7.71
2.32
2
9.56
0.82
0.44
0.36
0.75
0.51
0.03
0.72
0.98

Composite
Radius (m)
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
40.6
12.3
31
31
13.3
33.26
52.1
13.9
94.3
59
41
92.2
18.9

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
3.61
12.8
1.4
3.06
8.03
0
0
0
0.1
0
0
0.01
0

Dispersion
Ratio

Table A1. Parameter distribution of ﬁeld cases used in this work.

Initial
Permeability
Pressure
(mD)
(MPa)

Appendix A. Field Cases Used in This Work

23.1
59
112
76
11.1
46
16.4
128
56.5
126
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

Fracture Half
Length (m)
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
0.29
0.08
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

Omega
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
1.4 × 10−8
9.4 × 10−4
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

Lambda

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Curve
Type
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B. Inﬁnite-Conductivity Vertically Fractured Model
At ﬁrst, a series of dimensionless variables need to be deﬁned:
khΔp

pwD =

1.842 × 10−3 qμB

(A1)

tD =

3.6kt
ϕμCt L2

(A2)

CD =

0.1592C
ϕhCt L2

(A3)

y
L
x
xD =
L
r
rD =
L
yD =

(A4)
(A5)
(A6)

where k is the permeability, ϕ is the porosity, C is the wellbore storage coeﬃcient, L is the reference length, Ct is
the compressibility, t refers to time, μ refers to the viscosity, B is the volume factor, q refers to the ﬂux rate, p is the
pressure, h is the formation thickness. After dimensionless treatment, the diﬀusion equation in Laplace domain
can be expressed as:
d2 pD
1 dpD
+
= upD
(A7)
rD drD
dr2
D

where pD is the dimensionless pressure in Laplace domain, u refers to the Laplace variable, and rD is the
dimensionless distance. The initial condition is:
pD (rD , 0) = 0.

(A8)

The internal boundary condition and exterior boundary respectively are:

dp
lim rD D = −1
drD
rD →0

(A9)

pD (∞, tD ) = 0.

(A10)

The general solution of Equation (A7) is shown as following:
pD =

1  √ 
K 0 rD u
u

(A11)

where K0 is the ﬁrst class zero order Bessel function. With pressure superposition method, the pressure solution of
the inﬁnite conductivity vertically fractured model is obtained:

pD =

1
u



1

K0

√
(xD − xi )2 + y2D u da

(A12)

−1

C. Dual-Porosity Model with Pseudo-Steady State
In the dual-porosity model, the corresponding dimensionless variables are:
pwD =

k f hΔp
1.842 × 10−3 qμB

(A13)

tD =

3.6kt
(ϕCt ) f +m μL2

(A14)

CD =

0.1592C
(ϕCt ) f +m μL2

(A15)
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λ = aL2
ω=

km
kf

(A16)

(ϕCt ) f

(A17)

(ϕCt ) f (ϕCt )m

where subscript f is the natural fracture system, subscript m refers to the matrix system, w is the wellbore system,
λ is the interporosity ﬂow coeﬃcient, ω refers to the storage ratio. The diﬀusion equation of the pseudo-steady
state in Laplace domain can be expressed as:
d2 p f D
dr2D

The initial condition is:

+



1 dp f D
= λ p f D − pmD + ωupD
rD drD

(A18)



(1 − ω)upmD = λ p f D − pmD .

(A19)

p f D (rD , 0) = pmD (rD , 0) = 0.

(A20)

The boundary conditions are:
dp f D

CD udpwD −

drD

=
rD =1

⎛
⎞
dp f D ⎟⎟
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
pwD = ⎜⎜⎝p f D − S
dr ⎠
D

p f D = pmD = 0

1
u

(A21)

(A22)
rD = 1

rD →∞

(A23)

where S is the skin factor and CD is the dimensionless wellbore storage coeﬃcient. Combining Equations (A18)
and (A19), the general solution is determined as [44–46]:

pwD





f (u)u + S f (u)uK1
f (u)u





.
= 

u f (u)uK1
f ( u ) u + CD u 2 K0
f (u)u + SCD u2 f (u)uK1
f (u)u
K0



(A24)

In Equation (A24),
f (u) =

ω(1 − ω) × u + λ
.
(1 − ω) × u + λ

(A25)

D. Radial Composite Model
For the radial composite model, the dimensionless variables are deﬁned as follows:
pirD =
perD =
pwD =

kir hΔp
1.842 × 10−3 qμir B
ker hΔp
1.842 × 10−3 qμer B
kir hΔpw f
1.842 × 10−3 qμir B

tD =

(A26)

(A27)

(A28)

3.6kir t
ϕμir Ct L2

(A29)

0.159C
ϕhCt L2

(A30)

CD =

rD =
rfD =
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L
rf
L

(A31)
(A32)
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M=

(k/μ)ir
(k/μ)er

(A33)

W=

(ϕCt )ir
(ϕCt )er

(A34)

where pirD and perD are the dimensionless pressure in inner region and outer regions, r f D is the dimensionless
radius of the interface, M is the mobility ratio, W is the dispersion ratio. The diﬀusion equations in Laplace domain
for the inner and outer regions of the composite model can be written as:
dp
1 d
rD irD = upirD
rD drD
drD

(A35)

dp
W
1 d
up .
rD erD =
rD drD
drD
M erD

(A36)

Correspondingly, the inner and outer boundary conditions are:
CD udpwD −

dpirD
drD

pwD = pirD − S
perD r

D →∞

rD = 1

dpirD
drD

=

1
u

(A37)

(A38)
rD =1

= 0.

(A39)

There is an interface between the inner and outer regions. For this interface, the pressure and pressure derivative
meet the following requirements:
pirD = perD r =r
(A40)
D

dpirD
1 dperD
=
drD
M drD

fD

.

(A41)

rD = r f D

Therefore, the solution can be determined as:
 √ 
 √ 
pirD = AK0 rD u + BI0 rD u .

(A42)

To satisfy the conditions of the interface, the value of A and B can be obtained:
A = qD

B=



 
 
√
√
√ √
√ √
qD MK0 rirD Mu/W K1 rirD u U − qD MK1 rirD Mu/W K0 rirD u Mu/W



√




.
√
√
√
√
√
I0 rirD u K1 rirD Mu/W Mu/W − MI1 rirD u K0 rirD Mu/W u

(A43)

(A44)
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Abstract: The determination of microscopic residual gas distribution is beneﬁcial for exploiting
reservoirs to their maximum potential. In this work, both forced and spontaneous imbibition
(waterﬂooding) experiments were performed on a high-pressure displacement experimental setup,
which was integrated with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) to reveal the impacts of capillary
number (Ca) and initial water saturation (Swi ) on the residual gas distribution over four magnitudes
of injection rates (Q = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 1 mL/min), expressed as Ca (logCa = −8.68, −7.68, −6.68 and
−5.68), and three diﬀerent Swi (Swi = 0%, 39.34% and 62.98%). The NMR amplitude is dependent on
pore volumes while the NMR transverse relaxation time (T2 ) spectrum reﬂects the characteristics of
pore size distribution, which is determined based on a mercury injection (MI) experiment. Using this
method, the residual gas distribution was quantiﬁed by comparing the T2 spectrum of the sample
measured after imbibition with the sample fully saturated by brine before imbibition. The results
showed that capillary trapping eﬃciency increased with increasing Swi , and above 90% of residual
gas existed in pores larger than 1 μm in the spontaneous imbibition experiments. The residual gas
was trapped in pores by diﬀerent capillary trapping mechanisms under diﬀerent Ca, leading to the
diﬀerence of residual gas distribution. The ﬂow channels were mainly composed of micropores (pore
radius, r < 1 μm) and mesopores (r = 1–10 μm) at logCa = −8.68 and −7.68, while of mesopores and
macropores (r > 10 μm) at logCa = −5.68. At both Swi = 0% and 39.34%, residual gas distribution in
macropores signiﬁcantly decreased while that in micropores slightly increased with logCa increasing
to −6.68 and −5.68, respectively.
Keywords: capillary number; initial water saturation; capillary trapping; residual gas distribution;
nuclear magnetic resonance

1. Introduction
Gas reservoir with aquifers is one of the most common type of reservoirs, in which edge-bottom
water entering and ﬁngering often occur, leading to residual gas becoming trapped [1]. A major
diﬃculty in studying gas-water ﬂow in reservoirs is the emergence of trapped phases [2]. Faced with
increasing global energy demand, further understanding of gas-water migration characteristics in
gas reservoirs is not only beneﬁcial for ensuring the trapping mechanism, but also for optimizing
production parameters to exploit reservoirs to their maximum potential [3,4].
Because of the strong compressibility and good ﬂuidity (related to the smaller viscosity of gas) of
gas, the experiment for gas-water ﬂow usually encounters more diﬃculties than liquid ﬂow [5]. Many
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experimental studies have been carried out on imbibition (waterﬂooding) in reservoir samples, including
both spontaneous imbibition [6,7] and forced imbibition [8,9]. The relationship between the amount of
water into samples and the time it takes are ﬁrst concerned in the imbibition experiments [10], while
the water content is usually evaluated by the weighing method. The gas-phase saturation remaining
in porous media is referred to as residual gas saturation (Sgr ) as the gas phase relative permeability
reduces to zero [3]. Numerous relationships between Sgr and other petrophysical properties, such as
porosity [6,11], permeability [7], clay mineral components [6], pore types [12], heterogeneity [13], Swi
(namely water-phase saturation in porous media at the beginning of experiment) [12], etc., have been
established. Among them, the Swi of reservoirs refers to the percentage of water volume in reservoir
rock to their total pore volume before exploitation, which is an important parameter to evaluate the
geological reserves and ﬂow capacity of reservoirs. However, some of the above correlations were
found to behave consistently under various rock conditions, few are universally applicable. Also, the
residual gas distribution in sample cannot be obtained via the weighing method.
Subsequently, the gas-water imbibition was conducted in micromodels [1]. The process of
water-gas migration and the residual gas distribution in micromodels were observed visually via
μ-CT [5,14], X-ray [10,15,16] or microscope technique experiments [8]. During the process of imbibition,
the variation of water-gas interface geometry in porous media are extremely complicated [1], and
some of the gas is immobile due to capillary forces [5,17]. The capillary trapping strongly depends
on the core-scale capillary number (expressed as Ca, characterizing the ratio of viscous forces to
μ v
capillary forces, Ca = φσw gww ) [18–21], where μ is water viscosity (Pa·s); vw is the ﬂow velocity of water,
(m/s); φ is rock porosity; σgw represents the interface tension of gas and water (N/m). At diﬀerent
development stages of gas reservoirs, Ca and water saturation are changing. Meanwhile, the capillary
forces and gas production in water-bearing samples are related to the water content [22]. Based on
micro-CT technology, Mohammadian et al. [23] studied the magnitude and structure of the residual
gas phase at the pore scale. With X-ray microtomography, Buchgraber et al. [24] studied the saturation
of trapped CO2 in 2D micromodels for Ca from 10−8 to 10−5 and found it decreasing continuously
as Ca increased, Geistlinger et al. [2] quantiﬁed the gas-water interface and the diﬀerent shapes of
isolated gas clusters. Also, with 2D micromodels, Geistlinger et al. [18,25] illustrated that the linear
surface-volume relationship of trapped gas clusters, and found that the morphology and number of
trapped gas clusters change with Ca. In addition, Herring et al. [26] found that there was a linear
relationship between the initial gas phase connectivity and capillary trapping eﬃciency. However,
the residual gas distribution in the pore structure of porous media at diﬀerent Ca and Swi remain
ambiguous. Also, these micromodels cannot completely characterize the complex pore structure of
reservoir rocks.
Recently, NMR relaxometry measurement was introduced to analyze the inﬂuences of micropores
and initial imbibition rate on Sgr [6], and the accuracy of NMR measurement have been fully veriﬁed.
T2 relaxation time is related to pore properties, and a corresponding relationship between T2 relaxation
time and pore size can be theoretically derived [27]. The T2 distribution of a sample saturated by water
can be used to characterize its porous structure and evaluate its pore size distribution [28]. Also, the
initial water saturation in rock sample can be precisely quantiﬁed at the beginning of experiment by
NMR measurement [29,30]. Moreover, combining with mercury intrusion (MI) data, the conversion
coeﬃcient between T2 relaxation time and pore size can be further determined [31,32]. Fluid migration
in porous media can be monitored at the pore scale in real time by applying NMR. So far, NMR has
been successfully applied to analyze the oil recovery ratio under diﬀerent displacement volumes [33],
the residual oil distribution in rock samples [29] and the eﬀect of micro structures on imbibition [32],
etc. However, few studies have looked into the microscopic residual gas distribution within rock
samples at diﬀerent Swi and Ca. The interaction between Swi and Ca during imbibition processes is
still unknown.
Therefore, spontaneous and forced imbibition experiments are carried out on reservoir sandstone
samples with a NMR relaxation system in this work. The NMR transverse relaxation time (T2 )
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spectrum was obtained and recorded to monitor the gas saturation changes and their saturation
distribution changes during the imbibition processes in samples. The eﬀects of Swi and Ca on residual
gas distribution are studied. Combining with mercury intrusion measurements, the NMR T2 spectrum
as a function of pore sizes is determined based on the modiﬁed linear relationship of pore size and T2 .
Then, the residual gas distribution in pores of rock sample, including micropores (r < 1 μm), mesopores
(1–10 μm) and macropores (r > 10 μm), is quantitatively analyzed. Finally, the trapping mechanisms of
gas phase in sandstone samples and the interaction between Swi and Ca during imbibition processes
are discussed. Results from this study provide an improved understanding on the processes that aﬀect
the development of water-drive gas reservoirs.
2. Imbibition Experiments Theories and Methods
2.1. Material
In this study, two similar samples with similar properties were selected from the same position of
a gas reservoir core (deﬁned as samples #1-1 and #1-2). Samples #1-1 and #1-2 were each further cut
into two pieces (deﬁned as samples #1-1F and #1-1M, #1-2F and #1-2M). Samples #1-1F and #1-2F are
longer, and are used for spontaneous and forced imbibition experiments, while samples #1-1M and
#1-2M are shorter and used for mercury intrusion experiments. The size, components, porosity and
permeability of each sample are listed in Table 1. The microscopic properties of samples are shown
in Figure 1. There appears to be very little diﬀerence of the pore structures between samples #1-1F
and #1-1M (or samples #1-2F and #1-2M). The range of primary grain diameter is from 80 to 120 μm.
Then, the rock samples were salt-washed and dried in an oven at 105 ◦ C until their weights became
constant [9,11]. Also, the wettability of rock samples was assumed to be constant before and after
waterﬂooding experiments and drying treatments. Nitrogen gas (99.99%) (termed gas throughout the
text) and synthetic brine (termed brine) were selected as the ﬂuid media. The physical properties and
composition of the brine are presented in Table 2.
Table 1. Sizes, components and properties of the sandstone samples.
Sample

Mineral Component

#1-1F
#1-1M
#1-2F
#1-2M

55% quartz + 35% feldspar
+ 10% cement
58% quartz + 34% feldspar
+ 8% cement

Diameter (cm)

Length (cm)
4.534
2.500
4.580
2.500

2.440
2.451

Porosity (%)

Permeability (mD)

24.01

82.26

22.72

92.22

Figure 1. The scanning electron microscopy photos of samples: (a) #1-1; (b) #1-2.
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Table 2. Physical properties and composition of the brine.
Composition

Concentration (mg/L)

Sodium
Chlorine
Potassium
Calcium

7863.25
17,717.50
2617.45
1801.80

Room Temperature and Brine Properties
Room temperature (◦ C)
Density (g/mL)
Viscosity (mPa·s)
Interfacial tension (mN/m)

20.0 ± 1.0
1.03
1.0
72.9

2.2. Setup
A high-pressure displacement experimental system (Figure 2) was built to inject ﬂuid into the core
samples while real-time NMR images and corresponding data were obtained. The system is primarily
composed of the following three parts: (i) a high-pressure ﬂuid delivery system consisting of a ISCO
pump (100DX, Teledyne, Thousand Oaks, CA, USA), two storage cylinders (one ﬁlling with brine and
the other ﬁlling with nitrogen) that can reach a certain Swi in samples or inject brine into samples, and
a core holder (Niumag, China); (ii) a conﬁning pressuring system including a syringe pump (Series III,
Scientiﬁc Systems, USA) and a container ﬁlled with ﬂuorocarbon oil (supplied by Niumag, China).
The syringe pump transports the ﬂuorocarbon oil from the container into the core holder to produce
the conﬁning pressure; and (iii) an NMR image and data acquisition system including a computer and
an NMR spectrometer (MesoMR23-60H-I, Niumag, China) that can scan and image the entire sample
and record the T2 spectrum at real-time during the processes of waterﬂooding experiments. The
outlet of the core holder is connected to a valve that opens to the ambient atmosphere and the eﬄuent
is collected by a graduated cylinder. The basic framework of the NMR device has been described
elsewhere by Blümich et al. [34] To avoid interference of the solvent protons in the process of NMR
measurement, ﬂuorocarbon oil, composed of only three elements including carbon, ﬂuorine, and
oxygen, is used as the conﬁning pressure liquid. In the core holder, polymer heat-shrinkable tube was
utilized to seal the samples [29]. The inlet and outlet are covered with copper mesh to avoid magnetic
interferences. Moreover, a mercury intrusion apparatus (PoreMaster60, Quantachrome, USA) is used
to conduct the mercury intrusion measurements by injecting mercury in a range of pressure from 0 to
413.79 MPa (i.e., 0–60,000 psi).

Figure 2. Experimental setup for the forced and spontaneous imbibition experiments.

2.3. Procedures
The experimental procedure of the forced imbibition experiment at Swi = 0 is as following: (i) the
dried sample, sealed with a heat-shrinkable tube, is placed in the core holder; (ii) the core holder
with the sample is placed in the NMR setup. The ﬂuorocarbon oil is injected into the core holder to
produce a conﬁning pressure of 2 MPa on the sample; (iii) the brine is injected into the sample at a
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speciﬁed ﬂowrate (Q = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 1 mL/min, corresponding to 0.28, 2.83, 28.29 and 282.89
pore volumes per day, respectively). The T2 spectrum is acquired in real-time. The inlet pore pressure
and the outlet ﬂow volume are measured simultaneously; (iv) the experiment was stopped when T2
spectrum showed no further changes. For the forced imbibition experiments at Swi = 39.34 ± 1.57 and
62.98 ± 2.22% (in this work, Swi = 0, 39.34 ± 1.57 and 62.98 ± 2.22% are expressed as Swi1 , Swi2 and Swi3
respectively), the experimental procedures are as following: (i) the dried rock sample was initially
immersed into the brine and then vacuumed at 10 MPa over 10 h (i.e., the sample is fully saturated);
(ii) then the fully saturated sample was sealed with heat-shrinkable tube and placed in the core holder
into the NMR setup with conﬁning pressure of 2 MPa; (iii) the T2 spectrum of the fully saturated
sample was acquired; (iv) then, gas is injected into the sample to displace the brine with continuously
increasing ﬂow rates from 0.01 to 1 mL/min and stopped until the desired water saturation (Swi2 or
Swi3 ) was reached (the experimental setup was shown in Figure 2); (v) the brine is injected into the
sample at a speciﬁed ﬂowrate (Q = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 1 mL/min) and the T2 spectrum is acquired
in real-time. The inlet pore pressure and the outlet ﬂow volume are measured simultaneously; (vi)
the experiment was stopped as the total amplitudes of the T2 spectrum are constant. More than two
pore volumes of water was injected during imbibition experiments. In each experiment, NMR waiting
time is set to 5000 ms, echo time is set to 301 μs, echo number is set to 12,000, scanning number is set
to 32 and gain number (the magniﬁcation times of signals) is set to 20. After each experiment, the
sample was taken out and re-dried in the oven at 105 ◦ C until their weights became constant (over
12 h) [9,11,29]. For the spontaneous imbibition experiment, the experimental procedures are almost
the same as the forced imbibition experiment for each corresponding Swi , except for the step of brine
injection. The brine was introduced from the upstream end of the sample surface to saturate while T2
spectrum was continuously recorded until the T2 spectrum became constant.
A total of 15 imbibition experiments, 12 forced imbibition and three spontaneous imbibition,
were carried out at three diﬀerent Swi (Swi1 , Swi2 and Swi3 ) and four magnitudes of Q (0.001, 0.01,
0.1 and 1 mL/min) (Table 3). Samples #1-1F and #1-2F were used for the forced imbibition and the
spontaneous imbibition experiments, respectively. All the imbibition experiments were conducted at
room temperature (20.0 ± 1.0 ◦ C). The corresponding Darcy’s velocity (v), Ca and logCa of the injection
rate of brine in the forced imbibition experiments were also shown in Table 3. In addition, samples
#1-1M and #1-2M were measured the pore size distribution by mercury intrusion method, respectively.
Table 3. Experimental conditions in spontaneous imbibition and forced imbibition experiments.
Swi (%)
0
39.34 ± 1.57
62.98 ± 2.22

Spontaneous Imbibition
Sample

#1-1F

Forced Imbibition
Sample

Q (mL/min)

v (m/d)

Ca

logCa

#1-1F
#1-2F

0.001
0.01
0.1
1

0.0129
0.129
1.29
12.9

2.09 × 10−9
2.09 × 10−8
2.09 × 10−7
2.09 × 10−6

−8.68
−7.68
−6.68
−5.68

2.4. Water/Gas Saturation Measurement Theories and Methods
With the NMR technique, the T2 spectrum is acquired to illustrate the pore size distribution. The
hydrogen protons, one of the two elements of water, can produce nuclear magnetic resonance signals
under the adscititious magnetic ﬁeld, and the signal decay speed is described as relaxation time in
NMR physics. The relaxation time denotes the loss of the transverse magnetization with T2 and the
increase of longitudinal magnetization with T1 [9]. Thus, each sample pore space, occupied by water,
can be described by T2 displayed by the following Equation (1) [32].
1
1
1
1
=
+
+
T2
T2, bulk
T2, surface
T2, diﬀusion
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where T2,bulk is the bulk relaxation time (ms), T2,surface is the surface relaxation time (ms) and T2,diﬀusion
is the relaxation time induced by diﬀusion (ms). In this study, the brine ﬂows through the sandstone
sample, T2,bulk and T2,diﬀusion can be neglected [29]. Then, T2 is mainly dependent on T2,surface , which
is associated with the speciﬁc surface area of a pore. T2,surface can be expressed as follows [29].
S
1
= ρ2 ( )pore
T2,surface
V

(2)

where ρ2 is the surface relaxivity (μm/ms), S is the pore surface area (μm2 ) and V is the pore volume
(μm3 ). The ratio of S/V can be expressed as the ratio of the dimensionless shape factor for the pore (Fs )
and pore radius (μm), as follows [31].
Fs
S
=
(3)
V
r
Combining Equations (2) and (3), we have
T2,surface =

1
r
ρ 2 Fs

(4)

For a given sample, its surface relaxivity and shape factor can be assumed to be constant. Thus,
T2 = Cr

(5)

where C = 1/(ρ2 Fs ). C is a constant conversion coeﬃcient (ms/μm) and can be determined by combining
with mercury intrusion method.
In the NMR experiment, the T2 decay curve, which consists of many exponential decay components
can be obtained directly. As for the rock sample composed of various sizes pores that correspond
to various decay components, the diﬀerent pore size is exponential to diﬀerent T2 . And the sum of
magnetization vector is superimposed by magnetization vectors of pore radius [34]:
M(t) =



Mi e−t/T2i

(6)

i

where M(t) is the sum of the magnetization vector measured at time t, M i is the ith magnetization
vector corresponding to transverse relaxation time T2i .
Using the inversion technology, the share of diﬀerent T2 , i.e., the T2 spectrum of a sample can be
calculated based on Equation (6). The abscissa of the T2 spectrum is the transverse relaxation time
(T2 ), and the ordinate is the amplitude. and the total amplitude of the T2 spectrum represents the total
pore volume in rock samples. Combining Equations (5) and (6), the amplitude of the T2 spectrum can
be converted into the share of diﬀerent pores expressed as Ai . The larger the pore size is, the longer
the relaxation time T2 is. Thus, the volumetric percentage of the pores occupied by water in a rock
sample after water ﬂooding can be expressed as Ai /As i × 100%, while the rest volumetric percentage,
(1 − Ai /Asi ) × 100%, is gas occupying. Where Asi is the amplitude of the T2 spectrum for the sample
that is fully saturated by water. Therefore, the Sw in sample during water ﬂooding can be expressed as
the percentage of the sum of the T2 spectrum amplitude from the sum of the T2 spectrum amplitude
for a fully saturated sample. Sgr of sample after water ﬂooding is calculated as
Sgr = 100% − Sw = 100% −

ΣAi
× 100%
ΣAsi

(7)

Combining Equations (5) and (7), the residual gas distribution in the pore space of a sample
can be analyzed. In this study, the pore size distribution curves of samples #1-1M and #1-2M were
measured by mercury intrusion method. The maximum pressure of the mercury intrusion was 186 MPa,
corresponding to a pore size of 0.004 μm. The conversion coeﬃcient C was obtained by comparing the
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weighted average value of the T2 spectrum of each sample with the corresponding mercury intrusion
curve, calculated by the following


T2i Ai / Ai
i
i

(8)
C= 
ri Si / Si
i

i

where T2i is the NMR transverse relaxation time, Ai is the amplitude of the T2 spectrum at T2i , ri
is the sample pore radius obtained by mercury intrusion method, and Si is the mercury injection

saturation corresponding to ri on the mercury intrusion curve, and Si is the maximum mercury
injection saturation of sample in mercury intrusion experiment.

i

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The T2 Spectrum
The T2 spectra of sample #1-1F acquired in spontaneous imbibition experiments at Swi1 , Swi2 and
Swi3 are shown in Figure 3a–c, respectively. The measured T2 spectra represents the properties of
the entire rock sample, which reﬂects water distribution in all of pores in the whole rock sample. In
Figure 3a–c, curve I shows the T2 spectrum of the sample that is fully saturated with brine; curve II
shows the T2 spectrum of the sample at three Swi conditions; and curve III shows the T2 spectrum of
the sample that is completely taken with spontaneous imbibition. To compare curves I and II, most of
the initial gas is found existing in the range of 1–100 ms. Comparing curves II and III, it is observed
that most of the residual gas is trapped in the range of relaxation time from 10 ms to 100 ms. According
to the characteristics of water imbibing into the rock samples during the processes of spontaneous
imbibition, the rock samples can be assumed to be strongly water-wet in this work. Subsequently, the
Sgr in spontaneous imbibition experiments at Swi1 , Swi2 and Swi3 are obtained as 34.02%, 38.84% and
30.89%, respectively. In addition, the relative errors of samples porosity obtained by NMR testing and
a routine gas porosity measurement method, which is the base of Boyle’s law, are less than 5.33%,
which fully validates the accuracy of NMR testing.
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Figure 3. The T2 spectrum of sample #1-1F that measured in the spontaneous experiments with three
Swi : (a) Swi1 = 0; (b) Swi2 = 39.34 ± 1.57%; (c) Swi3 = 62.98 ± 2.22%.

The T2 spectrums of samples #1-1F and #1-2F acquired in forced imbibition experiments at the
same three Swi conditions (0, 39.34 ± 1.57 and 62.98 ± 2.22%) and four waterﬂooding ﬂow rates (logCa
= −8.68, −7.68, −6.68, −5.68) are shown in Figure 4a–c, respectively. In Figure 4, curve I and curve II are
the same as those in Figure 3, while curves III, IV, V and VI show that the T2 spectra of samples #1-1F
and #1-2F displaced by the brine with ﬂowrate of logCa = −8.68, −7.68, −6.68 and −5.68, respectively.
From Figure 4, the amplitude of the T2 spectrum increases signiﬁcantly at logCa = −6.68 and logCa =
−5.68, indicating diﬀerent capillary trapping mechanisms for the sample under diﬀerent Ca conditions.
Then, the Sgr in forced imbibition experiments at the same three Swi conditions was calculated.
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Figure 4. T2 spectrum of samples #1-1F and #1-2F that measured in the forced imbibition experiments
with three Swi and four diﬀerent ﬂowrates: (a) Swi1 = 0; (b) Swi2 = 39.34 ± 1.57%; (c) Swi3 = 62.98 ±
2.22%. The curve I and curve II in the above pictures only presents the results of sample #1-1F for
concise. ((a): curves III, IV and VI corresponding to sample #1-2F, curve V corresponding to sample
#1-1F; (b): curves III, IV, V corresponding to sample #1-1F, curve VI corresponding to sample #1-2F;
(c) curves III, IV, VI corresponding to sample #1-1F, curve V corresponding to sample #1-2F).

3.2. Pore Radius and Pore Size Distribution
Since each rock sample has its intrinsic conversion coeﬃcient, C, it is impossible to describe
the distribution of residual gas in the pore structure of a sample quantitatively by using the T2
spectrum alone [29]. With the mercury intrusion technique, the pore size distribution of the samples
#1-1F and #1-2F, or the samples #1-1M and #1-2M, can be obtained. The pore radius was in the
range of 0.004 μm–43 μm with an average of 6.20 μm for sample #1-1F, while the pore radius was
between 0.004 μm and 37.17 μm with an average of 6.26 μm for sample #1-2F. Using Equation (8), the
conversion coeﬃcients can be calculated. The conversion coeﬃcients of samples #1-1F and #1-2F were
2.87 ms/μm and 3.32 ms/μm, respectively. In this work, the sizes of the sample pores (pore radius) are
divided into three scales; < 1 μm, 1–10 μm and > 10 μm, to represent micro-, meso- and macro-pores,
respectively [29].
3.3. Initial Water, Produced Gas and Residual Gas Distribution
Based on the induced conversion coeﬃcients and Equations (5) and (8), the pore distribution
of initial water, residual gas and produced gas in micro-, meso- and macro-pores in spontaneous
imbibition are calculated and plotted in Figure 5, along with their corresponding percentages of pore
distribution in each range of pore size. As shown in Figure 5, the sum of initial water, residual gas and
produced gas in micro-, meso- and macro-pores represents the total pore space (expressed as 100%).
The grey volume represents the percentage of produced gas from the pores of the corresponding size,
while the orange is residual gas and the blue is initial water. In spontaneous imbibition experiments:
(i) at Swi1 , most of gas in micropores (89.62%) and mesopores (70.46%) were produced, while most
of the gas in macropores (82.25%) were retained; (ii) at Swi2 , most of the micropores (70.49%) were
occupied by the initial water that was kept in the micropores all the time, and most of the residual
gas remained in meso- and macro-pores; (iii) at Swi3 , most of the residual gas were retained in mesoand macro-pores, and most of the initial water were kept in micro- and meso-pores. Namely, gas can
be produced from all sizes of pores at Swi1 and Swi2 . However, no gas was produced from meso- or
macro-pores at Swi3 (Figure 5). More than 90% of residual gas existed in meso- and macro-pores at all
three Swi conditions.
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Figure 5. The pore distribution of initial water, residual gas and produced gas in micro-, meso- and
macro- pores in spontaneous imbibition experiments of sample #1-1F at diﬀerent Swi .

In the same way, the pore distribution of the initial gas, residual gas and produced gas in micro-,
meso- and macro-pores in forced imbibition at the four logCa and three Swi conditions are also plotted
in Figure 6a–c. From Figure 6a, in forced imbibition at Swi1 condition, most of the gas in micropores
(81.46–87.90%) were produced under all logCa conditions, while most of residual gas was found in
meso- (64.91–74.07%) and macro-pores (70.94–74.55%) at low logCa (logCa = −8.68, −7.68). Meanwhile,
most of the gas was produced from meso- (68.73%) and macro-pores (76.90%) at high logCa (logCa =
−5.68). From Figure 6b, in forced imbibition at Swi2 condition, most of the initial water was trapped
in micropores (66.44–77.36%), some in mesopores, and a small amount in macropores at any logCa.
About half of the gas was trapped in mesopores (44.59–48.26%), and a small amount in micropores.
More than half of the macropores (58.00–75.22%) stored the residual gas at low logCa (logCa = −8.68,
−7.68) and about half of the gas in macropores could be produced at high logCa (logCa = −5.68). In the
case of forced imbibition in the Swi3 condition (Figure 6c), most of the initial water was kept in micro(64.72–92.05%) and meso-pores (55.60–72.75%) at all logCa values, while much of the residual gas
were trapped in meso- (25.32–40.73%) and macro-pores (34.66–75.04%) at any logCa. A small amount
of gas can be produced from pores in the Swi3 condition. Therefore, Swi and Ca signiﬁcantly aﬀect
the distributions of residual gas in micro-, meso- and macro-pores, and the amount of gas that can
be produced from each size of pores. In addition, we also noticed nonuniform initial conditions for
Swi3 in forced imbibition experiments. It is very diﬃcult to build identical Swi in the four groups of
forced imbibition experiments at the same Ca. Therefore, Swi built in rock samples is usually a range
for imbibition experiments at the same Ca, which can lead to the nonuniform initial conditions. In
addition, the hysteresis and capillary end eﬀects can also cause the nonuniform initial conditions [23,35].
However, their inﬂuence on the residual gas distribution in rock samples can be negligible compared
with Ca. The hysteresis and capillary end eﬀects are neglected in this work.
3.4. Impacts of Swi on Residual Gas Distribution
In the spontaneous imbibition experiments, capillary forces dominate the imbibition process [32].
The initial water imbibition rate, deﬁned as the ratio of water imbibition volume and imbibition time
from the beginning to the quasi-stable state of spontaneous imbibition experiment, is determined by
capillary forces, which are related to the pore structure of the sample and Swi [36]. In this work, the
initial water imbibition rate at Swi1 , Swi2 , and Swi3 were obtained as 0.0141 mL/min, 0.0024 mL/min
and 0.0008 mL/min, respectively. That is to say, the larger the Swi , the smaller the initial water
imbibition rate.
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Figure 6. The pore distribution of initial water, residual gas and produced gas in micro-, meso- and
macro- pores in forced imbibition experiments of samples #1-1F and #1-2F at diﬀerent Ca and diﬀerent
Swi (the details of experiment samples are consistent with Figure 4): (a) Swi1 = 0; (b) Swi2 = 39.34 ±
1.57%; (c) Swi3 = 62.98 ± 2.22%.

During the spontaneous imbibition processes, the gas porosity distribution (Agi ) in sample at
Swi1 and Swi2 , which is calculated by Equation (9), are shown in Figure 7. In Figure 7, the curves
labeled as pore distribution show the porosity distribution of the sample with pore radius, and the
sum of porosity distribution represents the total porosity (φ) of the sample. The curves labeled with
imbibition time (min) represent the gas porosity distribution (Agi ) in the sample during spontaneous
imbibition experiments, while the curves labeled as residual gas represents the porosity distribution of
residual gas. From Figure 7a, a signiﬁcant decrease of spectral amplitude at the imbibition time of
7 min and 23 min indicated that much of the gas initially found in micro-pores was forced out. Then,
the spectral amplitude corresponding to gas in micro- and meso-pores decreased simultaneously at
87 min, 135 min and 167 min. This explains that there is an obvious thin-ﬁlm ﬂow process ahead of the
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bulk ﬂow for the experiment at Swi1 (such as 7 min and 23 min). Namely, water ﬁrst ﬁlls the small
pores and forms water ﬁlm on the surfaces of large pores, while the thickness of water ﬁlm depends on
the surface roughness, wettability and interfacial tension [2,36]. Subsequently, the bulk water ﬂow
occurs, and bulk ﬂow channels are composed of micro- and meso- pores in samples (87 min, 135 min
and 167 min in Figure 7a). Some large gas clusters, initially gathered from thin-ﬁlm ﬂow, ﬁnally ﬁll into
the macro-pores surrounded by the bulk water phase. In the end, 90.61% of residual gas remains in the
meso- and macro-pores for Swi1 , which agrees well with the claim that 85% of residual gas remains as
larger gas clusters [18]. Whereas for Swi2 , the connectivity of initial gas phase (especially in micro- and
meso-pores) is worse. The thin-ﬁlm ﬂow rarely occurs, as initial water has existed in samples with
Swi2 (Figure 5), while the bulk water ﬂow slowly occurs during the entire process of the spontaneous
imbibition experiment (Figure 7b). The snap-oﬀ trapping is more signiﬁcant with the lower initial
water imbibition rate of 0.0024 mL/min [2,24], which leads to more gas (59.19%) trapped in mesopores
at Swi2 . Although the initial water imbibition rate (0.0008 mL/min) is minimum for Swi3 , 90.84% of
micropores and 71.47% of mesopores have been occupied by initial water, which indicates that water
ﬂow channels have existed in samples from inlet to outlet before the spontaneous imbibition processes
(Figure 5). Finally, only 5.42% of the original gas is produced at Swi3 , while 97.34% of residual gas exists
in meso- and macro-pores (Figure 5). Therefore, residual gas primarily remains in macropores for
Swi1 (51.52%) and Swi3 (54.81%) under spontaneous imbibition, while in mesopores for Swi2 (59.19%).
However, the residual gas distribution in the pore structure of sample is basically consistent for three
Swi in the spontaneous imbibition experiments (Figure 5).
A gi = (
CTE =
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Figure 7. The gas porosity distribution in sample #1-1F during the spontaneous imbibition experiments:
(a) Swi1 = 0; (b) Swi2 = 39.34 ± 1.57%.

3.5. Impacts of Ca on Residual Gas Distribution
In the forced imbibition experiments, viscous forces increase with the increasing Ca [8]. Figure 8
depicts the capillary trapping eﬃciency (CTE) of the gas phase (calculated by Equation (10)) and the
experimental time for experiments to reach a stable state in the imbibition experiments. In Figure 8,
the green, blue and red solid points represent the spontaneous imbibition experiments (Ca is calculated
based on the initial water imbibition rate) at Swi1 , Swi2 and Swi3 respectively, while green, blue and
red hollow points represent the forced imbibition experiments at Swi1 , Swi2 and Swi3 respectively. Ca
in spontaneous imbibition experiments is larger when the Swi is smaller. If Ca in forced imbibition
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experiment is less than that in the spontaneous imbibition experiment at the same condition of Swi ,
capillary forces will dominate the waterﬂooding. Otherwise, viscous forces and capillary forces will
together control the waterﬂooding. Figure 8a indicates that the CTE increases as Swi increases, and
CTE at Swi3 is 60% higher than that at Swi1 in the spontaneous imbibition experiments. Since a small
amount of gas (only about 6% of the initial gas) was produced at Swi3 , showing a bewildering welter
with logCa (Figure 8a), we will focus on Swi1 and Swi2 conditions in the forced imbibition experiments.
Based on the NMR T2 spectrum (Figure 4), it can also be found that the bulk ﬂow channels are mainly
composed of micro- and meso- pores for Swi1 and Swi2 at logCa = −8.68 and −7.68. At logCa = −6.68,
the bulk ﬂow in meso- and macro- pores begins to become obvious. For logCa= −5.68, the T2 spectral
amplitude of meso- and macro-pores most signiﬁcantly increases, especially for macro-pores. This fact
indicates that under the action of viscous forces, the bulk ﬂow channels are mainly composed of mesoand macro- pores for the smaller resistance, and the residual gas in macropores is minimum with logCa
= −5.68 for Swi1 and Swi2 (Figure 6). Meanwhile, comparing Figures 5 and 6, it can be observed that
Swi has little inﬂuence on the residual gas distribution in spontaneous imbibition experiments, but Ca
has greater eﬀects (especially in macro- pores) at conditions of Swi1 and Swi2 . It implies that water ﬂow
preferential channels were formed in samples going through the inlet and outlet before imbibition
starts to work, Ca will not aﬀect the residual gas distribution. The critical Ca was not observed from
experimental results. In this work, the conﬁning pressure is set as 2 MPa and the pore pressure is
less than 0.1 MPa during imbibition experiments. Meanwhile, rock samples used in this work are of
high permeability and porosity. Therefore, the inﬂuences of rock stress sensitivity and gas slippage
eﬀect on the experimental results are negligible. In addition, Figure 8b indicates that the experimental
time to reach a stable state increases with increasing Swi in the spontaneous imbibition experiments,
which is contrary to the forced imbibition experiments. Meanwhile, the water injection pore volumes
(PVs) to reach a stable state are 0.66–1.98, 0.43–1.73 and 0.11–1.08 for Swi1 , Swi2 , and Swi3 in the forced
imbibition experiments, respectively, and the PVs increases with increasing Ca. The water injection
pore volumes to reach a stable state are 0.97, 0.37 and 0.12 for Swi1 , Swi2 , and Swi3 in the spontaneous
imbibition experiments, respectively.
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Figure 8. The capillary trapping eﬃciency and time for experiments to reach a stable state in the
imbibition experiments (solid points represent the spontaneous imbibition experiments and hollow
points represent the forced imbibition experiments, while the details of experiment samples refer to
Figures 3 and 4): (a) capillary trapping eﬃciency; (b) the time for experiments to reach stable state.

In conclusion, during spontaneous and forced imbibition processes, most of the residual gas is
trapped in larger pores as a continuous or discontinuous phase. Ca and Swi jointly determine the
residual gas distribution characteristics in rock samples. For a gas reservoir with a lower Swi (such as
Swi1 and Swi2 , which are related to the pore structure and wettability of reservoir rocks), the initial
water phase is separately distributed in pores. With reasonable adjustment of gas production rate, the
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residual gas in larger pores of reservoir rocks and the CTE of reservoir rocks can eﬀectively be reduced
so as to raise recovery eﬃciency of gas reservoirs. However, if Swi in reservoir rocks is at a higher level
(such as Swi3 ), continuous and stable water ﬂow channels will be formed in reservoir rocks, which
leads to a high CTE. Accordingly, it rarely works to decrease the CTE and increase the recovery of gas
reservoirs by adjusting gas production rate. The measurement of drainage gas recovery in gas wells
should be carried out to improve the recovery of gas reservoirs.
4. Conclusions
In this work, the impacts of Ca and Swi on the microscopic residual gas distribution in core samples
were investigated by both forced and spontaneous imbibition coupled with NMR. From this study, the
following conclusions were drawn.
The conversion coeﬃcients of samples were 2.87 ms/μm and 3.32 ms/μm, respectively. The
larger the Swi , the lower the initial imbibition rate. In the spontaneous imbibition experiments, the
residual gas distribution is basically consistent for all three Swi (0, 39.34 ± 1.57%, and 62.98 ± 2.22%),
and above 90% of residual gas exists in pores larger than 1 μm. In addition, the capillary trapping
eﬃciency of the gas phase increases as Swi increases. The experimental time to reach a stable state
increases with increasing Swi in the spontaneous imbibition experiments, which is contrary to the
forced imbibition experiments.
Ca signiﬁcantly impacts the residual gas distribution in the pores of sample. The bulk ﬂow
channels are mainly composed of pores smaller than 10 μm at logCa = −8.68 and −7.68. As logCa
increases to −5.68, the bulk ﬂow channels are mainly composed of the pores larger than 1 μm. With
logCa increasing to −6.68 and −5.68 at Swi = 0 and 39.34 ± 1.57%, the residual gas distribution in pores
larger than 10 μm signiﬁcantly decreases, and that in pores smaller than 1 μm slightly increases. The
impact of Ca on the residual gas distribution is greater than the Swi for Swi = 0 and 39.34 ± 1.57%,
while Ca and Swi have little eﬀect on the residual gas distribution for Swi = 62.98 ± 2.22%. This work
improves the understanding on the trapping mechanism and water-gas migration in reservoirs.
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Abstract: During the production of deepwater wells, downhole perforation safety is one of the key
technical problems. The perforation ﬂuctuating pressure is an important factor in assessing the
wellbore safety threat. Due to diﬃculty in describing the downhole perforation pressure by using the
existing empirical correlations, a prediction model based on data ﬁtting of a large number of numerical
simulations has been proposed. Firstly, a numerical model is set up to obtain the dynamic data of
downhole perforation, and the exponential attenuation model of perforation pressure in the wellbore
is established. Secondly, a large number of numerical simulations have been carried out through
orthogonal test design. The results reveal that the downhole perforation pressure is logarithmic to
the total charge quantity, increases linearly to the wellbore initial pressure, shows an exponential
relationship with downhole eﬀective volume for perforation, and has a power relationship with
the thickness of casing and cement as well as formation elastic modulus. Thirdly, the prediction
of perforation peak pressure at diﬀerent positions along the wellbore agrees well with the ﬁeld
measurement within a 10% error. Finally, the results of this study have been applied in the ﬁeld case,
and an optimization scheme for deepwater downhole perforation safety has been put forward.
Keywords: deepwater well; perforation safety; peak pressure; numerical model; orthogonal test

1. Introduction
With the improvement of oil and gas resources exploitation technology, more and more oﬀshore
oil and gas resources have been exploited in recent years [1,2]. The exploitation of deepwater oil
and gas resources has increased gradually, and the safety of downhole perforation is an important
technical problem [3]. The shaped charge jet perforation has been widely used in deepwater completion
operations, the purpose of which is to form a channel between reservoir and wellbore that can eﬀectively
transport oil and gas [4,5]. On the one hand, the energy released by the explosion of perforating charge
is converted into the eﬀective energy to penetrate casing. On the other hand, part of the energy will
be released into the wellbore, resulting in the pulsation of perforation pressure in the wellbore. This
is the beginning of the wellbore dynamic eﬀect in the process of perforation, in which the pulsating
pressure of perforation will produce strong impact loads on the downhole tools and aﬀect the stability
of the whole perforation system [6–8]. Predicting the magnitude of downhole perforation pressure is a
critical step for the safety analysis of deepwater perforation.
Perforation testing refers to the process of connecting perforating gun, upper operating string, and
packer into a cluster for downward entry. The downhole perforation system for the deepwater wells is
shown in Figure 1, which shows that the wellbore is ﬁlled with ﬂuid after the packer is set. With the
Energies 2019, 12, 3795; doi:10.3390/en12193795
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increase of water depth, the perforation process of deepwater wells is more complex and diﬃcult. This
is bound to greatly increase the downhole perforation pressure and wellbore safety risk. The normal
exploitation of oil and gas will be aﬀected, and even some irreparable damage may be caused.

Figure 1. Downhole perforation system.

The ﬂuctuating pressure of perforation mainly comes from the asymmetric dynamic loads,
which are produced by the explosion of many perforating bullets arranged in a certain phase in
the perforating gun. Progress has been made in this ﬁeld in recent years. Lu et al. [9] proposed a
perforation pressure equation based on reservoir conditions by using the superposition principle, with
preliminary theoretical derivation and qualitative analysis. Zhao et al. [10,11] qualitatively studied the
characteristics of perforation pressure ﬂuctuation in the process of composite perforation by combining
theoretical research with experimental tests. Chen et al. [12] analyzed the dynamic load of downhole
perforation by using theoretical empirical formula and simulation software. Sanders et al. [13] proposed
that the pulsating pressure of downhole perforation would increase the risk of downhole equipment
damage in deepwater well. Yang et al. [14] indirectly calculated the peak pressure of downhole
perforation by calculating the energy of detonation gas based on the detonation theory. Zhou et al. [15]
used the load test system to measure perforation pressure data downhole. Bale et al. [16] developed a
commercial perforation software to simulate the dynamic downhole perforation pressure of deepwater
wells. Li et al. [17] pointed out that the change and distribution of perforation impact pressure in
the wellbore with time is not clear and needs further investigation. Liu et al. [18] set up a pressure
ﬁeld model of shaped charge to study the downhole perforation impact pressure. These studies
have promoted the research progress of downhole perforation pressure. However, the functional
relationships between downhole perforation pressure and diﬀerent inﬂuencing factors are not clear. The
distribution of perforation pressure along the wellbore is not clear. There is a lack of an accurate method
to predict the magnitude of perforation pressure by considering multiple downhole inﬂuencing factors.
There are three main methods to study the dynamic pressure of downhole perforation, which are
the empirical formula calculation, laboratory test, and numerical simulation [19]. However, due to the
asymmetric load of perforating bullets and the complexity of the downhole dynamic environment, it is
diﬃcult to comprehensively describe the whole perforation process by relying solely on the existing
empirical formulas. The data obtained by the laboratory test for perforation is limited. Therefore, the
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numerical simulation method of non-linear dynamics can be applied to describe the three-dimensional
dynamic process of downhole perforation.
In this study, the parameters setting of the model materials and the state equations have been
explored. By setting the ﬂuid-structure coupling, the modeling method of multiple perforating bullets
is formed. The complex perforating conditions are successfully simulated by LS-DYNA software on a
large computer. The physical process of perforation with hundreds of perforating bullets has been
innovatively simulated. Based on the simulated data, the functional relationships between perforation
peak pressure and diﬀerent inﬂuencing factors have been obtained. A prediction model to calculate
the downhole perforating peak pressure has been proposed. The perforation peak pressure at diﬀerent
positions in the wellbore can be obtained.
2. Empirical Formulas of Perforation Pressure
At present, the calculation of downhole perforation pressure is mainly based on the empirical
formulas of the explosive explosion. One of them is referring to the method of measuring explosive
performance in an isolated container. It is assumed that the perforating charge is put in the sealed
casing and the remaining space of which is ﬁlled with air. The empirical formula of explosive explosion
pressure is used to calculate perforation pressure, as shown in [20]:
P=

fω
V − αω

(1)

where P is the explosive pressure, MPa; f is the explosive speciﬁc energy, J/kg; ω is the perforating
charge quantity, kg; V is the eﬀective volume of the casing, L; α= 0.001v, v is the Hexogen speciﬁc
volume, L/kg.
By equating the perforating charge explosion with the underwater explosion test, the perforating
pressure at diﬀerent locations is calculated by [21]:
P=K

ω1/3
R

β

(2)

where K is the tested coeﬃcient, 44.5 for spherical TNT explosive, dimensionless; ω is the explosive
quality, kg; R is the distance from the detonation center, m; β is the attenuation coeﬃcient, 1.5 for
spherical TNT explosive, dimensionless.
Based on the detonation theory, the energy of detonation products is determined according to the
detonation parameters of the perforating charge. The explosion pressure of perforation is obtained
by [22]:

(3)
P = 1.558ρ2 N MQ
where ρ is the explosive density, g/cm3 ; N is the molar number of the detonation gas products per unit
mass of explosive, mol/g; M is the average molar mass of detonation gas components, g/mol; Q is the
detonation heat, KJ/mol.
Assuming that a certain proportion of explosive energy will be converted into wellbore ﬂuid
internal energy, a certain increment of pressure can be produced in the wellbore. After perforation, the
wellbore pressure is obtained as [23]:
P = P0 + ϕ(δ − 1)

n m
Q
VM

(4)

where P0 is the wellbore initial pressure, MPa; ϕ is the explosive energy transfer rate, dimensionless; δ
is the imaginary gas-liquid ratio in the wellbore, dimensionless; n the number of perforating bullets; m
is the charge per hole, g; M is the average molar mass of detonation gas components, g/mol; V is the
wellbore eﬀective volume, m3 ; Q is the detonation heat, KJ/mol.
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The idea of the above empirical formulas is to calculate the explosion pressure of perforation by
the equivalent explosion of explosives. It is assumed that other calculation parameters remain constant:
charge density is 1.80 g/cm3 ; inner diameter of casing is 0.157 m; casing length is 2.5 m; inner diameter
of tubing is 0.059 m; tubing length is 1 m; inner diameter of perforating gun is 0.105 m; gun length
is 1 m; residual volume of charge is 0.83 L/kg; explosive speciﬁc energy is 1181861 J/kg; molecular
mass of explosive is 222.12 g/mol; molar number of explosive per unit mass is 0.03377; detonation heat
is 6205.23 KJ/mol. The initial wellbore pressure is 10 MPa, with 30% of explosive energy converted
into wellbore pressure during perforation. The total charge quantity of perforation is calculated as a
variable by Equations (1)–(4), which is changed as 2 kg, 4 kg, 6 kg, 8 kg, 10 kg. The calculation results
are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Calculation results from diﬀerent empirical formulas.

Based on the above calculation results, it can be seen that the perforation pressure increases with
the increase of the total charge quantity. The pressure values of perforation calculated Equations (1)–(4)
are quite diﬀerent. The actual downhole perforation conditions are complex, with many factors
aﬀecting the ﬂuctuating pressure of perforation. The above empirical formulas cannot consider the
factors comprehensively, especially for the inﬂuence of formation conditions. The calculation results
of the above empirical formulas are inaccurate. It is important to account for the reservoir condition
since it can act as an absorber or reﬂector (based on porosity, permeability, etc.) of shock waves that
eventually aﬀects the propagation and strength of shock waves within the wellbore [24,25]. Therefore,
these theoretical empirical formulas can only be used as a preliminary reference for qualitative analysis
of downhole perforation pressure. The above analysis shows that the charge of perforation, the eﬀective
space of the wellbore, the wellbore initial pressure, and so on are the important factors aﬀecting the
explosion pressure of perforation. Therefore, further research is needed to explore a more accurate
calculation model for perforating pressure.
Due to high ﬂexibility and ability, the technologies of numerical simulation have been widely
applied for the study of complex non-linear problems in recent years. The simulation of perforation
completion has undergone a process from simple to complex, and the perforation model has gradually
developed from two-dimensional to three-dimensional. At present, the perforation simulation analysis
has entered the stage of ﬁnite element simulation calculation with the further development of computer
technologies. Some complex non-linear problems with high calculation accuracy have been solved
with the premise of adapting to various complex mathematical models. The numerical simulation has
many advantages and has become an eﬀective means of piercing engineering analysis, in which the
whole dynamic process can be presented by numerical simulation [26,27].
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3. Modeling and Meshing
The whole process of perforation includes charge explosion, jet formation, casing penetration,
and ﬂuid-solid coupling. The sequential explosion of perforating bullets has an extremely complex
coupling superposition eﬀect with increasing shock loads in the wellbore. At present, the ﬁnite element
software of LS-DYNA or AUTODYNA has been widely used to simulate the whole dynamic process.
Lee [28] simulated the process of jet formation and penetration into the casing wall based on the 2D
Euler coding, the foundation of perforation numerical simulation was laid. Han et al. [29] studied
the process of explosive explosion forming jet and penetrating casing wall during perforation by
numerical simulation. Kang et al. [30] used the software of LS-DYNA to study the dynamic response
of the perforating gun, and few numbers of perforating bullets were simulated in three-dimensional.
Yang [31] simulated a single perforating bullet of the horizontal well perforation by the software of
LS-DYNA, and the state equations and model parameters during perforation were explored. Li [32]
simulated the ﬂuctuation of perforation pressure by the software of AUTODYN using spherical
explosive instead of perforating bullets. Yan et al. [33] studied the process of perforation to cement
damage by the software of LS-DYNA, and the ALE (Arbitrary Lagrange–Euler) algorithm was used to
describe the ﬂuid-structure coupling phenomenon in the perforation process. The above researches
have laid the foundation for modern perforation completion simulation and promoted its rapid
development. The selection of state equations, the setting of model parameters, and the ﬂuid-structure
coupling phenomenon in the perforation process have been preliminarily studied. However, previous
work often focused on a single or a few numbers of perforation bullets due to the complexity of
perforation modeling and meshing with huge workloads. Without considering the inﬂuence of multiple
factors on downhole perforation pressure, the simulation cannot reﬂect the actual working conditions
of perforation.
In this section, the perforation model, with hundreds of perforating bullets, has been innovatively
established. Several trial calculations have been carried out by exploring the parameters of the model
materials and state equation and setting the ﬂuid-solid coupling interface. The numerical simulations
have been carried out smoothly.
3.1. Physical Model
A number of perforating bullets are distributed in the gun at a certain phase. The downhole
perforation system of deepwater wells has many components, as shown in Figure 1. The physical
model needs to be simpliﬁed for the convenience of simulation calculation. Make the following
assumptions: Firstly, the cement or reservoir is assumed as isotropic materials by ignoring their
heterogeneity; Secondly, all the downhole components in the perforation string system are regarded
as isotropic tubing string materials. Through the above assumptions, a 3D physical model can be
established by simpliﬁcation, as shown in Figure 3. The perforating gun, tubing string, and casing are
involved in the model with 300 perforating bullets with phase 45◦ , 63 g charge per hole. The air ﬁlls
inside the remaining space of the gun. The wellbore ﬂuid ﬁlls the annulus space of tubing and casing
with the initial pressure of 15 MPa. The packer restrains the upper end of the string radially, and the
circumference of the string is restrained by the casing with reservoir surrounding.
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Figure 3. 3D physical model.

3.2. Model Meshing
The physical process of perforation includes complex ﬂuid-structure interaction with a high strain
rate, which is commonly solved by the BEM (boundary element method) and FEM (ﬁnite element
method). The BEM is suitable for solving linear homogeneous problems, while FEM is suitable for
solving nonlinear problems with complex boundaries [34,35]. Therefore, the ﬁnite element method
can be used to simulate perforation. In LS-DYNA, there are mainly ALE (Arbitrary Lagrange–Euler)
algorithm and SPH (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics) algorithm for ﬂuid-structure interaction
calculation. The mesh deformation caused by meshless can be avoided for the SPH algorithm [36].
However, the ALE algorithm is more stable under perforation conditions, accurately describing the
deformation response of perforated string, cement, and reservoir without mesh non-convergence.
The ALE algorithm can accurately simulate the formation and penetration of a shaped charge jet with
a high strain rate and large deformation, which can be used in RDX (Royal Demolition Explosive)
explosives, air, and ﬂuid. The spatial position of the ALE grid remains unchanged with the material
ﬂows among the grids. The Lagrange algorithm is used in the downhole string. The Lagrange
algorithm can be ﬁrstly executed by the ALE algorithm at each time step [37].
Since the model meshing is complex, the grid is built on the cylindrical boundary to make the
whole area transition into a cuboid structure. The remaining 3/4 models can be obtained by rotating
the replication command. The ﬂuid area model of the perforating bullet and the torsion model
are connected by twisting the air area model between the cylindrical segments, in which diﬀerent
perforating bullets are located. The twisting model is connected by replicating rotation. The ﬂuid
area model of several perforating bullets can be obtained. Through the above methods, the geometric
parameters of the liner, charge, the height of the upper end face of the cuboid, and the number
of corresponding meshes can be adjusted. Diﬀerent sizes of the perforating bullets can be quickly
established by changing the parameters. Multiple perforating bullets can be obtained by simple
replication with the distance that can be quickly adjusted. Figure 4a shows the vertical section of the
mesh model, and the vertical section of the mesh model of the perforating bullet is shown in Figure 4b.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Meshing: (a) vertical section of mesh model; (b) mesh model of perforating bullet.

3.3. Material Model and State Equation
The selection of material parameters and the related equation of state have been brieﬂy introduced
in the section. The state equation of EOS_JWL (Jones-Wilkins-Lee) is adopted for RDX explosive, and
the expression is shown in [38]:
P = A(1 −

ω
ω
ωE
)e−R1V + B(1 −
)e−R2V +
R1V
R2V
V

where p is the pressure of detonation product, MPa; V =

1
ρ

(5)

is the speciﬁc volume, cm3 /g; A, B, ω, R1, R2

are material constants; E is the explosive internal energy of unit volume, J/m3 . The parameters’ values
are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameters’ values of RDX (Royal Demolition Explosive).
ρ (g/cm3 )

D (cm/μs)

A (GPa)

B (GPa)

R1

R2

ω

E (J/m3 )

1.78

0.65

3.71

0.074

4.15

0.95

0.3

9 × 109

The MAT_NULL material model and state equation of EOS_GRUNEISEN are used for describing
the wellbore ﬂuid (water) dynamic response. The equation is shown in [39]:
P= '



ρ0 C2 μ 1 + 1 −

γ0
2



μ−

a1 2
2μ

μ2

1 − (S1 − 1)μ − S2 2 μ2 +1 − S3


( + ( γ0 + a 1 μ ) E

μ3

(μ+1)

(6)

2

where C is the sound velocity in water, cm/μs; S1, S2, S3 are the constant coeﬃcients, dimensionless; γ0
ρ
is the Gruneisen constant, dimensionless; μ = ρ0 − 1 is the water compressibility, dimensionless; a1 is
the ﬁrst-order volume correction of γ0 ,μ, dimensionless. The main parameter values are shown in
Table 2.
Table 2. Water parameters of the Gruneisen state equation.
C(cm/μs)

S1

S2

S3

γ0

a1

A

E0

V0

0.165

1.92

–0.0096

0

0.35

0.47

0

0

0.9925
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The EOS of material air is shown as [40]:
P = (C0 + C1 μ + C2 μ2 + C3 μ3 ) + (C4 + C5 μ + C6 μ2 )E

(7)

where C0 , C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 , C6 are the EOS parameters, dimensionless. The values of the parameters
are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Air parameters.
ρ

(g/cm3 )

C0

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

0.001225

0

0

0

0

0.4

0.4

0

The Cowper–Symonds model is adopted for the shell and perforated string (gun, tubing, casing),
as shown in [41]:
⎡
1⎤

ε P ⎥⎥⎥
⎢⎢⎢
⎥⎥ σ0 + βEp εe f f
σ y = ⎢⎢⎣1 +
(8)
P
Q ⎦
where ε is the strain rate of materials, dimensionless; Q and P are the strain rate parameters,
Etan E
dimensionless; σ0 is the initial value of yield stress, MPa; EP = E−E
is the plastic hardening modulus
tan
of materials, GPa; Etan is the tangent modulus of materials, GPa; E is the young modulus of materials,
ef f

GPa; εP is the eﬀective plastic strain of materials, dimensionless. According to the API (American
Petroleum Institute) standard, the material parameters of the perforated string are shown in Table 4 [42].
Table 4. Parameters of perforated string.

Parameters

Steel
Grade
-

Length
(m)

Density
(kg/m3 )

Size
(mm)

Yield
Stress
(MPa)

Elastic
Modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s
Ratio
-

Tubing
Casing
Gun

N80
N80
N80

20
35
9

7800
7800
-

93/62
245/221
178/153

536
460
550

206
206
206

0.3
0.25
0.3

The cement and reservoir can be described by the material model of Holmquist–Johnson–Cook
model [38]:


(9)
σ = fc Q1 (1 − Q2 ) + Q3 P∗N [1 + Q4 ln(ε∗ )]
where fc is the uniaxial compression strength, MPa; P∗N is the normalized pressure value, dimensionless;
ε∗ is the normalized strain rate, dimensionless; Q1 , Q2 , Q3 are the constants of the material,
dimensionless; Q4 is the damage value, dimensionless. In order to reduce the amount of calculation, the
cement and reservoir model is only established near the perforation section. The modeling parameters
are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Cement and reservoir parameters.
Parameters

Density
(kg/m3 )

Length
(m)

Thickness
(m)

Inner Diameter
(mm)

Elastic Modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s Ratio
-

Cement
Reservoir

2560
2210

20
20

0.03
3

245
545

206
1.27

0.3
0.35

The numerical model is input into the LS-DYNA program in the form of a K ﬁle for calculation.
The parameters of numerical simulation are deﬁned by keywords. * INCLUDE and * INCLUDE
TRANSFORM: importing the grid model information; * INITIAL_DETONATION: deﬁning the
initiation point and time of explosives; * ALE_MULTI-MATERIAL_GROUP: making the material ﬂows
with each other in the ﬂuid domain grid; * CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID: realizing the
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ﬂuid-solid coupling; * SECTION_SOLID and * SECTION_SOLID_ALE: setting the grid cell algorithms;
* CONTROL_TERMINATION and *CONTROL_TIMESTEP: controlling the simulation time and the
output step of the model calculation [37].
4. Numerical Analysis
In this section, numerical simulation has been carried out on a large computer based on the above
modeling and calculation methods. The simulation data can be extracted through post-processing.
The total explosion time during perforation of 0–5000 μs has been simulated.
4.1. Simulation Results
The perforation pressure in the wellbore distribution from 800 μs to 1400 μs with an interval of
100 microseconds can be obtained, as shown in Figure 5. When the perforator has not been detonated,
there is no ﬂuctuation of the pressure in the wellbore. When the shock wave is formed by the explosion
of perforating bullets, the perforation pressure in the wellbore increases sharply upward along the
wellbore. When the shock wave reaches the position of the packer at the top of the wellbore, it reaches
the peak value, which is caused by the reﬂection of the packer. The reﬂected shock wave gradually
propagates downward along the wellbore, showing a trend of attenuation. The wellbore pressure-time
curve can be drawn by extracting the simulated data, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Perforation pressure distribution in the wellbore (unit: 1011 Pa).

Figure 6. Simulated perforation pressure-time curve.

It can be seen from the simulated perforation pressure-time curve that the wellbore pressure
reaches peak instantaneously with the detonation of the perforating bullets. Then, the oscillation
occurs when shock waves are reﬂected back and forth in the wellbore. The attenuation occurs with
propagation in the wellbore ﬂuid. Finally, the pressure value tends to be stable after perforation.
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The changing trend is similar to the ﬁeld measured data curve, as shown in Section 5. It can be seen
from Figure 6 that the peak pressure of deepwater perforation is as high as 110 MPa, which is a very
important index for downhole wellbore safety. The high peak perforation pressure will cause the
direct damage of downhole tools, such as the fracture of perforated string, the failure of the packer,
etc. The peak value of perforation pressure can be used as the test index of the downhole safety for
deepwater wells [43,44]. Before the shock wave reaches the packer, the contour of annulus pressure is
captured along the diﬀerent positions of the wellbore from bottom to top, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Perforation pressure distribution at diﬀerent positions of the wellbore (unit: 1011 Pa).

The position of perforating gun is regarded as the starting position of perforating explosive
load. From Figure 7, it can be seen that the farther away from the source of the explosion, the lower
the perforating pressure is. It means that the propagation of perforating pressure in wellbore ﬂuid
shows an attenuation trend. The peak perforation pressure at diﬀerent positions in the wellbore
can be extracted [45–49]. By using the extremum method, the simulated data can be dimensionless.
The change trend curve of peak perforation pressure at diﬀerent wellbore positions has been obtained,
as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Perforation peak pressure at diﬀerent positions of the wellbore. The abscissa l/lmax is the ratio
of the distance along the wellbore from the source of the explosion and the distance from the packer to
the source of the explosion. The ordinate Pw/Pmax is the ratio of the peak pressure of perforation and
the maximum peak pressure of perforation.

The ultra-high pressure detonation products formed by perforation bullets rapidly expand in
wellbore ﬂuid in the form of gas. Since the pressure of the detonation products is far greater than the
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static pressure of surrounding wellbore ﬂuid, the shock waves and perforation pressure pulsation have
been formed in the wellbore. There will be a decaying trend with the propagation of shock waves in
the wellbore ﬂuid. The physical process is very similar to the underwater explosion. The mathematical
model of the underwater pressure attenuation is usually obtained by ﬁtting the experimental data.
Cole [50] ﬁrst proposed the theory to describe the pressure attenuation of underwater explosion; it is
considered that the propagation attenuation law of underwater explosion accords with exponential
attenuation. Through the above analysis, the attenuation coeﬃcient model of the downhole perforation
pressure in the wellbore is proposed by the undetermined coeﬃcient method:
Pw = K × Ps × eβk

(10)

where Pw is the peak pressure of perforation at diﬀerent positions of the wellbore, MPa; Ps is the
initial pressure of the explosive source of perforation bullets, MPa; K is the undetermined coeﬃcient,
dimensionless; β is the attenuation index, dimensionless; k = l/lmax is the ratio of the distance along
the wellbore from the source of the explosion and the distance from the packer to the source of the
explosion, dimensionless.
Based on the numerical simulation data in Figure 8, the model of the undetermined coeﬃcient in
the equation can be solved, K = 1.18 and β = −0.37. In order to obtain the pressure of the source of the
explosion of perforating bullets, a large number of numerical simulation analysis is carried out for
diﬀerent factors based on the orthogonal test.
4.2. Orthogonal Test
The orthogonal test is a scientiﬁc, eﬀective, and simple method to study the inﬂuence of multiple
factors, which is applicable to a certain index aﬀected by these factors, with each factor taking more
than one value. As we know, there are many factors aﬀecting the pulse pressure of perforation, such as
perforation-related parameters, pressure in the initial wellbore ﬂuid, wellbore size, the thickness
of casing and cement sheath penetrated, reservoir conditions, and so on. In this study, in order to
obtain the variation law of downhole perforation pressure under diﬀerent perforation conditions, the
orthogonal test method has been used to carry out a series of numerical simulation calculations on a
large computer for the inﬂuence of diﬀerent factors on perforation pressure. Five correlative factors
have been considered: total charge quantity, wellbore initial pressure, downhole eﬀective volume for
perforation, the thickness of casing and cement, formation elastic modulus. The designed orthogonal
test table is shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Orthogonal test level table.

Orthogonal
Test Level

Total Charge
Quantity (kg)

Wellbore
Initial
Pressure (MPa)

Downhole
Perforation
Eﬀective
Volume (m3 )

Thickness of
Casing and
Cement (m)

Formation
Elastic
Modulus
(MPa)

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

4
8
12
16

15
50
85
120

1.5
2
2.5
3

0.03
0.05
0.07
0.09

5
10
15
20

The perforating peak pressure is the index aﬀected by the factors; the results of orthogonal
numerical simulation tests can be obtained in Table 7. Through range analysis, the order of importance
of each factor to test index can be judged. The range can be calculated by the formula, as shown in [28]:
)
*
Ri = Max(Ki ) − Max(Ki ) /n
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where Ri is the range formula of the ith column, dimensionless; Kij is the sum of the test indices
corresponding to the ith column (factor) and jth level (value), dimensionless; Kij is the average value
of the test indices corresponding to the ith column (factor) and jth level (value), which can be used to
obtain the optimum combination of factors to make the test index, dimensionless.
Table 7. Results of orthogonal tests.
Sequence
Number
(-)

Total
Charge
(kg)

Wellbore
Initial
Pressure
(MPa)

Downhole
Eﬀective
Volume
(m3 )

Thickness
of Casing
and Cement
(m)

Formation
Elastic
Modulus
(MPa)

Peak Value of
Perforating
Pressure
(MPa)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

4
4
4
4
8
8
8
8
12
12
12
12
16
16
16
16

15
50
85
120
15
50
85
120
15
50
85
120
15
50
85
120

3
2.5
2
1.5
2.5
3
1.5
2
2
1.5
3
2.5
1.5
2
2.5
3

0.09
0.07
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.03
0.09
0.07
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.09
0.03
0.05

15
20
10
5
5
10
20
15
20
15
5
10
10
5
15
20

52.6
89.88
149.22
206.2
85.33
148.55
160.75
208
96.22
140.74
189.87
215.17
145.52
195.68
248.9
276.65

Through range analysis, the order of importance of each factor to the perforating peak pressure can
be obtained. The larger the range value, the greater the inﬂuence of the factor on the peak perforation
pressure is. The range value of the total charge quantity, wellbore initial pressure, downhole eﬀective
volume for perforation, the thickness of casing and cement, formation elastic modulus is 90.3, 106.52,
24.27, 29.1, 19.79, respectively. Therefore, the order of inﬂuence of each factor on the peak value of
perforation pressure is as follows: wellbore initial pressure > total charge quantity > thickness of
casing and cement > downhole eﬀective volume for perforation > formation elastic modulus.
4.3. Analysis of Inﬂuence Factors
In order to study the correlation between inﬂuence factors and peak perforation pressure, the
dimensionless analysis is adopted for the simulated data. Five dimensionless normalized forms of the
factors of the total charge quantity, wellbore initial pressure, downhole eﬀective volume for perforation,
the thickness of casing and cement, formation elastic modulus are represented by X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 , X5 ,
respectively. The dimensionless normalized form of peak perforation pressure can be represented by Y.
The downhole wellbore perforation peak pressure function can be expressed in the dimensionless form:
Y = f (X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 , X5 )

(12)

where X1 = M0 /Mmax , X2 = P0 /P0max , X3 = V0 /Vmax , X4 = L0 /Lmax , X5 = G0 /Gmax are the ratios
of the total charge quantity, wellbore initial pressure, downhole eﬀective volume for perforation,
the thickness of casing and cement, formation elastic modulus to the maximum value of that,
respectively, dimensionless.
Based on the dimensionless simulation data, taking X1 as abscissa and Y as a longitudinal
coordinate, the trend curve and the inﬂuence law can be obtained, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. The inﬂuence of total charge quantity on downhole perforation peak pressure.

Figure 9 indicates that the peak value of perforation pressure and the total charge quantity show a
logarithm function. The perforating peak pressure increases with the total charge quantity increasing.
The reason is that the ﬂuctuating pressure of downhole perforation mainly comes from the explosion
source of perforated bullets with the shaped charge. The larger the single charge and the more the
number of perforation bullets are, the more the total charge quantity is, the higher the peak pressure of
perforation pulsation is.
Similarly, in order to investigate the eﬀects of wellbore initial pressure on the pulsating pressure
of perforation, the relationship between the wellbore initial pressure and the peak value of downhole
perforation can be obtained in Figure 10.

Figure 10. The inﬂuence of wellbore initial pressure on downhole perforation peak pressure.

As shown in Figure 10, the peak perforation pressure increases linearly with the increase of
wellbore initial pressure. The reason is that the initial wellbore pressure provides the basis for the
pulsating pressure of perforation. When the explosive energy produced by the explosion of the
perforation bullets is released into the wellbore, the larger the wellbore initial pressure is, the higher
the perforating explosion pressure is.
Figure 11 illustrates the relationship between the downhole perforation eﬀective volume and
the peak value of perforation. It can be seen that the peak value of perforation and the downhole
perforation eﬀective volume shows an exponential function. The peak value of perforation gradually
becomes smaller with the increase of the downhole perforation eﬀective volume. This is because as the
packer is seated, the downhole wellbore is in a closed space. With the increase of downhole perforation
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eﬀective volume, the energy generated by the perforation explosion has more space to release. Less
energy can be converted into the perforating pulsating pressure.

Figure 11. The inﬂuence of downhole perforation eﬀective volume on perforation peak pressure.

The relationship between the thickness of casing and cement and the peak value of downhole
perforating pressure can be drawn, as shown in Figure 12. It can be seen that the peak value of
downhole perforating pressure and the thickness of casing and cement show a power relation function.
The peak value of downhole perforating pressure gradually becomes smaller with the increase of
the thickness of casing and cement. The reason is that with the increase of energy used to perforate
casing and cement, the explosive energy released in wellbore decreases correspondingly. The pulsating
pressure of perforation decreases accordingly.

Figure 12. The inﬂuence of the thickness of casing and cement on downhole perforation peak pressure.

Figure 13 illustrates the relationship between the formation elastic modulus and the peak value
of perforation pressure. It can be seen that the peak value of perforation pressure and the formation
elastic modulus show a power function. The peak value of perforation pressure gradually becomes
smaller with the increase of the formation elastic modulus. The reason is that the greater the formation
elastic modulus is, the stronger the ability to resist elastic deformation is. More energy is required for
perforation to penetrate the formation. Less energy will be released in the wellbore with the smaller
perforating pressure.
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Figure 13. The inﬂuence of formation elastic modulus on downhole perforation peak pressure.

Based on the above analysis, the inﬂuence laws of the factors on the downhole perforation peak
pressure have been obtained. In order to obtain a prediction model that can be used to calculate the
peak pressure of perforation pulsation accurately in engineering, it can be ﬁtted based on a large
number of numerical simulation data by considering multi-factor changes. Equation (12) can be written
further as:

K1 Ln(X1 ) + K2
Y= KX
+ K6 X2 + K7
(13)
e 3 3 X4 K4 X5 K5
where K1 , K2 , K3 , K4 , K5 , K6 , K7 are the undetermined coeﬃcients, which can be obtained by ﬁtting the
numerical simulation data, dimensionless.
Combining with the attenuation coeﬃcient model of the downhole perforation pressure in the
wellbore of Equation (10), the ﬁnal prediction model of perforation peak pressure at diﬀerent positions
of the wellbore can be obtained in:
⎞
⎛ 
⎟⎟ 0.037k
⎜⎜
ALn(X1 ) + B
⎟⎟e
+
CX
+
D
(14)
Pw = Pmax ⎜⎝⎜ 0.33X
2
⎠
3 X 0.02 X 0.01
e
5
4
where A, B, C, D are the undetermined coeﬃcients, which can be solved, dimensionless A = 0.13,
B = 0.35, C = 0.33, D = 0.27.
Through the above analysis, a calculation model for the prediction of the ﬂuctuating peak pressure
of downhole deepwater perforation has been obtained, which can be applied to the ﬁeld perforation
case study.
5. Field Application
The ﬁeld case is a deepwater well located in the South China Sea [51]. The well’s depth is
1295 m, the length of the perforating gun, rathole length, and tubing is, respectively, 9 m, 19.14 m,
35 m. The packer adopts a static type with rated working pressure of 30 MPa. The speciﬁc operation
parameters of the ﬁeld well are shown in Table 8. The measured perforation pressure-time curve can
be obtained by the test instrument installed on the perforation gun, as shown in Figure 14.
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Table 8. Field case parameters.
Parameters

Data

Perforation bullets
Charge per hole
Casing size
Tubing size
Gun size
Wellbore initial pressure
Fluid density
Conﬁning pressure
Cement thickness
Formation elastic modulus
Charge type
Perforation type

336
40 g
244.40/220.50 mm
73.02/62.00 mm
177.80/152.53 mm
10 MPa
1030 kg/m3
12 MPa
0.06 m
1.27 MPa
RDX
TCP (Tubing Conveyed Perforation)

Figure 14. Measured perforation pressure-time curve.

It can be seen that the measured and simulated pressure-time curves of Figures 6 and 14 show
similar trends, in which the perforation pressure reaches peak instantaneously with the detonation of
the perforating bullets. Then, the oscillation occurs when shock waves are reﬂected back and forth in
the wellbore, and the attenuation occurs due to propagation in the wellbore ﬂuid. Finally, the pressure
value tends to be stable after perforation. The measured peak pressure during perforating is 7900 psi
(54.57 MPa). According to the prediction model of perforation peak pressure of Equation (13), the
result can be obtained. The downhole eﬀective volume for perforation can be calculated in:
V0 = Vt + V g + Vr

(15)

where Vt , V g , Vr are the volume of tubing section, perforating gun section, and pocket section,
respectively, m3 . The predicted peak perforation pressure by this study (Equation (13)) has been found
to be 56.85 MPa; the error between the predicted value and the measured value can be calculated by:
δ=

56.85 − 54.57
× 100% = 4.18%
54.57

(16)

Similarly, the results of diﬀerent empirical formulas (Equations (1)–(4)) in previous reports for
calculating the peak pressure of perforation and the errors in comparison with the measured data can
be obtained, as shown in Table 9.
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Table 9. Calculation results of diﬀerent empirical formulas.
Formula Number

Calculation Result
(MPa)

Measured Result
(MPa)

Relative Error

Equation (1)
Equation (2)
Equation (3)
Equation (4)
Equation (13)

19.89
39.54
85.68
71.2
56.85

54.57
54.57
54.57
54.57
54.57

63.55%
27.54%
57.01%
30.47%
4.18%

By comparing the results of this study with those of previous studies, it has been found that the
error in comparison with the measured data by Equation (13) is within 10%. The result calculated
by the prediction model accords with the accuracy needs of actual perforation operation. The safety
of downhole perforation can be analyzed, in which the safety of the packer is an important index to
measure the safety of downhole wellbore. When the packer is seated, it is in a ﬁxed state. When the
perforation pressure wave is transmitted to the lower end of the packer, it will produce reﬂection and
transmission. According to the principle of reﬂection and transmission of the wave, the pressure value
acting on the packer can be calculated by:
P1 = P2 + P3 − P4 = 2P2 ×

(ρc)2 [(ρc)2 − (ρc)1 ]
[(ρc)1 + (ρc)2 ]2

(17)

where P1 is the ﬁnal pressure value acting on the packer, MPa; P2 is the perforation pressure of the
lower end of the packer, MPa; P3 is the reﬂection pressure, MPa; P4 is the transmission pressure, MPa;
(ρc)1
(ρc)2

= 15 is the ratio of shock impedance between wellbore ﬂuid and the packer, dimensionless.
Combining with the prediction model of perforation peak pressure at diﬀerent positions of the
wellbore of Equation (14), the ﬁnal pressure value acting on packer can be obtained as 51.37 MPa.
The value is beyond the range of a packer (30 MPa), and the packer will be damaged with such
perforating peak pressure. To ensure the safety of perforation while keeping the perforation strength is
an important challenge. It means that the number of perforating bullets and charge quantity cannot
be reduced. The material properties, type, and size of the downhole string cannot be changed, and
the reservoir conditions are determined. The perforating pressure can be reduced by adjusting the
installation distance of the packer and the installation of shock absorbers. The shock absorbers are
usually installed below the packer to ensure the safety of the whole perforation process. The shock
absorber is usually composed of spring or rubber parts. For deepwater wells, the rubber parts in the
shock absorber are more easily damaged due to the complex bottom-hole environment, which causes
great trouble to perforation operation. So, the spring shock absorber is often used in the perforation of
a deepwater well. According to the previous analysis, the axial dynamic response of the downhole
string under perforation impact is the most obvious. The perforating peak pressure can be alleviated
by installing the longitudinal spring shock absorber. It is proposed that the shock absorbers installed
in the middle of the string can achieve the best shock absorption eﬀect [5].
The shock absorber is simulated by adding spring elements connected in series to the string in the
numerical model of Figure 3. The numerical models with shock absorbers installed in the middle of
the string have been used to carry out the simulation calculation. Through the numerical simulations,
the date of perforating peak pressure on the packer with a diﬀerent number of shock absorbers under
diﬀerent packer setting distances can be obtained, as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Safety optimization scheme.

Figure 15 shows the reduction of the peak value of perforating pressure on the downhole packer
with diﬀerent numbers of shock absorbers. The more the number of shock absorbers is, the larger
the reduction is, and the better shock absorption eﬀect can be achieved. With the increase of packer
installation distance, the peak value of the perforating pressure on the downhole packer decreases.
When one shock absorber is installed, the minimum value is reduced to 32.5 MPa, which still exceeds
the range of a packer (30 MPa). When the optimal installation position cannot meet the requirements
of shock absorption, the number of shock absorbers can be increased. With the increase of the number
of shock absorbers, the downhole packer can be ensured in a safe state combined with the optimization
of packer installation distance. The optimization range refers to the color region in Figure 15. Through
the above analysis, the speciﬁc optimization scheme is put forward. In the ﬁeld operation, the distance
of the packer is 20 m, and two shock absorbers are installed in series in the middle of the string. After
safety optimization, there is no damage to the downhole packer after perforation.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, the numerical model with hundreds of perforation bullets is set up to study the
downhole perforation pressure for deepwater wells. The downhole dynamic perforation process is
clearly described. The propagation attenuation model of perforation impact pressure in wellbore ﬂuid
is established based on the theory of underwater explosion. According to the results of orthogonal
numerical simulation tests, the order of inﬂuence of each factor on the peak value of perforation
pressure has been obtained: wellbore initial pressure > total charge quantity > thickness of casing and
cement > downhole eﬀective volume for perforation > formation elastic modulus. The results show
that the downhole perforation peak pressure, logarithmically related to the total charge quantity, is
linearly related to the wellbore initial pressure, has an exponential relationship with the downhole
eﬀective volume for perforation, and is a power relationship with the casing and cement thickness
and the formation elastic modulus. The model to predict the perforation peak pressure considering
multiple factors at diﬀerent positions of the wellbore has been obtained. The proposed correlation
shows accurate performance based on a ﬁeld case under consideration, which demonstrates promising
capability as a predictive tool. With the ﬁeld application, an optimized scheme is proposed to improve
the perforation safety for the deepwater well.
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Abstract: The eﬀect of supercritical CO2 on the shaly caprocks is one of the critical issues to be
considered in CO2 sequestration programs. Shale-scCO2 interactions can alter the seal integrity,
leading to environmental problems and bringing into question the eﬀectiveness of the program
altogether. Several analytical studies were conducted on samples from Jurassic Eneabba Basal
Shale and claystone rich facies of the Triassic Yalgorup Member (725–1417 m) in the Harvey CO2
sequestration site, Western Australia, to address the shale-scCO2 interactions and their eﬀect on the
petrophysical properties of the caprock. Shale samples saturated with NaCl brine were exposed to
scCO2 under the reservoir condition (T = 60 ◦ C, P = 2000 psi) for nine months and then tested to
determine their altered mineralogical, petrophysical and geochemical properties. The experimental
study examined changes to the mineralogical composition, capillary threshold pressure, and pore
size distribution (PSD) of samples. The X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) results showed several changes in
mineralogy because of rock-brine-CO2 reactions. Quartz, feldspars, kaolinite, and goethite were
dissolved in most samples and muscovite, and halite were precipitated in general. Nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR), low-pressure nitrogen adsorption (LPNA), and mercury injection capillary pressure
(MICP) tests indicate an increase in pore volume, except for relatively tighter, clay-rich samples.
A reduction in capillary threshold pressures of samples after exposure to scCO2 is observed.
Keywords: carbon dioxide sequestration; caprock integrity; shale alteration; rock-water-CO2
interaction; lab tests under reservoir condition

1. Introduction
The geosequestration of anthropogenic CO2 has been suggested as a solution for resolving the
problem of increasing greenhouse gas emissions which are responsible for global warming [1]. CO2 is
the major greenhouse gas, resulting from fossil fuel combustion for domestic and industrial purposes [2].
The injection of anthropogenic CO2 deep underground instead of releasing it to the atmosphere is the
basic concept in this method [3]. CO2 , under the storage condition of target reservoirs (below 800 m),
is in the critical state (CO2 critical point: 31.8 ◦ C and 7.38 MPa). Saline aquifers are the most common
target for the injection of CO2, due to their abundancy and proximity to the source [4,5]. The excessive
amount of CO2 in the geologic formation, which also contain water, modiﬁes the chemical equilibrium
of the existing system and induces a series of reactions. The interactions between rock-forming
minerals, brine, and injected CO2 in deep brine aquifers alter the natural petrophysical properties of
CO2 geosequestration sites [6].
The mitigation of ScCO2 into the subsurface initiates the CO2 -water-rock interactions in geologic
storage strata that, in time, render the pH of the environment into an acidic condition, which, in turn,
is expected to be buﬀered by reactions with the silicate/oxide/carbonate phases. Increasing the pH with
time, due to this buﬀering eﬀect, may result in carbonates or other phases re-precipitating in the pore
system that had been dissolved initially [7,8]. Even after pH buﬀering, due to carbonate dissolution,
the acidity of the brine will still be suﬃcient to attack alumino-silicate minerals (e.g., clays and
Energies 2020, 13, 149; doi:10.3390/en13010149
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feldspars) [9]. Subsequently, such reactions are often followed by alterations to the petrophysical
properties of the rock. Several laboratory investigations on mineral transformations in CO2 storage
reservoirs indicated that some changes of caprock’s ﬂuid transport properties and mineralogical
composition may occur [10–17]). Credoz et al. (2009) suggested that potential pathways for CO2
leakage through the caprock could be induced as the result of geochemical alteration occurring along
with the reservoir-caprock interface with the CO2 -brine mixture [18]. However, Busch et al. (2008)
suggested that the depth of inﬂuence of such reactions is only limited to the lower part of the caprock
in the vicinity of the CO2 plume [7].
CO2 containment and long-term safety for both humans and the environment are crucial factors to
consider before implementing large scale CO2 storage. Containment of the injected CO2 for hundreds
to thousands of years by trapping mechanism determines the success of geologic CO2 sequestration
as a large-scale carbon management strategy. Interaction of scCO2 -shale and the subsequent shale
alteration can cause seal failure and leakage of CO2 to the upper formations and the atmosphere [9].
Assessing the CO2 -rock interaction is an important part of such studies, as these potentially aﬀect
physical properties. There have been few studies to address the caprock sealing properties’ variation
during the geosequestration of CO2 [8,11,12,14,15,19–23]. This study aims to assess the directions
of the geochemical reactions and the petrophysical alteration as a result of dissolution/precipitation
mechanisms in potential shaly caprock in the South West Hub, Western Australia under in situ
conditions. This research is aimed at reducing uncertainties in the eﬃcacy of shaly caprocks in a CO2
storage system.
Laboratory experiments of rock samples with CO2 and brine have been frequently applied as
a strategy for studying the potential geochemical reactions. Most of the existing experiments have
been conducted for less than three months and at very high temperatures to increase the chemical
reaction rates. Some drawback of such batch experiments cannot be fully resolved, including short
laboratory time scales and the increase of reactive surface area and reaction temperature, variation in the
brine/rock ratio and the potential formation of experimental artefacts during reactor depressurisation
and cooling [24]. However, the mineral-brine-CO2 reaction is a long-term process, and short time-scale
experiments are less accurate in predicting ﬁeld conditions. Therefore, there is a necessity for
experiments conducted over long-term timescales at low temperatures to represent actual reservoir
conditions [1].
Short laboratory time scales of batch experiments are one drawback, which is why we tried
to expand the reaction time to the maximum possible of nine months as opposed to several weeks
to several months, as in previous studies. Elevated temperature is one other drawback which we
avoided by selecting the in situ temperature of 60 ◦ C. Samples were in diﬀerent forms according to the
requirement of each method. Core plugs, disks, rock fragments, and powdered samples were used in
the reactor to avoid unnecessary changes to the surface area.
Ten samples out of the ﬁfteen original samples were chosen to be used in this research. In this
study, several methodologies for assessing CO2 -rock interactions are discussed and applied. These ten
samples were analysed with X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) and low-pressure nitrogen adsorption (LPNA)
methods in powder form. Only ﬁve plugs were recovered for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
measurement. The same samples were also analysed with the mercury intrusion porosimetry (MICP)
method. The overall experimental procedure started with testing the samples in their original state, then
exposing them to scCO2 , and ﬁnally testing them again after the exposure phase. The NMR samples were
also tested midway through the exposure phase. The results show changes in mineralogical composition
and alterations in pore size distribution, total pore volume, average pore width, total pore surface
area, and capillary pressure of the samples, because of the reactivity between scCO2 -brine-minerals.
The porosity increase was more signiﬁcant in larger pores and samples which lacked clay minerals
(kaolinite). The direction of the changes was to enhance the transport properties, as the pore volumes
increased generally, and capillary threshold pressure decreased. Future works include a geochemical
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reaction path modelling to simulate the results of this study, and to further supplement the results of
this study for longer periods.
2. Geological Setting
There has been a focus on the Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) program in Australia in
recent years, as the country is one of the top twenty countries in CO2 emission per person. With its
stationary energy-intensive industries, Australia is predicted to contribute to 20% of CO2 emissions by
the end of 2020, Currently, several projects have been proposed or already established in Australia
for CCS purposes, such as South West Hub, CarbonNet, Otway (Victoria), Surat, Gippsland (SA),
and Gorgon [25,26].
In Western Australia, two suitable mainland locations for the geosequestration of carbon dioxide
have been identiﬁed. Carbon Capture and Storage in Gorgon and Borrow Island in the North West
are active projects. The South West Hub project has been introduced as a potential mainland location
for the geosequestration of carbon dioxide. This potential CCS system has suitable storage capacity
in its saline aquifer and eﬃcient seal properties in the shaly caprock. In addition, the area is located
relatively close to the biggest CO2 emitter of the state, the Kwinana Power Plant. It is planned to collect
CO2 from several industrial emitters, where the injection masses are expected to be in the order of
6.5 million tons per year for the 40 years of project activity [27].
The potential geosequestration site is in a deep saline aquifer within the Lesueur Sandstone.
A total of four wells have been drilled in the Harvey region to investigate the suitability of the Lesueur
Formation of Southern Perth basin for storage of industrial-scale CO2 emissions. The results have
identiﬁed signiﬁcant diﬀerences in sedimentology and petrophysical properties of the Upper and
Lower Members of the Lesueur Sandstone. The Lower Member of the Triassic Lesueur (Wonnerup) is
a laterally extensive and thick layer of sandstone which represents the targeted reservoir, whereas the
Upper Lesueur (Yalgorup) is far more heterogeneous, due to the mixed nature of the mudstone intervals
and the thick continuous clean sandstone succession [28].
The targeted seals are identiﬁed in a series of rock baﬄes in the Triassic Yalgorup Member (Triass)
and a thick interval of paleosol section (Jurassic Basal Eneabba Shale). The Yalgorup Member consists of
mixed-thickness, interbedded high- to low-energy channel-ﬁll facies, and swampy/overbank deposits,
and paleosols. The Wonnerup Member consists of thick, continuous, high-energy channel-ﬁll facies,
with minor intercalations of moderate- to low-energy channel-ﬁll/stacked rippleforms and rare swampy
deposits. This is an ideal lithology for a CO2 reservoir [27].
3. Samples and Methods
3.1. Samples
Relatively fresh samples of shale intervals were selected from the Harvey3 well cores in Perth’s
Core Library, Western Australia, to achieve the objectives of this study. A total of ﬁfteen core samples
from Eneabba Basal Shale and claystone rich facies of the Yalgorup Member (Lesueur Sandstone),
depth ranging from 741 to 1218 m, were collected in September 2016.
The shale samples were characterised with a full suite of non-destructive petrophysical methods.
The samples were analysed before and after they were dynamically exposed to supercritical CO2
under in situ reservoir conditions. X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) analyses were used to examine the
compositional changes of the seal rock mineralogy. XRD analysis indicated whether any dissolution or
precipitation has taken place [29]. Pore size distributions were measured using low-pressure nitrogen
adsorption [7], and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [30–32] methods. Low-pressure nitrogen
adsorption measured the surface area and pore volume to check the occurrence of any changes to this
critical rock parameter [33,34]. The pore size distribution was also obtained from the mercury injection
capillary pressure method. MICP also provided more data, such as the threshold pressure and the
height of the column of CO2 .
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3.2. Exposure to scCO2
The selected shale samples were required to be saturated with synthetic brine before being placed
into the pressure–volume–temperature (PVT) cell at storage conditions and exposed dynamically to
scCO2 for nine months. Simpliﬁed artiﬁcial pore water (brine) of 30,000 ppm (512 mmol/L NaCl) was
prepared from ROWE ultrapure water and ROWE NaCl (CS10307) and used for all the batch reactions.
This concentration was chosen to be equivalent to the available groundwater data of the Harvey3
Lesueur formation ﬂuid sampling from the Rockwater Hydrological and Environmental Consultants
Report [35]. This synthetic water chemistry was selected so that there would be minimal risk of damage
to the core materials before exposing them to scCO2 . Also, the dissolution process was encouraged by
simple NaCl brine as it lacked the divalent cations, which have a pH-buﬀering eﬀect and decrease the
acid-induced reactions [36]. On the other hand, the cations needed for mineral precipitation can only
be derived from the reactions with rock-forming minerals, instead of brine [12]. The selected shale
samples were pressure-saturated at 2000 psi with 30,000 ppm NaCl solution before being placed into
the PVT cell.
Shale samples in various forms of core-plugs, small rock fragments and crushed rock were tested
in this study for pore accessibility and conformance with measurement methods [37]. We placed
the selected shale samples into a PVT cell (Figure 1) under the reservoir condition of 2000 psi and
60 ◦ C, related to the deepest sample recovered from the depth of 1400 m, for nine months. During the
exposure, high-purity (99.9 mole%) scCO2 mixed with deionised water was injected continuously
using a high-accuracy continuous pump with a constant rate into the PVT cell. The high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) injection pump (SHIMADZU LC-20AT) allowed the pressure and
ﬂow-rate values to be set at 2000 psi and 0.7 cm3 /h (i.e., 0.01 mL/min), respectively, which could be
controlled and recorded with the accuracies of 1 psi, and 0.001 mL/min, respectively. The injection rate
must be realistic so that we can expect the same experimental results as the real-life injection process.
We adopted the same method of rate calculation as [38]. The accumulator connected to the input of the
samples cell was ﬁlled with CO2 and pressurised with an air-driven compressor about every 40 days.

Figure 1. Schematic of exposure set-up.

To make the CO2 saturated with water, 50 mL of water was injected inside the accumulator
initially. Under the high pressure and temperature of the cell, water dissolved in the scCO2 and
made it wet. The outlet end of the samples cell was connected to a Swagelok KPB back-pressure
regulator, which maintained the pressure inside the cell equal to 2000 psi (in situ pore pressure).
The temperature inside the cell was set to 60 ◦ C and maintained using a Proportional-Integral-Derivative
(PID) Temperature Controller (omega CSi8DH) and heating jackets (omega SRFG series) with an
accuracy of 0.04 ◦ C. The accumulator and exposure cell with the attached heating jacket were wrapped
in insulation pads to minimise the temperature ﬂuctuation. All wetted parts of the apparatus are
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made from Hastelloy, super duplex stainless steel or titanium to minimise any ﬂuid contamination or
damages caused by corrosion when exposed to highly corrosive materials (e.g., carbonated water or
high salinity brine) under high pressures and temperatures for a prolonged period. At the end of the
exposure, the pressure and temperature were reduced gradually to room conditions and samples were
examined again to assess any rock chemical and petrophysical alterations.
3.3. Experimental Approach
The composition of the shale samples in the unreacted sample was measured by XRD before
conducting the batch experiments. For XRD analysis, the samples were crushed, homogenised and
divided into two aliquots to avoid the heterogeneity of samples eﬀecting the results. Each patch was
then mixed with methanol and further ground in a micronizing mill to around 1–5 μm. The solution
was dried overnight at 40 ◦ C in a fume cupboard. Once the samples had dried, they were packed in
sample holders and an XRD pattern was obtained. X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) analyses of the samples
were performed using a Bruker D8 Advance automated powder diﬀractometer with Bragg-Brentano
conﬁguration at the John de Laeter Centre of Curtin University. It used a LynxEye detector and
a copper X-ray tube at 20 kV and 5 mA. The whole-rock samples were analysed over an angular range
of 7 to 120 degrees 2θ. The instrument was complemented with Bruker DIFFRAC EVA software for
search/match analysis, and the XRD quantitative results were calculated using the Rietveld method in
the comprehensive full pattern data analysis programme, TOPAS.
The 2 MHz Magritek bench-top laboratory NMR spectrometer was applied to record T2 relaxation
time spectrum of shale core plug samples before and after exposure to CO2 to estimate the porosity and
pore size distribution. The magnet operated at a stable temperature of 30 ◦ C and atmospheric pressure,
with a frequency of approximately 2 MHz. Shale core plugs of 1.5-inch diameter and about 1.5-inch
length were measured using a P54 probe, which allowed a minimum CPMG (Carr-Purcel-Meiboom-Gill)
echo-spacing of 100 μs [39,40]. In this work, the T2 relaxation time measurements were conducted on
six types of samples. Dry samples, as received from the core library, and then the samples saturated
with 30,000 ppm NaCl brine were measured. The T2 relaxation time measurements were conducted
again after samples were exposed to scCO2 for four and nine months, both in a dry and saturated state.
The BET surface area and pore size distribution of the core samples were determined by the
low-pressure nitrogen adsorption method based on the quantity of gas that adsorbs as a single layer of
molecules on the rock surface. Approximately 0.6 g of each sample was loaded into a glass sample
tube. To ensure a surface free of traces of gas and water molecules, it was necessary to remove moisture
content and degas the samples before pore structure analysis [41]. The samples were degassed for
8 hours at 110 ◦ C before starting the main analysis. Finally, the nitrogen adsorption and desorption
isotherms were collected at a constant temperature of 77 K (−196 ◦ C) using a Micromeritics® TriStar II
3020 apparatus [42]. The adsorption and desorption isotherm curves were measured using between
40 and 60 points. The amount of gas adsorbed depended on the adsorbent and the temperature and
pressure, and was measured by the instrument at diﬀerent relative pressures (P/P0 ) where P is the
gas vapour pressure in the system and P0 is the saturation pressure of the adsorbent. The adsorption
isotherm is the point by point measurement of the quantity of nitrogen adsorbed against the equilibrium
pressure, while desorption isotherms are the measured quantity of nitrogen from the sample as the
relative pressure is lowered [42]. Pore size distributions (PSD) were obtained based on the density
functional theory (DFT) model in this study. The DFT model provides a much more accurate approach
for pore size analysis of micropores and even smaller mesopores [38]. It overcomes the oversimpliﬁed
approach of previous methods which underestimated the pore sizes and yields more reliable pore
size results over the full nanopore range by describing the adsorbate conﬁguration at the molecular
level [43,44].
The MICP experimental data were measured using a Micromeritics Autopore IV 9500,
Capillary pressure curves were collected for pressure points in the range 0.5–60,000 psi, which allowed
for the assessment of equivalent pore sizes between 3 and 3.5 × 105 nm approximately. Ten small rock
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fragments weighing 1.8–4.1 g for ﬁve samples were used for tests. Like for low-pressure adsorption
measurement, the samples were evacuated before the test to remove moisture and possible gas content.
Before mercury was injected into the chamber, the shale samples were degassed at a 25 μmHg vacuum
pressure for 10 min. In all cases, the experimental data were collected using a reference equilibration
rate of at least 0.001 μL/g/s with a mercury ﬁlling pressure of 0.53 psi. The pore throat sizes were
calculated based on the Washburn equation [45] for a mercury surface tension of 485 dynes/cm, with an
advancing contact angle of 130◦ .
4γ cos θ
× C.
d=−
PC
PC = capillary pressure (psi), γ = interfacial tension (dynes/cm), θ = wetting angle, d-pore diameter
(microns), C = 0.145 (constant to convert to psi). Considering γHg/air = 485 dynes/cm and θHg/air = 130◦ ,
we have the following equation:
180.8
.
d=
PC
4. Results
4.1. Mineralogical Changes
Bulk X-ray diﬀraction analysis was performed on selected samples to characterise their mineral
composition before and after nine months. The collected samples were quartz-rich mudstone with
signiﬁcant Illite/mica and kaolinite and sub-dominant feldspars (Table 1). The average detrital quartz
and feldspar grains were 30 and 9 weight percent, respectively. The major clay types were kaolinite
and Illite-mica, with an average of 27% and 31%, respectively. Samples H1, H6, H9, H10, H11, and H16
were the clay-rich samples with a clay content of more than 60%. The most quartz-rich sample was
H8, with a maximum of 56.7%, and the highest amount of kaolinite was in samples H1 (43%) and
H11 (45%). Minor amounts of goethite, pyrite, hematite, and calcite also occurred in some of the
samples analysed. Sample H1 had the highest amount of goethite (9%) among the samples; a lesser
amount of goethite (<2%) was found in most of the samples. The samples were free from carbonates.
Only a minor amount of hematite and pyrite was found in some samples.
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H1
H2
H4
H5
H8
H9
H10
H13
H14
H15

Samples

4.00
3.64
7.59
7.07
8.29
8.55
5.06
9.48
8.38
6.99

3.91
1.31
8.59
7.02
8.14
8.67
5.08
9.64
8.53
7.26

18.40
39.49
21.01
36.93
58.78
30.39
22.37
43.84
34.83
25.00

17.50
30.04
18.78
32.90
49.23
27.29
21.87
39.52
32.04
23.45

Microcline

Before After

Quartz

Before After
0.35
0.31
12.24
0.00
0.10
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.47
0.30

0.48
4.22
11.71
0.00
0.28
0.00
0.38
0.00
0.54
0.13

Before After

Albite

0.00
0.00
2.24
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
1.65
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Before After

Anorthite

24.94
17.69
33.53
25.09
18.19
34.42
41.93
31.35
27.77
33.55

28.48
27.53
36.44
28.46
19.98
36.56
40.55
30.97
32.01
33.87

Before After

Illite/Mica

43.06
38.39
21.66
20.25
13.47
26.43
27.79
14.91
26.25
28.85

37.86
30.73
19.82
19.94
15.72
23.27
26.83
16.40
22.72
26.42

Before After

Kaolinite

0.00
0.00
0.00
10.47
1.28
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.41

0.00
0.00
0.00
7.50
2.68
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.03
2.27

Before After

Chlorite

9.33
2.48
0.67
0.24
0.01
0.08
0.07
0.16
0.00
2.46

9.34
1.13
0.53
0.88
0.00
0.35
0.18
1.42
0.04
1.85

Before After

Goethite

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.74
0.00
2.10
1.18

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.78
0.05
1.79
1.28

Before After

Hematite

Table 1. XRD semi-quantitative mineralogy for Harvey3 seal rocks in weight%, before and after exposure.
Halite

0.00
0.33
0.20
0.06
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.01

2.34
2.70
3.48
3.26
3.82
3.87
2.34
2.17
2.45
3.75

Before After
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Table 1 summarises the quantitative amount of minerals in each sample before and after four
and nine months of exposure to scCO2 . The quartz content is constantly reduced in all the samples,
which is a sign of quartz dissolution. However, an increase in the amount of quartz is attributed to
the dissolution of feldspar and clay minerals. Microcline is decreased in some samples (H4, H9, H13,
H14, and H15) and increased in samples H1 and H2 after exposure. For samples H5, H8, and H10,
there is a mixed trend in the amount of microcline. Albite and anorthite rich H4 show a decrease in
both minerals post-exposure, but a sharp increase in albite amount in H2. A signiﬁcant increase in
albite and microcline content is observed in sample H2 after nine months.
For clay minerals, kaolinite decreases, and muscovite increases in most samples (H1, H2, H4, H9,
H10, and H14). The clay content in the samples follows an interesting trend. In the samples where the
kaolinite content is continuously decreased, an increase in muscovite content is constantly evident.
Halite is increased in all samples as a result of brine desiccation. Carbonate minerals, which are of
great signiﬁcance in the mineral trapping of CO2 through the reaction with magnesium and calcium
ions provided by silicate minerals, are mostly absent in the samples analysed.
4.2. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments were carried out on a low ﬁeld Magritek bench-top
Rock Core Analyzer, located in the Department of Petroleum Engineering at Curtin University. A total
of seven core plugs were recovered from the samples received from the core library. The other samples
were either too soft or were broken, and plugs could not be taken from them. The study involved
six types of T2 relaxation time measurements: (1) dry state (as received samples from core store)
before exposure to scCO2 (Before_Dry); (2) brine-saturated state before exposure to scCO2 (Before_Sat);
(3) after exposure to scCO2 for four months (4M_Dry); (4) brine re-saturated state after exposure to
scCO2 for four months (4M_Sat); (5) after exposure to scCO2 for nine months (9M_Dry); and (6) brine
re-saturated state after exposure to scCO2 for nine months (9M_Sat). Sample H8 and H10 collapsed
later during saturation stages.
Figure 2 lists the NMR porosity for the samples analysed. There is a notable increase in porosity
for the samples that were exposed to scCO2 . The average NMR porosities are 7.62%, 19.55%, 14.44%,
20.68%, 14.76%, and 20.46% for Before_Dry, Before_Sat, 4M_Dry, 4M _Sat, 9M_Dry, and 9M_Sat
respectively. There is an increase in the average porosity of samples exposed to scCO2 .

Figure 2. A comparison of porosities for samples before and after exposure to scCO2 .
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Figure 3 illustrates the combined T2 distribution for all Before_Dry, Before_Sat, 4M_Dry, 4M_Sat,
and 9M_Dry core plugs respectively. The T2 distributions of the Before_Dry samples, which is
peaked at the lower T2 region, illustrate a shape that corresponds to clay surface water. After the
saturation, the dominant peak of the T2 distribution of the Before_Sat state is shifted toward higher
T2 times, which likely corresponds to a combination of both clay surface water and capillary pores.
The T2 distribution of the samples after exposure to scCO2 show a slight reduction in the height of
dominant peak.

Figure 3. T2 distribution of (1) dry state (as received samples from core store) before exposure to
scCO2 , (2) brine-saturated state before exposure to scCO2 , (3) directly after 4 months exposure to scCO2 ,
(4) brine re-saturated state after exposure to scCO2 , (5) directly after 9 months exposure to scCO2 ,
(6) brine re-saturated state after 9 months exposure to scCO2 . Sample H10 failed after ﬁrst saturation
and sample H8 failed after second saturation.
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Some of the water in the samples was removed after exposure to scCO2 (Figure 3) which resulted
in reductions in the NMR signals. Exposure to scCO2 could induce rock dehydration in the samples.
The bimodal T2 distribution observed in the saturated samples is indicative of clay surface water
and water in the interstitial pores. Samples H10 and H8 failed during saturation process and could not
be analysed.
4.3. Low-Pressure Nitrogen Absorption
A low-pressure nitrogen Adsorption (<18.4 psi, 77 K) test was applied on ten samples from
Harvey3 before and after they were exposed to scCO2 . The values for the surface area and pore volume
and their distribution along the pore width are reported and compared here. The pore size (diameter) is
calculated from these values and included in this study. The results indicate some signiﬁcant changes in
the nanopore structure system of the samples after scCO2 and shale interactions. However, the variation
trend of the pore structure parameter was quite diﬀerent after exposure to scCO2 , which is related to
the discrepancies in the mineralogical and geochemical properties of the samples.
Tables 2 and 3 summarise the collected results from low-pressure adsorption measurement for
the samples before and after exposure to scCO2 . The average pore width for the Before and After
data was found to be 3.90 and 4.5 nm, respectively. The average pore volume obtained from LPNA
tests for Before and After samples is about 4 and 4.4 cm3 /100 g, which is characterised by a very high
contribution of the mesopore size, 76.63% and 83.48% of total porosity, respectively. The average BET
surface area is found to be 43.42 m2 /g, and 39.42 m2 /g (Before and After). Figure 4 compares the total
pore volume in samples studied. Figures 5 and 6 compare the BET surface area and pore size of the
analysed samples before and after exposure to scCO2 .
Table 2. Summary of low-pressure nitrogen adsorption results before exposure to scCO2 .
Samples

BET Surface
Area (m2 /g)

Average Pore
Width (nm)

H1
H2
H4
H5
H8
H9
H10
H13
H14
H15

32.96
29.71
50.29
29.29
23.88
41.34
51.96
36.54
67.61
70.63

6.868
5.467
3.718
3.521
2.889
3.406
3.157
4.210
2.904
2.844

DFT Model
Micropore Vol.
(cm3 /100 g)

Mesopore Vol.
(cm3 /100 g)

Macropore Vol.
(cm3 /100 g)

Total Pore Vol.
(cm3 /100 g)

0.347
0.347
1.226
0.332
0.405
0.731
0.987
0.620
1.654
1.495

4.859
3.500
3.186
2.186
1.299
2.720
3.067
3.033
3.205
3.504

0.453
0.214
0.263
0.061
0.021
0.070
0.047
0.193
0.049
0.023

5.659
4.060
4.675
2.578
1.725
3.520
4.101
3.846
4.908
5.022

Table 3. Summary of low-pressure nitrogen adsorption results after exposure to scCO2 .
Samples

BET Surface
Area (m2 /g)

Average Pore
Width (nm)

H1
H2
H4
H5
H8
H9
H10
H13
H14
H15

33.12
30.69
26.19
29.59
25.45
41.77
46.1
42.4
63.21
55.69

4.889
4.354
4.264
5.754
3.325
4.775
4.063
5.207
3.700
4.638

DFT Model
Micropore Vol.
(cm3 /100 g)

Mesopore Vol.
(cm3 /100 g)

Macropore Vol.
(cm3 /100 g)

Total Pore Vol.
(cm3 /100 g)

0.315
0.344
0.409
0.324
0.332
0.573
0.775
0.548
1.363
1.088

3.614
2.949
2.319
3.724
1.760
4.203
3.812
4.702
4.309
5.096

0.119
0.051
0.064
0.208
0.023
0.210
0.094
0.270
0.175
0.272

4.048
3.344
2.792
4.256
2.115
4.986
4.682
5.520
5.847
6.457
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Figure 4. Histogram showing total pore volume derived from maximum pressure for the
analysed samples.

Figure 5. Histogram showing the measured BET surface area for the analysed samples.

Figure 6. Histogram showing the average pore size of the analysed samples.

The low-pressure nitrogen adsorption analysis shows that the pore structure changed after the
shale samples were exposed to scCO2 . For most of the samples studied there was an increase in the
pore volume (H5–H15). However, there was a decrease in the pore volume for samples H1, H2, and H4
(Figure 4). The porosity increased signiﬁcantly in samples H5, H9, and H13, where the post-exposed
pore size distribution (PSD) curve sits on top of the preexposed curve along the whole pore width
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range (Figure 7). An average increase of 21% is observed in samples H8, H10, H14, and H15, where the
post-exposed curve is increased only in the lower pore width range (<20 nm).

Figure 7. The pore size distribution of sample H4, representing the group of samples where the total
pore area was reduced, and sample H5, representing the group of samples where the total pore area
was enhanced.

Figures 8 and 9 show the pore volume distribution of the micropores, mesopores, and part of
macropores before and after the exposure. As can be seen for H8 and H10, there are no signiﬁcant
changes in the PSD after exposure to scCO2 for pores larger than 20 nm. The pore volume has slightly
increased for pores smaller than 20 nm of width in these two samples. Whereas, for samples H5, H9,
and H13, the PSD shows an increase in the pore volume in the whole pore size spectrum, but the general
trend follows the PSD of the sample before exposure to CO2 . Samples H14 and H15 show a signiﬁcant
increase in pore volume in pore widths smaller than 20 nm, which is followed by a pore volume
decrease in pores larger than 20 nm. Samples H1, H2, and H4 have a more complex increase/decrease
trend. They show a large decrease in the pore volume of the larger pore size range (> 18 nm) after
exposure to CO2 , which results in total pore volume decrease in these three samples (Figure 4) In pore
sizes smaller than 18 nm, a mixed pattern is observed. Samples H1 and H2 show an increase then
decrease, but sample H4 shows a decrease then increase in pore volume in the lower mesopore range.

Figure 8. Pore size distributions for the samples analysed before exposure to scCO2 .
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Figure 9. Pore size distributions for the samples analysed after exposure to scCO2 .

In summary, pores with a diameter of 18–20 nm are the turning point for most of the samples.
In the ﬁrst three samples, the substantial decrease of pore volume above this turning point results in
an overall pore volume reduction of samples. For the remaining samples (H5 to H15), the total pore
volume is increased, but the contribution of pore sizes above or below the turning point is diﬀerent.
Pore size below the turning point plays the deciding role in samples H8, H10, H14, and H15, as the
pore volume increase in this range is so large that it either covers the reduction in larger pore sizes,
or there is no pore volume reduction in the larger pore size range. On the other hand, in samples
H5, H9, and H13, the pore volume is increased in the whole 2–100 nm range and no turning point
is observed.
In general, the surface area was increased in most of the samples after exposure, especially in
mesopore size ranges. As can be seen in Figure 5, the BET surface area in samples H1, H2, H5, H8, H9,
and H13 is increased, and in samples H4, H10, H14, and H15 is decreased after exposure. Among the
samples, H8 has the lowest surface area, which is the most quartz-rich sample (57%). Samples H4, H10,
H14, and H15 have a surface area in the range of 50–70 m2 /g and samples H1, H2, H5, H9, and H13
have a surface area in the range of 30–40 m2 /g. The pore diameter was calculated using the volume to
surface area ratio and shows the same trend as pore volume changes. The calculated average pore
diameter follows the same decreasing/increasing trend of pore volume, except for sample H4 after
exposure to CO2 (Figure 6).
4.4. Mercury Injection Capillary Pressure
Table 4 presents the results obtained from MICP measurements on ﬁve samples before and after
exposure to scCO2 . Variation can be observed, comparing the petrophysical parameters in the tested
samples. The porosity is increased in post-exposed samples H5, H9, and H13, and decreased in H1
and signiﬁcantly decreased in H2. The pore areas in samples H1, H2 and H5 are decreased after
exposure and increased in samples H9 and H13. The pore diameter in all the samples is enhanced after
the exposure.
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Table 4. Summary of results from the MICP test for samples before and after exposure to scCO2 .
Sample

H1
H2
H5
H9
H13

Before
After
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After

Porosity (%)

Total
Pore
Area
(m2 /g)

Peak
Diameter
(nm)

Median Pore
Diameter
(Volume) (nm)

Median Pore
Diameter (Area)
(nm)

Average Pore
Diameter (4V/A)
(nm)

Threshold
Pressure (psi)

9.59
9.21
10.65
4.59
10.12
10.80
13.93
16.32
14.09
19.14

14.61
12.28
18.53
4.17
10.26
6.35
10.89
17.2
13.6
18.32

8.74
12.5
12.5
15.1
21.1
21.1
21.1
18.1
21.1
18.1

11.3
14.8
13.4
21.4
23.6
64.1
43.6
63.5
30
31.4

9.6
11.4
9.6
11.9
9.1
12.1
8.9
9.4
9
9.2

11.3
14.2
12.7
20.4
16.2
28.1
22
24.1
17.9
19.6

8349
6708
6310
1736
1897
316
412
392
1179
1090

Porosity ranges of 9.59–14.09% for the Before samples and 4.17–18.53% for the After samples
were recorded. The porosity was reduced for samples H1 and H2, from an average of 10.12% to
6.90%, but was enhanced from an average of 12.72% to 15.42% in the case of samples H5, H9, and H13.
The general peak pore throat diameter of samples H1 and H2 show Before at 10.62 nm and After at
13.80 nm, smaller than samples H5, H9, and H13, which have values of 21.10 nm and 19.10 nm for the
before- and after-exposure samples respectively (Figure 10). The average peak diameter of 10.62 nm
was increased to 13.80 nm after exposure for samples H1 and H2. However, the higher average peak
diameter of 21.10 nm for the before-exposure samples H5, H9, and H13 was decreased to 19.10 nm
after the exposure.
Capillary pressure curves (Figure 11) summarize the relationship between the pressure applied to
the samples at diﬀerent stages and the volume of intruded mercury for each tested sample. Samples H1
and H2 have sigmoidal capillary pressure curves. Samples H5, H9, and H13 show distinctly bimodal
pore-size distributions. All the samples exhibited 100% mercury saturation close to 60,000 psi.
The highest entry pressures are observed for samples H1 and H2, whereas H9 display the lowest
ones. Samples H1 and H2 are likely to have the most uniform pore size distributions, due to the more
abrupt increment at low normalised mercury saturation, without further visible changes to the rate
of intrusion (Figure 11). Since most of the intrusion occurs at higher pressures, H1 and H2 are also
presumed to have the largest proportion of narrow pore sizes. This is veriﬁed by pore size distribution
curves in Figure 10. In contrast, the more stepwise intrusion observed in the H5, H9, and H13 curves
(Figure 11) is indicative of signiﬁcant compression beyond the initial entry point, which is related to
the presence of a wider and continuous range of pore sizes. The capillary pressure curves of after
exposure samples in Figure 11 show a smoother slope. The intrusion of CO2 into the samples alters the
pore sizes and pore throats in the samples, resulting in mercury intrusion starting at lower pressures
compared with the before exposure samples.
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Figure 10. Incremental Intrusion vs Pore Size.

The pore size distributions of the samples (Figure 10) demonstrate a dual trend. The ﬁrst two
samples exhibit narrow-distributed modals with higher peak values. A major throat size in the range
of 6–18 nm is observed for samples H1 and H2; larger mesopores are very limited in terms of volume.
The other three samples (H5, H9, and H13) demonstrate lower peaks and a wider range of pore throats
spreading in the mesopore and macropore range.
In this work, the MICP threshold pressures for shale samples have been determined graphically
at the point of inﬂection in the cumulative curves upon which the ﬁrst rapid increase is observed.
The same trend as capillary pressure curves and pore size distribution is also observed in the threshold
pressure, where the two ﬁrst samples have the highest and the other three samples have the lowest
threshold pressure. However, after exposure to scCO2 , samples H2 and H5 show the greatest decrease
in their PThreshold of 72% and 83%, respectively, where all the samples’ threshold pressures are decreased.
The height of the CO2 column is calculated assuming a contact angle of 130◦ and a Hg surface tension
of 485 dynes/cm (Table 5 and Figure 12).
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Figure 11. Capillary pressure vs Hg saturation before and after exposure.
Table 5. Parameters used for the calculation of maximum CO2 column heights retained by diﬀerent
shale intervals before and after exposure to scCO2 .
Sample

Depth
(m)

P Pore
(psi)

T (◦ C)

ρCO2
(g/cc)

ρbrine
(g/cc)

H1
H2
H5
H9
H13

1417.5
1412
1187.6
916.3
766.1

2055
2047
1722
1329
1111

64.6
64.5
56.9
47.7
42.6

0.494
0.493
0.443
0.326
0.229

0.990
0.990
0.993
0.996
0.998

PThreshold PThreshold CO2 Column
γ b,
(psi)
(psi)
Height (m),
CO2
after
before
(mN/m) before
28.06
28.07
28.68
30.94
34.01

492

8349
6310
1897
412
1179

6708
1736
316
392
1090

1067.3
805.4
223.3
43.0
117.7

CO2 Column
Height (m),
after
857.5
221.6
37.2
40.9
108.8
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Figure 12. Bar chart showing CO2 column height (m) for shale samples before and after exposure
to scCO2 .

5. Discussion
Assessing CO2 -rock interaction is an important part of seal integrity studies, as these potentially
aﬀect physical properties through highly coupled processes. The driving process of CO2 -rock
interactions includes dissolution of CO2 in brines, acid-induced reactions, reactions due to brine
concentration, clay desiccation, pure CO2 -rock interactions and reactions induced by other gasses
than CO2 [9]. The observed changes in the petrophysical properties of the after-exposure samples are
generally attributed to the three mechanisms of mineral dissolution, mineral precipitation and physical
compaction [46]. The ﬁne migration of susceptible minerals such as kaolinite is another important
mechanism which can alter the properties of rock samples. The migration of clay ﬁnes generated and
released by mineral dissolution is believed to have occurred in the exposure experiment conducted in
this work. The occurrence and the extent of the eﬀects of these mechanisms on a sample depend on the
exact mineral composition, presence of core-scale heterogeneities and the original textural features of
the sample and therefore, may vary from one sample to the next. Much of the discussions presented in
the upcoming sections of this section are to determine how CO2 -induced dissolution and precipitation
reactions aﬀect the pore space evolution and thus the physical properties of after-exposure samples,
as revealed by the complementary measurements conduced.
5.1. The Eﬀect on Mineralogy
The XRD analysis of the original caprock samples showed that samples H8 and H13 are quartz-rich,
samples H1, H9, H10, and H15 are clay-rich (total clay > 60%), and samples H2, H4, H5, H13, and H14
have more clay content than quartz. The siliceous samples investigated in the current study are
marked by a strong component of clay minerals, with up to 75% kaolinite and Illite. Samples are rich
in both kaolinite (average: 26% and maximum 43%) and Illite (average: 29% and maximum 42%).
Quartz content is 33% on average, with a maximum of 59%. The dominant feldspar in the samples is
microcline (average 7% and maximum 10%). Samples H14 and H15 originated from the Eneabba shale
formation, and samples H1–H13 originated from the same formation (Yalgroup member of Lesueur
formation), but diﬀerent localities. The diﬀerent mineralogical composition of the samples leads to
diﬀerent reaction responses to the CO2 -brine and brine systems.
XRD analysis of samples was carried out to measure the exact weight percentage of each mineral
phase. The results were compared to the after-exposure results to monitor any changes in the amount
of mineral phases. The X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) results show several changes in mineralogy because of
rock-brine-CO2 reactions (Figure 13). Quartz, kaolinite, and goethite were dissolved in most samples
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and muscovite and halite were precipitated in general. Feldspars showed mixed behaviour across
the samples.

Figure 13. Changes in mineral content after exposure in percentage.

Previous experimental work [11] showed some reactions occurring on a measurable time scale
only at high temperatures of 200 ◦ C. Other works [16] noted only a limited reaction of CO2 with
pure mineral phases (anorthite and glauconite) at 50 ◦ C and 150 ◦ C and a low pressure. Changes in
caprock ﬂuid transport properties may happen regardless of the extent and scale of the mineralogical
composition alteration. Wollenweber et al. (2010) reported carbonate dissolution and re-precipitation,
leading to the alteration of shaly caprock transport parameters. In this case, no detectable mineral
alterations were observed. The loss of quartz [47], feldspars [14], kaolinite [18], and chlorite [21]
has been reported in other studies, resulting in an increase in porosity and opening up pore throats,
leading to an increase in permeability.
The observed mineralogical alterations can be explained by the generation of carbonic acid
(H2 CO3 ). Changes in pH control the dissolution of minerals, release of chemical species, and formation
of new compounds and minerals [7,8,10,17,48,49]. In the absence of calcite, reactive minerals such as
feldspars, kaolinite and chlorite start to dissolve. The dissolution of these minerals releases Si, Al, Na,
K, Fe, and Ca, which can form new compounds. The dissolution of feldspars and kaolinite results in
the formation of muscovite/Illite.
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The decrease in the quartz content of the samples, observed in previous experiments, is attributed
to the dissolution of quartz itself. Rathnaweera et al. (2016) reported signiﬁcant quartz dissolution
under the 40 ◦ C after a 1.5-year interaction with scCO2 and suggested that over a short period and under
low temperature, quartz dissolution is too minor to be observed [50]. Szabó et al. (2016) also reported
moderate dissolution of quartz, however in durations ranging 28–57 days [24]. Kaszuba et al. (2003)
also observed dissolution of quartz along with oligoclase and biotite dissolution during their batch
experiment at an elevated temperature and pressure (2000 ◦ C and 200 bars) [11]. Other cases when
quartz content was increased have been reported in other studies [22]. In such cases, the additional
quartz is the product of the dissolution of other minerals such as feldspars and clay minerals. In an
experiment with two types of shale caprocks, Alemu, et al. (2011) reported no major mineralogical
alteration in the case of clay-rich shale, whereas in the case of carbonate-rich shale, plagioclase and
clay minerals were dissolved, carbonates dissolved and re-precipitated, and smectite was formed [51].
Credoz et al. (2009) used puriﬁed clay minerals to evaluate their reactivity and found kaolinite to be
the most reactive clay mineral in the long-term experiments [18].
Carbonate precipitation, such as the precipitation of dawsonite, siderite, calcite, dolomite,
and magnesite, has been reported in several studies [52,53]. However, carbonate formation was not
observed during this study. Since the shale sample used in this experimental study did not contain any
carbonates and a very limited amount (2%) of Ca-feldspar in just one of the samples, a potential source
for Ca was not available to form calcite and kaolinite assemblage. Also, low cation concentrations with
an acidic pH were observed, which showed that dissolution prevailed over carbonate precipitation [17].
The formation of halite was interpreted as an experimental artefact. NaCl precipitated from
Na and Cl coming from the solution, since the solid was not rinsed with deionised water before
analysis [18].
5.2. The Eﬀect on Petrophysical Properties
The low-pressure nitrogen adsorption method showed a slight increase in porosity observed in
seven out of ten samples (Figure 4), except for samples H1, H2, and H4. Samples recorded a pore
volume range of 1.7–5.7 cm3 /g before exposure, which was changed to 2.1–6.4 cm3 /g after exposure to
CO2 . There was an average 1.17 cm3 /g increase in the pore volume of ten samples and an average
1.4 cm3 /g decrease in the pore volume of three other samples tested.
The porosities were also estimated with the MICP and NMR methods for ﬁve samples. Samples H1
and H2 recorded a reduction in their porosity in both of these methods and samples H5, H9, and H13
show an enhancement in their porosities. The MICP porosities range is 9.6–16.3% for pre-exposure
samples and 4.6–19.1% for after-exposure samples (Table 4). There was an average 2.7% increase
in MICP porosity for three samples and an average 3.2% decrease in MICP porosity for two other
samples tested.
The NMR porosities were measured in both dry and saturated states. The dry samples before
exposure (as received) had porosities in the range of 6.35–9.67% and the range of 9.67–19.38% after
four months of treatment and 10.36–19.08% after nine months of CO2 treatment. NMR porosities in
saturated states are generally higher than dry states and their ranges for before, after four months,
and after nine months of CO2 exposure are 14.90–24.55%, 12.12–26.93%, and 13.20–26.79%, respectively
(Figure 2). While the NMR porosity of samples in the dry state increased across the sample by about
7.7%, the NMR porosity of saturated samples increased by an average 3% in three samples and
decreased by an average 1.7% in two other samples tested. The increased porosity after the initial
saturation stage is simply because the NMR method measures the response of hydrogen nuclei and
then converts it to porosity. The received samples from storage were relatively dry and showed
smaller porosities, which was signiﬁcantly increased after the saturation. Each following exposure to
CO2 reduced the porosities because of the evaporation of some of the water content. The following
re-saturation stages did not increase the porosity as much as the initial saturation because the samples
contained much of the water from the ﬁrst saturation stage.
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The received samples have a systematic monomodal distribution, with a relaxation time (T2 )
centred around 0.3–0.7 ms. After saturation, the previous population showed a shift toward a longer T2 ,
centred between 9–1.6 ms, except for samples H1 and H2 which stayed centred between 0.33–0.46 ms.
This ﬁrst population is deﬁned as the short relaxation time. A second population deﬁned by long
relaxation time was also recorded for the samples at around 13.5 ms. This second population is more
likely the eﬀect of the macropores ﬁlled by brine during the saturation process. The saturated samples
show porosity values signiﬁcantly higher than partially saturated samples.
The average pore width results of the LPNA method show an increase in most samples (H5, H8,
H9, H10, H13, H14, and H15 and a decrease in three samples, H1, H2, and H4 (Figure 6). The average
pore width range according to this method is 2.9–6.9 nm for pre-exposure samples, which is changed
to 3.3–5.8 nm after exposure. However, the MICP average pore width is increased across all samples.
The average pore diameter range of before-exposure samples is 11.3–22 nm, and for after-exposure
samples the range is 12.7–28.1 nm (Table 4).
The leaching of the mineral constituents of the shale is the main reason for porosity increase.
Mineral dissolution and precipitation can induce changes in porosity and permeability. In this study,
an exposure period of nine months was selected, based on the reaction time required to complete the
kinetically slow reactions of existing minerals with CO2 and brine to identify the fate of these major
rock minerals. However, the timescales required to complete the reactions are certainly more than
one year, up to hundreds or even thousands of years [54,55]. Therefore, considering the time frame
available for this study and in order to record the maximum impact possible, nine months was selected
as being a reasonable period for the CO2 -brine-rock interactions. However, this period is not nearly
enough to capture all the possible mineral reactions that occur in CO2 and brine environment, such as
precipitation of feldspars and secondary precipitation of calcite and quartz. Therefore, it would be
possible to see the dominant reactions such as the initial dissolution of quartz and kaolinite and the
salt drying-out eﬀect [50]. The signiﬁcant increase in porosity observed in most experimental samples
would potentially deteriorate the sealing capacity of the caprock.
The bulk porosities from LPNA, MICP, and NMR present some diﬀerences (Figure 14).
The porosities from NMR, averaging about 20% for saturated samples, are much higher than the LPNA
and MICP porosities, which are about 12% and 4 cm3 /g, respectively. This scale of diﬀerences has also
been investigated by [56] for mudstone samples. Possible explanations include: 1—the ability of NMR
to measure both connected and isolated pores (pores located within the grains and clay-bound water
spaces) in contrast with MICP that only measures the connected pores; 2—NMR samples are saturated
with brine which make them prone to clay swelling and cracking, while MICP samples were dried
which induced potential clay shrinkage [57].
Two groups of samples were identiﬁed from the capillary pressure proﬁles (Figure 11). The capillary
pressure curves in samples H1 and H2 start to plateau earlier than the other three samples and remain
mostly ﬂat for a considerably larger portion of the curves. This suggests a unimodal type of pores
in the ﬁrst two samples compared with more complex pore sizes in the last three samples covering
a large range of pore sizes. The general peak pore throat radius shows, in the H1 and H2 samples,
a value of 12.5 nm, smaller than H5, H9, and H13 samples which have values around 21.1 nm
(Table 5 and Figure 11). More speciﬁcally, pore throat distribution reveals a second minor population
in the second group of samples that have a pore throat size >250 nm that is easily invaded by mercury
injection at low pressure. Samples H1 and H2 (group one) have the smallest average pore diameter at
11.3–12.7nm with low permeability at around 160–430 nD, while other samples are 16.2–22 nm.
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Figure 14. Porosity results from low-pressure nitrogen adsorption (LPNA), mercury injection capillary
pressure (MICP), and NMR-Sat methods. LPNA pore volume values are in cm3 /g, and MICP and NMR
values are porosity in percentage.

Similarly, threshold pressure shows distinctive values in these two groups. The group one
threshold pressures are in the range of 6700–8350 psi and the group two threshold pressure range is
412–1900 psi, which is signiﬁcantly lower than group one (Table 4). The threshold pressure is reduced
in all ﬁve samples. However, the decrease is signiﬁcant in the case of samples H2, where it is decreased
from 6310 psi to 1736 psi.
When the buoyancy pressure, due to an accumulated CO2 plume, dominates the capillary pressure
of caprock, the plume intrudes into the pore throats, and the occurrence of capillary leakage is inevitable
in the caprock. The capillary pressure of the CO2 -brine can be equated to the buoyancy pressure of the
injected CO2 column [38]. Here, the experimental investigation of capillary pressure was conducted,
and the result was used to calculate the height of the CO2 column. Mercury injection capillary pressure
(MICP) indicated a reduction in the capillary pressure and the calculated maximum column heights
of CO2 .
There is a slight positive relationship between MICP porosity and the average pore diameter.
However, a strong relationship exists between MICP porosity and peak pore throat diameter and
threshold pressure (Figure 15). The general trend follows the expected relationship between these three
parameters. Smaller porosities and peak pore diameter (group one) correspond to higher threshold
pressure and vice versa (group two).
These two groups are distinctive in their content of kaolinite clays. Group one, compromising
samples H1 and H2, with high kaolinite content, records a high threshold pressure due to low pore
throat diameter. The second group of samples, H5, H9, and H13, with lower kaolinite content,
has a lower entry pressure and more diverse range of pore throat diameters.
The total area of pores is estimated from both the LPNA and MICP methods. Ten samples were
tested with LPNA before and after exposure. However, only ﬁve of them were measured with the
MICP method (H1, H2, H5, H9, and H13). The LPNA surface area shows slight changes in most
samples (Figure 16). A slight positive change is observed in samples H1, H2, H5, H8, H9 and a slight
negative change in sample H10. However, in samples H5 and H15, the total pore area is decreased
signiﬁcantly, and, in the case of sample H13, it is increased signiﬁcantly. The MICP total pore area
shows more dramatic changes. The total pore area is decreased in samples H1, H2, and H5 and is
increased in samples H9 and H13. In the case of sample H2, the reduction is very signiﬁcant (−77%).
MICP conﬁrms the LPNA total pore area results in terms of the direction of change in samples H9
and H13 where both methods show an enhancement in total surface area. However, the slight LPNA
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pore area increase in samples H1, H2, and H5 contradicts the MICP signiﬁcant decrease after exposure
to scCO2 .

Figure 15. Pore throat diameter versus (a) threshold pressure and (b) MICP porosity.

The BET surface areas were found to be 23.9–70.6 m2 /g (Table 2). There was a direct relationship
found between the BET surface area and the occurrence of Illite/mica (Figure 17). Group one of
samples has a lower percentage of Illite/mica clays but higher kaolinite percentages compared with
group two of the samples. The second group of samples with a higher kaolinite content has higher
threshold pressure due to its low pore throat diameter and lower porosities (Figures 15 and 17).
Furthermore, the presence of kaolinite inﬂuences the NMR response (Figure 17). As the kaolinite
content increases, the T2 relaxation time peak tends to decrease, with corresponding smaller pore sizes
or a restricted environment.
The high presence of total clay (mostly kaolinite) could cause the blocking of the pore throats
and could give access to the neighbouring larger pores during the saturation process, leading to
lower T2 amplitude values. The long T2 in group two of the samples is an indication of macropores,
and potentially new cracks induced by artiﬁcial saturation under pressure and brine reactivity with
shales, during the sample recovery and preparation steps.
There is no strong relationship between the LPNA average pore width and either total pore area
or total pore volume (Figure 18). Average pore width shows a strong relationship with fractions of
micro-, meso-, and macropores. Before and after exposure samples show a decrease in micropore
percentage and an increase in mesopore and macropore percentage with increasing pore diameter
(Figures 19 and 20). Based on IUPAC pore classiﬁcation, LPNA pore volume showed a pore range from
65.3% to 86.2% mesopores, 6.1% to 33.7% micropores, and a small portion of 0.5% to 8% macropores.
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Figure 16. Surface area estimates before and after exposure to scCO2 from LPNA (orange) and
MICP (green).

Figure 17. Cont.
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Figure 17. Inﬂuence of Illite/mica and kaolinite on various parameters. (a) BET Surface Area vs.
Illite/mica (b) BET Surface Area vs. kaolinite (c) MICP porosity vs. Illite/mica (d) MICP porosity vs.
kaolinite (e) T2 peak vs. Illite/mica (f) T2 peak vs. kaolinite.

Figure 18. Relationship between average pore width versus total pore area (a), and total pore volume
(b) from LPNA measurements.
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Figure 19. Relationship between average pore width vs the percentage of micropores.

Figure 20. Relationship between average pore width vs mesopore percentage (a), and macropore
percentage (b).

PSD Comparisons
The LPNA results show diﬀerent changes in the sample PSD. After nine months of exposure, an
increase was observed in the pore volume of micropores and mesopores smaller than about 8 nm in
samples H1, H2, and H4. Sample H4 is diﬀerent in this matter to the other two samples in that the
pore volume of micropore range was decreased (Figure 7). However, the pore volume of pores larger
than about 8 nm is decreased in samples H1, H2, and H4. In samples H5, H8, H9, and H13, the pore
volume is increased across all pore size range. Samples H10, H14, and H15 follow a deferent pattern.
Their pore volume is increased in pore sizes smaller than about 20 nm and is decreased bellow this
turning point. Their after-exposure isotherms are lower than the before-exposure isotherms.
The MICP results are two-fold too. MICP shows a decrease in the porosity of samples H1 and H2
and an increase in samples H5, H9, and H13. Although H5 porosity increased, which puts it in the
second group, its total pore volume is decreased from 10.26 m2 /g to 6.35 m2 /g (Table 4). The MICP PSD
did not include the micropore range as the LPNA did. MICP advocates substantial pore volume in
the meso- and macropores range. Samples H1 and H2 obtained from MICP analysis have the largest
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mesopore volume and the lowest macropore volume. The slight inconsistency between MICP and
LPNA is because MICP only quantiﬁes pore throat sizes and not the pore bodies, whereas LPNA
quantiﬁes both of them [57].
The grouping mentioned above is also obvious in the MICP pore size distribution curves (Figure 10).
Samples H1 and H2 with the most uniform pore size distributions have the largest proportion of
their pores in narrow pore sizes (peak at about 10 nm) which is reduced after exposure. A dual
behaviour is observed in the pore volume distribution of samples H5, H9, and H13. The pore sizes are
reduced below around 200 nm and enhanced above this point. PSD analysis using the NMR and MICP
methods gives similar results, with pore distribution made of meso- and macropores. The pressure
injection of mercury in the MICP method is not enough to override the strong capillary pressure of
pores <2 nm and some of the nanopore signal associated with micro-porosity is not detectable by
low-ﬁeld NMR [57]. The same trend is also observed in the NMR results (Figure 3). The NMR pore
size distribution of samples H1 and H2 are in the smaller pore size range and show a lower porosity
than other samples (H5, H8, H9, H13).
6. Conclusions
Four laboratory techniques (MICP, LPNA, low-ﬁeld NMR, and XRD) have been utilised to assess
the alteration of petrophysical and chemical properties of shale caprocks under the inﬂuence of
supercritical CO2 . The following conclusions can be reached about the eﬀect of supercritical CO2 on
the shale samples in this study.
The experimental study of shaly caprock samples under in situ reservoir conditions (T = 60 ◦ C,
P = 2000 psi) has shown that the injection of scCO2 into saline formation water of deep saline aquifers
inﬂuences their chemical character and their sealing eﬃciency. Reactions of the mixture of scCO2
and brine are documented by changes in mineral composition of exposed samples relative to the
initial samples conﬁrmed by XRD examinations. The injection of scCO2 into the brine resulted in the
dissolution of quartz, aluminosilicates such as K-feldspar and clay minerals such as kaolinite and the
precipitation of muscovite (Illite).
The dissolution and reprecipitation of minerals are responsible for the changes in the pore
structure properties of the samples. The results of this study indicate that chemical/mineralogical
alterations of the shale samples, after exposure to scCO2 , have measurable eﬀects on the porosity,
and sealing properties of shales, with a tendency to enhance the transport properties. An increase in
the porosity of most samples is observed in the NMR, MICP, LPNA results because of the mineralogical
alterations. A noticeable increase in the T2 relaxation time is observed in the samples exposed to
scCO2 . MICP capillary pressure also shows a distinct shift toward smaller values after exposure to
scCO2 . This agrees with a general shift toward larger pore throat sizes in the MICP PSD curves of
the samples analysed. Also, the calculated maximum column height of CO2 retention is reduced for
samples exposed to scCO2 as a result of the reduction of the threshold pressure.
Samples are grouped based on the clay content and pore sizes. The higher kaolinite contents
which are present in samples H1 (43.06%) and H2 (38.39%) along with lower pore size ranges
would contribute to their anomalous behaviour in terms of petrophysical alterations. Shale samples
with higher kaolinite and lower quartz contents demonstrated uniform but poorly connected pores,
with most pore sizes in the smaller pore size range. Their porosity was reduced after exposure to
CO2 when the smaller pores were decreased. By contrast, for shale samples of lower kaolinite and
higher quartz contents (H5, H9, and H13) with unevenly distributed but well-connected pores, the
porosity was enhanced. The overall larger pore size allowed CO2 to penetrate more easily and to
interact with pores’ minerals. The dissolution in connected larger pores could play a major role in
porosity enhancement in these samples.
A shale composition such as group one studied here is considered geochemically suitable caprock
for CO2 geological storage, as it contains clay minerals and matrix permeability is close to zero.
Matrix solution transport would not be signiﬁcant, and dissolution could not lead to increased
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porosity and permeability. In other words, seal integrity is maintained in such a case. Even when
the petrophysical properties are enhanced, substantial leakage problems are unlikely through the
undisturbed matrix of massive shale sequences [7]. Future works include a geochemical reaction path
modelling of the experiment to further supplement the results of this study for longer periods.
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